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TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1975
(Including Carryover Basis Provisions)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1977

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
GENERALLY OF TIE CO-I.nITEE ON FINANCE,

WasAington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Harry F. Byrd, Jr. (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Byrd.
Senator BD. The committee will come to order.
[The committee press release announcing these hearings and the
bills, H.R. 6715, S. 1954, S. 2227, and S. 2228 follow:]
[Press Release]
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEE MENT GENERALLY ANNOUNCES
HEARINGS ON CARRYOVER BASIS AS PART OF THE 'TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT
OF 197T'
Harry F. Byrd, Jr. (I.-Va.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management of the Finance Committee, today announced that hearings
will be held on October 27, and on October 28, 1977, on S. 1954, S. 2227, and
S. 2228, and otter bills which may be introduced dealing with the subject of
carryover basis. The hearings will be held in Room 221 Dlrksen Senate Oflce
Building.
Hearings on Octeber 27 will begin at 9 A.M., and will be limited to Treasury
Department witnesses. Hearingg for public witnesses will be held October 28 at
9 A.M. as part of the hearings on H.R. 6715, the "Technical Corrections Act
of 1977." Additional hearings on a subsequent date will be scheduled if necessary.
Senator Byrd stated that the carryover basis portion of the estate tax is one
of the most pressing problem areas created by the 1976 Tax Reform Act.
"Not only does carryover basis increase the complexity of the tax law, It also
is a radical departure from our past estate tax law. Furthermore, the decisions
about carryover basis where made at a conference between the House and Senate
without thorough and adequate consideration by these bodies and their com-

mittees."

Senator Byrd said the hearings were scheduled to review carryover basis,
as part of hearings dealing with a general clarification of the 1976 law.
S. 1954, sponsored by -Senator Carl Curtis of Nebraska, provides for the
elimination of the carryover basis provisions of the estate tax law, enacted
in 1976.
S. 2227 and S. 2228 are sponsored by Senator Harry F. Byrd. Jr. of Virginia
and Senator Robert Dole of Kansas. S. 2227 defers the effective date of the
carryover basis provisions until January 1, 1979, S. 2228 includes several technical provisions designed to eliminate the complexities associated with carryover
basis and make the law more workable.
Other Senators may introduce legislation dealing with carryover basis. In that
event, those bills would also be considered in the hearings.
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Public witnesses who desire to testify. in the hearings should submit A written
request to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510 by no later than the
close of business on October 26, 1977.
Legislative Reorganization Act.-Senator Byrd stated that the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before
the Committees of Congress "to file in advance written statements of their proposed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of
their argument."
Witnesses scheduled to testify should comply with the following rules:
(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by noon on the day before the Oay
the witness is scheduled to testify.
(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement a summary of
the principal points included in the statement.
(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size)
and at least 75 copies must be submitted by the close of business the day before
the witness is scheduled to testify.
(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Committee, but
are to confine their ten-minute oral presentations to a summary of the points
included in the statement.
(5) Not more than ten minutes will be allowed for oral presentation.
Written testlmony.-Senator Byrd stated that the Subcommittee would be
pleased to receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who
wish to submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion ill
the record should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in length
and mailed with five (5) copies by October 31, 1977, to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.
[H.R. 6715, 95th Cong., lot sess.]
AN ACT To correct technical and clerical mistakes in the tax laws

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; ETC.
(a) SHORT TITLE.-This Act may be cited as the "Technical Corrections Act of
1977".
(b) AMENDMENT or 1954 CODE.-Except as otherwise expressely provided,
whenever in this Act an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to, or repeal of, a section or other provision, the reference shall be considered
to be made to a section or other provision of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

(c) TABLE or CONTENTS.-

TABLE OF CONTENTS

See. 1. Short title; etc.
(a) Short title.
(b) Amendment of 1954 Code.
(c) Table of contents.
Sec. 2. Technical amendments to income tax provisions and administrative provisions.
(a) Amendments relating to retention of prior law for retirement
income credit under section 37(e).
(b) Amendments relating to the minimum tax.
(c) Sick pay.
(d) Net operating losses.
(e) Effective date for fiscal year taxpayers for construction period
interest and taxes.
(f) Clarification of provisions providing tax incentives to encourage
the preservation of historic structures.
(g) Foreign conventions.
(h) Clarification of last sentence of section 337(c) (2).
(I)
Certain transactions involving two or more investment companies.
(J) At risk provisions.
(k) Amendments relating to use of accrual accounting for farming.
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Extension of certain provisions to foreign personal holding
companies.
(m) Definition of condominium management association.
(n) Special rule for gain on property transferred to trust at less
than fair market value.
(o) Allowance of foreign tax credit for accumulation distributions.
(p) Retention of character of amounts distributed from accumulation trust to nonresident aliens and foreign corporations.
(q) Limitation on allowance of partnership losses in the case of
nonrecourse loans.
(r) Exempt interest dividends of regulated investment companies.
(s) Amendments relating to real estate investment trusts.
Amendments relating to treatment of foreign income.
(t)
(u) Holding period of commodity futures contracts.
(v) Amendment of section 1239(a).
(w) Recapture of depreciation on player contracts.
(x) Treatment of pensions and annuities for 50-percent maximum
rate on personal service income.
(y) Changes in the subchapter S provisions.
(z) Withdrawals from individual retirement accounts, etc.
(aa) Amendments relating to disclosure of tax returns.
(bb) Amendments relating to income tax return preparers.
(cc) Clarification of declaratory judgment provisions with respect
to revocations of or other changes in the qualifications of
certain organizations.
Sec. 3. Technical, clerical, and conforming amendments to estate and gift tax
provisions.
(a) Amendments relating to treatment of section 306 stock.
(b) Coordination of deduction for estate taxes attributable to income in respect of a decedent with the capital gain deductions,
etc.
(e) Amendments relating to carryover basis.
(d) Amendments relating to valuation of certain farm, etc., real
property.
(e) Amount of security required for extended payment provisions
for closely held businesses.
(f) Clarification of the $3,000 annual exclusion from the rule including in gross estate transfers within 3 years of death.
(g) Amendments relating to estate tax marital deduction.
(h) Coordination of sections 2513 and 2035.
(I) Inclusion in gross estate of stock transferred by the decedent
where the decedent retains or acquires voting rights.
(j) Amendments relating to individual retirement accounts, etc..
for spouse.
(k) Provisions relating to treatment of joint Interests.
(1) Amendments relating to orphans' exclusion.
(m) Disclaimer by surviving spouse where interest passes to such
spouse.
(n) Amendments relating to tax on generation-skipping transfers.
(o) Adjustment In income tax on accumulation distributions for
portion of estate and generation-skipping transfer taxes.
(p) Relief of executor from personal liability in the case of reliance
on gift tax return.
(q) Amendment of governing instruments to meet requirements for
gifts of split interest to charity.
(r) Indexing of Federal tax liens.
(s) Clerical amendments.
Sec. 4. Corrections of punctuation, spelling, incorrect cross references, etc.
(a) Erroneous cross references in investment credit.
(b) Prepaid legal services.
(c) Amendments relating to sections 219 and 220.
(d) Accrual accounting for farm corporations.
(e) Amendment of section 911.
(1)
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Sec. 4. Corrections of punctuation, spelling, incorrect cross references, etc.Continued
(f) Transition rule for private foundations.
(g) Lobbying by public charities.
(h) Amendments to foreign tax provisions.
(1) Amendments to DISC provisions.
) Amendments relating to deadwood provisions.
(k) Capital loss carryovers.
(1) Amendments relating to certain aircraft museums.
(m) Inspection by committee of Congress.
(n)
Amendment of section 6501.
(o) Conforming amendments to new definition of taxable income.
(p) Conforming amendments to repeal of section 317 of Trade Ex.
pansion Act of 1962.
(q) Effective date.
SEC. 2. TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS TO INCOME TAX PROVISIONS AND

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.
(a) AMENDMENTS RELATiNo TO RETENTION OF PRIOR LAW FOR RETIREMENT INCOME CREDIT UNDER Src'riON 37(e).(1) CLARIFICATION THAT SPOUSE UNDER AGE 65 MUST HAVE PUBLIC RETIREMENT SYSTEM INcoM.-Paragraph (2) of section 37(e) (relating to election
of prior law with respect to public retirement system income) is amended
by striking out "who has not attained age 65 before the close of the taxable
year" and inserting in lieu thereof "who has not attained age 65 before the
close of the taxable year (and whose gross income includes income described
in paragraph (4) (B))".
(2) CLARIFICATION THAT QUALIFYING SERVICEs MUST HAVE BEEN PERFORMED
BY TAXPAYER OR sPouTs-Subparagraph (B) of section 37(e) (4) (defining
retirement income) is amended by inserting "and who performed the services
giving rise to the pension or annuity (or is the spouse of the individual who
performed the services)" after "before the close of the taxable year".
(3) DISREGARD OF comUNrry PROPERTY LAws.-Subsection (e) of section
37 (relating to election of prior law with respect to public retirement sys-

tem income) is amended by redesignating paragraph (8) as paragraph (9)
and by inserting after paragraph (7) the following new paragraph:
"(8) COMMUNrY PROPERTY LAWS NOT APPLICABLr,-In the case of a Joint
return, this subsection shall be applied without regard to community property laws."
(4) ErFECTIVE DATES.(A) The amendments made by paragraphs (1) and (2) shall apply
to taxable years begnning after December 31, 1975.
(B) The amendments made by paragraph (8) shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1976.
(b) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO THE MINiMUM TAX.(1) SPECIAL RULES FOR MINIMUM TAX IN THE CASE OF SUBCHAPTER S CORPO-

RATIONS AND PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-

(A) Paragraph (1) of section 57(a) (relating to adjusted itemized
deductions) is amended by striking out "An amount" and inserting in
lieu thereof "In the case of an Individual, an amount".
(B) The last sentence of section 57(a) (relating to items of tax
preference) is amended by striking out "Paragraphs (1), (3), and"
and inserting in lieu thereof "Paragraphs (3) and".

(C) Subsection (1) of section 58 (defining corporations) is amended

by striking out "Except as provided in subsection (d) (2), for purposes
of this part" and Inserting in lieu thereof "For purposes of this part
(other than section 57(a) (9))".
(2) DIvisioN or $1o,oo0 AMOUNT AMONG MEMBERS OF CONTROLLED GROUPS.Subsection (b) of section 58 (relating to members of controlled groups) is
amended to read as follows:
"(b) MEMBERS OF CONRTROLLED GEouPs.-In the case of a controlled group of

corporations (as defined in section 15W3(a)), the $10,000 amount specified in
section 56 shall be divided among the component members of such group in
proportion to their respective regular tax deductions (within the meaning of
section 56(c) ) for the taxable year."
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(3) COMPUTATION OF ADJUSTED ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS IN THE CASE OF ESTATES
AND TRUSTS.-Paragraph (2) of section 57(b) (relating to computation of
adjusted itemized deductions in the case of estates and trusts) is amended
to read as follows:
"(2) SPECIAL RULES FOR ESTATES AND TRUSTS."(A) IN GENEFAL.-In the case of an estate or trust, for purposes of

paragraph
deductions
deductions
"(I)
"(ii)

642(b),

(1) of subsection (a), the amount of the adjusted itemized
for any taxable year is the amount by which the sum of the
for the taxable year other thanthe deductions allowable in arriving at adjusted gross income,
the deduction for personal exemption provided by section

the deduction for casualty losses described in section Itw
"(1i1)
(c) (3),
"(iv) the deductions allowable under section 651(a), 601(a), or
691(e), and
"(v) the deductions allowable to a trust under section 642(c) to
the extent that a corresponding amount is Included in the gross income of the beneficiary under section 662(a) (1) for the taxable
year of the beneficiary with which or within which the taxable year
of the trust ends,
exceeds 60 percent (but does not exceed 100 percent) of the adjusted
gross income of the estate or trust for the taxable year.
"(B) DETERMINATION OF ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME.--For purposes of
this paragraph, the adjusted gross income of an estate or trust shall be
computed In the same manner as In the case of an individual, except
that"(1) the deductions for costs paid or incurred in connection with
the administration of the estate or trust, and
"(ii) to the extent provided In subparagraph (C), the deductions under section 642(c),
shall be treated as allowable in arriving at adjusted gross income.
"(C)

TREATMENT OF CERTAIN CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIoNS.-For

pur-

poses of this paragraph, the following deductions under section 642(c)
(relating to deductions for amounts paid or permanently set aside for
charitable purposes) shall be treated as deductions allowable in arriving at adjusted gross income:
"(i) deductions allowable to an estate,
"(ii) deductions allowable to a trust all of the unexpired interests
In which are devoted to one or more of the purposes described In section 170(c) (2) (B),
"(ii) deductions allowable to a trust which is a pooled income
fund within the meaning of section 642(c) (5), and
"(iv) deductions allowable to a trust which are attributable to
transfers to the trust before January 1, 1976."
(4) SECTION 891 (C) DEDUCTION NOT TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT FOR DETERMINING
ADJUSTED ITEMIZED D
coIs.--Paragraph (1) of section 57(b) Is amended
by striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (C), by inserting "and" at
the end of subparagraph (D), and by inserting after subparagraph (D) the
following new subparagraph:
"(E) the deduction allowable under section 691 (e) ,".
(5)

ALLOCATION OP ITEMS OF TAX PREFERENCE IN

THE CASE OF ESTATES AND

TRUSTS.-Paragraph (1) of section 58(c) (relating to estates and trusts)
is amended by striking out "on the basis of the income of the estate or
trust allocable to each" and inserting in lieu thereof "in accordance with
regulations prescribed by the Secretary".
(6) EFFECTIVE DAT.-The amendments made by this subsection shall take
effect as if included in the amendments made by section 301 of the Tax
Reform Act of 190.
(c) SICK PAY.(1) IN GENERAL-Section 105(d) is amended by striking out paragraphs
(4) and (6), by redesignating paragraph (5) as paragraph (4) and
paragraph (7) as paragraph (6), and by Inserting after paragraph (4) the
following new paragraph:
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"(5)

SPECIAL RULE FOR MARRIED COUPLES."(A) MARRIED COUPLE MUST FILE JOINT RETURN.-Except in the case
of a husband and wife who live apart at all times during the taxable
year, if the taxpayer is married at the close of the taxable year, the
exclusion provided by this suibsection shall be allowed only if the taxpayer and his spouse file a Joint return for the taxable year.
"(B) APPLICATION OF PARAGRAPHS (2) AND (3).-In the case of a
joint return"(I) paragraph (2) shall be applied separately with respect to
each spouse, but
"(ii) paragraph (3) shall be applied with respect to their combined adjusted gross income.
"(C)

DETERMINATION OF MARITAL

STATUS.-For purposes of this sub-

section, marital status shall be determined under section 143 (a).
"(D) JOINT RETURN DEFINED.-For purposes of this subsection, the
term 'Joint return' means the joint return of a husband and wife made
under section 6013."
(2) CONFORMING AMENDIENT.--Subsection (c) (3) of section 505 of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976 (relating to disability retirement) is amended by
striking out "section 105(d) (5)" and inserting in lieu htereof "section
105(d) (4)".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this subsection shall take
effect as if included in section 105(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
as such section was amended by section 505(a) of the Tax Reform Act of
1976:
(d) NET OPERATING LOSSES.(1) AMENDMENT OF SECTION' 172(b) (1) (B).-The second sentence of subparagraph (B) of section 172(b) (1) (relating to years to which net operatlug losses way be carried) is amended by striking out "and (F)" and
inserting in lieu thereof "(F), and (G) ".
(2) EIFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to losses incurred in taxable years ending after December 31, 1975.
(e)
EFFECTIVE DATE FOR FISCAL YEAR TAXPAYERS FOR CONSTRUCTION PERIOD
INTEREST AND TAxEs.-Paragraph (1) of section 201 (c) of the Tax Reform Act of

1976 is amended to read as follows:
"(1) in the case of nonresidential real property, if the construction period
begins on or after the first day of the first taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1975,".
(f) CLARIFICATION OF PROVISIONS PROVIDINo TAX INCENTIVES To ENCOURAGE
THE PRESERVATION OF HISTORIC STRUCTURES.(1) DEFINITION OF CERTIFIED HISTORIC STRUCTURES.-Subsectton (d) of
section 191 (relating to amortization of certain rehabilitation expenditures
for certified historic structures) is amended by redesignating paragraphs
(2) and (3) as paragraphs (3) and (4), respectively, and by striking out
paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof the following new paragraphs:
"(1) CERTIFIED HISTORIC STRUCTURE.-The term 'certified historic structure' means a building or structure which is of a character subject to the
allowance for depreciation provided in section 167 and which"(A) is listed in the National Register, or
"(B) is located in a registered historic district and is certified by the
Secretary of the Interior to the Secretary as being of historic significance
to the district.
"(2) REoISTERED HISTORIC DISTRICT.-The term 'registered historic district'
means-"(A) any district listed in the National Register, and
"(B) any district"(i) which is designated under a statute of the appropriate State
or local government if such statute is certified by the Secretary of
the Interior to the Secretary as containing criteria which will substantially achieve the purpose of Preserving and rehabiliting build.
ings of historic significance to the district, and
"(I) which is certified by the Secretary of the Interior to the
Secretary as meeting substantially all of the requirements for the
listing of districts in the National Register."
(2) AMENDMENT OF CROSS REFERENCES.-Subsection (g) of section 191
(relating to cross references) is amended to read as follows:
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"(g) Caoss RBrmwoi."(1) For rules relating to the listing of buildings, structures, and
historic districts in the National Register, see the Act entitled 'An Act
to establish a program for the preservation of additional historic prop.
erties throughout the Nation, and for other purposes, approved October 15, 1966 (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.).
"(2) For special rules with respect to certain gain derived from the
disposition of property the adjusted basis of which is determined with
regard to this section, see sections 1245 and 1250."
(3) SPECIAL RULES FOu RECAPTURE OF AmOwriZATION DEDUCTON.(A) Paragraph (2) of section 1245(a) (relating to gain from
dispositions of certain depreciable property) is amended(i) by striking out "190, or 191" the first place it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof "or 190" and
(i) by striking out "190, or 191" the second and third place it
appears and inserting in lieu thereof "190, or (in the case of property
described in paragraph (3) (C)) 191".
(B) Subparagraph (D) of section 1245(a) (3) (relating to gain from
dispositions of certain depreciable property) is amended by striking out
"190, or 191" and inserting in lieu thereof "or 190".
(C) Paragraph (3) of section 1250(b) (relating to depreciation adJustments) is amended by striking out "190 or 191" and inserting in lieu
thereof "or 190".

(4)

STRAIGHT LINE METHOD IN CERTAIN

CASES.-Subsection (n) of section

167 is amended to read as follows:
"(n) STRAIGHT LINE METHOD IN CERTAIN CASES.
"(1) IN OENERAL.-In the case of any property in whole or in part constructed, reconstructed, erected, or used on a site which was, on or after
June 30, 1976, occupied by a certified historic structure (or by any structure
in a registered historic district) which is demolished or substantially altered
after such date"(A) subsections (b), (J), (k), and (1) shall not apply, and
"(B) the term 'reasonable allowance' as used in subsection (a) means
only an allowance computed under the straight line method.
The preceding sentence shall not apply if the last substantial alteration of
the structure is a certified rehabilitation.
"(2) Exc-PTIOoNs.-The limitations imposed by this subsection shall not
apply"(A) to personal property, and
"(B) in the case of demolition or substantial alteration of a
structure located in a registered historic district. if"(I) iuch structure was not a certified historic structure, and
"(i) before the beginning of the demolition or substantial alteration of such structure, the Secretary of the Interior certified to
the Secretary that such structure is not of historic significance to
the district.
"(3) DF INITIONS.-For purposes of this subsection, the terms 'certified
historic structure', 'registered historic district', and 'certified rehabilitation'
have the respective meanings given such terms by section 191 (d)."
(5) DEMOLITION OF CERTAIN HISTORIC STRUCTURES.-SSu bection1 (b) of section 280B (relating to special rule for registered historic districts) is
amended to read as follows:
"(b) SPECIAL RuLE FOR REoISTERED HISTORIC DISTRICTS.-For purposes of this
section, any building or other structure located in a registered historic district
(as defined in section 191(d) (2)) shall be treated as a certified historic structure unless the Secretary of the Interior has certified, before the beginning of
the demolition of such structure, that such structure is not of historic significance
to the district."
(6) SUBSTANTIALLY REHABILITATED HISTORIC PROPERTY.(A) Paragraph (1) of section 167(o) (relating to substantially
rehabilitated historic property) is amended by inserting "(other than
property with respect to which an amortization deduction has been
allowed to the taxpayer under section 191)" after "substantially rehabilitated historic property".
(B) Paragraph (2) of section 167(o) is amended by striking out
'section 191(d) (3)" and Inserting in lieu thereof "section 191(d) (4)".
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(7) Er'rr'vE DAT-The amendments made by this subsection shall take
effect as If included in the respective provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 to which such amendments relate, as sue%provision were added
to such Code, or amended, by section 2124 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
(g) Foasros CoNvzsNos(1) DDuCrONS NOT DISALLOWED TO EMPLOYER WHEZ EMPLOYEE INCLUDES
AMOUNTS IN ozOes INoML-Subparograph (D) of section 274(b) (6) (relating to application of subsection to employer As well as to traveler) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The
preceding sentence shall not deny a deduction to any person other than
the Individual attending the foreign convention with respect to any amount
Includible in the gross income of such Inividual If such person treats such
amount as so includible for purposes of part III of subchapter A of chapter
61 (relating to information returns)."
(2) TmcnIRcNAL AMENDMENTS.-The first sentence of section 274(b) (3)
is amended by striking out "more than one-half" and inserting In lieu
thereof "at least one-half".
(8) EFFL'TIVE DAT.-The amendments made by this subsection shall apply
to conventions beginning after December 31, 1976.
(h) CLAwRoFCATION OF LAST SvT'nzCK or ScrxoN 337(c) (2).(1) IN oGNza.-Subsection (c) of section 337 (relating to limitations
on appicatlon of section 337) is amended by striking out the last sentence
of paragraph (2) and by adding at the end of such subsection the following
new paragraph:
"(3) SPECIAL RULE FOR AFFILIATED OROUP.-

"(A) IN OEz.aAL..Paragraph (2) shall not apply to a sale or exchange by a corporation (hereinafter in this paragraph referred to as
the 'selling corporation') If"(I) within the 12-month period beginning on the date of adoption
of a plan of complete liquidation by selling corporation, the selling
corporation and each distributee corporation is liquidated, and
"(i) none of the complete liquidations referred to in clause (i) Is
a liquidation with respect to which section 333 applies.
"(B) DEFiNrIToNs.-For purposes of subparagraph (A)"(I) The term 'distributee corporation' means a corporation in
the chain of ineludible corporations to which the selling corporation
or a corporation above the selling corporation in such chain makes
a distribution in complete liquidation within the 12-month period
referred to In subparagraph (A) (I).
"(i) The term 'chain of includible corporations' includes, in the
case of any distribution, any corporation which (at the time of
such distribution) Is In a chain of includible corporations for purposes of section 1504(a) (determined without regard to the exceptions contained in section 1504(b)). Such term included,, where
appropriate, the common parent corporation."
(2) EFFnrTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to sales or exchanges made pursuant to a plan of complete liquidation adopted
after December 31,1975.
(I) CERTAIN TRANSAOTIONS INVOLVING 2 OR MORE INVESTMENT COMPANIES.M1)AMENDMENTS OF SECTION 368(a) (2) (r).(A) The first sentence of clause (i1) of section 368(a) (2) (F)

Is

amended(I) by striking out "more than 50 percent" and inserting in lieu
thereof "50 percent or more"; and
(i) by striking out "more than 80 percent" and inserting in lieu
thereof "80 percent or more."
(B) The first sentence of clause (vi) of section 368(a) (3) (F) Is
amended by striking out "is not diversified within the meaning" and
inserting In lieu thereof "does not meet the requirements."
(C) The second sentence of such clause (vi) Is amended to read as
follows: "If such investment company acquires stock of another corporation in a reorganization descrlbd in section 368(a) (1) (B), clause (I)
shall be applied to the shareholders of such Investment company as
though they had exchanged with such other corporation all of their
stock in such company for stock having a fair market value equal to
the fair market value of their stock of such Investment coinpany immediately after the exchange."
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(D) Subparagraph (F) of section 368(a) (2) is. amended by adding
at the end thereof the following clauses:
"(vii) For purposes of clauses (1i) and (11), the term 'securities'
includes obligations of State and local governments, commodity
futures contracts, shares of regulated investment companies and
real estate investment trusts, and other investments constituting a
security within the meaning of the Investment Company Act of
1940 (15 U.S.C. 80a-2(36)).
"(viii) In applying paragraph (3) of section 267(b) in respect
of any transaction to which this subparagraph applies, the reference
to a personal holding company in such paragraph (3) shall be
treated as including a reference to an investment company and
the determination of whether a corporation is an investment company shall be made as of the time immediately before the transaction instead of with respect to the taxable year referred to in such
paragraph (3)."
(2) EFFECTIVE DATES.(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the amendments made
by paragraph (1) shall apply as if included in section 368(a) (2) (F)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as added by section 2131(a) of
the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
(B) Clause (viii) of section 368(a) (2) (F) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 (as added by paragraph (1)) shall apply only with respect
to losses sustained after September 26, 1977.
(J) AT RISK PROVISIONS.(1) CLERICAL AMENDMENT TO EFFECTIVE DATE.-Subparagraph (A) of sec-

tion 204(c) (3) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 is amended by striking out
"section 465(c) (1) (B)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 465(c) (1) (C)".
(2) CLARIFICATION OF SECTION 465(d).-Subsection (d) of section 465
defining loss for purposes of the at risk provisions) is amended by striking
out "(determined without regard to this section)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "(determined without regard to the first sentence of subsection
(a) )".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this subsection shall take
effective on October 4, 1976.
(k) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO USE OF ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING FOR FARMING.(1) AUTOMATIC 10-YEAR
REQUIRED TO USE ACCRUAL

ADJUSTMENT

PERIOD FOR FARMING

CORPORATIONS

ACCOUNTING.-Paragraph (3) of section 447(f)
(relating to coordination with section 481) is amended(A) by striking out "(except as otherwise provided in such regulations)", and
(B) by inserting "(or the remaining taxable years where there is a
stated future life of less than 10 taxable years)" after "10 taxable
years".

(2) AUTOMATIC 10-YEAR ADJUSTMENT FOR FARMING SYNDICATES CHANGING
TO ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING.-If-

(A) a farming syndicate (within the meaning of section 464(c) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) was in existence on December 31,
1975, and
(B) such syndicate elects an accrual method of accounting (including the capitalization of preproductive period expenses described in section 447(b) of such Code) for a taxable year beginning before Janu.
ary 1,1979,
then such election shall be treated as having been made with the consent
of the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate and, under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, the net amount
of the adjustments required by section 481(a) of such Code to be taken into
account by the taxpayer In computing taxable income shall be taken into
account in each of the 10 taxable years (or the remaining taxable years
where there is a stated future life of less than 10 taxable years) beginning
with the year of change.
(8) ExTENDING FAMILY ATTRIBUTION TO SPOUSE IN THE FARMING SYNDICATE
RULES.-

(A) Subparagraph (E) of section 464(c) (2) (defining farming syndicate) is amended by striking out "(within the meaning of section 267
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(c) (4) )" and inserting in lieu thereof "(or a spouse of any such
member)".
(B) Paragraph (2) of section 464(c) is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of subparagraph (E),
the term 'family' has the meaning given to such term by section 267

(c) (4)."

(4) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by paragraphs (1) and (3)
shall take effect as if included in section 447 or 464 (as the case may be)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 at the time of the enactment of such
sections.
(1) EXTENSION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS TO FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDINGS COMPANIES.-

(1)

SECTION 465.-Subsection (a) of section 465 (relating to deductions

limited to amount at risk in case of certain activities) is amended(A) by striking out "In the case of a taxpayer (other than a corporation which is neither an electing small business corporation (as defined in section 1371(b)) nor a personal holding company (as defined in section 542)) engaged" and inserting in lieu thereof "In the
case of an individual engaged"; and
(B) by adding at the end thereof the fo'l,,wing new sentence: "For
purposes of this section, an electing small business corporation (as
defined in section 1371(b)), a personal holding company (as defined
in section 542), and a foreign personal holding company (as defined
in section 552) shall be treated as an individual."
(2) SECTION 18.-Subsection (a) of section 189 (relating to amortization of real property construction period interest and taxes) is amended(A) by striking out "an electing small business corporation (within
the meaning of section 1371(b)), or personal holding company (within
the meaning of section 542),"; and
(B) by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For
purposes of this section, an electing small business corporation (as defined in section 1371(b)), a personal holding company (as defined In
section 542), and a foreign personal holding company (as defined in
section 552) shall be treated as an individual."
(3) SECTION 2so.-Subsection (a) of section 280 (relating to certain expenditures incurred in production of films, books, records, or similar property) is amended(A) by striking out "Except in the case of a corporation (other than
an electing small business corporation (as defined in section 1371(b))
or a personal holding company (as defined in section 542)) and except"
and inserting in lieu thereof "In the case of an individual, except"; and
(B) by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For
purposes of this section, an electing small business corporation (as
defined In section 1371(b)), a personal holding company (as defined in
section 542), and a foreign personal holding company (as defined in section
552) shall be treated as an individual."
(4) EFFECTIVE DATES.-

(A) The amendments made by paragraph (1) shall
Included in the amendment made by section 204 (a) of
Act of 1976.
(B) The amendments made by paragraph (2) shall
included in the amendment made by section 201(a) of
Act of 1976.
(C) The -amendments made by paragraph (3) shall
Included in the amendment made by section 210(a) of
Act of 1976.

take effect as if
the Tax Reform
take effect as If
the Tax Reform
take effect as if
the Tax Reform

(m) DEFINITION OF CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION.(1) IN GENERAL.-Paragraph (2) of section 528(c) (defining condominium
management association) is amended by striking out "as residences" and
inserting in lieu thereof "by individuals for residences".
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1973.

(n) SPECIAL RULE FOR GAIN ON PROPERTY TRANSFERRED TO TRUST AT LESS THAN
FAIR MARKET VALUE.(1)

ADDITIONAL TAX TO APPLY ONLY TO RECOGNIZED GAINS.-

(A) IN GENERAL.-Subsections (a) (1). (a) (2), and (b) (1) of section
644 (relating to special rule for gain on property transferred to trust at
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less than fair market value) are each amended by striking out "gain
realized" each place It appears and Inserting In lieu thereof "gain
recognized".
(B) SPECIAL RULE FOR SUBSTITUTED BASIS PROPER TY.-Subsection (d)
of section 044 (relating to special rule for short sales) is amended to
read as follows:
"(d) SPECIAL RULES."(1) SHORT SALES.-If the trust sells the property referred to in subsection
(a) in a short sale within the 2-year period referred to in such subsection,
such 2-year period shall be extended to the date of the closing of such short
sale.
"(2) SUBSTITUTED BASIS PROPERTY.-For purposes of this section, In the case
of any property held by the trust which has a basis determined in whole or
in part by reference to thb basis of any other property which was transferred
to the trust"(A) the initial transfer of such property in trust by the transferor
shall be treated as having occurred on thc date of the initial transfer
in trust of such other property,
"(B) subsections (a) (1) (B) and (b) (2) shall be applied by taking
into account the fair market value and the adjusted basis of such other
property, and
"(C) the amount determined under subsection (b) (2) with respect to
such other property shall be allocated (under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary) among such other property and all properties held by the
trust which have a basis determined in whole or In part by reference to
the basis of such other property."
(2) TREATMENT OF NET OPERATING LOSSES, CAPITAL LOSSES, ET.,-WHICH MAY
AFFECT TRANSFEROR'8 TAX IN OTHER

YEARs.-Section 644(a) (2) (relating to

additional tax on gain on property transferred to trust at less than fair market value) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The determination of tax under clause (I) of subparagraph (A) shall
be made by not taking into account any carryback, and by not taking into
account any loss or deduction to the extent that such loss or deduction may
be carried by the transferer to any other taxable year."
(3) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.-Paragraph (1) of section 644(f) is amended
by striking out "subsection (a)" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (a)
(other than the 2-year requirement of paragraph (1) (A) thereof)."
(4) CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO REVISION OF SECTION 644.-Section 1402
(b) (1) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (relating to holding period for longterm capital gains treatment) is amended by striking out subparagraph (K)
thereof.
(5)

F

TIVE DATES.-

(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the amendment made
by this subsection shall apply to transfers In trust made after May 21,
1976.
(B) The amendment made by paragraph (4) shall take effect on
on October 4, 176.
(o) ALLowANcE OF FOREIGN TAX CREDIT FOR ACCUMULATION DISTRIRUTIONS.(1) IN OENRAL.-Subsection (d) of section 665 is amended to read as
follows:
"(d) TAXES IMPOSED ON THE TRUST."(1) IN GENERA.-For purposes of this subpart, the term 'taxes imposed
on the trust' means"(A) the amount of the taxes which are Imposed for any taxable year
of the trust under this chapter (without regard to this subpart) or
"(B) subject to paragraph (2), the amount of any Income, war profits,
or excess profits taxes which are imposed by any foreign country or
possession of the United States for any taxable year of the trust,
and which, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, are properly
allocable to the undistributed portions of distributable net income and gains
in excess of losses from sales or exchanges of capital assets. The amount
determined in the preceding sentence shall be reduced by any amount of
taxes deemed distributed under section (b) or (c) to any beneficiary.

"(2) SPECIAL RULES FO FOrmoN TAiX."(A)

_

ELECTIONS TO TAKE FOREIGN TAX

CREDT.-Paragraph (1) (B)

shall apply with respect to any taxes only If the trust is not a foreign

trust and only if98-902-=-77-2
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-(I) the trust chose the benefits of subpart A of part III of subchapter N for the taxable year of the trust for which the taxes
were imposed, and
"(ii) the beneficiary chooses the benefits of such subpart A for the
beneficiary's taxable year in which the distribution to which such
taxes were allocable Is includible in gross income.
"(B) SEPARATE COMPUTATIONS OF FOREIGN TAX CUWIT LMTrrATIoNs.For purposes of applying paragraph (1) (B), the amount described
therein shall be the amount determined after the separate application,
with respect to the trust, of the limitations of sections 904 and 907 with
-respect to such taxes."
(2) SPECIAL RULE FOR FOREIGN TRUSTS.-Section 687 is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(d) SPECIAL RULES FOR FoREIGN TausTs.-In the case of amounts which are
treated under section 666 as having been distributed by a foreign trust in a precedlug taxable year, if the beneficiary chooses to have the benefits of subpart A of
part III of subchapter N for the taxable year for which the distribution Is
includible in the beneflciary's income"(1) the income, war profits, and excess profits taxes imposed by any
foreign country or possession- of the United States paid or accrued by such
trust which are allocable to such amounts shall be treated as paid or accrued
by the beneficiary in such taxable year.
"(2) an amount equal to the amount of the taxes treated as paid or accrued by the beneficiary by reason of paragraph (1) shall be included in the
amount treated as having been distributed under subsection (b) or (c) of
section 666 in a preceding taxable year.
"(3) for purposes of determining under paragraph (1) the amount treated
as paid or accrued by the beneficiary, the beneficiary shall compute the
limitations under sections 904 and 907 separately with respect to the
beneficiary's distributions from such trust for such year, and
"(4) the items of income, deduction, and credit of the trust shall retain
their character to the extent necessary to apply paragragh (3)."
(3) EFFTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this subsection shall apply
to distributions made in taxable years beginning after December 31, 1975.
(p) RErEiNIox OF CHARAcYPER or AMOUNTS DIsnTmUnn FRoM ACCUMULATION
TRUST TO NONRESIDENT ALIENS AND FOREIoN CORPORATIONS.(1) IN OENERAL.-Section 667 (relating to treatment of amounts deemed
distributed by trust In preceding years) Is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
"(e) RETENTION OF CHARACTER OF AMOUNTS DISTRIBUTED FROM ACCUMULATION
TRUST TO NONRESIDENT ALIENS AND FOREIGN CORuORATION.-In the case of a
distribution from a trust to a nonresident allen individual or to a foreign corporation, the first sentence of subsection (a) shall be applied as if the reference
to the determination of character under section 662(b) applied to all amounts
instead of Just to tax-exempt Interest."
(2) EFrEcTv DAT.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to distributions made in taxable years beginning after December 31, 1975.
(q) LIMITATION ON ALLOWANCE OF PARTNERSHIP LOSSES IN THE CASE OF NONRECOURSE LANS.(1) IN GENERALt-The last sentence of section 704(d) (relating to limitation on allowance of partnership losses) Is amended by striking out "the
principal activity" and all that follows and inserting In lieu thereof "sub.
stantially all of the activities of which relate to the holding of real property
(other than mineral property) for sale or rental."
(2) EFETrvE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to liabilities Incurred after December 31, 1976.
(r) EXEMPT INTEREST DrvIBENDS OF RroULATm INVESTMENT COMPANIES.-

(1)

TREATMENT OF TAx-ExEMPT INTEREST FOR PURPOSES OF THE 90-PERmENT

AND S0-PERCENT

TEsT.-Subsection (b) of section 851 (relating to limita-

tions on the definition of regulated Investment company) is amended by

adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of

paragraphs (2) and (3), amounts excludable from gross Income under section 103(a) (1) shall be treated as included In gross Income."
(2) LOSSES ATrRIDUTABLE TO TAX-EXEMPT INTEREST WHERE SToK IS HELD
LESS THAN 81 DAY.-Paragraph (4) of section 852(b) (relating to loss on
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sale or exchange of stock held less than 31 days) is amended to read as
follows:
(4) Loss ON SALE OR EXCHANGE OF STOCK HELD LESS THAN 31 DAYS."(A) IOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO CAPITAL GAIN DIVIEND.-If"(I) under subparagraph (B) or (D) of paragraph (3) a shareholder of a regulated investment company is required, with respect
to any share, to treat any amount as a long-term capital gain, and
"(ii) such share is held by the taxpayer for less than 31 days,
then any loss (to the extent not disallowed under subparagraph
(B)) on the sale or exchange of such share shall, to the extent of the
amount described in clause (1), be treated as a long-term capital
loss.
"(B) LoSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO EXEMPT-INTEREST DvDEND.-If"(i) a shareholder of a regulated investment company receives an
exempt-interst dividend with respect to any share, and
"(ii) such share is held by the taxpayer for less than 31 days,
then any loss on the sale or exchange of such share shall, to the
extent of the amount of such exempt-interest dividend, be disallowed.
"(0) DETERMINATION OF HOLDING PERODS.-For purposes of this
paragraph, the rules of section 246(c) (3) shall apply in determining
whether any share of stock has been held for less than 31 days; except
that '30 days' shall be substituted for the number of days specified
In subparagraph (B) of section 246(c) (3)."
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1975.

(s)

AMENDMENTS RELATING TO REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS.-

(1) ANNUAL ACCOUNTING PERIoD.-Section 860 (relating to adoption of
annual accounting period) is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 860. ADOPTION OF ANNUAL ACCOUNTING PERIOD.
"For purposes of this subtitle"(1) a real estate investment trust shall not change to any accounting
period other than the calendar year, and
"(2) a corporation, trust, or association may not elect to be a real estate
investment trust for any taxable year beginning after October 4, 1976, unless
its accounting period is the calendar year.
Paragraph (2) shall not apply to a corporation, trust, or association which was
considered to be a real estate investment trust for any taxable year beginning
on or before October 4, 1976."
(2) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 856(C) (3) (D).Subparagraph (D) of section 856(c) (3) is amended by inserting "(other
than gain from prohibited transactions)" after "and gain".
(3) EXoISE TAX ON REIT UNDISTRIBUTED INCOME.(A) Paragraph (3) of section 6501(e) (relating to limitations on
assessment and collection) is amended by striking out "or 43" and
inserting in lieu thereof "43, o.- 44".
(B) Subsection (b) of section 1605 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976
(relating to technical amendments) is amended by striking out para.
graph (1) thereof.
(0) Subparagraph (D) of section 1605(b) (5) of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976 is amended to read as follows:
"(D) by striking out 'of chapter 43 tax for the same taxable years,' in
subsection (c) (1) and inserting in lieu thereof 'of chapter 43 tax for
the same taxable year, of chapter 44 tax for the same taxable year,'."
(4) CORRECTION OF CROSS REFERENCE.-Subparagraph (B) of section 859
(b) (2) is amended by striking out "section 6601(c)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "section 6601 (b) ".
(5) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this subsection shall take
effect on October 4, 1976.
(t) AMENDMENTS RELA TING TO TREATMENT OF FOREIGN INCOME.(1) FOREIGN TAX CREDITS NOT DISALLOWED ON CERTAIN DISTRIBUTIONS MADE
BY POSSESSIONS CORPORATIONS.(A) IN GENLRA Paragraph (1) of section 901(g) (relating to
certain taxes paid with respect to distributions from possessions corpora-

tions) is amended to read as follows:
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"(1) IN GENFRAL.-For purposes of this chapter, any tax of a foreign country or possession ofthe United States which is paid or accrued with respect
to any distribution from a corporation"(A) to the extent that such distribution is attributable to periods
during which sueh corporation Is a possessions corporation, and
"(B) (1) if a dividends received deduction is allowable with respect
to such distribution under part VIII of subchapter B, or
"(il) to the extent that such distribution is received in connection
with a liquidation or other transaction with respect to which gain or
loss Is not recognized.
shall not be treated as income, war profits, or excess profits taxes paid or
accrued to a foreign country or possession of the United States, and no
deduction snall be allowed under this title with respect to any amount so
paid or accrued."
(B) DEFINrIION OF POSSESSIONS CORPORATION.-Paragraph (2) of section 901(g) (defining possessions corporation) is amended(i) by striking out "or during which section 931" and inserting
in lieu thereof ", during which section 931", and
(ii) by inserting before the period at the end thereof the followIng: ", or during which section 957 (c) applied to such corporation".
(0) Em'mrzvu DATSe.-The amendment made by subparagraph (A)
shall apply as if included in section 901(g) of the Internal Revenue
Oode of 1954 as added by section 1051(d) (2) of the Tax Reform Act of
1976. The amendments made by subparagraph (B) shall apply to distributions made after the (late of the enactment of this Act in taxable
years ending after such date.
(2) FOREIGN TAX CREDIT ADJUSTMENTS FOR CAPITAL GAINS.(A) IN UENERAL.-Paragraph (2) of section 904 (b) (relating to treatment of capital gains for purposes of the foreign tax credit limitation)
is amended by striking out "For purposes of subsection (a)-" and
inserting in lieu thereof "For purposes of this section-".
(B) SOURCE RULE.-Subparagraph (C) of section 904(b)(3) is
amended by striking out "For purposes of this paragraph, there" and
Inserting in lieu thereof 'There".
(C) SOURCE RULE FOR LIQUIDATIONS OF CERTAIN FOREIGN CORPORATIONs.-Paragraph (3) of section 904(h) (relating to source rules for
gain from the sale of certain personal property) is amended by
redesignating subparagraph (D) as subparagraph (E) and by inserting
after subparagraph (C) the following new subparagraph:
"(D) GAIN FROM LIQUIDATION OF CERTAIN FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-Subparagraph (C) shall not apply with respect to a distribution In liquidation of a foreign corporation to which part II of subchapter C applies If
such corporation derived less than 50 percent of its gross income from
sources within the United States for the 3-year period ending with the
close of such corporation's taxable year immediately preceding the year
during which the distribution occurred."
(D) EFFrC'IvE DATE.-The amendments made by this paragraph shall
apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,1975.
(3) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN CAPITAL LOSS CARRYOVER AND CARRYBACKS FOR
PURPOSES OF THE LIMITATION ON CREDIT FOR FOREIoN TAXES.(A) IN OENRAL.---Clause (i11) of section 904(b) (2) (A) (relating
to treatment of capital gains of corporations for purposes of the foreign
tax credit limitation) Is amended by striking out "any net capital loss"
and inserting in lieu thereof "for purposes of determining taxable Income
from sources without the United States, any net capital loss (and any
amount which is a short-term capital loss under section 1212 (a))".
(B) EFFCrxvz DATE.-The amendment made by subparagraph (A)
shall apply to taxable years beginning after December 81, 1975.
(4) TREATMENT OF CAPITAL LOSS OARRYOVERS FOR PURPOSES OP FOREIGN LOSS
RECAPTURE.(A) IN OENERA. -Subparagraph (A) of section 904(f) (2) (defining
overall foreign loss) Is amended by striking out "or any capital loss
carrvbacks and carryovers to such year under section 1212",.
(B) FoREIN OIL RELATED LOSsEs.-Sbparagraph (A) of section 904
(f) (4) (relating to determination of foreign oil related loss where

1)
"or any capital loss
section 907 applies) is amended by striking out
1212".
carrybacks and carryovers to such year under section
shall
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this paragraph
apply(1) to overall foreign losses sustained in taxble years beginning
after December 31, 1975, and
ending
(ii) to foreign oil related losses sustained In taxable years
after December 31, 1975.
LOSSES.(5) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR RECAPTURE OF FOREIGN OIL RELATED
(A) IN GENERAL.-Paragraph (1) of section 1032(c) of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 is amended to read as follows:
and (5),
"(1) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in paragraphs (2), (3),
losses sustained in
the amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply toamendment
made by
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1975. The after December
31,
subsection (b) (1) shall apply to taxable years beginning
1975. The amendment made by subsection (b) (2) shall apply to losses sustained in taxable years ending after December 31, 1975."
(B) FOREIGN OIL RELA ID LOSSES.-Subsection (c) of section 1032
of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 Is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph :
"(5) FOREIGN OIL RELATED LossES.-The amendment made by subsection
(a) shall apply to foreign oil related losses sustained in taxable years
ending after December 31, 1975."
(6) TRANSITIONAL RULES FOR CERTAIN MINING OPERATIONS.-The second
sentence of paragraph (2) of section 1031(c) of the Tax Reform Act of

1976 is amended to read as follows: In the case of a loss sustained In a
taxable year beginning before January 1, 1979, by any corporation to which
this paragraph applies, if section 904(a) (1) of such Code (as in effect
before the enactment of this Act) applies with respect to such taxable year,
the provisions of section 904 (f) of such Code shall be applied with respect to
such loss under the principles of such section 904(a) (1)."
(7) TRANSITIONAL RULES FOR RECAPTURE OF CERTAIN FOREIGN LOSSES.(A) COMPUTrATION OF DEFICIT IN EARNINGS AND PROFITS FOR PURPOSES OF
THE RECAI'TURE OF CERTAIN FOREIGN LoSSEs.-Paragraph (4) of section
1032(c) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (relating to limitation based on
deficit in earnings and profits for purposes of the recapture of foreign
losses) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
sentence: "For purposes of the preceding sentence, there shall be taken
into account only earnings and profits of the corporation which (A)
were accumulated in taxable years of the corporation beginning after
December 31, 1962, and during the period in which the stock of such
corporation from which the loss arose was held by the taxpayer and
(B) are attributable to such stock."

(B) RECAPTURE OF POSSESSION LOSSES DURING TRANSITIONAL PERIOD
WHERE TAXPAYER IS ON A PER-COUNTRY BASIS.-._.
(1) Subsection (c) of section lC2 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976
(relating to effective dates fur .ecapture of foreign losses) Is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(6)

RECAPTURE OF POSSESSION LOSSES DURING TRANSITIONAL PERIOD WHERE

TAXPAYER IS ON A PER-COUNTRY BASIS."(A) APPLICATION OF PARAGRAPH-This paragraph shall apply if"(I) the taxpayer sustained a loss in a possession of the United

States in a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1975, and
before January 1, 1979,
"(ii) such loss is attributable to a trade or business engaged in
by the taxpayer In such possession on January 1,1976, and
"(iii) section 904(a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(as in effect before the enactment of this Act) applies with respect
to such taxable year.
"(B) No RECAPTURE DURING TRANSITION PERIOD.-In any case to which
this paragraph applies, for purposes of determining the liability for
tax of the taxpayer for taxable years beginning before January 1, 1979,
section 904(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall not apply
with respect to the loss described in subparagraph (A) (I).
"(0) RECAPTURE or Loss Arfl THE TRANSITION PtRIO.-In any case
to which this paragraph applies--
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"(I) for purposes of determining the liability for tax of the taxpayer for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1978, section
904(f) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall be applied with
respect to the loss described in subparagraph (A) (1) under the
principles of section 904(a) (1) of such Code (as In effect before
the enactment of this Act) ; but
"(1i) in the case of any taxpayer and any possession, the aggregate amount to which such section 904(f) applies by reason of
clause (I) shall not exceed the sum of the net incomes of all
affiliated corporations from such possession for taxable years of
such affiliated corporations beginning after December 31, 1975, and
before January 1, 1979.
"(D) AFFILIATED CORPORATION DEFINED.-For purposes of subparagraph
(C) (ii), the term 'affiliated corporation' means a corporation which,
for the taxable year for which the net income is being determined, was
not a member of the same affiliated group (within the meaning of section 1504 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) as the taxpayer but
would have been a member of such group but for the application of
subsection (b) of such section 1504."
(1i) Paragraph (3) of section 1031(c) of the Tax Reform Act
of 1976 Is amended by striking out the last sentence. (8) LIMITATIONS ON FOREIGN TAX CREDIT WHERE INDIVIDUAL HAS FOREIGN
OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INCOME.-

(A) REDUoTION IN FOREIGN TAX CREDIT FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS HAV-

ING FOREIGN OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION

INcOME.-Subsection (a) of section

907 (relating to special rules in case of foreign oil and gas income) is
amended to read as follows:
"(a) REDUCTION IN AMOUNT ALLOWED AS FOREIGN TAX UNDER SECTION 901.In applying section 901, the amount of any oil and gas extraction taxes paid or
accrued (or deemed to have been paid) during the taxable year which would
(but for this subsection) be taken into account for purposes of section 901 shall
be reduced by the amount (if any) by which the amount of such taxes exceeds
the product of"(1) the amount of the foreign oil and gas extraction income for the
taxable year,
"(2) multiplied by"(A) in the case of a corporation, the percentage which is the sum
of the normal tax rate and the surtax rate for the taxable year specified
in section 11, or
"(B) in the case of an individual, a fraction the numerator of which
Is the tax against which the credit under section 901(a) is taken and
the denominator of which is the taxpayer's entire taxable income."
(B) APPLICATION OF SECTION 904 SEPARATELY TO FOREIGN OIL RELATED
INCOME OF INDIVIDUAL.-Subsection (b) of section 907 (relating to
application of section 904 limitation) is amended to read as follows:
"(b) APPLICATION OF SECTION 904 LIMITATION.-The provisions of section 904
shall be applied separately with respect to"(1) foreign oil related income, and
"(2) other taxable income."
(C) TECHNICAL AMENDMNT.-Paragraph (4) of section 904(f)
(relating to recapture of overall foreign loss) is amended by striking
out "In the case of a corporation to which section 907(b) (1) applies"
and Inserting in lieu thereof "In making the separate computation
under this subsection with respect to foreign oil related Income which is
required by section 907 (b)".

(D)

EJIECTIVE DATES.-

(I) The amendments made by this paragraph shall apply, in the
case of Individuals, to taxable years ending after December 31, 1974.
and, in the case of corporations, to taxable years ending after
December 81, 1976.
(ii) in the case of any taxable year ending after December 31,
1975, with respect to foreign oil related Income (within the meanIng of section 907(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954), the
overall limitation provided by section 904(a)(2) of such Code
shall apply and the per-eountry limitation provided by section
904 (a) (1) of such Code shall not apply.
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(9) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR DISALLOWANCE OF FOREIGN TAX CREDIT FOR CERTAIN
PRODUCTION-SHARING CoNTRAcs.-The second sentence of paragraph (3)
of section 1035(c) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (relating to tax credit
for production-sharing contracts) is amended to read as follows: "A contract

described in the preceding sentence shall be taken into account under paragraph (1) only with respect to amounts (A) paid or accrued to the foreign

government before January 1, 1978, and (B) attributable to income earned
before such date."
(10) FOREIGN TAXES ATTRIBUTABLE TO SECTION 911 EXCLUSION.(A)

IN osNERAL.-The last sentence of section 911(a) (relating to

earned income from sources without the United States) is amended to
read as follows:
"An individual shall not be allowed as a deduction from his gross income any
deductions (other than those allowed by section 151, relating to personal exemptions), to the extent that such deductions are properly allocable to or chargeable against amounts excluded from gross income under this subsection. For
purposes of this title, the amount of the income, war profit, and excess profits

taxes paid or accrued by any individual to a foreign country or possession of the
United States for any taxable year shall be reduced by an amount determined
by multiplying the P.mount of such taxes by a fraction"(A) the numerator of which is the tax determined under subsection
(d) (1) (B), and
"(B) the denominator of which is the sum of the amount referred to in
subparagraph (A), plus the limitation imposed for the taxable year by

section 904 (a).".

(B) EFFECTIVE DAT.-The amendment made by subparagraph (A)
shall apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1976.

(11) SALE OF ASSETS BY A POSSESSIONS CORPORATION.(A) IN OENERAL.-Subsection (a) of section 936 (relating to Puerto

Rico and possession tax credit) is amended by redesiguating paragraph
(2) as paragraph (3) and by amending so much of paragraph (1) as
precedes subparagraph (A) thereof to read as follows:
"(1) IN OENERAL.-E]xcept as provided in paragraph (3), if a domestic

corporation elects the application of this section and if the conditions of both

subparagraph (A) and subparagraph (B) of paragraph (2) are satisfied,
there shall be allowed Fs a credit against the tax imposed by this chapter
an amount equal to the portion of the tax which is attirbutable to the sum
of"(A) the taxable income, from sources without the United States,
from"(I) the active conduct of a trade or business within a possession
of the United States, or
"(ii) the sale or exchange of substantially all of the assets used
by the taxpayer in the active conduct of such trade or business, and
"(B) the qualified possession source investment income.
"(2) CONDrrIONs WHICH MUST BE SATISFED.-The conditions referred to
in paragraph (1) are:".
(B) INCOME FROM SALE OF CARRYOVER BASIS PROPERTY NOT TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT.-

(i) Subsection (d) of section 936 (relating to definitions) is

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(3) CARRYOVER BASIS PROPERTY.-

"(A) IN GENERAL-Income from the sale or exchange of any asset the
basis of which Is determined in whole or in part by reference to its basis
in the hands of another person shall not be treated as income described

in subparagraph (A) or (B) of subsection (a) (1).
"(B) EXCEPTION FOR POSSESSIONS CORPORATIONS, ETC.-For purposes of
subparagraph (A), the holding of any asset by another person shall not
be taken into account if throughout the period for which such asset was
beld by such person section 931, this section, or section 957(c) applied
to such person.".

(i) The heading of such subsection (d) Is amended to read as
as follows:

"(d) DEFINITIONS A"D SPECIAL AULES.-".
(C) EFFECIVE DAYL.-The amendments made by this paragraph shall
apply as if included in section 938 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
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at the time of its addition by section 1051(b) of the Tax Reform Act
of 1976.
(12) GAIN ON DISPOSITION OF STOCK IN A DISC.(A) DELAY IN EFFECTIVE DATE.-Paragraph (4) of section 1101(g) of
the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (relating to effective date for amendment
relating to gain or disposition of DISC stock) is amended by striking
out "December 31, 1975" and inserting in lieu thereof "December 31,
1976".
(B) TECHNICAL A1%1ENDMFNT.-Paragraph (1) of section 9W(c) (relating to gain on disposition of stock in a DISC) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new sentence :
"Subparagraph (C) shall not apply if the person receiving the stock in the
disposition has a holding period for the stock which includes tie period
'Subparagraph (C) shall not apply if the person Teceiving the stoef in tit
disposition has a holding period for the stock which includes the period
for which the stock was held by the shareholder disposing of such stock."
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by subparagraph (B)
shall aply to dispositions made after December 31, 1976, in taxable years
ending after such date.
(13) LIMITATION ON PARTNER'S TAX WHERE PARTNER RE(XEIVES AMOUNT
TREATED AS SALE OF SECTION 1248 STOCK.(A) IN GENERAL.-SectIon 751 (relating to unrealized receivables and
inventory items) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new subsection:
"(e) LIMITATION ON TAX ATTRIBUTABLE TO DEEMED SALES OF SECTION 1248
STOCK.-For purposes of applying this section and sections 731, 736, and 741 to
any amount resulting from the reference to section 1248 (a) ln-the-eecond sentence of subsection (c), in the case of an individual, the tax attributable to such

amount shall be limited in the manner provided by subsection (b) of section 1248

(relating to gain from certain sales or exchanges of stock in certain foreign
corporations). "
(B) CRoss REFERENCE.-Section 736 (relating to payments to a retiring partner or a deceased partner's successor In interest is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(c) CRoss REFERENCE."For limitation on the tax attributable to certain gain connected
with section 1248 stock, see section 751(e)."
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendmends made by this paragraph shall
apply to transfers beginning after October 9, 1975, and to sales, exchanges, and distributions taking place after such date.
(14) EXCISE TAX ON TRANSFERS OF PROPERTY TO FOREIGN PERSONS TO AVOID
FEDERAL INCOME TAX.(A) TRANSFERS INVOLVING ESTATES.-Section 1491 (relating to tax on
transfers to avoid income tax) Is amended by striking out "trust" each
place it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "estate or trust."
(B) CLARIFICATION OF PARAGRAPH (3) OF SECTION 1492.-Paragraph

(3) of section 1492 (relating to nontaxable transfers) is amended to

read as follows:

"(3) To a transfer described in section 367; or."
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this paragraph shall

apply to transfers after October 2, 1975
(15) ELECTION TO TREAT NONRESIDENT ALIEN INDIVIDUAL AS RESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES.(A) PROVISIONS AFFECTED BY FLECToN.-Paragraph (1) of section 6013
(g) (relating to election to treat nonresident alien Individual as resident
of the United States) is amended to read as follows: "(1) IN GENERAL.-A nonresident alien individual with respect to whom
this subsection is in effect for the taxable year shall be treated as a resident
of the United States"(A) for purposes of chapters I and.5 for all of such taxable year, and
"(B) for purposes of chapter 24 (relating to wage withholding) for
payments of wages made during such taxable year."
- (B) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.Paragraph (5) of section 6018(g)
(relating to termination of election by Secretary is amended by striking
out "chapter 1" and inserting in Heu thereof "chapters I and 5."
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(C) CERTAIN AMOUNTS WITHHELD UNDER CHAPTER 3 TREATED AS OVERPAYMENTS OF TAX.-Subsection (b) of section 6401 (relating to excessive

credits) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of the preceding sentence, any credit allowed under
paragraph (1) of section 32 (relating to withholding of tax on nonresident aliens and on foreign corporations) to a nonresident alien individual for a taxable year with respect to which an election under section
6013(g) is in effect shall be treated as an amount allowable as a credit
under section 31."
(D) EFFECTIVE DATES.-The amendments made by this paragraph(i) to the extent that they relate to chapter 1 or 5 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, shall apply to taxable years ending on or
after December 31, 1975, and

(16)

(ii) to the extent that they relate to wage withholding under
chapter 24 of such Code, shall apply to remuneration paid on or
after the first day of the first month which begins more than 90
days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

ELECTION TO TREAT NONRESIDENT ALIEN INDIVIDUAL AS RESIDENT OF THE

UNITED STATES.-

(A) IN OENERAL.-Paragraph (2) of section 6013(g) (relating to election to treat nonresident alien Individual as resident of the United
States) is amended by striking out "who, at the time -n election was
made under this subsection," and inserting In lieu thereof "who, at the
close of the taxable year for which an election under this subsection wa.i
made,".
(B) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by subparagraph (A)
shall apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1976.

(u) HOLDING PERIOD OF COMMODITY FUTURES CONTRACTS.(1) IN oENERAL.-The last sentence of section 1222 (relating to other terms
relating to capital gains and losses) is amended by inserting "agricultural'
before "commodity" the first place it appears therein.
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to sales or exchanges after December 31, 1977.
(v) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 1239(a).-(1) IN OENEAL-Subsection (a) of section 1239 (relating to gain from
sale of depreciable property between certain related taxpayers) Is amended
by striking out "subject to the allowance for depreciation provided in section
167" and inserting In lieu thereof "of a character which is subject to the
allowance for depreciation provided in section 167."
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
as if included In the amendment made to section 1239 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 by section 2129(a) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

(w)

RECAPTURE OF DEPRECIATION ON PLAYER CONTRACTS.-

(1) IN OENERAL.-Subparagraph (C) of section 1245(a) (4) (defining previously unrecaptured depreciation with respect to contracts transferred) is
amended to read as follows:
"(C) PREVIOUSLY UNRECAPTURED DEPRECIATION WITH RESPECT TO CONTRACTS TRANSFERED.-For purposes of subparagraph (A) (ii), the term

'previously unrecaptured depreciation' means the amount of any deduction allowed or allowable to the taxpayer transferor for the depreciation
of any contracts involved in such transfer."
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to transfers of player contracts in connection with any sale or exchange of a
franchise after December 31, 1975.
(x) TREATMENT OF PENSIONS AND ANNUITIES FOR 50-PERCENT MAXIMUM RATE
ON PERSONAL SERVICE INCOME.-

(1) IN oENERA.-Snbparagraph (A) of section 1348(b) (1) (defining personal service income) is amended by striking out "pension or annuity" and
Inserting in Ueu thereof "pension or annuity which arises from an employeremployee relationship or from tax deductible contributions to a retirement
plan."
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1976.
(y) CHANGES IN THE SUBCHAPTER S PROVISIONS.(1)

GRANTOR TRUST MAY BE TREATED AS PERMITTED SHAREHOLDER AFTER DE-

CEDENT'S DEATH; GRANTOR OR GRANTOR TRUST MUST RE INDIVDUAL.-Paragraph

(1)

of subsection (f) of section 1371 is amended to read as follows:
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"(1) (A) A trust all of which is treated as owned by the grantor (who is
an individual who is a citizen or resident of the United States) under subpart E of part I of subchapter J of this chapter.
"(B) A trust which was described in subparagraph (A) immediately before the death of the grantor and which continues In existence after such
death, but only for the 00-day period beginning on the day of the grantor's
death. If a trust is described in the preceding sentence and if the entire corpus of the trust is includible in the gross estate of the grantor, the preceding
sentence shall be applied by substituting '2-year period' for '0-day period'."
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1976.
(Z) WITHDRAWALS FROM INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTg, ET.(1) IN GENERAL.-The last sentence of section 4973(b) (relating to excess
contributions to individual retirement accounts, etc.) is amended by striking out "solely because of employer contributions to a plan or contract described in section 219(b) (2)" and inserting In lieu thereof "solely because
of ineligibility under section 219(b) (2) or section 220(b) (3)."
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
as if included in section 1501 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 at the time of
the enactment of such Act.
(aa) AMENDMENTS RELATING To DISCLOSURE OF TAX RETURNS.(1) DISCLOSURE OF MAILING ADDRESS TO NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH AND FOR PURPOSES OF COLLECTING CERTAIN STUDENT
LOANS.-

(A) Subsection (m) of section 6103 (relating to disclosure of taxpayer identity information) is amended to read as follows:
"(in) DIscLosuBE OF TAXPAYER IDENTITY INFORMATION."(1) TAX PEFUNDS.-The Secretary may disclose taxpayer identity information to the press and other media for purposes of notifying persons entitled
to tax refunds when the Secretary, after reasonable effort and lapse of time,
has been unable to locate such persons.
"(2) FEDERAL CLAIm.-Upon written request, the Secretary may disclose
the mailing address of a taxpayer to officers and employees of an agency
personally and directly engaged in, and solely for their use in, preparation
for any administrative or Judicial proceeding (or investigation which may
result in such a proceeding) pertaining to the collection or compromise of
a Federal claim against such taxpayer in accordance with the provisions
of section 3 of the Federal Claims Collection Act of 1960.
"(3) NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALT.-Upon
written request, the Secretary may disclose the mailing address of taxpayers
to officers and employees of the National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health solely for the purpose of locating individuals who are, or may
have been, exposed to occupational hazards in order to determine the status
of their health or to inform them of the possible need for medical care and
treatment.
"(4) INDIVIDUAL WHO HAVE DEFAULTED ON STUDENT LOANS."(A) IN oGEzRAL.-Upon written request by the Commissioner of
Education, the Secretary may disclose the mailing address of any taxpayer who has defaulted on a loan made from the student loan fund
established under part E of title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965
for use only for purposes of locating such taxpayer for purposes of
collecting such loan.
"(B) DiscLosURE TO INsTMIUTIONS.-Any mailing address disclosed
under subparagraph (A) may be disclosed by the Commissioner of Education to any educational institution with which he has an agreement
under part E of title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 only for
use by officers, employees or agents of such institution whose duties
relate to the collection of student loans for purposes of locating individuals who have defaulted on student loans made by such institution
pursuant to such agreement for purposes of collecting such loans."
(B) Paragraph (3) of section 6103(a) is amended by inserting ", subsection (m) (4) (B)," after "subsection (e) (1) (D(iii)".
(C) Paragraph (2) of section 7213(a) (relating to penalties for unauthorized disclosure of information) Is amended(i) striking out "or any local" and inserting in lieu thereof
", any local";
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(2)

(ii) by inserting 65, or any educational institution" after "enforcement agency" ; and
(ill) by striking out "section 6103(d) or (1) (6)" and inserting
in lieu thereof "subsection (d), (1) (6), or (m) (4) (B) of section
6103".
DISCLOSURE

OF TAX RETURN

INFORMATION

REGARDING

SPECIAL

FUEL

TAXE.-Subsection (d) of section 6103 (relating to disclosure to State
tax officials) is amended by inserting "31," after "24,".
(3) RETURN INFORMATION OTHER THAN TAXPAYER RETURN INFORMATION.Paragraph (2) of section 6103(1) (relating to return information other than
taxpayer return information) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentence: "For purposes of this paragraph, the name and
address of the taxpayer shall not be treated as taxpayer return information."
(4) DISCLOSURE OF RETURN INFORMATION CONCERNING POSSIBLE CRIMINAL
AcTIVITIES.-Paragraph (3) of section 6103(1) (relating to disclosure of
return information concerning possible crimina-lctivitles) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of the
preceding sentence, the name and address of the taxpayer shall not be treated
as taxpayer return information if there is return information (other than
taxpayer return information) which may constitute evidence of a violation
of Federal criminal laws."
EXCISE

(5)

CRIMINAL PENALTY FOB UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION.-

Section 7213(a) (relating to unauthorized disclosure of information) is
amended(A) by striking out "to disclose" in paragraphs (1), (2), and (5) and
inserting in lieu thereof "willfully to disclose",
(B) by striking out "to thereafter print or publish" in paragraph (3)
and inserting in lieu thereof "thereafter willfully to print or publish",
and
(C) by striking out "to offer" In paragraph (4) and inserting in lieu
thereof "willfully to offer".
(6) NO CIVIL LIABILITY FOR GOOD FAITH BUT ERRONEOUS INTERPRETATION OF
DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS.- Section 7217 (relating to civil damages for un-

authorized disclosure of return and return information) is amended(A) by redesignating subsections (b) and (c) as subsections (c) and
(d), respectively;
(B) by Inserting after subsection (a) the following new subsection:
"(b) No LIABILITY FOR GOOD FAITH BUT ERRONEOUS INTERPRETATION.-NO liability shall arise under this section with respect to any disclosure which results
from a good faith, but erroneous, interpretation of section 6103." ; and
(C) by striking out "An action" in subsection (d) (as so redesignated) and inserting in lieu thereof "PF.RMoD FOR BRINGING AcTION.-An
action".
(7) EFCTIVE DATES.(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the amendments made
by this subsection shall take effect January 1, 1977.
(B) The amendments made by paragraph (6) shall apply with respect
to disclosures made after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(bb) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO INCOME TAX RETURN PREPARER.(1) NEgotIATIoN OF CHiKS BY BANK.---SubsectIon (f) of section 6695
(relating to negotiation of check) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new sentence: "The preceding sentence shall not apply with
respect to the deposit by a bank (within the meaning of section 581) of the
full amount of the check in the taxpayer's account in such bank for the
benefit of the taxpayer."
(2) DmwrrloN.-Clause (ill) of section 7701(a) (36) (B) (relating to
exceptions from the definition of income tax return preparer) is amended to
read as follows :
"(ill) prepares as a fiduciary a return or claim for refund for any
person, or".
(3) EmFoarvz DATR.-The amendments made by this subsection shall apply
to documents prepared after December 31, 1976.

(cc) CL&AUoAiot or DEcLm'oay JUDGMENT PROVISIONS WITih RESPECT TO
RE:vooArTiox 0 OR OTHER CHANGES IN THZ QuALmicAo wos or CERTArN ORGANIZATION .--
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(1)

QUALIFICATION

OF CERTAIN RETIREMENT PLANS.-Subsection

(a)

of

section 7476 (relating to declaratory judgments relating to qualification of
certain retirement plans) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of this section, a determination with
respect to a continuing qualification includes any revocation of or other
change in a qualification."
(2) CLASSIFICATION OF ORGANIZATIONS UNDER SECTION 501 (C) (3), ETC.-Sub-

section (a) of section 7428 (relating to declaratory judgments relating to
status and classification of organizations under section 501(c) (3), etc.) Is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For
purposes of this section, a determination with respect to a continuing qualification or continuing classification includes any revocation of or other
change in a qualification or classification."
(3) EFF rTW DATE.-The amendments made by paragraphs (1) and (2)
shall take effect as if included in section 7476 or 7428 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 (as the case may be) at the respective times such sections were
added to such Code.
SEC. 3. TECHNICAL, CLERICAL, AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO
ESTATE AND GIFT TAX PROVISIONS.
(a) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO TREATMENT OF SECTION 306 STOCK.(1) APPLICATION or "FRESH START" TO SECTION 306 STocK.-Subsection (a)

of section 306 (relating to dispositions of certain stock) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(3) ORDINARY INCOME FROM SALE OR REDEMPTION OF SECTION 306 STOCK

WHICH 15 CARRYOVER BASIS PROPERTY ADJUSTED FOR 1976 VALUE."(A) IN GEWERAL.-If any section 306 stock was distributed before

January 1, 1977, and if the adjusted basis of such stock in the hands
of the person disposing of it is determined under section 1023 (relating
to carryover basis), then the amount treated as ordinary income under

paragraph (1) (A) of this subsection (or the amount treated as a dividend under section 301(c) (1)) shall not exceed the excess of the amount
realized over the sum of"(i) the adjusted basis of such stock on December 31, 1976, and
"(ii) any increase in basis under section 1023 (h).
"(B) REDEMPTION MUST BE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 302(b).-Subparagraph (A) shall apply to a redemption only if such redemption is
described in paragraph (1), (2), or (4) of section 302(b)."
(2) CLARIFICATION THAT SECTION 303 OVERRIDES SECTION sos.-Subsection
(b) of section 306 (relating to exceptions) is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(5)

SECTION 308 REDEMPTIOs.-To the extent that section 306 applies

to a distribution in redemption of section 306 stock.".

(3) EFFEcTrV DATz.-The amendments made by this subsection shall
apply to the estates of decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
(b) COORDINATION OF DEDUCTION FOR ESTATE TAXES ATTRIBUTABLE TO INCOME
IN RESPECT OF A DECEDENT WITH THE CAPITAL GAIN DEDUCTION, ETO.-

(1) IN GENEA.-Subsection (c) of section 691 (relating to deduction

for estate taxes in the case of income in respect of decedents) is amended

by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(4) COORDINATION WITH CAPITAL GAIN DEDUCTION, ETc.-For purposes of
sections 1201, 1202, and 1211, and for purposes of section 57(a) (9), the

amount of any gain taken into account with respect to any item described
in subsection (a) (1) shall be reduced (but not below zero) by the amount
of the deduction allowable under paragraph (1) of this subsection with
respect to such item."
(2) EFECTrIvE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply

with respect to decedents dying after the date of the enactment of this

Act.
(c) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO CARRYOvER BASIS.(1) MINIMUM CARRYOVER BASIS FOR TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY.-

(A) IN oENERAL--Subsection (h) of section 1023 (relating to ad-

justment to basis for December 31, 1976, fair market value) is amended

by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(3)

MINIMUM BASIS FOR TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY.-
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"(A) IN GENERAL.-If the holding period for any carryover basis
property which is tangible personal property includes December 31,
1976, then, for purposes of determining gain and applying thJs section,
the adjuited basis of such property immediately before the death of
the death of the decedent shall be treated as being not less than the
amount determined under subparagraph (B).
"(B) AMOUNT.-The amount determined under this subparagraph for
and property is"(I) the value of such property (as determined with respect to
the estate of the decedent without regard in section 2062)i divided
by"(ii)
1.0066 to the nth power where n equal the number of full
calendar months which have elapsed between December 31, 1976,
and the date of the decedent's death."
(B) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Paragraph (3) of section 1023(g)
(relating to decendent's basis unknown) is amended by striking out "to
the person acquiring such property from the decedent" and inserting
in lieu thereof "and cannot be reasonably ascertained".
(2) TREATMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS.(A) IN GENERA L -Paragraph (1) of section 1023(g) (defining fair
market value) is amended by inserting "(without regard to whether
there is a mortgage on, or indebtedness in respect of, the property)"
after "chapter 11".
(B) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.-Subsection (g) of section 1023 (relating to other special rules and definitions) is amended by striking out
paragraph (4).
(3) ONLY ONE FRESH START WITH RESPECT TO CARRYOVER BASIS PROPERTY

HELD ON DECEMBER 31, 19a.-Subsection (h) of section 1023 (relating to
adjustment to basis for December 31, 1976, fair market value) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(4) ONLY ONE FRESH START.-There shall be no increase in basis under
this subsection by reason of the death of any decedent If the adjusted basis
of the property in the hands of such decedent reflects the adjusted basis
of property which was carryover basis property with respect to a prior
decedent."

(4) AUTOMATIC

LONG-TERM STATUS FOR GAINS AND LOSSES ON CARRYOVER

BASIS PRoPERTY.-Subparagraph (A) of section 1223(11) is amended by
inserting "or 1023" after "section 1014".
*(5) CCLARIFICATION THAT ADJUSTED BASIS IS INCREASED FOR STATE ESTATE
TAXES.(A) Subsection (c) of section 1023 (relating to increase in basis for

Federal and State estate taxes attributable to appreciation) is amended

to read as follows:
"(c) iNCREASE IN BASIS FOR FEDERAL AND STATE ESTATE TAXES ATTRIBUTABLE
TO APPRECIATION."(1) FEDERAL ESTATE TAXES.-The basis of appreciated carryover basis
property determinedd after any adjustment under subsection (h)) which is
subject to the tax imposed by section 2001 or 2101 in the hands of the person
acquiring it from the decedent shall be increased by an amount which bears
the same ratio to the Federal estate taxes as"(A) the net appreciation in value of such property, bears-to

"(B) the fair market value of all property which Is subject to the tax

imposed by section 2001 or 2101.
"(2) STATE ESTATE TAXES.-The basis of appreciated carryover basis prop-

erty (determined after any adjustment under subsection (h)) which Is

subject to State estate taxes in the hands of the person acquiring it from
decedent shall be Increased by an amount which bears the same ratio to the
State estate taxes as-

1"(A) the net appreciation in value of such property, bears to
"(B) the fair market value of all property which is subject to the
State estate taxes."(B) The second sentence of paragraph (2) of section 1023(f) (defining net appreciation) Is amended by striking out "For purposes of subsection d)," and inserting in lieu thereof 'For purposes of paragraph
(2) -of subsection- (c), such adjusted basis shall be increased by the
amount of any adjustment under paragraph (1) of subse action (c), for
purposes of subsection (d),".
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(0) Paragraph (3) of section 1023(f) (defining Federal and State
estate taxes) is amended to read as follows:
"(3) FEDERAL AND STATE ESTATE TAXES.-FOr purposes of subsection (c)"(A) FEDERAL ESTATE TAXE.-The term 'Federal estate taxes' means

the tax imposed by section 2001 or 2101, reduced by the credits against
such tax.
"B) STATE ESTATE TAXE.-The term 'State estate taxes' means any
estate, inheritance, legacy, or succession taxes, for which the estate is
liable, actually paid by the estate to any State or the District of
Columbia."
(6) CLARIFICATION OF INCREASE IN BASIS FOR CERTAIN STATE SUCCESSION
TAXES.--Paragraph (2) of section 1023(e) (relating to further increase in
basis for certain State succession tax paid by transferee of property) is
amended by striking out "for which the estate is not liable".
(7) CLARIFICATION OF APPLICATION OF FRESH START.-Paragraphs (1) and
(2) (A) of section 1023(h) (relating to adjustment to basis for December 31,
1976, fair market value) are each amended by striking out "for purposes
of determining gain" and inserting in lieu thereof "for purposes of determining gain and applying this section".
(8) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN TERM INTERESTS.Paragraph (1) of section 1001(e) (relating to certain term interests) is
amended by striking out "section 1014 or 1015" and inserting in lieu thereof
"section 1014, 1015, or 1023".
(9) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this subsection shall apply
in respect of decedents dying after December 31, 197G.
(d) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO VALUATION OF CERTAIN FARM, ETC., REAL
PROPERTY.(1) CLARIFICATION THAT SPECIAL VALUATION APPLIES ONLY TO INTERESTS
PASSING TO QUALIFIED HEIRs.-Paragraph (1) of section 2032A(b) (defining

qualified real property) is amended by striking out "real property located in
the United States" and inserting in lieu thereof "real property located in the
United States which, was acquired from or passed from the decedent to a
qualified hMir of the decedent and".
(2) PROPERTY RECEIVED IN SATISFACTION OF PECUNIARY BEQUEST.-Subsection (e) of section 2032A (relating to definitions and special rules for farm
valuation property) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:
"(9) PROPERTY ACQUIRED FROM DECEDENT.-Property shall be considered to
have been acquired from or to have passed from the decedent if"(A) such property is so considered under section 1044(b) (relating
to basis of property acquired from a decedent),
"(B) such property is acquired by any person from the estate in satis-

faction of the right of such person to a pecuniary bequest, or
"(C) such property is acquired by any person from a trust in satisfaction of a right (which sucli person has by reason of the death of the
decedent) to receive from the trust a specific dollar amount which is the
equivalent of a pecuniary bequest."
(3) USE OF FARM VALUATION PROPERTY TO SATISFY PECUNIARY BEQUEST.Subsection (a) of section 1040 (relating to use of certain appreciated carryover basis property to satisfy pecuniary bequest) is amended by inserting
"(determined without regard to section 2032A)" after "chapter 11".
(4) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN COMMUNITY PRoPERTY.-Subsection (e) of section 2032A is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph:
"(10) COMMUNITY PROPERTY.-If the decedent and his surviving spouse at
any time held qualified real property as community property, the interest of
the surviving spouse in such property shall be taken into account under this
section to the extent necessary to provide a result under this section with
respect to such property which is consistent with the result which would
have obtained under this section if such property had not been community
property."
(5) SUBSTITUTION OF BOND FOR PERSONAL LIABILITY OF QUALIFIED HEIR FOR
THE RECAPTURE TAX WITH RESPECT TO FARM VALUATION PROPERTY.(A) IN GENER.L.-Paragraph (6) of section 2032A(c) is amended to

read as follows:
"(6) LIABILITY FOR TAX; FURNISHING OF BOND.-The qualified heir shall be
personally liable for the additional tax imposed by this subsection with
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respect to his interest unless the heir has furnished bond which meets the
of subsection (e) (11)."
requirements
(B) BOND REQUIrEMENTS.-Subsection (e) of section 2032A is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(11) BOND IN LIEU OF PERSONAL LIABILITY.-If the qualified heir makes
written application to the Secretary for determination of the maximum
amount of the additional tax which may be imposed by subsection (c) with
respect to the qualified heir's interest, the Secretary (as soon as possible, and
in any event within 1 year after the making of such application) shall notify
the heir of such maximum amount. The qualified heir, on furnishing a bond
in such amount and for such period as may be required, shall be discharged
from personal liability for any additional tax imposed by subsection (c) and
shall be entitled to a receipt or writing showing such discharge."
(6) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this subsection shall apply
to the estates of decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
(e)_Ai__0UT_ OF SECURITY REQUIRED FOR EXTENDED PAYMENT PROVISIONS FOR
CLOSELY HELD BUSINESSES.-

(1) IN GENERAL(A) Paragraph (2) of section 6324A(e) (defining aggregate interest
amount) is amended to read as follows:
"(2) REQUIRED INTEREST AMOUNT.-The term 'required Interest amount'
means the aggregate amount of Interest which will be payable over the first
4 years of the deferral period with respect to the deferred amount (determined as of the date prescribed by section 6151 (a) for the payment of the
tax imposed by chapter 11)."
(B) Subparagraph (B) of section 6324A(b) (2) (relating to maximum
value of required property) is amended by striking out "aggregate interest amount" and inserting in lieu thereof "required Interest amount".
(C) Paragraph (5) of section 6324A(d) (relating to special rules)
is amended by striking out "aggregate interest amount" and inserting
In lieu thereof "required interest amount".
(D) Paragraph (4) of section 6324A(e) (relating to application of
definitions in case of deficiencies) Is amended by striking out "aggregate
interest amount" and Inserting In lieu thereof "required interest amount".
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply
to the estates of decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
(f) CLARIFICATION OF THE $3,000 ANNUAL EXCLUSION FROM THE RULE INCLUDING IN GROSS ESTATE TRANSFERS WITHIN 3 YEARS OF DEATH.(1) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 20s5(b).-Subsection (b) of section 2035 (relating to adjustments for gifts made within 3 years of decedent's death) is
amended to read as follows:
"(b) ExcPTIroNs.-Subsection (a) shall not apply"(1) to any bona fide sale for an adequate and full consideration in money
or money's worth, and
"(2) to any gift to a donee made during a calendar year if the decedent
was not required by section 6019 to file any gift tax return for such year with
respect to gifts to such donee.
Paragraph (2) shall not apply to any transfer with respect to a- life insurance
policy"(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to the estates of decedents dying after December 31, 1976, except that it shall
not apply to transfers made before January 1, 1977.
(g) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO ESTATE TAX MARITAL DEDUCTION.-

(1)

DEDUCTION NOT REDUCED FOR GIFT TO SPOUSE WHICH IS INCLUDED IN DO-

OF SECTION 205.-Subparagraph (B) of section
2056(c) (1) (relating to adjustment to estate tax marital deduction for certain gifts to spouse) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new sentence:
"For purposes of this subparagraph, a gift which is includible In the gross
estate of the donor by reason of section 2035 shall not be taken into account."
(2) REDUCTION FOR GIFT TAX MARITAL DEDUCTION IN EXCESS OF 50 PERCENT
OF THE VALUE OF GIFTS TO A sPousE.-Clause (Ii) of section 2066(c) (1) (B)
(relating to adjustment to estate tax marital deduction for certain gifts to
spouse) is amended by inserting "required to be included in a gift tax xaturn"
after "with respect to any gift".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by this subsection shall apply
to the estate of decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
NOR'S ESTATE BY REASON
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(h)

2513 AND 2035.(1) IN OENEAL.-Section 2001 (relating to imposition and rate of estate
tax) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
14 (e) COORDINATION OF SECTIONS 2513 and 2035.-If"(1) the decedent's spouse was the donor of any gift one-half of which
was considered under section 2513 as made by the decedent, and
"(2) the amount of such gift is includible in the gross estate of the decedent's spouse by reason of section 2035,
such gift shall not be included in the adjusted taxable gifts of the decedent for
purposes of subsection (b) (1) (B), and the aggregate amount determined under
subsection (b) (2) shall be reduced by the amount (if any) determined under
subsection (d) which was treated as a tax payable by the decedent's spouse with
respect to such gift."
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Subparagraph (C) of section 2602(a) (1)
(relating to amount of tax on generation-skipping transfers) is amended by
striking out "section 2001(b))" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 2001
(b), as modified by section 2001 (e) )".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATF-The amendments made by this subsection shall apply with respect to the estates of decedents dying after December 31, 1976,
COORDINATION OF SECTONS

except that such amendments shall not apply to transfers made before Jan-

uary 1, 1977.
(1) INCLUsION IN GROSS ESTATE OF STOCK TRANSFERRED BY THE DECEDENT
'HERE THE DECEDENT RETAINS OR ACQUIRES VOTING RIGHTS.-

(1) IN GENERL.-Section 2036 (relating to transfers with retained life
estate) is amended by redesignating subsection (b) as subsection (c) and by
inserting after subsection (a) the following new subsection:
"(b) VOTING RIGHTS."(1) IN OENERAL.-For purposes of subsection (a) (1), the retention of the
right to vote (directly or indirectly) shares of stock of a controlled corporation shall be considered to be a retention of the enjoyment of transferred
property.
"(2) CONTROLLED CoRPORATIN.-For purposes of paragraph (1), a corporation shall be treated as a controlled corporation if, at any time after the
transfer of the property and during the 3-year period ending on the date of
the decedent's death, the decedent owned (with the application of section
318), or had the right (either alone of in conjunction with any person) to
vote, stock possessing at least 20 percent of the total combined voting power
of all classes of stock.
"(3) COORDINATION WITH SECTION 20s5.-For purposes of applying section
2035 with respect to paragraph (1), the relinquishment or cessation of voting
rights shall be treated as a transfer of property made by the decedent."
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Subsection (a) of section 2036 is amended
by striking out the last sentence thereof.
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this subsection shall
apply to transfer made after June 22, 1976.
(j) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, ETC., FOR
SPOUSE.(1) APPLICATION OF ESTATE TAX EXCLUSION TO INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, ETC., FOR spousm-Subsection (e) of section 2039 (relating to exclusion of individual retirement accounts, etc.) is amended by striking out
"section 219" each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "section 219
or 220".
(2) TRANSFERS TO INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, ETC., FOR SPOUSE
TREATED AS TRANSFERS OF PRESENT INTERESTS.-Section 2503 (relating to taxable gifts) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(d) INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, ETC., FOR Spous.-For purposes of
subsection (b), any payment made by an individual for the benefit of his spouse"(1) to an individual retirement account described in section 408(a),
"(2) to an individual retirement annuity described in section 408(b), or
"(3) for a retirement bond described in section 409,
shall not be considered a gift of a future interest in property to the extent that
such payment is allowable as a deduction under section 220."
(8) En'wnVE DATES.-

(A) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply to the estates
of decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
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(B) The amendment made by paragraph (2) shall apply to transfers
made after December 31, 1976.
(k) PaovisioNs RELATING TO TREATMENT OF JOINT INTERESTS.(1) REMOVAL OF REQUIREMENT OF ACTUARIAL COMPUTATIONS FOR JOINT INTERESTS IN PERSONAL PROPERTY.(A) IN GENERAL.-Subchapter (B) of chapter 12 (relating to transfers
for purposes of the gift tax) is amended by inserting after section 2515
the following new section:

"SEC. 2515A. TENANCIES BY THE ENTIRETY IN PERSONAL PROPERTY.
"(a) CERTAIN ACTUARIAL COMPUTATIONS NOT REQUIRED.-In the case of-

"(1) the creation (either by one spouse alone or by both spouses) of a
joint interest of a husband and wife in personal property with right of survivorship, or
"(2) additions to the value thereof In the form of improvements, reductions in the Indebtedness thereof, or otherwise,
the retained interest of each spouse shall be treated as one-half of the value of
their joint interest.
"(b) ExcEpTioN.-Subsection (a) shall not apply with respect to any joint
interest in property if the fair market value of the interest or of the property
(determined as if each spounse had a right to sever) cannot reasonably be ascertained except by reference to the life expectancy of one or both spouses."
(B) CHANGE IN SECTION 2515 HEADING.-'he heading for section 2515
is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 2515. TENANCIES BY THE ENTIRETY IN REAL PROPERTY."
(C) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.-The table of sections for subchapter B
of chapter 12 Is amended by striking out the Item relating to section 2515
and inserting In lieu thereof the following:
"Sec. 2515. Tenancies by the entirety in real property.
"See. 2515A. Tenancies by the entirety in personal property."
(D) EFFECTIVE DAT--The amendments made by this paragraph shall
apply to joint interests created after December 31, 1976.
(2) EXTENSION OF FRACTIONAL INTEREST RULE TO CERTAIN JOINT INTERESTS
IN REAL OR PERSONAL PROPERTY CREATED BEFORE

19i77.-Sectlon 2040 (relating

to joint interests) is amended by adding at the end thereof tle following new
subsections:

"(C) JOINT INTERESTS OF HUSBAND AND WIFE CREATED BEFORE 1977.-Under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary"(1) IN GENERAL.-IU the case of any joint interest created before January 1, 1977, which (if created after December 31, 1976) would have constituted a qualified joint interest under subsection (b) (2) (determined without
regard to clause (ii) of subsection (b) (2) (B) ), the donor may make an
election under this subsection to have paragraph (1) of subsection (b) apply
with respect to such joint interest.
"(2) TIME FOR MAKING ELECTIoN.-An election under this subsection with
respect to any property shall be made for the calendar quarter in 1977,
1978, or 1979 selected by the donor in a gift tax return filed within the time
prescribed by law for filing a gift tax return for such quarter. Such an
election may be made Irrespective of whether or not the amount involved
exceeds the exclusion provided by section 2503(b) ; but no election may be
made under this subsection after the death of the donor.
I "(3) TAX EFFECTS OF ELECTION.-In the case of any property with respect
to which an election has been made under this subsection, for purposes of
this title"(A) the donor shall be treated as having made a gift at the close
of the calendar quarter selected under paragraph (2), and
"(B) the amount of the-gift shall be determined under paragraph (4).
"(4) AMOUNT OF OIFT.-For purposes of paragraph (3) (B), the amount
of any gift is one-half of the amount"(A) which bears the same ratio to the excess of (i) the fair market
value of the property on the date of the deemed making of the gift under
paragraph (3) (A), over (i) the fair market value of such property on
the date of the creation of the joint interest, as
98-902-7T-3
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"(B) the excess of (1) the consideration furnished by the donor at
the time of the creation of the joint interest, over (11) the consideration
furnished at such time by the donor's spouse, bears to the total consideration furnished by both spouses at such time.
"(5) SPECIAL RULE FOR PARAGRAPH (4) (A).-For purposes of paragraph

(4) (A)-

"(A) in the case of real property, if the creation was not treated as
creation, or
timecase
of the
a gift
"(B)at the
in the
of personal
property, if the gift *as required to be
Included on a gift tax return but was not so included, and the period
of limitations on assessment under section 6501 has expired with respect to the tax (if any) on such gift,
then the fair market value of the property on the date of the creation of the
Joint interest shall be treated as zero.
"(6) SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENTS.-For purposes of this subsection, a
substantial improvement of any property shall be treated as the creation
of a separate joint interest.
01(d) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN POST-1976 TEMINATIONS."(1) IN OENERAL.-If---

(A) before January 1, 1977, a husband and wife had a joint interest
in property with right of survivorship,
"(B) after December 31, 1976, such Joint interest was terminated,
and
"(C) after December 31, 1976, a joint interest of such husband and
wife in such property (or in property the basis of which in whole or in
part refilts the basis of such property) was created,
then paragraph (1) of subsection (b) shall apply to the joint interest described
in subparagraph (C) only if an election is made under subsection
(c).
"(2) SPECIAL ROLE.-For purposes of applying subsection (e) to property described in paragraph (1) of this subsection"(A) if the creation described in paragraph (1) (C) occurs after
December 31, 1979, the election may be made only with respect to thecalendar quarter in which such creation occurs, and
"(B) the creation of the Joint interest described in paragraphs (4)
and (5) of subsection (c) is the creation of the Joint interest described
in paragraph (1) (A) of this subsection."
(1) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO ORPHANS' EXCLUSION.-.
(1) ORPHANS' EXCLUSION WHERE THERE IS A TRUST FOR MINOR CHILDREN.Section 2057 (relating to bequests, etc., to certain minor children) Is amended
by redesignating subsection (d) as subsection (e) and by inserting after
subsection (c) the following new subsection:
"(d) QUALIFIED MINORS' TRUST."(1) IN GENERAL,-For purposes of subsection (a), the Interest of a
minor child in a qualified minors' trust shall be treated as an interest in
property which passes or has passed from the decedent to such child.
"(2) QUALIFIED MINORS' TRUST.-For purposes of'paragraph (1), the
term 'qualified minors' trust' means a trust"(A) except as provided in subparagraph (D), all of the beneficiaries
of which are minor children of the decedent,
"(13) the corpus of which is property which passes or has passed from
the decedent to such trust,
"(C) except as provided in paragraph (3), all distributions from
which to the beneficiaries of the trust before the termination of their
interests will be pro rata,
"(D) on the death of any beneficiary of which before the termination
of the trust, the beneficiary's pro rata share of the corpus and accumu-

lated income remains in the trust for the benefit of the minor children
of the 4ecedent who survive the beneficiary or vests in any person, and
"(E) on the termination of which, each beneficiary will receive a pro
rata share of the corpus and accumulated income.
"(3) CERTAIN DISPROPORTIONATE DISTRIBUTIONS PERMITTED.-A trust shall
not be treated as failing to meet the requirements of paragraph (2) (C)
solely by reason of the fact that the governing instrument of the trust per-

mits the making of disproportionate distributions which are limited by an
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ascertainable standard relating to the health, education, support, or maitepance of the beneficiaries.
"(4) TRUSTEE MAY ACCUMULATE INCOME.-A trust which otherwise qualifies as a qualified minors' trust shall not be disqualified solely by reason of
the fact that the trustee has power to accumulate income.
"(5) COORDINATION WITH SUBSECTION (c).--In applying subsection (c)
to a qualified minors' trust, those provisions of section 2056(b) which are
inconsistent with paragraph (3) or-(4) of this subsection shall not apply.
"(6) DEATH OF BENEFICIARY- BEFORE YOUNGEST CHILD REACHES AGE 23.Nothing in this subsection shall be treated as disqualifying an interest of a
minor child in a trust solely because such interest will pass to another person
if the child dies before the youngest child of the decedent attains age 23."

(2)

AGE 23 FOR TERMINABLE INTEREST RULE IN THE CASE OF ORPHANS' EX-

CLUSION.-The second sentence of subsectkon (c) of section 2057 (relating
to limitation In the case of life estate or other terminable Interest) is
amended by striking out "21" and inserting in lieu thereof "23".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by, this subsection shall
apply to the estates of decedents dying after December 31, 1976.

(m) DISCLAIMER

BY SURVIVING SPOUSE WHERE INTEREST PASSES TO SUCH

SPoUs.(1) IN GENERAL.-Paragraph (4) of section 2518(b) (defining qualified
disclaimer) is amended to read as follows:
"(4) as a result of such refusal, the Interest passes without any direction
on the part of the person making the disclaimer and passes either"(A)

to the spouse of the decedent, or

"(B) to a person other than the person making the disclaimer."
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
to transfers creating an interest in the person disclaiming made after December 31, 1976.
(n) AMENDMENTS RiLATING TO TAX ON GENERATION-SKIPPING TRANSFERS.(1) CERTAIN POWERS OF INDEPENDENT TRUSTEES NOT RELATED AS POWERS.Subsection (e) of section 2613 (relating to, definitions for purposes of the
tax on generation-skipping transfers) Is amended to read as follows:
"(e)

CERTAIN POWERS NOT TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT."(I) LIMITED POWER TO APPOINT AMONG LINEAL DESCENDANTS OF THE
GRANTOR.-For purposes of this chapter, an individual shall be treated

as not having any power in a trust if such individual does not have any

present or future power in the trust other than a power to dispose of the
corpus of the trust or the income therefrom to a beneficiary or a class
of beneficiaries who are lineal descendants of the grantor assigned to a
generation younger than the generation assignment of such individual.
"(2) POWERS OF INDEPENDENT TRUSTEES."(A) IN GENERAL.-For purposes of thischapter, an Individual shall
be treated as not having any power in a trust if such Individual"(1) is a trustee who has nointerest in the trust,
"(ii) is not a related or subordinate trustee, and
"(1ii) does not have any present of future power in the trust
other than a power to dispose of the corpus of the trust o rthe
income therefrom to a beneficiary or a class of beneficiaries desg,
nated in the trust instrument.
"(B)

RELATED OR SUBORDINATE TRUSTEE DEFINED.-For purposes of

subparagraph (A), the term 'related or subordinate trustee' means any
trustee who is"(I) the spouse of the grantor or of any beneficiary,
"(ii) the father, mother, lineal descendant, brother, or sister of
the grantor or of any beneficiary,
"(iii) an employee of a corporation In which the stockholdings of
the grantor, the trust, and, the beneficiaries of the trust are significant from the viewpoint of voting control, or
"(1v) an employee of a corporation in which the grantor or any
beneficiary of the trust is an executive."
(2) CLARImICATION OF SECTION 2618 (b) (2) (B).-Subparagraph (B) of section 2613(b) (9) defining taxable termination for purposes of the tax on
generation-skipping transfer) Is amezided(A) by striking out "an interest and a power" and inserting in lieu
thereof "a present interest and a present power", and
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(B) by striking out "Interest or power" and inserting in lieu thereof
"present interest or present power".

(3) ALTERNATE VALUATION IN CERTAIN CASES WHERE THERE IS A TAXABLE
TERMINATION AT DEATH OF OLDER OENEUATION BENEFICIARY.(A) IN GENERAL. Subparagraph (A) of section 2602(d) (1) (relating
to alternate valuation) is amended by inserting "(or at the same time as,
the death of a beneficiary of the trust assigned to a higher generation
than such deemed transferor)" after "such deemed transferor".
(B) SPECIAL RULES.-Subparagraph (A) of section 2602(d) (2) (relat.
Ing to special rules for alternate valuation) is amended by Inserting
"(or beneficiary)" after "the deemed transferor".
(4) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this subsection shall take

effect as if included in chapter 13 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as
added by section 2000 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
(o) ADJUSTMENT IN INCOME TAX ON ACCUMULATION DISTRIBUTIONS FOR PORTION
-OF ESTATE AND GENERATION-SKIPPING TRANSFER TAXES.(1)
IN GENERAL.-Subsection (b) of section 667 (relating to tax on
accumulation distribution) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new paragraph:
"(6) ADJUSTMENT IN PARTIAL TAX FOR ESTATE AND GENERATION-SKIPPING
TRANSFER TAXES ATTRIBUTABLE TO PARTIAL TAX."(A) IN GENERAL,-The partial tax shall be reduced by an amount
which is equal to the pre-death portion of the partial tax multiplied by

a fraction"(I) the numerator of which is that portion of the tax imposed
by chapter 11 or 13, as the case may be, whtch is attributable (on a
proportionate basis) to amounts included in the accumulation
distribution, and
"(it) the denominator of which is the amount of the accumulation
distribution which is subject to the tax imposed by chapter 11 or

13. as the case may be.

"(B) PARTIAL TAX DETERMINED WITHOUT REGARD TO THIS PARAGRAPH.For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'partial tax' means the partial
tax imposed by subsection (a) (2) determined under this subsection
withoutregard to this paragraph.
"(C) PRE-DEATH PORTION.-For purposes of this paragraph, the predeath portion of the partial tax shall be an amount which bears the
same ratio to the partial tax as the portion of the accumulation distribution which is attributable to the period before the date of the death of
the decedent or the date of the generation-skipping transfer bears to the
total accumulation distribution."
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall
apply(A) in the case of the tax imposed by chapter 11 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, to the estates of decedents dying after December 31,

1976. and

(B) in the case of the tax imposed by chapter 13. to any generation.
skipping transfer (within the meaning of section 2611(a) of such Code)
made after April 30, 1976.
(p) RELIEF OF EXECUTOR FRoM PERSONAL LIABILITY IN TIE CASE OF RELIANCE
ON GIFT TAX RETURNS.-=
(1) IN OENERAL.-Section 2204 (relating to discharge of fiduciary from
personal liability) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new subsection:
"(d) GOOD FAITH RELIANCE ON GIFT TAX RETUNs-.If the executor in good
faith relies on gift tax returns furnished under section 6103(e) (3) for determining the decendent's adjusted taxable gifts, the executor shall be discharged
from personal liability with respect to any deficiency of the tax imposed by this
chapter which is attributable to adjusted taxable gifts which"(1) are made more than 3 years before the date of the decedent's death,
and
"(2) are not shown on such returns.".
(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply
with respect to the estates of decedents dying after Dect4nber 31, 197@.
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(q) AMENDMENT OF GOVERNING INSTRUMENTS TO MEET REQUIREMENTS FOR GIFTS
OF SPLIT INTEREST TO CHARITY.
(1) CHARITABLE LEAD TRUSTS IN THE CASE OF ESTATE TAX.-The

first
sentence of paragraph (3) of section 2065(e) is amended to read as follows:
"In the case of a will executed before December 31, 1977, or a trust created
before such date, if a deduction is not allowable at the time of the decedent's
death because of the failure of au. interest In property which passes from the
decedent to a person, or for a use, described in subsection (a) to meet the
requirements of subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph (2) of this subsection, and If the governing Instrument Is amended or conformed on or before
December 31, 1977, or, if later, on or before the 30th day after the date on
which Judicial proceedings begun on or before December 31, 1977 (which are
required to amend or conform the governing Instrument), become final, so
that Interest is in a trust which meets the requirements of such subparagraph
(A) or (B) (as the case may be), a deduction shall nevertheless be allowed."
(2) CHARITABLE LEAD TRUSTS AND CHARITABLE REMAINDER TRUSTS IN TIE
CASE OF INCOME AND GIFT TAXES.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, in the case of trusts created before
December 31, 1977, provisions comparable to section 2055(e) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as amended by paragraph (1)) shall be
deemed to be included in sections 170 and 2522 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954.

(r) INDEXING OF FEDERAL TAX LIENS.-

(1) IN GENEAL.-Paragraph (4) of section 6323(f) (relating to indexing

of tax liens) In amended to read as follows:
"(4) INDEXING REQUIRED WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY.-In

the

case of real property, if"(A) under the laws of the State in which the real property is located,
a deed is not valid as against a purchaser of the property who (at the
time of purchase) does not have actual notice or knowledge of the existence of such deed unless the fact of filing of such deed has been entered
and recorded in a public index at the place of filing in such a manner
that a reasonable inspection of the index will reveal the existence of the
deed, and
"(B) there is maintained (at the applicable office under paragraph
(1)) an adequate system for the public indexing of Federal tax liens,
then the notice of lien referred to In subsection (a) shall not be treated as
meeting the filing requirements under paragraph (1) unless the fact of filing
Is entered and recorded in the index referred to in subparagraph (B) in
such a manner that a reasonable inspection of the index will revea, the
existence of the liepx.".
(2) REFILING OF NOTICE OF LIEN.-Section 6323(g) (2) (A) (relating to
refillng of notice of lien) is amended to read as follows:

"(A) If-

"(I) such notice of lien is refiled in the office in which the prior
notice of lien was filed, and
"(ii) in the case of real property, the fact of refiling Is entered
and recorded in an index to the extent required by subsection

(f) (4) ; and".
(3) EFFECTIVE DATE-

(A) The amendments made by this subsection shall apply with respect to liens, other security interests, and other interests in real prop-

erty acquired after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(B) If, after the date of the enactment of this Act, there is a change
in the application (or nonapplication) of section 6323(f) (4) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as amended by paragraph (1)) with
respect to any filing Jurisdiction, such change shall apply only with

respect to liens, other security Interests, and other interests in real
property acquired after the date of such change.
(S) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.(1) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS WITH RESPECT TO SECTION 6694.-

(A) IN GENFIAL.-Section 6694 (relating to failure to file information
with respect to carryover basis property) which was added by section
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2005(d) (2) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 Is redesignated as section

669&

(B) DmOIvrOY PROCEDURE NOT TO APPLY.-Sectlon 6698 (as redesignated by subparagraph (A)) is amended by adding at the bnd thereof
the following new subsection:
"(c) DEFICIENCY PROCEDURES NOT To APPLY.-Subehapter B of chapter 63
(relating to deficiency procedures for income, estate, gift, and certain excise
taxes) shall not apply in respect of the assesment or collection of any penalty
imposed by subsection (a)."
(0) TAEri or sxrzoNs.-The table of sections for subchapter B of
chapter 68 isamended by striking out
"See.. 00M4. Failure to file information with respect to carryover basis
property."
and inserting In lieu thereof the following:
"Sec 6608. Failure to file information ith respect to carryover basis
property."
(2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2051.-Section 2051 (defining taxable
estae) is amended by striking out "exemption and".
(3) CLERICAL AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1084 (a).--Subsectton (a) of section 1010 (relating to adjustments to basis) is amended by redesignating
paragraph (23) as paragraph (21).
(4) CLERICAL AMENDMENT TO SECTION 6824(b).-Subsection (b) of
section 6324B (relating to period of lien for additional estae tax attributa.
ble to farm, etc., valuation) is amended by striking out "qualified farm
inserting in lieu thereof "qualified real property".
real
(5)property"
ErrEo'r and
E DATL-The amendments made by this subsection shall
apply to estates of decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
SEC. 4. CORRECTIONS OF PUNCTUATION, SPELLING, INCORRECT
CROSS REFERENCES, ETC.
(a) ERRONEOUS CROSS REFERENCE IN INVESTMENT CREDIT.(1) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 48(f) (s).-The first sentence of paragraph
(8) of section 46(f) is amended by striking out "subsection (a) (6) (D)"
and Inserting In lieu thereof "subsection (a) (7) (D)".
(2) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 46(g) (5).-Paragraph (5) of section 48(g)
(relating to definitions) is amended by striking out "Merchant Marine Act,
1970" and inserting In lieu thereof "Merchant Marine Act, 1936".
(3) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 48(d) (1) (n).-Subparagraph (B) of section 48(d) (1) is amended by striking out "section 46(a) (5)" and inserting
in lieu thereof "section 46 (a) (6)".
(4) AMIENDMENT OF SECTION 48(d) (4) (D).-Subparagraph (D) of section 48(d) (4) is amended by striking out "section 57(c) (2)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 57 (c) (1) (B) "
(b) PREPAID LzoA SERVICES.-

(1) Paragraph (2) of section 2134(e) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976
Is amended by striking out "section 120(d) (6)" and inserting in lieu thereof
"section 120(d) (7)".
(2) Paragraph (20) of section 501(c) Is amended by striking out "section 501(c)(20)" and inserting in lieu thereof "this paragraph".
(c) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SECTIONS 219 AND 220.(1) AMENDMENT OF SECTION' 219(c)(4).-Paragraph of section 219(c)
(relating to participation in governmental plans by certain individuals) is
amended by striking out "subsection (b) (3) (A) (Iv)" each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (b) (2) (A) (iv)".
(2) AMENDMENT OF SEuTION 220(b) (1) (A).-Subparagraph (A) of section 220(b) (1)' (relating to retirement savings for certain married individuals) is amended by striking out "amount paid to the account or annuity, for the bond" and inserting in lieu thereof "amount paid to the account, for the annuity, or for the bond".
(3) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 220 (b) (4).-Paragraph (4) of section 202(b)

is amended by inserting "described In subsection (a)" after "any payment".
408(d) (4).-Subparagraph (A) of section
(4) AMENDMENT OF SECTIONo
1501(b) (5) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 is amended to read as follows:
"(A) by inserting 'or 220' after '219' each place it appears, and".
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(5) Brn
-r
uA .- The amendments made by this subsection shall
apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,1976.
(d) ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING FOR FAM OosoA~ons.-Subsectons (a) and (g)
(2) of section 447 are each amended by striking out "preproductive expenses"
and inserting in lieu thereof "preproductive period expenses".
(e) AMENDMENT OF S
OTIoN
911.-Subsection (c) of section 911is amended
by redesignating paragraph (8) as paragraph (7). ,
(f) TRANSITION RULE FOR PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS.-Subparagraph (F) of section 101(1) (2) of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (relating to private foundations
savings provisions) is amended by striking out the period at the end of clause
(I) and inserting in lieu thereof a comma.
(g)

LOBBYINo BY PUBLIC CHARITIEs.(1) LOBBYING NONTAXABLE AMoUNT.-Paragraph (2) of section 4911(c)

(defining lobbying nontaxable amount) is amended by striking out "proposed expenditures" In the heading of the table contained In such paragraph
and inserting in lieu thereof "exempt purpose expenditures".
(2) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SECTION'b 01.(A) Section 2(a) of Public Law 95-568 is amended by striking out
"subsection (h) as subsection (i) and by inserting after subsection
(g)" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (I) as subsection (J) and
by inserting after subsection (h)".
(B) Subsection (g) of section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (as inserted by section 2(a) of Public Law 94-568) is redesignated
as subsection (i).
(0) The amendments made by this paragraph shall take effect on
October 20, 1976, as if included In Public Law 94-68.
(3) IMATH ERRORS RELATING TO EXCESS LOBBYING TAX OR UNDISTRIBUTED
REIT INCOME TAX.-Paragraphs (1) and (2) (D) of section 6213(f) (relating to definitions relating to math errors) are each amended by striking out
"chapter 42 or 43" and inserting in lieu thereof "chapter 41, 42, 43, or 44".
(4) REFUNDS OR CREDITS OF EXCESS LOBBYING TAX OR UNDISTRIBUTED REIT
INCOME TAx.-Subsection (a) of section 6405 (relating to Joint C6mmittee
review of large refunds and credits) is amended by striking out "or any
tax imposed with respect to private foundations and pension plans uhder
chapter 42 and 43," and inserting In lieu thereof "or any tax imposed wittr
respect to, public charities, private foundations, pension plans, or real estate
investment under chapter 41, 42,43, or 44,".
(h) AMENDMENTS TO FOREIGN TAX PROVISIONS.(1) Paragraph (2) of section 1035(c) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976
(relating to tax credit for production-sharing contracts) is amended(A) by inserting "(as defined in section 907(c) of such Code)" after
(A), and
income"
In subparagraph
"gas
I (B)extraction
by striking
out "(as
defined in section 907(c) (1) of such Code)"
In subparagraph (B) and Inserting in lieu thereof "(as so defined)".
(2) Paragraph (1) of section 999(c) (relating to international boycott
factor) is amended by striking out "995(b) (3)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "995(b) (1)(F) (ii)".
(3) Parairaph (2) of section 999(c) is amended by striking out "995
(b) (1) (D)(ii)" and inserting in lieu there of "995 (b) (1) (F) (ii)".
(I) AMENDMENTS TO DISC PROVISI0NSc.-'
(1) The last two sentences of section 995(b) (1) (relating to deemed
distributions to shareholders of a DISC) are amended(A) by striking out "gross income (taxable income in the case of subparagraph (D) )" and inserting in lieu thereof "income"; and
(B) by striking out subparagraphh (E)" and Inserting in lieu
thereof "subparagraph (G)".
(2) Paragraph (2) of section 996(a) (relating to qualifying distributions) is amended by striking out "section 995(b) (1) (E)" and inserting
in lieu thereof "section 995 (b) (1) (G)".
(3) J'arg aph (5) of section 1101(g) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976
is amended by striking out "section 993(e) (3)" and inserting in lieu thereof
"section 995(e) (3)".

(J)

AMENDMENTS RELATING TO DEADWOOD PROVISIONS.-

(1) TAx

EXEMPT GOVERNMENTAL OBLIGATIONS.(A) The beading of paragraph (1) of section 103(b).,ls amended
to read as follows:
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"(1)

SUBSECTION (a)

(B) Paragraph

(1) os (2) NOT TO APPLY.(1) of section 103(c) is amended by striking&.ut

"(a) (1) or (4)" each place it appears (including in the paragraph
heading) and inserting in lieu thereof "(a) (1) or (2)".
(C) Subparagraph (A) of section 103(c) (2) is amended by striking
out "subsection (a) (1) or (2) or (4)" and inserting in lieu thereof
"subsection (a) (1) or (2)".
(D) Paragraph (5) of section 103(c) is amended by striking out
"subsection (d)(2)(A)" and inserting in lieu thereof 'paragraph
(2) (A)".
(E) Subsection (d) of section 103 is amended by striking out "sulsection
(c) (4) (G)" and Inserting in lieu thereof , "subsection
(b) (4) (0)".
(2) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SECTION 311(d) (2).(A) Subsection (b) of section 2 of the Bank Holding Company Tax
Act of 1976 is amended(i) by striking out subparagraphh (F)" and Inserting in lieu
thereof "subparagraph (E)", And
(iU) by striking out "subparagraph (G)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "subparagraph (F)".
(B) Subparagraph (H) of section 311(d) (2) is redesignated as subparagraph (G).
(C) The amendments made by this paragraph shall take effect as
if included in section 2(b) of the Bank Holding Company Tax Act of
1970.
(3) AMExNMENT TO SECTION 453(c).-Paragraph (3) of section 453(c)
Is amended(A) by striking out "(or by the corresponding provisions of prior
revenue laws)" in the first sentence. and
(B) by striking out the last sentence.
(4) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 801(g).-Paragraphs (1) (B) (i) and (7)
of section 801(g) are each amended by striking out ".subparflgraph

(A)

(B). (C), (D), or (E) of section 805(d) (1)" and inserting in lieu thereof
"section 805 (d)".
(5) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 1033 (a) (2).-Clause (I) of section 103(a)
(5) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 1033(a) (2).-Clause (i) of section 103(a)
(2) (A) Is amended by striking out "subsection (c)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "subsection (b)".
(6) ASMENDMENT OF SECTION 13711(a). Paragraph (2) of section 1375(a)
is amended by striking out "such excess" each place it appears and inserting
in lieu thereof "such gain".
(7) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 1561(b)(3).-Paragraph (3) ot section
1561(b) is amended by striking out "S04(a) (4)" and inserting in lieu thereof

"84(a) (3)".
(8)

1042.(A) The last paragraph of section 1402(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 (definition of net earnings from self-employment) is
amended by striking out "subsection (I)" each place it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (h) ".
(B) Section 1402(c) (6) of such Code (definition of trade or business) is amended by striking out "subsection (h)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "subsection (g) ".
(9) AMENDMENT TO SECTION 46(a).-Snbparagraph (C) of section 1901
(b) (1) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 is amended by striking out "Section
40(a) (3)" and inserting in lieu thereof "Section 46(a) (4)".
(10) AMENDMENT RELATING TO SEcroI
6.504.-Subparagraph (D) of section 11901 (b) (37) of the Tax Reform Act of 1970 is amended by striking out
"6515" and Inserting in lieu thereof "6504".
(11) TERRITORIEs.-Subsection (c) of section 1901 of the Tax Reform Act
of 1976 (relating to Territories) is amended by striking out paragraph (1)
thereof.
(12) ESTATE ANn GIFT TAXES EFFECTIVE DAT.-Subsection (c) of section
1,902 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 is amended to read as follows:
"(C)

AMENDMENTS OF SECTION

EFFECTIVE DATES.14(1) ESTATE TAX AMENDMENTS.-The

amendments made by paragraphs
(1) through (8), apid paragraphs (12) (A), (B), and (C), of subsection (a)
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and by subsection (b) shall apply in the case of estates of decedents dying
after the date of the enactment of this Act, and the amendment made by
paragraph (9) of subsection (a) shall apply In the case of estates of
decedents dying after December 31, 1970.
"(2) GIFT TAX AMEN DMETS.-The amendments made by paragraphs (10),
(11), and (12) (D) and (E) of subsection (a) shall apply with respect to
gifts made after December 31, 1976."
(13) EFFECTIVE DATE FOR AMENDMENT MADE BY SECTION 1904 (a) (22) (A).Notwithstanding section 1904(d) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the
amendment made by section 1904(a) (22) (A) of such Act shall take effect
on the date of the enactment of such Act.
(14) AMENDMENTS 'TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.(A) Section 202 (v) of the Social Security Act Is amended by striking
out "section 1402(h)" each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof
"section 1402 (g)".
(B) Section 205(p) (3) of such Act Is amended by striking out "Secretary of the Treasury" and inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary of
Transportation".
(C) Section 210(a) (6) (B) (v) of such Act Is amended by striking out
"Secretary of the Treasury" and Inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary of
Transportation".

(D) Section 211(a) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out "(other
than interest described in section 35 of the Internal Revenue Code of
19.54 )".
(E) Section 211(c) (6) of such Act is amended by striking out "section 1402 (h)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 1402 (g)".
(k) CAPITAL Loss CARRYVES.-Clause (it) of section 1212(a) (1) (C) (relatIng to capital loss carryovers for foreign expropriation losses) is amended by
striking out "exceeding the loss year" and inserting in lieu thereof "succeeding
the loss year".

(1) AMENDMENTS

RELATING TO CERTAIN AIRCRAFT MUSEUMS.-

(1) Paragraph (2) of section 4041(h) (defining aircraft museum) is
amended by striking out "term 'aircraft' means" and inserting in lieu thereof
"term 'aircraft museum' means".
(2) Subsection (i) of section 4041 (as added by section 1904(a) (1) (C)
of the Tax Reform Act of 1976) redesignated as subsection (j).
(3) Subsection (d) of section 6427 (relating to repayment of tax on fuels
used by certain aircraft museums) is amended by striking out "Secretary
or his delegate" and Inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary".
(4) Paragraph (1) of section 7609(c) (defining summons to which section
applies) is amended by striking out "427(e)(2)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "6427 (f) (2) ".
(in) INSPECTION T1YCOMMrTE OF CONREs.-Paragraph (2) of section 6104

(a) (relating to inspection by committee of Congress) Is amended by striking
out "Section 6103(d)" and Inserting in lieu thereof "Section 6103 (f)".
(n) AMENDMENT OF SECTIO, 6501.-Subsections (h), (j). and (o) of section

6.301 are each amended by striking out "section 6213(b) (2)" and Inserting In
lieu thereof "section 6213 (b) (3)".
(0) CoNFORMING AMENDMENTS TO NEW DEFINITION OF TAXABLE INCOME.-

(1) Subparagraph (A) 'of section 443(b) (2) (relating to computation
based on 12-month period) is amended(A) by striking out "taxable income" the second and third places It
appears In clause (t) and inserting in lieu thereof "modified taxable

income", and
(B) by amending clause (ii) to read as follows:
"(I) the tax computed on the sum of the modified taxable In-

come for the short period plus the zero bracket amount."
(2) Paragraph (1) of section 443(b) is amended by striking out "gross
Income for such short period (minus the deductions allowed by this chapter
for the short period. but only the adjusted amount of the deductions for
personal exemptions)" and inserting in lieu thereof "modified taxable

income for such short period".
(3) Subsection (b) of section 443 Is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new paragraph:
"(3)

IODIFIED TAXABLE INCOME DEFINED.-For

purposes of this subsection

the term 'modified taxable income' means, with respect to any period, the
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gross income for such period minus the deductions allowed by this chapter
for such period (but, in the case of a short period, only the adjusted amount
of the deductions for personal exemptions) ."
(4) The amendments made by this subsection shall apply to taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1976.
(p) CONFoRMING AMENDMENTS TO REPEAL ON SErlON 317 or TRADE ExPwsioN

ACT oF 1962.-

(1) AMENDMENTS OF SECTION 172.(A) Subparagraph (A) of section 172(b) (1) (relating to years to
which loss may be carried) is amended to read as follows:
"(A) Except as provided in subparagraphs (D), (U), (F), and (G),
a net operating loss for any taxable year shall be a net operating loss
carryback to each of the 3 taxable years preceding the taxable year of
such loss."
(B) Paragraph (3) of section 172(b) (relating to special rules) is
amended by striking out subparagraphs (A) and (B) and by redesignating subparagraphs (C), (D), and (E) as subparagraphs (A), (B), and
4
(C), respectively.
(C) Subparagraph (B) of section 112(b) (3) (as redesignated by
subparagraph (B)) is amended by striking out "subparagraph (C)
(iii)" each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "subparagraph
(A) (IU)".
(2) AMENDMENT OF SECTION 65ol(h).-Subsection (h) of section 6501
(relating to net operating loss or capital loss carryback) is amended by
striking out the last sentence.
(3) AaENDMENT OF SECTION 6311 (d) (2).-The first sentence of section
6511(d) (2) (A) (relating to special period of limitation for net operating
loss or capital loss carrybacks) is amended by striking out "except that-"
and all that follows down through the period at the end of such sentence and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "except that with respect to an overpayment attributable to the creation of, or an increase in, a net operating
loss carryback as a result of the elimination of excessive profits by a
renegotiation (as defined in section 1481(a) (1) (A)), the period shall not
expire before the expiration of the 12th month following the month in which
the agreement or order for the elimination of such excessive profits becomes
fipal."
(4) EFnsTwn DAT-The amendments made by this subsection shall apply
with respect to losses sustained in taxable years ending after the date of the
enactment of this Act.
(q) EYFECTiVE DAM-Except as otherwise provided, the amendments made by
this section shall take effect on October 4, 1976.
Passed the House of Representatives October 17,1977.
Attest:
EDMUND L. HENSHAW, Jr.,
Clerk.
Ist sess.]
[S. 1954, 95th Cong.,
A BILL To repeal the carryover basis provisions added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
Of America in Congress assembled,
REPEAL OF CARRYOVER BASIS PROVISIONS

(a) REPEAI..-Section 2005 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (providing for carryoverbasts) Is hereby repealed.
(b) REVIVAL OF PaioR LAw.-Notwithstandtng section 108 of title I of the
United States Code, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall be applied as if
4setIo 20P5 of the Ta~x Reform Act of 1976 (and the changes made by such
section) had not been enacted.
(c) EMrc'Mv DAT.-The provisions of this section shall take effect on October 4, 1976, the date of the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
IS. 2227, 95th Cong., lit sesv.]
A BILL To postpone the effective date of the carryover basis provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That paragraphs (1) and (2) of section
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2005(f) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (relating to effective dates for carryover basis) are amended by striking out "1976" each place it appears and inserttug in lieu thereof "1978".
iS. 2228, 95th Cong., lot sess.]
A BILL To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to make certain changes in the
estate and gift tax provisions amended or added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976

Be it enacted-by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Statee

of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Estate
and Gift Tax Amendments Act of 1977".

SEC. 2. AMENDMENT OF 1954 CODE.
Except as otherwise expressly provided, whenever in this Act an amendment
or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to, or repeal of, a section or
other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to a section or other
provision of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

SEC. 3. AMENDMENTS RELATING TO CARRYOVER BASIS FOR CERTAIN
PROPERTY.
(a) CARRYOVER BASIS PROPERTY NOT To INCLUDE PROPERTY REFLECTING AJUSTEE BASIS OF PROPERTY HELD ON DECEMBER 31, 1976.(1) IN GENERAL.-Section 1023(b) (2) (relating to the definition of carryover basis property) is amended(A) by striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (E);
(B) by striking out the period at the end of subparagraph (F) and
inserting in lieu thereof "; and" ; and
(C) by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(G) except as provided in paragraph (4), any other property the
adjusted basis of which immediately before the death of the decedent
reflects the adjusted basis of any property on December 31, 1976.".
(2) IMPROVEMENTS TO PROPERTY REFLECTING AN ADJUSTED BASIS ON DECEM-

DER s1, ioTe.-Section 1023(b)

(relating to definition of carryover basis
property) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph:
"(4) SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT.-Under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary, if there Is a substantial improvement of any property, such substantial improvement shall be treated as a separate property for purposes of
paragraph (2) (0). Similar rules shall apply with respect to transfers to a
corroration, partnership, or trust.".
(3) TECHNICAL, CLARIFYING, AND CONFORMING CHANES.-Section 1023 (relating to carryover basis for certain property acquired from a decedent dying
after December 81, 1976) is amended by striking out subsection (h).
(b) INCREASEE IN MINIMUM BASES OF CARRYOVER BASIS PROPERTY.-Section
1023(d) (relating to $60,000 minimum for bases of carryover basis properties) is
amended to read as follows:
"(d) MINIMUM BASES OF CARRYOVER PROPERTIES."(1) IN OENEAL.-If the applicable amount determined under paragraph
(2) exceeds the aggregate bases of all carryover basis property, the basis of
each appreciated carryover basis property (or, under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary, each class of appreciated carryover basis property) shall
be increased by an amount which bears the same ratio to the amount of suck
excess as-"(A) the net appreciation l value of such property (or class), bears
to
"(B) the net appreciation In value of all such property.
"(2) APPLICABLE AMOUNT.-

"(A) For purposes of paragraph (1), the applicable amount shall be
the amount by which $175,000 exceeds the fair market value of all
property which is not treated as carryover basis property solely by
reason of subsection (b) (2) (G).
"(B) In the case of a decedent dying before 1981, subparagraph (A)
shall be applied"(i) in thecase of a decedent dying during 1977, by substituting
'$120,000' for '$175,000',
"(li') in the case of a decedent dying during 1978, by substituting
'$134,000' for 1$175,000',
"(1ii) in the case of a decedent dying during 1979, by substituting
'$147,000' for '$175,000', and
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"(iv) in the case of a decedent dying during 1980, by substituting
'$161,000' for '$175,000'.

"(3) SPECIAL RULE FOR PERSONAL OR HOUSEHOLD EFFECTs.-For purposes of
paragraph (1), the basis of any property which is a personal or household
effect shall lIe treated as not greater 'than the fair market value of such
property.
"(4) NONRESIDENT NOT CITIZEN.-This subsection shall no apply to any
carryover basis property acquired from any decedent who was (at the time
of his death) a nonresident not a citizen of the United States.".
(c) ADJUSTMENT TO BASIS FOR DEATI TAXES ATTRIBUTABLE TO APPRECIATION.(1) SINGLE DEATH ADJUSTMENT.(A) Section 1023(c) (relating to Increase in basis for Federal and
State estate taxes attributable to appreciation) is amended to read as
follows:
"(C) INCREASE IN BASIS FOR DEATH TAxs.-The basis of each appreciated
carryover basis property or, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, each
class of appreciated carryover basis property (determined after any adjustment
under subsection (d) which is included In the grass estate for purposes of chapter 11, in the hands of the person acquiring it from the decedent shall be increase
by an amount which bears the same rationi to the Federal and State estate
taxes

attributable to appreciation as-"(1) the net appreciation in value of such property or class of property,
bears to
"(2) the net appreciation in value of all such property.".
(B) Section 1023 (relating to carryover basis for certain property
acquired from a decedent dying after December 31, 1976) Is amended
by striking

out subsectioll (e) and redesignating subsections (f), (g),
and (1) as subsections (e), (f), and (g), respectively.
(2) BASIS ADJUSTMENT AND DEDUCTION FROM INCOME IN RESPECT OF A DE-

CEDENT TO BE DETERMINED AT MARGINAL RATES.(A) Paragraph (3) of section 1023(e) (as redesignated by section
3
(c) (1) (B)) is amended to read as follows:
"(3) FEDERAL AND STATE ESTATE TAXES ATTRBIUTABLE TO APPRECIATION.For purposes of subsection c), the term 'Federal and State estate
taxes
attributable to appreciation means"(A) the excess of the tax Imposed by section 2001 or 2101. reduced
by the credits against such tax except the credit allowable under section
2011. over such tax reduced by such credits determined without including
the net appreciation with respect to appreciated carryover basis
property, and
"(B) If the amount of estate, Inheritance, legacy, or succession taxes
actually paid to any State or the District of Columbia exceeds
the
credit allowable inder section 2011, an amount which bears the
same
ratio to such excess as"(1) the amount determined under subparagraph (A). bears to
"(i1) the tax Imposed by section 2001 or 2101. reduced
the
credits against such tax except tle credit allowable under section by
2011..
(B) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SECTION P91,-

(1) Section 691(c) (2) (A) (relating to deduction for estate tax
in case of income in respect of decedent) is amended
to read as

follows:
"(A) The term 'estate tax' means"(i) the tax imposed by section 2001 or 2101, reduced by the
credits against such tax, and
"(ii) any estate, inheritance, legacy, or succession
for
which the estate Is liable, actually paid by the estate to taxes,
any State
or the District of Columbia.".

(i() Section 691(c) (2) (C) is amended to read as follows:
"(C) The estate tax attributable to such net value shall be an amount
equal to the excess of-t "(1) the estate. tax computed without including the net appreciation with respect to appreciated carryover basis property, over

"(ii) the estate tax computed without including in the gross
estate the slim of such net Value and the net appreciation with
resPect to appreciated carryover basis property.".
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RELATING TO SECTION 1013.(U) Section 1015(d) (6) (A) (relating to basis increase for gift

(C) AMENDMENT

tax paid) is amended to read as follows:
after December 31,
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(i) Section 1015(d) (6) Is amended by adding the following at
the end thereof:
"(C) STATE GiFr TAX.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary,
an adjustment to basis for ainy gift tax paId to a State or the Distrit
of Columbia shall be wade in accordance with the principles of this
paragraph.".
APPRECIATED
(3) BASIS ADJUSTMENT AT MARGINAL RATE TO BE MADE FOR ALL
section 3(c)
PRoPERTY.-SubsectioII (e) of section 1023 (as redesignated by
(1) (B)) is amended by striking out paragraph (4) and redesignating paragraph (Sy-as partagrlih (4).
(d) MINiMUM BAsIs ADJUSTMENT To BE MADE BEFORE DEATir TAx ADJUSTUENT.-Paragrapli (2) of section 1023(e) (as redesignated by section 3(c) (1)
(B)) is amended to read as follows:
"(2) NET APPREIATION.-For purposes of subsection (d), the net appreciation in value of any property is the amount by which the fair market value of
such property exceeds the adjusted basis of such property immediately before the death of the decedent. For purposes of subsection (c) such adjusted
basis shall be increased by tile amount of any adjustment under subsection
(d).".
(e) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.(1) Paragraph (1) of section 10'23(e) (as redesignated by section 3(c)
(1) (B)) is amended by striking out -, (d), and (e)" in the heading and
text and inserting in lieu thereof "and (d) ".
(2) Paragraph (4) of section 1023(f)-(as redesignated by section 3(c)
(1) (B)) is amended by striking out ", (d), and (e)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "and (d)".
(f) OTIIER AMENDMENTS RELATING TO CARRYOVER BASIS.(1) INFORMATION REPORTING.-SeCtionl 6039A (relating to information regarding carryover basis property) is amended by adding at the end thereof

the following:
"(C) EXCEPTION."(1) This-section shall not apply where the gross estate at the death of
the decedent is less than $175,000.
"(2) In tile case of a decedent dying before 1981, paragraph (1) shall
be applied"(A) in the case of a decedent dying during 1977, by substituting
'$12,0' for '$175,000',
"(B) in the case of a decedent dying during 1978, by substituting
'$134,000' for '$175,000',
-(C) it the case of a decedent dying during 1979, by substituting
'$147,000' for $175,000', and
"(D) in the case of a decedent dying during 1980, by substituting
'$161,000' for 1$175,000'."
(2) ARTISTS, ETc.-Subparagraph (C) of section 1221(3) (relating to
definition of a capital asset) is amended by inserting "(other tian under
section 1023 (relating to carryover basis))" after "the basis of such property is determined".
(3) CROPS AND LIVESTOCK.(A) Section 1221(1) (relating to the definition of a capital asset)
is amended by inserting "(other than crops or animals whose basis is
determined under section 1023 (relating to carryover basis)" after
"trade or business";
(B) Paragraph (3) of section 1231(b) (relating to definition of
property used in the trade or business)

is amended by addingthe follow-

ing at the end thereof: "The 24-month and 12-month holding periods
under subpamgraph (A) and (B) shall not apply in the case of property
whose basis is determined under section 1023 (relating to carryover
basis) ".
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(4) AUTOMATIO LONG-TERM STATUS FOR GAIN AND LOSS ON CARRYOVER
BASIS POPETY.-Subparagraph4 (A) of section 1223(1) '(relating to holding
period) is amended by inserting "or 1023" after "section 1014".
SEC. 4. EXCLUSION FROM GROSS ESTATE OF GIFTS MADE WITHIN 3
YEARS OF DECEDENT'S DEATH
(a) IN GEiNEPAL.-Section 2035 (relating to adjustments for gifts made within
8 years of decedent's death) is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 2035. ADJUSTMENTS FOR TAX ON GIFTS MADE WITHIN 3 YEARS
OF DECEDENT'S DEATH.
"The amount of the gross estate (determined without regard to this section)
shall be increased by the amount of any tax paid under chapter 12 by the decedent
or his estate on any gift made by the decedent or his spouse after December 31,
1976, and during the 3-Year period ending on the date of the decedent's death.".
(b) Lirz ESTATm-Sectton 2036(a) (relating to transfers with retained life
estate) is amended by adding at the end therof the following new sentence: "For
purposes of this subsection, a decedent shall be considered to have possessed at
his death a retained estate if at any time after December 31, 1976, and during the
8.year period ending on the' date of decedent's death, the decedent possessed
such estate.".
(c) Lirn INsURANcE.-Section 2042 (2) (relating to proceeds of life insurance)
is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of the first sentence of this paragraph, a decedent shall be considered to
have possessed at this death incidents of ownership of any policy of insurance
on the life of the decedent if at any time after December 31, 1976, and during the
3-year period ending on the date of the decedent's death, the decedent possessed
such incidents of ownership.".
(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.(1) The table of sections for part II of subchapter A of chapter 11 is
amended by striking out the item relating to section 2035 and inserting in
lieu thereof the following new item:
!"See. 2085. Adjustments for tax on gifts made within 8 years of decedent's
death.".
(2) Sectidn 1023(b) (2) (D) (relating to certain property not carryover
basis property) is amended by striking out "2035, 2038," and inserting in lieu
thereof "2038".
(3) Section 2041 relatingg to powers of appointment) is amended-(A) by striking out "2035" in paragraph (1) (B) and (2) of subsection (a) and inserting in lieuthereof "2036", and
(B) hy striking out "2035, 2036," in subsection (a) (3) and inserting
in lieu thereof "2036". (4) Section 2043 (relating to transfers for insufficient consideration) is
amended by striking out "2035" and inserting in lieu thereof "2036".
(5) Section 2044 .(relating to prior interests) is amended'by striking out
'2034" and inserting In lieu thereof "2034 and 2036".
(6) Section 2107 (relating to expatriation to avoid tax) Is amended by
striking out "2035" and'inserting in lieu thereof "2036".
(7) Section 2602(e) (relating to amount of tax on generation-skipping
transfers) is amended by inserting , as in effect on the day before the date
of the enactment of the Estate and Gift Tax Amendments Act of 1977;" after
(8) Section 6324(e) (2) (relating to special liens for estate and gift taxes)
is amended by striking out "2034" and inserting In lieu thereof "2034 and
2036".

'

SEC. 5. CHANGES IN MATERIAL PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENT FOR
SPECIAL USE VALUATION OF CERTAIN FARM AND OTHER
REAL PROPERTY.'
(a) Section 2032A(b) (1)' (relating to qualified real property) Is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following sentence: "For purposes of this paragraph, the material participation requirement of subparagraph (C) (i1) shall be
deemed to be met if there was material participation by the decedent or his
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spouse In the operation of the farm or other business for any 20 years prior to
the death of the decedent..
(b) section 2032A (c) (7)' (relating to cessation of qualified use) Is amended by
addi[g after subparagraph (b) thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(C) for purposes of subparagraph (B) (ii) the activities of an agent
or fiduciary will be deemed to be material participation by a qualified
heir with respect to a year if the activities are performed for a qualified
heir who Is"(1) A person'who has not attained age 21,
"(0i) a student (as defined in section 151 (e) (4)),
"(ill) a person who is under a physical or mental disability that
prevents him from materially participating in the operation of the
farm or other business, or
"(iv) a spouse of the decedent w~ho has attained age 62.".
SEC. 6. ALLOWANCE OF NET OPERATING AND CAPITAL LOSS CARRY.

OVERS TO AN ESTATE.
(a) IN GENEBu--Sectlon 462 (relating to special rules for credits and deductions for estates and trusts) is amended by redesignating subsection (k) as (1)
and by Inserting after subsection (j) the following new subsection:
"(k) UNusED Loss CAnBYovEss AVAILABLE TO ESTATE."(1) IN GENEAL-If, for the last taxable year of the decedent, the
decedent has a net operating loss carryover under section 172 or a capital
loss carryover under section 1212, then such carryover shall be allowed as a
deduction, in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, to
the estate of the decedent.
"(2) ExcaPTIoN.-Paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect to any net
operating loss carryover or capital loss carryover which was incurred with
respect to any property which reflects the adjusted basis of property held
on December 31, 1976, by the decedent. For purposes of this paragraph, the
portion of a loss which is attributable to property which reflects the adjusted
basis of property held on December 31, 1976, shall be considered to have been
carried to the earliest of the decedent's taxable years to which a loss was
allowable as a carryback or carryover and such portion shall be considered
used before any other loss which is included in the total amount of such loss.".
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 57(b) (2) (B) (relating to excess
itemized deductions) is amended by inserting "642(k)," after "642(f),".

SEC. 7. TREATMENT OF CERTAIN STOCK REDEMPTIONS.
(a) MAXIMum REDEMPTIO* UNDER SECTIO' 303.-Section 303(a) (relating to
distributions in redemption of stock to pay deathtaxes) is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(e) SpcjECL RULES FOR INcoME TAXES ON QUALIFIED REDEMPTIONS.-

"(1) IN OENkAL.--If subsection (a) apple. with respect to a distribution
to a shareholder, the amount 'of the distribution which (but for this subsection) qualifies under subsection (a) with respect to such shareholder shall
be increased by an amount equal to the additional taxes imposed by this chapter for the taxable year by, reason of the inclusion In the shareholder's gross
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"(2) GAIN COMPUTED ON BASIS OF ESTATE TAX VALUATION.-For purposes
Of this subsection, the amngunt realized by the shareholder on the dlstribution qualifying under subsection (a) shall be treated as not exceeding the
amount taken into account with respect to the stock for purposes of
chapterill (determined without regard to section 2032A).
'() IREDEMPTIONS TO PAY 0ENERATIO-SKIPPING TRANSFER TAX.,-For purposes of this subsection"(A) a distribution which qualiies by reason of subsetion (d) shll
be treated a's a distribution which qualifies under section (a), and
"(B) paragraph (2) Shall be applied by substituting chaptert 18' for
'ehapte 11,.'. ;
(b) RELATIONSHIP or STOCK TO GROSS ESTATE.-

(1) IN omiNuAt,-Section 303(b) (2) (A) (relating to relationship of stock
to decedent's estate) is amended to read as fQllows:
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"(A) IN OENERAL.-Subsection (a) shall apply to a distribution by a
corporation only if the value (for Federal estate tax purposes) of all
stock of such corporation which is included in determining the value of
the decedent's gross estate is either"(I) more than 35 percent of the value of the gross estate of such
decedent, or
"(,P more than 50 percent of the excess of the value of the gross
estate of such decedent over the sunm of the amounts allocable as a
deduction under section 2053 or 2054.".
(2) TECHNICAL AM ENDSIENT.-Section 303(b) (2) (B) Is amended by strik-

ing out "50 percent requirement" and Inserting in lieu thereof "35 and 50

percent requirements.".

SEC. 8. MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS RELATING TO ESTATE AND
GIFT TAXES.
Section 6166A(c) (relating to extension of time for payment of estate tax) is
amended to read as follows:
"(C) CLOSELY HELD BusIxEsS.-For purposes of this section, the term 'interest
In a closely held business' has the meaning set forth in paragraph (1) of section
6166 (b).".
SEC. 9. EFFECTIVE DATE.
The amendments made by thils Act shall apply with respect to decedents dying
after December 31, 1976.
Senator BYRD. Today, the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt

Management Generilly begins hearings on 11.11. 6715. the technical
corrections bill of 1977.
it general, this bill ses forth ainendlneivts clarifying provisions of
the tax law enacted by the 1976 Tax Reform Act. However, the bill
contains provisions which will help solme taxpayers and will hurt
other taxpayers. It is therefore necesary for the subcommittee to give
careful scrutiny to this Illeasure.
The hearings today are limited to testimony by the Treasury Department. I think it is important for the Treasury )eapartment and the
subcommittee to have an opportunity to have'a full presentation of
the Treasury's views on this bill.I hope the Treasury will give us their
thoughts alut what they consider to be both the good and bad phrts
of the bill.
The Treasury's witness is Mr. Donald C. Lubick, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy.
Mr. Lubick, you may proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD C. LUBICK, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY
3fr. LiUTcK. Thank you. fr. Chairman. I am pleased to apVear be-

fore the subco'iinittee and present the 'T easury Department s views

on the Technical Corrections Act of 1977. I shall also present the
Trleaisry's views on those sections of S. 2228, introduced by you, the
clairniani of this subcommittee, and Senator Dole, which are not. related to the carryover basis provisions enacted by the Tax Reforn
Act. And then, if you so choose. I would be please to diiuss S. 2227.
which you and Senator Dole have introduced; and the balance of

S. 4228.

Senator Bt. However, as I understand it, your first testimony will
be in regard to the technical corrections bill I
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Mr. LuBICK. Yes, Mr. Chairman. It is simply a question of accommodating to ,your time. If you prefer, I would be glad to come back tomorrow, but if you wish to ddfcss those matters today to expedite the
Senate business, I would be very pleased to do whatever you choose.
Senator BYRD. Thank you. I think we had first better take lip the
technical corrections bill and then see what the time situation is after
your initial testimony.
Mr. LUBTCK. The 1976 act was the product, of more than 3 years of
exhaustive congressional effort. Extensive hearings were held'by both
of the taxwriting committees of the Congress to identify problem
areas and legislative solutions. Indeed, in 1076, the Senate Finance
Committee held 22 days of hearings on the. House bill. The final product was comprehensive. Virtually every taxpaye.r was affected by one or
more of the acts more than 190 separate provisions.
Senator Rrmn). I think it might be well, at this point. to clarify that,
so far as the carryover basis provisions of 1he. 197;6 act, there were no
hearings on that before the- Senate Finance Committee, is that not
correct?
Mr. LUB CK. That is correct.
Senator Byn). And that matter was not. considered by the Finance
Committee, nor by the Senate prior to the conference report being
reported back to it.
Mr. LuBaIC. That is correct. It was considered by the HIous, and of
course, you have conducted hearings on the subject and have, introduced legislation which we believe makes some very substantial improvements in the law. I will address myself to that at the appropriate
time.
Senator B-n. Thank you.
Mr. LTBCK. I think the bill is a very marked improvement and has a
great many things which we would adopt and recommend.
Our experience in drafting regulations to implement major tax reform legislation has shown that no matter how much time is devoted to
the legislative effort, technical errors are inevitably discovered. In the
pa , we have had to make (1o with the statute as enacted.
This year, for the first time, corrective legislation has been )ropo.ed
shortly after a major act. The original provisions of IH.R. 6715, the
technicall Corrections Act, were developed by the staff of the. Joint
Committee on Taxation in close cooperation wvith the Treasury staff.
After the bill was introduced by Mr. Ullman in April, the Treasury
\and the joint committee staff received many comments from interestedi
In fact. te written comments submitted to the Ways and Means
Comniittee prior to August 1077, are contained in a committee print

which is more than 400 pages long. Comments of these interested
groups, including the American Bar Association, the American Institute of Certified Public Accotutants and other groups in the professional tax community have, ini many cases, been incorporated into the
bill.
In other words, we took the technical changes which the staff and the
Treasury saw as necessary and added many of time suggestions which
were made by these various taxpaying rouPS.

In the context of the 1976 act, this corrective legislation is urgently
needed. We commend the Congress for taking the important and-inno-

vative step of making technical corrections to a major tax reform bill.
98-902-7----4
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In its present form the Technical Corrections Act does not present
any major new issue of tax policy and virtually all of its provisions are
noncontroversial. For the most part, the bill either grants relief to taxpayers or remedies internal inconsistencies which, if left unresolved,
would lead to difficulties in administration.
Although not controversial, it is nevertheless of great importance
to affected individual taxpayers. Therefore, it is crucial to enact this
legislation quickly so the public will recognize that both the Congress
and the Treasury are vitally concerned that the Tax Code operate
fairly and are responsive to the need to correct the imposition of undue
burdens on taxpayers.
Senator BYRD. Maybe I had best interrupt you at that point.
As you know, next week may very well be the last week of this session so far as legislation is concerned, other than energy conference reports. Now, frankly I have some doubt as whether it is going to be
possible to handle this proposal in this short period of time.
We will attempt to do that.
Are there certain parts of the technical corrections bill that are
more important than other parts that could be, if necessary, singled
out, or do you feel that the entire piece of legislation needs to be
handledI
Mr. LuBecx. I think that the entire piece of legislation needs to be
handled, Mr. Chairman. Basically, we are dealing with a collection of
disparate elements, items that will affect individual taxpayers or
groups of taxpayers one by one. It is not an overall coherent package
that deals with a single theme. Therefore, if you gave relief and clarity
to one group of taxpayers you would be leaving out another group, and
I thinkSenator BYRD. What you are saying, then, is that it really needs to
be tackled-either all or none?
Mr. LumcK. I believe so, Mr. Chairman. I think that is really the
only sensible way to do it. I do not know how one could pick one group
over another.

Senator

BYRD.

Thank you.

Mr. LUBICK. I do not believe the bill is controversial,- however. 1
think the House handled it very expeditiously. So long as we do not
get into complex and,complicated policy issues, then I would hope that
the Senate could also address the bill expeditiously.
If it cannot, we would expect that the corrective changes would be
made retroactive.to January 1. 1977, or whatever the appropriate date
is. But there will be a period of lingering uncertainty for practitioners
and taxpayers during which they will not know what the outcome-will
be. I would suggest that becsiuse of the noncontroversial nature of these
amendments and the fact that they are almost entirely accepted by the
tax community, by the Treasury, by the staff of the Joint Committee
on Taxation, it might very wellbe appropriate for the Senate to move
ex editiously.
In that regard, we strongly believe that the scope of the bill should
be limited to essential technical clarification of the underlying policy
decisions embodied in the 1976 act. In our judgment, this criterion
was satisfied when the bill was passed by the House*of Representatives. It is for that reason, and for the reason to which you llude, the
necessity to make these changes quickly and noncontroversially, that
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we urge the committee to continue to do what the House did-to main-

tain the essential line of demarcation between necessary technical correction and legislation which requires substantial policy debate.
H.R. 6715 should not become the vehicle to reopen debate on the
carefully considered policies which underlie the 1976 act. If that
happens, we fear that the bill will fail in its purpose of making sorely
needed technical corrections, and the burden of that failure will not be

so much upon us as upon deserving taxpayers.
At present, H.R. 6715 contains 98 separate teclmical amendments.
To illustrate the importance of this legislation I would like to review
with you several of these amendments and the reasons for them. I
have tried to pick examples which are illustrative of the types of
problems the bill addresses. I have not necessarily picked ones which
vastly exceed in importance others, but I wanted to give you some feel
for the type of legislation that this is.
Let me give one illustration.
The Tax Reform Act amended the mutual fund provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code to permit mutual funds to invest in municipal
bonds and to pass through to the shareholders of the mutual funds
the tax-exempt nature of the interest received by the mutual fund.
Under the existing provisions of the Internl Revenue Code, for a
mutual fund to qualifv for this paragraph to shareholders, it must
meet certain percentage tests which are based upon gross income.
There are 90 and 30 percent of gross income limitations under Code
section 851.
Now, in the absence of any special provision, tax-exempt interest is
not included in gross income. If we do not include the tax-exempt
interest in gross income for purposes of computing these percentage
tests only, and not for purposes of taxation, the mutual fund fails to
qualify as a mutual fund, and it cannot do the very thing which the
Congress intended, which was to invest in tax-exempt interest and pass
it on. tax exempt, to the shareholders.
Section 2(r) of the bill simply makes the technical change to solve
the problem and to carry out th intention of the Congress that the
tax-exempt nature of receipt of interest on tax-exempt bonds be passed
through to shareholders.
An example of concern to small business involves the definition of
permissible shareholders of subchapter S corporations; corporations
that do not, themselves, pay a tax, but as to which the taxable income
of the corporation is taxed to the shareholders at the shareholder level.
Before the Tax Reform Act, a trustee of a trust could not be a shareholder of a subchapter S corporation. The only persons Who were permitted to be shareholders of subchapter S corporations -were individuals or an estate of a deceased individual.
if shares were placed in atrust, the corporation automatically lost
its subchapte'r S status and became subject to the regular corporate
tax.
As I indicated, estates could be shareholders.
The Tax Reform Act expanded the category of permissible shareholders of subchapter S corporations to include grantor trusts during
the lifetime of the grantor. A grantor trust is one where the grantor
1,ns such close connection with the trust that the trust is disregarded.
The grantor is treated directly as the owner, as an individual. There
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was no particular reason why a formal trust, if disregarded for taxshould not be permitted to be a shareholder of a subchapter
purposes,
Scorporation.
The Tax Reform Act. also provided that a trust funded under the.
terms of a will or other testament entry disposition would be. an eligible shareholder for 60 clays after funding. That was to cover thesituation where an estate which had been a shareholder funded the
trust under the will and then, automatically, by virtue of that act,.
subchapter S status would be destroyed. The Tax Reform Act gave.
people 60 days to arrange their affairs to avoid this result.
Senator BY RD. Let me. ask you this. Why should not any trust of a
limited number of people be eligible for subliapter S?
Mr. LUBICK. One of the problems is that, which you have mentioned,.
the. number of shareholders. There are limits on tie number of shareholders of subchapter S corporations. If you have a trust with multiple beneficiaries, you could go over the limit and you could get into
some difficulties. Bit I think you have a point-and, as a matter of'
fact, in connection with our tax reform studies, we have been lookinginto the question whether we can expand the eligibility of trusts in
appropriate situations where the trust income is taxed currently to,
certain beneficiaries.
Now, in the Technical Corrections Act we are trying to limit eligibility to the policy areas where the Tax Reform Act made a change.
I think what you suiggrst might. very well be appropriate. We are
studying it, and I hope we would have some recommendations on
broadening the applicability of subchapter S to trust shareholdeis at
a future, time.
Senator BYRD. So long as it does not, exceed the present number of
eligible shareholders which is 10, or perhaps more?
Mr. LuBicK. We are up to a larger number now. It can be as many
as 15 and, indeed, in reviewing all of the subchapter S provisions we
may even suggest a further expansion. There are also differences in,
the kinds of trusts. One would have to distinguish the trust which accumulates income without passing it on to the individual beneficiaries;we may have to have a different rule for that type of trust. It is those'
complications that we are trying to work with. 1mut in the Tax Reform
Act, we are dealing with the simplest situations, those situations whore
there was a grantor trust and the trust was disregarded. It was as if
there were no trust. We are dealing also with a provision for testamentarv distributions to trusts.
The Tax Reform Act created an anomalous situation. On the
one hand, subchapter S status terminated on the death of a grantorwho. for nontax reasons, had chosen to fund a grantor trust with
subchapter S stock during his lifetime. Under the act, if a grantortrust owned subchapter S stock and the grantor died, ipso facto, on that
date. the corporation ceased to be a subchapter S corporation because.
the trust is not an eligible subchapter S shareholder.
On the other hand, if a decedent retained ownership in his own name,
for tax purposes he is in the same position as the grantor of a grantor
trilqt who is treated as the owner. Nonethele.. if he retained the stock
in his own name until death, lie is entitled to have the stock go into his
estate, and during the period of estate administration, subchapter S"
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-status continues. Iii addition, such a grantor is permitted to have a
trust own the shares for 60 days after distribution from the estate.
The practical result-of this is to preclude many taxpayers who have
subchapterr S corporations from using a revocable trust, which is a very
-comiinon estate planning tool. A decedent, for reasons that have nothing to do with taxes, but for management of his affairs, may jput his
.assets into a trust which is revocable. He has the right to take it back.
He is treated as the owner.
The revocable trust is also frequently used as a substitute for a will
to avoid various probate difficulties. But owners of subchapter S stock
-will not fund lifetime revocable trusts with that stock because upon
-death, instantly the subchapter S status of the corporation ends.
Here, again, the Technical Corrections Act, in section 2 (Y) remedies
-this problem. A funded intervivos grantor trust will remain an eligible
:slinreholder of a subchapter S corporation for 2 years after the grant-or's death if the entire corpus of the trust is included in the grantor's
,estate. Thus, the amendment results in rough parity between funded
intervivos trusts-usually the revocable intervivos trust-and those
'that, are funded under a will by testamentary direction.
The 2-year period approximates a reasonable period of estate administration and produces substantial equality with the timing oppor"tunities presented by delayed testainentarty funding.
By limiting the application of the section to trusts included in the
-graltor's gr&,s estate, the bill assures that the opportunity to remain
:an eligible shareholder is available only in those instances where there
,can be no income or estate tax abuse.
Another important. clarifying change made by the bill relates to the
"partnership-at-risk rule. Vinder the Tax Reform Act, there is an
exception for the at-risk rule for any palnership, the principal activity of which is investing in real prop'erty. Many comments have been
received indicating that the terms "princlpal activity" and "investing"
.are ambiguous.
Section 2(J) of the bill clarifies the sc)pe of the real estate exception
from the at-risk rules. The amendment makes it clear that both active
and passive real estate activities are exempt. It also requires substan"tially all of a partnership's activities to involve investing in real prop-ertv'for the exception to apply. We do not want the exception to apply
-wh'ere there is a combination of shelter activities, a small amount of
realI property activity and a substantial amount of those activities to
which the at-risk rule was to apply.
Section 2(b) of the bill provides a needed exception from the excess
*itemizedtax preference item ,or wholly charitable trusts and charitable income trusts which were created prior to January 1, 1976. Under
,the Tax Reform Act, even where all of the income of a trust was
distributed to charity, the trust would nonetheless be liable for pay-ment of the minimum tax on tax preferences. The only charitable
trusts that should be subject to the minimum tax preference base are
those were the grantor or the noneharitable beneficiary can use the
trust as a device to avoid the limitation on excess itemized deductions.
If everything is going to charity, you cannot. have that result.
Therefore, we suggest that the' provision of the Technical Corrections Act which eliminates the charitable contribution deduction as an
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itemized deduction in the computation of the excess itemized deduction
tax preference item for trusts which are wholly charitable, is
appropriate.
The bill contains a series of amendments to section 644 of the code,
added by the Tax Reform Act. That section provides that where certain property is sold or exchanged within 2 years of its transfer to a
trust, a tax is imposed on the trust in an amount not less than the
amount which would have been paid by the transferor-the person who
transferred the property to the trust-if the transferor had sold the
pro rty.
The special tax is imposed upon includable gain, which is defined as
gain realized by the trust on a sale or exchange. Now, the problem is
that section 644 imposes tax on a realized gain in a transaction where
other code sections would make it nontaxable. In other words, if a trust
which received the property entered into a tax-free exchange-and we
know of a case where that has happened-where there would be no tax
payable if the grantor himself had entered into the transaction, nevertheless, under the present law the trust would have to pay tax. There
has been an exchange, and under technical Code concepts, the gain has
been realized.
The problem is the use of the words "realized gain" rather than
"recognized gain." The legislative history of section 644 indicates that
only recognized gain was intended to be subject to tax. Section 2 (n) ofthe bill corrects this oversight.
Now, we have described in my statement-and I would ask that it be
included in the record in full, and I will try and summarize some of
this material for youSenator BYRD. Give me a clarification, if you will, between "recognized gain" and "realized gain."
Mr. LuncIK. Yes, all right.

Supposing you are a shareholder of A Corp. A Corp. decides to enter
into a merger with B Corp. and you turn in your A Corp. stock and
you receive back B Corp. stock. Now, that is'- realized Rain because
you have exchanged A stock for B stock and theref, re, unaer the Code
section, you have something new, you have something different. Therefore, you have realized your profit in the A stock.
But the Internal Revenue Code in the reorganization provisions says
essentially what has happened is simply the putting together of a
couple of businesses and you are not in a position where you should pay
tax because essentially you are continuing in business in a different
form. Even though technically you have shares of a new corporation,
which means that there is a realization-you have disposed of your A
shares--the code says, we will not recognize it. We will not require you
to pay tax on that particular realization, but we will wait until 'you
sell you'r new, B shares.
Senator Bynn. Well, that is the existing law now, is it not?
Mr. Lurrox. That is the existing law now, but through oversight, it
was not, included in section 644 which imposed a tax on the trust in a
realized situation. What it should have said is we will not impose tax
unless it is a recognized gain situAtion. It is purely a drafting error.
These are the sorts of things the Technical Corrections Act is trying to
cover.
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We know of a situation where taxpayers were placed in this situation. The property was in the trust, the corporation entered into a
reorganization and the trustee had no choice. He was a minority stockholder. He had to go along with the merger and received the new shares.
We would be imposing a tax, but it is not really appropriate to do it.
The trustee had no control over that situation.
At the same time, we are trying to correct the operation of section 644
to make sure that we do not have double counting of benefits. The tax
to the trust under section 644 is calculated by reference to the transferor's taxable income, so we get some difficult problems about carryovers and carrybacks. We want to make sure that these tax attributes
are not counted twice, that the tax attribute does not benefit both the
transferor and the trust. Section 2 (n) of the bill takes care of that
problem, too.
Section 3 of the bill contains 35 amendments to the estate and gift tax
rOVisions of the Tax Reform Act. Those are the provisions which,
enator Byrd, you recognized did not have a hearing in the Finance
Committee. Perhaps some of these changes might have been made had
you had that opportunity.
Now, these corrections are somewhat more substantial than those
made to the income tax provisions of the 1976 act, but nevertheless, they
do not do any more than implement the policy decision underlying the
section being amended.
For example, one major source of concern after the 1976 act was
whether a redemption of certain preferred stock by a corporation,
known as section 306 stock, to raise funds to pay death taxes would be
taxed at capital gain rates. Section 306 stock is stock that is normally
issued as a dividend or a dividend equivalent. Section 306 was enacted
to prevent a shareholder from bailing out corporate earnings by selling
his preferred stock and then having the purchaser turn around and
redeem the stock.
The amount realized on a disposition of section 306 stock is generally
treated as ordinary income. The question is whether a redemption of
this section 306 stock meets the requirements of section 303 of the code.
Now, section 303 of the code permits a shareholder whose estate consists largely of stock of a closely held corporation, to turn in enough
of that stock to pay his death taxes and expenses of administration.
It was designed to meet the liquidity problems which might arise for
estates that were very heavily invested in closely held corporations
and would have some difficultty' raising funds from sources other than
the corporations.
If the estate turned in only some of its stock, it could run into a very
difficult, ordinary income tax, because the redemption would have been
treated as a dividend. Section 303 taxes the gain at capital gains rates.
Under the 1976 act there was a question whether the section 306, this
tainted preferred stock, would be eligible for the capital gains treatment afforded by section 803. If it wa@ not, the amount would be taxed
as ordinary income.
Section 3 (a) (2) of the bill provides that a redemption of section-306
stock will be granted capital gains treatment to the extent the redemption meets the requirements of section 303. Thus, section 303,
the purpose of .which is to relieve the liquidity problems in estates
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holding large blocks of corporate stocks is made available on a
nondiscriminatory basis to holders of both common and preferred
stock.
H.R. 6715 also makes an important. clarification with regard to the
amount of income that will be recognized when carryover basis section
306 stock issued before Dec -er 31, 1976, is sold or redeemed. It
provides that the section 30C 3tock is entitled to the fresh start basis
which, in effect, puts it in the position it would have been under prior
law. I will not spend a lot of time on the details, but we thought this
was a problem that ought to be recognized. The tax treatment of persons holding that stock ought not to be changed retroactively by the
carryover basis provisions.
Another important amendment to the estate and gift, tax provisions
relates to the holding period of assets acquired from a decedent. The
1976 act failed to grant automatic long-term capital gains holding
period status to these assets. In 1978, when the holding period becomes 1 year, this omission could have an adverse effect on the use of
so-called flower bonds to pay estate taxes.
In every case in which a decedent acquired flower bonds to pay his
estate taxes within 3 months of death, the gain recognized upon the
redemption of the bonds to pay estate taxes would be taxed to the
estate as ordinary income rather than as capital gains.
Section 3(c) (4) alleviates this problem by providing an automatic,
long-term capital gains holding period for property acquired from a
decedent.
I could go on and illustrate many more examples of the important
and necessary corrections made by the bill, but I am goingr to snare
you the burden of that monolog. But I think you can see, from these
few examples, that the Technical Corrections Act is an important
piece of legislation.
As I stated earlier, in its present form the bill does not present
any major new issues of tax policy. Virtually all of its provisions are
noncontroversial. We hope that-this will remain the case.
There are, however, other items which we think should be. added to
the act. In our testimony before the Ways and Means Committee,
we submitted .10 detailed recommendations with respect to the act,
almost all of which have the concurrence of the joint committee staff.
Not all of our recommendations were incorporated in H.R. 6715 by
the House because of the press of time. The remaining recommendations, together with several new ones which we have discovered since
our testimony before the Ways and Means Committee, are set forth in
detail in the appendix to my statement.
Senator BReD. Let me get this clear. You have 30 additional recommendations?
Mr. LwcK. We are down to 10 now, Mr. Chairman. If yolt will
permit me, I will tell you the categories that they relate to. I will
give you a general description. Then I will be very nleased to answer
any questions you may hare with respect to any specific changes.
These recommendations fall into two basic categories. The first are
those which relate to the provisions of H.R. 6715, as passed by the
House.
Senator 13n. Now, excuse me. these Pr aver and beyond what has
been done by the House and are not in the bill ?

BS COPY AVAIULBE
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Mr. LUBICK. Yes, sir, and in some cases, we recommend a change,
a perfecting change.
For example, we have recommended, as an amendment to section
2035 relating to the estate tax includibility of gifts made within 3
years of the date of the decedent's death, a change which is similar
to section 4 of S. 2228 introduced by you and Senator Dole. We would
make a minor change in that. We would include in the transferor's
gross estate reversionary interests relinquished within 3 years of the
transferor's date of death, but basically we have been recommending
exactly the provision you have included'in your bill.
In addition, for purposes of proposals for increasing the minimum
basis adjustment for carryover basis property, which you have suggested in your bill and which we will talk about- either tomorrow or
later, if we have the time, the maximum amount allowable as a minimum basis should be reduced by the amount of cash and the basis of
any other property transferred within 3 years of death. This is necessary to prevent the transfer of cash and high-basis property
to manipulate the minimum basis adjustment which you are proposing.
Furthermore, for purposes of special relief sections, 303-that was
the redemption for death taxes; 2032A which is special
use vahiation: 6166 and 6166A which determine when a taxpayer's estate is
eligible for special installment payment relief-for these purposes
only, the percentage qualification requirements should be calculated
by -including in the gross estate the gift tax value of any property
transferred within 3 years of death.
We would not include this property in the estate, but in determining
eligibility for the special relief provision, it should be brought. in, in
order, again, to prevent manipulative transfers to secure the benefits
of those sections.
Now, our second category of recommendations.
from those
which relate to H.R. 6715, relates to remedies for asidf
technical defects
beyond those included in the version passed by the House.
Again, these recommendations are confined to proposals which implement the expressed intent of Congress. For the most part.
they
clarify ambiguities or give relief to taxpayers from unintended hardships.
For example, the purpose of section 1040, added by the Tax ]Reform
Act of 19"t6, was to retain the prior law income tax consequences of
funding pecuniary bequests wiflh appreciated property.
iprior
law recognized gain was limited to the difference between Under
date of distribution and estate tax values. If you paid off a money beauest with
appreciated property, you were only taxed on the appreciation which
arose after death.
The Tax Reform Act did not coordinate the recapture provisions
of section 1245 and section 12-50 with section 1040. As a result, the
recapture rules, which generally provide that on a sale or
income is recaptured to the extent of the difference between theexchange
amount
realized and the adjusted basis, presently override section 1040 and
could therefore cause the taxpayer to have to recognize ordinary income in an amount in excess of the income recognized. under section
1040.
Therefore, we recommend that the recapture sections be
to
make clear that recapture is limited by the amount of gain amended
that would
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them all with the 3oint committee staff. Their adoption will not, therefore, delay th6 passage of this important legislation.
We are also aware that additional technical corrections may be
necessary.
Section 8 of your bill, S. 2228 which conforms the definition of
interest in a closely held business for purposes of both the estate tax
installment payment provisions-that is, section 6166 and 6166A-is a
good example of this. We support'that section of the bill. It is a tech-'
nical correction which will result in significant simplification.
We also do not'oppose section 5 of the billwhich will amend the
special use estate tax valuation provision by relaxing the material
participation requirements in farm situations for eligibility and continued 'qualification under certain limited circumstances.
-However,I did not want you to think that we were going to surprise
you byV approving everything that you introduced, Senator Byrd. We
hive lound one or two things to Oppose.
Senator Byrm. I was under no illusions.
Mr. Lvuicx. We'thought you might worry that you had done something wrong if we approved everything you introduced.
W1e are opposed to section 7 o? S. 222 8 which extends capital gains
treatment to a redemption to pay the income tax resulting from a qualified section 303 redemption. It is a substantive change which raises the
fundamental policy question of the extent to which section 303 should
be available to permit the bailout of corporate earnings and profits at
capital gains rate. Debate over the Technical Corrections Act is not the
appropriate time to raise this issue. Indeed, when this argument was
raised, the Ways and Means Committee dropped it. •
Moreover, on the merits, the purpose of code section 303 was to permit a limited bailout of earnings which would normally be taxed as a
dividend to the extent of death taxes and funeral expenses, As a practical matter,-we believe this is sufficient relief. In my experience, which
has been to a great extent in the field of planning estates in private
practice since 1949,- and in talking with other practitioners where experience covers the entire span that section 303 has been in the code, we
have found that section 303 is used primarily as a one-time opportunity
to bail out corporate earnings and property without regard to liquidity
needs. If an estate still has a. liquidity problem after a section 303 redemption, it can use the generous installment and postponement of
payment provisions placed in thO law last year. Thus, we believe the
extension of section $03 is unnecemary and unwarranted.
For-the same reasons, we oppose v.return to the percentage qualification requirements of prior law as proposed by section 7 (b) of S. 2228.
1 also have comments to make on S. 2227 and sections 3 and 6 of
S. 2228. 1 can either make them tomorrow or at such time as you wish to
hear them, and we will indicate to you that the Treasury Department is
largely in qccord with the major thrust.of S. 2228. .
. But I would like to conclude on the Technical Corrections Act by
saying that the Treasury Department strongly supports the concept of
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technical correction. We urge expeditious, favorable action on H.R.
6715. At the same time, I want to repeat the Treasury's view that it
is vital to the integrity of the technical corrections process that this
bill not be the mechanism to review the underlying policy provisions
contained in the 1976 act. Otherwise, the technical corrections, which
are so urgently needed, will not be achieved.
I will be very pleased to answer questions or to go on to talk about
the two bills that you have introduced.
Senator BYRD. First, let me ask you what is the revenue effect of
H.R. 6715?
Mr. LUBicK. The net revenue effect for fiscal 1978 is a decrease in
revenue of $17 million. Thereafter, the continuing effect declines--1979
through 1982 at $7 million or $8 million each year.
Senator BYRD. There is no significant revenue effect?
Mr. LUBimK. It is not significant; that is right. These are technical
corrections.
Senator BYRD. I feel that tax matters, not just the technical corrections bill, but tax legislation in general is so technical and so complex
that those of us who do not deal with it full time everyday need to rely
very heavily on experts like yourself.
Mr. LUBICK. We have worked very carefully with the staff of the
Joint Committee on Taxation and I -believe we'll agree that these are
technical amendments which are needed to implement decisions you
made last year, the broad policy decisions. We recognize that they are
very complex. In many cases thev are almost incomprehensible and it
is very hard to remember them for 2 days. You can study them and
you can know them at the time-and I must say, from the time the
bill was in the House I had forgotten what most of them were and I
have had to rebrief myself.
So I can understand your reaction. But both the staff and we have
been very careful to screen these. We have had a lot of cooperation from
the various bar associations, accounting groups and so on, and I think
everybody has been approaching this bill in the spirit of trying to
polish last year's bill simply to make it work and to relieve unintended
hardships.'I think the government has a responsibility to do that and
not to leave people hanging out there with uncertainties and inadequacies of draftsmanship.
Senator BYRD. I think so. I think it is very important in these tax
matters that we be fair, not only to the Treasury-and I think it is
very important to be fair to the Treasury, and the total populationbut also be fair to the individual taxpayers.
Mr. LUBICK. We have tried to do that. Most of the provisions we
have recommended would give relief to taxpayers and are appropriate
in calying out the policy decisions.
Senator BYRD. Who Initiated this technical corrections bill?
Mr. LUBICK. Well, I believe the chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee thought it was appropriate to do it and he directed the
staff of the joint committee to prepare the language necessary and to
screen the act to see what changes should be made.
Senator BYRD. What role did Treasury play in proposing legislation ?
Mr. LUBicK. Well, the Treasury had shared the, objective of the
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee and of the staff. We were
trying to perfect the statute. We were doing many of the things that
we *ould have done in 1976 when we were drafting the statute had
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we known them then. Our staff worked very closely with the staff of
the joint committee. We have a very good relationship. One might even
say we have an interlocking directorate, now that )r. Woodworth is
there., and therefore, we both worked it over and we have been working
on all of these matters. I want to say that the work of the staff of the
joint committee has been invaluable. They have done an outstanding
job in going through the act and dealing with these very technical
and complicated problems. I know that we could not have carried that
load oumrselves. There was a job that had to be done for the taxpayers,
and I think it is such an outstanding job that is important if for no
other reason than to preserve the work they have done to get this bill
through.
Senator BYRD. I understand that the bill contains certain provisions
which apply retroactively. Could you point out the major retroactive
provisions in the bill?
M r. LUBICK. You do not mean the Tax Reform Act; you mean H.R.
6715?
Senator BYRD. Yes; H.R. 6715.
Mr. LUBICK. Well, I would say, Mr. Chairman, that almost every
one of these provisions is retroactive because we are trying toSenator BYRD. It is designed to correct problems which occurred
in connection with the 1976 Tax Reform Act.
Mr. LLBrCK. It is designed to correct, and if we do not go back and*
correct, then we have left taxpayers stranded high and dry. I cannot
think of anything offhand that is not retroactive. The whole purpose
of the bill is to go back and correct, and there may be some, but offhand, I cannot think of them.
Senator BYRD. The very nature of the bill is one of retroactive,
effect.
Mr. LunICK. That is right. If it were not retroactive it would not
serve its purpose.
Senator BYRD. Yes.
So as we might get some indication as to what the hearing on
Friday might brnng forth, are there persons in the hearing room today
who would wish to oppose any sections of the technical corrections
bill?
[No response.]
Senator ByRD. I see no opposition this morning.
Mr. Luncc. Well, I think, in part that is a tribute to the work
of the staff and the fine job that it has done in ferretting out these
problems which, as I indicated, are noncontroversial and essentially
technical.
Mr. Chairman, we have found a nonretroactive provision in the
bill and it was one whereSenator BYRD. That was just by mistake?
Mr. LUBICK. We found one where we were tightening up and we
did not want to make that retroactive because some taxpayer might
have relied on the more liberal provision. So we have found one, but
again, it is for the taxpayer's benefit.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Thank you very much. I think it might be best to adhere to the
original schedule with regard to S. 2227 and S. 2228.
Mr. Lu-nicK. Well, that would enable us to prepare i'written statement. If I had to talk to you about that today, it would have been
ex tempore.
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Senator Bymn. Senator Dole would like to be here when it is taken
ip and lie is unable to be here today.
Mr. LunIcK. Well, I think it is important because, as I gave you a
preview, we think that you have done a very fine job in this bill. We
do have some suggested changes to make in a few sections and I think
perhaps that some of the changes we suggest you will readily agree
are appropriate because they are technical changes. We are very
sympathetic, for example, with your concept of a liberalized minimum basis which will, in effect, take out of the system 98 percent
of those who would otherwise be involved, and we think that is
very desirable. We also think your idea of using marginal tax rates
for the basis adjustment rather than average tax rates is fair. We have
gone through it and we think it is the right result. Therefore, we are
going to talk to that as well, and we have, perhaps, an additional proposal to make which we think will help the taxpayers make the system work better.
So we will be very pleased to see you tomorrow morning, again at
9 o'clock, toSenator BYRD. Very good.
Just one final question on H.R. 6715. I assume that you, Treasury,
-approve of the legislation as approved by the House? But you would
like to see added to it 19 amendments, is that it?
Mr. LURICK. Yes; the 19 amendments are stated in our appendix.
I believe that there are several that make changes in the bill as passed,
but they are not major changes.
Senator BYrm. But basically, you favor the House version?
Mr. LTBICK. Basically we favor the House bill. There are several
changes we would like to make in it and then there are some additional
changes.
I can give you an illustration of one of those that just came to
our attention. In the 1976 act, Congress enacted a special provision
that dealt with the withholding tax liability of certain fishermen.
It appears that there were certain fishermen off the coast of Massachusetts and some lobster fishermen off the coast of Maine who were
the owners of small boats. They would have one or two crewmembers
who would go out on their boats with them and share in the catch.
Instead of being paid money they would get maybe 10 or 15 percent
of the lobsters or fish and, in point of fact, these crewmembers also
bore the expenses, so if the catch were unprofitable, they would have
a loss.
The Internal Revenue Service took the position, starting in 1972,
that these crewmembers were really employees of the owners of the
boats and was trying to collect employment taxes and withholding
taxes in very large amounts from the owners of the vessels. The
Internal Revenue Service had put liens on the boats and on the property of the boatowners. Congress passed legislation to deal with this
problem which-said that for services performed after December 31,
1971, these persons, these crewmembers, would be treated as selfemployed persons so that the vessel owners would not be subject to
this tax.
We thought that had taken care of the problem. Then, 2 days ago, it
came to my attention that there were other cases where the Service
was _attempting to collect back tax liability that dealt. with 1971
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services. Congress had intended to deal with all of these back cases,
but it specified services after December 31, 1971, so when we got the
call we instantly added to our appendix our 19th amendment which
proposes to go back and clean up that job.
These are the sorts of things thatSenator By". Would not the statute of limitations take care of
that
Mr. Licicx. No; because the Service had levied their assessment
before the statute ran and the case had just been in process. Most
of the cases the statute of limitations would take care of, but we found
four cases where the assessment had been levied and avoided the statute
of limitations. We know that you had intended-this was actually
an amendment of Senator Hathaway-he had intended that this be
taken care of. Therefore we think that it is appropriate to make a very
little change; if you change 1971 to-change two numbers, to 1954,
you will make sure, unless there are some cases that are lying around
some 20 years, that the problem is solved.
Senator BYRD. Just one final question. There are certain provisions
in the bill which are of benefit to specific taxpayers. Could you explain
these provisionsI
Mr. LUBIcK. Yes; there are a number of them, particularly in the
foreign area. These are generally provisions that deal with effective
dates where perhaps the decision of the conferees was not correctly
drafted. Let me give you an illustration of one of them that you
referred to that benefits General Electric Co., but it does more-we happen to know that it benefits General Electric Co., but I think
the matter is correct as a question of principle.
Senator BYRD. And the Treasury Department approves it f
Mr. LUBICK. Yes; we do. This is simply a question of the source
rule. The Tax Reform Act put in a provision that in the case of
sales or exchanges of personal property outside the United States
those sales would be regarded as U.S. source income rather than
foreign source income. The purpose was to prevent persons from
taking their property and selling it outside of the United States and
therefore having the benefits of it being foreign source income.
Well, the General Electric situation happened to be one where they
liquidated a foreign subsidiary. The liquidation of a foreign subsidiary is treated as a sale or exchange of personal property. If General Electric had distributed the earnings of that foreign subsidiary as
a dividend, that clearly would have been foreign source income'because most of the income of that corporation was foreign source
income. Therefore there is no reason why the liquidation of a, subsidiary, most of whose-earnings were effectively connected with a
business outside the United States, should be caught up in this particular rule.
There are a number of situations like that where we have dealt with
specific taxpayers. In each case there may be other taxpayers involved
as well, but the ones that we knbw about came to us and said we have
this problem and it was an. unfair application of the law. Therefore
we went along with the proposals to make the change.
Senator ByRw. You might, for the record, not today, identify what
taxpayers are-where you can identify them-are affected by the
legislation.
-
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Mr. LumCK. We will be very pleased to send you a letter to that
effect.
Senator BYRn. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
[The letter referred to above and the prepared statement of Mr.
Lubick follows:]
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,_
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
Waahfngton, D.Q., November 15, 1977.

Hon. HARRY F. Bmn, J.,
U.S. Senate, lVashington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD. This letter is In response to your October 26, 1977 request
that the Treasury Department identify for the record of the hearings held by the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, Committee on Finance, on H.R.
6715, the "Technical Corrections Act of 1977"1 specific taxpayers affected by
provisions of the bill
We have limited our response to those provisions of H.R. 6715 which are
restricted in scope and, therefore, may reasonably be expected to affect only
a small number of taxpayers. We have identified those taxpayers we know
will be affected. However, these provisions may also affect others.
We have not listed specific taxpayers who we know will be affected by provisions of general applicability. In most cases, we became aware of these taxpayers because either'they or their representatives contacted us or the Staff
of the Joint Committee on Taxation to point out a problem for which technical
correction was appropriate or to comment upon specific provisions of H.R. 6715.
We do not think you intended to encompass these situations in your request.
The following is a list of the sections of H.R. 6715 which affect the specific
taxpayers listed opposite the section number:

Bill section:

Tazpayer

Pittsburgh Plate Glass
----------------------------2(t) (7) (B)
General Electric
---------------------------2(t) (2) (C)
eading & Bates Co.
-------------------------------2(t) (0)
Tidewater Marine
"
Evra Corp.
---------------------------2(t) (12) (A)
We note that section 2(t) (2) (C) is a provision which in all probability will
apply to taxpayers other than General Electric.
We will be pleased to submit whatever further information you may desire.
Sincerely yours,
DONALD C. LUBICK.
STATEMENT or DONALD C. LuBrox, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
or T=AsuaY FOR TAx POLOY
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I am pleased to have this
opportunity to appear before the subcommittee and present the Treasury Department's views on' H.R. 6715, the "Technical Corrections Act of 1977" which makes
clarifying and conforming amendments-to the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (Public
Law 94-455). 1 shall also present the Treasury Department's views on those
sections of S. 2228, introduced by the Chairman of this Subcommittee and Senator
Dole, which are not-flated to the carryover basis provisions enacted by the
Tax Reform Act.
The 1976 act was the product of more than three years of exhaustive congressional effort. Extensive hearings were held by both tax writing-committees
to identify problem areas and'legislative solutions. Indeed, in 1976 the Finance
Committee held 22 days of hearings on the House bill. The final product was
comprehensive. VirtuAlly every taxpayer was affected by one or more of the
Act's more than 190 Separate provisions.
Our experience In drafting regulations to implement- major tax reform legislation has shown that no matter how much time is devoted to the legislative effort,
technical errors are ineitably discovered. In the pest. we have had to make do
with the ,tatute as enacted. This year, for the first time, corrective legislation
has been proposed shortly after a majot Act. The original provisions of H.R.
6715 were developed 'by the Staff of 'the Joint Committee on Taxation in close
cooperation with the Treasut'y staff. After the bill was introduced by Mr. Ullnman
in April, the Treasury and the Joint Committee staff received many comments
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from interest groups. In fact, the written comments submitted to the Ways
and Means Committee prior to August 1977 are contained in a committee print
which is more than 400 pages long. Comments of these Interested groups, in.
eluding the American Bar Asociation, the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and other groups in the professional tax community have in many
case! been Incorporated into the bill.
In the context of the 1976 act, this corrective legislation is urgently needed
nnd we commend the Congress for taking this important and Innovative step.
In its present form, the Technical Corrections Act does not present any major
new issues of tax policy and virtually all of its provisions are noncontroversial.
For the most part, the bill either grants relief to taxpayers or remedies internal
inconsistencies which, if left unresolved, would lead to difficulties in adminstration. Although not controversial, It Is of great Importance to affected individual
taxpayers. Therefore, it Is crucial to enact this legislation quickly so the public
will recognize that both the Congress and the Treasury are vitally concerned that
the tax Code operate fairly and not impose undue burdens on taxpayers.
At the same time, we strongly believe that the scope of the-bill should be limited
to essential technical clarification of the underlying policy decisions embodied in
the 1976 act. In our judgment, this criterion is satisfied by the bill as passed by
the House of Representatives. We urge this Committee to continue to maintain
the essential line of demarcation between necessary technical correction and legislation which requires substantial policy debate. H.R. 6715 should not become
the vehicle to reopen debate on the carefully considered policies which underlie
the 1976 act. If that happens, we fear th Lt the bill will fail in- its purpose of
making sorely needed technical corrections and the burden of that failure will
not be so much upon us as upon deserving taxpayers.
At present, H.R. 6715 contains 98 separate technical amendments. To illustrate
the importance of this legislation. I would like to review with you several of
these amendments and the reasons for them.
The Tax Reform Act amended the mutual fund provisions to permit thoqe
funds to invest In municipal bonds and to pass through tax exempt interest to
their shareholders. However, the legislation failed to amend the 90 and 80 percent
of gross income limitations of Code section 851 to include the tax exempt Interest
in gross income for the purposes of those tests. If tax exempt interest is not
treated as gross income, mutual funds which invest in tax exempt securities
will be disqualified from mutual fund status simply as a result of engaging in
the specific activity Congress intended to permit. Section 2(r) of the bill amends
the code to solve this problem.
An example of concern to small business involves the definition of permissible
shareholders of subchapter 8 corporations. Before the Tax Reform Act a trustee
could not be a shareholder of a subchapter 8 corporation. If shares were placed
in trust a corporation automatically lost its subchapter S status. Estates, however, could be shareholders. The Tax Reform Act expanded the category of
permissible shareholders of a subchapter S corporation to include grantor trusts
during the lifetime of the grantor (where the grantor is taxed individually on
trust income and the trust Is ignored) and, for sixty days after funding, trusts
funded with subchapter S stock by the terms of a will or other testamentary
disposition. These provisions of the Tax Reform Act created an anomalous
situation. On the one hand, subchapter S status terminated upon the death of a
grantor who, for nontax reasons, had chosen to fund a grantor trust with subchapter S stock during his lifetime; this type of trust, after the death of the
grantor, Is not an eligible subchapter S shareholder. On the other hand, a
decedent who retained ownership of subchapter S stock until death is entitled
to have his estate own subchapter 8 stock during the period of estate administration without disqualification and, in addition, is permitted to have a testamentary trust own the-shares for 60 days after distribution from the estate.
The practical result is to preclude taxpayers from using a revocable trust, which
Is standard nontax motivated estate planning tool, frequently used as a will
substitute, to own shares of subchapter 8 stock.
Section 2(u) of the bill remedies this problem. A funded inter vivos grantor
trust will remain an eligible shareholder of a subchapter S corporation for two
years after the grantor's death if the entire corpus of the trust Is included in the
grantor's estate. The amendment results in rough parity between funded inter
vivos trusts and those that are funded by testamentary direction; the two-year
period approximates a reasonable period of estate administration and produces substantial equality with the timing opportunities presented by delayed
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testamentary funding. By limiting the application of the section to trusts Ineluded in the grantors gross estate, the bill assures that the opportunity to remain an eligible shareholder ti available only in those instances where there
can be no income or estate tax abuse.
Another important clarifying change made by the bill relates to the partnership
"at risk" rule. Under the Tax Reform Act there Is an exception from the
"at risk" rule for "any partnership the principal activity of which Is investing
in real property." Many comments have been received indicating that the terms
"principal activity" and "investing" are ambiguous. For example, Individuals
operating hotels have asked whether their activity constitutes 'investing" in
real property. Section 2(q) of the bill clarifies the scope of the real estate exception from the "at risk" rules. The amendment makes It clear that both active
and passive real estate activities are exempt. It also requires substantially all
of a partnership's activities to involve investing In real property for the exception to apply.
Section 2(b) of the bill provides a need exception from the excess Itemized
deduction tax preference item for wholly charitable trusts and charitable income trusts created prior to January 1, 1976. Under the Tax Reform Act, even
where all the income of a trust was distributed to charity, the trust would none
theless be liable for payment of the minimum tax. The only charitable trusts
that should be subject to inclusion in the minimum tax preference base are
those where the grantor or a noncharitable beneficiary can use the trust as a device to avoid the limitation on excess Itemized deductions. This is not the case
where the trust is wholly charitable. Thus, thpse trusts are appropriately
exempted from the special tax on preference items.
The bill contains a series of amendments to section 644 of the code, added by
the Tax Reform Act. Section 644 provides that where certain property Is sold or
exchanged within two years of its transfer to a trust, a tax Is imposed on the trust
In an amount not less than the amount which would have been paid by the
transferor of such property If the transferor had sold the property. The special tax is imposed on "includible gain", which includes in its measure gain
realized by the trust on a sale or exchange. Section 644, therefore, imposes tax
on a realized gain from those transitions which other code sections would not
treat as nontaxable. The problem is the use of the words "realized gain"
rather than "recognized gain." The legislative history of section 644 Indicates
that only recognized gain was to be subject to the tax. Section 2(n) of the bill
corrects this oversight.
In addition, the tax on Includible section 644 gain Is calculated by reference
to the transferor's taxable Income for the year In which a trust has sold transferred property. However, there is no provision for adjusting the transferor's
tax attributes to take account of the fact that the section 644 tax has been
calculated by reference to the transferor's tax profile. Thus, under the 1976
Act, some tax attributes of a transferor, such as capital or operating loss carryovers, could be used both to reduce the tax on the Includible gain and also to
reduce the transferors own income tax. In other words, these tax attributes
were counted twice. Section 2(n) of the bill remedies this problem as well.
Section 8 of the bill contains 35 amendments to the estate and gift tax
provisions of the Tax Reform Act. In some cases, these corrections are more
substantial than those made to the income tax provisions of the 1976 Act. However, even the more substantial revisions do no more than Implement the policy
decision underlying the section being amended.
For example, one major source of concern after passage of the 1976 act was
the question whether a redemption of certain preferred stock, known as
"section 806 stock", In a transaction which met the requirements of section
303 would be eligible for the capital gains treatment afforded by that section.
If not eligible for section 303 treatment a redemption of section 306 stock to
provide funds to pay death taxes and estate administration expenses would
be taxed as a dividend. Section 3(a) (2) of the bill provides that a redemption
of section 306 stock will be granted capital gains treatment to the extent the
redemption meets the requirements of section 303. Thus, section 303, the purpose of which is to relieve liquidity problems in estates holding large blocks
of corporate stock, is made available on a nondiscriminatory basis to holders
of both common and preferred stock.
H.R. 0715 also makes an important clarification with regard to the amount
of Income that will be recognized when carryover basis section 306 stock issued
before December 31, 1976 Is sold or redeemed. Under the act, the holder of
98-902--77-5
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carryover basis section 300 stock issued prior to December 31, 1976 is not
entitled to any reduction in the amount realized on a sale or redemption of
that stock even though, under prior law, the death of the prior holder of
that stock would have removed the section 306 taint. Section 3(a)(1) of the
bill remedies this omission. It provides that the amount treated as ordinary income on the sale or redemption of section 306 stock issued before January 1,
1977, and which is carryover basis property in the hands of the person
disposing of the stock, is to be reduced by the sum of the adjusted basis of the
section 306 stock on December 31, 1976 and any available fresh start ad.
Justment.
Another important amendment to the estate and gift tax provisions relates
to the holding period of assets acquired from a decedent. The 1970 act
failed to grant automatic long-term capital gains holding period status to these
assets. In 1978, when the holding period becomes one year, this omission
could have an adverse effect on the use of "flower" bonds to pay estate taxes.
In every case In which a decedent acquired "flower" bonds within three
months of death, the gain recognized on the redemption of those bonds to pay
estate taxes would be taxed to the estate as ordinary income rather than capital
gain. Section 8(c) (4) alleviates this problem by providing an automatic longterm capital gains holding period for property acquired from a decedent.
I could go on and illustrate many more examples of the important and necessary corrections made by the bill. I will spare you the burden of that monologue.
However, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am sure you
can see from these few examples that the Technical Corrections Act is an
important piece of legislation. As I stated earlier, in Its present form, the bill
does not present any major new Issues of tax policy and virtually all of its
provisions are noncontroversial. We hope that this will remain the case.
However, there are other items which we think should be added to the act.
In our testimony before the Ways and Means Committee we submitted 30
detailed recommendations with respect to the act, almost all of which have
the concurrence of the Joint Committee staff. Not all of our recommendations
were incorporated in H.R. 6715 by the House. The remaining recommendations,
together with several new Items we have discovered since our testimony before
the Ways and Means Committee, are set forth in detail in the appendix to my
statement.

-

Our recommendations fall Into two basic categories. The first are those which
relate to the provisions of H.R. 6715 as passed by the House. For example, we
have recommended an amendment to section 2035, relating to the estate tax
Includibility of gifts made within three years of the date of a decendent's death,
which is similar to section 4 of S. 2228 introduced by the chairman of this
subcommitee and Senator Dole. However, we would also Include in the transferor's gross estate reversionary Interests relinquished within three years of the
transferor's death. In addition, for purposes of proposals to increase the minimum
basis adjustment for carryover basis property, the maximum amount allowable
as a minimum basis should be reduced by the amount of cash and the basis
of any other property transferred within three years of death. This is neces.
sary to prevent the transfer of cash and high basis property to manipulate the
minimum basis adjustment. Furthermore, for purposes of special relief sections
303, 2032A, 6166 and 6166A only, the percentage qualification requirements should
be calculated by Including In the gross estate the gift tax value of any property
transferred within three years of death. These limitations are also necessary to
prevent manipulative transfers to secure the benefits of those sections.
Our second category of recommendations relate to remedies for technical
defects beyond those Included in the version of H.R. 6715 passed by the House.
Again, these recommendations are confined to proposals which Implement the
expressed Intent of Congress. For the most part, they clarify ambiguities or
give relief to taxpayers from unintended hardships. For example, the purpose
of section 1040, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, was to retain the prior
law income tax consequences of funding a pecuniary bequest with appreciated
property under which recognized gain was limited to the difference between
date of distribution and estate tax values. However, the act did not coordinate
the recapture provisions of the code with section 1040. AA a result, the recapture
rules, which generally provide that on a sale or exchange income is recaptured
to the extent of the difference between the amount realized and adjusted basis,
presently override section 1040 and could, therefore, cause the recognition of
ordinary income in an amount In excess of the amount of income recognized
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under section 1040. To illustrate, if property subject to recapture has an adjusted
basis of $10, an estate tax value of $50 and a date of distribution value of $60,
only $10 of gain would be recognized under section 1040 but $50 would be
recognized under section 1245. This result is contrary to the purpose of section
1040. We, therefore, recommend that the recapture sections be amended to
make clear that recapture is limited by the amount of gain recognized under
section 1040 where appreciated carryover basis property is used to satisfy a
pecuniary bequest.
We urge the subcommittee to accept our recommendations. The statutory
language necessary to effect them has bene drafted and we have reviewed them
all with the Joint Committee staff. Their adoption will not, therefore, delay the
passage of this important legislation.
We are also aware that additional technical corrections may be necessary.
Section 8 of S. 2228, which conforms the definition of "interest in a closely held
busineW' form purposes of both of the estate tax installment payment provisions.
(sections 6166 and 6166A) is a good example. We support that section of the
bill. It is a technical correction which will result in significant simplification.
Also, we do not oppose section 5 of the bill, which would amend the special
use estate tax valuation provision (section 2032A) by relaxing the material
participation requirements for eligibility and continued qualification in certain
limited circumstances.
We aro, however, opposed to section 7 of S. 2228, which extends capital gains
treatment to a redemption to pay the income tax resulting from a qualified
section 803 redemption. It is a substantive change which raises the fundamental
policy question of the extent to which section 303 should be available to permit
the bail-out of corporate earnings and profits at capital gains rates. Debate over
the Technical Corrections Act is not the appropriate time to raise this issue.
Moreover, we would also oppose this amendment on the merits. The purpose of
code section 803 was to permit a limited bail-out of earnings, which would norneally be taxed as a dividend, to the extent of death taxes and funeral expenses.
As a practical matter, we believe this is sufficient relief. In my experience, which
covers the entire span of section 303's existence, and that of other practitioners
with whom I have spoken, we have found that section 303 is used primarily as
a one-time opportunity to bail out corporate earnings and profits without regard
to liquidity needs. If an estate still has a liquidity problem after a section 303
redemption, there are generous installment and postponement of payment
provisions In the code. Thus we believe the extension of section 303 is unnecessary
and unwarranted. For the same reasons, we oppose a return to the percentage
qualification requirements of prior law as proposed by section 7(b) of S. 2228.
I will defer my comments on S. 1954, S. 2227 and sections 3 and 6 of S. 2228 until
tomorrow's hearing on carryover basis. At that time, I shall also present a
Treasury Department proposal which we believe will greatly simplify the carryover basis provisions.
In conclusion, the Treasury Department strongly supports the concept of tech.
nical correction and urges expeditious favorable action on H.R. 6715. At the
same time, I want to reiterate the Treasury's view that It is vital to the integrity
of the technical correction process that this bill not be the mechanism to review
the underlying policy provisions contained in the 1976 act. Otherwise, the limited
purpose of technical corrections will not be achieved.
APPENDIX
TREASURY DEPARTMENT'S RECOMMENDATIONS ON H.R. 6715, THE "TECHNICAL
CORREOTrIONS AT OF 1977
The Treasury Department makes the following recommendations for clarifying and conforming amendments:

(1) Fresh start adjustment for certain carryover basis property. (Section
3(c) (1) of the bill and section 1023 of the Code).
The bill seeks to eliminate the difficulty In determining the "fresh start"
basis of tangible property where either or both the acquisition date and cost of
the property are unknown. The bill provides a formula to determine a minimum
basis; December 81, 1976 value is determined by reference to date of death value
and an assumed interest rate of eight percent. We recommend that the provisions be limited to tangible personal property
which is not described In section 1221 (1) or 1221 (2).
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(2) Only one fresh star" adjustment for carryover basic, property. (Section
8(c) (3) of the bill and section 1023 of the code).
The bill provides that only one fresh start basis adjustment is to be made
with respect to any carryover basis property.
To make clear that the fresh start adjustment is to be made only at the death
of the first decedent owning carryover basis property we recommend that the
word "change" replace the word "increase" in proposed code section 1023(h) (4).
(3) Adjustment to carryover basis property for state estate. Taxes (Section
3(c) (5) of the bill and section 1023 of the code).
The bill clarifies the circumstances under which the payment of State estate
taxes will result in an adjustment to the basis of carryover basis property.
We recommend that the words "by the estate" be deleted from proposed code
section 1023(f) (3) (B), thus permitting an adjustment to basis where the State
estate tax liability has been discharged by an entity other than the estate, e.g.,
a funded inter vivos trust created by the decedent.
(4) Gain recognized on use of special -use valuation property to satisfy pecuniary bequest. (Section 3(d) (3) of the bill and section 1040 of the code).
The bill clarifies the application, of code section 1040 to pecuniary bequests
of property subject to special use valuation under code section 2032A. It provides that gain will be recognized to the extent the fair market value of such
property on the date of distribution exceeds the estate tax value of such property
with both date-of distribution and estate tax values to be determined without
regard to code section 2032A. Thus, appreciation calculated on the basis of
the "highest and best use" value of such property from the estate tax valuation
date to the date of distribution wil be subject to tax under code section 1040.
We recommend that taxpayers be given the option to calculate the code
section 1040 gain by applying either "highest and best use" values or special use
values on the relevant valuation dates.
(5) Bond to relieve qualified heir of personal liability for recapture of tax
ichere speoal use valuation is utilized. (Section 3(d) (5) of the bill and section
2032A.of the code).
The bill provides that a qualified heir may be discharged from personal liability
for payment of the code section 2032A recapture tax uipon filing a bond in the
amount of the maximum amount of additional tax which could be attributed
to such heir's Interest in the property.
We recommend that this provision be extended to all persons party to the agree.
ment required by code section 2032A (d) (2).
(6) Transfer within three years of death. (Section 3(f) of the bill and section
2035 of the code).
The bill seeks to clarify the availability of the exception to automatic includlbility of gifts made within three years of death for gifts excludable under the
$3,000 annual present interest gift tax exclusion. It provides that the exception
will be available for gifts to a donee made within three years of death if the
donor was not required to file a gift tax return with respect to gifts made
during the calendar year to such donee.
We recommend that (1) code section 2035 (a) and (b) be repealed; (2) code
section 2035(c) be redesignated section 2035(a) ; (3) code sections 2036 and 2037
be amended to include in the gross estate of the transferor transfers within three
years of death of any retained estate which, if held by the transferor at death,
would have resulted in inclusion of the transferred property in the transferor's
gros estate; and (4) code section 2042 be amended to include in the gross estate
of the transferor any transfer with respect to a life insurance policy made within
three years of the transferor's death; (5) for purposes of proposals to increase
the minimum basis adjustment for carryover basis property, the maximum
amount allowable as a minimrum basis be reduced by the amount of cash and the
basis of any other property transferred within three years of death; and (6)
for purposes of special relief sections 303, 2032A, 6166 and 6166A only, the percentage qualification requirements be calculated by Including in the gross estate
the gift tax value of any property transferred within three years of death.
(7) Coordination of gift tax exclusion and estate tax marital deduction. (Sec-

tions 8 (g) (1) and (g) (2) of the bill and section 2056 of the code).

Section 3(g) (1) of the bill provides that the estate tax marital deduction will
not te reduced under the code section 2056(c) (1) (B) to the extent inter-spousal
gifts of a decedent are subsequently included in the decedent's estate under code
section 2035.
Section 3(g) (2) of the bill clarifies the method of computing the Code section
2056(c) (1) (B) reduction of the estate tax marital deduction on account of inter.
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spousal gifts of a decedent by excluding from the computation of the reduction'
any gift not required to be in a gift tax return.
We recommend that (1) section 3(g) (1) be amended In a manner consistent
with our recommendation regarding Code section 2035; and (2) section 3(g) (2)
of the bill be deleted and instead that code section 2056(c) (1) (B) (it) be amended
by inserting after the words "percent of" the words "the excess of the value of
such gift over the section 2503(b) amount, if any, allowable with respect to such
gift."
(8) Split gifts made within three years of death. (Section 3(h) of the bill and
section 2001 of the code).
The bill clarifies the transfer tax consequences to a consenting spouse of gifts
which were included in the estate of the donor spouse by reason of code section
2035. It provides that the portion of such gifts attributable to the consenting
spouse shall not be Included In the total of adjusted taxable gifts of such spouse
for estate and generation-skipping tax purposes and that any gift tax treated as
a tax payable by the consenting spouse with respect to such gifts shall, for estate
and generation-skipping tax computation purposes, be deducted from the aggregate amount of gift tax payable by such spouse.
If our recommendation regarding code section 2035 Is adopted, this provision
should be applicable only to transfers within three years of death of retained
estates under Code sections 2036, 2037 and 2038 or with respect to a life Insurance
policy.
(9) Inclusion in gross estate of stock transferred by the decedent where the
decedent retained voting rights. (Section 3(1) of the bill and section 2036(b) of
the code).
The bill clarifies the intended scope of code section 2036(b) by providing that
the section will apply only where the decedent and his relatives own, or the decedent possessed the right to vote, at least 20 percent of the combined voting power
of the corporation the shares of stock of which have been transferred.
We recommend that the automatic application of Code section 318 to determine
indirect ownership be deleted and that the Secretary be granted specific authority
to promulgate regulations similar to the attribution rules of Code section 318 to
proposed Code section 2036(b) (2) in a manner consistent with the purposes of
that section.
(10) Amendments relating to orphan's exclusion. (Section 3(1) (1) of the bill
and section 2057(d) of the code).
The bill clarifies the scope of the orphan's deduction by creating a statutory
entity, the "qualified minor's trust" to which a decedent's property may pass and
qualify for the orphan's deduction.
We recommend that section 3(1) (1) be deleted from the bill and that the Secretary be granted specific authority to promulgate regulations regarding the type
of trust to which property may pass and qualify for the orphan's deduction.
(11) Disclaimers. (Section 3(m) of'he bill -hnd section 2518 of the code).
The bill clarifies code section 2518(b) (4) by providing that a disclaimer by any
party (including a surviving spouse) will constitute a qualified disclaimer for
purposes of code section 2518 where the surviving spouse receives an Interest In
the disclaimed property.
We oppose the enactment of section 3(m) of the bill. We recommend instead
that code section 2518 be amended to make clear that a qualifie(l disclaimer will
not result If, pursuant to the disclaimer, the disclaimed property passes to a trust
or trust equivalent In which the disclaiming party has an Interest.
(12) Termination of certain powers of independent trustees not subject to tax
on generation-skipping transfers. (Section 3(n) (1) of the bill and section 2614 of
the code).
The bill clarifies the situations in which an individual trustee having discretionary powers to allocate trust Income and principal among beneficiaries will be
treated as a beneficiary of such trust by reason of holding such powers. The bill
provides that an Individual trustee will not be treated as having a power in a trust
where such Individual has no Interest In the trust, Is not a related or subordinate
trustee, and has no present or future power In the trust other than the power to
dispose of trust Income and corpus among beneficiaries designated in the trust
instrument.
We recommend that the definition of related or subordinate trustee be expanded
to include (1) partners and employees of the grantor or of any beneficiary and (2)
employees of any partnership in which the partnership Interest of any or all of
the grantor, the trust, and the beneficiaries of the trust are significant from the
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viewpoint of either or both operating control and distributive share of partnership income.
(13) Alternate t'aluation date in the case of a generation-skipping trust. (Seetion 3(n) (3) of the bill and secton 2602 (d) of the code).
The bill provides that the alternate valuation date willbe available for taxable
terminations postponed beyond the death of a single deemed transferor because of
the existence of an older generation beneficiary at the death of the deemed
transferor.
We recommend that the alternate valuation date be available also where a taxable termination is postponed beyond the death of a single deemed transferor because of the existence, at the death of the deemed transferor, of a beneficiary in
the same generation as the deemed transferor.
(14) Disclosure of returns and return information. (Section 1202(a) (1) of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976 and code section 6103 (k) (4)).
Code section 6103(k) (4) exempts from the general disclosure rules of Code
section 6103 the disclosure of tax return information to a competent authority of a
foreign government "which has an income tax convention with tie United States
but only to the extent provided in... such convention." (Emphasis supplied.)
The provision inadvertently excludes estate and gift tax conventions and the
Swiss Mutual Assistance Treaty, which have tax exchange of information
provisions.
We recommend that the exemption provided by Code section 6103(k) (4) be
revised to apply to a foreign government which has an income tax or an estate
or gift tax convention or treaty with the United States. Also, the exemption
should include a treaty such as the Swiss Mutual Assistance Treaty.
(15) Declaratory judgments regardingtax-e.rempt status of charitableorganizatfons. (Section 1306 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and code section 7428).
Section 1306 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 added code section 7428, which
provides for declaratory judgments relating to the tax-exempt status or classification of charitable organizations.
Code section 7428(c) provides that certain contributions shall remain deductible even though made during the period that the declaratory Judgment litigation
with respect to the revocation of the exempt status of the organization was pendIng and even though the court subsequently determines that the revocation was
proper. As presently drafted, this provision only applies where the District Court
or the Court of Claims decision is adverse 'to the organization. If the organization
Is successful in this court but is reversed in a subsequent appeal, no protection is
afforded to the donors during any period after the notification of revocation. How.
ever. if the declaratory judgment proceedings were initiated in the Tax Court, this
is not the result.
We recommend that contributions within the limits of code section 7428(c) (2)
remain deductible until a declaratory Judgment proceeding instituted in the
Tax Court or in the District Court or the Court of Claims is finally adjudicated,
Including the appellate process.
(16) Ino usion of certain generation-skipplng transfers in the gross estate
of a deemed traAsferor for estate tax marital deduction purposes. (Section 2006
(a) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and Section 2602(c) (5) (A) of the code.)
Under code section 2602(c) (5) (A) if a generation-skipping transfer occurs
at, or within nine months of, the death of a deemed transferor, the amount
of the generation-skipping transfer is included in the gross estate of the deemed
transferor for estate tax marital deduction purposes. Thus, the amount of the
marital bequest of a testator whose will or trust contains a formula marital
deduction bequest is automatically increased if that testator is the deemed
transferor of generation-skipping transfer occurring at or within nine months
of death. To avoid the inclusion of such amounts in a deemed transferor's
gross estate, the will or trust of the deemed transferor must be specifically
amended. We believe that the automatic increase of a marital bequest in these
circumstances constitutes a trap for an individual who is unaware that an
his death a generation-skipping transfer of which he Is the deemed transferor
may occur.-

We recommend that in the case of decedent whose will or trust contains

a formula marital deduction bequest, the presumption of Code section 2602(c)
(5) (A) be reversed so that a generation-skipping transfer of which the decedent
is the deemed transferor will not be included in the decedent's gross estate

for estate tax marital 'deduction purposes unless a contrary intention Is apeci1cally stated In the decedent's will or trust.
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(17) Recapture in the case of eatisfaction of a peouniary request with
appreciated carryover beets property. (Section 2005(b) of the Tax Reform Act

of 1076 and sections 617, 1040, 1250, 1251(a), 1252, and 1254 of the code).
Code section 1040, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, provides that where
appreciated property is used to satisfy a pecuniary bequest recognized gain
will be limited to the difference between date of distribution and estate tax
values. The purpose of code section 1040 is to retain, under present law, the
prior law income tax consequences of funding a pecuniary bequest with appreciated property. However, it is unclear whether recapture under code sections
617, 1245, 1250, 1251, 1252 and 1254 Is limited by the amount of gain recognized
upon the satisfaction of a pecuniary bequest with appreciated carryover basis
property.
We recommend that code sections 1245(b), 1250(d) and 1251(d) be amended
to make clear that recapture income is limited by the amount of gain recognized
where appreciated carryover basis property is used to satisfy a pecuniary

bequest.
(18) Oontributione of certain government publication. (Section 2132 of the

Tax Reform Act of 1976 and section 1231(b) of the code).
The Tax Reform Act generally provided that U.S. Government publications
which are received from the Government without charge or below the price
at which they are sold to the general public are not to be treated as capital
assets either in the hands of the taxpayer so receiving the publications, or in
the hands of a taxpayer whose basis in such a publication is determined by reference to its basis in the hands of a person who received it free or at a reduced
price. However, because of a technical oversight, such publications were only
excluded from the definition of "capital asset" under section 1221 of the code,
but were not similarly excluded from the definition of "property used in the
trade or business" under section 1231(b) of the code. Because of this technical
oversight, the act fails to accomplish its intended purpose in respect of this
Issue.
We recommend that section 1231(b) be amended to provide that the term
"property used in the trade or business" does not include U.S. Government
publications received from the Government without charge or below the price
at which they are sold to the general public.

(19) Withholding of Federal taaee on certain individuals engaged in fishing.

(Section 1207(e) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and section 3121(b) (20) of
the code).
The Tax Reform Act provided that certain individuals engaged in fishing were
to be treated as self-employed persons for Federal tax purposes. In general,
these changes were effective for services performed after December 31, 1971.
Since the enactment of :he Tax Reform Act, it has come to Treasury's attention
that the Internal Revenue Service has opened several cases relating to fishing
services performed prior to December 81, 1971 in which It is attempting to
collect retroactively employment taxes from affected boat operators.
To alleviate this problem, we recommend that the date "December 81, 1954"
be substituted for "December 81, 1971" in section 1207(f) (4) of the Tax Reform
Act, the effective date provision of the amendment.

Senator BYRD. The committee will stand in recess until 9 o'clock
tomorrow morning.
[Thereupon, at 10:05
a.m.,27,
the-subcommittee
recessed, to reconvene
at 9 a.m. Thursday,
October
1977.]

TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1977
(Including Carryover Basis Provisions)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1977

Uj.S. SENATE,
SuBcoMBtrITEE oN TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
GENERALLY OF THE COMMISE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. in room 2221,
Dfrksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Harry F. Byrd, Ji. (chairman
of the subcommittee)presiding.
Present: Senators Ryrd, Jr., of Virginia, Hansen, and Dole.
Senator Bmw. The committee will come to order.
Today, the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Generally begins consideration of several measures dealing with the
estate tax poitions of the 1976 Tax Reform Act. More specifically, the
hearings will focus on the carryover basis portions of the 1976 law
and S. 1954, S. 2227, and S. 2228.
One of the most disturbing parts of the 1976 tax law was the enactment of a carryover basis Tor assets transferred at death. Not only
was this provision a radical departure from prior law, it also increased
I
the complexity of the estate tax laws.
Furthermore, carryover basis was made a part of the 1976 bill during the conference committee deliberations on the 1976 Tax Reform
Act without any consideration by the Senate or by the Senate Finance
Committee.
The hearings today are designed to give the Senate an opportunity
to look at carryover'basis for the first time. Bills considered in these
hearings seek-either to repeal or postpone carryover basis or to modify
the law to make it more workable.
The witness today is Hon. Donald C. Lubick, Deputy Assistant
Secret av"%theTreasury for Tax Legislation who will give the
Treasury s view on this legislation.
Welcome, Mr. Lubick, and you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD C. LUBICK, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY
Mr. Lurc,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I in pleased to be here on
a daily basis and have the opportunity today to present the Treasury's
views on S. 2227 and S. 222, introduced by you and Senator Dole
and Senator Bmw. And, incidentally, Senator Hansen is now a cosponsor,
(67)'
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Mr. LuBicK. We received a copy last night of a bill introduced by
Senator Hathaway which deals with the same subject matter and that,
I understand, has been given the number of S. 2238. Our comments will
relate to that bill as well.
Senator Bnw. That is fine. I think that is desirable.
Mr. LUBIcK. All of these bills relate to the carryover basis provisions, as you have stated, and they relate to certain other matters
regarding the taxation of estates. We shall also comment on S. 1954,
which Senstor Curtis introduced, to repeal the carryover basis
provisions.
S. 2227 would postpone the effective date of the carryover basis
provisions to the end of 1978. S. 2228, as well as Senator Hathaway's
bill, S. 2238, would make a series of amendments to the carryover
basis provisions by providing an increased minimum basis for carryover basis property, by changing the method of computing the tax
adjustment for the portion of death taxes which are added to the
carryover basis property and, in the case of S. 2228, but not S. 2238,
there would be the elimination from the application of carryover
basis of property held by a decedent on December 31, 1976. There .re
a number of other changes which I shall describe at the time I comment on them.
Before we address the specific provisions of the bills, I believe it is
in order to review the problems which led to the enactment of carryover basis. Under the law as it stood before 1977 , the basis of property acquired from a deceent was its fair market value for estate tax
purposes in the estate of the decedent.
The effect of the prior law was to eliminate entirely from income
taxation all appreciation which had accrued during the lifetime of the
decedent. The result of forgiving the tax on gain which had accrued
prior to deiith was a very strong lock-in effect which constituted a
severe impediment to mobility of capital.
-- The pre-1977 law created a major incentive for older persons tohold appreciated property until death and thus to escape income
taxation on the gain. Even more important, the ability to escape income taxation entirely simply by holding property until death led to
very different burdens in income taxation as between similarly situated taxpayers.
Perhaps this can be illustrated concretely. Let us assume under prior
law, that two taxpayers, A and B. each owned a share of st6k worth
$110 which cost each one $10. The result is that each held property with untaxed appreciation of $100. Let us assume that each would
pay a capital gains tax at a rate of 25 percent if the property were sold
and let us further assume that the marginal estate tax bracket of each
was 30 percent. A sells his stocks; as he walks out of his broker's office,
he steps in front of a passing truck and is annihilated. B is crossing the
street at the same time to go into the same broker's office to sell his stock
but he is run over by the same truck before he arrives there.
A's stock was sold immediately before his death and B has the consolation of having died without having sold his stock. Under pre-1977
law, A's estate must file a final income tax return for the last year of
A's life and in that must report his capital gain of $100 subject to a
tax of $25. $25 is Pilbtracted from-the $110 value of A's stock leaving
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$85 subject to an estate tax of 30 percent. After subtracting the estate
tax, the net proceeds received by A's heirs are $59.50.
Compare B's situation. Under prior law, there was no income tax
whatsoever on the appreciation which existed on the date of B's
death. B is simply subject to an estate tax of 30 percent on $110 and
his heir is left with $7?. Under prior law, the share of stock which B
owned could now be sold immediately without any income tax consequences. Thus through the happenstance of B having been killed on
his way into the broker's office as oopposed to A on his way out of the
broker's office, B's heir will receive $7? and A's heir will receive $59.50.
Senator BreD. Do you really believe that you are going to take care
of every possible contingency that could possibly exist between two
taxpayers at any point in their lives?
,%fr. LumBcK. o, I
Senator BYRD. t seems to me that that is exactly what you are getting at, and I think that is impossible.
fr. LUBICK. I agree with you that we cannot take care of every
contingency but, Senator Byr , this is a very fundamental difference
and I canSenator BYRD. Well,.I agree that there is a fundamental difference,
but the example you give, you give the impression that you are doing
the taxpayer a favor by changing the law.
Mr. LuBicK. Well, we are doing a favor to the taxpayer who happens to have to sell before death. We are relating the impact of. taxation between two taxpayers who are basically similarly situated to
put them in a position of equality. That element of fairness was what
prompted the Congress to do that.
From my own experience throughout 25 years of private practice, r
can testify that I advised clients who were in the position of having
appreciated property not to dispose of that property in order to avoid
the income tax on it. There is no question that prior law had that
effect. Any counselor who did not advise his client in that situation to
hold his property and not realize the gain would be derelict in his
duty in not preventing his client from incurring an unnecessary income tax liability which someone who was not in that position could
not avoid.
In my statement, at page 3. I have another illustration, but to save
the time of the committee, I will notSenator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, your example seems extreme. I
can cite you a letter from a lady who lives in Wyoming, whose husband
is a diabetic. They had a ranch out there and he finally had to have his
leg amputated. Because of the distressed situation that characterizes
livestock ranching now, Mr. Lubick, and because their family had
grown-they had three children-they concluded, that, because of his
impending extreme disability to cease ranching. They went to their
tax accountant and they went to their lawyers and tried to get the
best advice they could as to what should be done. They had their accountant run some figures on what they-might get out of their ranching operation if they were to sell it all, which they eventually decided
to do. In the meantime, that same law that you speak about went back
retroactively and saddled them with about $31,000 more in taxes
than they had any reason to believe would be required, because we
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passed four-and-a-half pages of effective dates; and we made some
of the changes in the law retroactive.
I make that observation simply to call attention to the fact that
while you may be balancing out, as you believe you have, a situation
where two people are both annihilated, one before he sells his stock and
another one just after he sells it. I do not think that you did a fair and
equitable thing by everyone.
It would seem to me that when that law was made, and some of those
effective dates were made retroactive, there was no way on earth that
an average citizen, getting the best advice he could and trying to make
the best Judgment he could, could have anticipated the caprice of the
tax law in making those changes.
Mr. LtmlcK. Senator Hansen, I infer that the problem of this particular family in Wyoming arose out of the increase in minimum tax
applicable to capital gains derived during lifetime. In effect, the act
did increase the effective rate on very large capital gains.
Senator HANSEN. Well, I guess those are relative terms. I would
suggest that most of the appreciation that you are talking about mad
are concerned with results from the fiscal policies of this Government.
When you talk about how much property has appreciated, what we
are, in most instances, saying is that the Government has done a pretty
lousy job of trying to balance the budget and, as a consequence, the
appreciation is attributable primarily to inflation.
Mr. LumcK. Well, obviously I do not have the specific figures or the
dollar amounts that are involved, and I certainly do not want to be
in the position of endorsing retroactive increases in taxation where
persons were planning their affairs based on the law.
Senator HANSEN. Well, on that point, Mr. Lubick, I thought that
most of those dates were worked up by you and Dr. Woodworth, were
they not? Now, we had 41/2 pages, ana I certainly did not know what
all of those dates amounted to.
Is that or is that not a fact?
Mr. LunicK. I personally can disclaim, Senator Hansen, because I
was in private practice at the time.
Senator HAP-s;E. Good. I am glad to know that. Welcome aboard.
Mr. LUBICK. But the Treasury Department has a long continuity,
going back to Alexander Hamilton. I suppose to that extent I will
assume some responsibility.
Senator HANSEN. Will 'you do your best to undue the damage that
those retroactive dates did?
Mr. LuBici. We have been working at it. I think the reason for those
dates was in order to meet certain budgetary objectives which'the Congress had set for itself in a budget resolution. As a matter of fact,
there are some instances where I, as a private practitioner, wrote to
Congress pointing out that the possible taxation from some of those
changes could amount to over 80 percent.
But I do not think that is the issue in comparing the situation of
taxpayers who 'have appreciation which, under the -law as it has existei for a long time, is subject to tax when a capital asset is sold and,
tinder the prior law, escapes taxation when the asset is not sold. I
think the basic question is, is it fair to have a broad class of taxpayers
subject to tax on their appreciation if either voluntarily or through
economic circumstances they are forced to dispose of their property
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during their lifetime as opposed to those who have sufficient financial
resources to defer sale until they shuffle from this mortalSenator HANSEN. I will not pursue the point further, Mr. Chairman.
I think your illustration served you well in making the point you
wanted to make, and I was just trying to suggest by the questions ihat
I raised that there were other situations that prove precisely the opposite of the point you sought to make.
Mr. LUBlcK. Well, we at Treasury, Senator Hansen, are willing to
crusade against inequity wherever it shall exist, and try to root it out.
It has been suggested that perhaps the easiest solution to this problem
is to require all taxpayers to settle their income tax accounts at least
once in a lifetime, and obviously the last opportunity for a taxpayer
to settle his accounts once in a lifetime if he has not done so previously
is at the lst moment of his lifetime.
Some persons have suggested that it might be appropriate to tax
the gains realized by a decedent through disposition of his property
to his heirs at his death. The resulting income tax would be a deduction
from the estate of the decedent,,- and complete equity would result as to
taxpayers who have sold before death and those who did not, sell before
that time, except, of course, for the deferral advantage which the taxpayer who did not sell enjoyed by having his gain accumulated and
compounded without any earlier taxation.
Congress has not, thus far, been prepared to enact legislation imposing an income tax on property transmitted to one's heirs at death.
Last year, however, Congress decided that it was appropriate to end
the inequity of total escape from taxation of gains which were accrued
during a decedent's lifetime even though no taxation was to be imposed
at the date of death. Instead. Congre s provided for a carryover basis;
that is, the basis of the property would not be stepped up to'fair market
value at the date of death but would continue in the hands of the heirs
to be the same as that of the decedent.
I should point out parenthetically that similar carryover basis provisions had been in effect in the law both as to gifts and as to items of
income in respect to a decedent. Thus, the carryover basis concept
was not new, but was a familiar one. Last year's provisions were simply
an extension of provisions already operative for many years.
Now, a number in the Congress argued that the estate tax at death
and the income tax on the appreciation at death, when taken together,
imposed too great a burden on decedents. With that in mind, Congress
evaluated the inequity of totally forgiving tax on appreciation which
had accrued during a decedent's lifetime with a measurement of the
proper burden of taxation on estates.
Congress enacted carryover basis as part of a complete package with
a number of liberalizing amendments to reduce estate taxes. For example, the estate tax exemption was converted into a credit which gives
an exemption equivalent. when fully in effect, of slightly over $175,000
of assets rather than prior law's $60,000. The marital deduction was
liberalized to provide a minimum marital deduction of $250,000 where
that amount exceeded one-half of the decedent's gross adjusted estate.
A number of other liberalizations of the estate tax were enacted on the
premise that carryover basis would be applied in border to end the complete escape from income taxation on appreciation accrued at death.
The combination of estate tax liberalization and the enactment of
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carryover basis was part of a single package designed to create a fairer
distribution of the burden of taxes at the time of a taxpa yer's death.
Thus, we are completely opposed to S. 1954 which wouldrepeal the
carryover basis provision. We are equally opposed to S-2227 which
would postpone the operation of carryover basis for 2 years. It is not
reasonable to continue the beneficial part of the package, the liberalization of estate tax provisions, and either eliminate or postpone the quid
pro quo which was enacted to justify those provisions, namely carryover basis.
Carryover basis is a solutioit to a difficult problem which has vexed
and concerned the Congress for over 15 years. To repeal it or to postpone its effective date would be to take a major step backward, to
return to a system which Congress recognized was operating inequitsbly. Either action would aggravate the inequity by leaving reduced
estate tax burdens in effect for those persons who would, by such
action, totally escape income taxation on gains accrued at the date of
their death.
Congress recognized that with the introduction of the new system
some transitional relief was appropriate. Congress therefore worked
out a system to give a fresh-start basis to property held on December 31, 1976. 1 will not take the time in my oral presentation to go into
it, but basically, Congress decided that it would set up a system to
exempt from the tax-and this is in line with Senator Hansen's desire
for nonretroactivity-appreciation which had accrued prior to 1977
and the new rules would apply to appreciation arising after 1976.
Furthermore, Congress provided, for small estates which normally
do not have significant amounts of appreciated property and as to
whom involvement in the estate tax system is unusual, a minimum
basis of $60,000. To the extent that an estate acquired assets from a
decedent which had a basis of less than $60,000, the basis will be increased either to their fair market value, as under old law, or to that
$60,000, if that is less.
Congress also recognized that a decedent transmitting property to
his heirs under a carryover basis system was transmitting that property with a contingent income tax liability on the post-1976 appreciation which had accrued at the date of his death. When the heir sold
the inherited property, he would have had to pay the income tax
attributable, not only to the appreciation from the date of his own
acquisition, but also on the appreciation from the date of the original
acquisition from the decedent, or, in the case of property held on
December 31, 1976, from that date.
Since it would be appropriate under a system which imposed income
tax at the date of a decedent's death to make the income tax payable a
deduction from the gross estate, it is appropriate in a carryover basis
system to compensate for the estate tax in an amount equal to the
contingent income tax liability.
The compensation for this overpayment of estate tax is accomplished
by adding to the basis of the appreciated property and adjustment for
the death tax attributable to the appreciation. The adjustment to basis
compensates roughly by reducing the income tax at the time of the sale
of the transferred property by an amount equal to the increase in
estate tax over the amount that would have been paid had the accrued
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gains at the time of testamentary disposition by the decedent been
subject to income tax.
Now, since the enactment of carryover basis, the bar, accountants,
the staff of the joint committee, Treasury, have all been reviewing
the practical operations of the provisions. Treasury has concluded
that Congress, by and large, did a pretty good job of enacting carryover basis, although we concur with Senators Byrd and Dole and Senator Hathaway that there are some significant improvements which can
be made to make it operate more equitably and simply.
We were very pleased to see the provisions of 5. 2228 because we
believe that they represent a reasonable and constructive approach to
the practical problems of carryover basis. While there are a number of
details in S. 2228 which we think require modification, we are in accord
with the three major concepts of S. 2228, as well as Senator Hathaway's bill, S. 2238, and I guess S. 2228 is also your bill too, now,
Senator Hansen, so we commend you as well.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you.
Mr. Lumox. Liberalization of the minimum basis requirement, a
combination of the separate death tax adjustments into one, and application of the new single death tax adjustment at marginal, rather than
average, rates contribute major improvements.
We believe that the bill sponsored by Senators Byrd, Dole, and
Hansen and the bill sponsored by Senator Hathaway,'if modified by
suggestions made by our staff and by expert practitioners with whom
we have consulted, take care of all of the signficant problems that
anyone may have with carryover basis.
The bill introduced by Snators Byrd and Dole and cosponsored by
Senator Hansen, as well as Senator athaway's bill, provides a minimum basis that corresponds to the exemption equivalent of the increasing estate tax credit which rises to $175,000 by 1981. This will be a
major simplification. It eliminates all estates which are not required to
file Federal estate tax returns from the carryover basis provision.
Thus, 96.3 percent of the population or, as I say, more accurately, the
ex-population, will not be affected by carryover basis at all because
estate tax returns will not be required. Indeed, our estimates show
that only 2 percent of all decedents' estates will be in the carryover
basis system and it is likely that many of the 2 percent will not have
significant problems because they will be composed largely of liquid,
nonappreciated assets.
We also believe that your bill, which rolls the Federal and State tax
adjustments into a single computation to be applied after the mini-mum basis adjustment will result in great simplification. We concur
that the application of the adjustment at marginal estate tax rates, the
highest estate tax rate, is the correct solution since the income tax
which would have been applicable had the property been sold immediately before death or had an income tax been imposed on a transfer at death, would have been-a deduction at the highest marginal
estate tax rat4.
We also favor relief in one case beyond that emcompassed by the
Byrd-Dole-Hansen bill and the Hathaway bill. We suggest a special
minimum basis of the first $75,000 of the fair market value at date
of death for a home occupied by a decedent, at the time of his death
as his principal residence. The comments we have received and the
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testimony we have heard indicate that a personal residence is one of
the assets where taxpayers have experienced some difficulty in calculating basis and determining holding l~riods. It is not usually difficult to know what price a decedent paid for or when he originally
acquired his residence, and it may even be ascertainable from public
records. On the other hand, many persons do not keep track of imnprovements to their residence which they make after original
acuisition.
To relieve those persons from difficulty in ascertaining basis where
the value of their residence is such that they are not likely to be able
to afford professional advice in reconstructing that basis, we propose
the minimum basis of $75,000 for a principal residence. This is similar to the $10,000 exclusion applicable to personal and household
effects.
We point out that a minimum, fresh Start basis for tangible personal property will be determined under a formula under the Technical Corrections Act which we discussed before the subcommittee
yesterday.
Enactment of these changes will eliminate most of the difficulties
that low and middle income taxpayers would -havein establishing basis
for their property, if indeed the $175,000 minimum basis did not take
-them out of the system altogether.
Let me now review S. 2228 and the Hathaway bill section by section
to suggest the modifications we believe would make it a workable, acceptable improvement over present law. Again, let me point out that,
for the reasons I have already stated, we are opposed both to S. 1954,
the repeal of carryover basis, and S. 2227, postponement of the
effective date.
Senators Byrd and Dole and Hansen and Hathaway have demonstrated that it is possible to make relatively straightforward amendments to carryover basis which make both repeal and postponement
unnecessary and undesirable.
Enactment of the Byrd-Dole-Hathaway-Hansen amendments, as
modified by our suggestions will not signal an end to our efforts to
make the administration of the carryover basis provisions as simple
and equitable as possible. We at the Treasury, as well, I am sure,
as our friends on the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, intend
to continue working with the bar, the accounting profession and professional fiduciaries to see where further improvements can be made
to ease administration of the law. We are confident, however, that if
S. 2228 is modified as we propose, we will have a truly workable carryover basis provision which will affect only that part of the population
able to manage any problems it might cause.
The first substantive provision of S. 2228 is section 3(a) which repeals the fresh start adjustment and eliminates from the applicability
of carryover basis all assets held by a decedent on December 31, 1976.
As I indicated earlier, we strongly oppose this provision. While it may
be appropriate through the fresh start adjustment to permit the escape from taxation of appreciation which arose though December
31, 1976, there is surely no reason to permit the escape from taxation
of appreciation which arises after 1976. To grandfather all pre-1977
assets would increase the undesirable lockin and would create great
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inequity between similarly situated taxpayers with respect to their
continuing post-1976 appreciation.
Moreover, enactment of a grandfather clause applicable to all assets held on December 31, 1976, would be subject to great abuse. Let
me give you an illustration. Suppose a taxpayer has a closely held
corporation, the stock of which he acquired just before December 31,
1976. Theri% is nothing to prevent him from having his corporation
acquire assets after December 31, 1976, and thereby completely escape the carryover basis provisions with respect to property acquired
after 1976. The stock of that corporation, and presumably all of the
value which it represents, would, under the bill, be exempt from the
carryover basis provision.
Furthermore, the benefits of estate tax reduction were given those
assets which were in the hands of the decedent on December 31, 1976.
I those assets are exempted from the carryover basis provisions as
to their post-1976 appreciation, they should also be excluded from the
estate tax reductions which became applicable following 1976.
In point of fact, the Byrd-Dole-Hansen bill and the Hathaway bill
in their other provisions simplify carryover basis sufficiently that we
do not believe the grandfather provision is necessary or appropriate.
Section 3 (b) of the Byrd-Dole-Hansen bill, as well as the Hat away
bill, increases the minimum basis in increments which correspond
to the increases in the estate tax exemption equivalent. Wre approve so
long as the minimum basis is reduced not only by the basis of all
carryover basis property, but also by the-proceeds of life insurance
included in the estate. The Byrd-Dole-Hansen and Hathaway bills
accomplish their purpose of eliminating %mallestates from the operation of the carryover basis provision. However, to avoid abuse of
the new provision, increase in minimum basis, account must be taken
of assets which are included in the estate but are not carryover basis
property. The only significant one of these is life insurance proceeds,
and therefore the minimum basis should be reduced by Jife insurance
proceeds included in the estate. To do otherwise woi'tid be to give a
minimum basis to other assets of a taxpayer who might have $1 million of insurance on his life and whose, estate would be very large.
Of course, the subcommittee is aware tnat generally any gain realized from the proceeds of life insurance is excluded from income tax
under existing law. That exclusion from income tax for life insurance
proceeds would continue.
Section 3(c) of the bill provides for a single adjustment for Federal and State estate-and succession taxes at the Lmarginal rate. The
bill provides that this adjustment should follow the minimum basis
adjustment and should be allocated to all appreciated property including marital deduction property and property contributed to charity. We endorse the general concept of a single adjustment for Federal and State taxes at the marginal rate and an adjustment which
follows in sequence the minimum- basis. We have serious problems
however, and practitioners with whom we have discussed the matter
concur, with extending the adjustment to property used to fund the
marital deduction, a charitable deduction or the orphans' exclusion.
Inasmuch as property which funds the marital or charitable deduction
or the orphans' exclusion does not bear any death tax, it is inappropriate to give it a basis adjustment.
98-902-71-6
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I have set forth on the bottom of page 9 and the top of page 10 of
my statement the method we would recommend to computte the applicable marginal rate. What we are suggesting is that we convert the tax
attributable to the appreciation to a rate and simply apply that rate
to the appreciation in any property which is included in the taxable
estate. For example, if the marginal estate tax rate is 35 percent,
simply take 35 percent and apply it to the appreciation in any asset
which is part of the taxable estate. If an item of carryover basis property is actually used to fund a deductible marital, charitable or
orphans' bequest, the adjustment for taxes, that 35 percent, would not
apply because that property did not bear any tax. And we have also
indicated that, in cases where there is no Federal estate tax, but there
are State taxes, two simple rules that could be applied. If the estate is
under $175,000 you have taken care of the problem. Even if there are
State taxes the minimum basis will bring the basis of the assets up
to fair market value and you will not need estate tax adjustments. If
you have a federally marketable estate, which could be as high as
$425,000 with the new marital deduction, we believe it is too difficult

to start computing the various State taxes with and without appreciation. A simple pro ration of the total State taxes in the ratio that
net post-1976 appreciation bears to the total estate could be used in
those situations.
As I indicated before, we agree with section 3(d) of the Byrd-DoleHansen bill, and Senator Hansen's bill deals in this area in the same
way as your bill, which provides that the minimum basis adjustment
is to be made before the adjustment for death taxes attributable to
appreciation. That will be a great reduction in computation.
Section 3(f) of S. 2228 provides for capital asset treatment for objects of art, literary assets, and the like which, in the 1976 act, lost
capital asset status in the hands of an heir. We agree that such assets
should not lose capital asset status solely because they have become
carryover basis property. Of course, if they would be noncapital assets
in the hands of the heir -without regard to the decedent, they should
retain that characterization on the basis of the circumstances of the
heir.
Section 3(f) would also treat crops and livestock which are carryover property as capital assets. We do not believe it is appropriate to
make crops and livestock, which are almost invariably inventory property, capital assets in the hands of one engaged in the farming busines. In any case where the crop or livestock would be a capital asset
under the circumstances of the heir, however, it should have capital
asset status.
We would, however, be willing to accept a complete exemption from
the carryover basis provisions of livestock and poultry held by the
decedent on December'31, 1976. This presents a different issue from
the general grandfathering provision because it will phase out very
quickly. Most livestock and poultry held on December 31, 1976, will
be disposed of Within rk very few years after 1976 and it is desirable
to avoid the complication of calculating a fresh start adjustment with
respect to that property.
Section 4 of the bill deals with a simplification of the contemplation
of death provision in the 1976 act and was the subject of our testimony
yesterday. Under section 4 of the bill, the gross estate would include
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gift taxes paid and life insurance contracts transferred within 3 years
of death as well as the value of any property which would have been
included in the decedent's gross estate under sections 2036 and 2038 by
virtue of a retained life estate or power if the decedent relinquished
that estate or power within 3 years of death. All other transfers within
3 years of death would not be included in the gross estate.
'We agree that this is an appropriate amendment if there is also included in the transferor's gross estate the value of the property which

would have been included tinder section 2037 where a reversionary
interest is relinquished within 3 years of the transferor's death.
The reason for this is that the new, unified rate schedule operates
well in the case of outright gifts but operates only imperfectly in the
case of split-interest gifts. it is therefore necessary to bring those
transfers, along with life insurance, back into the estate.
Senator Bym. Excuse me. What do you mean by split interest gifts I
Mr. LuiBICK. Where the transferor has either a revision or a life
estate. For example, a trust to pay the income to the grantor for life
and on his death to someone else. In other words, there are two persons having beneficial interests.
Senator ByR. I understand. Thank you.
Mr. LBmicK. We also indicated yesterday that it would be necessary
to include in the transferor's gross estate cash and the basis of other
property transferred within 3 years of death for purposes of the
new Byrd-Dole minimum basis adjustment. Otherwise, there would be
a strong incentive for a decedent to make deathbed transfers of cash
and other high-basis assets to manipulate the minimum basis adjustment to his advantage.
For similar reasons, we recommend that for purposes of the special
relief sections, 303, 2032(A), 6166, 6166(A) only the percentage quali7fication requirements for special relief should be calculated by including in the gross-estate the gift tax value of any property transferred
within 3 years of death. For example, in determining whether closely
held stock constitutes a sufficient portion of a decedent's estate to
qualify it for the special provisions of section 303, the percentages
should be-calculated with reference to the estate inclusive of transfers
within 3 years of death. This would prevent transferring assets out of
the estate at the last moment to qualify in a situation where the illiquid
property is really a minimal portion of the decedent's predeath assets.
Section 5 of the Byrd-Dole-Hansen bill, as well as the Hathaway
bill, provides that eligibility for estate tax special use valuation for
farms and closely held business real property is not to be lost on
account of the iiaterial participation requirements under circumstances where either because of age, status of a minor, or other handicap, it is necessary for the farm to be leased out or operated by a
manager. We do not object to this change since it is consistent with the
concept of special use valuation.
Section 6 of the bill provides that the estate should succeed to unused net operating and capital loss carryovers. We oppose the extension of net operating loss carryovers to the estate. Such extension has
little to do with carryover basis and is inappropriate. The effect could
very well be to allov artificial losses generated through tax shelter
investments to continue beyond the decedent to his estate.
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On the other hand, we agree that there is logic to allowing the capital'
loss carryover to go forward into the estate where it can be used to.
offset gains which may be realized by the estate on carryover basis.
property which it acquired from the decedent. We would therefore not
object to extending the capital loss carryover of a decedent to his estate.
It would, however be inappropriate to allow the decedent's capital loss
carryover to flow from the estate into the hands of the heirs where it
could be used to offset the gain on property of the heirs which was
their own property and not carryover basis property.
Section 7of S. 2228 would liberalize the amount of stock that would
be redeemed under section 303 at capital gains rates rather than beingtreated as a dividend. As we "ndicated-in our testimony yesterday, this.
amendment is inappropriate on the merits.
The purpose of Code Section 303 was to permit a limited bailout. of
earnings which would normally be taxed as a dividend to the extent of
death taxes and funeral and administration expenses. In my experience
in practicing in this area since 1949, and in the experience of other
practitioners with whom I have spoken, we have found that section
303 is used primarily as a one-time opportunity to bail out corporate
earnings and property without regard to real liquidity needs. The 1976
act introduced liberalized and generous installment and postponement
of payment provisions. Therefore, the extev sion of section 303 is unnecessary and unwarranted.
Section 8 provides that the definition of a closely-held business is to
be the same for the purposes of section 6166 and W66( %,)relating to.
extensions of time for payment of estate taxes attributable to closelyheld businesses and we do not object to the change in th s section.
We would also like to call to your attention one other problem that
has arisen as a result of carryover basis in the practical world of estate
planning for stockholders of closely-held corporations. It may be illustrated by the non-infrequent situation of a corporation the stock ,,f
which is owned by two stockholders. It is normal practice to provide
that. on the death of one of them, the corporation will redeem the decedent's stock, leaving the other stockholder in sole control. It is usual to,
fund these arrangements by life insurance purchased by the corporation.
There are two reasons for such an arrangement. One is to provideliquidity for the heirs of the deceased stockholder who will need the
funds to maintain their living and pay -taxes. At the same time, it is
usually undesirable to introduce the heirs as partners into the business.
They are strangers to the survivor, and that can be disruptive.
An alternative arrangement to having the corporation redeem the
stock is a cross purchase agreement where each of the two stockholders
purchases insurance on the life of the other and agrees to use theproceeds of that insurance to buy the stock of the other.
With the enactment of carryover basis, in many cases it becomes
more advantageous to use the cross purchase arrangement because the
surviving stockholder will then receive as a basis in this newly acquired
stock the purchase price which is represented by the proceeds of the
insurance.
If the stock is redeemed by the corporation, any basis represented
by the cost of acquisition is lost; it disappears in the corporation. The'
advantage to the survivor in obtaining the higher basisis greater in &r
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,carryover basis world since, after his death, the higher basis would be
available to his heirs.
Now, in order to change preexisting funding arrangements, it may
'be necessary to transfer existing insurance policies which have been
'owned by the corporation to each stockholder. There we run into a
problem under section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code. That is the
!section which exempts from taxation the proceeds of life insurance,
*and there is an exception-l-at says the exemption does not apply where
the transfer of the insurance policy has been for a valuable considera"tion. In that case, if the corporation transferred the policy to a shareholder in order to enable the shareholder to fund the cross purpose
agreement, when the shareholder collected the proceeds to buy the
stock, he would be subject to an income tax on the proceeds of thit lift
!insurance.
The categories of exemption under the law today-and these are
-not considered transfers for valuable consideration---include the
insured himself, the corporation in which the insured is a shareholder
Sor officer, the partnership in which the insured is a partner or a partner
of the partnership, but they do not include a shareholder of a cor*poration in which the insured is a shareholder.
We believe it is appropriate to permit rearrangement of these
.affairs by allowing 'the transfer of an insurance policy by a corporation to a %shareholder if the insured person under that policy is a
*coshareholder of that corporation; and we would recommend' legis'lation to that effect.
Now, again, I want to commend 'Senators Byrd, Dole, and Hansen
and Senator Hathaway for the legislation which they have introduced
'with respect to carryover basis. There are a few provisions in Senator
Hathaway's bill which are not in the other bills and I would like to
-give my comments on them.
One section of Senator Hathaway's bill allows the fresh start
-adjustment for assets held on December 31, 1971 for purposes of loss
so that a taxpayer could realize a loss if, the fresh start basis, the
value on December 31, 1976, was more than the original cost We concur that that vould be an equitable change.
Another section of Senator Hathaway's bill provides for a fresh
start minimum basis determined by formula for a personal residence
Sand all nonbusiness property. We now think that we have taken care
of that problem by providing a $75,000 minimum basis on a residence.
The 1976 act already provides an exclusion for $10,000 of personal
-property, there is a formula in H.R. 671. to determine the fresh start
'basis o? tangible-personal property and the Byrd-Dole-Hansen bill
would raise the minimum basis totally to $175,000. So we think we
have anticipated the problem which Senator Hansen has dealt with.
I think We are in the spirit of his proposal, but we think it is not necessary to extend the formula basis to items'like intangible property.
Senator Hansen's bill would also treat' nonvoting nonconvertible
-preferred stock as having a December 31, 1976, fair market value
each equal to the redemption price. If you own preferred stock that
has a redemption price of $100 on December 31, 1976, and it is not
:n, marketable stock, the fresh start adjustment would gradually be
-dissipated under the fresh start formula because the further out you
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went from December 31, 1976, the more proration there would be
between the value before and after.
Senator

HANSEN.

Mr. Lubick, if you would allow me to interrupt,

inadvertently you said Senator Hansen. I am sure you meant Senator
Hathaway.
Mr. LUBICK. We concur that, in this case, it is appropriate to give
the more liberal redemption price because the fresh start adjustment
does not operate accurately in the case of preferred stock which cannot appreciate because the redemption price is a ceiling on it. You
cannot have post-1976 appreciation.
Senator Iathaway's provisions on minimum basis are very similar
to your bill and our comments apply to his as well.
The provision with respect to section 2035 on contemplation of
death, we believe, does not operate quite right. We prefer the ByrdDole-Hansen approach, with the few modifications which' we
suggested.
The material participation changes for the farms are identical to
yours. We endorse them. He also conforms section 6166 and 6166A
and we agree with that.
There is a provision with respect to foreign conventions which is
already part of the Technical Corrections Act, and we agree with that.
Finally, you remember yesterday, Senator Byrd, I spoke about fhe
problem of the poor fishermen. Senator Hathaway has added that
provision to his bill, and we agree with that.
So, in summary, we are very pleased that Senators Byrd, Dole,
Hansen, and Hathaway have introduced constructive legislation to
make carryover basis an administerable and equitable part of the
income tax law. With the modifications that we have suggested today,
with respect to the new minimum basis provisions and the provisions
for tax adjustment, we believe that Senators Byrd, Dole, Hansen, and
Hathaway will have performed a real service to taxpayers and practitioners. The bill, as modified, will preserve the equitable aspects of
carryover basis but eliminate from its impact the 98 percent of the
estate tax population as to which the amount of appreciation is insignificant and as to which, therefore, the necessity for making the calculations involved is also unnecessary. And now, I would be very pleased. to respond to any questions
which you might have.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Lubick. I will ask just it-few questions and then I will yield to Senator Hansen and Senator Dole.
As I understand it, you would-or Treasury does favor the bulk
of the proposals in S. 2228, some with modifications.
Mr. LuBicK. I think the modifications are within the basic thrust
of the provisions. They are very constructive steps forward.
Senator Bynw. What would be your attitude toward taking S. 2228,

assuming the-committee and the Treasury can work out an agreement
on the modifications, and put that bill as an amendment to the technical corrections bill?
Mr. LUBIcK. Well, we-would be willing to do that, Senator Byrd,
because, while these are subsantive changes, you pointed out quite
correctly that there was not the same opportunity for consideration
by both Houses of Congress.
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Senator BYRD. Well, there was not any consideration by the Senate
Finance Committee, was there ?
Mr. Lsuicm I do not believe so, Senator Byrd.
Senator Bmw.- There was not any consideration by the Senate of
the United States, was there?
Mr. Lumicx. Well, the Senate of the United States did pass the
conference report, so-- Senator Bim. Well in the form of the conference report, but there
was no consideration by the Finance Committee and there was no
consideration by the Senate prior to the time thai the conference
report came to the Senate.
Mr. Lut3cK. I believe that is correct.
So we are willing to go along with that on H.R. 6715. I think it
would be appropriate, i Particular, to allow practitioners to operate
under the more liberal rues.
I would like to get that 98 percent of the population out of having
to worry about the problem. ] think that would be a tremendous step
forwuaand if there is a way to expedite it, Treasury will certainly
cooperate with you in doing it.
Senator BmRw. Well, let me ask you this. What damage would be
done by deferring the time in which carryover basis would go into
effect for 2 years, from December 31, 1976, to December 31, 1978f
Mr. LuBicK. First of all, it is inequitable. As I indicated, this was
part ofa package. We were giving estate tax decreases and I think this
is an essential part of the package. I think you have worked out the
problems, basically, with your amendments and there is no need to
do it. I think we should get this in place, get our regulations out,
allow the 2 -percent or less of the population that is concerned with
it -to goahead and we will continue as we do in all sections of the law
to polish and work with practitioners to straighten it out.
We do not see 'having a process that enacts a package of revenue
raisers and revenue losers and then the next year we go back in and
we say, well, we will cut out the revenue raisers and push them back
and we will keep the revenue losers. We look at that as a no-win
proposition, at least for us.
Senator BYRD. Will President Carter be making recommendations
to change carryover basis?
Mr.-LuBICK. Well, the recommendations that I have made today,
I think are the administration position. Are you asking a question as
to whether he will recommend taxation of gains at death
Senator BraD. Yes.
Mr. LuBric. He has not made up his mind on that proposition.
I cannot answer that question.
Senator BYRu. Well, let us assume for the moment that he did.
What effect would that have on carryover basis?
Mr. LuMiCK. I do not think it would have any---other than repealing it, I do not think that it would have any effect at all.
Senator Bmw. Other than repealing it.
Mr. LuBIx. It would be substituting a system, but I think it would
cause no particular problem for persons who died in the interim because-along.with Senator Hansen's suggestion, I think that no one
would attempt to do this retroactively.
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I do not even mean to imply that there is a chance that it will be
imposed. I just do not know one way or the other and, in point of
fact, he has not made a decision on that.
Senator BY"'. I will hold other questions which I want to ask
until later in this hearing.
Senator Hanson I Senator Dole?
Senator Doiz. I have just one question.
There has been some proposal on an appreciation tax. Does the
administration have a position on that?
Mr. LuBicx. No; we have not. I know the American Bankers Asso-ciation has suggested that might be appropriate and that is something that one might evaluate.
If one were to decide that one Wanted to do anything further in this
area, it may very well be that the decision would be to have a period
of quiescence to work out the problems. But an appreciation tax is
certainly something that commentators have talked about and one
might think about again. I do not think that would have any impact
on decedents who had been subject, in the interim period, to carryover

b iss.

-- Senator BYRD. Let me ask just one'question at this point.

Is it not correct that there would be only a minimal revenue loss
associated with a 2-year deferral of carryover basis?
Mr. LUBIcK. Well', it is my understanding-and these are not our
figures because we had a very short time, but these are the staff figures,
that there would be about $36 million revenue in-fiscal 1979. The longrun effect is $1.8 billion. The Byrd-Dole-Hansen and Hathaway
amendments would reduce that. The longrun revenue effect of the
marginal tax rate adjustment to basis is a $120 million reduction in
revenues, and the $175.000 minimum basis is $90 million redctionannually. And the $75,000 minimum basis for principal residence
which we propose is $30 million, so that creates a longrun revenue
effect of $240 million.
In the short run, the problem is equity among similarly situated
taxpayers and the principal problem-and the reason the revenue estimate is not more. of course--is that we have provided a transition
through the fresh-start adjustment, and that relief, I think, is
-appropriate.
Senator Bym. Thank you. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANxSEN. I tlink maybe if I could, Mr. Chairman, I would
yield to Senator Dole. Hie hvld a followup question.
Senator DOLE. I just have a couple of questions.
Testimony several months hgo showed that it took the accountant
about 12 hours and 15 pages of computations to figure out the carryover
basis for an estate consisting of $200.000 in total ssets with a mutual
fund investment plan worth about $20,000. according to the testimony.
Would the bill introduced by the chairman of this subcommittee
and myself and-Senator Hansen will reach this problem? What can
we do to take care of this?
Mr. LtBicx. T think Yon have takon'care'of that problem, Senator
Dole. First of all, there is $175,000 minimum basis. so that in that par-ticular estate--was the entire asset mutual fund shares, all $200,000?
P
Senator DoLE. I think that was it.
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Mr. LuBicK. All right. So therefore, the basis immediately goes
up-Senator DoiE. There was $20,000 in mutual funds, with the total
assets of $200,000.
Mr. LuBicK. I guess I would have to know the composition of the
other assets. I am sure that the problem --as either c~inpletely evaporated or become one of very small magnitude, because the $175,000
minimum basis leaves only a differential of $25,000 at the most. There
would presumably be no Federal tax adjustment at all, because I am
assuming that there was a surviving spouse, a marital deduction, and
no Federal taxes payable.
I do not know whether there would be State taxes-that turns on
the State-but ISenator DOLE. The point is, we continue to talk about tax simplification, but we keep adding additional provisions that require additional expense for the taxpayer. As I understand it, the carryover
basis rule requires executors to report to the IRS a carryover basis on
each item of property. I assume you are going to accumulate millions
of reports.
Should there not be some exemption there to prevent this?
Mr. LuBrcK. The statute does not require that all of these reports be
filed with the -Internal Revenue Service. I think all that is required is
you give the Internal Revenue Service such information as the Internal Revenue Service may require by regulations, and I know from
talking to the Commissioner about it, he is not anxious to accumulate
paper.
In the regulations, we are going to try to work out this problem to,
minimize that as well. But I think, more than that, your bill has really
completely broken the back of that problem, because when you have
removed better than 98 percent of the population from the application of the problem, you have confined it only to those areas where
you usually have professional fiduciaries who are able to handle the
problem.
I think, really, you have done an excellent service in just defusingthe whole situation. These provisions make it much, much more.
simple and confine it to those persons who will be able to handle it.
Senator HANsr.N. If Senator Dole would yield to me, with your permission, Mr. Chairman, just on "that point, I think it maybe just a
little bit deceptive to uggest thatthe~problem has largely been overcome, though I agree with Sepator Dole-that the bill which he and'
Senator Byrd have introduced and which I sponsored will be helpful.
I would observe that, in this area, when you talk about trying to produce all of the records and establish a carryover basis, from what I
understand-I am not'an accountant, but I have heard from a numberof accountants who say that this i' the. most impossible situation that
you can imagine. And to say that*it is for practical purposes largely
been resolved because it only affects 2 percent of the population, I
think fails to take inio account that by the very nature of income taxes,
would it not be true, Mr. Lubick, a heck of a lot of-people are not goingto comA under it. but for those wh6 do come under it, it is almost an
impossible situation.
I have gotten letters from accountants all over Wyoming, and someoutside of the State, whd say there is just no' way, there is absolutely-
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no way you can go back and establish a cost basis for estates. So it

seems to me to say, well, it only affects 2 percent of the population, is

really not to F,ggest or to mike the point that we have solved the

problem.

Mr. Lruicx. I think you are being too modest, Senator Hansen, as to
what you have accomplished in your bill, because-

Senator H&Nezr;. We have not accomplished anything in the bill

until it becomes law.

Mr. LuBicx. Well, that is riaht. But I think the letters you are
receiving are dealing with a different situation. If your bill becomes
law as we suggest, first of all, you would have removed the 98 percent.
Second, by giving to personal residences the minimum basis of
$75.000. you will have taken out, really, the only remaining extremely
difficult area.
Let me review the common types of property which a decedent
might have. First of all, he could have marketable stocks and bonds,
and I do not believe that on marketable stocks and bonds there should
be any real problem on establishing the basis, because you have to keep
track'of it today in case you sell.
Second, you'have stock in a closely-held corporation. Now, really,
there is not any problem there, because the corporation has to keep-a
balance sheet and the balance sheet has a capital account and that tells
what was put in for capital and that is normally the basis for the
stoek.
Third, you could have investment real estate, and you have to -et
i. on your books, for income tax purposes, what your basis is in order
to take depreciation.
And fourth, you have a personal residence. As I indicated, T think
that can get to be a little sticky because of the improvements. That is
one of the reasons we respond in that area because that is one where
you might not know.
Fifth, you have tangible personal property and that got the $10,000
exclusion and the $175,000 minimum basis. So I think those problems
are significant.
Senator HANsEN. If I could interrupt just at that point, Mr. Lubick,
let me observe that part of the energy package that we are working on
now includes a number of credits and incentives to encourage people
to install devices and modifications and insulation and one thing and
another that hopefully would result in a savings of energy.
I would suggest that if that bill, indeed, becomes law, and I am
ambivalent about whether it should at this moment, it occurs to me
that you are going to find a heck of a lot of people who say we are
that 2 percent whose problems have not been solved. Because I just
do not think that if this has the. applicability, apparently. that the
Administration hopes that it might have, it is going to be'very questionable that all of those millions of homeowners will keep. accurate
records, and I guess what you are saying is that they are going to be
taken care of anyway with the $75,000 overall exemption.
Mr. Luwrx. Right.
Senator HANsENi.
The way we are going, if you think 5 years
from now that might buy you a good tentMr. LuJicK. Well, I would assume, and I would recommend, if that
indeed happens that you adjust the $75,000. I am not trying to impose
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burdens on homeowners that they cannot meet, and I recognize that
problem.
Senator H-IANSENr. Historically, of course, I recall the old exemptions,
the $30,000 and the'$60,000 and it was a long, long time, during which
much inflation had occurred, and I did not see any response to that
-onthe part of Congress to make these-allowances.
I apologize for taking up your time, but I just wanted to followtip.
Senator Doux. I think you emphasized the point that I wanted to
make. I have read your statement and there is a great deal of thought
behind it.
Because of my agricultural interest, I want to get back to the farm
provisions for a minute and see if I understand section 3(f) on
page 11. Maybe it is not proper to treat crops and livestock as capital
assets, but I do not think that the exemption which you have proposed
does too much either.
I wonder if you could go through that section again, perhaps, to see
if we are really providing some relief for the farmer. I understand
-that there have also been some problems with the special valuation
provisions, particularly because of the 15-year lien on the property
which makes financing difficult. Could you please comment on both
these items?
Mr. LuBmIc. I believe the special valuation, Senator Dole, is the
farm itself. I do not believe the special valuation applies to crops and
livestock. We are willing to work with you to make the special valuation work as best it can, but I do not think that has to do with the
crops or livestock problem.
I think the problem of crops and livestock is that usually they have
a zero basis because the farmer has expensed as he is permitted to do,
the cost of the crop or raising of the livestock.
Senator DOLE. You indicate you are willing to accept a complete
exemption from the carryover basis provision of livestock and poultry
held by the decedent on December 31, 1976. Now, what does that
ictuallyMr. LuBmC. Well, the reason for that is that fresh start. is equal to
the fair market value of that property on December 31, 1976, and the
fresh tart is calculated by taking the period that the livestock was held
after 1976 and the period before and prorating it. And sometimes it is
difficult to kiow exactly when the chicken is born.
Senator DOLE. It is hard to tell around here when the chicken waq
born.
Mr. LBtCK. So we are trying to eliminate that problem. It is not, a
long-lived problem, so it is 'just easier to take that out of the system.
Senator DOLE. How is timber treated I Is that covered in this section. or is that in another section?
Mr. LUBicK. Well, I do not think timber has any-timber real estate
wouldSenator Doi . That is still a capital asset?
Mr. LuBmtK. Yes, sir; no change.
Senator DoLE. There is one other area that is not specifically related
to the bill, but is of interest to me. Senator Haskell and I, on last July
29 put a statement in the record on tax preparers. It relates to the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 providing penalties where there is an understatement of tax liability, where there is negligence or intentional disregard
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of tax 'ules and regulations. The statement gets into a definition of
rules and regulations.
If you look at the House Ways and Means Committee report and
the Senate Finance Comrhittee report on the 1976 Tax Act, it indicates that rules and regulations can include published IRS rulings. I do.
not know if you are familiar with this, but it is an area that we think
ought to be corrected and, in fact, we thought we had clarified it some
with the joint statement. It appears that the IRS in its proposed regulations under the provisions added by the 1976 act may ignore the
congressional intent. We hoped to offer a technical amendment to theTechnical Corrections Act to again demonstrate the intent.
It was our intention in our'joint floor statement that rulings were.
not to be treated the same as provisions as Code or Department of the
Treasury regulations.
I do not know if you could comment on that op-not, but we would like
to clarify that with an amendment at the appropriate time.
Mr. LuIIC. I am just a little bit familiar with the problem becauseI did not receive a letter on it. I referred it to the Internal Revenue
Service.
I agree with you that rulings certainly do not have the dignity of
regulations. I must say that, in my practice from time to time, I deliberately contravened rulings of the Internal Revenue Service when I
thought they were wrong.
I do not think anybody should attempt toassess a negligence penalty
where a taxpayer decides he wants to put in issue the validity of a
ruling. That is why we have courts. The Internal Revenue Service may
take one interpretation and the taxpayer takes anotherSenator DOLE. I do not want to raise it now, because we will be offe.
ing an amendment. At least it has been brought to the attention of the
appropriate officials, and we appreciate your consideration of what we
thought we clarified in a statement.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bmw. In S. 2228, a minimum basis is established, but it does
not give the executor the discretion to choose the assets which would
be stepped up if the estate exceeds $175,000. •
Is this the best approach, or would it be better to permit the execu
tor to choose.
Mr. LumcK. Well, we think this is really the best approach, but I
think there night be limited areas which the executor could choose.
For example, I do not think I would have any real objection if he
decided he wanted to allocate some of it to his tangible household and
persona! effects if he thought he might be having some difficulty knowing that basis. But, generally speaking, I think when you are dealing
with the mass of assets, the fairest way is to spread.
Senator BYRD. When section 303 was enacted, carryover basis wasnot in the Code. Does not the provision in S. 2228 conform to the intent of section 303 by permitting a section 303 redemption to coverincome tax from the sale of carryover basis property as well as estate
taxes?
Mr. LtmBck. Well, section 303 is in the Code to deal with a liquidityproblem. Let's assume that stock of a closely held corporation is themajor asset of a decedent's estate. In order to raise the money to pay
the taxes which are due, he may not have sufficient assets other than
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the stock of the closely held corporation, and therefore he has to sell
the stock of that corporation.
You cannot go out and sell a few shares of your closely held corporation because there is no market for it. No one wants to buy a minority
interest. So the only market is the corporation itself.
Ordinarily, if you turn in a few shares to the corporation by way of
redemption, under the normal rules of the Internal Revenue Code, that
would be a dividend and would be taxable at ordinary rather than
capital gains rates.
Hut to deal with that situation where the stock of the closely held
-corporation was a major asset of the estate, section 303 permitted
shares to be turned into th corporation up to the amount of the estate
taxes, both State and Federal, and funeral and administration expenses; those things which had to be paid.
It provided that that would be a capital transaction rather than a
dividend. And this came in in 1954, I believe, and we did not have the
-very liberal provisions dealing with hardship to permit installment
payment of the estate tax over a long period of time at really quite
favorable rates of interest.
Again, I can just'refer to my own experience in practicing law. This
was a bonanza, as far as I was concerned, because just about every
estate where we had a closely held corporation we made it perfectly
-clear that we wanted to qualify and that, whether you needed the
money or not, this was your one opportunity to take money out of a
corporation without it being taxed as a dividend.
Here was your chance to get money out as a capital transaction,
rather than as a dividend. And I must say I have heard people talk
*about these cases where there was not sufficient liquidity-and I do not
say that there are not such cases-but in my experience, I have not
.seen one where you could not work it out.
As a result, we are not suggesting that there be any change in section
303 for the amount necessary to pay the estate taxes. What we are saying is if you want to expand it, we do not believe that is necessary. We
*do not believe that there are cases of sufficient frequency that cannot
,be handled by the other liberalization provisions that were put in by
the 1976 act.
There are very liberal provisions to permit the estate tax to be paid
in installments, and th3 payment could be deferred until the taxpayer
is able to be financially able to do it. I think we ought to try those devices to deal with the liquidity problem, and let's see if in actual practice there is a problem. My experience indicates to me that there is not
the problem. I think the section, as it has been operating, has been used
more for corporate bailout than it has-for relief for liquidity.
Senator ByRD. Now, you are opposed to section 303a), the grandfathering of pre-1977 assets, of S. 2228. The fresh-start provisions of
-the law is our major source of complexity. Also, the fresh-start basis
works unfairly against property such as nonmarketable securities and
real estate.
Is there not a need to remedy these problems; and furthermore,
-could not possible abuses be remedied by regulations drafted by the
IRS?
Mt. LurinK. I think if you tried to remedy all of the problems with
.grandfathering, we would have infinitely more complexity than you
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would have under fresh start because you would have to start tracing
property through all of the highways and byways of closely held corporations. The fresh-start complexity I do not think is really particularly onerous any moe, because I think there have been a couple of
changes in the area.
One is the Technical Corrections Act, which in the case of tangible
personal property, which is perhaps the area where it is most difficult
to use the fresh start, allows a lookback formula, a discounting. You
get to the fresh start from the date of death by a mechanical formula.
Now, some people are saying that fresh start does not operate properly. You have indicated the-case of closely held corporations and real
property. And the alternative in that situation, I suppose, is to go out
and have appraisals as of December 31, 1976, which is much more complicated and expensive and maybe unnecessary when the propertymight have been sold before death.
he test-shot formula regards the appreciation as accruing ratablyover the life of the asset. If the asset was acquired in 1974 and the
death occurred in 1984, that was a 10-year holding period, and we say
for the 2 years before 1976,0.2 of the appreciation occurred then and'
the balance afterward.
Now, of course, as Senator Hansen points out, you can pick bad il-.
lustrations to show how anything could be difficult, and you could showme the case where there was a big appreciation between'1974 and 1976,.
and then business conditions in that particular industry turned around
so that stock just did not grow at all. On the other hand, I could showyou situations where it started out on a plateau and then all the appreciation, really, was post-1976. I think Congress wanted to avoid that
when it adopted the pro ration formula. It said that fresh start is an
additional relief provision we are giving for nonretroactivity and we,
are going to do it in a mechanical way so that we do not get into difficult problems. I think there are bidividual cases where it will be too
generous or not generous enough, but, by and large, I think it operates pretty well and, in one area where there are some difficulties-the,
poultry and livestock-let's just take them out of the system.
On the tangible personal property, I think the Technical Corrections Act does provide for the discounting back which is, again, thetechnical way to handle the problem where somebody might have it..
residence,
again, is aimed at that
personal
And the minimum basis for
difficulties.
might have
other class of assets where we
I think when you put together this package that you have carefully worked out in your bill, you have really gone 96 percent of the
way down the road to make life, if not completely pleasant and enjoyable to a decedent's estate, at least bearable.
Senator BYRD. Well, you have laid great emphasis this morning on
the fact that if the legislation under consideration is enacted that 96:
or 98 percent of the estates will have their problem solved.
I happen to feel that we have an obligation, both you and the Congress, to be fair to the 4 percent or 2 percent or 1 percent of' 0.1 percent
whose problems are not solved.
Mr. LuBrxc. I agree with that, Senator Byrd. I guess I am in that
category myself, so I would like to have the problem solved. But r
think what you have done beyond the minimum basis, that is yourchange in the tax adjustment, has solved the problems for-most people.
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That is not only my opinion. We have conversed with students of this
matter who are practitioners around the countly-and tried out some of
these things on them and tested them out. They have indicated that
the provision will operate with no more complexity than is normal or
inherent in all other provisions of the tax law-not all of them, but in
the normal ones that people have to live with.
Senator Bn. Just this morning I got a letter signed by six Senate
colleagues, Senator McClellan, Senator Sparkman. Senator Muskie,
Senator Allen, Senator Hathaway and Senator Bumpers. And I am
not sure that this proposal outlined in this letter would fit into the
Technical Correotions Act, but I would like to read it into the record
and get your view.
It is addressed to me, as chairman of the subcommittee.
We understand you will be holding hearings later this week on H.R. 6715, the
TechnicaI CoCrrtions Act of 1977. We would like to call your attention
to a
technical matter that you might consider appropriate for inclusion in this bill.
Section 207 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 requires most farming corporations
to change from the cash to-the accrual basis of accounting for tax purposes.
An exception was made for family corporations, but the definition for family
was drawn in such a way as to exclude certain taxpayers whose situation
is
not materially different from many taxpayers who were permitted to continue
to use the cash basis.
We brought this problem to the attention of the Senate last April and an
amendment was agreed to at that time by a roll call of 85 to 11 to permit
the
excluded family companies to continue using the cash basis for all taxable years
beginning on or before December 31, 1977.
This was, in effect, a one-year extension of the effective date of the
Act.
The rationale for the extension was simply that the President's Tax1976
Reform
package would probably come before us this fall, at which time there would
a chance to address these and similar issues of tax accounting and come tobea
final conclusion about them that would be fair to all similarly situated taxpayers.
By way of further explanation, I enclose a copy of the debate on the Senate
Floor on the amendment that was agreed to last spring. The amendment
is now.
Section 404 of the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977, P.L. 95-30.
As it turns out, of course, the President's Tax Reform proposal
not been
submitted to us. 'The one-year extension is about to expire and it has
seems appropriate to seek a further extension so that the status quo can be preserved until
the matter can be thoroughly reviewed in the context of a general tax reform.
We have therefore prepared an amendment to H.R. 6715 and are
a
copy of it. If you would look it over and consider including it in the enclosing
bill at this
time, we would be most grateful.
We also ask that this letter be made a part of your hearing record. There is
a possibility that we may offer the some amendment to some other
appropriate
vehicle, if one becomes available before this session adjourns.
It is important to resolve the matter one way or the other before the end of
the year.
Many thanks for your courtesy and cooperation.
Signed: John L. McClellan, John Sparkman, Edmund S. Muskie, James D.
Allen, William D. Hathaway, Dale Bumpers.

Mr. LuimCK. Do you want me to comment on that. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. Yes, would you comment on that?
Mr. LUBicx. Well, the corporations to which you are referring
presently keep their books for non-tax purposes on an accrual method
of accounting. They have to; they cannot get bank financing without it.
We are talking about very large agricultural corporations. They
do Point out, quite rightly, that perhaps the re-semblance between them
and some of those that come within the family exception is difficult
to justify, but on time other hand, the-
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Senator BYRD. Now, wait a minute. Let me se-I am taking this
from memory and it may not be correct, but it goes back to when the
amendment was presented in the Senate which was some time ago.
But, as I recall it, under the present law, if there are two families
involved, that corporation is exempt. But if there are three families
involved, the corporation is not exempt. Is that about right, do you
recall?
Mr. LuBmcK. I think that is roughly correct. I think that two families that perhaps own 60 percent, or there are percentage requirements
as well.
Senator B-RD. In this case, as I recollect, three families were involved instead of two families.
Mr. LTBICK. And there are some situations, I think, where you have
one family and a pension plan-there were various combinations that
were put in, and I think they dealt with poultry farmsSenator BiRD. I think so.
Mr. LuBicK [Continuing]. Whose gross annual income, I think, ran
anywhere from $85 to $120 million, I think it is just not possible to say
that they are incapable of managing the complexities of accrual accounting, because they have to do it for their own internal financial
accounting.

Other thanSenator BTnD. What about the principle? Is there substance to the
principle that--why would you say that a two-family corporation
would be exempt, but not a three-famiily corporation?
Mr. LtmicK. I would say tjiat a family corporation ought not to
be exempt simply because itis a family. If it is a large corporation and
is not exempted by the general rule that protects all corporations, the
fact that the ownership is in one family or 500 families should not
make any difference.
Senator BYRD: But is that not what the law specifies. The 1976 act,
as I recall, gives the exemption based on the amount of the family
ownership, on the numbers of families, not the size of the corporation.
Mr. LuBmCK. The exception as it reads now is if 50 percent or more
in value of the stock in a corporation is owned by members of the
same family.
The original 1976 act had the one-family exception and then in the
1977 act the extender was put on to defer it where members of two
families own at least 65 percent of the voting stock; or, if members of
three families own 50 percent and substantially all of the balance of
the stock beyond the three families was owned by an employee's
pension trust.
You press me very hard, and I find it very hard to justify a differentiation betwee-n 1 family, 2 families, 3 families, 4 families, or 500
families. If the corporation is very large and has to run a business that
involves $100 million a year and keep its books and do its banking and
financing operations on an accrual basis, it seems to me that it is of no
consequence who the owners are. It is the size of the operation and its
ability to manage the complexity of the accrual method as opposed to
the cash method which is the criterion that should be applied.
Senator BnmD. Now, what you just read, is that not what the Senators are seeking to have extended?
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Mr. LUBICK. Yes; I think they are seeking another extension of the
amendment which was added to the Simplification Act last April
where, in this two- or peculiar three-family situation, there was a
postponement of the applicability of the new accounting methods. We
opposed it at that time and nothing has come to our attention since
then to cause us to change our position. If you are large and you have
$120 million Of receipts from the sale of chickens, we think 'that you
must have accountants who are able to keep their books on the accrual
method of accounting. I do not think it should be overwhelming.
Senator Bi-m. Thank you.
Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Lubick, when we are talking about the carryover basis, my recollection is that the Finance Committee specifically
voted against adopting the carryover basis provision when it was
raised by Senator Haskell during the Tax Reform Act markup.
The reasons given were the complexities and problems without adequate time to consider.
My question is, Would not a 2-year moratorium be an appropriate
way to permit the Finance Committee and the full Senate to work its
will and to try to resolve the difficulties and the complexities of this
problem.
Mr. LuBicK. Well, I harken back to what I said originally. I think
you have done an excellent job, Senator Hansen) in solving the complexities and difficulties which prevail. I think it is appropriate to go
ahead, it is fair to go ahead. We gave the reduction n the estate tax.
It was all part of the package.
I think that we should make the modifications you are suggesting
and they would be retroactive to December 31, 1976. I think that there
has been time and study since 1976. You have gotten the comments
and you have responded to comments of practitioners. You have done
it very well and I think we should enact your recommendations as we
have proposed they be modified. And we are not going to stop. We are
going to constantly seek perfection even though we will never achieve
it.
Senator HANSEN. I would just observe that this is a subcommittee of
the full committee. The full committee has not been exposed to the
opportunities that we have had to hear testimony, and considering the
urgency that is placed on the energy package, I. do not knowhow
successful we are going to be, Senator Byrd, in tryizg to get the full
committee and the Senate to give the attention early on that I would
hope is desirable and that I think would seem indicated.
Mr. LuBMK. Well, if we can get the language which you have proposed with our modifications, which have been drafted, enacted this
year, we will continue to work with you to consider the situation
st arting-

Senator HANSEN. Maybe we can put a 2-year moratorium on death
here.
Mr. LuBicK. I will vote for that, too.
Senator HANsEN. All right.

I do have one other question, Mr. Chairman.
You made some references to life -insurance and, as I understand it,
under present law, life insurance is not considered to be part of the
98-902-77-7
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carryover basis. Why do you propose to raise the minimum basis and
then subtract life insurance?
Mr. LUBicK. I am not proposing that life insurance be made carryover basis property. I am simply saying that the $175,000 minimum
basis is designed to take small estates out of the system. I can conceive
of a situation where a person's taxable estate consisted of $1 million
of life insurance and $175,000 of mutual funds which had $1,000 basis.
I do not think that is the sort of situation where you intend to take
the decedent out of the operation of the law by giving him a new basis
of $175,000.
The reason life insurance is in the section is somewhat of a fluke.
In that section which defines items that are not carryover basis property are a number of things other than life insurance which really are
carryover basis property; things that were carryover basis property
under section 691, for example, income in respect to a decedent, under
another provision of preexisting law. These items were not integrated
into this system. And, in point of fact, next year one of the things we
might do is to integrate all of those sections.
I am just saying that I thought the minimum basis provision quite
properly aimed to deal with the small estates and not benefit the very
large estates.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I know it is an unusual procedure,
but in trying to respond to queries that have been directed to my office, I have ben working with Mr. Heinhold. Might he be permitted
to enter into a colloquy with Mr. Lubick to explore this just a little bit
further?
Senator Bmn. Yes.
Mr. LrmcK. I would welcome it.
Senator B,-m. Please identify yourself for the record.
Mr. Hzn HoL.D. Certainly. My name is James Hc'nhold, and I am
a member of the Finnc Committee staff.
Mr. Lubick, I think Senator Hansen's question related to life insurance and the mininium basis provision. The concern seems to be
that, considering that life insurance was not included as carryover
basis property under the 1976 act, that Senator Byrd's bill, by raising
the minimum basis to $175,000, would go a long way toward solving
much of the problem.
You seem to agree with that, and then you take it away with the
other hand. You propose a minimum basis of $175,000 and then you
fAke out life insurance, which is a major part of virtually all estates.
The smaller the estate the larger the percentage of life insurance.
Your example of a $1 million estate is-not realistic, I do not think.
Because if you have $1 million in life insurance the odds are you are
going to have other assets well in excess of $175,000.
Mr. Lumcx. Well, I am not sure-I do not have $1 million in life
insurance unfortunately, but my estate is very largely life insurance
and the other assets are not really very significant.
Mr. HmEIoLN
. Would you consider yourself to have a very large
estate?
Mr. LuBicK. I personally do not, but in terms of the statistics of income, I do.
Mr. HmHnOLD. If we are only aiming at the large estate, the point
is that we should be-
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Mr. LVBicx. I think you should be aiming at me.
Mr. HINiwIOLD. Would your proposal to subtract out life insurance,
would that not run the risk of putting people in a worse position than
they are now, that if they had $150,000 gross estate, including life insurance, that if you take out the life insurance, it would be lower than
it was before?
Mr. LuisxK. No. Perhaps I have not made myself clear. If you have
$150,000 estate, if you have $160,000 estate or a $175,000 estate, gross
estate, which includes the life insurance, you are out. You are not in
the proposal. The life insurance is simply used as a measure in determining the size of the estate. You would not need to use the whole
$175,000 minimum basis because the life insurance automatically is
exempt from the carryover basis provision.
But let us assume the case with $150,000 of life insurance and $25,000
of stocks and bonds and those $25,000 of stocks and bonds had a $5,000
cost; $175,000 minimum basis would be reduced by the $150,000 of life
insurance which would leave $25,000 of minimum basis left. The stocks
and bonds would go to fair market value and the estate would not be
subject to carryover basis. It is simply using the measure of what a
small estate is and again, as I have indicated, that is 96.3 percent of
the, estates.
Now, I can point out. as an old estate planner, that I can get around
the problem very easily. I can do what I have been advising my clients
to do for years, and that is have the life insurance owned by my spouse.
Then it is not in the estate.
But I think if you are trying to get out gross estates less than $175,000 I think the only way to do it is to consider the insurance in determining whether it is a small Pstate, and then you apply the balance of
the minimum basis. The small estates will not be included. If you are
$175,000 with or without life insurance, that size estate is out of the

system.
Mr. IIFuiyo.D. Jus. one final question.
Since we have already said, or we know, that life insurance is not
considered carryover basis, at the same time, something that you said
a little while ago about lumping all of this together. or bringing all of
this together next year in some sort of a tax package, is your proposal
now to subtract out life insurance from the new minimum basis, is this
the first stelp in the taxability of life insurance?
Mr. LIUBICK. Absolutely not. Absolutely not. We are suggesting-

and we do not, believe that. even in an ideal world these mortality gains
in life insurance should be subject to tax. Nothing could be further
from our mind.
Senator HANSE . Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for permitting me to have the member of our staff raise the questions.
Mr. LTmciK. I will be very pleased to continue our discussions in
private, too, because we are genuinely interested in working this out
and making a provision which will operate smoothly and fairly for
everyone. We appreciate your efforts in that regard verv much.
Senator HANSEW. Thank you very much, Mr. Lubick.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bym. Thank you, Senator Hansen.
Thank you, Mr. Lubick.
I might say that tunorrow we have scheduled some 16 to 18 witnesses. We will not be able to accommodate all of those tomorrow. I
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will ask the staff to try to work out a reduced list for tomorrow, and
then we will carry over next week, schedule another hearing some timu
next week, for those witnesses we are not able to hear tomorrow.
I think that that many witnesses does indicate that there is.quite a
bit of interest in S. 2227 and S. 22'28. We will hear as many witnesses
as we can tomorrow, but I do not see how we could hear more than
6 or 7 or 8, but we will schedule another hearing for the next week.
Thank you, Air. LuBICK. That does not involve you, but I
wantedAir. LUBICK. I want to thank you for giving ms so generously of
your time.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lubick follows:]
STATEMENT OF DO.NALD C. L'BIcK, DFr.PTY ASsISTANT SECRETARY OF TzAsuary
FOR TAX POLICY
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am pleased to have the
Opportunity to appear before you to present the Treasury Department's views
on S. 2227 and 8. 2228, introduced by Senator Byrd and Senator Dole. These
bills relate to the carryover basis provisions (section 1023) added to the Internal
Revenue Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and certain other matters related
to the taxation of estates. I shall also comment upon S. 1954, introduced by
Senator Curtis.
S. 1954 would repeal the carryover basis provisions enacted in 1976. S. 222.7
would postpone the effective date of the carryover basis provisions to the end
uf 1978.
S. 2228 would make a series of amendments to the carryover basis provisions
by providing an increased minimum basis for carryover basis property, by
changing the method of computing the tax adjustment for the portion of death
tMxes to be added to the basis of carryover basis property and by eliminating
from the application of carryover basis all property held by a decedent on
December 31, 1976. The bill would make certain other changes which I shall
describe as I comment on them.
Before addressing specific provisions of the bills, it is in order to review the
problems which led to the enactment of carryove basis. Under pre-1977 law,
the basis of property acquired from a decedent was its fair market value for
estate tax purposes in the estate of the decedent. The effect of the prior law was
to eliminate entirely from income taxation all appreciation which had accrued
during the lifetime of the decedent. The result of forgiving the tax on gain which
had accrued prior to death was a very strong "lock-in" effect which constituted
a severe impediment to the miobillty of capital. The pre-1977 law created a
major incentive for older persons to hold appreciated property until death and
thus to escape income taxation on the gain. Even more important, the ability
to escape income taxation entirely simply by holding property until death led to
very different burdens of income taxation as between similarly situated
taxpayers.
Perhaps this can be made most clear through a concrete illustration. Let us
assume under prior law that two taxpayers, A and B, each own a share of stock
worth $110 which cost each one $10. The result is that each held the property
with untaxed appreciation of $100. Let us assume that each would pay a capital
gains tax at a rate of 25 percent if the property were sold and let us further
assume that the marginal estate tax bracket of each is 30 percent. A sells his
stock and as he leaves his broker's office, steps in front of a passing truck and
is annihilated. B was crossing the street at the same time to go into his broker's
office to sell his stock but was annihilated by the same truck before he could
arrive there.
A's stock was sold Immediately before his death and B has the consolation of
having died without having sold his stock. Under pre-1977 law, A's estate must
file a final income tax return for the last year of A's life and in that must report
his capital gain of $100 subject to a tax of $25. The $25 is subtracted from the
$110 value of A's stock, leaving $85 subject to an estate tax of 30 percent. After
subtracting the estate tax, the net proceeds received by A's heirs are $59.50.
Compare B's situation. Under prior law, there is no Income tax whatsoever on
the appreciation which existed at the date of B's death. B is simply subject to an
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estate tax of 30 percent on the $110 and his heir is left with $77. Under prior law,
the share of stock which B owned could now be sold immediately without any
Income tax consequences. Thus through the happenstance of B having been killed
on his way Into the broker's office as opposed to A on his way out of the broker's
office, B's heir will receive $77 and A's heir will receive $59.50.
Let me give one further illustration of the inequity of prior law. Suppose that
two taxpayers, X and Y, are each in a 50 percent income tax bracket. X invests
$100 in a corporate bond which pays an annual interest rate of 5 percent, the net
after tax preeeds of which are invested in a savings account earning 5 percent.
Y invests $100 in a share of corporate stock which does not pay dividends, but because the corporation retains its earnings, has a growth rate of 5 percent annually. Both X and Y dies 10 years later. Because X has been receiving taxable
interest of 5 percent annually, on which be has paid income tax of 50 percent,
his estate is $128. This takes into account the compounding factor at a 2% percent after tax rate. Y's estate compounds at a 5 percent rate of growth annually
and is $163. Each is in a 30 percent estate tax bracket. The result is that X passes
$89.60 to his heirs and Y passes $114.10 to his heirs.
There is a significant difference in the amount that X and Y can pass to their
respective heirs because of two factors. The first is that the wealth accumulated
through unrealized appreciation compounds at a faster rate because it compounds
tax free and perhaps this is appropriate to encourage this type of investment.
But second, and of greater importance, the earnings of X have all been subjected
to income tax, but under prior law the earnings of Y escaped taxation entirely
because of the step up in basis to fair market value at the date of death. This
escape from taxation of appreciation through dying gave a large and unwarranted advantage to those who were able to accumulate large amounts of wealth
through unrealized appreciation.
Perhaps tLe easiest solution to the problem is to require all taxpayers to settle
their income tax accounts at least once in a lifetime. Obviously, the last opportunity for a taxpayer to settle his accounts once in a lifetime, if he has not done
so previously, is at the last moment of his lifetime. For that reason, it has appeared logical to some to suggest that it would be appropriate to tax the gains
realized by a decedent through the disposition of his property to his heirs at his
death. The resulting income tax would be a deduction from the estate of the
decedent and complete equity would result as between taxpayers who had sold before death and those who did not sell before that time, except of course for the
deferral advantage which the taxpayer who did not sell enjoyed by having his
gain accumulated and compounded without any earlier taxation.
Congress has not this far been prepared to enact legislation imposing an income
tax upon property transmitted to one's heirs at death. Last year, however, Congress decided that it was appropriate to end the inequity of total escape of taxation on gains which were accrued during a decedent's lifetime, even though no
taxation was to be imposed at the date of death. Instead, Congress provided for a
carryover basis. That is. the basis of the property would not be stepped up to fair
market value at date of death, but would continue, in the hands of the heirs, to
be the same as that of the decendent. I should point out, parenthetically, that
similar carryover basis provisions had been in effect in the law both as to gifts
and as to items of income in respect of a decedent Thus the carryover basis concept was not new, but was a familiar one. Last year's provisions were simply an
extension of provisions already operative for many years.
A number in the Congress argued that the estate tax at death and the income
tax on the appeciation at death, when taken together, imposed too great a burden on decendents. With that in mind, Congress evaluated the inequity of totally
forgiving tax on appreciation which had accrued during a decedent's lifetime
with a measurement of the proper burden of taxation on estates. It enacted
carryover basis as part of a complete package with a number of liberalizing
amendments to reduce estate taxes. For example, the estate tax exemption was
converted into a credit which gives an exemption equivalent when fully in effect
of slightly over $175,000 of assets, rather than prior law's $60,000. The marital
deduction was liberalized to provide a minimum marital deduction of $250,000
where that amount exceeded one-half of a decedent's adjusted gross estate. A
number of other liberalizations of the estate tax were enacted on the premise
that carryover basis would be applied In order to end the complete escape from
income taxation of appreciation accrued at death. The combination of estate tax
liberalization and the enactment of carryover basis was part of a single package
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-designed to create a fairer distribution of the burden of taxes at the time of a
taxpayer's death.
Thus, we are completely opposed to 8. 19M, which would repeal the carryover
basis provisions. We are equally opposed to 8. 2227, which would postpone the
operation of carryover basis for two years. It is not reasonable to continue the
beneficial part of the package, the liberalization of the estate tax provisions, and
either eliminate or postpone the quid pro quo which was enacted to Justify those
provisions, namely, carryover basis.
Carryover basis is a solution to a difficult problem which has vexed and concerned the Congress for over 15 years. To repeal it or to postpone its effective
date would be to take a major step backwards, to go back to a system which
Congress recognized as operating inequitably. Either action would aggravate the
Inequity by leaving reduced estate tax burdens in effect for those per wns who
would, by such action, totally escape income taxation on gains accrued at the
date of their death.
As I indicated earlier in my statement, carryover basis is not a novel concept
In the tax law. It has existed since 1921 with respect to property transferred by
gift and in the case of income in respect of a decedent, it has been in the law since
the 1942 Act.
Nevertheless. Congress recognized that with the introduction of a new system,
some transitional relief was appropriate. Congress, therefore. worked out a
system to give a "fresh start" basis to property held on December 31, 1976. In
the case of marketable bonds and securities, the basis of such property acquired
from a decedent was to be not less than its fair market value on December 31.
1976. In case of property which did not consist of marketable securities, and
hence was more difficult to value, a formula was instituted to give a rough
approximation of the pre-1977 appreciation and that which arose after December
31. 1976, the effective date of the carryover basis provision. In effect, the fresh
start basis eliminates in the hands of persons acquiring property from a decedent
any income tax on appreciation accrued to December 31. 1976. Furthermore. in
order to eliminate from the operation of the provisions of carryover basis those
small estates which normally do not have significant amounts of appreciated
property and as to which involvement in the estate tax system is unu usual, Congress provided a minimum basis of $60,000. To the extent an estate acquired
assets from a decedent which have a basis of less than $60.000, the basis generally will be increased to that amount.
The Congress also recognized that a decedent transmitting property t,, his heirs
under a carryover basis system was transmitting with that property a c,,ntingent
Income tax liability on the post-1976 appreciation which had accrued at the date
of his death. When the heir sold the inherited property he would have to pay the
income tax attributable not only to the appreciation from the date of his own
acquisition but also on the appreciation from the date of original acquisition from
the decedent or, in the case of property held on December 31. 1976, from that
date. Since it would be appropriate under a system which imposed income tax
at the date of a decedent's death to make the income tax payable a deduction
from the gross estate, it is appropriate, in a carryover basis system to compensate
for the estate tax on an amount equal to the contingent income tax liability. The
compensation for the putative overpayment of estate tax Is accomplished by
adding to the basis of the appreciated property an adjustment for the death tax
attributable to that appreciation. The adjustment to basis compensates roughly
by reducing the income tax at the time of the sale of the transferred property
by an amount equal to the increase in the estate tax over the amount that would
have been paid had the accrued gains at the time of testamentary disposition by
the decedent been subject to income tax.
Since the enactment of the carryover basis provisions, the bar, accountants,
the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation and the Treasury have been
reviewing the practical operations of carryover basis. Treasury has concluded
that Congress by and large did a pretty good job of enacting carryover basis,
although we concur with Senators Byrd and Dole that there are some significant
Improvements which can be made, to make It operate more equitably and simply.
We were very pleased to see the provisions of S. 2228. because we believe they
represent a reasonable and constructive approach to the practical problems of
carryover basis. While there are a number of details In S4. 2228, which we think
require modification, we are in accord with the three major concepts of S. 2228,
namely, liberalization of the minimum basis requirement, combination of the
separate death tax adjustments Into one and application of the new single
death tax adjustment at marginal rather than average rates.
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We believe that the bill introduced by Senators Byrd and Dole, if modified
by suggestions made by our staff and by expert practitioners with whom we have
consulted, takes care of all of the significant problems anyone may have with
carryover baste.
The bill Introduced by Senators Byrd and Dole provides a minimum basis
that corresponds to the exemption equivalent of the increasing estate tax credit,
rising to $175,000 by 1981. This will be a major simplification. It eliminates all
estates which are not required to file Federal estate tax returns from the carryover basis provisions. Thus, 98 percent of the population, or more accurately the
ex-population, will not be affected by carryover basis. At the most, only 2 percent
of all decedent's estates will be concerned with carryover basis. In point of fact,
it is likely that many of the 2 percent will not have the problem because those
estates will be composed largely of liquid nonappreciated assets.
We also believe that rolling the Federal and state tax adjustments into a
single computation, to be applied after the minimum basis adjustment, will result
in great simplification. Moreover, we concur that the applicep.on of the adjustment at marginal estate tax rates is the correct solution, F0ince the income tax
deduction which would have been applicable had the proper been sold immediately before death, or had an income tax been imposed upon the transfer at
death, would have been a deduction at the marginal estate tax rate.
We also favor relief in one case beyond that encompassed by the Byrd-Dole
bill. We suggest a special minimum basis of the first $75,000 of the fair market
value at date of death for a home occupied by a decedent at the time of his death
as his principal residence. The comments we have received and the testimony we
have heard indicate a personal residence is one of the areas where taxpayers
have experienced difficulty in calculating lasis and determining holding period.
It is not usually difficult to know what price a decedent paid for or when he
originally acquired his residence, and it may even be ascertainable from public
records. On the other hand. many persons do not keep track of Improvements
made after original acquisition. To relieve those persons from difficulty in as"ertaining basis where the value of their residence is such that they are not likely
to be able to afford professional advice in reconstructing their basis, we propose
a minimum basis for a principal residence. This is similar to the $10.000 exclusion
applicable to personal and household effects. We point out also that a minimum
"fresh start" basis for tangilble personal property will be determined by a formula
under the Technical Corrections Act which we discussed before this Subcommittee
yesterday. Enactment of these changes will eliminate most of the difficulties low
and middle income taxpayers will have in establishing basis for their property.
The minimum basis for residences and tangible personal property would, of
course, be a first charge under the liberalized minimum basis Senators Byrd and
Dole propose and which we endorse.
Let me know review S. 2228 section iby section to suggest the modifications we
believe would make it a workable and acceptable improvement over present law.
Again, let me point out that, for the reasons I have already stated, we are opposed
to both S. 1954, the repeal of carryover basis, and S. 2227. tne postponement of
the effective date. Senators Byrd and Dole have demonstrated that it is possible
to make relatively straightforward amendments to carryover basis which make
both the repeal and the postponement unnecessary and undesirable. Enactment of
the Byrd-Dole amendments, as modified by our suggestions, will not signal an end
to our efforts to make the administration of the carryover lasis provisions as
simple and equitable as possible. We at the Treasury, as well I am sure as the
staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation. will continue to work with bar, the
accounting profession and professional fiduciaries to see where further Improvements can be made to ease administration of the law. We are confident, however,
if S. 2"28 is modified as we propose. we will have a truly wvnrkable carryover basis
provision that will affect only that part of the population which is able to manage any problems it might cause.
The first substantive provision of S. 222S is section 3(a), which repeals the fresh
start adjustment and eliminates from the applicability of carryover basis all
assets held by a decedent on December 31. 1976. As I indicated earlier, we strongly
oppose this provision. While it may be appropriate through the fresh start adjustment to permit the escape from taxation of appreciation which arose through
December 31, 1976. there is surely no reason to permit the escape from income
taxation of appreciation which arises after that time. To grandfather all pre-1977
assets would increase the undesirable "lock-in" and create great inequity between
similarly situated taxpayers with respect to their continuing post-1976 appreciation. Moreover, enactment of a grandfather clause applicable to all assets held
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on December 81, 1976 would be subject to great abuse. Let me give you an Illustration. Suppose a taxpayer has a closely held corporation, the stock of which
be acquired just before December 31, 1976. There Is nothing to prevent him from
having his corporation acquire assets after December 31, 1976 and thereby completely escape the carryover basis provisions with respect to property acquired
after 1978. The stock of that corporation, and presumably all of the value which it
represents, would under the bill be exempt from the carryover basis provisions.
Furthermore, the benefits of estate tax reductions were given to those assets
which we in the hands of the decedent on December 31, 1976. If those asests are
exempted from the carryover basis provisions, they should also be excluded from
the estate tax reductions which became applicable following 1976. The Byrd-Dole
bill in its other provisions simplifies carryover basis so much that we do not believe the grandfather provision Is necessary or appropriate.
Section 3(b) of the Byrd-Dole bill increases the minimum basis along with
the corresponding increase in the estate tax exemption equivalent. As I have
indicated, we approve so long as the minimum basis is reduced not only by
the basis of all carryover basis property, but also by the proceeds of life insurance included in the estate. The Byrd-Dole bill accomplishes its purpose
of eliminating small estates from the operation of the carryover basis provisions.
However, to avoid abuse of the new provision, account must be taken of assets
which are included in the estate but are not carryover basis property. The only
significant one of these Is life insurance proceeds and therefore the minimum
basis should be reduced by life insurance proceeds included in the estate. To do
otherwise would be to give a minimum basis to other assets of a taxpayer who
might have $1 million of insurance on his life and whose estate would be very
large. Of course, the Subcommittee is aware that generally any gain realized
from the proceeds of life insurance is free of income tax under existing law and
that exemption for life insurance proceeds would continue.
Section 3(c) of the bill provides for a single adjustment for Federal and
state estate and succession taxes at the marginal rate. The bill provides that
this adjustment should follow the minimum basis adjustment and should be
allocated to all appreciated property including marital deduction property and
property contributed to charity.
We endorse the general concept of a single adjustment for Federal and state
taxes at the marginal rate and an adjustment which follows in order the minimum basis. We have serious problems, however, and practitioners with whom
we have discussed the matter concur, with extending the adjustment to property
used to fund the marital deduction, a charitable deduction, or the orphan's exclusion. Inasmuch as property which funds the marital or charitable deduction
or the orphan's exclusion does not bear any death tax it Is inappropriate to
give it a basis adjustment.
We suggest that the tax adjustment be computed as follows. We would first
calculate the Federal estate tax attributable to appreciation. We do this by
computing the gross Federal estate tax on the actual taxable estate, before any
allowance for a credit for state taxes, and then we would subtract a hypothetical tax on a taxable estate reduced-not below zero-by the net appreciationcombining post-1976 carryover gains and losses. The difference Is the Federal
estate tax attributable to the appreciation. One could compute state taxes in
a similar way, but we believe it would be unduly complicated because of variations in the base to which state taxes apply. We, therefore, suggest that the
proportion of state taxes (in excess of the Federal credit) attributable to the
appreciation be the same as the proportion of Federal estate tax that is attributable to the appreciation. We would then combine the dollar amount of Federal and state taxes applicable to the appreciation and divide that dollar amount
by the gross appreciation In the estate or if less, the taxable estate. We then

apply the rate resulting from such division to the appreciation in each item

of carryover basis property included in the taxable estate. When any item of
carryover basis property is actually used to fund a deductible marital, charitable or orphan's bequest the adjustment for taxes, which is the last adjustment
added, would not apply. The reason for precluding a tax adjustment with respect to property which does not bear any tax is to avoid a doubling up of
benefits for that property.
Where there is no Federal tax on the estate at all, we propose two rules
for state taxes. If the estate is not required to file a Federal estate tax re-

turn. i.e., if it Is under $175,000 when the new credit is fully effective, we would

give no adjustment for state taxes. In this case, the minimum basis adjustment
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will take the whole estate out of the system. If the estate Is required to file
a Federal return but there Is no Federal tax, the state taxes will be pro rated
in the ratio that net post 1976 appreciation bears to the total estate.
As I indicated before, we agree with section 8(d) of the bill which provides
that the minimum basis adjustment is to be made before the adjustment for
death taxes attributable to appreciation.
Section 8(f) provides for capital asset treatment for objects of art, literary
assets and the like, which in the 1976 Act lost capital asset status in the hands
of an heir. We agree that such assets should not lose capital asset status solely
because they have become carryover basis property. Of course, if they would
be non-capital assets In the hands of the heir without regard to the decedent,
they should retain that characterization on the basis of the circumstances of
the heir.
Section 8(f) would also treat crops and livestock which are carryover babies
property, as capital assets. We do not believe it is appropriate to make crops
and livestock, which are almost invariably inventory property, capital assets
in the hands of one engaged in the farming business. In the case where the crop
or livestock would be a capital asset under the circumstances of the heir, it
would have capital asset status. We would, however, be willing to accept a
complete exemption from the carryover basis provisions of livestock and poultry
held by the decedent on December 31, 1976. This presents a different issue from
the general grandfathering provision because it will phase out very quickly.
Most livestock and poultry held on December 31, 1976 will be disposed of within
a very few years after 1976 and therefore it is desirable to avoid the compUcation of calculating a fresh start adjustment with respect to that property.
Section 4 of the bill deals with a simplification of the contemplation of death
provision of the 1976 Act and was the subject of our testimony yesterday. Under
section 4 of the bill, the gross estate would include gift taxes paid and life insurance contracts transferred within three years of death, as well as the value
of any property which would have been included in the decedent's gross estate
under section 2036 and 2038 by virtue of a retained estate or power if the decedent relinquished that estate or power within three years of death. All other
transfers within three years of death would not be included In the gross estate.
We agree that this is an appropriate amendment if there is also included in
the transferor's gross estate the value of the property which would have been
included under section 2037 where a reversionary interest is relinquished within
three years of the transferor's death. The reason for this is that the new unified
rate schedule operates well in the case of outright gifts, but operates only imperfectly in the case of split interest gifts. It is therefore necessary to bring
those transfers, along with life insurance, back Into the estate.
We also indicated yesterday that it would be necessary to include in the transferor's gross estate cash and the basis of other property transferred within
three years of death for purposes of the new Byrd-Dole minimum basis adjustinent. Otherwise. there would be a strong incentive for a decedent to make
death bed transfers of cash and other high basis assets to manipulate the
minimum basis adjustment to his advantage. For similar reasons we recommenl that for purposes of special relief sections 303, 2032A, 6166 and 6166A only,
the percentage qualification requirements should be calculated by including in
the gross estate the gift tax value of any property transferred within three
years of death. For example, in determining whether closely held stock constitutes a sufficient portion of a decedent's estate to qualify it for the special
redemption provisions of section 303, the percentages should be calculated with
reference to the estate inclusive of transfers within three years of death. This
would prevent transferring assets out of the estate to qualify in a situation
where the illiquid property is really a minimal portion of the decedent's predeath assets.
Section 5 of the Byrd-Dole bill provides that eligibility for estate tax special
use valuation for farms and closely held business real property is not to be
lost on account of the material participation requirements under certain circumstances where because of age, status as a minor, or other handicaps, it is
necessary for the farm to be leased or operated by a manager. We do not object to this change since It Is consistent with the concept of special use valuation.
Section 6 of the bill provides that the estate shall succeed to the decedent's
unused net operating or capital loss carryover. We oppose the extension of net
operating loss carryovers to the estate. Such extension has little to do with
carryover basis and is inappropriate. The effect could very well be to allow
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artificial losses generated through tax shelter investments to continue beyond
the decedent to his estate.
On the other hand, there is logic to allowing the capital loss carryover to go
forward into the estate where it can be used to offset gains which may be realized by the estate on carryover basis property. We would therefore not object
to extending the capital lose carryover of a decedent to his estate. It would,
however, be inappropriate to allow the decedent's capital loss carryover to flow
from the estate Into the hands of the heirs, where it could be used to offset the
gain on property of the heirs which was not carryover basis property of the
decedent.
Section 7 of S. 2228 would liberalize the amount of stock which would be redeemed under section 303 at capital gains rates rather than being treated as a
dividend. As we indicated in our testimony yesterday, this amendment is inappropriate on the merits. The purpose of Code section 303 was to permit a
limited bail out of earnings, which would normally be taxed as a dividend, to
the extent of death taxes and funeral and administration expenses. In my
experience practicing in this field since 1949, and in the experience of other
practitioners with whom I have spoken, we have found that section 03 is used
primarily as a one time opportunity to bail out corporate earnings and profits
without regard to real liquidity needs. The 1976 Act introduced liberalized and
generous installment and postponement of payment provisions. Therefore the
extension of section 308 is unnecessary and unwarranted.
Section 8 provide that the definition of a closely held business is to be the

same for purposes of section 6166 and 6166A, which relate to extensions of time

for payment of estate tax attributable to a closely held business. We do not
object to the change in this section.
We would also like to call to your attention one other problem that has arisen
as a result of carryover basis in the practical world of estate planning for stockholders of closely held corporations. It may be illustrated by the not infrequent
situation of a corporation, the stock of which is owned by two stockholders. It is
normal practice to provide that upon the death of one of them the corporation
will redeem his stock leaving the other stockholder in sole control. In that way
the heirs of the stockholder who dies first have a market to liquidate their
Investment. At the same time strangers to the survivor are not introduced into
the management of the business. It is usual to fund these arrangements by life
insurance purchased by the corporation. An alternative arrangement to a redemption by the corporation is a cross purchase agreement, whereby each of the
two stockholders insures the life of the other and agrees to use the proceeds of
insurance to buy the stock of the other. With the enactment of carryover basis,
In many cases it becomes more advantageous to use the cross purchase arrangement because the surviving stockholder will then receive as the basis of his
newly acquired stock the purchase price, which is represented by the proceeds
of the insurance. If the stock were redeemed by the corporation, any basis represented by cost of the purchase would simply be lost. The advantage to the
survivor in obtaining the higher basis is greater in a carryover basis world,
since after he too dies, a higher basis would be available to his heirs.
In order to change pre-existing funding arrangements it may be necessary to
transfer existing insurance policies owned by the corporation to each stockholder. Under section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code. the transfer of insurance for a valuable consideration results in a loss of the income tax exclusion of
the life insurance proceeds when received by the beneficiary unless the transferee is within certain enumerated categories. These categories include the
insured himself, a corporation of which the insured is a shareholder or officer
or a partnership of which the insured is a partner, but they do not include a
shareholder of a corporation of which the insured is a shareholder. It is appropriate to permit rearrangement of these affairs by allowing the transfer of an
insurance policy by a corporation to a shareholder if the insured is a co-shareholder of that corporation. We recommend legislation to that effect.
To summarize, we are very pleased that Senators Byrd and Dole have introduced constructive legislation to make carryover basis an administrable and
equitable part of the income tax law. With the modifications we have suggested
today with respect to the new minimum basis provisions and the provisions for
tax adjustments, we believe that Senators Byrd and Dole will have performed a
real service to taxpayers and practitioners. The bill as modified will preserve
the equitable aspects of carryover basis but eliminate from its impact the 98
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percent of the estate tax population as to which the amount of appreciation is
insiguificant, and as to which therefore the necessity for making the calculations Involved also is unnecessary.
I shall be very pleased to respond to any questions which you may have.

Senator Briw. This committee will stand in recess until 9 a.m.
tomorrow.
[Thereupon, at 10:50 a.m. the subcommittee recessed to reconvene
at 9 a.m. on Friday, October 28, 1977.]

TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1977
(Including Carryover Basis Provisions)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1977

U.S. SENATE,

SuBcommInrrE ox TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
GENERALLY OF THE COMMIITE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. in room S. 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Harry F. Byrd, Jr. (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Byrd.
Senator BRnD. The committee will come to order.
Today, the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management Generally continues consideration of H.R. 6715, the technical corrections
bill of 1977 and bills relating to the carryover basis provisions of the
1976 Tax Reform Act.
I am pleased that the subcommittee has received a large public
response to these issues. I believe that it is vitally important to hear
the views of practitioners and knowledgeable persons who are affected
by tax proposals. Otherwise. we can be legislating in the dark, as was
done in the enactment of the carryover basis provisions of the 1976
law.
In addition to the witnesses who have submitted requests to testify,
I have also received several letters from groups interested in various
provisions of the Technical Corrections Act. This includes a letter
from Merrill. Lynch & Co.. and a letter from PGB industries.
I would like to have these and other letters of a similar nature in
the record of the hearings; and, without objection, these will be so
in eluded.*
We have so many witnesses that we cannot hear them all today. We
will have some 8 or 10 today and probably next Tuesday we will hear
other witnesses who may wish to testify.
The first witnesses today will be a panel consisting of: Warren W.
Lebeck, president, Chicago Board of Trade; Lee Berendt, president,
Commodity Exchange, Inc.; and John W. Clagett, president, Futures Industry Association, Inc.
You gentlemen may take the witness stand and proceed as you wish.
Welcome.
*See app. A.
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STATEMENT OF WARREN W. LEBECK, PRESIDENT,
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Mr. LEIRECK. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Warren Lebeck,
president, Chicago Board of Trade. First, let me thank you and your
subcommittee for allowing me this opportunity to appear before you
today. My remarks will be directed toward the provision in the Technical Corrections Act which would change the present law that allows
a special 6-month capital gain holding period for all commodity futures contracts. The House-passed change would limit the application
of the 6-month holding period to "agricultural" futures contracts only.
The Board of Trade is very much opposed to this change for reasons
which I will discuss.

Before proceeding to the proposed change relating to futures con-

tracts, it may be helpful to briefly describe the Chicago Board of Trade.
It was founded in 1848 and has grown to be the largest commodity fu-tures exchange in the free world. More than 50 percent of all futures
contracts traded in this country are traded on the floor of the Chicago
Board of Trade. Last year, over $396 billion in futures contracts were
traded on the floor, m6re dollar volume than was traded on all of the
Nation's stock exchanges. And this year, the volume is even higher.
The exchange trades both agricultural and nonagricultural
commodities.
If you were to look in the Wall Street Journal today, you will see
that the futures contracts listed there for all exchanges ave a relatively short life. With very few exceptions, the contracts will expire
by thfie end of next year.
Because of the limited life of a futures contract, when Congress
changed the capital gain holding period for capital assets from 6 to 9
months in 1977 and to 12 months thereafter, they retained the 6-month
holding period for futures contracts. Otherwise, there would be very
little incentive or opportunity for investors to choose the commodity
futures market if they were interested in long-term capital gains.
Unfortunately, some question arose over the intention of the amendment providing for the special 6-month holding period for futures
contracts when it was offered in the Ways and Means Committee. The
proposed amendment in the Technical (Norrections Act would restrict
the special 6-month holding period to only "agricultural" contracts.
In theory and in practice, there is no difference between agricultural
and nonagricultural futures contracts in the manner they perform
their economic functions and the inevitability of short-term expiration.
The intent of the present law is simple and logical. Futures markets

to be successful depend upon participation by those willing to assume
economic risks. Those willing to assume such risks take very much into
consideration the tax effects of the various investment mediums that
are available. Tiros, because futures contracts have a limited life, Con-

gress made the correct judgment that retention of the 6-month holding
period would permit futures contracts to compete fairly for risk
capital.
Differentiating between types of contracts would only have the effect
of artificially creating a sig;,iific4nt difference between contracts.
The history of capital gains treatment of futures contracts is one of
uniformity and that is as it should be. Any device which classifies con-
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tracts differently for tax purposes will almost certainly cause serious
dislocations of capital.
I might add that our concern is shared by the Chairman of the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, who expressed his views
iii a recent letter to Senator Talmadge, chairman of the Senate
Committee on Agriculture and Nutrition.
Therefore, Mr. Chairman, we urge the Senate to reject the House
amendment limiting the 6-month holding period to "agricultural"
futures contracts only. All futures contracts should be accorded a
6-month holding period.
If for some reason the committee does not reject the House provision,
we respectfully submit that there are certain important changes which
should be made to the provision. First. the effective date should be
changed to make it apply only to contracts purchased or acquired after
the late of enactment. The provision as now drafted would apply to
sales or liquidations occurring after 1977, even though acquired prior
to any announced change in the law.
Second, the term "agricultural" should be defined, either in the
statute or in the committee report. It should be broadly defined to include raw agricultural commodities. processed agricultural commodities, timber and timber products. If it is not defined, the marketplace
will be left in a state of confusion for a long period of time while the
IRS develops its own definition. Even then. it could result in lengthy

litigation. In this regard. we will be most pleased to submit to the committee staff specific language on a definition of "agricultural."
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. Thank you for your time,
and again. thank-yu for allowing me to express our views before this
subcommittee.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much.

Mr. Clagett?

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. CLAGETT, PRESIDENT,
FUTURES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, INC.
Mr. CL.AoErr. "Mr. Chairman and
emubelvrs of the Senate Finance
Committee. I wish to thank you for the opportunity to appear before
you to make a statement with respect to II.R. 6715.
I am John W. Clagett, president of the Futures Industry Association, Inc. (FIA) New York, N.Y.
I would like to furnish a little background about the Futures Industry Association so that you can better understand our interest in the
bil which is before your committee.
The membership of the FIA is comprised of large and small firms
in the cash and futures commodity business. The primary functions of
the FIA are to (1) prepare and disseminate educational material and
statistical data; (2) raise the ethical and financial standards of the fuinhires trading industry and (3) to give greater protection to the public,
as well as individuals and firms that use or are affected by the futures
market.
Sinco I have only 5 minutes. this is only a brief summary statement
of our thoughts on this matter.
It. is our belief that this committee should reject any amendment to
section 1402(d) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, which provides for a
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6-month holding period for long-term capital gain or loss on all commodity futures transactions. To have a holding period of 6 months
for agricultural commodities and a 9-month period in 1977 and a year
period in 1978 for all other commodities will be disruptive to the futures markets and could well create a real hardship on individuals and
firms that look to the futures markets for price insurance--through
hedges--for commodities they produce, use, process, store or finance.
Two basic economic purposes of futures trading are (1) price discovery and (2) price insurance (hedges) against major adverse price
fluctuation. Both of these important economic tools will be badly
damaged if the public is discouraged or prevented from trading in the
futures market because of a change in the holding period.
Futures contracts, whether they be agricultural or nonagricultural,
have certain distinct differences from other capital holdings. The
most significant difference is that while an ordinary capital item, such
as a security or real estate, has an infinite life, a futures contract has a
finite and relatively short life period.
We also believe that provision (s) of H.R. 6715, as passed by the
House of Representatives should be rejected by your committee for the
following reasons:
One., the amendment is substantive not technical.
Two, no hearing or debate was held by the Itouse of Representatives
on this aspect of H.R. 6715.
Three, all futures transactions whether for agricultural or nonagricultural commodities should be treated the same.
Four, public participation in the market will be diminished and will
adversely affect futures trading and will in turn (a) reduce volume
of trading; which in turn will (b) reduce liquidity; and thus (c) reduce the benefit of competition to get an accurate price disclosure of
the commodities traded.
Five, probably cause a significant number of commercial traders to
use foreign markets to hedge copper, silver, gold, and other nonagricultural commodities. This probably will, in turn, reduce our balance
of payments.
The volume of trading in nonagricultural commodities in 1976 was
8,892,389 futures contracts. It appears that the volume of trading in
nonagricultural commodities will be greater in 1977.
If the amendment to H.R. 6715 is passed, it could have a very significant effect on the volume of trading in nonagricultural commodities
by the investing public.
I thank you, sir.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
The next witness will be Lee H. Berendt
STATEMENT OF LEE H. BERENDT, PRESIDENT, COMMODITY
EXCHANGE, INC., NEW YORK, N.Y.
Mr. BERENDT. Senator Byrd, members of the subcommittee. I am Lee
H. Berendt, president of the Commodity Exchange, Inc., generally
known as Comex. In terms of trading activity, Comex is the largest
metals futures market in the world and the third largest futures
market in this country.
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I certainly appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today to
speak in opposition to section 2(u) and discuss what I consider its very
serious imp act on our industry. This amendment proposes to limit the
6-months holding period exceptions for commodity futures contracts
to "agricultural" contracts.
Mr. Chairman. I fully appreciate the time constraints which your
committee faces in attempting to move H.R. 6716 through the legislative process as a necessary adjunct to the successful implementation
of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. However. I must. point out that this
particular section of the bill really is not technical in nature. Rather. it
is extremely substantive in its impact on our count r-'s futures markets.
For this reason. I was particularly distressed by: Mr. Lubick's testimony before your committee on WeAnesday on behalf of the Treasury
Department which suggested that the bill. as passed by the House of
Representatives. encompasses only "essential technical clarifications of
the underlying policy decisions embodied in the 1976 act." We must
take issue wit% this Judgment that totally disregards the factual situation, at least as it affects this particular section of the bill.
I would like to add that my views in this regard are also shared by
the Commodity Futures Trmting Commission. the Federal agency
charged by Congress with the responsibility of overseeing futures
markets.
Mr. Chairman. with your consent. I would like to submit, at this
time. for the record a copy of a letter dated October 21. 1977, from
Chairman- William Baglev*of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission to Senator Tamacige in his capacity as chairman of the Senate
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition. and Forestry. which committee
has primary juris diction over these markets.
Senator B&YRD. The letter will be included in the record.
[The material referred to follows:]
COMMODITY FUtURES TRADING COMMISSION.

Wa.sh ington., D.C., October 21, 1977.
Re H.R. 6715.
Hon. HERmA.x E. TALMADGE.
Chairman, Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry,U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR M&. CHAIRMAN : The above measure, as you know. is before you In Senate
Finance and would make technical and clerical adjustments to the Tax Reform
Act of 1976. Also as you know. section 2(u) of H.R. 6715 would apply different
capital gains holding periods for "agricultural" and nonagricultural commodity
futures contracts.
While I am not concerned about the actual tax aspects of H.R. 6715, I am concerned about any tax distinction between different commodity futures which
would falsely affect one market or another. I personally can see no rational reason
for such a distinction but can see a skewing of liquidity and dislocation of capital
disfavoring one large segment of commodity trading. TaZ neutrality-i.e, no distinction-would appear to be the best policy.
Since your Agriculture Committee has general Jurisdiction over all commodity
futures traded and all CFTC regulated markets, it would seem logical for the
Committee to study the impact of this proposal change. No committee of Congress
has done so to date.
I pass along this suggestion personally as someone who now knows a little
something about Commodity markets but also as a former chairman of a legislative Taxation committee who has dealt with the issue of "tax neutrality" over the
years.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM T. BAGLT.
9S-902-77---8
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Mr. BERExDT. At this time, Mr. Chairman. I would like to review
what I consider to be the rather unusual history of this amendment
and the fact that it is not technical but highly substantive and controversial: creates, for the first time in our history, a distinction in
capital gains treatment which would be unfairly discriminatory and
detrimental to certain contract markets: and is'based on faulty reasoning. Let me explain.
The holding period for long-term capital gains treatment of futures
contracts has always been uniform. Under pre-1976 law, futures contracts were subject to a 6-month holding period. The Tax Reform Act
of 1976 increased the holding period generally for long-term capital
gains treatment. but provided that "futures transactions in any commodity" would continue to be eligible for the 6 months holding period.
However. the report of the Ways and Means Committee on that
legislation incorrectly described the exception as providing that "gains
on agricultural commodity ftures contracts are exempted from the
increase in the holding period."
As a result of the confusion that resulted from the discrepancy
between the report language and the language of the statute itself. an
internal revenue ruling was issued. The ruling supported the clear
language of the statute and continued a uniform tax treatment for all
fut ures contracts.
The purpose of H.R. 6715 was to correct certain technical azpectz
of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Comex supports tflat concept. However. section 2(u). by limiting the 6 months holding period exception
to "agricultural" futures contracts would. for the first time. draw a
distinction for tax purposes between different types of future.
contracts.
H.R. 6715 passed the House under suspension on October 17. 1977.
- It is now pending before the Senate Committee on Finance.
Comex is deeply concerned that the consequences of such a discriminatory distinction were not fully considered. but passed as a technical amendment. The measure was not subject to hearings in the
House or to any meaningful deliberation. It is like saving that different tax treatment should be afforded to investors in IBM stock as
compared to investors in Xerox stock.
Comex believes that the subject amendment is far from beinz
merely technical. It has enormous substantive significance. Discriminatorv and unfavorable tax treatment may severely limit. and
eventually might eliminate, the ability of those who produce. process.
use, market, and finance metals to effectively hedge their transactions
in these commodities in the United States.
The result could be the destruction of Comex as a viable institution.
as well as impairment of the performance and capability of all other
nonagricultural futures contracts. Contract markets---commodity
exchanges perform a vital and extremely sophisticated role in the
economy of the United States. My format statement discusses this in
detail.
In order for commodity exchanges to effectively perform their
functions, it is essential tlat trading include substantial public participation. A futures market without public participation is unable
to generate the trading volume that provides necessary breadth and
liquidity.
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If the amendment passed by the House becomes law. public investors will shift their interest from those commodity futures with a
longer holding period and will tend to trade in those futures contracts
that offer the possibility of a long-term capital gain after 6 months.
It should be noted that the bulk of trading volume in all commodity
futures is in contracts having a maturity of less than 12 months. In
addition, such longer term participation would not add liquidity to
the market.
Hedgers generally are invoved in near- to mid-term maturities which
would gain little benefit from public interest in trading maturities
greater than 12 months. Eventually. hedgers would start to leave the

market for more liquid competitive markets, and public traders would
find less reason to remain. As further liquidity is siphoned from the

market, commercial hedgers will tend to use the market still less.
This potential decline is even more of a reality to Comex since
foreign hedge markets that actively compete for the same business
will attract'hedgers. The vicious cy:cle would continue, in that. even
if the public disregarded tax treatment, it would go to the now more
liquid foreign markets.
Comex beieves- that the underlings logic for distinguishing between
agricultural and nonagricultural fliturn-, contract is faultIv. It has
been suggested that because agricultui-al commodities have a growing
season of less than 1 year, it would 1 ~e imposible for hedges to
obtain long-term capital gains if the holding period was 1 year.
The flaw in this analysis is that hedgers realize ordinary income or
loss az the result of futures transactions no matter what the holding
period or the commodity.
Another justification for special tax treatment for agricultural futures contracts is that such commodities are perishable. This is a
specious argument. -since it is the futures contract- which is traded
and not the agricultural commodity itself.
Critically. the amendment does not contain any definition of what
constitutes an "agricultural futures contract." There are a number
of futures contracts in processed commodities uch ,-z those in frozen
concentrated orange juice. soybean oil. and meal. lumber and plywood.
These are nonseasonable, nonperishable products. What about futures
contracts for cocoa and coffee which have no significant domestic crop.
and animal products such as cattle. hoas. and frozen pork bellies ?
The lack of definition is critical because it expands the potential
impact to a broad group of futures contracts which combined with
readily defined nonagricultural conimodit;.s, account for more than
50 percent of the total annual futures volume.
In conclusion, it is clear that section 2(u) represents a sig nificant
departure from present tax policy. The amendment is not technical
but highly substantive. and will destroy the historicallv uniform, fair.
and equal tax treatment afforded all futures transactions.
If Congress. in its wisdom. determines that such a change in fundamental tax policy is desirable. Comex thinks it should not be accomplished under the ouise of a technical amendments bill passed in the
waning hours of this session of Congress. Instead. such critical action
should be the subject of separate legislation afforded full deliberation
and study.
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Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to appear
before you today. If you have any questions, I will try to answer them.
Senator Brn. Thank you, gentlemen.
I might say, at this pint, that the committee has received a letter
from Senator Javits of New York. taking the same position that the
panel has taken. and I will put that letter in the record at this point.
[The material to be furnished follows:]
U.S. SE.-ATE,

Wagh ingt on. D.C., October 27, 1977.
Hon. H.m yaaF. BYRD. Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Ta.ration and Debt Management Generally, Senate
Committee on Finance, Russell Suaate Olffce Building. lWashington. D.C.
DEAR HaUTy: I am concerned about a particular section of H.R. 6715 which is
presently before your sub-committee for consideration.
As you are aware, H.R. 6715, the Technical Corrections Act of 1977, was meant
to make only technical and clerical adjustments to the Tax Reform Act of 1976
iPublic Law 94-455). My concern relates to Section 2t u) of H.R. 6715 which is,
for the first time. making a distinction in the tax treatment of the capital gains
holding period between agricultural and nonagricultural commodity futures contracts. I believe that to make such a distinction would have a fundamental
adverse impact on the liquidity and stability of the entire futures contracts
market.
Such a distinction in the treatment of the capital gains holding period undoubtedly will cause a flight of capital from the nonagricultural commodity
markets in this nation and would consequently cause an artificial and inflationary
rise in the pricing mechanisms of the agricultural commodity markets. Conversely, it should be noted that to make no distinction In the treatment of agricultural and nonagricultural capital gains holding period would have no adverse
impact on the agricultural commodity markets themselves.
In addition, such a distinction would be highly discriminatory towards New
York City, where a vast majority of nonagricultural commodity futures contracts
are traded. thereby creating a further flight of capital from New York. I understand that representatives of some of the New York commodity exchanges will be
testifying before your sub-committee later this week.
I welcome your subcommittee's providing the opportunity this week for the
issue to be aired on its merits (the first opportunity. I might note. in either
the consideration of this measure or last year's Tax Reform Act for a discussion
on the merits). In connection with the hearings. I would ask you to consult
with the Government National Mortgage Association and the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission in addition to the Treasury Department for their views of
this issue.
As this is a substantive change In the law. not a technical one. I would urge
you, Mr. Chairman. to seek deferral of action on this particular section until
such time as its impact may be considered by the additional committees in both
Houses of Congress with jurisdiction over the commodity futures markets and
the Government National Mortgage Association. The Technical Corrections Act
is not, I believe, the appropriate measure to be used for a change in the law
that will have such a fundamental and widespread impact on the liquidity of our
commodity markets.
I will appreciate your consideration of this request.
With best wishes.
Sincerely,

JACOB K. JAvxr.

Senator ByRD. Let me ask you this. When did it come to voui-r atten-tion that there was a proposed change in the law in regard to the tax
treatment of commodity futures contracts?
Mr. Bmmtu-r. Comex first learned of the intent to make this technical correction September 23. That was the date.
Senator Brn. Did you have an opportunity to present your case.
to the House?

Mr.

Brm,,-irvr. No, sir.

III
Senator BYRD. Does the panel as a group favor continuing the law
as it is now?
M r. BERENDT. Yes.
Senator BYRD. What groups favor the limitation only to agricultural commodities?
Mr. CLAOErr. I do not know of any.
Senator BYRD. Do any of you know how this limitation got in the
House bill?
Mr. CLAGtMr. No, sir.
Mr. LrEBEECK. The answer to that is we wish we did.
Senator BYRD. I agree with the panel that this is not, in my judg-

ment, a technical correction. It is a very substantial change in the
tax law.
Whether it should be made or should not be made is one aspect of
it. but the other aspect is that it is not a technical correction. That
being the case I, as one member of the committee, would favor eliminating this from the technical corrections bill and if those that favor
the proposal that is currently in the technical corrections bill want
to make a case for it at some future date, I will listen to it with an
open mind.
But. at this moment. I do not think it is an appropriate proposal for
a so-called technical corrections bill.
Thank you, gentlemen, for your testimony.
[At the request of Mr. Beiendt the following communication was
made a part of the record:]
E. F. HtTo.v & Co., I.-c.,

NATIONAL COMMODITY D.P.RTMEXT.

.N'cw York, N.Y., October 26, 1977.

Mr. LzE H.

BERENDT,

Prc.0ident. Conmnodity Exchange, Inc.,

N"ew York.

.1'.
We understand that you intend to testify before the Senate
Finance Committee concerning the section of Bill No. 11R 6715 concerning the tax
treatment of capital transactions in commodity futures contracts whereby "agricultural" commodities would retain a holding period of six months for long term
capital gains. whereas other commodity futures transactions would be treated
in the same manner as other capital transactions.
Accordingly. as one of the leading commodity futures brokers on your Exchange and other Exchanges, we would like you to have our views on this
subject :
The commodities futures markets are a very important mechanism in the
movement of basic commodities from producer to consumer. This mechanism
allows the producer. dealer. processor and user to shift price risks to others.
The speculator pays for the privilege of accepting price risks that commercial
users wish to avoid. Substantial speculative activity is needed in every market
to provide the liquidity, as well as the risk capital. to enable commercial users
to obtain good executions on sizable orders, which is necessary if futures markets
are to serve the function for which they were created at the least possible cost
to the commercial user.
The nature of commodity price moves does not normally encompass trends
of more than 6 to 9 months and moves of such a length of time occur infrequently.
If the holding period were extended to 12 months, it is likely that considerably
less speculative capital would be made available to the commodities futures
markets from Individuals in high tax brackets.
Trading records show that the total volume of trading on commodities exchanges has gone from a value of $42. billion in 1960 to $820. billion in 1976.
Further, governmental statistics show clearly that of the total volume, commercial
users have ncreased their percentage to a substantial extent in recent years,
while speculative activity as a portion of the total has dropped sharply. The
commodities future markets need more speculative capital if they are to continue
GF_.;TLEMEN:
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to perform their functions in the superb manner that has been exhibited in the
past four years of violent price movement.
Accordingly, we believe it is vital that the holding period be kept at 6 months
for all markets.
Furthermore, a review of the volume of trading, outstanding contracts, etc.
clearly shows that the bulk of commercial positions are placed in delivery
months that mature within 6 to 9 months and that very little commercial partlc.
Ipation as a percentage of the total is in delivery months more than a year
from the current date.
Anything that causes speculators to initiate positions in the most distant
months diffuses the effect of the speculative capital, and could tend to make
nearer months, where the bulk of commercial trading takes place, less fluid and
less liquid than would otherwise be the case.
In any event, we strongly believe that all commodities futures transactions
should have the same tax treatment. To give speculators the incentive to place
funds in one group of markets as opposed to others is not fair treatment to the
producers and users of non-agricultural commodities. Any severe loss of liquidity
in such markets could result in increased costs of moving the commodity from
producer to user. Furthermore, commodity futures markets do exist in other countries. Reduced liquidity in U.S. markets, for whatever reason, can lead to a shift
in trading from U.S. commodities exchanges to exchanges in foreign countries.
While we have never seen figures on U.S. markets, recent statistics released
in the U.K. show that the U.K. invisible earnings amounted to pound 247. million
from commodity exchange operations in 1976.
Liquid commodities futures markets are important to the economy of the
U.S., to the producers, handlers, processors and consumers of the United States,
and we hope that the proposed legislation will be amended accordingly so that
they may continue to provide the facilities which have enabled them to become
the most efficient markets in the world and to insure that such facilities remain
in the U.S.
Yours sincerely,
DAVID

T. JOHNSTON,

Directorand Senior Vice President.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Berendt follows:]
STATEMENT OF COMMODITY EXCHANGE, INC., NEW YORK, N.Y., PRESENTED BY
LEE H. BERENDT, PRESIDENT
SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS
Commodity Exchange, Inc. (Comex) opposes § 2(u) of H.R. 6715, which proposes to amend the Tax Reform Act to grant special tax treatment only to agricultural commodities.
The holding period for long term capital gains treatment of futures contracts
has always been uniform. This uniformity was sustained in the Tax Reform Act
of 1976, which allowed an exception for all futures transactions.
The amendment was passed without hearings or deliberation as a technical
amendment. The amendment is, in fact, substantive and will result in discriminatory treatment.
(a) Unfavorable tax treatment will result in an inability of metals futures
to perform their proper economic function as a hedging vehicle.
(b) Necessary public participation will shift to futures contracts offering
more favorable tax treatment and adversely affect all non-agricultural
futures contracts.
(c) Underlying logic for distinguishing between agricultural and non.
agricultural futures contracts is not valid.
The amendment does not define the term "agricultural" which will lead to
further confusion, ambiguity and questioning of the provision.
The distinction will cause a decline in trading activity in non-agricultural
commodity futures and would have critical adverse impact on Comex, its members. the general flifancial community, New York City and State, and the
consuming public.
Commodity Exchange, Inc. (Comex) is a designated contract market for
futures trading in copper, gold and silver. In addition, the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission, the Federal agency charged by Congress with overseeing
the futures industry, recently approved the exchange's application for trading
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in zinc futures. In terms of trading activity, Comex is the largest metal futures
market in the world and the third largest futures market in this country. During
the twelve months ended June 30, 1977, 6,013,871 futures contracts were traded
on Comex, accounting for 14.5% of the total volume of futures traded in the
United States.
As the leading metals futures market, Comex respectfully submits this statement in opposition to 12(u) of H.R. 6715 which proposes an amendment to
Section 1402(d) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 relating to the capital gains
treatment of futures contracts. Comex intends to bring pertinent facts to the
attention of the Committee that will clearly demonstrate:
That the amendment is not technical but highly substantive and controversial;
That a distinction in capital gains treatment resulting from the amendment
would be unfairly detrimental to certain contract markets;
That the rationale for such a distinction is based upon faulty reasoning.
The holding period for long term capital gains treatment of futures contracts
has always been uniform. Under pre-1976 law, futures contracts were subject to
a six month holding period. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 increased the holding
period generally for long term capital gains treatment, but provided an exception
for "futures transactions in any commodity", which continued to be eligible for
the six month holding period on a uniform basis. However, the report of the
Ways and Means Committee on that legislation described the exception as providing that "gains on agricultural commodity futures contracts are exempted
from the increase In the holding period". As a result of the confusion which
resulted from the discrepancy between the report language and the language of
the statute itself, an Internal Revenue Ruling was issued. The ruling supported
the clear language of the statute, and continued a uniform tax treatment for
all futures contracts.
As we understand it, the purpose of H.R. 6715 is to correct certain technical
aspects of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. An amendment (12 (u) of the bill) offered
in the Ways and Means Committee by Mr. Rostenkowski, would propose to alter
the uniform tax treatment for futures contracts by limiting the holding period
exception to "agricultural" futures contracts. This would, for the first time, draw
a distinction for tax purposes between different types of futures contracts. H.R.
6715 passed the House, under suspension, on October 17, 1977, and is now pending
before the Senate Committee on Finance.
Comex is deeply concerned that the consequences of such a discriminatory
distinction were not fully considered but passed as a technical amendment. The
measure was not subject to hearings in the House or to any meaningful deliberation. There is no reason or apparent logic for the creation of different tax treatment for absolutely like transactions. It is like saying that different tax treatment should be afforded to investors iu IBM stock as compared to investors in
Xerox stock.
Obviously, the authors of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 took Into account that
there were significant differences between the finite life of a futures contract
and the longer term life of other investment vehicles. Futures contracts, whether
agricultural or non-agricultural, have certain distinct differences from other
capital holdings. The most significant difference is that an ordinary capital item.
such as a security or real estate, has an infinite life, while a futures contract
has a finite life that ranges from twelve months to a maximum of twenty-four
months.
Nothing has developed during the Intervening period to alter this conclusion.
Certainly no record has been developed In this, or the last, Congress to support
such a dramatic change in the law. Similarly, there has been no redefinition of
futures contracts that would set apart a trade in an agricultural commodity and
one In a non-agricultural commodity. Therefore, it would appear that the exception granted to all futures transactions is still valid.
Comex believes that the subject amendment Is far from being merely technical:
it has enormous substantive significance. Discriminatory and unfavorable tax
treatment may severely limit and, eventually, might eliminate the ability of
those who produce, process, use, market and finance metals to effectively hedge
their transactions in these commodities In the United States. The result could be
the debilitation of Comex as a viable institution, as well as impairing the performance and capability of all other non-agricultural futures contracts.
Contract markets (commodity exchanges) perform a vital and extremely
sophisticated role In the economy of the United States. For the purposes of this
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statement, two highly important functions result. Through the mechanism of
hedging, the market enables commercial interests to obtain low cost protection
against adverse price fluctuations In the commodities in which they deal. In
addition, the market provides price discovery, that Is. a means by which commercial interests and the public can determine what the future value of a commodity will be through the interaction of market forces. While we have expressed
these highly critical functions in basic terms, they are the result of highly complex and technical market forces that can be easily imbalanced, particularly by
lll-concelved governmental action.
In order for commodity exchanges to effectively perform these functions, it is
essential that trading include substantial public participation. A futures market
without public participation is unable to generate the trading volume that provides
necessary breadth and liquidity. Lacking these ingredients. hedges cannot
readily enter and leave the market without creating price distortions and thereby
Increasing the cost of hedging. Concommitantly, a futures market without public
participation and hedger liquidity becomes a poor barometer of prices.
The history of futures markets indicates that there Is frequent and strong
correlated movement of most major commodity groups. when broad based trends
develop in response to economic influences. If the amendment passed by the
House becomes law, public Invest.ors will shift their interest from those commodity futures with a longer holding period and will tend to trade in those
futures contracts that offer the possibility of a long term capital gain after six
months. It should be noted that the bulk of trading volume in all commodity
futures is In contracts having a maturity of less than twelve months.
If the expectancy of reward between an agricultural or a non-agricultural
futures contract is similar, certainly it follows that the public trader will enter
the market offering the potential of more favorable tax treatment.
At best, public participation in a futures market receiving longer term capital
gains treatment would manifest itself in trading of contracts with a maturity
of twelve months or more. To attract such participation, the prospect of a major
long term trend would have to be apparent. Problematically. commodity prices
rarely trend uninterruptedly, so that the sustenance of public interest would be
difficult to maintain. In addition, such longer term participation would not add
liquidity to the market. Hedgers generally are involved in near to mid-term
maturities which would gain little benefit from public interest In trading maturities greater than twelve months. Eventually, hedgers would start to leave
the market for more liquid competitive markets and public traders would find
less reason to remain. As further liquidity is siphoned from the market, commercial hedgers will tend to use the market still less.
This potential decline is even more a reality to Comex since foreign hedge
markets, which actively compete for the same business, will attract hedgers.
The vicious cycle would continue, in that. even if the public disregarded tax trmatmnent, it would go to the now more liquid foreign market.
While Comex certainly views these potential developments as having almost
destructive impact on Its metals contracts, the spillover into other markets
must be noted. Other non-agricultural futures contracts would suffer the same
consequences, although somewhat ameliorated by lack of direct competition
from foreign markets. Moreover. since investment capital will flow to futures
contracts afforded the most favorable tax treatment. a dislocation and disruption
could occur in agricultural as well as non-agricultural markets.
Comex believes that the underlying logic for distinguishing between agricultural and non-agricultural futures contracts is unclear. It has been suggested
that because agricultural commodities have a growing season of less than one
year, that it would be impossible for hedgers to obtain long term capital gains
if the holding period was one year. The flaw in this analysis is that hedzers realIze ordinary income or loss as the result of futures transactions, no matter what
the holding period or the commodity."
Another justification for special tax treatment for agricultural futures contracts is that such commodities are perishable. This is a specious argument. since
it is the futures contracts which are traded and not the actual commodities. Hedgi Cora Products Refining Co. v. Commissioner, 215 F.2d 512 (2nd Cir. 1954). See,

-lso, I 1233(g) IRC and Regulation 11.1233-1(6).
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ing activities generally take place well in advance of crop harvest. Furthermore,
it is frequently stated that a relatively small percentage of futures contracts are
fulfilled by actual delivery of the commodity. The delivery figure most often
quoted is some three percent of all futures contracts traded.
Critically, the amendment does not contain any definition of what constitutes
an agricultural futures contract. This can only lead to market confusion and
ambiguity in interpretation. There are a number of futures contracts In processed
commodities such as frozen concentrated orange juice, soybean oil and meal, lumber and plywood. These are non-seasonal and non-perishable products. Substantial questions would be certain to arise as to the tax treatment of these contracts.
Similar questions may arise regarding treatment of contracts for cocoa and coffee,
which have no significant domestic crop, and animal products such as cattle, hogs
and frozen pork bellies. The lack of definition is critical because it expands the
potential impact to a broad group of futures contracts. which combined with
readily defined non-agricultural commodities, account for more than 50 percent
of total annual futures volume.
Of course, there are other factors that critically affect Comex and, to some
degree, other markets dealing in non-agricultural futures contracts. The ramifications are extensive and would require more complete study. In brief, Comex
would be faced with a decline in membership and revenue. The loss of income
to remaining members and the general financial community will-be significant as
trading diminishes and business goes abroad. Obviously, another sector of unemployment would result.
These factors stretch beyond Comex and impact on New York City and State
In terms of loss of jobs and tax revenues.
It is also likely that the consuming public would be faced with higher costs
as hedging capabilities are impaired and costs rise for industry.
In conclusion, it is clear that § 2(u) of H.R. 6175 represents a significant departure from present tax policy. The amendment is not technical but highly substantive, and will destroy the historically uniform, fair and equal tax treatment
afforded all futures transactions. If Congress. in its wisdom, determines that such
a change in fundamental tax policy is desirable, then Comex submits that it
should not be accomplished under the guise of a technical amendments bill passed
in the waning hours of this Congress. Instead, such critical action should be the
subject of separate legislation. afforded full deliberation and study.
For all of these reasons, Comex urges the committee to reject § 2(u) of H?.R
6715.
ADDENDUM

TO STATEMENT OF COMMODITY EXCHANGE, INC.

While Comex opposes § 2(u) of HR. 6715 in its entirety, it feels compelled to

point out that. if the committee does retain this section, it unfairly is made retro-

-active in its application.
Subsection 2 of § 2(u) provides "the amendment made by paragraph (1) shaU
apply to sales or exchanges after December 31, 1977."
Since the subsection speaks of "sales or exchanges," it would apply to futures
contracts previously established In 1977 and sold after year-end.
For example, under the amendment, an investor who, in July 1977, purchased
a nonagricultural (sic) futures contract in the belief that after 6 months he
would be entitled to a long term capital gain. would suddenly discover that he
now must hold that contract for 12 moths" in order to receive a long term capital
gain. However, it was not until September 23, 1977 that the public first Dad nouce
that Congress was ever contemplating such an amendment.
Comex cannot believe the House intended that § 2 (u) have such retroactive impact. For these reasons. Comex urges that subsection 2 of § 2(u) be modified so
that section will apply only to "gain or loss on futures transactions initiated after
the date of enactment."

Senator BYRD. The next witness is Mr. Joseph Kartiganer of New
York who is well known to this committee who has testified before and
we are glad to have you again today.
S

See p. 49, House report No. 95-700.
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STATEMENT OF IOSEPH KARTIGANER, PRIVATE CITIZEN
Mr. KARTrGA-N-E. Thank you, Senator Byrd. It is a pleasure to be
here.
As you indicated, I previously appeared before this subcommittee to
talk generally about the estate and gift tax provisions of the 1976 act.
That was on July 25 of this year when I was a part of the panel composed of Miss Blazek of Washington, D.C., Mr. Costello of your State
of Virginia, and Mr. Eubank of -Texas..ks a panel, we discussed problems which we, as practitioners, had encountered with the 1976 act.
Senator Bi-iD. May I say at this point that your panel, the four of
you, were most helpful to this committee and I want to express the
appreciation of the committee for the tremendous amount of work that
you have done on this problem.
Mr. KARTIOAN-ER. Thank you, sir. 'We have considered ourselves a
panel and we have had continuing discussions as proposals have come
through the House of Representatives and bills have been introduced
here in the Senate, and we have arrived at various consensuses for various bills.
I want to emphasize at this time that, as before, we are speaking as
individuals. We have no authority to speak for any group of which
we are members or committees which we chair, but we do believe we are
representative of practitioners, and experienced practitioners particularly, throughout the country.
In the last panel discussion, we found that we spent almost 80 percent of our time talking about carryover basis. 'When you talk about
the estate and gift tax provisions of the 1976 act, everything pales in
comparison to carryover. We believe that carryover is a technical and
administrative nightmare. It is confiscatory in nature; it is counterproductive in terns of venture capital, the retention of small businesses and farms and perhaps the capital markets generally: and it
certainly runs counter to theprocess.
trend throughout the country for the
simplification of the probate
We believe, and we are unanimous in this recommendation, that
carryover basis is unnecessary and regressive and we advocate repeal.
We support Senator Curtis' bill, S. 1954.
However, we recognize that we are lawyers and cannot influence
except in terms of technical comment the political process, so we have
considered two of the bills that have been introduced, S. 2227 and S.
2228, both introduced by you and Senator Dole. Again. we cannot
choose between bhem because we think the choice is esentiallv political,
but we do believe that if carryover basis is retained, it is vitally
important that it be fixed up.
You cannot leave taxpayers in limbo and cannot leave the situation
as it is today, where nobody in the country knows what to do or how
to do it. And if you are going to fix up carryover basis. we believe
S. 2228 is a marvelous job. There are some flaws that we s but. by
and large. it does as good a job as we think possible in fixing up the
problems in carryover.
I would like to discuss S. 2228. not section by section but concept by
concept.
I think the first important concept, on( vital to the success of that
bill, is the concept of grandfathering pre-1977 assets.
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Grandfathering is important because it is practical. On of the major
problems with carryover is the burden it imposes in terms of searching
records to find out what actual basis was for assets acquired during a
period when nobody thought that records ,had to be kept
. Grandfathering is fair. It eliminates the reverse indexing action of
the current law which says that, if a person has an asset that remains
relatively flat in value and is not a marketable security, the longer he
lives, the more he loses. It is fair because it keeps the rules of the
game intact. It says that people who acquired assets under the old
law are not being told in the. middle of the ballgame, "we are changing the rules." It says to people who require assets in the future, "you
know what you are doing; play it by the new rules." And finally, contrarv to Mr. Lubick's statement yesterday, I do not believe that I ever
heard a complaint by a taxpayer about the unfairness of the old system. Theoreticians thought that there was unfairness and they maybe
right, but I believe that Mr. Lubick's approach in opposing grandfathering is to say that we are going to replace the theoretical, old
unfairness with a very real, current unfairness of greater magnitude.
Perhaps most importantly, grandfathering is equitable and evenhanded in its application. You have no need for special exceptions for
special assets. For example, Mr. Lubick in his testimony yesterday
spent quite a bit of time talking about an insurance bail-out to change
entity purchase agreements to cross-purchase agreements. He does not
talk at all about the problems of renegotiating those agreements, and
there must be thousands, perhaps millions of them, throughout the
country. Every one of them will have to be renegotiated and bargaining positions may well have changed.
Senator Hathaway's bill gives special grandfathering provision for
preferred stock. I (10 not understand why he singles out preferred
stock. Perhaps it is to save it from dividend or capital gains treatment
when it is redeemed to pay taxes. But only some redemption agreeinents refer to preferred stocks. The majority of them refer to common stock. Are you going to have a special exception for common stock
subject to redemption agreements? Grandfathering eliminates all of
those problems because it treats all aspects equally.
Mr. Lubick also talked about two other objections to grandfathering.
The first was that it creates an undesirable lock-in effect. I think that
it is undeniable that there will be some increase of lock-in through
grandfathering, but I do not think the lock-in increase will be significant. It will affect primarily the elderly. The young will still make
investment decisions the way people have always made investment
decisions and the elderly are locked in anyway because they want to
keep their fresh-start adjustment. So the increase, if it exists, will not
be of great magnitude.
The other problem Mr. Lubick addressed was the problem of the
so-called aging of assets, taking new assets and turning them into protected assets by adding them to old corporations. I believe S. 2228
solves that problem by a specific grant of regulatory authority to the
Treasury to prevent any significant addition to an existing asset in
order to grandfather that addition.
The next major aspect of S. 2228, which we approve and are enthusiastic about, is the minimum basis provision which increases the
minimum basis from the current $60,000 to $175,000. I gather from
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the comments that this has received unanimous approval; perhaps I
should not spend too much time on it.
Treasury has come forward with what I think is a desirable improvement--I must say an unexpected one--in adding the $75,000
minimum for the family residence.
On the other hand, they propose reducing the $175,000 by the
amount of the insumnce owned by the decedent. The desirability of
this proposgi involves a policy decision rather than a technical one.
The question is what you are trying to accomplish by the bill. Are you
trying to impose carryover only on those estates which you consider
large, in which case the Treasury proposal makes sense; or are you
trying to eliminate recordkeeping for those estates which are too
small to worry about, in which case the Treasury proposal is counterproductive.
The next major improvement that S. 2228 suggests is making the
adjustment for estate taxes at marginal rather than average rates.
Again, I sense unanimous approval of that; Treasury supported it
yesterday. I am reluctantly inclined to agree with Treasury that you
have to resurrect the old concept of "property not subject to tax." klthough the S. 2228 system has the benefit of simplicity, it works a
material injustice and significantly increases the liquidity problems
of estates.
1e would suggest that the adjustment for basis and the so-called
691 adjustment be rolled together and that the 691 adjustments include State death taxes as well as Federal.
We approve the carry forward of losses provision. That is another
improvement in carryover basis.
We suggest for the consideration of the committee concepts which
are, not in S. 2228.
One is an elective averaging of basis, elective on the part of the
fiduciary and perhaps limited to assets which are being distributed to
the beneficiaries (to eliminate the possibility of using it to minimize
the taxes when vou raise cash requirements). It is important in terms
eliminating aiscriminatory eects of the selection of assets to pass
out to one beneficiary or another.
In terms of the prospective operation of carryover, we would like
to see some provision which would except what we consider noninvestment as-sets. Everybody. when he starts out in life, thinks he is
going to die a millionaire. That means that if he is going to cooperate
with the provisions of carryover, he must keep records of everything
lie purchases. I think it is reasonable to ask him to do that with regard
to investment assets. I am not sure it is reasonable, in fact I think it
is Unreasonable, to ask him to do it with respect to other assets.
'We address also the problem of liquidity, which we think S. 2228
solves very well. We are very pleased with ihe position taken there.
Mr. Lubick takes a position with regard to the income tax provisions
in the Senate bill, which indicates a. fundamental hostility to the entire
concept of section 303. In our experience, we have not found that section 303 is subject to any unusual abuse. All taxpayer relief provisions,
to some extent, are taken advantage of. We do not think this is an
unusual one.
By and large, we think most taxpayers do not want to take advantage of-the deferral provisions. They want to pay their tax, and they
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will do it if they can raise the cash. Section 303 allows them to. But
because carryover now imposes an income tax liability on that method
of raising cash, we believe that 303 should include income taxes as a
redeemable amount. In fact. we believe that the bill should be expanded
to take into account the not insubstantial burden of State income taxes.
I do not want to take any time of the committee to talk at length
about less substantial matters. I do, however, want to call to the attention of the committee that there are at least two areas which either
have not been considered by the Senate bills or in H.R. 6715 or, if
they are in the latter, are not adequately handled.
In the formal submission, we discuss the l)roblems of disclaimers
and transitional rules for generation-skipping purposes. We believe
both of these items are important and deserve the attention of this
committee.
Thank you, Senator. If there are any questions, I would be glad to
respond.

Senator BYnD. Thank you, sir.

I gather from your testimony that you feel that the grandfathering

of pre-1977 assets is a basic anid extremely important part of S. 2228.

Mr. KARTMGANXER. In the real world, Senator, the most serious prob-

lem for the clients-forget the lawyers-is the fact that they do not
have records and there is no way of establishing what went on before.
And to use a system of reverse indexing, such as used in H.R. 6715 and
in the Tax Reform Act, I think is unfair. And the other inequities are
important.
They are important to a substantial portion of the population, pri-

marily the small businessman and the farmer.
Senator BYRD. What I am getting at is that if the grandfathering
of the assets were eliminated from the pending bill, S. 2228, would it
then be a satisfactory piece of legislation?
Mr. KARTIGANER. Removed entirely is your question?
Senator Bym. Yes.
Mr. KARTGANF.R. The answer to that, for me as an individual, would
have to be no because it would leave problems of such magnitude, and
would make administration of carryover basis so difficult, that I
would rather stake my whole case on repeal.
Senator BYRD. Other than grandfathering pre-1977 assets, how could
the fresh-start adjustment be made workable so that it does not discriminate against nonmarketable securities in real estate?
Mr. KARTIGANER. I am not sure that there is a way. I have thought
about it.
One thing that would obviously have to be done is eliminate the
fact that you get an adjustment for only gain purposes and not for
loss purposes. I think that is relatively noncontroversial. That has been
agreed to by everybody who talks about it.
Absent saying that you can go out and appraise everything asof
December 31, 1976, which is worse than carryover to begin with, I
do not know of any system, and the imagination of the people I have
spoken with has not been able to come up with any system, which
works with fairness and does not involve the so-called reverse indexing,
which is the worst part of the fresh start; the longer you live, the more
money you lose.
Senator BymR. The longer you live, the more money you lose?

Mr. KAMTGANR.

Yes.
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Senator BYnD. That is the philosophy?
Mr. KAWrIOANExR That is the philosophy of fresh start as applied to
nonmarketable securities and nonmarketable assets, because it depends
on the ratio of the pre-1977 and post-1976 time. The longer you stretch
the post-1976 time, the lower the basis is, as a percentage of date-ofdeath value. You are on a treadmill just to stay even. If the value of
the asset stays level, you are losing money. You are not increasing its
value, and you are decreasing yourbasis.
Senator BYm. In the testimony against the grandfathering of
assets, Treasury uses as one of its arguments that this part of the bill
could lead to possible abuses and could lead to complexities in drafting
regulations. Your feeling, I gather from your testimony, is that it is
not subject to abuse in any greater degree than any tax legislation
would be subject to?
Mr. KATMGANER. Senator, this problem has always existed. It is
not new. When the Tax Reform Act of 1976 came out, this question
of abuse was already there with regard to old assets and adding new
assets to them. Lecturers throughout the country were talking about
this great idea. We will age the assets.
That is a problem, whatever approach you take, a fresh-start approach or a grandfathering approach. There must be a grant of regulatory authority to the Treasury to take
care of those relatively few
situations which require complicated treatment.
I do not believe it need be statutory. The bill takes the right approach. It is a short, simple statement which says Treasury can look
at it and decide where the areas of abuse are, and stop it. And I do
not think it is reasonable to subject the great masses of the population
to an inequitable bill because there may be some complications in
drafting regulations to stop a very few who are abusing it.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much.
Mr. KARTIGANMR. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kartiganer follows:]
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH KARTIGANER

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, on July 25 of this year, 1,
together with Ms. Blazek and -Messrs. Costello and Eubank, appeared before this
subcommittee to speak in general terms about problems which have arisen in

the planning and administration of estates and trusts because of provisions in
the Tax Reform Act of 1976. The four of us considered ourselves a panel and,
since that hearing, we have continued to discuss the issues raised before and by
your subcommittee and issues raised in connection with H.R. 6715, the technical
corrections bill of 1977.
Upon being notified that your subcommittee would hold hearings on H.R. 6715.
S. 1954 (introduced by Senator Curtis), S. 2227 and S. 2228 (both introduced
by Sentors Byrd and Dole), and S. 2238 (introduced by Senator Hathaway), the
panel decided that there were certain problem areas in the estate and gift tax
field which are of such significance that there was need for the designation of
a spokesman for the panel to appear again before your subcommittee and to
recommend certain steps which we believe to be of overriding importance.
This submission, and my testimony, is our joint effort to record our recommendations.
As was the case in my prior testimony, I appear before you as an individual;
I do not have, and indeed I did not seek, authority to speak either for the New
York law firm of which I am a partner or for any committee or organization
(other than the panel) which I chair or of which I am a working member. To
the extent this submission or my testimony reflects and represents the views
of the other panel members, this same disclaimer applies to them.
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CARRYOVER BASIS

AND

RELATED PROBLEMS

Obviously, the most important problems in the new tax law originate from
the concept of carryover basis. The provisions relating to carryover basis are
extraordinarily complex; the resulting tax is regressive (it imposes a tax burden
on small estates which never had an estate tax liability ever before the Tax
Reform Act and substitutes a capital gains tax liability in "larger" estates which
Congress hoped would be relieved of tax burdens) ; the tax discriminates against
small and closely-held businesses and increases the likelihood that these businesses will be merged into larger. publicly-held companies: and the tax reduces
and perhaps negates entirely the relief which Congress attempted to give to
the small and closely-held businesses through other provisions. We are unanimous in our recommendtion that the simplest. most effective method of curing
the problem of carryover basis is outright repeal. We support S. 1954.
As between the approach taken by S. 2227 and S. 22"2S, we as a panel were unable to secure unanimity. In attempting to choose between the approaches of
these two bills, we are forced to assume that immediate releal of carryover is
not a practical possibility. S. 2227 offers the advantages of time to make a careful study of carryover basis (avoiding the rush and lack of consideration which
were the hallmarks of the 1976 legislative process) and further opportunity to
demonstrate that carryover basis (and its alternatives. AET and capital gains
at death) are all unwise reactions to a problem which was magnified in the press
and in some political quarters beyond all rational bounds. On the other hand. S.
2228 represents such significant improvements to the current rules of carryover
basis that it is difficult to conclude that we should forego the opportunity for
such improvement at this time in the hope of Iberter things in the future: and the
elimination of uncertainty i which would continue if S. 2227 were enacted) is in
and of itself a desirable goal.
We are unanimous that. with regard to carryover basis, both S. 2227 and S.
0=28 are preferable to H.R. 6715.
Putting aside the question of priority, we have made a preliminary review
of the provisions of S. 2-228 and comment on those provisions of the bill relating
to carryover basis.
Grandfathering
We believe that the bill approach of "grandfathering" pre-1977 assets is a
highly significant contribution to the solution of major problems in carryover
basis. It solves the record search problem created by the 1976 Act: it eliminates
the unfairness of attaching a new tax liability to previously structured arrangements and investment decisions: and. perhaps most important. it is equitable and
evenhanded in it. treatment of all taxpayers, regardless of the form of capital
accumulation. We recognize that there is a possible economic effect in that it
increases the "lock-in" potential. but we believe that this is a short-term problem.
affecting primarily the elderly, and that it is a problem which already exists
fin somewhat reduced form) under the "fresh-start" approach taken in the 1976
Act.
The need for grandfatheringg*" is demonstrated graphically by the convolutions
the opponents of grandfathering must go through to do equity in the situations
called to their attention (and. presumably, will go through in the future for
situations they have not yet thought of). Thus. in his testimony before this Subcommittee, Mr. Lubick spent much time on the need to permit special treatment
for life insurance when *'entity" stock purchase agreements are changed to
"cross-purchase" agreements; he does not, however, address the problems which
will be inherent in any attempt to negotiate any single agreement between owners whose interests are now competing, let alone the untold numbers of such
plans throughout the country. Similarly. Senator Hathaway. in S. 22338. provides
a special rule for "fresh start" for preferred stock. presumably to avoid dividend
or capital gains tax problems upon redemption: he does not, however, indicate
why preferred stock should be singled out for special treatment over common
stock which might be, and often is. subject to the same liquidity pressures and
pre-existing purchase agreements. We reiterate: "Grandfathering" is practical.
it is fair, and it is evenhanded-it should be adopted.
Minimum Basis
The provisions increasing the minimum basis adjustment to coincide with the
amounts required for the filing of an estate tax return and causing this adjustment to be made before the estate tax adjustment are also significant improve-
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ments offered by the bill. The "small" estate, the estate which Congress intended
to benefit by the 1976 Act provision relating to the estate tax, would be relieved of
most, and perhaps all, the incredible complications introduced by carryover basis.
Although complications would continue to exist for the larger estate, at least
they would be limited to those estates better able to afford the professional help
required.
Marginal Rate Adjustment
We commend the decision to make the adjustment for death duties at marginal
rates rather than at average rates. Since it is the increase in the value of the
asset which increases the estate tax, it should be the increase in the estate tax
which measures the adjustment.
We note that several policy decisions were made with regard to this adjustment which may create technical difficulties and perhaps unfairness. For example, no account is taken of the differences between Federal and state taxing
approaches; property not subject to tax may receive a basis adjustment; and
the related -691 deduction" provisions take no account of state death duties paid
by an entity other than the estate and, perhaps more importantly. require a twostep computation ,first elimir.ating the estate taxes attributable to appreciation
and then computing the estate tax attributable to the 691 income). We believe
that other approaches, which may be simpler and would probably be more equi.
table, are available and should be considered. For example. the "property not subject to tax" concept of current Section 10"23(f) (4) might be retained: and the
basis adjustment and 691 deduction could be rolled into a single computation.
However, because of the absence of time, we are unable to make a final recommendation on these points.
Carry-forwardof Losses
The bill provision authorizing the estate to make use of unused loss carryovers
Is a provision which satisfies the requirements of elemental fairness and is highly
desirable.
Again, we note some possible technical problems. For example, the exception
provisions are too narrow (they are limited to losses attributable to property
"held" by the decedent and should probably extend to any loss attributable to
any property, whether or not held by the decedent, which reflects adjusted basis
on December 31, 1976) and there should be a provision which eliminates the
possibility of utilizing the loss carry-forward twice once by the estate and once
by a surviving spouse on the return for year of death).
Mr. Lubick, in his testimony yesterday, stated that Treasury opposes "allow[ing] the decedent's capital loss carryover to flow from the estate into the hands
of the heirs.. .", perhaps to be used against other gains. We believe this position
to be lacking in merit. The heirs receive carryover basis property with built-in
income tax liabilities and equity demands they receive the benefit of the losses: if
they use the losses against other property, they will have lost an offset to the
gain built into the inherited property (a position no different from that of any
other taxpayer).
Carryover Bai.s Problems Not Addre8sed by the Bill
Two problems in the area of carryover basis not addressed by the bill relate to
allocation of property among beneficiaries and the need for record searches in
the future. As to the former, we urge that consideration be given to a provision
which would authorize an election by a fiduciary to average cost basis among
various assets so that the assets can be distributed to the decedent's beneficiaries
without the inequities caused by differing cost bases. As to the latter, we urge
consideration of a provision which would exempt from carryover basis "nonInvestment assets" (e.g.. the house, furnishings, cars. hobby items such as
stamps and books, and the like) to eliminate the prospective problems of recordkeeping and record searches. A grant of regulatory authority and. perhaps, a
dollar ceiling, would prevent this approach from creating new "tax -shelters."
We feel strongly that "grandfathering" of pre-1977 assets is the proper approach. However, if it is rejected, we believe that "fresh-start" should apply for
gain and loss purposes (for reasons of equity and simplicity) and. in all basis
adjustment provisions, references to "without regard to section 2032" should be
deleted.
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LIQU'IDrrT PIaOkz s
Closely related to, but analytically different from, the problems of carryover
basis, are the problems relating to liquidity. Here, we are unanimous that
S. 2228 repersents a significant improvement over the 1976 Act provisions and
the provisions of HR. 6715.
The approach taken by S. 2-228 to Setcion 303, although not as generous as we
would have liked, is a significant improvement over current law. We believe
that the old Section 303 worked well and we are not aware of abuses. S. 222$
resurrects the old percentages, 35 percent and 50 percent, but. as to the latter.
applies it to a different amount. Under the old law, the 50 percent was applied to
the taxable estate, the estate after deduction for marital and charitable transfers. The bill applies the 50 percent to the gross estate after deduction for debts
and administration expenses, a significantly higher net figure. which makes it
more difficult to qualify under Section 303.
Mr. Lubick, in his testimony yesterday, took a position hostile to the very
concept of Secdon 303. labeling it a device used primarily for one-time bailouts of
earnings and prfits. From that viewpoint, his position on icome taxes as a
qualifying redemption amount is understandable. However. we dispute the accuracy of his perception. As stated, we have not, in our experience, seen Section
303 abused any more frequently than any other taxpayer relief provision and,
in most cases, it provides the only method fir securing needed liquidity. , As we
testified in July, most taxpayers would rather not resort to the deferral pr,:visions and would prefer to pay the taxes quickly if the funds arn available. 1 The
government, through carryover basis. impsed a tax liability in utilization of
this relief, and we believe that it is equitable t) allow redemptions to pay for this
liability.
In fact, we note that the S. =-2S amendment to Section 303 refers only to
Federal income taxes. We believe that it should refer to state income taxes as
well.
With regard to the provisions relaing to the extension of time within which
to pay estate taxes, we commend the decision to make the definition of closelyheld business in Section 6166A to conform to the definition in Section 6166. However. we urge that consideration be given to additional changes in these two
deferral sections which would authorize the substitution of collateral for lien
purposes and the tax-free exchange of properties: for the farmer and small businessman. such provisions would recognize the economic realities which must be
faced by a decedent's family in attempting to continue the operation as a family
,enterprise.
Finally. we believe that the qualification tests in Section 2032A (special valua.
tion for farms) and Section 6166 ,15-year deferral for closely-held businesses
should be amended to change the qualification test to 50 percent of the gross
estate or 65 percent of the taxable estate ias opposed to the current 65 percent
of the gross estate).
MISCELLA EOS PROBLEMS
Several other significant problems exist as a result of the 1976 Act which are
addressed to some extent in H.R. 671.5 and S. 2228. Other problems exist which
are addressed in neither bill. This Subconmmittee will hear testimony on many
of these areas relating to both policy and technical considerations. I. as ;pokesman tor the panel. would like to limit my comments to what we consider the
more important areas.
Contemplation of Death
We are chastened to find that it is sometimes easier to make recommendations
than to attempt to establish the technique for carrying them out. An example
of this is the question of transfers in contemplation of death.
The panel had recommended that the whole approach to contemplation of
death be changed in view of unification of gift and estate tax rates and that
the three-year rule be eliminated except for the purposes of bringing back into
the estate gift taxes paid with respect to transfers made within the three-year
period. life insrnce transferred within the three-year period, and retained life
Interests released within the three-year period. 2228 adopts this approach.
However, upon reflection, we are concerned that the bill's approach, in its
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search for simplicity, overlooks complications and creates significant loopholes.
For example. the relief provisions of Sections 30,3. 3032A. 6166 and 6166A all relate to the size of the gross estate. If the approach of S. '22 is adopted,
there would be a great incentive to make deathbed transfers of property not Involved in the closely-held business in order to allow the interest in the closelyheld business to qualify. We do not believe that this would be in accord with
congressional intent.
A similar problem arises because of the possitaility of a tax-free transfer to a
spouse. If a deathbed transfer of $100.000 is made. the total amount which can
pass to the surviving spouse free of tax is increased by $50.000. This may or may
not boe in accordance with congressional intent.
Finally. there appear to Ie t"_hnical problems with Sections: )37 and :.
which
must be addressed, and consideration must lae given to whether the Section 2036
reference should be to interests released. rather than to interests held. within the
three-year period.
If the approach of S. 222S is not ad,,pted. we disagree with the approach taken
in I.R. 6715. That bill. because it make,- includibility depend upon whether or
not total transfers to a given individual in a single year would require the filing
of a gift tax return, creates too much of an incentive to argue about valuation
and to arzuti abqout what cnrstirure! a gift. For example. should a Christmas
gift of a necktie be added to transfers made to an adult -on to bring the total
am,,unt of donative transfers from $3.IAK to ..3.010. thereby bringing the entire
amount back int, the e,-tare? However. we do c,,mmend H.R. 6715 in its reoignition of the problems created by "'zplit gifts" made within three years of death,
and urge that Sec.tion 3, hI of H.R. 6715 b-e adopted in that event.
Di ,clai mc-r

S. 0=2F. does not address the question of disclaimers at all: H.R. 6715 addresses them only in terms of a very limited problem. namely a disclaimer by
a surviving sp,,use which result i:. the interest of the surviving sp;Huse passing
to a trust of which the surviving sp,,use is also a beneficiary. We commend the
relief offered by H.R. 671.5 to this limited problem. However. we 1-elieve that
there is a more significant problem created by Section 251S. namely the questions relating to the disclaimer of powers of appointment and fiduciary powers.
Section 251i defines a power as an interest and requires that. for a disclaimer
to be effective, the di.claimned interest must "'a.s"to another person. Since. in
the usual case. a disclaimed powor "disappears-' rather than "'is.
we urge
amendment to section 251 t, eliminate the "'pa.zinz requirement" k-th regard
to, I-,wers. We know of no 1,4,li,'y reason why C,,ngress should make tLe disclaimer

of a power difficult, and perhaps imp
Trantitirinal Ru~t

sble.

for Generatirn.,kippinq Tru*t8

Neither H.R. 6715 nr S. 222S- addross es the unfairness in the 1976 Act's transitional rults relating to generation-.kipping trusts. Separate hearings were held
on this quetion ly the House Ways and Means C-ommirtee and this Subo-mmittee will undoubtedly hecar o-,mment., on this question during today's hearings. We will nor belalor the obvious unfairness of applying retroactive effective dates nor will we 1.elabor the unfairness of penalizing normal activities
-f individual taxpayerz. without giving them sufficient time within which the individiiali and their advisers can learn the new rules. However. we urge thiR
Subcommittee to give consideration to additional transitional rule relief which
would take into account the unc,,untable numbers ,,f individuals who. in ignorance
of the proviia,nz of the new law and without tax avoidance motives, executed
new wills. codicils to old wills. new trust agreements or amendments to old
trutnr agreements before the provisions of the 1976 Act were widely known.
Obvion.zy. thee are nor all of the matters about which we testified in July
or about which we are currently concerned. However. they do represent matters which we. as a panel. believe are of immediate and urgent importance to
taxisayers. to practitioners and t, fiduciaries.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before this subcommittee.

Senator ByRD. The next witness is "Mr. David Hardee. chairman.
Committee on Carryover Bazis. American Bar Association. Section of
Taxation: accolnlpanied by Mr. George Hauptfuhrer. immediate past
chairman of American Bar Association. Section of Real Property,
Probate and Trii-t Law.
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First, I want to welcome each of you: and second. since I note that
you are chairman. Mr. Hardee. of-the Committee on Carryover Basis,.
it just occurred to me that it may be well for you, in beginning your
testimony, to fir -t define for the 'record so we will'have it here in the
committee hearing, define for the record carryover basis.
STATEMENTS OF DAVID HARDER. CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
CARRYOVER BASIS. AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, SECTION OF
TAXATION, AND GEORGE HAUPTFUHRER, IMMEDIATE PAST
CHAIRMAN. AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION. SECTION OF REAL
PROPERTY, PROBATE AND TRUST LAW, ACCOMPANIED BY LIPMAN REDMAN. CHAIRMAN-ELECT. SECTION OF TAXATION. AND
DORIS BLAZE
Mr. REDIAN. Mr. chairmann . before we proceed. if I might. since
my naiie doe,, not appear on ti.e printed program. let mie be very brief
and identify inveif and identify also mv role.
I an Lipman Red-nan. of WAashin,,,ou. D.C.. chairman-elect of the
actionon of Taxati,.n of the American Bar A;sociation. My presence
here i, to iake a few preliminary points andi to expres- the regrets of
the chairman of our .ection. MIr. .Jin Pennell. of Chicago. who is participatinc in a tax institute elsewhere in the country and. because of
the shortt notice of thee hearing. , wa-, unable to extricate hiniself front
that commitment. Mv pre-ene is designed to underscore the interest
of these two sections of the American Bar Association in the subject
matter of carryovor ba ,.Because we speak for two sections of the
ABA. which sectionz- represent 4-.,-'-,members. I would make the
point that we operate within certain restrictions in the area of our
testimony and written 4-atement.
We have to follow various ABA procedures in order to be able to
speak for these sections and. in these circumstances today. we speak
only for these two secnons and not for the American Bar As-ociation generally.
MIr. Hauptfuhrer and Mr. Hardee. whom you have identified, will
divide between them-and I really accompany them. rather than their
accompanying me. because they are the primary experts in the areathey will divide the area for discussion purposes. 'With Miss Doris
Blazek. a member of the committee. perhaps we can field whichever
questions the chairman may have.
In view of your request. if you would defer your request. Mr. Hauptfuhrer will proceed. followed'by Mr. Hardee. "
Mr. HArTFTHRER. My name is George Hauptfuhrer. I am the immediate past chairman of the American Bar Association. section of
real property. probate. and trust law. As Mr. Redman just indicated. r
am here to comment on the very strong views of our 2-2.000 members,
who regard themselves as the men in the trenches, the men who are
dealing with families at the time of death.
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The technical aspects are in our paper; Mr. Hardee will get to those.
I would like to comment on the broader issues, as our section sees them
almost with total unanimity.
So many of the comments which have been made and which we have
read from the tax experts seem to view taxes as in a vacuum, without
any regard to the human aspects involved at the time of death.
'We think these comments cannot see the forest for the trees. At the
time of death, a family is under unusual stress, unusual burdens, unusual economic burdels. Not only do you have the costs, which are
usually substantial. of the last illness and the funeral and the administration's expenses, but you have a tremendous income loss, usually, in
the primary wage earner. This. in itself. is a traumatic event in almost
every family.
We have been concerned about this for years. Mr. Chairman. What
our section has done to reduce the time and costs at death is to promote the Uniform Probate Code. We also have a statement of princi-ples to cut down expenses. including lawyers' fees. particularly in
modest estates. those just getting into the Federal estate tax level: We
labored hard with the stock exchange so that transfers of securities
could be made easier and simpler and less costly, and we are now
working with the National Center for State Courts so that the accounting process can be made easier.
We view these things as major steps forward.
In that context and in the greater context of the law, we view carryover basis as a giant step backward. On a scale of 1 to 10. when we
look at all of the problem areas in the tax reform measures in 1976,
carryover is at the top. It is No. 10. There is not another problem we
have that would rise above the level of No. 3. Carryover is the main
problem that the people have today in settling estates.
Why? You have heard many of the reasons. I would just like to hit
the highlights from the perspective of our people who are probating
estates. We think it is unfair to change the rules. No one said it better
than former Solicitor General Griswold. I believe you read his letter
to you into the record.
' ext, you have unreasonable administration expenses. and Mr. Eubank and Mr. Costello testified to that at the earlier hearing. You have
unreasonable delay. You do not know what the tax values are for
basis until you complete the estate tax audit. The administrative burden is retrogressive.
Our strongest feelings are in two areas. People just have not kept
the records to comply, No. 1. That goes to the past. And No. 2, it is
unreasonable to expect them to keep those kinds of records for the
future when you are talking about all aspects of one's life.
As Mr. Kartiganer said, everybody hopes to get into the Federal
estate tax brackets. I wonder if you. or other members of the committee. or other people here in the audience live their lives so that all of
their records are spread out in a bookkeeping fashion from day one,
and that includes wedding presents, birthday gifts, grandfather presents, et cetera, et cetera.
It is unrealistic to impose that kind of a recordkeeping burden on
the people of this country.
We think that whel'the carryover basis concept was introduced
there were representations made of unwarranted discrimination. We
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believe that, in the totality of the law, that is an unfair and inaccurate
representation.
We also believe that the representations with regard to what that
tax law did to businessmen and farmers, in light of carryover, that
representation was for closely held businessmen and farmers totally
inaccurate. Mr. Costello in his earlier testimony before the committee emphasized that point. Basically it boils down to, if we have
friends like that, one does not need enemies.
In short, Senator, we beg-and I say that word deliberately-we
beg for repeal of carryover basis. We think that the whole system of
self-assessment of taxation, and its survival, depends on repeal of
carryover basis. We think that the whole system of self-assessment of
taxation, and its survival, depends on repeal of carryover. We think
that the bookkeeping problems run through almost every alternative
that has been suggested. and we urge that. becauLse this area is so complex, when a bill is prepared that we have an opportunity to comment
on the actual language of the bill. We just do not think that 6 days is
enough. because of the complexities.
Thank you very much.
Mr. HRDEIE. 'Mr. Chairman. I am David Hardee from Charlotte,
N.C. I am chairman of the carryover basis committee on the section of
taxation.
Before I answer your question directly. I think it is good to put
carryover basis in the right perspective. Oftentimes we get so bogged
down in the detail that we forget to see the forest for the trees.
The most important thing for us to do initially is to define the
problem. The problem, presumably, is we have unrealized appreciation
that under former law was getting a tax step-up in basis. Presumably
that is the problem. The problem is defined in terms of lost revenues
from assets with unrealized appreciation which are, in the broad scope
of things, carryover basis property.
Then we need to define that carryover basis property and how much
lost revenue is going through the old step-up in basis.
There is no current analysis of how much unrealized appreciation is
going untaxed each year. It is almost elemental that we know how much
this revenue, this lost revenue, is before we can define the problem.
And then, after we define the problem, come up with a cure.
If we define the problem, then, as lost revenues, we have to apply to
that problem all of the policy considerations that might mitigate that,
such as the desire to keep farms in the families rather than ending up
in agribusiness, and keeping closely held businesses in the community
rather than having them merged into national corporations.
In addition, there is the problem of inflation: a great deal of
unrealized appreciation these days is attributable to inflation. In the
past 10 years. inflation has exceeded well over 50 percent and yet the
stock market is down 200 points.
This is a real problem that we, today. do not have a handle on. It is
more important for us to define the size of this problem; then we can
develop a handle on it.
Once we put a dollar value on this problem we can look at the supposed cures, one of which is carryover basis. another of which may be
capital gains at death or some other appreciation estate tax concept.
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Then we can see if the cost of the cure is worth the gain, and I submit
to you that the cost, in terms of administrative flexibility and what it
does to our self-assessment tax system, is not worth the candle.
Even if carryover basis can be corrected by the Byrd bill and there
are no technical flaws in the Byrd bill. we have some fundamental problems remaining with carryover basis. The first and foremost is that the
Treasury yesterday said that carryover basis applies only to 2 percent
of the taxpayers. Tlat is true at death. but I have a client who comes in
to me and he says. do I have to keep records of everything I do all my
life? And I say, it depends on whether you have an estate of $175,000
that. yes, you do. If you do not, then there is
or not. If you have it over bill.
no need tounder the Byrd
The fact and the point I am trying to make is that we do not know

then, and it is an unconscionable l6urden to impose on 40. 50, 60 percent
of the population to go through the problems of keeping up with the
cost basis of his storn windows that. he puts on his house on Saturdays
so that these records may be available at death (if. indeed, he does
have an estate tax problem). only to tax this 2 percent of the population at death.
Further. you have other people. I recall an instance I had in an

estate of $250.000. a farm family, a 150-acre farm. Normally you do
not think of those people as being wealthy, but. nonetheless', they
had a death tax problem. They had all of the problems of carryover
basis.
And I was counseling the wife on these problems and she looked at
-me and said. we have never had an income of greater than $15.000 a
year. She could not understand that. She had no idea that their little
150-acre farm was now worth $-250.00).

The point I am trying to make is that many people unsuspectingly

will not keep these records even if you do it prospectively. It is for these%
reasons that the section of taxation has concluded that outright repeal
is very appropriate and absolutely essential. But because we do not
have a dollar figure on the lost revenues. I understand the joint committee staff is reprograming their computer and updating their figures;
but their figures are not ready. So we take the position that a 2-year
moratorium will first. allow us to define the problem of this unrealized
appreciation: and second. to examine the solution. whether it be carryover basis. modified carryover basis. or some other alternative, not in
the pressure-cooker atmosphere that we got carryover basis in the first
instance, but rather in a proper legislative process that gives us plenty
of time to comment and critique the problems of grandfathering assets,
tfie pro ration rule. and all of the other fundamental problems. We
have four bills now that we are trying to juggle around on 8 days'
notice and come up with a solution that will-be a long-term, viable
solution.
We cannot do it at this time. We need this moratorium.
We will be glad to entertain your questions.
Senator ByD. Thank you.

Treasury yesterday said that S. 2228, if enacted with some modifi-

cations which Treasury recommends. would solve most of the carryover
basis problems, but I assume that this panel does not agree with that

assertionI
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Air. REDMAN. Mr. Chairman, the panel might have some individual
comments with regard to various aspects of S. 2228, but as spokesmen
for the Section on Taxation and Real Estate, Probate, and Trust Law,
we are not authorized to speak to that point.
However, either Mr. Hauptfuhrer or Mr. Hardee may wish to express their views, which would clearly only be their individual views,
to the extent they can in the framework of the severe time limitations.

Mr. IArPFu1RER. Mv view on that point is the recordkeeping

aspect of it is the tremendous problem. People will just not comply
with the law.
When a person is alive he can remember on such and such a day he
went down to Sear-s-Roebuck and bought a couple of hundred dollars
of insulation to improve his house and he signs the tax return himself,
and to a certain extent he has a capacity for recall.
But after he dies, it is almost impossible for an executor to recon-

struct that pelson)s life and I think most of those suggestions fall
because of their dependency on accurate recordkeeping.
Mr. HARDF.E. I think the l)roration rule we now have is totally unworkable. Everyone acknowledges that we need some kind of step-up
for pre-1977 assets. but the rotationn rule that depends upon the date
of acquisition and the cost basis of pre-1977 assets back when the taxpayers were not required to keep these records is totally unworkable.
It is very clear in the tax law if you cannot establish your (late of
acquisitioni and your cost basis it is then zero. so the pi'oration rule
basis is zero for these people.
Grandfathering is a solution to this problem. but as Treasury
pointed out yesterday. there are a lot of problems with grandfathering
and it would take a complex statute or a complex system of regulation
to prevent its abuse.
The only alternative for l)re-1977 assets that I find at all satisfactory-and once you go through fll of these mental gymnastics you say.
is the game really worth the candle-is takinc the date-of-death value
of the assets and backing it down-this being on nonmarketable
as-sets-on a cost-of-living increase. back to December 31. 1976. so that
you do not have to establish your date of acquisition and your cost
basis in pre-1977 assets.
This has a lot of economic weaknesses because it does not assure that
the appreciation that occurred l)ost-1978 occurred ratably or had any
relationship at all to the cost of living, but it does prevent you from
getting that zero cost basis.
Senator BYRD. Let me ask you this. Assuming S. 2228 is enacted.
would it be better to have the grandfathering of the pre-1976 assets
as a part of it or not ?
Mir. HARDEE. Personally I think it is absolutely es-sential that you
have grandfathering or another strong cure for the present proration
rule in order to make carryover basis work.
Senator BYRD. In other words. if I gather accurately from your
testimony, you are doubtful as to whether S. 2228 should be enacted at
this session. but if it is enacted. it most certainly should include the

grandfathering of assets. or something similar to grandfathering?
Mir. HARDEE. Absolutely.
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Mr. HAupm
TrvtRE. I would concur with that. As Mr. Redman said,
these are personal. But I would also encourage carve out for investment
of business assets.
Senator BYRD. What do you mean?
Mr. H1t.PT"RER. If you are talking about the future in regards to
carryover, after the original grandfathering that is going to give you a
step up; but for future carryovers, after the first group goes out, then if
You would limit future carryovers to those business assets where people
do keel) records because they have income tax consequences, that would
be realistic and people could live with it.
.Mr. ITARDEE. Let me make one observation. I think that we are in a
situation where if we had a 2-year moratorium, a 2-year period of time
to first define the problem and then analyze the solution that we are
very fortunate in that it costs nothing in terms of lost tax revenues.
'the joint committee staff's report that went along with the 1976
Reform Act indicated that carryover basis does not produce or generate any revenues in its first 2 years. We have nothing to lose by a 2.
year postponement.
Senator BYRD. I think that that is a very good point. Treasury, in
that connection, made the point, however, that carryover basis was part
of the package, that the taxpayers are getting some advantage from
the other part of the package and that Treasury feels that they should
get the disadvantage of carryover basis.
Mr. HARDEE. My response to that. Senator, is that replacing the
unified rate schedule with two former gift. rates and the estate tax rates
and doing away with the exemption. replacing it with a credit. was,
in itself, its own independent exchange. and it should not go on and be
extended to carryover basis. I think you have got to separate those two.
We have integration and credit exchange for the loss of the
exemption.
Mr. REDMX\AN.N. I would like to add also. Mr. Chairman. that no matter
how you might define the so-called package, I gather your hearings are
establishing a fair degree of unanimity that carryover basis is a horror
and it costs little or no revenue dollars to provide time to restudy such
a complicated subject. It therefore behooves the Senate and the Congress. and is in the benefit of the public interest, to provide for that
time, so that this complicated subject can be adequately studied: and
certainly through these two sections of the American Bar Association,
perhaps with the authority to speak for the American Bar Association
as a whole during the course of such study, we could provide adequate,
and hopefully very helpful input to the committee and its staff for
purposes of coming up with a workable rule.
Senator BYnw. No. 1, your first preference is to repeal carryover
basis.
Mr. -ARDEE.

Yes, sir.

Senator BYRD. No. 2, in lieu of repeal, to defer its application for 2
years.
Mr. HARDrE. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Is your No. 3-I am not clear on your No. 3 choice,
whether you feel if neither one of those can be accomplished, and I personally favor both of them. then is 2228 the best alternative or is it better to leave it as it is until January?
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Mir. HAUP1FUHRER. Here we get into the limitations of our authority one again. Our authority really only goes to the first two propositions because neither of our groups have had an opportunity to take a
position on any other bill.
Senator BYRD. Maybe as individuals you would have some thoughts.
Mfr. HAupTFHtRER. I would concur with that statement with the
modifications that were suggested b7 Air. Kartiganer in this morning's
testimony.
Mr. HP FE. The decision is almost a political one and it is difficult
to weigh whether we are better to suffer under the unconscionable burden of the current carryover basis for 6 months if we think we can get
a very sound bill that makes either carryover workable or replaces it in
its lost revenues with adjustment in the death tax rate, or some other
compensating factor.
As a personal preference, I do not like legislation that is adopted in
a pressure-cooker atmosphere of 1 week. I do not think we can foresee all of the problems and provide for a long-term, viable solution.
Senator Bi-,D. The testimony of each of you has been very helpful
this morning and the committee appreciates your being here.
[The prepared statement of the Section of Real Property, Probate
and Trust Law, American Bar Association follows:]
STATEMENT OF THE SECTION OF TAXATION AND THE SECTION OF REAL PROPERTy, PROBATE AND TRUST LAw, AMERICA.N BAR ASSOCIATION
Our written statement is being presented on behalf of both the Section of
Taxation and the Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law of the American Bar Association which are concerned with the problems created by Carryover Basis. A letter dated September 9. 1977, from Frederick S. Lane, the Chairman of the Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law to the Honorable
Russell Long expressing that Section's concerns with Carryover Basis is attached
to this statement. This statement, prepared by the Section of Taxation, is ilu
accord with the views of and is endorsed by the Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law. These are two of the largest Sections of the American Bar
Association together totalling over 48,000 members.
These views are being presented only on behalf of these two Sections and have
not been approved by the House of Delegates or the Board of Governors of the
American Bar Association, and should not be construed as representing the position of the ABA.
We very much appreciate the opportunity of appearing before the Commit.
tee to express our concerns with respect to the Carryover Basis concept.
Our statement which follows deals in some detail with the many technical
and administrative problems that have resulted and will continue to result from
the Carryover Basis Legislation. Important as are those technical and admin.
istrative difficulties, we believe that there is one overriding concern with respect
to Carryover Basis that demands its repeal. This concern is that in practical
effect the application of the Carryover Basis rules will have their greatest
impact where the effect can least be absorbed. This impact will be on the middle
bracket taxpayer, the small businessman, the farmer and others who pass on to
their heirs a medium sized estate leaving their heirs with virtually an insoluble
problem of determining basis with respect to the assets received. The wealthy
and those with large estates, either are sophisticated in the area of taxes and
have, as a result, maintained or have had mintained for them, the necessary
records to establish basis. They are in a position to employ those who can establish those records and the cost of that activity will be minimal in its impact
on them. However, the middle and small bracket taxpayers, those with moderate
sized, but nonetheless, taxable estates will be in the worst-position to establish
the basis of assets which they pass to heirs They will not have maintained the
meticulous records necessary to establish Carryover Basis. They will not be able
to afford the technical assistance to establish that basis. if. indeed, it van be
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established at all. It is this level of taxpayer that Is of material concern to the
Section of Taxation.
We are concerned that there is a growing sentiment among many taxpayers
that they have been dealt with unfairly by their government. We believe there
is a growing feeling among this group that they believe the rules have been
changed in the middle of the ballgame. They have proceeded In the conduct of
their activities on the understanding that a precise record affecting the basis
of their property was unnecessary if they planned to leave that property to
their heirs because the property would receive a new basis in the hands of their.
heirs equal to date of death or coniparable value. Now they find that their
reliance on that belief has been ill-founded. They have discovered that the rug
has been pulled out from under them and that what they have been led to believe to be a fact no longer is operative and that they should have been keeping
these records all along. It is no answer to them to admonish them that they
should have kept the records. They have not and they have not because they
believed it was unnecessary.
Statistics compiled by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue Service clearly
indicate that there is a steady decline in compliance with the Internal Revenue
Code in the income tax area. We fear that, if the attitude being engendered in
taxpayers by the Carryover Basis concept continues to grow because nothing
is done about the Carryover Basis, there will be a growing tendency toward noncompliance in the estate tax area as well. If the taxpayers of this country lose
confidence in the fairness by which they are treated through the taxing system,
our voluntary self-assessment system will no longer be viable.
From a practical standpoint, Carryover Basis is unworkable. But. aside from
the problems of administering Carryover Basis, the costs involved, the difficulties that are being and will continue to be encountered, the Section of Taxation believes that tile overriding concern of this Committee should be with the
attitude developing among taxpayers by reason of this growing feeling of
unfairness.
We urge the Committee to consider whether the perceived problem is, In fact,
so great as to warrant the massive change brought about by Carryover Basis.
It may well be that the game is not worth the candle; that the problem sought
to be cured is less harmful than the cure itself. We urge the Committee to pass
Senator Curtis' bill, $1954. to repeal Carryover Basis and return to the status
that existed prior to the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. At the very
least, we urge the Committee to defer the effective date of Carryover Basis to
December 31, 1978. by pasing $2227, which will permit a thorough and detailed
study of this provision in all of its aspects.
A number of alternatives have been suggested to Carryover Basis. Our statement considers some of those alternatives and points out the deficiencies that
exist In them. Although the problems have been studied now for over a year
since the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. we submit that meaningful
solutions and alternatives to current Carryover Basis cannot be adequately
considered In hearings called on seven days' notice. This is a problem that needs
Intensive study, and substitutes for or amendments to Carryover Basis. generated in a pressure cooker atmosphere similar to that which produced Carryover
Basis In the first Instance will not prove to be a long term solution.
At the very least, we urge the Committee to adopt S2227, deferring the
effective date of Carryover Basis until December 31. 1973. to permit thoughtful
and careful study of the importance of the goal to be sought and of possible
methods of reaching it.
There follows a detailed analysis for a number of the technical problems
created by the Carryover Basis.
T. BACKGROUND

Since the Senate Finance Committee did not hold hearings on the Carryover
Basis provisions and they were grafted on the 1976 Tax Reform Bill by way of
conference report, it is difficult to perceive the intended Congressional purposes
in adopting Carryover Basis. However, tile House Ways and Means Committe e Report (H. Rept. No. N4-13,0. 94th Congress. 2d Sess., August 2. 1976)
presented these reasons for making the changes Imposed by the new Carryover
Basis provisions, as follows:
"Present law results in an unwarranted discrimination against those persons
who sell their property prior to death as compared with those whose property
Is not sold until after death. Where a person sells appreciated property before
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death, the resulting gain is subject to the Income tax. However, if the sale of
the property can be postponed until after the owner's death, all of the appreciation occurring before death will not be subject to the income tax.
"This discrimination against sales occurring before death creates a substantial 'lock-in' effect. Persons in their later years who might otherwise sell
property are effectively prevented from doing so because they realize that the
appreciation in that asset will be taxed as income if they sell before death,
but wi-ll not be subject to income tax if they hold the asset until their death.
The effect of this "lock-in' effect is often to distort allocation of capital between
competing sources.
"In order to eliminate these problems, your Committee beUeves that the
basis of property acquired from or passing from a decedent should have the
same basis in the hands of the recipient as it had in the hands of the decedent,
i.e., a 'carryover basis.' This will have the effect of eliminating the unwarranted
difference in treatment between lifetime and death time transfers."
At first blush, it would appear that Carryover Basis does treat the estate
of the deceased in the same tax manner as a living taxpayer. However, closer
examination reveals that this is a myopic view. For instance, the Carryover
Basis provisions now perpetuate the "lock-in" effect of the unrealized appreciation in asets. While, under former law. assets would receive a tax free stepup in basis freeing these assets from this "lock-in" effect, now this is no
longer true. The Carryover Basis provisions run counter to the stated economic
goal of allowing the free interchange of capital among competing sources, with
the tax law having as neutral effect on the allocation of capital as is possible.
Secondly, it is essential that in applying the principle of equity (i.e.. achieving
the same tax treatment for taxpayers of similar economic circumstances) that
the full impact of both death taxes and income taxes generated by the sale of
assets to pay these death taxes be considered.
II. CONFISCATORY NATURE OF CARRYOVER BASIS
After the fresh start adjustments are phrased out or if an estate cannot
prove its cost basis and the date of acquisition, the cumulative effect of the
Federal estate tax, state death taxes, and Federal and state income taxes
imposed upon an estate will consume much of it. The following simple fact situations graphically illustrate this result.
For simplicity, assume that taxpayer dies with a $1,000,000 taxable estate,
all in closely held stock. Either because his cost basis in the stock is negligible
or his estate or his beneficiaries are unable to prove it, also assume that it is
zero. The approximate Federal death taxes after application of the 1981 credit
leaves his estate with approximately a $300,000 Federal death tax bill. Further,
assume that the decea-ed is a resident of a typical state that has a death tax
equal to 30% of the Federal death tax, adding $90,000 to his death taxes. Since
his estate is eligible for a § 303 redemption for the payment of these death taxes,
.390,000 in stock is redeemed and death taxes are paid. However. the estate is
then faced with the payment of a tremendous capital gain tax. Since the law
provides for adjustments for death taxes paid on the unrealized appreciation,
this $390,000 becomes part of the cost basis In the stock. The § 303 redemption
redeems stock with an adjusted cost basis of $152,000, producing a capital gain
of $238,000. The capital gain tax, plus the minimum tax, will produce a total
tax in excess of $100,000. In order to pay the Federal and state income taxes
on this gain, additional stock must be redeemed. However, this subsequent
redemption does not meet the requirements of § 303, or probably of § 302, so
that the extra amount will be ordinary income to the estate under § 301, producing an additional tax of up to 70 percent, leading to subsequent redemptions
to pay these continuing taxes.
After the payment of all income and estate taxes, the net estate may be
diminished by as much as 70 percent to 80 percent. The deferral provisions of
§ 6166 and § 6166A only defer this tax and do not greatly diminish it, so the
fundamental problem remains the same. Furthermore, § 2032A does not provide
any relief from these income taxes.
The above fact situation is aggravated even more if the estate contains
only 5 306 stock. If it does. and § 3(a) (1) of the Technical Corrections Act of
1977 (H.R. 6715) is adopted, then § 303 will be unavailable, resulting In ordinary
income treatment on all redemptions. The $1,000,000 estate will then be reduced
to almost nothing, due to combined effects of death and income taxes.
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In another example, assume that the $1,000,000 is invested in real estate
(perhaps a farm of 640 acres at $1,600 per acre) and that the estate has $200,000
of recapture property. A sale of part of this real estate to pay the $39,000 death
taxes will first produce ordinary Income to the extent of this recapture, perhaps
a total of $200,000. The remaining $190,000 will be subject to several baso"
adjustments for death taxes paid but, at the same time, will still produce a substantial capital gain tax. This tax must then be paid, so additional property
must be sold, producing additional tax, triggering an additional sale of property.
In a fourth example, assume that the $1,000.000 estate consists of works of art
or literary works which are not now considered capital assets in the estate.
The sale of these assets to raise the $390,000 in death taxes produces ordinary
Income of $390,000, requiring the additional sale of property, which results
In additional income taxes. When this cycle is complete, most of the assets of
the estate would be consumed by the combined death taxes and Income taxes.
The above examples illustrate the devastating tax effects of a not unusual
estate of a self-made business man or a farmer. The replacement of the $60,000
estate tax exemption by the unified credit creates a maximum estate tax savings
in a $175,000 estate of $25,000. Yet, this sum is quickly recaptured In income
taxes on the sale of the family residence and other assets which may have
substantial appreciation.
The foregoing examples indicate one of the most serious problems of the current
Carryover Basis law-the extremely harsh tax result that flows from selling
assets to raise the money to pay the death taxes. The equity theory of treating
assets in the hands of the taxpayer's estate the same as if they had been sold
during his lifetime must be extended at least through the payment of the income
taxes which if generated before death would have reduced the taxable estate.
Failure to do this creates an extremely harsh total tax that then becomes
inequitable in other extreme.
III. PROVING BASIS

Perhaps the major problem in taxing unrealized appreciation is one of
proving the initial cost basis and date of acquisition of Carryover Basis assets.
Established tax law is very clear: the burden is one the taxpayer to prove his
basis; If he fails, then he has no cost basis in the assets. This cost basis is
established by traditional rules of evidence that have univeral applicability.
These rules of evidence have been developed over numerous years and have
evolved such exceptions as are necessary to fairly establish facts and preserve
the integrity of our judicial system.
In tax matters, with few exceptions, the duty is placed upon the taxpayer to
establish the facts needed to support his position. Thus, he has the burden of
proof to show by preponderance of the evidence the facts upon which his
determination of basis rests. If the taxpayer fails to establish the cost basis
of the asset, then § 1023 (g) (3) may apply. This section provides as follows:
"If the facts necessary to determine the basis at the hands of the donor or
the last preceding owner are unknown, to the donee, the Secretary or his delegate, if possible, shall obtain such facts from such donor or last preceding owner,
or any other person cognizant thereof. If the Secretary or his delegate finds it
Impossible to obtain such facts, the basis in the hands of such donor or last
preceding owner shall be the fair market value of such property as found by the
Secretary or his delegate as of the date or approximate date at which, according
to the best information that the Secretary or his delegate is able to obain, such
property was acquired by such donor or last preceding owner."
This statute, in effect, would establish an alternate cost basis if the taxpayer
can establish an acquisition date and if the taxpayer can establish the fair
market value when it was acquired by the donor or the last preceding owner.
These are two big "Ifs" and greatly restrict the ultimate use of this section.
Almost by definition, the evidence that will be available in situations arising
under this section will be hearsay. The decedent or the decedent's donor (who is
also likely to be dead) will normally be the only -persons who have direct
knowledge of the basis and the date of acquisition in the Carryover Basis
property.
The Federal Rules of Evidence would be applicable In Tax Court and in
Federal District Court. Rule 803 of the Federal Rules of Evidence provides- for
exclusion of relevant evidence if its probative value is outweighed by other
facts, such as prejudice or misleading the Jury, even where the declarant is
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available as a witness. Rule 804 provides for exceptions where the declarant is
not available as a witness.
One of the most frequent exceptions under Rule S03 that will be invoked by
taxpayers to establish the basis of Carryover Basis property will be Exception
No. 16, Statements in Ancient Document& The Rule provides for the admissibility of 'statements in a document in existence 20 years or more, the authenticity
of which is established." The exception evolved because in the case of documents
of such age, there is usually a great need for tne evidence and because of the usual
dearth of other evidence. See Weinastcin' Evidence (Matthew Bender, 1975),
603(16(01)).
This rule is founded on the premise that since the document came into existence
long before the litigation at issue and without its anticipation, the motive to
misrepresent would normally not exist. However, when faced with the problem
of establishing a cost basis and acquistion date, it is highly likely that decedents
will go to great lengths to make s.elf-serving statements and to attempt to
establish other admissible evidence of a cost basis, without regard to facts that
are no longer knowable or accurate. Hence, the area Is fraught with problems
of fraud and the admissibility test for ancient documents is probably insufficient
to prevent these statements from being used as evidence. Furthermore. the
Service will not have available any evidence to impeach this evidence and. ihus,
its credibility. It is simply impossible to develop the traditional judicial restraints
on admissibility of evidence of this nature in such a fashion as to permit admission of authentic documents that are not self-serving or fraudulently prepared,
and allow their veracity and probative value to remain virtually unchallenged
by the Internal Revenue Service.
An additional problem is raised as to whether the executor should rely upon
this evidence. The executor is forced to play the role of a judge and decide on
the admissibility of the evidence and, if admissible, its probative value. Further,
the beneficiary receiving the Carryover Basis property has to go through the
same process of weighing the evidence, its admissibility and probative value. If
predictability, ease of administration, and simplicity are hallmarks of good legislation. then it is hard to imagine a worse law to implement than the current
Carryover Basis provisions.
Another exception is provided both in Rule 803 and in Rule S0 providing for
exceptions where the declarant is not available:
"A statement not specifically covered by any of the foregoing exceptions but
having equivalent circumstantial guarantees of rrustworrhiness. if the Court d-termines that (A) the statement is offered as evidence of a material fact; (B)
the statement is more probative on the point for which it is offered than any
other evidence which the proponent can procure through reasonable efforts: and
(C) the general purposes of these rules and the interests of justice wUl best be
served by admission of the statement into evidence. However. a statement may
not be admitted under this exception unless the proponent of it makes known to
the adverse party sufficiently in advance of the trial or hearing to provide the
adverse party with a fair opportunity to prepare to meet it, his intention to
offer the statement and the particulars of it. including the name and addre-s ,,f
the declarant."
Statements from the decedent's acquaintances, business associates. etc.. as to
what they understood his basis in the property to be will come within this rule.
This exception to the hearsay rule in conjunction with Rule S03 affords the trial
court discretion to admit or exclude on the basis of the peculiar strength or
weakness of the particular evidence offered. This exception will frequently be
employed in cases arising under Section 1023. but, again, it will be extremely
difficult to predict in advance whether a particular piece of evidence will ultimately be admitted at trial. This makes it difficult to know whether to rely upon
the evidence in determining basis or whether to disregard the evidence and conelude that the basis is unknown. And. again, the question arises as to whether the
beneficiary should accept the I 6039A sstatement at face value or make his own
determination.
The foregoing indicates that establishing the cost basis from date of acquisition,
even under Section 1023(g) (3). is an e:xtrermne difficult task. It is made much
more difficult in view of applying the law retroactively. If the date of acquisition
and the cost basis (or fair market value) cannot be readily established, then the
fresh start rule I 1023(h) (2) is of absolutely no value and taxpayers will he
denied a fresh start step-up in basis.
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For instance, how would a taxpayer begin to establish the cost baxis and bolding period of gifted property, assets received In an involuntary enversion. likekind exchange, tax free 1 351 transfers, or tax free reorganizations, to name
a few possibilities? Furthermore, the I 6t39A notice required to toe given to
beneficiaries has no evidenciary value. (Its numerous other shortcomings will
be discussed in detail later.)
IV. PROBLEMS WITH INTEGRATING CARRYOVER BASIS WITH PROVISIONS OF THE CODZ

The current Carryover Basis statute provides for too few exceptions from
Its application and is not properly integrated with the other sections of the
Internal Revenue Code. The following areas are some of the more blatant shortcomings of current law:
A. Personal Reidence.-There is no specific exclusion or exemption from
Carryover Basis on any amount of gain recognized on the ,ale of a personal
residence. Congress has long indicated its desire to defer the payment of tax
on the gain recognized on a personal re-sidence 4 1034), with sloecial tax considerations given to people over age 65 1i 1211. It is incomprehensible that
Congress would now take away these tax considerations through Carryover
Basis, creating an even heavier tax burden on the ultimate disposal of a personal residence without a specific exemption of some amount.
B. Property which ha* an Indebtdnc*. in E"cess of it* Ba'it.-Borrowing
against property has never before been treated as a taxable event. However,
when a taxpayer disposes of property which has an Indebtedner.., in exe-,s of its
basis, he is treated as having received income to the extent the debt exceeds
basis, even if it is a gift: see Malone v. U.S.. 325 F. Supp. (ND Mi.ss. 1971),
off'd. per curiam 455 F. 2d 502 5th Cir.. 1972). and Johnson v. Corer. 495 F. 2d
1079 (6th Cir., 1974) ; or a charitable contribution. Rev. Rule 75-194, 1975-1
C.B. 80.
Under the foregoing rationale, the deceased, or his estate or heirs, would also
have income. It is doubtful that Congress intended to tax a surviving spouse
on the transfer of the family residence. merely because it had a mortgage on
it in excess of its tax basis. Due to the non-recognition treatment of the sales
of principal residences, or the refinancing of a home for educational or medical
costs, this could become a common occurrence. The fact that the estate is still
liable for the debt makes no difference to the Internal Revenue Service.
C. Section 30.3 Redemptio",s.-Sectlon 303 permits a family corporation, by
redemption, to distribute funds sufficient to pay death taxes and administration
expenses without the distribution being taxed as a dividend. Indeed, prior to
the 1976 Act, a 1 303 redemption gave rise to no taxable income at all. because
the decedent's estate obtained a stepped up basis for the stock redeemed under
1 1014.
Under the 1976 Act, an estate will take a Carryover Basis for the stock
redeemed. Thus, a 1 303 redemption will now generate capital gain tax in most
cases, In the family corporation context. the tax so generated could be quite
substantial, since shareholders in such corporations frequently have a very
low basis in a business they originated.
The purpose of 1 303 is to permit the estate of a large shareholder of a family
corporation to obtain cash from the corporation with which to pay the taxes
and expenses caused by the shareholder's death. Congress recognized that if the
money for death taxes and expenses could not be obtained from the corporation
without a dividend tax. family corporations would be forced to sell out at the
foundr's death, thus contributing to the concentration nf industry in large.
publicly held companies. The same policy considerations that justify affording
relief in the payment of estate and inheritance taxes occasinned by death apply
with eqt al vigor to income taxes generated by the Carryover Basis provisions
to raise funds to pay those death taxes.
Section 3003 currently offers inadequate relief to estates of closely held companies and will result in the forced sale of many family corporations. For example. if the 100% shareholder's estate is able to withdraw $200.000 from the
corporation with which to pay estate and inheritance taxes and administrative
expenses, the only way available to raise the approximately $60.000 to $75.000 of
income taxes payable on the j 303 redemption is by a further redemption. However. this redemption does not qualify for I 303 and probably will not qualify
for capital gain treatment under 5 302. This will result in the withdrawal being
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fully taxed as a dividend under 1 301. resulting in additional income taxes at the
higher ordinary income rate.
D. Section 12,U13) Aesets.-A literary work. work of art. or other such property is not considered to be a capital a~ser in the hands of the person who created
It. However, under I 1=121 31 (C . the estate of the creatorr or his beneficiaries)
could treat such works as capital assets. The Carryover Basis pr'rlaiuns change
this result because their basis is determined by reference to the basis of the
creator. Although this may lie proper in theory. there is legitimate couern that
a part of these assets sufficient to pay death taxes and income taxes should be
eligible for capital gain treatment.
E. Recapture Properticc.-The general explanation of the Tax Reform Act of
1976 prepared by the Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation makes the following statement:
"It is also intended that where property passes to an estate which has unrealized appreciation which would have been subject to recapture i under section 1245 or section 1250P if it had been sold by the decedent prior to his death.
the potential depreciation recapture is to be passed through to the beneficiary
who receives the property."
The first question that arises is whether the unrealized appreciation subject
to recapture under It 1248. 1251. 1252. and 1254 is also to be passed through
to the beneficiary who receives the property. or was it intended to simply carve
out if 1245 and 1250 for special treatment. Another question is whether it was
intended that the fresh start" adjustment for appreciation prior to 1977 was intentionally made not applicable to 51 1245 and 1250 property.
Potential recapture carries with it an accrued tax liability that is not reflected
In estate tax values. To the extent that this deferral continues. this is justified.
However, this tax liability should properly be reflected if the estate is forced to
sell these assets to pay death taxes.
F. Net Operating Lo.s Carrvforwcard.-Net operating losv carryforwards currently expire upon the death of a decedent. Siace his assets now carry forward
their pre-death characteristics, it is equitable to also permit this carryforward.
G. Capital Las Carryfornard.-Also. under current law. capital losses expire
upon the death of a decedent. Since basis is carried over. these losses should also
be carried forward.
H. Minimum Tax and Maximum Ta.-The untaxed portion of capital gains
is currently treated as a tax preference item., subject to the minimum tax. and
reduces the availability of the maximum tax. The combined effect of these taxes
increases the marginal rate of capital gains tax to almost 50 percent. The policy
considerations that led to the adoption of the minimum and maximum taxes with
respect to capital gains do not necessarily apply to the sale of capital assets to
raise funds for the payment of death taxes.
I. Copnprehenit'e Tax Reform Proposals of the Admin-ixration.-Within two
weeks, the Administration is going to announce it: Tax Reform Propk,,als for
overhauling our tax system. In various memoranda of the Treasury Department
on these proposals. there is indication that substantive revisions will be propxosd
in capital gains, capital losses, real estate depreciation. ordinary income rntes.
indexing of basis. and integration of corporate income taxes.. Since changes in
these areas dramatically affect Carryover Basis. it is absolutely essential that
these provisions properly mesh with the treatment of unrealized appreciation at
death. The only proper method of achieving this result is a reconsideration of
the Carryover Basis concept. not only in light of its many shortcomings, but also
in light of major tax revision that is about to begin.
V. TECHNICAL AND PRACTICAL PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF CARRYOVER BASIS

The general explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 prepared by the Staff
of the Joint Committee on Taxation stated, in Section I. Paragraph F. that two
of the major purposes of the Estate and Gift Tax portion of this Act were I i) to
relieve the pressure on the estates and families of farmers and small businessmen
to sell or partition the assets of the estate in order to pay the Federal estate
taxes. and (ii, to raise the level of estates that may escape the imposition of
the Federal estate tax. The greatest practical problem with implementing the
current Carryover Basis provisions is that there is no exclusion of assets from
these requirements. All estates. regardess of size. are required to make basis
adjustment.-, file notices, and comply with a myriad of other complex and needless details. The following section will set forth the broader practical problems
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inherent with implementing these Carryover Basis provisions. Only a few of
the overwhelming number of problems have been addressed by the Technical
Corrections Act of 197T. Many are inherent in the concept of Carryover Basis;
others are present in the current law, but can be changed only by substantive
policy decisions.
A. Person1J Property Exrcluiol--The term "Carryover Basis property is
defined as any property which is acquired from or passed from a decedent and
which is not specifically excluded from such definition. Among the limited type.
of property excluded (such as income in respect of a decedent, proceeds of
life insurance, etc.) are "personal or household effects" in the hands of the
decedent and with respect to which the executor makes an election to exclude
from the application of the Carryover Basis rules. The personal and household
effects selected for exclusion by the executor may not exceed in value $10,000.
This provision was intended to provide relief from the burden of tracing and
proving decedent's basis in personal and household effects, unless be is wealthy.
However, a taxpayer with two average cars already exceeds the $10,000 worth
of personal and household effects exemption, so it is of limited value to many
middle cla., families.
The first decision an executor Lq faced with is what assets are personal or
household effects for these purposes. Is there any reason to distinguish between
clothing, cars, televisions. etc.. ard works of art. coin collections, stamp collecti,6,-. etc.. hased on the investment aspect of the latter group? Neither the statute
nor the Committee reports provide any guidance.
Since the Carryover Basis of personal or household effects cannot exceed the
estate tax value for purposes of determining a loss. the executor is further faced
with a decision as to what personal or household effects to elect to exclude from
the Carryover Basis provisions. This assumes that the executor will be able to
determine the ,azis of the property-which is the overwhelming problem that
the exclusion of personal and household effects attempted to solve. Thus. the
executor must still determine the basis of every asset so as to make the further
determination as to which ones to exclude.
The Technical Corrections Act of 1977 attempts to solve this problem by
providing that in calculating the basis adjustment under I 1023(h) (2), an arbitrary R percent annual discount hack to December 31. 1976. is to be applied to
the Federal estate tax valuation of "tangible personal property." thereby removing the need to establish the basis of such asksets. Although this amendment
eliminates the need to establish the basis of tangible personal property acquired
prior to 1977. it still has formidable problems. For Instance, the law is further
complicated by a new term "tangible personal property." presumably different
from "personal and household effects." but lacking any definition. The arbitrary
8 percent annual discount bears no relationship to time economic changes and
is of no value to assets acquired after 1976.
Another area which will cause serious problems to an executor is the acquisition by a decedent over a period of time of a large number of similar assets having small individual value, such as a coin or stamp collection or silver service.
It is impossible to determine the basis of each item acquired over the years, but
there is no provision allowing for an averaging of basis for ease of administration.
(A similar problem exists with dividend and mutual fund reinvestment plans. i
To require an accounting of the cost basis and acquisition date of every reinvestment or every acquiition of a part of a collection is an absurd burden on
executors and an impossible enforcement problem for the Internal Revenue
Service.
Still another practical problem is who is to make the election if there is no
formal administration of the estate. due to the small size of the probate estate.
In such a situation. I 2203 provides that the person in possession of the property is
the 'executor." If there are several surviving joint owners of property held with
the decedent. there will be competing interests as to which assets are excluded
from Carryover Basis. And even if there is a formal administration of the
estate, the executor will likely he faced with competing interests as to the assets
%el,eted if there are two or more beneficiaries of personal property. Still further
problPms may arise if the estate tax valuation of such personal and houqehold effects is raised on audit. Does the executor then file a new election? If
a ets nre sold during administration, may others be substituted? May the execnt,,r modify or rpvoke a prior election?
B. .4djuutm,nf in Coniputing rarryorer Baxis.-The adjustments to basis
of Carryover Basis assets are nothing short of horrendous. Perhaps the greatest
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injustice of these awful adjustments is that they apply to virtually every decedent who has appreciated Carryover Basis assers. without exeeption. It i.s farcdeal to think that every taxpayer who qualifies as executor in its all-encompa.-sing
tax definition is going to make these adjustments. anti file the required J 6 A
notice, thus striking at the integrity of our self-asse.sment tax system.
The law provides for four adjustments to basis. each of the last three turning
on calculations made in the preceding adjustments. The foloiug is a de!'crilltion of some of the more onerous adjustments:
(1) Item-by-Item Adjustnent.-Each asset must be adjusted individually.
There is no provision for grouping like or similar assets. For example, fracti-,ial
shares of a dividend reinvestment program must each be adjusted separately.
A-ssets not subject to tax do not qualify for some of the adjustments, so the s4ame
assets may hare a different basis. depending upon whetler it was allocated to
the marital deduction or to the residue.
(2) Multiple Bases for the Same A#sct.-The -fresh start' adjustments apply
only for purposes of determining gain. bur not for the purpose of determining
loss. Further, most states still allow a 6tep-up in value of isiets to their fair
market value on the date of death. These results mean ther' may be as mally
as five possible bases for a single asset.
(3) Suspended Basis Problem.--Section 10"23c) provides tMat the basic of*
appreciated Carryover Basis property shall be increased by an amount ivleh
beers the same ratio to the Federal and state estate taxes as the net appreciation in value of such property bears to the fair market value of all property
subject to the estate tax. However. the amount of the Federal and state estate
taxes will be uncertain until these taxes are finally determined, thereby "suslpending" the basis adjustment provided in I 10"-;( .i. The same may be true with
respect to the basis adjustment provided in 5 Itr23(e) providing for an adjustment for state succession taxes paid by a recipient of appreciated Carrycovefr
Basis property. If such property is sold prior to the final determination of tl-e
Federal and state- estate, death, and succession taxes, it will boe impossible to
determine the amount of gain or loss resulting from such a _ale because of the
suspended basis of the asset sold. As a result, it will also be impossible for the
seller to accurately report his gain or loss for income tax purposes. If the
reported taxes are relied upon by the seller, and the final determination is
different from the reported taxes, then claims for refund and amended returns
will have to be filed. Since the statute of limitations may well rn on the Inc,, ne
tax returns where Carryover Basis asset sales are reported prior to the finalization of death taxes, the filing of protective claims for refund and protective assessment of taxes will become necessary. The burden of these tasks is in defiance
of ound tax administration and an unmanageable burden on both the taxpayers
and the Internal Revenue SerNice.
(4) Recaculationt of Carryoter Basis.-Any time the value of any pr,,,lerty
includable in the decedent's adjusted gross estate is changed upon audit, the
basis of each Carryover Basis asset must then be re-determined because of the
reliance upon the ratio of net appreciation in value of property to the value
of the estate in determining Carryover Basis adjustments.
Further adjustments are required in the basis of each Carryover Basis asset
if a different -fresh start" adjustment is made. For instance, if the holding
period of a nonmarketable asset changes, even slightly, then there is a change
in the total net appreciation of assets subject to adjustments and recalculation
of basis of every asset must be made.
(5) $60,000 Minimum Basis.-Section 1023(d) provides for a "minimum basis"
adjustment up to $60,000 after the "'fresh start" adjustment and the 1 1023(c
death tax adjustment. It is the intention of this adjustment to eliminate many
small estates from the subsequent capital gains tax inherent in Carry.over Ba..isproperties by allowing a minimum basis of $T0.000. However. thi. provision is
inadequate, since many modest-.sized estates will have to pay much more in
income taxes than they saved in estate taxes by introduction of the creditFurther, the average family residence now sells for the amount of these adjustments, leaving other assets of a modest estate with possible substantial income
taxes to be paid.
(6) Fresh Start Adjustmenet.-The first of the complex series of adjustments
to baAs is a step-up to December 31. 1976, value. This adjustment Is made sol.ly
for purposes of determining gain, so tbe executor must determine a lasis witb
the adjustment and another without the adjustment. Marketable lbnds and %ecuritles are given a step-up in basis to their value on December 31, 197G, if the
98-902-T77-10
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fair market value on that date exceeds their adjusted basis on such date. The
term "marketable bmnd or security" is loosely defined as any security for which
there was a market on the stock exchange. in an over-the-counter market, or
otherwise, as of December. 1976. Neither the Conference report nor the Committee report assists In defining what the term other : %i.se" means. Furthermore, in
the only regulations Issued under Carryover Basis. T.D. 7500 on marketable bond
or securities do not lend much light on defining the term "'or otherwise." It does
not discuss in depth what constitutes a marketable bond or security. For instance, what is the status of stock in a personal holding company which owns marketable bonds and securities? What is the status of restricted stock of a publicly
held company? What is the status of commodity futures contracts which are
normally traded on a public market? In addition, of alarm and serious concern is
the fact that the International Revenue Service waived both notice and hearing
requirements when adopting these temporary regulations, thus denying any public
input into their content.
If an eligible "fresh start" asset is not a marketable bond or security. then a
proration of the appreciation is to be made as between the holding period of the
asset prior to January 1, 1977. and the holding period of the asset from December 31. 1976. to the date of death. To the extent that personal property is not
excluded under the $10,000 exclusion for personal and household effects. the basis
and holding period for each personal property asset must still be determined. The
taxpayer Is required to establish the basis and holding of each asset which was
acquired prior to December 31. 1976.
The calculations necessary to compute the "fresh start" adjustment to basis can
become highly complex. even in what would be considered normal situations. For
instance, suppose a decedent owns real estate that she acquired upon the death
of her husband many years ago. If no Federal or state estate or inheritance tax
returns had to be filed at that time. and no appraisal was made. it would be an
exceedingly difficult task to go back and "appraise" the value of the real estate
as of the death of the husband. Another problem occurs if the decedent owned
several residences over a period of years and, making matters even worse, made
substantial improvements to each of the properties before selling. If no records
are available as to the purchase price or basis of the first residence, then it will
be difficult to make all of the adjustments necessary upon the sales and purchases of subsequent residences. In addition, taxpayers very often keep poor
records as to substantial improvements they make to their properties. Such substantial improvements are treated separately for purposes of the "fresh start"
rules and without sufficient records, it will be impossible to make the required
calci nations.
In many cases where a decedent has inherited properties over a period of years
and has received substantial gifts over a period of years. there will be absolutely
no record of where the items came from, of when they were acquired. nor of the
basis of such items. The time spent by the executor in researching the basis of
such Items would be excessive.
The enormous problems of proof have already been discussed In detail. Suffice
It to say that these problems are even more serious, since the proration rule is
applied retroactively when taxpayers had no notice and now have no means of
establishing the facts required to establish cost basis and acquisition date acquired many years ago.
The step-up in basis provided by the "fresh start" rule also contributes to
the "lock-in" effect, since holders of highly appreciated property will attempt to
hold such property until death to avail their estates of this step-up.
(7) Foreign Ta: Adjustment.--Currently, no basis adjustment for unrealized
appreciation in Carryover Basis property is allowed for foreign death taxes,
even though they are actually paid and are credited against the Federal estate
tax (as are state death taxes).
(8) Special Use Valmation Election's Effect on Basis Adjustments.-In the
event of recapture, there is no current means to effect basis adjustments with
respect to special use valuation property (I 2032A). as though the election had
not been made. This Is a prime deterrent for electing special use valuation.
(9) Miscellaneou.--Certain aspects of the basis adjustments for Federal and
state taxes on pre-1977 appreciation encourage taxpayers to make large sales
and to reduce indebtedness immediately prior to death. Because the Federal and
state estate tax adjustment are computed at the average rate of such taxes,
if a highly appreciated asset is sold and a capital gains liability Incurred immediately prior to death, the estate taxes are reduced at the highest marginal
rate, therefore producing an overall tax advantage. Additionally, the deductions
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under I 20 are not included with the marital and charitable deductions allowed
in determining the gross estate for purposes of the basis adjustment under
I 10"23ic. Therefore, basis may be further increased by satisfying indebtedness
-immediately prior to death.
VL INCRE. ED SURDoN ON ELXCLUTORS

Executors have the responsibility to carry out Carryover Basis in the face
of the multitude of problems previously described. Many of the professional executors, such as banks and trust departments, will refuse to serve except in very
large estates. This shifts the burden of Carryover Basis to people with modestsized estates and they are least able to afford professional assistance absolutely
required to comply with this hydra-headed monster. In addition, executors now
have more pronounced fiduciary duties to the estate and its beneficiaries, which
cause justified concern.
A. Fiduciary Rcspon#Abilily of E.recutors.-As previously mentioned, in determining the basis adjustments under subsections (c) and (e) of I 1023, providing
for basis adjustments for Federal and state estate and death taxes, property
qualified for the marital and charitable deductions are to be treated as not subject to tax and will not be entitled to these adjustments. Therefore, the executor
must decide which assets to allocate to a marital or a charitable portion and
which assets to allocate to the taxable portion of the estate. The difference is
significant where certain awsets have greatly appreciated and other assets have
not greatly appreciated. If the greatly appreciated asset is allocated to the taxable portion of the estate. then the Federal and state estate and succession taxes
paid with respect to such property may be added to the basis under subsections
(c and (e of 1 10023. This will have the effect of maximizing the basis Increase
and minimizing the gain realized upon subsequent sale. However, the gain that
would have been realized upon the sale of the high basis-low appreciation asset
still might be less, so the executor must determine how likely it is that a sale
may occur in the taxable portion of the estate and what gains would be realized
respecting the various assets in the estate if they were sold. Naturally, the
executor will also have to consider the effect on the surviving spouse and to her
beneficiaries upon her later death of allocating high-basis or low-basis assets to
the marital portion.
The Carryover Basis provisions raise what appear to be unresolvable Issues
relating to the real value of assets in an estate. Under former law, when an executor was told to distribute, for instance, $150,000 to a beneficiary, no problem was
presented.
Under the Carryover Basis provisions, that same executor is now confronted
with the problem of how to satisfy such an instruction. For example, given two
assets to work with, both worth $150.000, but one of which has a cost basis of
$140.000 and one a cost basis of $10.000, which asset should the executor choose
to deliver the designated beneficiary? Is that to be a fair market value at death,
the value of any potential income tax liability In an asset, or some compromised
value in between? This whole new world of questions relating to the true value
of estate assets incredibly complicates the job o an executor distributing estate
assets from an estate, forcing him to balance two variables where only one
existed before, and exposing him in the course of this balancing act to increasing
claims and liabilities from disgruntled beneficiaries.
B. Section 6039A Notice.-New I 6039A provides that every executor, as defined in 12203. is required to furnish the Internal Revenue Service and the reclpient of the decedent's property certain information with respect to Carryover
Basis property. New I 6694A provides for substantial penalties for executors who
do not furnish the information required under I 6039A.
A similar problem with the definition of "executor" appears with respect to
* 6039A as appeared with respect to the election to exclude up to $10.000 worth
of personal and household effects. In other words, where there is a small estate
with respect to which formal administration is unnecessary, or where administration is not actually necessary because most of the property is jointly held or in the
hands of an independent trustee or there are similar assets not passing throutch
an executor's hands, there may be confusion as to who is responsible for filing
the notices required under J 6039A. As previously indicated, 1 2203 provides that
the term "executor" means the executor or administrator of the decedent or, if
none, then the person who is in actual or constructive possession of the property
of the decedent. Therefore, where there is no formal administration of the estate,
but there are several beneficiaries, it would be difficult to point to any one beneficiary and say he or she is responsible for filing the I 6039A notice.
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Presumably, the original intent of the statute was to require the executors to
file a I 6039A notice with both the Internal Revenue Service and the beneficiaries.
In order to aid in the determination and calculation of basis of Carryover Basis
property. When referring to the House Ways and Means Committee Report on,
1976 Bill, pages 45 and 46 state that the purlwse of these two provisions is to pro-vide the Internal Revenue Service and the recipients of property from the decedent knowledge of the Carryover Basis of the property and the adjustment pro.
vided for death taxes and the minimum leasis adjustment. However, Congress did'
not give this notice any specific evidentiary value. In fact, the beneficiary is not
bound by the contenits of the notice and will have to make an Independent verification of the facts contained In it. Courts of law and the Internal Revenue Servlee will also have to Judge the credibility of the facts contained therein and theextent of their admissibility in a court of law.
Generally. It is fair to impose the responsibility upon the executor of calculatIng the adjustments to carryoverr Basis. since he is In possession of the facts
necessary for making these calculations. However, it 18 burdensome to place.
this response billty on virtually every person who may be considered an executor
within the framework of 4 2203. regardless of his responsibility to file death taxreturns, make the payment of taxes thereon, or, in fact, have the ability to ascertain the necessary facts to be contained in a f 6039A notice.
The problem is equally serious for the Internal Revenue Service, since It Is not,
interested in receiving literally millions of documents that may have little relevance to its revenue raising function.
With respect to the penalties provided in I 6694A for "each failure" to supply
Information to the Internal Revenue Service or to the beneficiaries, a "failure" isnot defined. Does It mean each Item of property. or each beneficiary not notified?
Does it Include Incorrect notification? Incorrect information? Furthermore, the
penalty may be imposed even for negligent disregard for these complex rules on.
unsuspecting "executors."
VI. ALTERNATIVES TO CARRYOVER BASIS

When reviewing alternatives to carryover basis, three concepts must con-tinually be kept in focus. They are simplicity, equity, and the total tax revenuesto be raised from gratuitous transfers of wealth. Simplicity and equity are oftencompeting, with compromise being reached on the amount of revenue needed to
be collected and the administrative cost in doing so. Further, the burden on thesmall taxpayers must carefully be analyzed for it is these people upon whom theintegrity of our self-assessment tax system depends.
A. Outright Repeal.-As has previously been discussed, without looking at thetotal effect of both death and income taxes, the carryover basis may appear moreequitable than a step-up in basis at depth. However, if one extends this analysis
of equity to encompass the income taxes and burden on small taxpayers, then one
readily concludes that the simplest type of wealth tax is a full step-up in basison the date of death. Previous Congresses have long realized that this compromise
between equity and simplicity was properly handled this way and no doubt set
death tax rates accordingly.
In order to compensate for the loss of revenue, two choices are available; rates
could be raised to the level under former law or the unified credit could be
reduced. In keeping with the spirit of the gift and estate tax reform, the formeris preferable since it dos not lower the threshold for filing Federal death tax
returns in modest sized estates. Thus the larger estate, better able to afford a
modest rate adjustment. bears this loss In revenue.
B. Delay in Effective Date of Carryover Bait.-The problems of carryover
basis described herein are so overwhelming that Its effective date should be postponed at least until December 31, 1978. This would allow a detailed examination
of the current carryover basis provisions, as well as the carryover basis concept.
and other alternatives available. This consideration is even more Important In
light of the substantive Income tax reform proposals to be introduced by the
Administration. Tax on gratuitous property transfers should complement the
income tax law.
A continuing concern of Congress in any tax matter is the revenue impact. The
Joint Committee of Taxation's Revenue Effect Projections for Carryover Basis
(page 21 of its report on the Tax Reform Act of 1976, Table 2. Part II) demonstrate that no additional revenue will be produced for fiscal year 1977. The projected tax revenue to be derived from carryover basis in fiscal year 1978 is a
mere $86 million. Very rarely has Congress been placed in the position of being,
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-able to postpone the effective date of such a significant law with so little revenue

loss.

C. Taxation of Unrealized Capital Gains at Death.-Another method of replacIng the lost revenue which has received considerable discussion and study is
taxation of unrealized gains at death. Two principal methods of achieving this
-result have been proposed.
The first Is a graduated tax which would be deductible in computing the estate
tax. This method, which has been described as an Appreciation Tax, was proposed
in H.R. 1396, and was offered as an election in lieu of carryover basis.
The other method is an Appropriation Estate Tax (commonly referred to as
AET) which would be a fiat rate tax not deductible in computing the estate tax.
A form of statute designed to accomplish this result has been prepared by counsel
for the American Bankers Association.
Two basic objections have been voiced to taxation of gains at death. The first
is that it does not eliminate the problem of determining the decedent's basis in
assets, a difficulty which is also inherent in carryover basis. The other objection
to taxation of gains at death is that it eliminates the option afforded by carryover basis to determine the time when gain is to be realized, and consequently
when gains taxes must be paid. By requiring payment at the time of death, the
liquidity problems of estates would be greatly enhanced. This would be particularly evident in the case of estates comprised of closely held businesses or farms.
Perhaps this objection is partially countered by the expanded use of the deferment provisions of If 6166 or 6166A.

(1) Appreciation Tax
The Appreciation Tax proposed in I1.R. 13966 provided a graduated tax on the
net appreciation in a decedent's gross estate at rates between 5 and 20 percent
after an initial $50,000 exemption. The tax payable would be a deduction in the
computation of the estate tax.
The imposition of a tax. whether fiat or graduated, which is deductible from
the Federal estate tax has the effect of imposing a relatively higher tax on smaller
estates than on larger ones. Assuming a 35-percent capital gains tax rate, appreciation would be subject to a net tax of 10.5 percent if the estate is in a 70-percent
estate tax bracket, but 23.8 percent if the estate is in a 32-pt-rcent bracket. Such
a result would seem to be both socially and politically undesirable. The graduated
alternative tax rates provided in II.R. 13966 aplpar to be an effort to alleviate
this difficulty but cannot be expected to provide all equitable solution in every
case.
Were it not for the fact that the tax would be deductible from the gross estate,
however, the total tax on some highly appreciated. low basis assets. when the
preference tax is taken into consideration as well, could exceed 110 percent of tile
value of the asset.
Whether the preference tax should be applicable to a graduated tax on capital
gains at death is a policy question, but consideration must lie given to the total
effect which the imposition of this additional tax would have on the total taxes
payable.
Another matter to which attention should be directed is the proper mainer of
treating any capital loss carryover of the decedent in applying the capital gains
tax at death. It would seem consistent with the total s.heme to permit the use of
the carryover in computing the total tax due.
In any estate with substantial unrealized appreciation at the time of the decedent's death, the total tax payable under an Appreciation Tax, coupled with
the estate tax could well exceed the rates of tax under prior law.

(2) Apprceiation Estate Tax
The AET, by imposing a fiat rate nondeductible tax on unrealized appreciation
-would not discriminate in favor of large estates the way a deductible tax would.
Its proponents acknowledge that a fiat rate estate tax would constitute a double
tax on the appreciation in the estate, because it would already have been taxed
:at regular Federal estate tax rates. It is probably for that reason that the
American Banker3 Association has suggested that the fiat rate is fixed at
7 percent, which would bring the maximum rate of tax with respect to appreciation up to 77 percent, the maximum rate under prior law.
The imposition of an AET would also avoid the problem of the preference tax
which is generated under prior law.
The imposition of an AET would also avoid the problem of the preference tax
-which is generated under the Appreciation Tax proposal.
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Again, equity would require that any capital loss carryover or net operating
loss of the decedent be netted against the appreciation subject to the AET.
(3) Possible EremptioneJ From The Tax
Proposals with respect to taxation of capital gains at death. whether by an
Appreciation Tax or all AET, have usually included suggestions of various exemptions from the tax. In the case of the exemptions, carryover basis might apply.
The principal exemptions suggested are for property qualifying for the marital,
charitable and orphans deductions as well as property qualifying for extension
of time for payment of the estate tax under Sections 6166 or 6166A or for the
special use valuation for real property under Section 2(X32A.
It is generally conceded by proponents of these schemes that property qualifying for the charitable deduction should b exempt from taxation of gains at
death. Problems occur, however, with respect to the treatment of split interest
trusts, where both charitable and non-charitable interests are Involved.
In the case of the marital deduction, suggestions have ranged from one extreme of applying carryover basis to such assets through offering an option to
the executor as to whether to apply carryover basis or pay the tax, to the other
extreme of no exemption from the payment of the tax. Simplicity under tile tax
laws would seem to favor subjecting property passing to the marital trust to
immediate tax. Offering tile alternative to the executor to select immediate payment or carryover basis subjects the executor to a potential surcharge action for
having made the wrong selection and would also raise the problem of selection
of assets for allocation to the marital trust which was discussed in an earlier
part in this paper.
Proposals for exemption of property qualifying for extension of time for payment of taxes or for special valuation tinder Section 2032A stem from the fact
that the need for those sections is based largely on a presumed lack of liquidity
in the estate. Funds for the payment of the gains tax at the time of death would
therefore presumably not be available. Again. in the interest of simplicity under
the tax laws. it may be suggested that no exemption should be allowed but that
the tax payable e made subject to deferment under Sections 6166 and 6166A.
The same argument would apply with respect to Section 2032A property because
of the availability of one or both of the sections permitting extension of time for
payment of taxes.
(4) Dollar Amouni t Exemption
Various suggestions have been made in connection with taxation of capital
gains at death with respect to exemptions based on the size of the estate or the
amount of appreciation involved. H.R. 13966. for example, provided for an exemption from tax on the first M50.000 of unrealized appreciation. The American Bankors Association's AET proposal would grant an exemption in the amount of
$60.000. Other suggestions have ben to the effect that the tax should be payable
only in estates with respect to which a Federal estate tax return must he filed.
Tangible personal property and personal residences have also been suggested
as items to be excluded from the tax, at least up to some figure.
Because these.matters are strictly a matter of tax policy we deem it inappropriate for the American Bar Association to take a position on these questions.
We do believe, however, that consideration should be given to some sort of dollar
exemption in general, and perhaps also with respect to tangible personal property
and residences.
(5) Fresh Start Adjustment
Because taxation of gains at death Involves the same problem which caused
Congress to add paragraph (h) to Section 102.3. providing for a fresh start adjustment. it would be proper that any provision for taxing capital gains at death
also provide such an adjustment.
The problems inherent in the fresh start provisions of paragraph (h) of
Section 1023. as previously discussed, should be solved so that the adjustment
will be both equitable and workable, irrespective of whether carryover basis is
retained or capital gains become taxable at death.
(6) Additional Considerations
With the unification of estate and gift taxes, consideration should Ie given to
treating transfers inter vivos and transfers at death in the same manner from
the point of view of unrealized appreciation. If transfers at death are to he
subject to tax on the unrealized gain. should inter vivos gifts of appreciated
property be subject to a comparable tax, rather than being subject to carry-over
basis as is the current rule?
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VIII. ADVANTAGES OF TAXATION OF GAINS AT DEATIh OVER CARRYOVER BASIS
The primary advantage which taxation of gains at death has over carryover
basis is that the old rules providing for a step up in basis of assets will be
restored. Administration of estates under these rules would he subject to all the
law which has been developed over the years in this regard. Reversion to traditional rules of estate administration would lend a measure of certainty to that
process which will never be achieved under carryover basis.
Of even more importance is the fact that the duties of estate administrators
would be greatly simplified by the elimination of the problems inherent in allocating assets with differing capital gains liabilities among beneficiaries with differing interests. Ths particularly enures to the benefit of small and modest sized
estates, which do not have available professional assistance at reasonable cost.
A matter of importance both to administrators of estates and to the Internal
Revenue Service is the fact that the suspended basis problems previously discussed would be eliminated. Income tax returns for estates and trusts could be
filed without the necessity of a subsequent amendment when the adjusted basis
of assets had finally been determined. Similarly, the lock-in effect of owning
carryover basis property would be eliminated. In addition, tax considerations
would no longer dominate investment decisions. The coinmplexities of having
several bases for assets (i.e., a basis for gains, a basis for loss, a basis for state
tax purposes) would be eliminated.
Finally, taxation of gains at death has the additional advantage from the
point of view of the Treasury of realizing immediate revenue rather than postponing tile realization of that revenue until some date in the future when assets
with a carryover basis would be sold; however, this should be reflected in a substantially lower tax rate, due to this earlier payment.
IX. DISADVANTAGES OF TAXATION OF GAINS AT DEATH OVER CARRYOVER BASIS

One of the major objections to carryover basis is the problem of establishing
the date of acquisition and the cost basis of assets held by the decedent. Taxation
of capital gains at death does not provide any solution to that problem. Taxation
of gains at death, with concurrent step up of basis does, however, ameliorate the
problem insofar as succeeding estates are concerned. A basis will be established
at the time of the decedent's death and there will be no need to maintain carryover basis records over several generations.
The primary disadvantage of taxation of gains at death, however, is that the
decedent's estate is forced to pay the taxes immediately. There is no opportunity
to select the time for realizing the gain. Under carryover basis, realization of
the gain can be postponed for many years and even for several generations. The
liquidity problems so frequently present in decedents' estates are thereby substantially increased under a taxation of gains at death procedure.
The adoption of a statutory scheme which would tax capital gains at death,
giving a step up in basis to assets in the decedent's estate, has some few advantages over carryover basis in terms of simplicity and certainty. It does not, however, eliminate one of the major problems under carryover basis-the establishment of the base from which appreciation is to be calculated. Finally, it has the
disadvantage of increasing the liquidity problems in most estates.
CONCLUSION

Again, it is our strong recommendation and urging that the Committee act to
adopt 81954 to repeal Carryover Basis and return to the prior law providing
step-up in basis at death with revenue loss, if it is significant, being recouped in
another way. At the very least we recommend the immediate adoption of 82227 to
extend the effective date of Carryover Basis until December 31, 1978, to permit
adequate time for study of the multitude of problems and formulation of a work.
able solution.
AmERICAN BAR AssocuToN,

Boston, Mass., September 9, 1977.
Hon. RUSSEuLL B. LONG,
-SenateOfflce Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR LONG: When the appropriate time comes (and we hope that it
will be very soon) to evaluate and reconsider some of the basic changes made by
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the Tax Reform Act of 1976 to the previous income tax laws, we hope that the
following views will be considered very carefully and weighed very heavily.
The Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law Is the next-to-largest
Section of the American Bar Association, with a membership of approximately
22,000 lawyers. It Is the continuing concern of the Section that fairness, equity
and common sense characterize the law, and its application, in the fields of estate
and tax planning and administration. The purpose Is to protect the general pub.
lic-the consumer of the services performed by the Section's members.
In the field of estates, as in other areas of the law, the overwhelming demand of
the consumer is for simplification, expedition and cost saving. The public has complained long and vociferously about probate expense and delay and about the high
cost of dying, and we share the public's concern. Over the past decade our members have participated in extensive efforts In all parts of the country to reform
*state lawv by reducing court involvement in the probate process. A number of states
have adopted the Uniform Probate Code, which is based upon the principle of
independent administration of estates. Other states have introduced into their own
probate systems parts of the Uniform Probate Code or ideas taken from It. These
developments serve consumerist purposes of simplification and economy.
Tax reform of all kinds should serve comparable consumerist purposes. Unless
the legislation meets the test of simplification, and in the modest-to-medium-size
situation, the test of cost-saving, it is not responsive to the demands or needs
of the public. At this time we will not attempt to apply these tests to the full range
of estate, gift and related income tax changes that fall under the umbrella of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976. We wish to focus our attention on the "carryover basis"
provisions of the Act. We believe that this part of the legislation is a public
disaster. The carryover basis provisions have created an administrative nightmare of increased complexity, delay and expense in processing estates.
To begin with, determining the decedent's basis will be a major problem, to
the extent that the carryover basis provisions apply to assets held before passage
of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. It may be difficult or impossible for elderly Individuals to document the cost basis of long-term assets, particularly Inherited
assets, tangible personal property and residential property that includes capital
Impllrovements made over many years. After the property owner dies the difficulty
or impossibility of determining basis will be the more certain. Under the best of
circumstances, it will be burdensome and expensive to determine the cost basis
of stock of a single corporation purchased In several lots, each of which the Act
treats as a separate asset for basis purposes. Stock splits and stock dividends
compound the difficulty. Imagine the detailed and complex calculations-and the
cost of accounting and support services-required to determine the carryover
basis of a mutual fund holding with dividend reinvestment and/or a periodic
withdrawal program.
But determining basis is only the beginning. The Act provides for four possible
adjustments to basis, each of the last three turning on calculations made in the
preceding adjustment. The adjustments are accomplished by a series of incredibly
complicated calculations, which probably can be handled efficiently and effectively only by computer. The adjustments must be made with respect to each
asset. and even a modest estate will have many assets. Moreover, there may be
several bases for a single asset, since the adjustment to December 31, 1976.
values is made for the purpose of determining gain, but not for the purpose of
-determining loss. Since only assets subject to tax qualify for some of the adjustmentz, assets will have a different basis if allocated to a marital deduction share
for the spouse than if allocated to the residue. Basis will be suspended during
the period of administration until that allocation is made. There may be as
many as four possible bases for a single asset.
The adjustments to basis will have to be made to comply with the reporting
requirements that accompany the carryover basis provisions. But it is not a
matter of doing the calculations just once with respect to each asset. Prelimiinary basis calculations will be needed after the estate is opened to determine
which assets to sell to raise funds; if the basis report is due with the federal
estate tax return, the calculations will have to be made when the return is prepared; and they will be done again when audit of the federal estate tax return
Is complete.
The elements of the calculations are such that the change on audit of one
dollar in value of any carryover basis asset subject to tax will change the
.adjusted basis of every such carryover basis asset in the estate. Doing the
laborious calculations will consume large amounts of professional time and will
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We will be pleased to elaborate ulon the Ideas presented in this letter and we
and the Tax Section stand ready to assist your Committee in its consideration of
estate, gift and related Income tax legislation.
Sincerely yours,

FREDERICK S. LANE,

Chairman.

S&mator BYRD. The next witness is Mr. Sheldon Cohen.
We want to welcome vou, Mr. Cohen, as a former. very able Commissioner of Internal Revenue. We are always very glad'to have you
be fore this committee.
STATEMENT OF SHELDON COHEN, FORMER COMMISSIONER OF
INTERNAL REVENUE
Mr. CoHEN.. Thank you, sir.
I appear today. Senator, as an attorney practicing law in Washington, in my individual capacity, and not. on behalf of any client or
organization. I ought to say that while I am a member of tle Tax Sect.ion of the Amer'ican Bar Association, the previous panel does not
speak for me or many other members.

Senator, I will try to summarize my testimony, rather than read
what we have, asking you instead to put that in the record.
There are problems with carryover basis, but many of the opponents
today and otherwise have set uip strawmen and proceeded to demolish
them. If we are going to deal with strawmen, we are not going to face
the issue.
We have had an income tax in the United States since 1913. The
income tax requires that I maintain my basis records. Therefore,
every problem that the gentleman discussed in the context of the
maintenance of basis records is inherent in the income tax.
We just recently settled a case in regard to theft of a very valuable
coin collection. It was collected over a number of years.
The owner, of come. had recorded each coin and the approximate
date he acquired it. He could establish value from various appraisal
books, similar to appraisal books for automobiles, but he did not always
have the exact date of acquisition and he did not always have the
exact basis. Many of them he did have. and many of then he did not.
In dealing with the agents. as other attorneys have dealt with agents
before, the attorney in our office was able to establish to the agent's
satisfaction the basis of the coin collection.
We are dealing in the real world with real problems that arise
everyday. I do not think that, people do not maintain records. Most
people do maintain records, because each of us goes through life
knowing that we may sell an asset.
If we sell the asset during our lifetime, we must establish the day

we bought it and its value.
Some of us are slobs, and some of us are careful. We are going to
have to deal with that forever.
So T do not know if we can destroy a valuable concept on the basis
tht Rome people do not maintain records.
'We are dealing. if the Treasury's modifications as suv.ested by
Senator Dole and yourself are adopted, with a minimum basis adjustment. so carryover basis applies on the order to only 2 percent of the
people: and those are the 2 percent who are most able to keep and
maintain records.
I would like to start with that.

BEST-COPY AVAILABLE
O
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The problem that we face here is what is the right rule. As the
Treasury people have testified, there has been a great deal of justified
criticism of the old rule, the fair market value at (late of death basis
rule.
The old rde favors those people who (1o not turn over assets during
a lifetime. Sometimes they are small business people more often. they
are large business people.'
It alho stultifies commerce. That is. there is another ingredient-that
enters into whether I should buy or sell an asset. the tax picture.
Whether I should sell an asset should be solely an economic deci.ion.
If you follow my testimony, Senator. vou will find that I am in
favor of that alternative which was mentione(l a few moments ago.
I personally favor fair market value at the date of death basis with full
capital gains taxation. "Now. I understand that there would be many
problems created by that. However, none of them are insurmountable.
since most problems can be handled by long-term payments and other
things of that nature.
That is basically a summary. We could go item by item. but I do not
think that is necessary ill light of the testimony this morning.
Tie technical adjustments that have been suggested by you and
Senator Dole are good. Treasury agrees that most of then should be
made. You will find in my testimony that I agree that most of them are
good. There are techniques for moderating some of the problems.
We did have a quid pro quo in the 1976 act. Two years put off is
sears lost because. as Mr. Ullman said in hearings on the same measure. lie took a package. at least. lie understood that he and his comimittee took a package. That package was so much revenue brought in
by carryover basis and bv the integration of the rate structures for the
gift and estate taxes, and a reduction of the rates and certain other
modifications. such as an increase in the exemption equivalent of the
credit.
It is difficult to ask the American taxpayer to deal with three or four
different rules in the course of a relatively short period of time.
So it appears to me that I prefer. front mny point of view-I practice
law, and I deal with small taxpayers and large taxl)ayert. and I deal
with my own estate and my cildren-that we would be better off
modifying the problem areas that are lre,.ognized and having an intensive study as to whether we ought to move. as many of the experts
have said. toward full realization of gain at death.
Mr. Ullman has suggested a modiiHed tax at that time at less than
the fll rates. Something on that order miglt )e a pos-sibilitv.
With those comments. I would ask that the Senator read my prepared statement at his leisure, and I would be glad to answer any questions he might have.
Senator BYRD. Thank you. Mr. Cohen. We are glad to get your testimony. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cohen follows:]
STATEMENT OF SHELDON S. COHEN
Mr. Chairman, and M1fmbers of the Committee. my name is Sheldon Cohen.
I am an attorney engaged in the practice of law in Washington. D.C.. and I appear before the Committee in my individual capacity, not on behalf of any client.
I wish to state for the Committee's consideration my views regarding the estate
tax rules applicable to unrealized appreciation.
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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The estate tax provisions prior to the 1976 Tax Reform Act provided that,
property pa-ssing from a decedent would take as its basis its fair market valueat the date of the decedent's death, or its value on an "alternative valuatinn
date" six months after the decedent's death. The old rule resulted in a "stepped.
up" basis for appreciated assets owned by the decedent at the time of his death.
The increase in lasis permitted under the old law did not affect the estate tax
owed by the decelenit. Rather. it eliminated the income tnx wlieh would have been
paid if the property had been sold by the decedent during his life.
The 1976 Tax Reform Act changed the estate tax rules by providing that
property passing from a decedent would take as its basis the decedent's basis,
with certain adjustments. This "carryover basis" rule means that income tax
that would have been paid by the decedent if he sold the property during hi; life
is not eliminated, unlike the prior law. Rather, income tax on the appreciation
in value is deferred until the property is sold by the decedent's estate or his heirs
and distributees. The 1976 Act, however, did not adopt the carryover basis rule
in its pure form. Certain adjustments to the decedent's basis are permitted, the
most significant being that property owned by the decedent on December 31. 1970
and included in his estate is allowed to pass to his heirs with a basis equal to its
value on that date. This rule in effect eliminated the income tax on any appreciation in value of those assets held by a decedent on December 31. 1976. which are
.ncluded in his estate. Much of the complexity of the carryover basis rule results
from the December 31. 1976 valuation date.
There i, another alternative to the carryover basis rule of the 1976 Tax Reform Act, namely, subjecting the appreciation in value of assets to an income
tax at death.

At the present time. the carryover basis ruile of the 1976 Tax Reform Act i4
under attack. Its critics claim that the carryover basis rule is too complex and
that it is administratively difficult to apply. The critics have generally recommended either a delay in the effective date of the carryover basis rule. a re-triction
as to the assets to which it is applicable, or a return to the stepped-up basis rule
provided prior to the 1976 Tax Reform Act.
I believe the "-problems" raised by the critics of the carryover basis rule have
been viewed out of foccus. In my opinion, the old stepped-up basis rule was; poor
tax policy which resulted in a substantial unjustified loss of revenue to the Treasury. In addition, the s-tepped-up basis rule encouraged people to hold their assets
and resulted in a "lck-in" effect. Although the new carryover basis rule is not
free from defects, it is an important step in the process of tax reform, and It
should not be delayed or discarded. We should continue to move forward in that
proceis. I believe that the next step in the process of tax reform should be full
consideration of the merits of taxing appreciation at death, together with consideration of rules necessary to mitigate the problems raised by such a rule.
II. THE STEPPED-UP BASIS RULE WAS NOT JI'STI'IED

A. The stepped-up ba*ii rule w'z* bad tax policy and resulted in a substantial
unjustified los, of re'enuc to the Tra.iur!l.-I believe it might help the Committee if I briefly review the tax inequities and abuses which arose under the old
stepped-up basis rule.
Under the old rule, a person whose income consisted of salaries, wages. dividends, or business profits was taxed at ordinary income rates on an annual basis:
and a person whose income consisted of gain from the sale of capital assets was
taxed at the lower rate applicable to capital gains. In both of these cases, the

estate which could be passed on to the decedent's beneficiaries at his death was
accumulated after the imposition of an income tax.
On the other hand. a person who owned assets which had appreciated in value,
and who could avoid selling those assets during his lifetime, could avoid incometax on the gain attributable to the appreciation. The gain attributable to the
appreciation would not be subjected to income tax during his life. and upon his
death, his beneficiaries would receive a fair market value basis for the assets.
Therefore, no one would ever have to pay an income tax with respect to the
appreciation during the decedent's life.
The result, then, under the old law, was that a person able to accumulate
wealth In the form of unrealized capital gains could effectively pass on this accumulated wealth free of any income tax. The less wealthy individual, whose-
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-wealth was accumulated from ordinary income and gains which he was forced
to realize by sales during his lifetime, could only transfer accumulated wealth
after it had borne an income tax.
The old stepped-up basis rule ignored the fact that estate taxation is not, and
was never intended to be, a substitute for income taxation. Rather, it is a separate and distinct tax with its own objectives. Whereas, the income tax is a
tax on accretions to wealth, the estate tax is a tax on the right to transfer
property. The old steppted-up basis rule. in effect, forgave the ailital gains tax
that would otherwise have been due on appreciation merely because the appreciation had to bear an unrelated estate tax burden.
If an individual sells appreciated property before his death, an income tax
is incurred on the gain. Thereafter, the value of the property, less the income

tax. is subject to the estate tax imposed upon the transfer of the property
to the individual's beneficiaries. I do not believe that there should be a different

result merely because the appreciated property is held until death.
I believe that the old stepped-up basis rule resulted in a significant unjustifiable revenue loss to the Treasury. In 1969. the Treasury Department estimated
that at least $15 billion a year in capital gains fell completely outside the income tax system as a result of the stepped-up basis rule.
B. The stepped-up ba-is rule resulted in art undesirable lt,cl:-in effect.-Tli
addition to the tax policy aspect of the rule. the old stepped-up basis rule resuited in an undesirable "lock-in" eff -ct. Because the income tax on appreciation culd be completely avoided by holding appreciated property until death.
older people were encouraged by the tax law to hold such property in order to
transfer it to their beneficiaries free of tncoL~e tax. Thus. many Investors bec.ame locked-in to their investments, and the economy was deprived of the
benefits resulting from an unencumbered flow of capital into those new areas of
enterprise which promised larger rewards.
-

III. ADOPTION OF THE CARRYOVER BASIS RULE RESULTED IN IMPORTANT TAX REFORM

The new carryover basis rule does not completely eliminate all of the abovedescribed d~ficiences, but it is certainl..-a step in the correct direction. No longer
may the beneficiaries of a person owning appreciated assets convert those assets
Into cash without incurring an income tax upon the income attributable to the
appreciation in value. If the beneficiaries wish to liquidate an appreciated asset,
they now must pay an income tar that is similar to that which would Ie incurred by the beneficiaries of those decedents who had to liquidate their appreciated assets during their lifetimes.
Admittedly, the carryover basis rule does have problems. First, the lock-in
effect discussed above Is in some cases accentuated. Previously, an elderly
person would hold an asset until his death, at which time his beneficiaries would
be able to sell the asset with no income tax liability. Under the carryover basis
rule. the beneficiaries may feel constrained not to sell the appreciated asset.
If they sell the asset, the resultant income tax liability will reduce the value
of the income producing property which remains in their hands.
However, off-setting this tendency is the fact that, under the carryover basis
rule. if it Is economically desirable to liquidate an appreciated asset, there is
no reason to postpone the sale until after the owner's death.
Many critics of the carryover basis rule have argued that it is overly complex
and entails many administrative problems. Many of the administrative problems
arising under the carryover basis rule stem from the adoption of the December 31. 1976, valuation date. Some of these administrative problems would be
eliminated by Section 3(c) (1) of H.R. 6715. This proposed change in the law
provides for the determination of the December 31, 1976 value of property by
using a formula to discount the property's value, as determined for Federal
estate tax purposes, backward to December 31, 1976. The u.e of this formula
would eliminate many of the administrative burdens on the estate which may
be caused by the carryover basis rule.
The carryover basis rule also may cause administrative problems when
combined with the adjustments for Federal and state estate and inheritance
taxes, and the $60.000 minimum basis provision. These adjustments are the
result of an attempt to make the carryover basis rule more equitable.
The purpose of the adjustment for estate and inheritance taxes is to put the
beneficiaries of a decedent who holds appreciated assets in the same position
as the beneficiaries of a decedent who sells his appreciated assets prior to his
death. The purpose of the $60,000 minimum basis adjustment is to reduce the
* complexity of the carryover basis rule by making it inapplicable to the vast
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majority of estates. It Is Important to realize that many people feel that It is
debatable whether these adjustments actually increase the fairness of the
carryover basis rule.
If it is felt that these adjustments increase the fairness of the carryover basis
rule, however, they can still be eliminated if it is concluded that the inconreniknee caused by them outweighs the increased fairness which they bring about.
The carryover basis rule, without these adjustments, is still preferable to the
stepped-up basis rule.
Recently, S. 2227 was introduced in the -enate. This bill postpones the effective date of the carryover basis rule to December 31, 1978. I believe that such
a delay is unwarranted.
The only justification for a two-year postponement in the effective date of the
carryover basis rule is that more time is needed to consider the rule in order to
determine whether it is an appropriate rule. As discussed above, the carryover
basis rule is clearly preferable to the stepped-up basis rule. Before the
carryover basis rule was enacted. Congress had heard all of the arguments at
length with respect to the rule. Since 1921. the gift tax has had the carryover
basis rule. No more study Is needed for us to know that the carryover basis
rule is better than the stepped-up basis rule.
S. 2228 was also recently introduced in the Senate. I would like to address
myself to three features of the bill :
(I) Making the carryover basis rule inapplicable to property held on December 31. 1976;
(ii) Increasing the minimum basis adjustment so as to conform to the
exemption equivalent of the unified estate and gift tax credit; and
(iii) Simplifying the adjustment for Federal and state estate and inheritance
taxes.
I oppose making the carryover basis rule inapplicable to property held on
December 31. 1976. One reason many people advance for such an exemption is
that they were surprised by the new rule. and therefore, do not have the records
necessary to allow them to make the required basis adjustments. Although this
may present a problem. I believe it is important to realize that these people knew
that if they ever were to sell the property it would be necessary under tile income
tax law for them to be able ti, prove their basis and date of acquisition. I do not
believe that their lack of diligence in complying with the requirements of the
income tax law should be rewarded by allowing them to permanently escape
Income tax on any appreciation in value of such property subsequent to December 31. 1976.
Some people are opposed to the present methd of allocating appreciation nf
property between the holding period of the property prior to December 31,
1976. and the holding period of the property subsequent to that date on the basis
of the length of each time period. They are aLo opposed to the use of a formula
to discount the date of death value of property to December 31. 1976. They
believe that both may result in undervaluing the property on December 31. 1976.
I believe that it Is important to recognize that these methods are to avoid a
December 31. 1976. appraisal. They are in the interest of a simplicity: and as
with many simplifying rules, in some cases, they may result in some injustice.
However. on balance. I believe that the simplification i.; worthwhile.
A major problem with the exemption of property held on December 31. 1976.
is the lock-in effect. If the only kind of appreciation which can completely escape
income tax is appreciation in such property, there will be a tremendous incentive
for people to never dispose of uch proPperty during their lifetimes.
I believe that it is Important to recognize that the carryover basis rule wa.
the quid pro quo for the Tax Reform Act of 1976's. reduction in estate taxes. No
one is asking for a delay in the effective date of the reductions or for a reduction
therein. Unless there is such a delay or reduction, it seems inappropriate to
delay the effective d3te of the carryover basis ule or to reduce its impact.
I believe that S. 2228's Increase in the minimum basis adjustment so as to con.
form the adjustment to the exemption equivalent of the unified estate and gift tax
credit is desirable. Such a change would be a tremendous administrative conven.
ience to small estates, and would result in the carryover basis rule being applicable to only a Rmall percent of all etates.
Similarly. I believe that simplification ,f the method of adjusting for Federal
and state estate and inheritance taxes is desirable, although the method adopted
In S. 2228 Is not the only possible method and may not be the most effective.
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TV. TAXATION OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY AT DEATH

The carryover basis rule is not the best rule po.sllle. First, it allows unrealized
appreciation to pass through suecesive generations without ever being subjected
to an income tax if the family does not sell the appreciated assets. Thus. the
carryover basis will be most advantageous to the very wealthy who (mn postpone
the realization of such gains. Second. It has a lock-in effect. Third. as long as
appreciated assets pwss from one generation to the next without being subjected
to an income tax, there is a loss of revenue to the Treasury. All of these deficiencies would be eliminated by subjecting all appreciation to an income tax upon
death.
Although imposing an income tax upon appreciation at death Is a preferred
solution, and should be part of tax reform legislation to be proposed in the
future by the administration. the carryover basis rule does present a significant
improvement over the old steplped-up basis rule. To return to the old stepped-up
basis rule, in order to eliminate some problems that are presented by the
carryover basis rule. would be to take a step backwards in tax reform.
In enacting the carryover basis rule. Congress heard all of the arguments at
length and decided to at least start to move forward on tax reform. It Is to be
congratulated for this. This positive action, taken after years of study by tax
experts and careful consideration by the Congress, should not be hastily reversed.

Senator BYRD. The next witness will be Mr. Frank Berall, American College of Probate Counsel, accompanied by Mr. Arthur Peter,
Jr.
STATEMENT OF FRANK S. BERALL, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PROBATE COUNSEL, ACCOMPANIED BY ARTHUR PETER, JR.
Mr. BEIRALL. Mr. Chairman, I am Attorney Frank S. Berall, of Hartford, Conn., chairman of the Estate Gift Tax Reform Committee of
the American College of Probate Counsel. The college is a group of
nearly '2,000 probate lawyers specializing in estate planning and administration in every State and in the District of Columbia.
I am appearing on their behalf, accompanied by Attorney Arthur
Peter, Jr., of Washington. D.C., who is the secretary, a regent, and
also a member of the estate and gift tax reform committee of the
college. We sincerely appreciate the privilege of appearing before you
today to emphasize the important points in our written statement.
We advocate the outright repeal of carryover basis and a return to
the former law's step-up or step-down in basis to Federal estate tax
values. We believe that this should be made effective as of January 1,
1977, so that carryover basis will be retroactively expunged from the
Internal Revenue Code and never have been in operation.
Carryover basis affects all estates, even those that would not have
paid Federal estate tax under the old law's lower exemption. It is a
giant step backward from the goal of inexpensive and expeditious
probate for all estates. regardless of their size.
The expectations of small businessmen, farmers, and average Americans that the Federal estate tax would no longer be a problem for
them after 1976 are being rudely dashed since that tax on them has
been replaced by the far more onerous carryover basis rules, regardless
of the size of their estates.
Therefore, the American College of Probate Counsel strongly supports the Curtis bill, S. 1954, which would repeal carryover basis completely and return to the pre-1976 law. However. as professionals specializing in estate and trust planning and in the administration of
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estates and trusts, we recognize our responsibility to comment on the
alternatives to complete repeal which are before this committee.
Of the alternatives, we heartily endorse S. 2228, the Byrd-Dole bill,
eontainine changes designed to make carryover basis less burdensome.
We consider this bill to be far superior to'S. 2238, the Hathaway bill.
But the enactment of the Byrd-Dole bill will still not solve the fundamental problems of carryver basis. For example, with respect to
the post-1976 assets, even small- and medium-sized estates must know
the cost of each one of these assets and its fair market value at the
decedent's death. This is true whether or not an estate tax return is
required, because the minimum basis available for such assets, whether
$175.000 under the Byrd-Dole bill or a lesser amount, must be allocated among these assets in accordance with the appreciation of each
asset compared with the aggregate appreciation of all carryover basis
assets.
Ifowever, with the enactment of the Byrd-Dole bill, at least carryover h9sis will not then be totally unworkable, as we believe it to be
now. The main reason why the Byrd-Dole bill will succeed in at least
giving a workable or partially workable system is because the keystoe of that bill is actionn 3(a). grandfathering all property held ;n
December 1, 1976. so that decedents retaining such property will
have the old basis rules apply to it. Thus, this particular provision
makes it unnecessary to cope with the complexities and inequities of
fresh start. The provision is true tax simplification.
Nevertheless, yesterday, the Treasury opposed grandfathering, on
the grounds that it would increase the lock-in of assets held on December 31, 1976. and that it would also be subject to- great abuse. We
believe the Treasury to be wrong on both points. The present fresh
start provisions encourage a lock-in of marketable securities. As Mr.
Kartiganer explained a few moments ago, grandfathering will do
little to increase this tendency.
On the other hand, fresh start is causing- the owners of closely
held businesses to sell them because of the potential future reduction
in basis to their heirs. the longer these closely held business owners
live. An example of this problem, Senator Byrd, is the late 1976 sale
in New York City of the New York Post. Grandfathering would
encourage small businessmen and farmers to retain rather than sell
their assets, thus preserving family businesses and farms.
The Treasury claims that abuse of grandfathering is based on the
potential for using a.present loophole in the fresh start adjustment,
which permits the aging of assets. It was very ably described by Mr.
Kartiganer a few moments ago. We believe that section 3(a) (2) of
the Byrd-Dole bill. which adds a new paragraph (4) to section
1023(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. effectively closes the existing
loopholes, thus preventing grandfathering, should you enact it. from
being subject to abuse. The amendment is simple and the Treasury is
given wide latitude to deal with the problem through regulations.
All things considered, it is our belief that the grandfathering provision is the most important single one in the Byrd-Dole bill. Without it. fix-up will not really be workable.
If carryover basis cannot be repealed. and we believe its repeal to
be your best course of action, then we urge you to enact grandfathering in lieu of fresh start.
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Besides the provisions already in the Byrd-Dole bill, we suggest
three additional amendments, in relation to carryover basis.
First, we think that you should increase the present $10,000 exclusion for tangible. personal property to $50,000 or to such other amount
that would end the substantial administrative burden on the estates
of all persons other than collectors of art. stamps. et cetera.
Secondly, while the Byrd-Dole bill permits the Federal income tax
paid on gains realized o'n a section 303 redemption to be included in
the amount of the redemption. the bill does not allow redemption for
the amount of State and local income taxes, such as the New York
City income tax, on the gain. These State and local income taxes
should be included also in that provision.
Third-and this point is not in our written statement-we would
echo Mr. Kartiganer and the American Bar Association in exempting
noninvestment asets from carryover basis in the future. We think that
despite former Commissioner Cohen's testimony, the problem of recordkeeping does exist in the real world. We need merely to refer your
committee to the letter placed in the Congressional Record on August
2, 1977. bv former Solicitor General and Harvard Law School Dean
Griswold, who pointed out how all his life lie was collecting postage
stamps and now he has no records at all with which to reconstruct his
basis.
If so knowledgeable a person as Dean Griswold, a tax expert, could
be falling into this trap, we certainly would expect that with the
possible rare exception of a few of Mr. Cohen's clients, most people will
have a serious recordkeeping problem.
Turning to another subject. we are concerned over the substantial
hardships caused innocent parties as a result of their ignorance of the
retroactive effective-date of the generation-skipping tax in the 1976
law. We recommend that these dates be pushed back, at least to October 4, 1976, its date of the enactment, or, in the case of irrevocable
trusts, to August 5. 1976, which was the date that the Senate finally set
the retroactve dates.
This is in the interest of simple fairness. Furthermore, wills and
revocable trusts in existence on April 30, 1976. while protected from
the generation-skipping tax, cannot be amended by anything other
than a codicil or a trust amendment. This causes 'a bad locfkin for
many people and a trap for others who may not be properly advised.
There is no reason for not permitting a change by a new will or a
trust, so long as there is no creation of any new generation-skipping
transfers or additions to old ones.
Let me now comment on some of the other provisions of the ByrdDole bill. We would like to endorse the changes to section 2035 that
appear in section 4. These make section 2035 consistent with the unification of the estate and gift tax laws. bv only including gift taxes paid on
transfers made within 3 years of death and life insurance transfers
within the time in the gross estate. We think that this simplifies the
tax law and is far superior to section 3(f) of H.R. 6715. the Technical
Corrections Act. which makes other changes to 2035. In fact, we are
concerned that the House committee report to the Technical Corrections Act seems to revive the old and discredited pre-1954 code premium
payments test for inclusion of life insu-rance without doing it by
statute.
98-902--7-i11
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I would like to make two final comments on the estate and gift tax
provisions of H.R. 6715. First of all, i. want to talk about section
3(i)'s amendment to 2036. This restricts the anti-Byrum rule to ownership of closely held companies. Unfortunately, it also introduces a
new trap for the unwary in the form of the ambiguous concept of indirect retention of voting rights. This will seriously impede the transfer of closely held stock, especially since the statutory lan age and
the amendments to section 2036, as opposed to the House Ways and
Means Committee report, do not define the retention of voting rights
to transferred shares. This indirect retention concept should be
dropped and section 2036 should confine direct retention to transferred
stocks.
In any case, if you do not do this, at least you should not apply the
rule retroactively to pre-April 28, 1977, transfers, when these so-called
technical corrections were introduced.
My final comment has to do with the section 3(m) amendments to
section 2518 of the Internal Revenue Code by the Technical Corrections Act. These are the disclaimer rules.
We believe that these rules should be made clearer, that disclaimer
should be permitted by a decedent's spouse, even though the latter
has a beneficial interest in the income and principal of, and a special
power of appointment over, the trust into which the disclaimed propertV passes. Also, we believe that it should be made possible to disclaim powers of appointment and fiduciary and other nonbeneficial
powers.
In closing, Senator, I would again like to urge you to repeal carryover basis. Thank you very much for your attention.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
You mentioned something about the New York Post and you used
that as an example. but I am not clear as to what you were alluding to.
Would you clarify this example.
Mr. BERALL. Certainly, Senator.
Under the adjustments which are made for aasets other than marketable securities for fresh-start purposes, the time property is held
before the fresh-start date is divided by entire time the property is
held before death.
As we understand it, Mrs. Dorothy Schiff's advisors--she was the
owner of the New York Post-were concerned that because there was
a substantial amount of appreciation in the stock of the New York
Post, the longer she held it, the lower would be her basis. This was
referred to in other words by Mr. Kartiganer and the American Bar
Association.
To avoid having the basis to her heirs just melt away as she lived
to an advanced age, she sold the New York Post stock last fall.
Senator BYRD. In another part of your testimony, you mentioned
the gift tax and the 3-year rule. Would you amplify on that?
Mr. BniLL. Yes, Senator.
Section 2035, as you know, presently has a number of provisions in
it, the effect of which would be to include in the gross estate all transfers made within 3 years of death, with the exception of those transfers under $3,000.
The Technical Corrections Act makes this even more complicated
and worse by excluding only transfers which do not require a gift
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tax return. However, we think that, in view of the unification of the
estate and gift taxes, you really do not need to have in section 2035
a gross up of all the transfers at death.
What you need is to gross-up the gift tax paid on transfers made
3 years before death and, either as an amendment to 2035 or 2044,
include all life insurance policies which have been transferred within
3 years of death. But, I want to distinguish between the life insurance
and the premiums paid. I do not think you should change the rules
with respect to premiums paid within 3 years of death. Merely let
existing case law deal with just how much of the insurance proceeds
are to be included in the gross estate as a result of premiums paid
within 3 years of death.
Senator Bi-RD. What about those that go beyond the 3-year period
Mr. BERALL. The law, for a great many years, has not grossed up or
included in the gross estate transfers made more than 3 years before
death unless certain other strings are retained, such as life income
interests or powers to revoke.
Neither the present law, nor the Technical Corrections Act, nor any
proposals of which I am aware that are before this committee, would
change the rule with respect to transfers made more than 3 years before
death.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Berall follows:]
STATEMENT OF FRANK S. BERALL ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF

PROBATE COUNSEL
This Statement has been prepared by the Estate and Gift Tax Reform
Committee' of the American College of Probate Counsel, has been reviewed by
the Executive COmmittee' of the College and is submitted under the direction
of its President (John E. Rogerson, Esq.).
Part I of our Statement comments on various provisions in IH.R. 6715. The
number preceding each comment corresponds to the number in the House Ways
and Means Committee Report 95-700 on H.R. 6715 dated October 12, 1977. Part
II of our Statement relates to S. 1954, and Part III of our Statement relates to
8. 2228.
We compliment Senator Byrd and his Subcommittee for holding these
hearings to get the views of the public on this significant legislation, and for
taking the time to consider comments on problem areas in H.R. 6715.
SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS IN STATEMENT

Part I-H.R. 6715 (The numbers correspond to the numbers used in the Ways
and Means COmmittee Report).
1. Section 3(a) (1) of the Bill gives only limited relief from ordinary income
on sale or redemption of Section 306 stock distributed before 1977, by looking
to adjusted basis, Including fresh start, since this relief will become less and
less meaningful with the passage of time.
2. The provision in Section 3(a) (2) of the Bill, as reported by the Ways and
Means Committee, whereby Section 306 stock can qualify for a Section 303
redemption, is of critical importance to the estate of the owner of a closely-held
business.
3. Section 3(b) of the Bill amends Section 691(c) to provide that in the
case of long-term capital gains, the adjustment for estate taxes attributable to
income in respect of a decedent be changed from a separate income tax deduction
to an adjustment to basis. While this may achieve the goal of ending the disparity
of treatment between gains recognized by heirs for property sold before the
decedent's death and gains realized by heirs upon a subsequent sale of the
'The membership of both of these Committees iB listed on pages 38 and 39 of this

Statement.
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Inherited property, yet it increases the disparity between sales in which gain
is recognized before death (and the income tax reduces the estate at Its top
bracket for estate tax purposes) and sales by a decedent where the recognition
of gain is deferred until after death. For this reason the policy decision is
incorrect and the amendment should be deleted.
4. The option provided in Section 3(c) (1) of the Bill to determine minimum
fresh start adjustment for tangible personal property by an 8% per year discount
from date of death value to December 31, 1Mf76 value, gives too much of a break
to personalty acquired shortly before December 31, 1976. It would be fairer to
provide an election to use a zero basis as of the date of the decedent's birth where
date of acquisition and cost are unknown.
8. Section 3(c) (5) of the Bill, which amends Section 1023(c) to provide a
separate computation of the adjustment for state estate taxes. is wrong in
requiring the state death tax adjustment be made after the Federal estate tax
adjustment, since the state death tax adjustment is thereby reduced even though
imposed on the same appreciation element.
10. Section 3(c) (7) of the Bill would make the Section 1023(c), (d) and (e)
adjustments to the basis of each asset for gain and then subtract the "fresh
start" adjustment. This change is proposed because the minimal easing of the
fiduciary's task of computing adjustments to the decedent's basis is more than
offset by the reduction in the (c), (d) and (e) adjustments available for loss
purposes.
15. Section 3(d) (4) of the Bill makes clear that the special use valuation
under Section 2032A is to apply to community property In the same manner as
property held by a decedent in his individual capacity in a common law state.
This is contrary to community property concepts and "sticks" the surviving
spouse with a lower cost basis if the Section 2032A election has been made rather
than giving her a cost basis for her half reflecting fair market value at the
date of the decedent's death. Only the decedent's half of the community property
should be taken into account for Section 2032A purposes, including qualification,
basis, recapture and all other characteristics. Similarly the $60.000 minimum
basis under Section 1023(d) should only apply to the decedent's half of the
community, and the statutory language which now refers to "all carryover
basis property" should be changed accordingly.
16. Section 3(d) (5) of the Bill proposes to amend Section 2032A(c) (6) and
(e) to provide that the special use valuation is available without personal IlabilHty for potential additional tax where the "qualified" heir furnishes a bond.
This relief provision should be expanded to provide a statutory alternative to
obtaining the consent of qualified heirs to the Section 2032A election by providing
that the testator or settlor in disposing of Section 2032A property could authorize his fiduciary to waive the consent requirements for the Section 2032A election and thereby make all "qualified" heirs liable for the recapture tax to the
extent bond is not posted.
18. Section 3(f) of the Bill amends Section 2035 to provide a new rule for the
$3,000 exception to the automatic 3 year rule-only gifts made to a donee where
no gift tax return is required to be filed with respect to the gift will be excluded.
This proposal would only be acceptable if it is combined with present law, so that
gifts in excess of $3,000 will be included in the gross estate only to the extent
their value at death exceeds $3,000. At the very least, the proposal should be
modified to exclude $3.000 of a split gift of up to $6,000. The Committee Report
says the $3,000 exception applies to premiums paid within 3 years of death "to
the extent that such payments would not have resulted In the inclusion of the
proceeds of the policy in the decedent's gross estate under prior law", and thus
appears to indirectly invoke the premium payment test under Section 2042 without benefit of legislation.
In any event the proposed substantive changes in Section 2035 should not
apply retroactively to transfers made before April 28, 1977, the date H.R. 6715
was introduced.
19. Section 3(g) (1) amends Section 2056(c) (1) (B) to provide that where
property given to a spouse is included in his gross estate under Section 2035. the
reduction of the estate tax marital deduction for marital gifts of less than
$200.000 will not be made. This rule should be extended to situations where the
gift to the spouse Is included In the donor's estate under Section 2036-2038, 2040
or 2042.
20. Section 3(h) of the Bill amends Section 2001 to provide that where a spouse
consents to be treated as the donor of one-half of a gift to a third party but the
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full amount of the gift Is included In the donor's estate as made within 3 years
of death, then in computing the estate tax for the consenting spouse, the gift Is
excluded In determining the amount of lifetime transfers. This is an incorrect
approach for in equating common law jurisdictions with community property
jurisdictions, the death of one spouse should bring only the decendent's half of
the gift Into his gross estate, not the entire gift, and the survivor's estate tax
bracket would be increased by the amount of his or her transfer.
21. Section 3(i) is helpful in amending Section 2030 to restrict the anti-Byrum
rule to situations where the decedent owns outright (or by Section 318 attribution), or has the power to vote, at least 20% of the otal combined voting power of
all classes of stock in the controlled corporation. On the other hand, Section 3(i)
introduces the very ambiguous concept of "indirect retention" of voting rights,
which can be a trap for the unwary and would seriously Impede the transfer
of closely-held stock as an estate planning tool, particularly since the statutory
language (as opposed to the Committee Report) does not confine the retention of
voting rights to the transferred shares. The concept of indirect retention of voting
rights should be dropped and the statute should expressly confine the direct retention of voting rights to the transferred stock. In any event, the amendment
should not apply to transfers before April 28, 1977.
26. While Section 3(1) improves Section 2057 with respect to the orphan's
deduction by allowing a single trust for all minor children without separate
shares, yet it should be liberalized further so that the same trust could have as
beneficiaries both qualified minors and older children who don't qualify.
27. Section 3(m) of the Bill amends Section 2518 to provide that a "qualified"
disclaimer includes a refusal by a spouse as a result of which the disclaimed
interest passes directly to such spouse. The Committee Report states that this
amendment would allow the disclaiming spouse to have an income interest in
the disclaimed property. This amendment should be broadened to specifically
encompass in a qualified disclaimer a refusal whereby the disclaiming spouse
has a beneficial interest in trust income and corpus and a special power of
appointment. Further, disclaimers of powers of appointment and of fiduciary
and other non-beneficial powers should be authorized.
28. Section 3(n) (1) amends Section 2613(e) to provide that an individual
trustee shall not be treated as having a power in the trust which would make him
a "beneficiary" if (a) he has no interest in the trust; (b) is not a related or
subordinate trustee: and (c) has only limited power to alter beneficial interests.
While the best solution would be to eliminate any distinction between individual
and corporate trustees, various additional changes are necessary to permit an
independent Individual to serve as trustee without being a "beneficiary".
32. Section 3(p) of the Bill amends Section 2204 to relieve an executor from
personal liability for additional Federal estate taxes attributabe to post-1976
gifts not shown on a return where the executor relied in good faith on the information supplied as to such gift tax returns by IRS pursuant to Section 6103(e)
(3). There appears to be no good reason not to permit an executor to rely in
good faith on gift tax returns of the decedent from whatever source supplied.
PART II-8. 1954: The American College of Probate Counsel strongly supports
S. 1954, providing for outright repeal of carryover basis.
PART II-S.
2228: If outright repeal of carryover basis is not possible, The
American College of Probate Counsel supports S. 2228, providing various amendments to the Code to make carryover basis more workable.
PART I. COMMENTS WITH RESPECT TO THE TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS RELATING TO
ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES IN H.. 6715

1. Ordinary income on sale or redemption of Section 306 stock only to include
amounts received in excess of adjusted basis, including fresh start adjustment.Section 3(a) (1) of the Bill proposes co amend Section 306 to make it clear that
the amount treated as ordinary income on the sale or redemption of Section 306
stock may not exceed the amount received by a shareholder in excess of the
adjusted basis of his 306 stock, Including the fresh start adjustment, where he
holds 306 stock distributed before 1977. This does ameliorate some of the hardship caused by the presumed effect of the carryover basis rules on Section 306
stock held by a decedent dying after December 31, 1976. Providing a fresh start
adjustment for 306 stock, however, merely adjusts the carryover basis and does
not substitute for it the value as of a step-up date. The fresh start adjustment
to the basis of this preferred stock will, of course, decrease with the passage of
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time, affording less relief in each future year. Furthermore, no relief is given
with respect to Section 306 stock issued after 1976.
2. Capital gains treatment of a Section 303 redemption made available for
Section 306 stock.-Section 3(a) (2) of the Bill, as reported by Ways and Means,
reverses the provisions originally in the Bill and makes Section 306 stock eligible
to qualify for a Section 303 redemption. Section 3(a) (2) in its present form is
essential for the liquidity of small business in view of the common use of Section 306 stock in estate planning.
3. Change from a separate deduction for estate tazes on capital gain realized
by decedent, but recognized by heirs, to a basis adjustment.-Section 3(b) proposes to amend Section 691 (c) to provide, in the case of capital gains, that the
adjustment for estate taxes attributable to Income in respect of a decedent be
changed from a separate deduction (which could be used against other income
or against the capital gain after giving effect to the Section 1202 deduction) to
an adjustment to basis. The stated objective of this change is to end the potential
disparity of treatment for income tax purposes between gains recognized by heirs
for property sold before death by the decedent and gains realized by the heirs upon
a subsequent sale of inherited property. However, it increases the disparity between sales in which the gain is recognized prior to death (in which case the
capital gains tax liability of the decedent would reduce iis estate at the top
bracket) and sales by a decedent in which recognition of gain is deferred until
after death. We believe the policy decision is incorrect and urge that the Section
be deleted.
4. Minimum basis adjustment formula for fresh start where actual basis or
date of acquisition of tangible personalty unavailable.-Section 3(c) (1) proposes to amend Section 1023 to provide a method for determining a minimum
carryover basis to reflect the fresh start adjustment for tangible personal
property. Its use would be permitted instead of actual basis, regardless of whether
the facts necessary to determine a decedent's basis are unknown and cannot be
reasonably ascertained, where the use of the formula would produce a higher
basis than the fractional adjustment In the present law (Section 1023(h) (2) (C)).
While this new proposal is helpful and will provide relief in many cases, the
assumption inherent in it that post-1976 appreciation will accrue at a rate
slightly higher than eight percent a year means that for deaths in the latter part
of 1985, the fresh start adjustment will only be approximately half of the estate
tax value of the property and thereafter even less. Unless Inflation averages
close to double digit rates in the future, the eight percent appreciation assumption may be too high to give much relief, particularly as more years elapse
between the fresh start date and date of death. Fiduciaries will still feel obligated to try to obtain better data, despite the cost and trouble, in order to have
a choice of the alternatives where they believe the decedent's adjusted basis before
the fresh start adjustment was relatively high compared with the date of death
value of the property and in cases where the property wus held for a relatively
long time. We recommend as an alternative means of relief, where cost and date
of acquisition are unknown, an election to use zero cost basis as of the decedent's
birth and then apply the present Section 1023(h) (2) (C) formula. This would
reduce the tremendous break given by Section 3(c) (1) to personalty acquired
shortly before December 31, 1.V76, compared to its status under existing law.
If the proposed new provision is to be retained, we suggest a modification to
Section 3(c) (1) to improve it by (I) eliminating the words in new paragraph
1023(h) (3) (B) (i) "without regard to section 2032" in line 15 on page 53 so as
to avoid having to also value closely held st-)ck as of date of death when alternate valuation is elected, an unnecessary complication; and (it) deleting the
restriction of this relief to tangible personal property so that it will apply to
any carryover basis property other than marketable securities.
The failure of the Bill to refer to the alternate valuation means that a separate valuation of tangibles. using date of death values, would be required
solely to determine basis. If this failure is not corrected, there does not appear
to be a procedure under which the I.R.S. and the estate could establish the date
of death value of the tangibles.
Except as discussed, the Bill appears to carry out the purpose described in
the Ways and Means Committee Report.
5. No comment.
6. No comment.
T. No comment.
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8. Adjustnent to carryover basis property for state estate taxcs.-Section
3(c) (5) amends Section 1023 to provide a separate computation of the adjustment for state death duties, the adjustment being made after the adjustment
for Federal estate taxes. This was designed to cure the problem which would
exist if property includable for Federal estate tax purposes is not includable
for state death tax purposes, or vice versa, or if values are different for purposes
of the two taxing structures. Although separate adjustments are necessary, the
proposed solution is inequitable since, by requiring the state death tax adjustment to be made after the adjustment for Federal estate taxes, the state death
tax adjustment is reduced, even though the state death tax is imposed on the
same appreciation element. Both adjustments should relate to the full appreciation element.
Furthermore, the proposal leaves untouched the difficulty which stems from
the requirement in Section 1023(f) (3) that state death taxes be paid by the
estate, which presumably would disqualify state death taxes apportionted, either
by instrument or local law, against persons taking outside the will (e.g., beneficiaries of life insurance and surviving joint tenants) or against property
passing under a will substitute (e.g., an inter ViVo8 trust).
9. No comment.
10. Coordination of carryover basis adjustmcnt.-"Fresh start" should be
available for both gain and loss purposes, since "fresh start" was intended to
grandfather pre-1977 changes in values. Under present law the adjustment is
only available for purposes of gain. This requires (1) recording separate bases
for gain and loss and (2) an extra set of multiplications to apply the (c), (d)
and (e) adjustments (of which only one will generally be applicable). Section
I(c) (7) proposes to change this by making the (c), (d) and (e) adjustments to
the basis of each asset for gain and then subtracting the "fresh start" adjustment. However, this does not change the fact that records must be kept of two
different bases; all it does is eliminate the separate multiplications. (We do
not believe that the concern expressed in the Ways and Means Committee Report
is warranted.) This minimal easing of the fiduciary's task is at the cost of
minimizing the (c), (d) and (e) adjustments available for loss purposes. We
therefore oppose this proposed change.
11.-14. No comment.
15. Community property under the special use valuation rule and under Section 103(d).-a. Where the executor of the decedent's estate elects valuation
under Section 2032A to apply to the decedent's half of community property, it is
unclear under present law how the basis of the survivor's half is affected. For
example, for purposes of the "fresh state" computation, the Section 2032A value
rather than the asset's fair market value is used in the fraction. This is perfectly
appropriate for the decedent's half of the community property, but it is not
appropriate for the surviving spouse's half. In other words, if the surviving
spouse sells her half of the community Section 2032A property after her husband's death, her cost basis should reflect fair market value at the date of the
decedent's death, rather than reflecting Section 2032A value. Unfortunately, the
proposed amednment reaches the opposite result.
'While the proposed language would allow the surviving spouse's half to be
taken into account in determining whether or not the Section 2032A property
qualifies (in terms of the percentage requirements), it also "sticks" the surviving spouse with a lower cost basis if a 2032A election has been made for the
decedent's half. It is also unclear as to what happens if the surviving spouse sells
her half of the 2032A property within fifteen years of the decedent's death; this
should not result in a recapture tax because her half was not subject to tax
at death. Does it trigger a recapture tax on the decedent's half, however, since
both halves are seemingly lumped together?
Instead of the proposed amendment we recommend that it be made clear that
only the decedent's half of the community property is to be taken into account
for purposes of Section 2032A, including qualification, basis, recapture and all
other characteristics. In other words, there would be a different cost basis for
the surviving spouse's half of such property where a Section 2032A election
is made on behalf of the decedent, and the surviving spouse's half would not figure
in the percentage calculation in determining whether the decedent's half qualifies for the Section 2032A election.
b. Section 1023(d) states that If $60.000 exceeds the aggregate of all carryover
basis property, then the property can be stepped up to $60,000. The $60,000 step
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up should only apply to the decedent's half of the community and not to the
surviving spouse's half.
Section 1023(b) defines carryover basis property by reference to Section 1014
(b). Section 1014(b) (6) includes In the definition of 1014(b) property a surviving spouse's one half share of the community. For example, if the fair market
value of both halves of the community at death was $120,000 but the cost basis
of both halves was $30,000 (as adjusted for fresh start and death taxes attributable to appreciation), the decedent's half of the property should be stepped up to
$60,000 and the surviving spouse's half should carry a basis of $15,000. It would
not be fair to give both halves a step up to $30,000 each ($60,000 in the aggregate),
yet that is what Section 1023(d) seems to say by referring to "all carryover basis
property." The surviving spouse's estate should, upon her death, be able to get
a minimum basis increase to $60,000 at that time, whereas if it had been given
it at the first decedent's death, there would be no additional step up available.
Assuming the spouses could, immediately before death, sever their property into
two equal halves of separate property each worth $60,000, this would produce
the above proposed basis result. There should be no difference if they do not
go through with such a severance. We believe this problem cannot be solved
by regulations.
16. Bond to relieve qualified heir of personal liability for recapture of tax
where Section 2032A valuation is scd.-Section 3(d) (5) proposes to amend
Section 2032(A) (c) (6) and (e) to provide that the special use valuation is available without personal liability for potential additional tax where the qualified
heir furnishes a bond for the naximm amount of this additional recaptured
tax which may be imposed with respect to the heir's interest in the qualified
real property.
This proposal should eliminate one of the impediments to the use of Section
2032A. Unfortunately, this concept does not go far enough. Since the purpose
of the agreement is to provide the Internal Revenue Service with a ready
and acknowledged source of funds for the payment of the recapture tax, we
suggest a statutory alternative to obtaining the consent of qualified heirs,
including incompetents, to the Section 2032A election. This would be an amendment to Section 2032A(d) (2) to provide that in any will or inter vivos trust
making a disposition of property that might later be eligible for Secion 2032A
use valuation, the testator or settlor could authorize his fiduciary to waive
the consent requirements for tile Section 2032A election and thereby make
all qualified heirs liable for tile recapture tax to the extent of their shares of
the estate unless they elected to post bond.
With respect to the bonding, the Bill language appears to be consistent with
the Ways and Means Committee Report.
17. No comment.
18. Section 2035 inclusion in the gross estate of all transfers made within
three years of death required to be shown on a gift tax return, exempting those
not so required unless they are life imnurance.-It should be noted at the outset
that the three-year rule of Section 2035(a) appears inconsistent with the enactment into law of unification of the estate taxes. The elimination of this
rule would permit dropping the exceptions in Section 2035(b), including the
troublesome exclusion for gifts under $3,000. It may well be, however, that
Section 2035(c), providing for the gross-up of gift taxes on transfers within
three years of death, should be retained. The incidents of ownership of life
insurance within three years of death could he dealt with in Section 2049.
Section 3(f) of the Bill amends Section 2035 so that instead of the'present
rule providing that "the amount of gifts included in the gross estate is limited
to the excess of the estate tax value over the amount excludable with respect
to these gifts" (as the legislative history is interpreted by the Ways and Means
Committee Report on I.R. 6715). there is a new rule that only gifts made to
a donee where no gift tax return is required to lie filed with respect to that
gift will be excluded from the automatic three-year rule. However, no such
exclusion will be permitted for a gift with respect to a life insurance policy.
The Ways and Means Committee Report notes that the legislative history
of the existing law indicated that the amount of gifts included in the gross
estate is limited to the excess of the estate tax value over the amount excludable
with respect to these gifts. Thus, a gift of $4,000 in cash would result in only
$1.000 being included in the gross estate in the event of the donor's death within
three years of making thq gift.
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Under the new proposal, while a gift valued at $3,000 will not be included
In the gross estate if the donor dies within three years even though its value at
death exceeds $3,000, yet a gift valued at $3,000.01, requiring the filing of a gift
tax return, will result In inclusion of the entire value of the gift at date of death.
A notch provision of this nature will be a trap for the unwary and the poorly
.advised, as well as leading to potential valuation disputes (or arguments over
what the exact date of the gift was) in an attempt by the Service to claim the
benefit of the notch.
An additional problem is the possibility that records will be searched to find
payments not normally considered taxable gifts, such as Christmas. birthday and
anniversary gifts and having those amounts bring the transfers for the year to a
sum in excess of $3,000.
The Wa.N s and Means Committee Report expresses concern over serious adminIstrative burdens that may be imposed upon executors under the present law,
because it will be necessary to ascertain whether the decedent had made gifts
during the three-year period preceding his death (even though no return was
required) and, if so, the value of the gifts at the time of the donor's death. This
type of "burden" has always existed, since executors under the law prior to tile
1976 Tax Reform Act were required to disclose all transfers of $1,000 or more
made within three years of death. Under present law, they are required to disclose transfers in excess of $3.000 and. according to the Report. ascertain whether
transfers of a lesser amount appreciated to more than $3.000 at date of death.
This isn't a serious additional administrative burden and. in any case. the burden
of searching for prior transfers will still exist even under the proposal.
The proposal in Section 3(f) of the Bill to make the exception to the threeyear rule apply to the entire value of the property at death, if the property was
$3.000 or less in value at the time of gift, would be acceptable if it is combined
with the provision that the Committee's Report states is the present law, namely
that gifts in exces of $3.000 will be included in the gross estate only to tile extent
the value at death exceeds A3.000. At the very least, the proposal should be
modified to exclude $3.000 of a split gift of up to $6,000 where a gift tax return
and spousal consent are required.
The phrase in Section 3 (f, of the Bill that excludes the gift of a life insurance
policy from the benefit of the $3.000 exception is broad enough to include premium
payments as well, and the Committee Report makes plain that this is the case.
Section 3(f) provides that the exception "shall not apply to any transfer with
respect to a life insurance policy." i Emphasis supplied i. The Committee Report
says that the $3.000 exception applies to premiums paid within 3 years of death
"to the extent such payments would not have resulted in the inclusion of tile
proceeds of the policy in the decedent's gross estate under prior law." This
explanation appears to be an attempt to revive thf premium payment test under
Section 2042 without benefit of legislation, since premium payments within 3
years of death (as opposed to transfers of insurance policies) should not cause
any part of the policy proceeds to be included in the gross estate, but only the
premiums themselves.
Finally, if such substantive changes are to be made to Section 2035. they should
certainly not apply to transfers made before April 2S, 1977 (the date H.R. 6715
was introduced), since many gifts were made between December 31. 1976 and
April 28, 1977. in reliance on existing law and the assumption that it would not
be changed retroactively. (The Committee Report inadvertently excepts transfers
before January 1, 1971 rather than January 1, 1977.)
19. Estate tar marital deduction not to be reduced for gifts made to decedent's

spouse within three licars of death.-Section 3(g) (11 amends Section 2056:(c)
(1) (B) to provide that where property given to the decedent's spouse is included
In the decedent's estate as a transfer made within three years of death, the reduction of the estate tax marital deduction for marital gifts of less than S200.000
will not occur, since inclusion of the gift in the gross estate will have nullified
any benefit of the deduction for gift tax purposes.
The removal of the unintended hardship here should le extended to situations
where a marital deduction gift is included in the donor's gross estate as a transfer
under Sections 203G-20?,3' 2040 or 2042. While the hardship is more obvious and
widespread in the Section 20,3. situation, it should not be permitted to exist
merely because a marital deduction gift is brought back into the gross estate
under one of the other enumerated Sections.
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Section 3(g) (2) correctly amends Section 2056(c) (1) (B) (11) to exclude any
gift not required to be reported in a gift tax return from the computation of
the marital deduction "cut-down" for gifts to the spouse aggregating less than

$200,000.

20. Amelioration of double burden where split gifts are made within three
years of death.-The purpose of the split gift provisions is to equate common
law Jurisditions with community property Jurisdictions. If two spouses in a
community property state, each owning one-half of the community, give an
identical amount to a third party, the death of one of them in three years would
only bring back the decedent's transfer, not the entire gift, and the survivor's
estate tax bracket would be increased by the amount of his or her transfer. The
result should be the same when there is a split gift. But Section 3(h) takes the
opposite approach, including the entire amount of the transfer, but eliminating
the increase in the survivor's estate tax bracket. This is incorrect policy.
21. Anti-Byrtin rule mnodified to apply only to a controlled corporation but
expanded to indirect retiiti,,n of voting rights.-Section 3(1) proposes to amend
Section 2036 to restricrt the anti-Blyruim rule so that it will not apply to publiclyheld stock. While this is an improvement over present law, Section 3(l) dangerously overreaches the Byrum situation by (1) not limiting the proscribed
retention of voting rights to the stock actually transferred; and (2) by introducing the very ambiguous concept of "indirect retention" of voting rights. As
to the first p)int, the anti-Byrum rule would apparently apply in all cases in
which the decedent transferred less than his entire interest in closely held stock,
regardless of the identity of the transferee and regardless of the nature of the
transfer (whether outright or in trust, if after the transfers the decedent
owned or had the power to vote as little as one share of stock in the corporation
and the decedent at any time had attributed to him under Section 318 enough
stock to meet the 20 percent test. This is because the proposed amendments does
not speak in terms of controlling the vote of the transferred stock but in terms
of "retention of the right to vote (directly or indirectly) shares of stock of a
controlled corporation." Thus, an individual who built up his own business would
be unable to transfer any portion of the stock to any family member, even
though the transfer is outright. unless he disposed of all of his stock. It is true
that the Ways and Means Committee Report does state that "the rule would
not apply to the transfer of stock in a controlled corporation where the decedent
could not vote the transferred stock", but it would be far safer to insert after
the phrase. "retention of voting rights", in proposed Section 2036(b) (1) the
words "in the transferred stock."
As to the second point, the concept of "indirect retention" of voting rights is
very ambiguous, and will prove to be a trap for the unwary, and should be
dropped. The Committee Report interprets this phrase to require inclusion of the
stock in the gross estate "where the decedent retained the voting rights of the
stock which was directly or indirectly transferred by him". It gives as an example the situation where the decedent transferred cash or other property before
his death to a trust of which he is trustee within 3 years of his death, and the
trust uses those assets to purchase stock in the controlled operation from himself. Thus, the Committee Report looks to an indirect transfer of the voting
stbck rather than the indirect retention of voting rights. This disparity between
the statutory language and the Committee Report will be a problem. Hopefully,
the indirect retention of voting rights will be eliminated from Section 3() : at
the very least the statutory language should be conformed to the Committee
Report and refer to indirect transfers of voting stock.
If the amendment is left In the Bill. it should be prospective only. affecting transfers made only after April 27, 1977, since many transfers were made prior thereto
in reliance on existing law not being changed retroactively.
22. No comment.
23. No comment.
24. No comment.
25. No comment.
26. Orphan's deduction for a "pot" trust to be alloired.-While Section 3(1)
of the Bill. amending Section 2057, is clearly an improvement over existing law,
by allowing a single trust for minor children without separate shares, nonetheless by requiring that all initial trust beneficiaries must be the minor children,
estate planning flexibility is unnecessarily lost. In the fairly frequent case where
there are some children both over and under 21. it would be desirable if the
orphan's deduction shares could be held in the same "pot" trust with shares of
older children for which the orphan's deduction is not available.
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27. Disclaimer by surviving spouse to be valid although disclaimed interest

passes to spouse.e-Section 3(m) amends Section 2518 to define a qualified
disclaimer as including a refusal. as a result of which the interest passes directly
to the decedent's spouse. The Bill language should be amended so as to make
clear that it permits a disclaimer by a decedent's spouse, even though the latter
has a beneficial interest in the income and principal of, and a special power of
appointment over, the trust into which the disclaimed property passes. Furthermore, the Ways and Means Committee Report seems to interpret the amendment
as applying only where the surviving spouse receives an "income interest" in the
disclaimed property. The amendment should not be so restrictive. The Report
should be changed to encompass the above-noted beneficial interest of the ,pouse
in trust income and corpus and a special power of appointment.
Furthermore, the requirement that an interest "pass" should be enlarged to permit the disclaimer of powers of appointment by beneficiaries (when the power
does not **pass"). and also disclaimers of fiduciary and other non-beneficial powers should be authorized.
28. Potecrs of indcpendcnt tru.tces w-ill not attract the generation-skipping
tax.-Section 3(n) t1) proposkes to amend I.R.C. Section 2613 (e) to ameliorate
the controversial provision which treats individual trustees possessing certain
powers as beneficiaries for purposes of triggering the generation-skippinz tax.
While the proposed amendment is some improvement over existing law. a better
solution would be to eliminate the distintio)ns between individual and corp,,rate
trustees. In the event that Congress should be unwilling to eliminate this distinction in a technical corrections bill, the following suggestions for improvement
are made.
The proposed amendment provides that an individual trustee shall lie treated
as not having a po%%er in the trust which would make him a "beneficiary" as
defined in Section 2613 if 1) such trustee has no interest in the trust. k2) is not
a related or subordinate trustee, as specifically defined, and 13) has only certain
limited powers to alter beneficial interests. If the trust contains a I-twer of appointment given to a person other than the trustee which is exercisable among a
class which includes the trustee, the individual trustee may have an **interest"
in the trust as defined in Section 2613 (d) (1) (B) and cu,ld not qualify under
the first requirement. Also any individual who has a relationship to any person
within the class of potential appointees described in the definition of a related
or subordinate trustee could not qualify as an independent trustee.
Based on such an interpretation of the definitions of the terms *interest" and
"beneficiary" in Sections 26131c) and (di, in the case of a broad special power
of appointment (for example, a power exercisable in favor of anyone other thas
the donee of the power, his estate. or his creditors), no individual could qualify
as an independent trustee under the proposed amendment in its present form.
To meet this problem, it is recommended that the proposed amendment be revised
so that an interest as a potential appointee under a power held by another person
should not be an interest in the trust for purposes of proposed Section 2613ie).
The definition of a related or subordinate trustee has leen taken nearly verbatim from Section 672( c)*s definition of a related or subordinate party: but as
used in the amendment, this definition has been expanded to include relationships
between a trustee and any beneficiary as well as between a trustee and grantor.
In order to eliminate possible problems in ascertaining who are the contingent
income beneficiaries or remaindermen, the terms "1-eneficiary" and "beneficiariesshould have inserted after them the phrase "having a present interest in the
trust." Likewise, consideration should be given to eliminating the disqualification
arising from a relationship between a trustee and a beneficiary through the
trustee's employment by a corporation in which a beneficiary has significant voting control or is an executive. Such a relationship of a trustee to a b eneficiary
could arise at any time and become a trap for the unwary. Alternaively. clauses
(iii) and (iv) of proposed Section 2613te) 2) fB) could be limited to such relationships existing at the time property is transferred in trust.
Subject to any changes made in accordance with the preceding paragraph, the
definition of a related or subordinate trustee should be modified to conform more
closely to Section 672(c) by tightening it in the following respects:
(1) By adding to clause (i) of proposed Section 2613(e) (2) (B) the words
"if living with the grantor or such beneficiary," so that spouse of the grantor
or any beneficiary who is living apart would not be disqualified as a related or
subordinate trustee.
(2) By substituting in clause (ii) of proposed Section 2613(e) (2) (B) the
word "issue" for the phrase "lineal descendants." Since the meaning is probably
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the same. the suggestion is merely a matter of conformity to the words used in
Section 672(c) (2). A similar substitution could boe made in proK,,ed subparagraph (1) to make it consistent with subparagraph (2) of proposed Section
2613(e).
31 By inserting in clause (1i) of proposed Section 213(e) (2) (B) the words
"or employee" following the word "sister." The failure of the Bill to include an
employee of the grantor or beneficiary may have been an inadvertent omission
in view of the provisions of clauses (iii) and iiv), relating to trustees who are
employees of certain corporations.
(4 By inserting in clause (iv) of proposed Section 2613(e) 12) (B the word
subordinatet" premling the word "employee." Again. the failure to track Section
672( c) j,2 i in this respect may have been inadvertent.
29. No comment.
30. No comment.
31. No comment.

32. Reliance by an c.ecuttr ror informration
furnihed by IRS coneernitng dece.
dent's taxable gifts made after 1976.L-Pursuaut to) Se.tion 31 p) uif the Bill. Sec-

tion 2204 of the Code is amended to relieve the executor of personal liability for
additional federal estate taxes attributable to post-1976 gifts not show on a
return if the executor. in good faith, relied upon "gift tax returns furnished
under Section 6103(e) (3)" bty the Internal Revenue Service, lout he is not relieved
from such liability for gifts made within 3 years of dece'!ent's death. Th, abovequoted language of Section 3,1p). applied literally, would exclude relief for the
executor if IRS furnished no gift tax return. peursuant to his request. The
Committee Report does refer to "information" furnished iy IRS. but any doubt
would be resolved by substituting "information" for "gift tax returns" in Section 3 (p).
There appear to lie no good reason to restrict this relief for an executor to
the situation where information has leen furnished to him by IRS under Section 6103ie 031. This would mean that every executor would have to reiluest
gift tax returns from IRS in order to avail himself of this relief, putting an
administrative Iburden on l, th the executor and IRS. The provision should be
liberalized to permit an executor to rely in go,,d faith on gift tax returns of
the d dent coming into the executor's possession from whatever source.
33. and 34. No comment.
PART IT. COI.MENTS WITH RESPECT T0 s.

19.4

The American College of Probate Counsel is already on record before the
Ways and Means Committee (October 6. 1977 Hearing on Carryover Basis) as
strongly favoring outright repeal of carryover basis, and it therefore wholeheartedly supports S. 1954, sponsored toy Senator Curtis of Nebraska, providing
for such repeal.
The American public has expressed a growing uneasines.s over the extended
time and substantial cost of probate, and we. as practitioners in this area of the
law. are keenlyt aware that we have an obligation to do all we can to meet their
concern. We also know from experience that the preparation and audit of the
Federal estate tax return, aas been the main cause for this delay and expense.
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 did take one big step toward eliminating the
Federal estate tax as the bottleneck in the probate process by providing a much
higher exemption in the form of a credit and an increased marital deduction so
that for deaths after 19S0, estate of married taxpayers up to $425.625 (the sum
of the $175,62-5 exemption equivalent to the new credit and the $250.000 marital
deduction) escape Federal estate tax entirely. Thus. the need to deal with the
Federal estate tax no longer exists in administering smaller estates.
But. ironically, the carryover basis provisions of the Tax Reform Act of
1976 constitute a giant step backwards from the goal of achieving inexpensive
and expeditious probate; not just for the large estate, but for all estates, including those in which the aggregate adjusted basis of carryover basis property
is under $60.000. Executors who formerly could rely on date of death values
for the basis of asRets in the hands of a decedent's estate or beneficiaries must
now attempt to determine the acquisition date and cost of every carryover basix
aset except for $10.000 of tangible personal property (if the executor makes
thle section 1023(b) election). Moreover. this same information is required for
all substantial improvements to carryover basis assets. In an era when recordkeeping has been inadequate, and records were often discarded after three
years, who will know the cost and acquisition date of each item in a stamp or
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coin collection, the cost of a home gifted through several generations, and the
date of installation, and cost, of a subsequently-installed furnace, air conditionIng, porch, etc? While section 1023(g) (3) does provide that where decedent's
basis is unknown, such basis shal-be treated as being the fair market value of
such property as of the approximate date of acquisition, yet such fair market
value Itself may be hard to determine, and, furthermore, the fiduciary will still
be under pressure to determine the actual basis to see if it is greater than the
assumed fair market value. All this examination of records, as well as the
elaborate calculations required to determine the four separate adjustments to
i'arryover basis provided by section 1023 as to each carryover basis asset, will
greatly increase both the time and cost of probate for all estates, whether small,
medium or large. The services of a large computer will often be the only feasible
solution.
We are concerned that the sense of trust and confidence which hopefully exists
between the executor and the estate's beneficiaries will be greatly eroded, not
only because the great complexity of these carryover basis provisions will neces,
sarily result in many errors in calculations, but also because changes in estate
tax values on audit of the estate tax return will often result in income tax
deficiencies because the income tax returns as filed cannot correctly show gain
on the sale by the estate or the beneficiary of carryover basis assets until final
determination of the Federal estate tax values. Furthermore, the executor will
be put to an impossible task in having to decide who is to receive high-basis
assets, who receiTes low-l,asis assets and who receives cash from the estate.
Obviously. executors are going to be faced with a sharply higher number of
court contests of their accountings and malpractice suits against their attorneys
will also greatly increase. Finally, executors are required to file an information
report on carryover basis property with both the Internal Revenue Service and
with the recipient of the property, and a penalty of up to $7,500 will be imposed
for failure to comply. We predict that many individuals will hereafter refuse
to serve as executors and this role will be increasingly filled by banks and trust
companies, a result which we do not believe to be healthy.
Carryover basis has had a very adverse effect on the traditior.al estate planning for a small businessman for it has apparently eliminated the possibility
for section 306 stock to qualify for a section 303 redemption (but see H.R. 6715,
as reported ). and there may be insufficient redemption proceeds to pay the income tax on the gain now arising from the redemption. In short. the Act, whose
purpose was to afford the small businessman tax relief, has, through carryover
basis, heightened his already severe liquidity problems and may even cost his
business.
PART M!.

COMMENTS WITH RESPECT 8. 2228

The American College of Probate Counsel is on record before the Ways and
Means Committee (October 6, 1977 Hearing on Carryover Basis) as favoring
simple, fix-up legislation to make carryover basis less burdensome if it cannot
be repealed outright. Moreover. five of the seven specific legislative proposals
submitted by it at such Ways and and Means Committee hearing are reflected
in whole or in part in S. 2228, sponsored by Senator Byd and Senator Dole,
namely :
(1) grandfathering under the prior law all assets the adjusted basis of which
immediately before the decedent's death reflects the adjusted basis of any property on December 31, 1976;
(2) increase the minimum basis to $175.625:
(3) estate tax adjustments under Section 1023(c) and (e) are to be at marginal rather than average estate tax rates and Section 691(c) deduction is to
be computed as under prior law;
(4) carryover of capital losses of the decedent to his estate: and
t5) expansion of the maximum amount of the redemption proceeds qualifying
under Section 303 to include federal. state and local income tax on the gain.
The College endorses in principle S. 2228. despite some technical problems, but
it would add the following provisions:
(a) The present $10.000 exclusion for tangible pe-rsonal property should be
increased to $50.000, or such other amount that would prevent a substantial
administrative burden to the estates of all persons other than collectors.
(b) Section 7(a) (1) of the Bill. relating to the maximum amount of a stock
redemption qualifying under Section 30.3. sh,'uld 1e amended to include state and
local income taxes on the redemption gain as well fs the federal income tax.
(e)
Sections 61661(gH1t(Bi and 61116AhHiliB) provide that to avoid
acceleration of federal estate ta'x installments upon a redemption, the entire
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proceeds must be applied to the unpaid federal estate tax. An exception should be
made for the amount of any federal, state and local income taxes arising from
the redemption in order not to penalize the illiquld eelate.
(d) With respect to generation-skipping trusts, S. 2228 should provide for a
change in the effective date for wills and revocable trusts from May 1, 1976 to
October 4, 1976, the date of enactment of the 1976 Tax Reform Act, and a change
in the effective date for taxing generation-skipping transfers under irrevocable
trusts from May 1, 1976 to August 5, 1976, the date the U.S. Senate voted to
change the effective date of the transitional rules retroactively from May 1, 1977
to May 1, 1976. These changes will avoid substantial hardships to innocent parties
arising from ignorance or uncertainty as to the effective date.
AUTHORITY AND IDENTITY OF THE AUTHORS OF THESE COMMENTS

The comments on the preceding pages were made by the Estate and Gift Tax
Reform Committee of The American College of Probate Counsel and approved
by the Executive Committee of the College. The Estate and Gift Tax Reform
Committee is a duly authorized committee of the College, created by the College's
Board of Regents, whose members were appointed by the President of the College,
in consultation with the Executive Committee of the College. The Executive
Committee of the College is the governing body, appointed from the members
of the Board of Agents. The Estate and Gift Tax Reform Committee consists of
the following lawyers: Frank S. Berall, Chairman, Hartford, Connecticut; Luther
J. Avery, San Francisco, California; Edward B. Benjamin, Jr., New Orleans,
Louisiana; Joseph Kartiganer, New York City, New York; Malcolm A. Moore,
Seattle, Washington, Arthur Peter, Jr., Washington, D.C.; Raymond A. Reister,
Minneapolis, Minnesota; and John A. Wallace, Atlanta. Georgia.
In addition, the following lawyers serve on the committee as Special State
Representatives:
Lyman F. Holland, Jr., Mobile, Alabama- C. L. Cloudy, Ketchikan, Alaska;
Roland Kruse, Phoenix, Arizona : Leonard L. Scott, Little Rock. Arkansas; Robert
W. Morrison, San Francisco, California: Hover T. Lentz, Denver, Colorado;
Frank S. Berall, Hartford, Connecticut: Thomas P. Sweeney, Wilmington, Delaware; J. Bruce Kellison, Washington, D.C.; Sherwin P. Simmons, Tampa, Florida: John A. Wallace. Atlanta, Georgia; Arthur B. Reinwald, Honolulu. Hawaii;
J. Charles Blanton, Boise, Idaho; Richard 0. Hart, Benton, Illinois: Charles F.
Cremer, Jr., Indianapolis. Indiana; Arlev J. Wilson, Marshalltown, Iowa: L. H.
Ruppenthal, McPherson, Kansas: Allen Schmitt. Louisville, Kentucky: Paul 0. H.
Pigman, New Orleans, Louisiana: Robert F. Preti. Portland, Maine: Allen H.
Fisher, Jr., Baltimore. Maryland: Robert S. Bowditch, Worcester. Massachusetts;
Joe C. Foster. Jr., Lansing. Michigan: Raymond A. Register. Minneapolis. Minnesota: C. Denton Gibbes. Jr., Laurel, Mississippi: Guy A. Magruder. Jr., Kansas
City, Missouri; Ben E. Berg. Bozeman, Montana: Thomas M. Davies. Lincoln.
Nebraska: Leslie B. Gray, Reno, Nevada ; Arthur H. Nighswander, Laconia. New
Hampshire; Alfred C. Clapp, Newark, New Jersey: Michal G. Sutin. Albuquerque,
New Mexico: Elliott W. Gumaer. Jr., Rochester, New York, (upstate) : Philip J.
Hirseh. New York. New York. (downstate) : Leon L. Rice, Jr.. Winston-Salem,
North Carolina: Charles A. Feste, Fargo, North Dakota: Howard N. Bullock,
Columbus. Ohio: James C. Gibbens, Oklahoma City. Oklahomit, Campbell Richardson, Portland, Oregon: George H. Nofer. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Joachim A. Weissfield. Providence. Rhode Island; Ray M. Selgler. Columbia,
South Carolina: Martin P. Farrell, Hot Springs. South Dakota: Thomas A.
Caldwell, Jr., Chattanooga. Tennessee; Robert Hyer Thomas, Dallas. Texas:
Clark P. Giles. Salt Lake City, Utah: Austin B. Noble. Montpelier, Vermont;
Waller Horsley, Richmond, Virginia: E. Frederick VellkanJe, Yakima, Washington: Noel P. Copen. Huntington, West Virginia; Harrold J. McComas, Milwaukee. Wisconsin: and Byron Hirst, Cheyenne. Wyoming.
The Executive Committee of the College consists of:
John E. Rogerson. Boston. Massachusetts: Charles A. Sannders. Honston,
Texas: Harley J. Spitler, San Francisco. California: Arthur Peter. Jr.. WashIngton. D.C.: E. Frederick Velikanje. Yakima, Washington: William P. Cantwell,
Denver. Colorado: Merrill PL Bradford. Bangor, Maine; Milton Greenfield, Jr.,
St. Louis, Missouri; and Wesley L. Nutten, III, Los Angeles, California.
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COLLm OF PSosATE CoUvISE

Loe Angele, aU ., Ootober V, 1977.
Re Supplemental Written Statement of The American College of Probate Counsel,
being submitted for the record of October 27 and 28, 1977, hearings by the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of the Senate Finance
Committee.
MICHAEL STIZN,

Staff Direotor,Senate Finance Committee,
Dirksen Senate Ofice Building, lVashington, D.C.
Da" MR. STERN: The American College of Probate Counsel has already sub.
mitted seventy-five copies of its written statement and has testified orally with
respect thereto at the above described hearings on October 28, 1977. We would
now like to submit the attached supplemental written statement amplifying some
of our points in the former dealing with postponement of the effective dates of
the generation-skipping trust provisions.
While we recognize that the Technical Corrections Act, as passed by the House
of Representatives, does not contain any provisions dealing with problems caused
by the effective dates of the generation-skipping transfer tax, the subject was
deemed of sufficient importance so that the House Ways and Means Committee
included it in hearings held in that Committee on October 6, 1977, and we
respectfully submit that these provisions should be added to the Technical Corrections Act by the Senate Finance Committee.
The attached statement was prepared by the Estate and Gift Tax Reform
Committee of the American College of Probate Counsel for the October 6, 1977,
hearings in the House Ways and Means Committee and has been submitted as
part of our written statement to the Ways and Means Committee. It has been reviewed by the Executive Committee of the American College of Probate Counsel
and submitted under direction of the College's president (John E. Rogerson, Esq.).
The membership of both of the above committees is listed on the last two pages
of the statement we filed with you prior to our October 28, 1977 testimony.
We would appreciate it if the attached statement and this cover letter could
be printed in the hearing records.
Very truly yours,
FRANK S. BLQtL,

Chairman,Estate and Gift Tax Reform Committee.
PART II. POSTPONEMENT OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE GENERATION-SKIPPING

TRUST PROVISIONS IN THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976

The 1976 Tax Reform Act added a tax on generation-skipping transfers which
was made applicable to taxable distributions and taxable terminations of trusts
occurring after April 30, 1976. Section 2006(c) of the Act provides certain
transitional rules. First of all, transfers under irrevocable trusts in existence
on April 30, 1976 (to the extent they are not out of corpus added after that
date) are exempt from the tax. Secondly, transfers made by decedents or settlors
who die prior to January 1, 1982, under a Will (or revocable trust) which was

in existence on April 30, 1976, and "was not amended at any time after that date

in any respect which will result in the creation of, or increasing the amount of,

any generation-skipping transfer" are also excluded. This latter exemption is
extended in certain cases where the testator or settlor was incompetent on

April 30, 1976, and remains Incompetent on January 1, 1982.
The American College of Probate Counsel believes that many of the problems
probate attorneys are encountering in trying to abide by the above-noted transitional rules are capable of being solved by Regulations, and it urges that the
issuance of such Regulations be given the highest priority. The views of the Col.
lege as to such Regulations are set forth in letters to the Chief Counsel, Internal
Revenue Service, dated November 5, 1976 and October 4, 1977. (See Exhibits 1 and
2 attached.)
There are, however, several problems in such transitional rules which appear

capable of solution only by new legislation. The American College of Probate

-

Counsel advocates that the April 30, 1976, transitional date for wills and revocable
trusts be changed from April 30, 1976, to October 4, 1976, the date of enactment
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of the 1976 Tax Reform Act, and that the effective date ror taxing generationskipping transfers under irrevocable trusts be August 5, 1976, the date the U.S.
Senate voted to change the effective date of the transitional rules from May 1,
1977 to May 1, 1976.
In view of the-Uncertainty whether there would be any generation-skipping
transfer tax (or for that matter, any estate and gift tax changes at all) until late
in the summer of 1976, a transitional date for wills and revocable trusts which
reflects the October 4, 1976 enactment date of the new law would be far more
equitable than April 30, 1976. A great many inadvertent changes were made to
what otherwise would have been protected wills and trusts between April 30, 1976,
and October 4, 1976, and the earlier date will cause substantial hardship to innocent parties. It is unlikely that many individuals created, added to, or made
changes in their wills or trusts prior to October 4, 1976 in the hope that the effective date would be postponed, and that they could thereby avoid the generationskipping tax. Thus, the hardship cases undoubtedly outweigh any cases of deliberate tax avoidance, and should be given relief.
Furthermore, the existing statutory transitional rules should be modified to
allow a permissable change in a pre-May 1, 1976 will or revocable trust by means
of a subsequent new will or trust instrument and not merely by way of a codicil or
a trust amendment. There appears to be no sound reason to continue the present
restriction, and it is certainly a trap for the unwary.
The statutory transitional rules should be amended to indicate that where a
protected instrument is "tainted," the "taint" should only be a proportionate one.
The addition of corpus to a protected irrevocable trust or the change in a provision
which would increase the amount of a generation-skipping transfer created in a
revocable trust or will that would otherwise be protected should only result iII
tainting the proportionate part of the corpus resulting from the addition or the
change In the will or revocable trust provision. In other words, an addition to
corpus of an irrevocable trust after the effective date of the generation-skipping
transfer tax in an amount equal to five percent of the corpus of the trust on that
date should only taint five percent of the corpus at the time of a taxable transfer.
The revocation of a $5,000 legacy in an otherwise protected will, followed by the
death of the testator before 1982, without being in any other way altered so as to
increase the amount of any generation-skipping transfer or create any other
generation-skipping transfer, should result in tainting the corpus of the generation-skipping trust only by the percent which the $5,000 was of the entire value of
the corpus at the time of the death of the testator.
Where a protected will has been revoked by a subsequent will or modified by a
codicil or where a protected trust has been amended, and the changes made by the
new instrument would, if allowed to stand, remove the protection from the
generation-skipping tax, and the new instrument is subsequently revoked, provision should be made to treat the old instrument containing the protected transfers
as having been in existence continuously, leaving to applicable state law to determine whether the provisions of the old instrument should be reinstated under the
doctrine of dependent relative revocation or similar principles.
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PROBATE COT'NSEL.

-Lo8
Angelc8, Calif., November 5, 1976.
lon. MEADE WHITAKER,
Chief Counsel. Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, Washington, D.C.

DEAR 1MR. WHITAKER:

The American College of Probate Counel ("ACPC").

an organization of nearly 2,000 lawyers located all over the United States who
specialize in probate practice and estate planning has followed with great interest the legislative process which led to enactment of the major estate and gift tax
revisions in the Tax Reform Act of 1976. We would now appreciate the opportunity to make our views known to the Internal Revenue Service while regulations are prepared.
Lat month I was one of the speakers at the Notre Dame Annual Estate Planning Institute. While there I had .several opportunities to visit with Meade Emory
(who was also on the program) and to talk to Jim Heinhold, who was one of the
big registrants. I discussed with both of them ACPC's concern about certain
ambiguities in the grand fathering provisions of the transitional rules applying
to the generation-skipping transfer tax. I told them that it appear-d to us
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that the problems could be solved by regulations. However, since there is a
need for immediate guidance on certain pressing issues, the ACPC suggests that
some form of temporary rules be issued as soon as possible dealing with the most
pressing problems, as set forth in this letter. In subsequent letters, we will discuss other less urgent but quite important problems. All of the views expressed
In this letter are the official ones of the ACPC.
1. Where an addition to an irrevocable trust is made by a pour-over from a
probate estate under a will executed on or before April 30, 1976, the amount
added should not be subject to the generation-skipping transfer tax, anymore

than it would be if the pour-over had occurred from such a will to a protected
revocable trust. On the other hand, if an unprotected will pours a probate estate
into a protected irrevocable trust, the generation-skipping transfer tax would
later appear to apply.

2. Only the pro rata portion derived from a post-April 30, 1976 addition to
words, the entire corpus should not be tainted as a result of an addition.

corpus held under a protected instrument should be subject to the tax. In other

3. Similarly, any change made in a protected instrument which results in an
augmentation of the amount that will be subjected to the generation-skipping
transfer should result in the loss of protection only for the amount added to the
generation-skipping transfer. For example, if a $5,000 legacy is eliminated by
codicil from a protected will, only the $5,000 should be subject to the generationskipping transfer tax.
4. A number of questions arise as to what constitutes an increase in the amount
of any generation-skipping transfer under a protected revocable trust or will.
The Conference Committee Report indicates that a change of trustee, beneficiaries or a change in the size of the share used for the benefit of a particular
beneficiary does not disqualify the trust, so long as the number of younger generations provided for under the trust (or the potential discussion of the trust in
terms of younger generation beneficiaries) is now expanded and the total value
of the interests of all beneficiaries In each generation below the grantors generation is not increased. But if there is a reduction in the number of trustees, possibly reducing the cost of administering the trust and thereby augmenting trust
corpus, it is not clear whether this will taint the trust. A similar situation occurs
if there is a codicil decreasing the number of executors receiving commissions
or even if without any change in the instrument, not all of the fiduciaries named
qualify. The ACIPC believes that when augmentation taxes place as an indirect
consequence of decreasing the number of executors or trustees, this should not
taint the trust to any extent. The ACPC does, however, acknowledge that if the
augmentation takes place as a result of the elimination of a pre-residuary cash
legacy or any other pre-residuary bequest, then to the extent of the increase and
only to that extent, the trust should be tainted.
5. A limited power of appointment over a protected trust should be exercisable
to extend the duration of the trust, provided it cannot extend it beyond the
period of the rule against perpetuities measured from the date of creation (or
irrevocability) of the trust without making the transfer subject to the generation-skipping tax. Otherwise. the exercise of the general power of appointment
should e protected from the date of creation of the trust.
Very truly yours,
FRANK S. BERALL,

Chairman, Commnittce on E8tate d Gift Tax Reform.
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PROBATE COUNSEL,

Los Angeles, Calif., October 4, 1977.
E. NEIGEL.
Chief. Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. SEIGEL: On November 5, 1977, the American College of Probate
Counsel (",ACPC"), sent a letter (copy enclosed) to the IRS setting forth suggestions for Regulations on the new generation-skipping tax. Since no Regulations have been proposed yet, we urge you to issue at least temporary rules in
this area and also to consider ruling on other problems dealing with the exemption from the generation-skipping transfer tax of pre-May 1, 1976 wills and
revocable trusts. Unless properly clarified by Regulations (or temporary rules,
initially), Congress' intent could be defeated and what is generally believed to
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be quite liberal transitional rules applicable to these wills and trusts will be
wholly ineffective.
1. There are inconsistencies between the Senate Finance Committee and Conference Reports on H.R. 10612 (both of which appear to carry out the intent of
Congress) on the one hand and the House Ways and Means Committee Report
to H.R. 14844, coupled with the Summary of the Oonference Agreement on
H.R. 10612 as prepared by the Ways and Means Committee, as these statements
interpret section 2206(c) (2) of the Tax Reform Act. This section excepts from
the generation-skipping transfer tax transfers under a trust which was irrevocable on April 30, 1976, but only to the extent that the transfers are not made
out of corpus added thereafter, as well as transfers under a will or revocable
trust in existence on April 30, 1976, if the decedent dies before January 1, 1928,
without having amended the instrument in any respect which will result in the
creation of, or increase in the amount of, any generation-skipping transfer. The
provisions with respect to wills and revocable trusts do not restrict the exception to pre-May 1, 1976, corpus, as contrasted with the irrevocable trust exception. Other than the difference in effective dates and in the kind of amendments
permissible, the language with respect to the exception as it applies to wills
and irrevocable trusts is identical to that appearing in both the original title
XXII of the Senate Amendments to H.R. 10612 and the comparable provisions
in H.R. 14844, as reported to the House on August 2, 1976.
The Conference Committee Report to H.R. 10612 says that the conference agreement generally follow the rule of the Senate Bill with respect to effective dates,
vith certain modifications. This Senate Bill permitted certain amendments
without the loss of the exception to the generation-skipping trust; the House Bill
did not. Both the Senate Finance and Conference Reports state that the tax does
not apply in the case of transfers under irrevocable trusts in existence on April
30. 1976, or in the case of decedents dying before January 1, 1982, pursuant to a
will (or revocable trust) which was in existence on April 30, 1976, and was not
amended in ways affecting the generation-skipping transfer. Nothing is said in
the Conference Reports with respect to corpus added after April 30, 1976, being
made subject to the generation-skipping transfer tax, either in irrevocable trusts
or revocable trusts. The Senate Finance Committee Report makes the same
distinction between revocable and irrevocable trusts as does the Senate Bill.
On the other hand, the Summary of the Conference Agreement on H.R. 10612,
prepared by the Ways and Means Committee, states that the generation-skipping tax will not apply to any transfers under a trust which was irrevocable on
April 30, 1976 (but only to the extent that the transfer is not made from corpus
added to the trust after that date). The Summary of the Conference Agreement
further provides that in the case of a revocable trust or will in existence on April
.30. 1976, the provisions do not apply "to transfers from corpus in the trust on
that date" if the grantors dies before 1982 and the trust instrument or will is
not revised after April 30, 1976. The above parenthetical phrase, indicating that
the exception to the generation-skipping transfer tax only applies to corpus in a
trust as of April 30, 1976, in the case of a will or revocable trust, is certainly not
in accordance with the statutory language or the Senate Finance Committee Report. But the Ways and Means Committee Report to H.R. 14844 h. d identical
language with respect to the effective dates and exceptions as the Summary of
the Conference Agreement.
If the exception for wills and revocable trusts Is to have any meaning, it would
have to apply to corpus added after April 30, 1976. Otherwise, insofar as testamentary trusts are concerned, the exception established under it is not in ex.
istence until after the death of the testator and the qualification of the trustee
in the probate court. Obviosuly, there can be ,to c(%rups in a testamentary trust
until that time. In the case of an inter vivos tru t, if the parenthetical phrase In
the Ways and Means Committee Report and the Summary of the Conference
Agreement is followed, only the relatively small number of revocable inter vivos
trusts that were funded by April 30. 1976, will be within the exception. Most
revocable inter vivos trusts do not have substantial property added to them until
after the death of the settlor, at which time there is a pour-over from his will.
Despite the language in the Ways and Means Committee Report, interpreting
language in the Bill which has not been changed, it could not have possibly been
the intent of Congress to grant such a limited exception to revocable inter vivos
trusts and a meaningless exception to testamentary trusts. The Senate Finance
Committee Report confirms this view. The transition rules, as applied to revocable
trusts and testamentary trusts, will only exempt these from the generation-skip-
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ping transfer tax if their creators died prior to January 1, 1982. This distinction
clearly justifies the difference in treatment between irrevocable trusts on the
one hand and wills and revocable trusts on the other hand. The statutory language
certainly bears this out.
The ACPC urges that Regulations interpret the exception for pre-May 1,
1976, wills and revocable trusts to apply to corpus placed in them regardless of
the date it was, or is thereafter, added. A contrary interpretation would not be in
accord with the statutory language or the Senate Finance Committee or Con.
ference Committee Reports and would emasculate what would appear to be the

true intent of Congress in providing the exception.
2. Another question about which the ACPC is concerned deals with the nature
of corpus held in irrevocable trusts prior to May 1, 1976. The generation-skipping transfer tax is not going to apply to irrevocable trusts in existence on April
30, 1976. to the extent of the corpus in them on that date.
Obviously, appreciation in the value of this corpus subsequent to that date is
not an addition to the corpus and should therefore be exempt from the generation-skipping transfer tax. For example, if an irrevocable trust owned corpus
valued at $500,000 on April 30, 1976, which is worth $1,000,000 at the settlor's
death and $2,000,000 at the death of a beneficiary one generation younger than
the settlor, who would be considered a deemed transferor, the statutory exception
to the imposition of the generation-skipping transfer tax would exempt the
entire $2,000,000 worth of corpus from the tax, even though $1,500,000 worth of
that corpus was due to growth in the value of the corpus originally in the trust
on April 30, 1976. It should be noted that in most cases it would be next to
impossible to ascertain the value of the trust corpus as of April 30, 1976, at some
future date when, were it not for this exception, a tax would otherwise be due.
Irrespective of the type of corpus in an irrevocable trust on April 30, 1976,
subsequent appreciation in that corpus is not an addition to the corpus and thus
should be exempt from the generation-skipping transfer tax. For example, some
or all of the corpus of such a trust may consist of whole life or term life insurance
policies, insuring the settlor. In the case of whole life policies, there probably
was some ascertainable value on April 30, 1976. based upon the sum of the interpolated terminal reserve plus the unearned premium less any indebtedness due oz%
the policy. In the case of term policies, particularly one year term policies, there
was probably little or no ascertainable value, other than the potential value
inherent in such a contract at such future time as it becomes a death claim. In
both cases, the augmentation of the trust corpus at the death of the settlor,
caused by the receipt of the face amount of the insurance, as well as any sub.
sequent appreciation resulting from the investment of those insurance (and
other) monies by the trust prior to the death of a deemed transferor, should also
be considered appreciation in the value of the original corpus, rather than corpus
additions to the trust.
3. A further problem arises where a portion of the face amount of the insurance is attributable to premiums paid subsequent to April 30, 1976. Where these
premiums are paid from existing trust corpus, the premiums represent a mere
conversion from one type of Investment (cash or other property) into another
(an interest in a life insurance contract). Where the premiums are paid from
income earned by corpus in the trust on April 30, 1976, they represent income
accumulations from existing trust corpus and should not be considered corpus
added to the trust after April 30, 1976. Where the premiums are paid from funds
not included in corpus held in the trust on April 30. 1976, or income earned on
those funds, whether the premiums are paid by the trustee from additions made
to the trust or by someone else (without passing through the trust), then It would
,seem that the proportionate amount of the face value of the policy (together with
the proportionate amount of subsequent appreciation thereon) attributable to
the premiums paid from additions made to the trust (directly or Indirectly) after
April 30, 1976, would be subject to the generation-skipping transfer tax.
Very truly yours,
FRANK S. BERALL,

Chairman, Committee on Estate & Gift Tax Reform.

Senator BYRD. The next witness is Mr. Arthur Hoffman, Chairman of the Committee on Financial and Estate Planning, Federal Tax
Division of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
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Welcome, Mr. Hoffman. If you will just make yourself comfortable,
the committee will take a 1-minute recess.
[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator Bmn. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Hoffman, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF ARTHUR S. HOFFMAN, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
FINANCIAL AND ESTATE PLANNING OF THE FEDERAL TAX
-DIVISION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS
Mr. HoYF rA2;. Thank you for your introduction, Senator Byrd.
We appreciate the opportunity to participate in your hearings on the
two bills, S. 2227 and S. 2228, dealing with carryover basis.
The AICPA testified on this subject before the House Ways and
Means Committee when the Tax Reform Act of 1976 was being
formulated. At that time, on March 15, 1976, we advocated a number
of changes in the estate and gift tax provisions which later were
enacted.
However, in our testimony, we warned that the two proposals for
taxing the appreciation in a decedent's assets-both (1) capital gains
at death or an additional estate tax; and (2) carryover of basiswould unnecessarily introduce extraordinary complications into the
tax law. Nevertheless, carryover was adopted after consideration only
by the conference committee.
Recently, on October 6. 1977. we returned to testify before the House
Ways and Means Committee and offered our views of the difficulty of
administering the carryover pro visions. This subcommittee has heard
and digested similar testimony. The two bills introduced by Senators
Byrd and Dole, S. 2227, the two-year deferral provisions, and S. 2228,
containing amendments to carryover indicate that the significance of
such testimony was clearly perceived.
The AICPA's positions on the bills before this subcommittee rests
upon the following programs:
We believe that deferral or even repeal of carryover and thus the
temporary or permanent reinstatement of stepped-up basis upon death,
is not the re-opening of a loophole in the tax law. We have long contended that it was incorrect to allege that unrealized appreciation was
not subject to tax prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
Such appreciation is subject to estate taxes reaching 70 percentformerly 77 percent-plus state death taxes in excess of the Federal
credit. The present unified transfer tax adequately plugs any loophole
that might-exist in the income tax.
The recordkeeping obligation imposed by carryover applies to
almost all taxpayers. A young person. regardless of his present circumstances, would be foolish to decide today that over his lifetime he
surely will not accumulate enough assets for carryover to present a,
serious problem for his wife and family.
This is particularly true when we consider the impact of inflation
upon the value of assets over an extended period. Consequemitly, even
though the minimum basis adjustment is raised to conform to the.
exemption equivalent of the unified credit, as proposed under section.
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3(b) of S. 2228, the duty of maintaining records of dates and prices
of all of ones' assets--of every variety-is imposed upon an enormous
segment of our population.
Even if carryover was limited in its application, we consider repugnant the oft-repeated contention that it does not matter how complex a tax provision may be so long as it applies only to very few
taxpayers. Tflhis sul)comnittee is aware from vast testimony of the efforts necessary to establish the acquisition date and prices of every
one of the multitude of assets owned by a decedent, and of the time
consumed by professionals in computing bases.
With respect to Mr. Cohen's testimony, there was a lot of time spent
in establishing those bases.
This subcommittee is also aware that amendment of previously
filed income tax returns will become the rule since subsequent determinations will cause changes in the bases of all assets. For examl)le,
if the valuation of any asset or the amount of any liability of administration expense is changed by the Internal Revenue Service during
its examination of the estate tax return, the bases of all assets will
be affected.
This prol)lem of repeated amendments of income tax returns would
remain despite the elimination of the "fresh start" adjustment, and
the "grandfathering" of property held on I)ecember 31, 1976 as pro-vided in section 3(a) of S. 2228. We believe that carryover, however
modified, will add inordinately to the time and expense of administering most estates.
We considered the compound tax consequences of carryover. Carryover piles taxes upon taxes. The obligation to pay estate taxes usually
necessitates the sale of assets. This often occurs in the case of the
estate of the owner of the closely held business.
Under carryover, the sale or redemption of stock will result in
recognition of gains. Round upon round of sales will be required
to satisfy the burgeoning income tax liabilities generated by prior
sales. In too many cases. small businesses will be sold in anticipation
of the compound'tax impact upon the death of a shareholder.
I expect, in part, that that also motivated the sale of the New York
Post, as mentioned before.
Last, in establishing our position with respect to the two bills
considered by this subcommittee, we took account of the possibility
that the present administration soon may propose a method of taxing
al)l)reciation at death. Envision the combination in the tax law of:
One, stepped-up basis on death; two, carryover; and three, some form
of immediate taxation of appreciation.
Each provision would stand in l)hilosophical conflict with the other;
each eventually would possess a body of interpretative case law developed after litigation costly to both taxpayer and government. And
vet, each would depend for 'its application'strictly upon the date of
the (lecedent's death in 1976, 1977, 1978 or 1979. Such a patchwork
would serve as an example for historians of the failings of our legislative process.
The AICPA's evaluation of the foregoing leads us to the conclusion that carrover should be repealed outright. If repeal is not
feasible at this time, we recommend the adoption of S. 2227, the 2year deferral provision.
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We do not hesitate to say that S. 2228 improves carryover. However,.
we have no doubt that carryover will remain bad law--difficult to administer, arid replete with complexities virtually mandating noncompliance. The provisions of S. 2228 are most compelling for they focus
upon a number of serious problems associated with carryover. But the
known problems of carryover are legion, and many more will come
to light as we attempt to apply it to the infinite variety of circumstances present in estates.
Accordingly, the AICPA vigorously supports repeal, as Senator
Curtis has proposed. However, if the time is not ripe for repeal, we
urge the adoption of S. 2227, the deferral of carryover. Its impact is
about to be felt.
Taxpayers throughout the country at all economic levels very soon
will come to the realization that there has been imposed upon them
utterly preposterous recordkeeping requirements. We believe that
the implications of carryover for all taxpayers deserve study by Congress; and that such study will result in comprehension of the fact
that carryover is unworkable. The AICPA urges deferral so that the
study may begin.
We would like to add to our prepared remarks our view of yesterday's testimony by Deputy Assistant Secretary Donald C. Lubick. In
certain limited respects he expressed Treasury's support of S. 2228.
He rejected out of hand S. 2227 and repeal.
We believe that Treasury support of S. 2228 is ephemeral for the
modifications proposed thereto are highly significant and what will
be left will be strikingly similar to the unadministerable law that we
have at present.
Contrary to section 3 (a) Treasury proposes to retain the fresh
start adjustment and eliminate the grandfathering of assetF '.eld
on December 31,1976.
Contrary to section 3(c), the basir of adjustment for estate taxes
would not apply to property funding the marital or charitable deduction. Treasury would counter section 4, the simplification of the contemplation of death rule by modifying sections 203. 6166, and 6166(a)
so that property transferred within 3 years of death would be added
back for purposes of percentage qualification requirements of those
sections.
Contrary to section 6, Treasury would bar the decedent's net operating losses from passing to his estate and would prevent the decedent's
capital loss carryovers from passing through his estate and to his heirs.
In addition, Treasury objects to extending section 303 redemptions to
cover the income taxes attributable to redemption to pay death taxes.
The AICPA believes these changes would eviscerate S. 2228. Treasury adopts the theme that we referred to as repugnantt" in our prepared remarks, that is: it does not matter how complex a provision may
be so long as it anplies to very few taxpayers.
Specifically, Treasury stated, "If S. 2228 is modified as we propose.
we will have a truly workable carryover basis provision that will affect only that part of the population which is able to manage any
problems it may cause." The AICPA believes the problems will remain
unmanageable despite the purported exclusivity of the affected group.
Why should carryover, with all of its complexities, remain part of its
tax law?
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Treasury states the following at page 7 of Secretary Lubick's testimony:
At the most, only 2 percent of all decedents' estates will be concerned with
carryover basis. In point of fact, it is likely that many of the 2 percent will not
have the problem because those estates will be composed largely of liquid, nonappreciated assets.
The AICPA submits, that if that is true, the justification for carryover, the contention that it is designed to reach enormous amounts
of appreciation which is escaping taxation, is stripped away. If we
accept Treasury's premise then so complex a provision of such limited
application should not remain a part of the tax law; at worst, its provision should be deferred pending further study.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
If S. 22028 is enacted, do you regard it as essential or not that the
grandfather clause be a part of it?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Absolutely essential. One of the most serious problems with carryover and this subcommittee has heard a lot about the
computations necessary. The fresh start rule involves an extraordinary
amount of computations by professionals and I think it was discussed
here in previous testimony that there have been tests made of the
hoursto calculate the bases of a particular asset under simple circumstances.
The fresh start rule is the cause cf these problems, and without
grandfathering, I do not see that S. 2228 does very much for carryover.
Senator BYRD. As I understand it, your first recommendation would
be a repeal of carryover
Mr. H-oFF .N. Yes, sir.
Senator BYPD. The second would be a 2-year deferral?
Mr. HOFFMAN. During that 2 vears-wh en I referred to a study.
I meant hearings that could take place where we could evaluate the
impact of the changes you proposed in S. 2228 because we are on very
short notice as to the nature of those changes and their impact.
I think that it would be sound if we evaluate the law as it would
stand with S. 2228 and then also the law as it would stand with the
Treasury proposals. We would all come to the conclusion that it
remains unworkable.
Senator Bviw. What I am trying to get at, do you feel that S. 2223
should or should not be enacted?
Mr. HOFFMAN. If we are going to have carryover, if we are not
going to have repeal and if we are not going to have deferral. then
S. 2228 had better be enacted, because the law as it now stands is
totally unworkable. The law as it would stand after S. 2228 would
modif3jit and would perhaps be manageable.
Senator BPm,. You feel. by deferring consideration for 2 years,
then there would be an opportunity of getting a better program
perhaps than S. 2228 ?
Mr. HOFFMANX. Indeed. I think-with the passage of S. 2228 we will
have carryover for a long time unless the administration comes along
and decides that another form of taxation would be appropriate. but
it would perpetuate carryover if we did pass the bill. It would be
hard, then. to return here and criticize the bill with the modifications
in effect until, in years past. we see how it operates and we find then all
the difficulties of applying it in practice.
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Senator BYRD. Thank vou. sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hoffman follows:]
STATEMENT OF ARTHnE S. HOFFMAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL
AND ESTATE PLANNING OF THE FEDERAL TAx DnIsION
We appreciate the opportunity to participate in your hearings on the two bills
(S. "227 and S. 22,2, i dealing with carryover of basis.
The AICPA testified m this subject before the House Ways and Means Committee when the Tax Re.form Act of 1976 was being formulated. At that time,
on March 15. 1976. we a(ivo.ated a number of changes ill the estate and gift tax
provisions which later were enacted. However, in our testimony. we warned that
the two proposals for taxing the appreciation in a decedents assets-both f1)
capital gains at death or an additional estate tax. and (2) carryover of basiswould unnecessarily introduce extraordinary coindications into the tax law.
Nevertheless. carryo.ver was adopted after consideration only by the Conference
Committee.
Recently, on Octolber 6. 1977. we returned to testify before the House Ways
and Means committee e and offered our view, f the difficulty of administering
the carryover provisions. This Subcommittee has heard anid digested similar
testimony. The two bills introduced liy Senators Byrd and Dole. S. 2227. the
two-year deferral provision. and S. '222. containing amendment.s to carryover
indicate that the signitiance of such testimony was clearly perceived.
The AICI'A's positions on the bills before this Subcommittee rests up)on the
following premises:
We believe that deferral or even repeal of carryover, and thus the temporary
or permanent reinstatement of stepped-up iasis upon (leath, is not the re-olpening
of a loph(le in the tax law. We have long contended that it was incorrect to
allege that unrealized al)pre.iation was not subject to tax prior to the Tax
Reform Act of 1976. Such appreciation is subject to estate taxes reaching 70
percent formerly 77 percent. plus state death taxes in excess of the Federal
credit. The present unified transfer tax adequately plugs any loophole that might
exist in the income tax.
The recordkeeping obligation imposed by carryover applie. to almost all taxpayer.4. A young person. regardless of his lre-iont circuimstan(.es would be foolish
to decide today that over his lifetime lie surely will not accumulate enough assets
for carryover to present a serioiLs pro-dem for his wife and family. This is partieularly true when we conslider the impact oif inflation up1)on1 the value of assets
over an extended period. Con.equently. even though the minimum basis adjustinent is raised to conform the exemption equivalent of the unified credit. as proposed under Section 31 h of S. 2228. the duty of maintaining records, of dates and
prices of all of ones assets-of every variety-is imlo.sed ulpon all enormous segment of our population.
Even if carryover was limited in its application, we consider repugnant the
oft-repeated contention that it does; not matter how complex a tax )rovision may
be so long as it applies only to very few taxpayers. This Sulbconmittee is aware
from past testimony of the efforts necessary to e.stablish the acquisition date and
prices of every one of the multitude of assets owned by a decedent. and of the
time consumed by professionals in computing bases. This Subcommittee is also
aware that amendment of previously filed income tax returns will become the
rule since subsequent determinations will cause changes in the base of all assets.
For example. if the valuation of any asset, or the amount of any liability or administration expense is changed by the Internal Revenue Service during its examination of the estate tax return, the bases of all assets will be affected. This problem of repeated amendments of income tax returns would remain despite the
elimination of the "fresh start" adjustment, and the -grandfathering" of property
held on December 31. 1976, as provided in Section 3(a) of S.. 222_. We believe
that carryover, however modified, will add inordinately to the time and expense
of administering most estates.
We considered the compound tax consequences of carryover. Carryover piles
taxes upon taxes. The obligation to pay estate taxes usually necessitates the sale
of assets. This often occurs in the case of the estate of the owner of a closelyheld busines.. Under carryover the sale or redemption of stock will result in
recognition of gains. Round upon round of sales will be required to satisfy the
burgeoning Income tax liabilities generated by prior sales. In too many cases small
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businesses will be sold in anticipation of the compound tax impact upon the death
of a shareholder.
Lastly, in establishing our position with respect to the two bills considered by
this Subcommittee, we took account of the possibility that the present Administration soon may propose a method of taxing appreciation at death. Envision the
combination in the tax law of: (1) stepped-up basis on death; t2) carryover;
and 3) some form of immediate taxation of appreciation. Each pr ,ision would
stand in philosophical conflict with the other; each eventually wVuld
.
a
body of interpretive case law developed after litigation costly to both taxpayer
and government. And yet, each would depend for its application strictly upon the
date of the decedent's death in 1IV76, 1D77. or 197_' or 19791. Such a patchwork
would serve as an example for historians of the failings of our legi.-lative prcx.ess.
The AICPA's evaluation of the foregoing leads us to the conclusion that
carryover should be repealed outright. If repeal is not feasible at this time, we
recommend the adoption of S. "-.17, the two-year deferral provision.
We do not hesitate to say that S. 2=1.S improves carryover. However. we have
no doubt that carryover will remain bad law-difficult to administer, and replete
with complexities virtually mandating noncompliance. The provisions of S. 22*2S
are most compelling for they focus upon a number of serious problems associated
with carryover. But the knovn problems of carryover are h-gion. and many
more will come to light as we attempt to apply it to the infinite variety of
circumstances present in estates.
Accordingly, the AICPA vigorously sniports repeal, as Senator Curtis has
prol)Kosed. However, if the time is not ripe for repeal. we urge the adoption of
S. 227, the deferral of carryover. Its impact is about to be felt. Taxpayers
throughout the country at all economic levels very soon will come to the realization that there has been imposed upon them utterly prep.sterous recordkeeping
requirements. We believe that the implications of carryover for all taxpayers
deserve study by Congres.;: and that such study will result in comprehension
of the fact that carryover is unworkable. The AICPA urges deferral so that the
study may begin.
We would like to add to our prepared reniarks our view of yesterday's testimony by Deputy Assistant Secretary. Donald C. Lulsick. In certain limited
reslects he expressed Trtasury's supp-xort of S. 2=-2_,. le rejected out of hand
bt_,th S. 2227 and repeal.
We believe that Treasury's support of S. 221
ik. ephemeral. for the niodifications proposed thereto are highly significant, and what will be left will be
strikingly similar to the unadministeralile law we have at present.
Contrary to Section 3iat. Treasury prol,,,se to) retain the -fresh start"
adjustment, and eliminate the grandfathering of assets h-ld on December 31,
1976.
Contrary to Section 34c). the basis adjustment for e state taxes would not
apply to )roperty funding the marital or charitable deduction.
Treasury would counter Section 4, the simplification of the contemplation of
death rule, by modifying sections 303. 6166 and C-166A so that property transferred
within three years of death would be added back for purposes of the percentage
qualification requirements.
Contrary to Section 6. Treasury would bar the decedent'* net operating losses
from passing to his estate, and would prevent the decedent's capital loss carryovers from passing through his estate and to hi,. heirs.
In addition, Treasury objects to extending Section 303 redemptions to cover
the income taxes attributable to redemption to pay death taxes.
The AICPA believes that these changes would eviscerate S. 22S.
Treasury adopts the theme that we referred to as "repugnant" in our prepared remarks, that is: it does not matter how complex a provision may be so
long as it applies to very few taxpayers. Specifically. Treasury stated. "If
S. 222-8 is modified as we propose. we will have a truly workable carryover basis
provision that will affect only that part of the population which is able to
manage any problems It may cause". The AICPA believes that the problems
will remain unmanageable despite the purported exclusivity of the affected
group.
Why should carryover, with all of its complexities, remain part of the tax
law? Treasury states the following (Page 7 of Secretary Lubick's testimony) :
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-At the most, only two percent of all decedent's estates will be concerned with
carryover basis. In point of fact, it is likely that many of the two percent will
not have the problem because these estates will be composed largely of liquid
nonappreciated assets."
The AICPA submits that if that is true the justification for carryover-the
crintention that it is designed td reach enormous amounts of appreciation which
is es-.aping taxation-is stripped away. If we accept Treasury's premise, then
so complex a provision of such limited application should not remain a part of
the tax law: at worst. its provisions should be deferred, pending further study.

Senator BnD. The next witness would be Mr. John Butala. Jr..
cochairman. Taxation Committee, Trust Division of the American
Bankers Association.
STATEMENT OF JOHN BUTALA, JR., COCHAIRMAN, TAXATION
COMMITTEE, TRUST DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS
ASSOCIATION
Mr. BUTALA. Mr. Chairman. mv name is J. H. Butala. Jr., and I am
a senior vice president of the Cleveland Trust Co.
I appear on behalf of the American Bankers Association which is
a trade association of 13,252 banks. approximately 4.000 of which have
fiduciary powers and serve as trustees and as executors and administrators of estates. Consequently. we are vitally interested in the carryover basis provisions of the current law and in H.R. 6715.
I am accompanied by Mr. Paul F. Butler, vice president of the State
Street Bank & Trust Co. of Boston. who is a member of our committee.
Carryover basis was enacted in 1976 against the virtually unanimous
advice of expert witnesses and organizations who testified before
the House Committee orr-Wavs and Means.
Senator BYRD. I might say that most. if not all. virtually all of the
Members of the Senate were somewhat astonished when they learned
that this was passed as a result of a conference report without any
consideration bv the Senate or bv the committee.
fr. BUTALA. The carryover basis law has been referred to by Profe.sor Brannon of Georgetown who is a tax liberal as a disaster involving hopeless complexity. I might say that this judgment is confirmed
by the experience of our member banks during the past year.
We support S. 1954 and urge the repeal of carryover basis and a
return to prior law. If this cannot be done without offsetting the longterm revenue loss, we would not oppose a freezing of the unified credit
at some figure below 1,47.000 which otherwise would become appli-

cable in 1981.
We believe that carryover basis should be revealed for three reasons:
(1) the difficulty in proving basis: (2) the inordinate complexity of
the law: and (3) the excessive rate of taxation it imposes on property
passing through an estate. Our written statement discusses these three
reasons for opposing carryover basis in some detail.
On the complexity matter, I would like to put in the record a fivepage worksheet developed by First National Bank of Denver for its
own use in computing carryover adjustments. The mere tabulation of
the necessary steps stands on its own as eloquent evidence of the complexities involved.
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Senator BTRn. At this point, I will ask that the computation of
carryover basis will be exhibit A, from the First National Bank of
Denver, will be inserted in the record.
[The material referred to follows:]
EXHIBIT A.-COMPurTATiOo or CA&RaRYov

BASIS (AS or MAT 15, 1977) (1),
Wia.um R. McDo.NAL D, T-avsT OICER, FIRST OF DExN-Er
Complete this form for all items except excluded personal goods, life insurance,
and transferred property disposed of prior to death.

I. COLPUTATIO or FRESH START BASIS (2)
eIf traded security complete lines 1 and 5, enter 12/31/76 value on line 10, skip
lint-- 2-4 & 5--9. 1
1. Estate Tax value of asset. (If iacome in respect of decedent, Sec. 72 annuity,
or certain stock-ptions, enter decedent's adjusted basis here and on lines 10
and 26. skip lines 2-9 and 11-25).
2. Date of death value of asset (,031 or 2032 A if electedl; not 2032).
3. Decedent's cos:t or acquired basis.
4. Total depreciation, depletion :r amortization for total holding period.
5. Decedent's adjusted basis at leath (line 3 minus line 4).
6. Not appreciation of asset during total holding period (line 2 minus lines
4 and 5).
7. Prc-1977 holding period (day..) (percent).
Total holding period (days).
8. Assumed pre-1977 net appreciation (line 6 times line 7).
9. Actual-pre-1977 depreciation. etc.
10. Fresh start basis (total lines 5. 8 and 9).
(Not to exceed line 1. except traded security.
11. Remaining allocable appreciation (line 1 minus line 10).
11. COMPUTATION

OF PBOP RTY SUBJFCT TO TAX

12. Non-recourse mortgage on property at date of death.
(If none, enter amount on line 11 on line 14.)
13. Amount of asset subject to tax (line 1 minus line 12).
14. Remaining appreciation subject to tax considering mortgage (line 13 minus
line 10 g.
15. Net value of asset for Federal estate tax purposes.
16. Amount of as-et qualif:-ing for marital or charitable deduction.
17. Amount of transfer subject to tax i line 15 minus line 16).
1:. Percent of transfer subject to tax (line 17 divided by line 15).
19. Amount of transfer subject to tax attributable to basis of asset (line 18
times line 10).
20. Remaining appreciation subject to tax considering deduction (line 18 times
line 11).
III ADJUSTMENT FOR TAXES PAID BY ESTATE 43)

21. Maximum adjustment for taxes (lesser of lines 11, 14 or 20).
2"2. Federal gross estate:

Less: Marital Deduction.
Charitable Deducton.
Non Recourse Mo-tgages.
Total property suhjec&. to Federal tax.
23. Total taxes paid ty estate:
a. Federal estat: tax.
b. State death taxes.
24. Overall tax rate (line 23 divided by line-2-) (percent).
25. Adjustment for taxes paid by estate (line 21 times line 24).
26. Basis after adjastment for taxes paid by estate (line 10 plus line 25).
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IV. MINIMUM BASIS ADJUSTMENT
27. Basis for purposes of minimum basis adjustment (for non-excluded personal
and household goods, the lesser of line 1 or line 26. For all other items, line 26).
28. Total aggregate adjusted basis of all assets subject to carryover basis rules
(total all lines 27).
29. Minimum basis adjustment: 60.000.
30. Maximum allocable minimum basis adjustment (line '29 minus line 28).
31. Aggregate estate tax value of all assets subject to carryover basis rules
(totals all lines 1).
32. Remaining net appreciation of all carryover basis property (line 31 minus
line 2h).
33. Portion of minimum basis adjustment allocable to each asset (line 30 divided
by line 32) 1percent).
34. Remaining allocable appreciation (lesser of line 11 or line 14, minus line 25).
35. Minimum basis adjustment for asset (line 33 times line 34 ).
36. Basis after minimum basis adjustment (line 26 plus line 35).
37. Remaining appreciation subject to tax (line 34 minus line 35).
V. ADJUSTMENT FOR STATE TAXES PAID BY BENEFICIARY

38. Amount of asset subject to state death taxes, minus line 36.
39. Total state death taxes paid by beneficiary.
40. Value of all property subject to state death tax passing to benefiiciary. (Separately computed).
41. Overall tax rate (line 39 divided by line 40) (percent).
42. Adjustment for state death taxes (line 41 times line 38).
43. Final adjusted basis-for purposes of determining capital gain or Sale of
asset (line 36 plus line 42).
VI. BASIS FOR LOSS PURPOSES
44. Net appreciation of asset for loss purposes (line 1 minus line 5).
45. Remaining appreciation subject to tax considering mortgage (line 13 minus
line 5).
46. Amount of appreciation of transfer subject to tax for loss purposes (line 18
times line 4).
47. Maximum adjustment for taxes (lesser of lines 44. 45. and 46).
48. Adjustment for taxes paid by estate (line 47 times line 24).
49. Basis after adjustment for taxes paid by estate (line 5 plus line 4-S).
50. Remaining allocable appreciation (lesser of lines 44 or 45 ininus line 4S).
51. Basis for purposes of minimum basis adjustment. (For non-excluded personal and household goods lesser of line 1 or line 49. For property subject to nonrecourse mortgage, line 45 minus line 48. For all other items. line 49.
52. Total basis all assets subject to tax. (Total all lines 51).
53. Minimum basis adjustment: 60,000.
54. Maximum allocable minimum basis adjustment (line 53 minus line 52).
55. Remaining net appreciation of all carryover basis property (line 31 minus
line 52).
56. Portion of minimum basis adjustment allocable to each asset (line 54 divided
by line 55) (percent).
57. Minimum basis adjustment for asset (line 50 times line 56).
58. Basis after minimum basis adjustment (Line 49 plus line 57).
59. Remaining appreciation in asset (line 50 minus line 57).
60. Adjustment for state death taxes (line 41 times line 59).
61. Final adjusted basis for purposes of determining capital loss on sale of
asset (line 58 plus line 60).
(1) H.R. 6715 proposes several cba'jges to the carryover basis rules, including:
(1) Treating estate taxes on income items In the estate as an addition to
basis.
(2) Ignoring non-recourse debts against the property.
(3) Making the basis for loss purposes same as for gain, ignoring the
fresh start adjustment.
(2) It is not necessary for the decedent to have actually held the property
on December 31, 1976. If the property held by the decedent at his death was
acquired in a non-taxale exchange for property that he did own on Decem-
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ber 31, 1976, the fresh start adjustment will be available. Also the property on
December 31, 1976.
(3) The adjustment for taxes paid does not include any additional tax imposed
because of a disposition of property which qualified for the special form or
closely held business valuation.
The taxes used in the computation of the second adjustments are the regular
federal estate taxes and any estate, inheritance, legacy or succession taxes, for
which the estate is liable, actually paid by the estate to any state or the District
of Columbia.
Mr. BUTALA. Perhaps the most fundamental objection to carryover

basis is that it represents an undesirable intrusion by the Federal
Government in the administration of estates. The rules for administering estates, developed over many years, have now been revolutionized
by tax law. The sale of assets to meet estate obligations is now significantly impacted by tax considerations, and in many cases executors
will be requivd to make sale decisions involving substantial monetary
consequences despite less than adequate basis information. The basis
of assets must now be taken into account in distributing assets among
several beneficiaries. A beneficiary entitled to a fractional share of an
estate is presumably entitled to an identical fractional share of the
basis of the estate's assets. This will lend to complicated and costly
distribution processes particularly where assets have been purchased
in multiple lots or under repetitiv,-e purchase plans.
Executors and administrators are also faced with a difficult problein in funding marital deduction and residuary gifts. Ffhding a
marital deduction gift with appreciated property minimizes the basis
increase. Funding the residuary gift with such property may lead to
increased capital gains tax liability. Planners and fiduciaries throughout the country are now at a complete loss as to what to do. The total
effect of the carryover basis law is that a fiduciary must now slash his
way through an underbrush of tax complications to administer the
estate, and even a routine estate now requires the assistance of a professional expert.
The required basis adjustments -'re difficult and complex. We doubt
that there is any way to make them in a fair and simple manner. Current law does not do so, and those parts of H.R. 6715, which relate
to the basis adjustments are inadequate and defective. The basis adjustinents are wrong today, and despite.the passage of 1 year's time since
the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. no consensus has developed on how the adjustments should work. despite the fact that a
highly competent professional staff has addressed the problem.
We have examined the proposals submitted to this subcommittee by
the Treasury Department, and we do not believe that they are a sufficient answer to the problems of the carryover basis law. The Treasury
agrees that the minimum basis should be increased to $175,000, but
then proposes that this figure be reduced by the amount of any life
insurance in the estate, and in some cases. by cash. Insurance is present
in most estates and the present proposal for practical purposes translates into a minimum baVis of something less than $175,000. V e fail
to see why a decedent who seeks to provide for estate liquidity and the
needs of his family by the purchase of life insurance should be penalized for his prudence. The minimum basis of $175.000 in effect represents a partial repeal of a law. What is needed. really, is a total repeal
or, failing that, a minimum basis of at least $1 million because only
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estates of millionaires should be required to deal with the tortures of
carr,over basis. Only they can afford the increased legal and accountins ees.
lhe Treasury's proposal for simplifying the basis adjustment for
Federal and State death taxes on the appreciation element in an estate
creates as many problems and complexities as it solves. The basis adjustment is to be made with respect to "net appreciation." Post-1976
carryover gains and losses are to be netted. This is actually a retreat
from present law and may lead to unintended and severe impacts in
estates. For example, since the fiduciary must net carryover gains and
losses, he may be denied any basis increase whatsoever simply because
he cannot prove the basis of any one asset and cannot prove net appreciation. Under current law, the adjustment is made on an asset by asset
approach and the basis adjustment for assets distributed to one beneficiary is not affected by the appreciation or depreciation in assets
distributed to another beneficiary. The Treasury's proposal would
reverse this and raises a difficult policy consideration.-1 hy should a
beneficiary receiving only appreciated assets have his basis adjustment
reduced because a second beneficiary receives depreciated assets?
Under current law, the basis of all assets in an estate cannot be determined until the Federal estate tax has been rendered final by Internal Revenue Service audit. This has been referred to as the problem
of the "suspended" basis. The Treasury's recommendations do not
eliminate this problem. Basis would be effectively suspended until the
basis of each and every asset in the estate can be determined and until
the Federal estate tax is rendered final by IRS audit.
Mr. Chairman, we would also like to clarify the record as to our
position with respect to an appreciation tax at death. We do not regard
a capital gains tax at death, even though deductible against the estate
tax, as an acceptable alternative. Such a tax would represent a significant increase in the taxation of property at death and, because of its
regressive nature, this increase would bear down most heavily on the
more modest estates. If the marital deduction and charitable gifts
are exempted from the tax, as is generally recommended, the complexities of carryover basis would be exceeded. The tax then becomes
a hybrid-part carryover basis and part capital gains tax at deathandit has the worst elements of each.
For these reasons, the American Bankers Association developed and
advanced the concept of an additional estate tax on appreciation. but
only as the lesser of possible evils in the event that Congress, unwisely
in our opinion, should decide that an appreciation tax at death must be
enacted. We do not support the enactment of an additional estate tax
on appreciation.
We do support the prompt enactment of H.R. 6715 with appropriate
amendments to improve its operation which we discuss in detail in our
written statement. In our opinion, H.R. 6715 should be considered and
enacted independently of the other bills before this committee which
involve difficult, substantive policy matters.
If immediate repeal of carryover basis is not possible, the American
Bankers Association supports S. 2227 to defer the effective date of
carryover basis and related changes in the Tax Reform Act of 1976
until January 1, 1979 and recommends that all carryover basis provisions of H.R. 6715 be stricken. We believe tlt the Joint Tax Com-
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mittee staff should be directed to prepare a report within the next
few months which would discuss possible approaches to the problems
in this area and hearings should be conducted on those problems.
While we applaud the objectives of S. 2228, we believe that such
sweeping changes should be enacted only after overall consideration
of the formidable technical and policy considerations involved. A
quick-fix approach would only repeat the mistakes made on the original
enactment of carryover basis and a moratorium would provide the
time needed to do the job properly and would, in our opinion, be a more
prudent course of action.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Assuming that S. 1954; namely, the repeal of carryover, or S. 2227,
the moratorium, could not be enacted in the short period of time now
remaining in this Congress, would you think it profitable to enact
S. 2228?
Mr. BUTALA. If it could be enacted with the grandfather provisions
remaining in the law, we think that it could be lived with. Our fear
is that the grandfathering provisions would be stripped in the conference
or inwe
some
wayregard
lost along
way in
the legislative
it asthe
totally
unacceptable.
In
process, committee
in which case
would
the form that you propose, we could live with it.
Senator BYRD. The grandfathering is essential?
Mr. BUTALA. The grandfathering is essential to remove complexities
in the problems of proving basis of all assets. I disagree thoroughly
with Mr. Cohen. We have been involved in this process for a year with
some large estates and we have had a real horror show in trying to
prove basis of assets. Of course, grandfathering would eliminate problems of the fresh start rule which has created a terrible amount of
complexity.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Butala follows:]
STATEMENT OF AMERICANBANKERS

ASSoCIATION

The American Bankers Association (ABA) is a trade association composed of
18,252 banks, or about 92 percent of the banks in the country. Approximately
4,000 member banks have fiduciary powers and serve as trustees and as executors and administrators of estates. Consequently, the ABA is vitally interested
in the carryover basis provisions of current law and in H.R. 6715.
SUMMARY OF POSITION

Repeal of carryoverbasi-s
The ABA supports 8. 1954 and urges the repeal of carryover basis and a return
to prior law, with the result that the income tax basis of property included in
a decedent's gross estate and the surviving spouse's share of community property would be its estate tax value, but favors such action being taken independently and not as a part of a technical amendments act such as H.R. 6715.
Two-year moratorium on carryover basis
If an immediate repeal of carryover basis Is not possible, the ABA supports
S. 2227 to defer the effective date of carryover basis and related changes In the
Tax Reform Act of 1976 until January 1, 1979 and believes that because of the
unusual manner In which carryover basis was enacted and the difficult problems
presented by Its operation that such a moratorium would be a "technical amendment" consistent with the spirit and purpose of a technical amendments act.
H.R. 6715
The ABA supports the prompt enactment of H.R. 6715, with appropriate

amendments to improve its operation.
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REPEAL OF CARRYOVER BASIS
Carryover basis was enacted into law as a part of the Tax Reform Act of
1976 over the virtually unanimous advice of persons testifying before the House
Committee on Ways and Means and without the Senate Committee on Finance
or the Senate itself ever considering the subject. This mistake should be promptly
rectified, but not as a part of a technical amendments act such as H.R. 6715.
However, we urge that through some agreed upon procedure carryover basis
be put to a separate vote within the next year and believe that such a vote will
"overrule" the past mistake.
We desire that carryover basis be repealed for three reasons. First, the difficulty of proving basis, which will result in a significant increase in the time
required in, and the cost of, administering estates; second, the complexity of
carryover, which is inordinate; and. third, the excessive rate of taxation when
the estate tax and income tax on appreciation are combined in effect.
Proof of ba8i8
Much has already been said regarding the difficulties which fiduciaries will
experience In establishing information as to a decedent's basis for assets included
in his gross estate. Reformers are generally skeptical as to the difficulties that
will be encountered, in part because most of them favor a capital gains tax at
death which raises the same proof problem. While it is impossible at the present
time to prove that this skepticism is wrong, we are convinced that as time passes
the difficulty of proving basis will be substantiated. Our experience since the
beginning of this year in attempting to establish basis information confirms our
belief that major difficulties lie ahead in this area. Appendix A, attached to
this statement, describes a number of actual situations which have already been
encountered.
Complexity
1. "Suspended Basis" and Basis Adjustment8.-Much has been said about simplifying our tax laws, which the president has referred to as a "national disgrace". Carryover basis is not simple in operation. The basis adjustments are both
defective and complex. In fact, the situation is so bad that accurate income tax
returns reporting sales of property acquired from decedent cannot in many cases
be prepared until a substantial period of time after the returns are due. This
does not make much sense.
If an income tax and an estate tax were imposed on the entire appreciation
included in a decedent's estate, the aggregate federal taxes on the appreciation
could exceed 100% since the highest estate tax rate is 70% and the highest capital gains rate (including the minimum tax) is approximately 40%. In order
to prevent the obvious unfairness of a full double tax on the appreciation, section 1023 (c) and (e) -provide in general for increasing basis by federal and state
estate and death taxes on the appreciation. This increase is determined on an
asset by asset basis by multiplying the total taxes by a fraction having a numerator equal to the appreciation in the asset and a denominator equal to the total
value of all property subject to the tax. It cannot be computed accurately until
the federal and state taxes are determined, which will usually not occur until
several years after the decedent's death: Thus. each appreciated asset will have a _.
"suspended" basis until final death tax determinations are made. If a federal
estate tax issue is litigated, the basis of all assets will be suspended until the
litigation is concluded. Amended income tax returns and refund claims will
become a way of life.
Current law is defective in a number of respects regarding the basis adjustments. H.R. 6715 would cure some but not all of the problems. The complexity of
the basis adjustments is demnonstdated by the fact that they don't work property
even with the proposed changes. These adjustments cannot be substantially simplified in a manner which operates fairly. S. 2228 achieves some simplification
but does so in an unfair and uncertain manner.' State income tax laws must also
be considered: If carryover basis is enacted on the state level, basis adjustments
may he required in computing the state income tax.
2. Marital Property and Fiduciary Responsibility.-The complexity does not
end with the "suspended basis" problem. Section 1023(f) (4) provides that In
determining the basis increase for federal and state estate and death taxes under
I See pages 18-19.
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subsections (c) and (e) property qualifying for the marital and charitable deduction will be treated as not subject to tax, viz., will not be entitled to an Increase.
The legislative history makes clear that a tracing approach Is applied, and decisions made by a fiduciary as to the allocation of specific property In satisfaction of a marital or charitable bequest will have an effect on the Interests of
beneficiaries.
Section 1023(f) (4) creates a significant problem for a fiduciary, wJilch may be
illustrated by a hypothetical case. Assume that an estate of a decedent dying
after 1980 consists of two assets, asset A with a basis of $100,000 and a value of
$500,000 and asset B with a basis of $400,000 and a value of $500,000, and that the
value of each asset remains constant after the decedent's death. The gross federal
estate tax would be $155,800 and, after allowing for the $47,000 unified credit,
the federal estate tax (after the state death tax credit of $10,000) would be
$98,800.'
The combined effect of section 1023(c) and (f) (4) is that if asset B is used
to fund the formula provision the basis increase of asset A attributable to the
federal estate tax is 400,00/500,000 x $98,800 or $79,040 and that if asset A is
so used such basis increase of asset B is only 100,000/500,000 x $98,800, or $19,760.
The denominator of $500,000 in each case is obtained by subtracting the marital
deduction of $500,000 (property "not subject to tax" in the words of section 1023
(f) (4) from the gross estate of $1,000,000 ("property which is subject to the
tax imposed by section 2001" in the words of section 1023 (c)).
The executor is thus presented with an unenviable choice--he must choose
between maximizing the basis increase for the estate by selecting asset B to
fund the marital bequest or minimizing the capital gains taxes that will have to
be incurred to raise funds to pay these taxes and the federal and state death
taxes by selecting as4;et B to fund the non-marital bequest in part. The words
"in part" are used because both of the objectives-maximizing the basis increase and minimizing the capital gains taxes-are inconsistent only to the
extent sales must actually be made to raise needed funds. To the extent that
asset A or asset B is allocated to the marital bequest, its basis will remain
the same as the decedent's basis. The choice must also take into account state
estate taxes and the taxes which will be imposed on the marital deduction
property either before, at or after the death of the surviving spouse.
Carryover basis presents significant problems under applicable state law and
in our opinion improperly intrudes in the administration of estates. Is a fiduciary
required to take income tax basis into account in distributing property in kind
to different beneficiaries? The answer to this question is not clear. The duty of
impartiality that a fiduciary owes to all beneficiaries suggests an affirmative
answer, but this may depend upon the facts of a particular case. To illustrate,
assume that a decedent by his will leaves a legacy of $50,000 to X and the balance
of his estate to his surviving children. Under prior law if the legacy were funded
with property in kind (as was permitted under the law of many states), the
estate recognized a gain in an amount equal to the difference between the date
of distribution value of the property and its estate tax value and X would have
an income tax basis in the property equal to its date of distribution value.
Under current law (section 1040), the estate will recognize the same amount
of gain by X will have an income tax basis in the property equal to the decedent's
basis plus any section 1023 adjustments and the gain recognized by the estate.
X would, of course, prefer to-receive cash. The children would, however, prefer
to satisfy X's legacy with property having the greatest amount of appreciation.
Courts will have to resolve this conflict.
If a duty to take income tax basis into account exists under applicable state
law when distributions in kind are made to different beneficiaries, this duty
may be negated by a provision in the governing instrument, but the effect of
specific language will in many cases be put before the courts for construction.
Elimination of section 1023(f) (4) and allocating the section 1023(c) and (e)
adjustments to all appreciated carryover basis property as does S. 2228 does not
eliminate the state law problem and would introduce new problems and
inequities.'
3. Item by Item Computation of Basis Adjustment.-As previously mentioned,
the basis adjustments under section 1023 (c) and (e) are made on an item by item
' For simplicity, the increase In basis for state estate taxes is ignored.
3 See pages 18-19.
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basis. Many corporations have divided reinvestment plans for the purchase of
their stock, and permit optional cash purchases without incurring brokerage
charges. Mutual funds also have dividend reinvestment plans. Each acquisition
of stock on a different date will have a separate basis. Dividends are usually
paid quarterly. Thus over a ten-year period an individual participant in such
a plf.n would have forty separate acquisition prices for the stock and at least
fort separate basis adjustments would be required. Some financial advisors
have advised clients to terminate their interests in dividend reinvestment plans
because of carryover basis.
An item by item computation of the basis increase is also questionable tax
policy in that this increase is not affected by unrealized losses in other estate
assets. For example, assume that an estate consists of two assets, asset A with a
basis of 160 and a value of 300 and asset B with a basis of 700 and a value of
500. Despite the estate having net depreciation of 60, asset A is entitled to a
basis increase of 140/800 times the federal and state estate taxes. This result,
combined with the failure to permit a capital loss carryover from a decedent's
final year, mandates that no sales of loss property be made by an elderly person
unless the losses are matched by sales at a gain during the same year.
Exces8ive rate of taxation
Carryover basis seems more palatable than a tax on appreciation at death
because the timing of the tax may be controlled by the estate or its beneficiaries.
This notion is, however, to a significant degree specious because there is little
difference between carryover basis and a tax on appreciation at death to the
extent that sales are required to pay estate and death taxes and other-estate
obligations, which would include income taxes on sales required to raise funds
to pay the estate taxes.
Barber M. Conable, Jr., the ranking Republican on the Ways and Means Committee who led a fight on the House floor to eliminate carryover from the 1976
Act, has said:
"This act will create a new class of taxpayers-people who will not have to
worry about estate taxes, but will have to pay a capital-gains tax. But this was
not understood. As soon as you gave them the appreciation up to December 31,
all the old people lost interest in fighting it." Ross, The Tax Practitioner8Act of
1976, Fortune, April 1977, 106.
Conable's point may be illustrated by a specific case. The maximum federal
estate tax savings resulting from the $47,000 unified credit replacing the $60,000
exemption Is slightly more than $25,000 (the tax on the first $115,0000 of taxable
estate under the old law). If the basis for assets included in the decedent's estate
of $175,000 is less than $100,000 substantially all of the estate tax savings of
approximately $25,000 will disappear in the form of income taxes when the
property is sold. Thus, In the case of estates of between $60,000 and $175,000 the
overall tax savings resulting from the "trade-off" of a relatively high credit for
carryover basis is significantly less than one would think.
For medium sized estates--estates of between $175,000 and $500,000-the
marginal rate of income tax and estate tax on appreciation is quite high. The
estate tax rate is between 32% and 34% and the income tax rate, after providing
a basis increase for the estate tax which will not exceed 20% of the appreciation,
may fall in the 15 to 18% range. Thus, the combined marginal federal estate and
income tax rate on the appreciation is roughly 50% when compared with a 32%
rate under the old law. For the large estate the highest combined rate is approximately 82%, or 5% more than the highest estate tax rate under the old law.
Thus, although the top estate tax rate has been reduced from 77 to 70%, there
may be an increase in federal estate and income taxes for large estates when
carryover basis is considered.
The foregoing discussion has ignored the effect of state taxes which often
reduce the disposable estate further. For a New York decedent, the highest
combined income and estate tax rates for federal and state purposes may exceed
90% for estates in excess of $5,000,000. In many-cases, the combined federal and
state estate taxes on the appreciation will exceed 60% for estates of not more
than $500,000. This could occur for example in Vermont where the state death
tax is 30% of the federal tax before the unified credit.
The effect of carryover basis is too severe on estates of all levels above $60.000
and should be reduced. S. 2228 is a step in the right direction and wouldJolve
the problem of carryover basis for estates of below $175,000 by increasing the
minimum basis from $60,000 to $175,000. We support this change if carryover is
not repealed.
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TWO YEAR MORATORIUM ON CARRYOVER BASIS

Under normal conditions a two year deferment on an important part or a tax
law, such as carryover basis, would not belong in a technical amendments act.
However, the circumstances surrounding the enactment of carryover and the
problems presented by it cannot by any stretch of imagination be considered as
normal. The Senate never considered the subject and H.R. 6715, while a step in
the right direction, is clearly an inadequate solution to the problems of carryover.
What is needed is not a "quick fix", but rather deliberate consideration of the
subject after the various issues and possible solutions are presented to the Congress and the public by means of a report on the subject by the Staff of the
Joint Committee on Taxation. Thus, the only sensible solution to the problem is
a moratorium so that such a report may be prepared. A discussion of a few of
the inadequacies of current law will make the reasons for our recommendation
clear.
"Frel Start"

The current "'fresh start" rule Is one of several possible approaches to a transition rule for carryover basis. Its problems are numerous and the changes made
in this rule by H.R. 6715 do not solve most of them. The funds mental issue is
whether the fresh start rule should be substantially modified or should be
replaced by another approach. S. 2228 would "grandfather" all pre-January 1,
1977 assets in the sense that such assets would receive an income tax basis equal
to their estate tax value when included in a decedent's gross estate. After the
first such inclusion, carryover basis would- apply to such assets. While this
approach would solve almost all of the problems relating to the fresh start rule,
it would create some difficulties of its own.
Most of the problems with the current fresh start rule are caused by the different methods of computing the fresh start for (1) marketable bonds and securities and (2) all other assets. A marketable bond or security receives a basis
adjustment for computing gain equal to the difference between its December 31,
1976 value and its income tax basis on that date. All other assets receive a basis
adjustment for computing gain determined by the application of a formula,
pursuant to which the difference between the value of the asset on the date of the
decedent's death (the value under the alternate valuation method of section 2032
is ignored) and its adjusted basis immediately before the decedent's death is
multiplied by a fraction having a numerator equal to the number of days the
asset was held through December 31, 1976 and a denominator equal to the number
of days held until the date of the decedent's death.
A. Unfairnes8 to "Nonmarketables."-The result of this dual approach is to

treat assets other than marketable bonds and securities as second class citizens
for at least five reasons.
1. A marketable bond or security may have a basis (after the fresh start
adjustment) for determining gain in excess of its estate tax value, but this cannot
occur for any other asset because under the time-apportionment formula the
appreciation in an asset is conclusively presumed to occur in an equal daily
amount. Thus, the sale of such an asset will always result in some gain.
2. Farms or other qualified real property as to which section 2032A applies
have a particularly heavy burden in terms of the fresh start adjustment. If a
section 2032A election is made, the adjustment Is based on the difference between
the section 2032A value (not the fair market value) and the adjusted basis. Thus,
the use of section 2032A is a mixed blessing and involves an income tax penalty.
We would be amazed if Congress intended this result.
3. Preferred stock, whose changes in value are largely attributable to interest
rate changes, receives widely disparate treatment depending upon whether it
is a marketable security. If it is, its fresh start adjustment is frozen and will
remain constant. If the preferred stock is "nonmarketable" the time apportionment formula will apply and the fresh start adjustment will decrease as time
passes. This difference in treatment is untenable.
4. The "fresh start" basis increase for a marketable bond or security is
frozen in the sense that it is not affected by changes in basis after December 31,
1976. This is not so for all other assets. Thus, if a gift is made of such an asset
and a basis increase occurs under section 1015(d) (6) for the appreciation in
the asset, the fresh start adjustment is reduced as a result of this increase.
No such reduction occurs with a gift of a marketable bond or security. We
cannot believe this difference in treatment was intended.
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5. If the four points mentioned above are not enough, a further hardship has
been created by not permitting the fresh start adjustment to reflect the use of
estate tax values when the section 2082 alternate valuation method is used.
The result is that the fresh start adjustment will be uncertain because it will
reflect the date of death value of the asset which is never determined in the
federal estate tax proceeding. We recommended to the House Committee on Ways
and Means that this problem be eliminated by striking the words "(as determined
with respect to the estate of the decedent without regard to section 2032)" from
section 1023(h) (2) (A) (i), as did the Treasury. The recommendation was
ignored.
B. Separate Bases for Gain and Loss.-The fresh start problems do not end
with the unfair treatment of assets other than marketable bonds or securities.
The "split" basis for gain and loss is troublesome because for many pre-1977
assets proof of basis will be difficult and in some cases impossible. The "fresh
start" provisions of section 1023(h) do not eliminate the problem of proof of
basis for pre-January 1, 1977 assets. The values on December 31st for listed
securities are useful only if there has been appreciation in the value over
original cost; they are of no assistance if there has been a loss. At the closing
of an estate, the executor has no way of knowing whether the assets he turns
over to the heirs or other distributees will eventually be sold at a gain or a loss.
The consequence is that the executor must provide the heirs or distributees
with basis information for gain and loss as to each pre-1977 asset distributed
to them. Thus, he cannot stop with December 31, 1976 values on marketable
securities. He must ferret out and furnish to the heirs and distributes both the
December 31, 1976 values and original cost information as to each marketable
security. As regards nonmarketables (such as residences, partnerships, closelyheld businesses and farms), original costs as well as costs of improvements over
the years may be even more difficult to determine and tabulate on an asset-byasset basis. Yet this is necessary to apply the time-apportionment rule for determining the December 31, 1976 values for each such property.
Even when the basis Information of a decedent's assets has been obtained,
many estate distributees will be unable to cope with multiple cost figures
which section 6039A requires an executor to furnish to them. As indicated, in
most estates, the heirs and distributees will receive information concerning
two bases as to each pre-1977 asset distributed to them, one for gain and one for
loss. The task of explaining the meaning and application of each set of figures
will be difficult, and after the executor has done this, neither he nor the Government has any assurance that the explanations will be understood or correctly
applied without help.
C. Difficulty of Separating "ifarketables"from "Nonmarketablc8".---Since two
different rules are applied in determining the fresh start adjustment, the amount
of the adjustment will be different depending upon whether the asset Is a
marketable bond or security. In particular cases the determination of whether
an asset is a market&i e bond or security is going to be uncertain and thus the
amount of the fresh start adjustment will remain uncertain. Regulations cannot
avoid this problem because a factusi test is involved in determining whether a
marketable bond or security is involved.
D. S. 2228 and "Grandfathering"Pre-1977 Assets.-H.R. 6715 does not address
the important Issues discussed above regarding the fresh start rule. S. 2228
would eliminate each of these issues as a consideration by grandfathering all
pre-1977 assets.
The approach of S. 2228 has considerable merit. If accepted, some qualifications would need to be developed to prevent assets acquired after 1976 from
being grandfathered through their addition to a corporation or partnership
which was in existence on December 81, 1976 and through other devices. This
is provided for in S. 2228 by creating an exception for "transfers to a corporation, partnership, or trust" which would be treated as a separate property
for purposes of grandfathering, with broad regulatory authority being granted
to explain the exception. We believe the granting of regulatory authority with
such a vague concept is undesirable. The statute Itself should provide some
general guidance regarding what Is intended.
Federaland State death tax adjustments on appreciation
We have discussed the section 1028 (c) and (e) basis adjustments for federal
and state death taxes on appreciation and the special rule of section 1023(f) (4)
for marital and charitable property above. They are a source of complexity but,
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as stated, are required in order to prevent a "double" tax on appreciation and
to produce a fair result. As noted, current law provides for a tracing approach
in determining what property receives a basis adjustment as a result of section
1023(f) (4) which states that property qualifying for the marital or charitable
deduction will not be treated as being subject to tax. Thus, property allocated
In satisfaction of a marital or charitable deduction will receive no increase in
basis. Logically, this result is sound because the marital or charitable property
does not incur any federal estate tax.
S. 2228 would change this result by eliminating section 1023(f) (4) and by
providing that all property included in a decedent's gross estate which is appreciated carryover basis property would receive an increase in basis under
section 1023(c) based upon its proportionate share of appreciation. While this
approach achieves some simplification, it will produce considerable hardship,
particularly in the case of charitable bequests and will make it virtually impossible for a large estate with substantial appreciation to make charitable
bequests in large amounts without producing adverse results for taxable beneficiaries. Also, it does not solve the problem which faces an executor of deciding
what property to use to satisfy marital or charitable bequests where the assets
available for distribution have different income tax cost bases and Is uncertain
in effect.'
We believe that the elimination of the section 1028(f) (4) rule Is undesirable,
but do favor the "single" death tax adjustment concept in S. 2228 in place
of the current section 1023(c) and (e) adjustments, which would also eliminate
our objection to the definition of "net appreciation" in H.R. 0715 in computing
tht, adjustment for state death taxes. S. 2228 makes a number of other changes
which would improve the operation of carryover basis and estate tax provisions
that were modified by the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Again, our major concern
with S. 2228 Is that the changes are significant and there is not sufficient time
adequately to consider them in the context of H.R. 6715. One obvious shortcomIng is the proposed amendment of section 2035 without taking into account the
lwrcentage requirement tests of sections 303, 6166, 6160A and 2032A which would
be significantly affected by the amendment.
Coordinationof section 1015(d) (6) and section 1023 adjustments

Section 1015(d) (6) provides a basis for the federal gift tax adjustment on
appreciation and acts as a companion to the section 1023(c) and (e) adjustments. However, while section 1023 (c) and (e) adjustments encompass both
federal and state death taxes, section 1015(d)(6) applies only to federal gift
tax. Several states have gift taxes and these taxes should be reflected in the
section 1015 (d) (6) adjustment.'
A lack of coordination exists between sections 1015(d) (6) and 1023 with regard
to the basis adjustments which produces unintended and bizarre results when
a gift tax is paid on appreciation in a gift which is included in the decedent's
gross estate. To illustrate, if appreciated property qualifying for the marital
deduction is transferred at death no basis increase Is available under section
1023(c), but if that same property Is transferred "in contemplation of death"
the result is otherwise even though the property qualifies for the marital deduction. This point may be illustrated by an example.
Let us assume that an individual who has an estate of $4,000,000 consisting
of two assets, asset A with a basis of zero and a value of $2,000,000 and asset
13 with a basis of $2,000,000 and a value of $2,000,000, desires to take full advantage of the marital deduction and his domiciliary state has a marital deduction which is the same as the federal marital deduction. If asset A passes
underthe will and Is allocated to the marital deduction bequest, no increase
in basis will be available under section 1023(c) because section 1023(f) (4)
directing that for purposes of subsections (c) and (e) marital deduction property will be treated as not being subject to tax. On the other hand, if the individual makes a deathbed gift of asset A to his wife, a basis increase of $298,200 ($.45,800-41,000) will be available under section 1015(d) (6). One-half of the
gift qualified for the gift tax marital deduction and thus, ignoring the annual
exclusion, the taxable gift is $1,000,000. The gift tax of $298,200 acts as a pre4For example, where appreciated carryover basis property In specfically bequeathed
to a charity or qualifies for the marital deduction, we are uncertain bow the estate tnx
Is computed "without Including the net appreciation" with respect to such property.
5S. 2228 makes this change.
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payment of the estate tax under section 2001(b) (2), with the result that the
total transfer taxes are the same as they would be if the gift had not been
made.
The basis increase may be increased by more than 100 with a slight change
In the terms of the gift. If the gift does not qualify for the gift tax marital deduction but does qualify for the estate tax marital deduction, the section 1015
(d) (6) basis increase will be $733,800 ($780,800-$47,000), namely, the gift tax
on a taxable gift of $2,000,000. Again, the gift tax of $733,800 will be a full
credit against the estate tax of the same amount. The gift property may be
qualified for the estate tax marital deduction by meeting the requirements of
section 2056 if the wife survives her husband from the date of his death rather
than satisfying the requirements of section 2523 from the date of the gift.
Deathbed gifts, or any other gifts which are included in the gross estate
under section 2035, may produce unusual results in other cases such as where
the estate has substantial indebtedness or section 2032A property. The results
may operate "for" or "against" taxpayers. Changes must be made in coordinating sections 1015(d) (6) and 1023.
Summnary
The preceding discussion of three specific problem areas relating to carryover
basis, namely, the fresh start adjustment, the federal and state death tax adjustments on appreciation and the coordination of the section 1015(d) (6) and 1023
adjustments demonstrates that much needs to be done. We doubt whether there
is sufficient time to resolve these problems and other related matters before
the Congressional recess. A moratorium on the application of carryover would
provide the needed time to do the job properly if carryover is not to be repealed
immediately.
E.R. 6795

Carryover basis
The following two comments are not relevant if the section 1023(c) and (e)
basis adjustments are modified as provided in S. 2228.
1. "State Estate Tazres".-The definition of "State estate taxes" in section
1023(f) (3) should be amended to omit the words "for which the estate is
liable" and "by the estate", with the result that the source of payment of the
state tax would be irrelevant as is the source of payment of the federal estate
provide the needed time to do the job properly if carryover is not to be repealed
has been suggested why the source of payment of the federal estate tax should
tax in determining the basis increase for the federal estate tax. No sound reason
has been suggested why the source of payment of the federal estate tax should
be irrelevant in determining the basis increase for the federal tax but have
an effect on the basis increase for state estate taxes. With our suggested change
in section 1023(f) (3), section 1023(e) could be eliminated, thus simplifying the
basis adjustments by eliminating one possible adjustment. This change would
eause the state succession tax adjustment now covered by subsection (e) to be
made before instead of after the minimum basis adjustment of section 1023(d),
but this difference is not a sufficient justification for an additional basis
adjustment.
2. "Nct Apprciation".-Section 1023(f), defining not appreciation would be
amended by II.R. 6715 to provide that in computing the subsection (c) (2) adjustment for the net appreciation attributable to the state estate tax, the decedent's
adjusted basis is to be increased by the subsection (c) (1) adjustment for the net
appreciation attributable to the federal estate tax. This upward adjustmentin_
computing net appreciation for subsection (c) (2) purposes, which has the
effect of reducing the basis increase attributable to state estate taxes, is clearly
wrong. If the net appreciation is less for state purposes than for federal purposes
the "triple tax" element on the same property works imperfectly. No unwarranted
tax benefit is involved from using the same "net appreciation" amount for both
federal and state purposes, as is indicated by the different (and correct way) of
computing the section 691(c) deduction. Furthermore, under current law the
section 1023(c) adjustment for state estate taxes is correctly based upon the
same net appreciation amount as the adjustment for federal estate taxes. The
full amount of the net appreciation for federal purposes is also taxed for state
purposes. Current section 1023(f) (2) is erroneous in making an upward adjustment for the subsection (c) adjustment in computing net appreciation for
purposes of the subsection (e) adjustment.
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Split gifle---coordination of sections 2035 and 2513
As noted in the Joint Committee Explanation (page 26), when a nondonor
spouse consents under section 2513 to a gift by the donor spouse which is
included in the donor spouse's estate pursuant to section 2035 "the transfer tax
consequences to the consenting spouse are not reversed. For example, any unified
credit used Is not restored and the amount of aggregate taxable gifts for prior
periods Is not adjusted."
The proposed amendment would change this result for transfers occurring at
or after the death of the nondonor spouse, but not for gift tax transfers of the
nondonor spouse occurring after the death of the donor spouse. We believe the
"reversal" should apply to such gift tax transfers.
Disalahnera
The House Committee Report fails to resolve an important issue regarding the
disclaimer provision. It Is whether a surviving spouse may make an ell.ective
disclaimer of a trust income interest if under the trust of the trust t.e or she
retains the possibility of receiving all or a part of the trust principal In the
discretion of the trustee or has a limited testamentary power of alipointment
or right of withdrawal (see sections 2041(b) (2) and 2514(e)) over all or a part
of the trust principal. In our written testimony before the House Committee on
Ways and Means, we requested that its Committee Report resolve this issue
and permit a disclaimer under these circumstances. The Treasury Department
opposes the disclaimer amendments and therefore would also oppose the clarification which we request. The point should be resolved one way or another either
in the statute or in the legislative history.
Gencra tion-skipping transfer
1. Individual Trustee8.-This change would create a second exception to the
rule that an individual with a discretionary power is treated as a beneficiary
under Chapter 13 for an "independent trustee". In our written testimony before
the House Committee on Ways and Means we advocated repeal of the Individual
•power-beneficiary rule and said "this exception creates further complexity and
uncertainty as to meaning of certain requirements which will not be resolved
without years of litigation".
There are obvious problems with the Independent trustee rule as drafted. The
classification of the spouse, father, mother, brother or sister of the grantor as
a related or subordinate trustee is strange because none of these persons is
assigned to a generation younger than the grantor and treating such a person as
a beneficiary will never result in an additional Chapter 13 tax. For the same
reason the classification of any person who is related to a beneficiary but is not
assigned to a generation below the grantor is puzzling. This could be avoided
by limiting the related or subordinate trustee concept to a trustee who is assigned
to a generation below the grantor.
The expansion of the related or subordinate concept to include relationships
to any beneficiary as well as to the grantor also creates problems with broad
tax-free testamentary powers of appointment. To illustrate, let us assume that
an individual has a power to appoint to any person other than himself, his estate,
his creditors, the creditors of his estate or any individual trustee. Read literally,
no employee of any corporation could be an independent trustee, because the
"beneficiaries of the trust" include every human being (and thus every stockholder and corporate executive). Therefore, the beneficiaries' holdings of everil
stock is "significant from the viewpoint of voting control" (subdivision (lii)),
and every corporation is one in which a "beneficiary of the trust is an executive"
(subdivision (iv)). The independent trustee concept needs to be modified.
2. Alternate Valuation.-A proposed change would make the alternate valuation method available upon the death of a beneficiary of a trust assigned to a
higher generation than the deemed transferor. The change is an improvement
in current law, but does not go far enough. A taxable termination occurring
at or after the death of the deemed transferor is treated as an estate tax in the
sense that the amount of the Chapter 13 transfer is computed "on top of" the
taxable estate of the deemed transferor. Parity of tax treatment requires that
all Chapter 13 transfers occurring at or after the death of the deemed transferor
be entitled to use the alternate valuation method.
The change is premised on the assumption that the alternate valuation method
is appropriate only when the death of a beneficiary Is the taxable event. The
Joint Committee Explanation states (page 30) :
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"Under present law, the alternate valuation date Is to be available for generation-skipping trusts where tLe taxable termination occurs by reason of
death."
Assuming this is an accurate statement of Intent, the objective will still not
be fully effectuated by the amendment. To illustrate, assume that a grantor
creates a trust for his son and directs that income and principal shall, in the
discretion of the corporate trustee, be paid to the son and that upon the son's
death the trust property is to be distributed as the son appoints by will pursuant
to a non-general power of appointment. Assume further that the son exercises
his power by appointing an Income interest to his widow, until her death or
earlier remarriage at which time the principal is to be distributed outright to his
grandchildren (the grantor's great-grandchildren) and that his widow does not
remarry. Upon the death of the son, no taxable termination occurs because of
section 2613(b) (2) (D). A taxable termination does occur upon the death of the
widow as to which the son is the deemed transferor. However, the alternate
valuation method is not available under section 2602(d). This method could be
made available and section 2602(d) greatly simplified by modifying It to provide:
"If a generation-skipping transfer occurs at or after the death of the deemed
transferor and as a result of the death of a beneficiary (including the deemed
transferor) with a present interest or power, the trustee may elect to value all
of the property transferred in accordance with section 2032."
Equally Important, we reject the premise that use of the alternate valuation
method is appropriate only when a taxable termination occurs by reason of the
death of a beneficiary. There are other cases when the trustee will not necessarily
know that a taxable termination has taken place until after it has occurred.
For example, a taxable termination would result from the remarriage of the
widow in the case discussed in the preceding paragraph. The remarriage may not
become known to the trustee until several weeks after It occurs. The trustee
cannot protect against a decrease in the value and secure the funds to pay the
Chapter 13 tax by sale until he knows a tax is incurred.
3. Double Tax'on Chapter13 Tran8fer8.a. Throwback D(8tributlon. -The purpose of the proposed change in section
667(b) is to prevent the full amount of an accumulation distribution from being
subject to both income tax and transfer tax. Proposed paragraph (6) (A) refers
to the "tax Imposed by chapter 11 or 13", thus creating some ambiguity concerning whether this refers to the gross tax before credits or something less. Since
the double tax problem exists for the state death tax as well as for the federal
estate tax, paragraph (6) (A) should encompass both of these taxes, as is done
for purposes of section 1023 (c) and section 691 (c).
b. Current Inoome.-The adjustment in the partial tax relating to accumulr.tion distributions solves the "double tax" problem when such a distribution is
involved. The double tax problem on current Income is, however, not solved.
Current income may be subject to a Chapter 13 tax where principal distributions
are made in the same year. See section 2613(a) (1) and (2). The combined Income
tax and Chapter 13 tax on current income could exceed 100% of the income distribution. This result is wrong and should be changed. One solution would be to
provide:
"If a taxable distribution, as defined in section 2613(a) (1) is made to any
person and such person Is required to Include all or a part of the distribution
in his gross income (other than as a part of an accumulation distribution, as
defined In section 664(b) such person shall be allowed a deduction against the
tax Imposed by chapter 1 In an amount equal to the tax imposed by chapter 13
as a result of the taxable distribution."
4. Effective Date.-The application of section 667(b), which is amended, is
caused by an accumulation distribution not by the imposition of a Chapter
11 or 13 tax. Accordingly, the effective date provision should be amended to read:
"The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply to accumulation distributions occurring after December 31, 1976."
A Chapter 13 tax ca. of course, only occur with respect to a transfer after
April 80, 1976. If a Chapter 11 tax was incurred ten years ago, there is no
reason to deny the use of the change, which prevents an inequitable result.
Fractionalinterest rulefor certainjoint tenancies
H.R. 6715 would add a new subsection (e) to section 2040. The House Committee Report explains the provision as follows:
"The bill allows a donor spouse to hava-- pre-1977 joint tenancy to be treated
as a qualifiedd joint Interest' without formally severing the Joint tenancy and
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then recreating it. This treatment Is to be available If the taxpayer elects to report
a gift of the property in a gift tax return filed with respect to any calendar
quarter in 1977, 1978 or 1979. A taxpayer making the election is to be treated
as having made a gift at the close of calendar quarter for which the return is
filed. The amount of the gift generally is to be equal to the appreciation attribut.
able to the gift portion of the consideration furnished by the donor spouse at the
time of the creation of the joint interest."
In some cases the donor spouse may have elected to treat the original acqulsitiun of the property in joint names as a gift under section 2515 (c) to the donee
spouse in an amount equal to one-half of the value of the property. In such a
case, the donor-spouse should not have to make a gift of one-half the appreciation occurring since acquisition as required by section 2040(c) (4) when the
Joint tenancy can be severed with no gift tax under section 2515(b).
All prior valuations for gift ta, estate tax or the chapter 18 tax should be
"binding" in computing the tax for later transfers
Section 2504 (c) provides as follows:
"Valuation of Certain G4fts for Preceding Calendar Years and Quarter.-If
the time has expired within which a tax may be assessed under this chapter or
under corresponding provisions of prior laws on the transfer of property by gift
made (luring a preceding calendar year or calendar quarter as defined in section
2502 (c), and if a tax under this chapter or under corresponding provisions of prior
laws has been assessed or paid for such preceding calendar year or calendar
quarter, the value of such gift made in such preceding quarter shall, for purposes
of computing the tax under this chapter for any calendar quarter, be the value
of such gift which was used in computing the tax for the last preceding calendar
year or calendar quarter for which a tax under this chapter or under corresponding provisions of prior laws was assessed or paid."
With the "unification" of gift and estate tax rates and the introduction of
Chapter 13 where the generation skipping tax Is determined "on top of" prior
gift or estate taxes of the deemed transfer and prior Chapter 13 transfers, the
rule set forth in section 2504(e) should be broadened to cover the value of all
prior transfers of an individual for gift, estate or Chapter 13 tax purposes.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

In its testimony relating to H.R. 6715 before the House Committee on Ways
and .Means, the Treasury made a number of recommendations which were not
acted on and which are of concern to us. We assume that the Treasury will make
these same recommendations to the Senate and have the following comments on
recommendations 6 through 12, 15 through 18, and 25, 26, 28 and 29.
6. We agree with this recommendation.
7. We do not believe this recommendation is needed.
8. While this recommendation would improve current law, it is not a satisfactory solution to the basis adjustment for state estate taxes for the reasons
previously discussed in this statement.
9. We agree with this recommendation.
10. We agree with this recommendation.
11. We disagree with this recommendation and point out that It presents
number of problems, one of which is its effect on the percentage requirementa
tests of sections 303, 3032A, 6166 and 6166A as a result of "deathbed" gifts.
12. The first part of this recommendation relates to recommendation 11. We
disagree with the second part because it represents a "retreat" from prior law.
15. We disagree with this recommendation.
16. We disagree with this recommendation. It would have the effect of eroding
what we regard as a legitimate use of the unified credit in preference to the
marital deduction.
17. Conceptually we agree with this recommendation but, for the reasons
previously discussed, we believe the "independent trustee" rule needs to be modified in more important respects.
18. We agree with this recommendation, but do not believe it goes far enough
for the reasons described above.
25. Current law creates a rebuttable presumption that the marital deduction
of a deemed transferor is to be increased to reflect generation-skipping transfers
In certain cases. This recommendation would reverse the presumption. We do
not feel strongly about which way the presumption runs. -
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26. We oppose this recommendation because it is unnecessary and would
create further confusion with regard to the treatment of "minimum worth"
pecuniary bequests under section 1040.
28. We believe the matters covered by this recommendation are more appropriately handled by regulation.
29. We agree with this recommendation.
APPENDIX A. EXAMPLES OF ACTUAL CARRYOVER BASIS PROBLEMS IN EXISTING ESTATES

1. An asset in an estate of a recently deceased widow is an 8-unit apartment
building. Ownership of the apartment building passed to the decedent as surviving joint tenant on the death of her husband in 1962. Neither a federal nor
a state death tax return bad to be filed at the death of the husband; no appraisal
was made of the property at that time nor was the depreciation basis altered.
In order to apply the "fresh start" provisions of Section 1023(h) (2), the
executor Is now confronted with the task of securing an appraisal of the real
estate as of the death of the husband In 1902.
2. Securities owned by the decedent were held in street name by broker A.
Broker A acquired decedent's account when broker B was merged into the successor firm. The records of broker A are sketchy for many of the securities as to
both date of acquisition and cost. Since the securities are in street name, it is
not possible to secure any of this information from the transfer agents.
3. Decedent owned certain stocks and bonds which were acquired through his
broker during the period of 1955-1965 and were held by his broker. On the
decedent's death, It was discovered that the broker was not able to produce any
information respecting actual acquisition dates and cost. It appears that the
rules of the SEC only require brokers to maintain copies of statements for 6
years and copies of confirmations for 3 years.
4. The estate of a recently deceased widow contains a large holding of stock
of a publicly traded company which was received many years ago in a tax-free
exchange for the shares of a privately held company. Some of the shares of the
privately held company owned by the decedent were the subject matter of a gift
to the decendent from her husband who died 10 years ago. No records appear
to be available to permit a determination of the basis of the original shares.
5. Decedent acquired a 2% interest in a partnership In 1968 for $10,000 and an
additional 'A% interest In 1970 at a cost of $3.00. The value of the decedent's
partnership interest on 3/1/77, the date of death, was $20,000. The following is a
summary of the partnership Income allocable to the decendents' interest and of
his withdrawals:
Taxable year endingDecember 31,1968 ................................................
.............................................
December 31, 1969
Member 31 1970------------------------------------------(...

December
December
December
December

31, 1971
.........
31 1972-------------------------------------------...
................................................
31,1973
31 1974
...............................................

September 6,1W ...............................................
September 30,1976 ...............................................

Share of
income
($250)

Withdrawals

Net

$1,00
1000
1,200

($, 250)
1,250)

~1:50
1,0
i00)
(......................................
1,200
1,300
~1,200)
100
1, 000)
1,500
500
300)

1,500
2,000
2,500

1,700
1,500

1,500

(200)

500
1,000

How are the Section 1023(h) (2) adjustments to be calculated? For example, is
the net increase in the decedent's account for the partnership taxable year ending 9/30/75 to be deemed to be a separate asset for purposes of Section 1023 (h)
(2) ... as if It were similar to a building?

6. In a very large estate, there is a Florida residence valued at approximately
$3,500,000 and a Cleveland residence valued at approximately $1,250,000. The
land for the Florida residence was acquired in 1894. The original structure was
put up in 1920. There have been major additions to the property from 1920 to
the present. The original architect is deceased. The original and subsequent
building plans are available, but incomplete. Preliminary drawings are difficult
to distinguish from the final plans used. The cost records are incomplete and
they are difficult to document because the family archives contain numerous
records for five substantial residence properties owned by the decedent over
a period of seventy years. Consequently, both the cost of the original property
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and construction and the history of the improvements and additions are virtually impossible to document. Yet the executor has substantial monetary consequences at stake with respect to the cost of the original structure and im-

provements.
7. A decedent has died since January 1, 1977 with approximately $1 million

in personalty, consisting of numerous items of furniture, pictures, Jewelry,
silverware, china, etc. maintained in four separate homes and acquired from
innumerable sources including substantial gifts and inheritances from a long
line of family members during the lifetime of the decedent who died at age 94.
Cost records for these items are incomplete, and since some were acquired by
gift, they may well trace back to more than 100 years. Any attempt to list and
define anything approaching an accurate cost for these items could well lead to
the expenditure of 100 or more manhours of the Executor's time.

8. A sampling of trust accounts at Bank X in which the Grantor has died after

January 1, 1977 indicates that even when cost figures are available, there will
be extensive adjustments to basis required which will be time-consuming and
complicated. For example, in one trust, there are 84 different securities repre-

sented by 98 different blocks. In another trust, there are 62 securities represented by 97 different blocks. Under current law, the executor may therefore be
required to make 196 and 194 adjustments for death taxes on the appreciation
element in each block. If a separate fraction is developed under the Technical
Amendments Act for state death taxes, these figures may be increased respectively
to 392 to 384 adjustments. These are representative normal trust accounts in
which Grantors have died, and it is apparent that TRA 76 has injected enormous
complexity into what used to be routine accounts.
Senator BYRD. The next witness is Mr. David W. Richmond.

STATEMENT OF DAVID W. RICHMOND, ESQ., MILLER &
CHEVALIER, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. RICHMOND. My name is David W. Richmond. I am a partner
in the Washington law firm of Miller & Chevalier. We represent Mr.
H. E. Butt of Corpus Christi, Tex. While we represent a single taxpayer in this matter, we think that the point that we would like to
make is probably applicable to a great number of taxpayers who have
made wills including generation-skipping provisions.
As this committee knows, the Tax Reform Act of 1976 included a
provision that eliminated generation-skipping from the tax law. That
provision had been in effect for many years. There were many wills
that included generation-skipping provisions in reliance on that
longstanding provision.
The bill was enacted and approved by the President on October 4,
1976. I have been in practice for a great many years and belong to a
very old school that things that Federal tax legislation, particularly
that which tightens up on taxpayers, should be effective no earlier
than the approval of the bill by the President. I know that is an outmoded concept; and in this case, if it cannot be made effective on
October 4, the date of approval, I suggest that at least the elimination
of the generation-skipping provision should be made effective no
earlier than the first date on which the Congress, and in this case the
Senate, announced its intention to do something about generationskipping provisions and took action in that respect.
That date was August 5, 1976, at which time the Senate adopted the
floor amendment which incorporated the generation-skipping provision in the bill.
The reason that it is unfair to use a date earlier than Augist 5 is
because there were announcements made by the Finance Committee
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earlier in the consideration of the bill, particularly on June 11 and
on July 20, 1976. In the first of these announcements, the committee
suggested they would include some generation-skipping provisions in
H. 10612. That was the bill that had passed the House containing
no generation-skipping provisions; those provisions were added by
the Senate.
On June 11, the announcement said that an amendment to that effect
would be considered, but it would be effective on January 1, 1978.
Then on July 20, the committee print of the amendment was released; it contained an effective date of May 1, 1977. A supplemental
report issued by the committee at that time indicated that the effective
date would be May 1, 1977, obviously still in the future.
When the Senate finally acted upon this provision on August 5,
1976, the effective date of the amendment was made retroactive to
May 1, 1976 and that date was continued by the conference committee and was enacted into law.
We suggest that this particular amendment in its effective date
provisions is unfair because in tightening up with respect to generation-skipping, however appropriate that may be, it should not have
been done in a manner that would penalize those people who had made
wills long since in reliance on existing law and were now faced with
the fact that this tightening up of the generation-skipping area is
made retroactive to a date earlier that the announcement by the Finance Committee of its intention to take action in this area.
I would ask, Mr. Chairman, that my very short statement be made
a matter of record.
Senator BYiD. Yes; your statement has been incorporated in the
record. Thank you, Mr. Richmond.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Richmond follows:]
STATEMENT OF DAVID

W. RIcuMOND

SUM MARY
In fairness and equity, the retroactive May 1, 1976, effective date of the generation-skipping provision included in the Tax Reform Act of 1076 should be
changed to the date of enactment of the act, October 4, 1976, or at the very least
to a date no earlier than that on which Congress gave notice to taxpayers of its
intentions, August 5, 1976.
My name Is David W. Richmond. I am a partner in the Washington law firm
of Miller & Chevalier. We represent Mr. 11. 1. Butt of Corpus Christi, Tex. I am
appearing to express our concern regarding the effective date of the provision
in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 relating to generation skipping.
As you know, the Tax Reform Act was approved on October 4, 1976. The generation-skipping provision, however, was made applicable to wills executed after
April 30, 1976. Thus, if a will was in effect on April 30, 1976, It could contain
a generation-skipping provision. If it was executed after April 30, 1976, however,
it could not.
We believe the effective date of this provision should be the date on which
the Tax Reform Act became law-October 4, 1976.
If it is fair and equitable to make restrictive provisions of law effective prior
to their final adoption by Congress and approval by the President, then it is
pertinent to consider the history of the generation-skipping provision.
Bills had been Introduced in the House containing generation-skipping restrictions which were to be effective on May 1, 1976. However, no action was taken by
this committee on any of these bills until August 2, 1976, when it reported Ih.R.
1484.14. That bill never went to the floor of the House because the committee's
request for a closed rule was rejected.
In the meantime, the Senate Finance Committee had been considering H.R.
10612, which had passed the House on December 5, 1975, with no estate and gift
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tax revisions. On June 10, 1976, the Finance Committee reported H.R. 10612 with
no generation-skipping provisions, but additional amendments were reported the
following day. Among them was a generation-skipping provision, but the Finance
Committee said It would not be effective until January 1, 1978. The print of the
generation-skipping amendment was released by the Finance Committee on July
2-0, and while the effective date was changed, it was still prospective. The Finance
Committee supplemental report confirmed that the provision would not be effective until May 1, 1977.
On August 5, the Senate amended II.R. 10612 'y voice vote to change the effective date of the generation-skipping provision from May 1, 1977, to the retroactive date of May 1, 1976. The May 1, 1970, date was agreed to in conference
and became law.
We urge the committee to consider that the proper effective date of provisions
of a revenue law which are restrictive in their effect should be no earlier than the
date on which the law is approved. In this case, that is October 4, 1976. In no
event, however, should the effective date be earlier than the date on which Congress gives notice of its intentions. In this case, that would be August 5, 1976. This
was the date on which the taxpayers were first put on notice that the Finance
Committee had changed Its mind and in effect had withdrawn the indica ions
glien on June 11 and July 20 that the effective date would be May 1, 1977.
We urge the committee to change the effective date of the generation-skipping
provision from May 1, 1976, to October 4, 1976, or to a date no earlier than August
5, 1976.
Senator BYRD. There will be another hearing next week, probably

Tuesday, possibly Monday afternoon. Those who have an interest in

the matter could keep in touch with the staff.
In the meantime, the committee will stand in adjournment until
either Tuesday, probably Tuesday, or possibly Monday afternoon.
[Thereupon, at 11 :.0 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at, the call of the Chair.]

TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS ACT OF 1977-INCLUDING
CARRYOVER BASIS PROVISIONS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1977

SuBcoxMrrrEE ox TAXATION

U.S. SENATE,
AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

GENERALLY OF THE CO MITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington,D.C.
'the subcommittee met. pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Bob Packwood presiding.
Present: Senators Hansen and Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. The committee will please come to order.
This morning we are holding hearings to enable interested parties
to submit their comments on H.R. 6715, the Technical Corrections Act
of 1977, which involves technical, clerical, conforming, and clarifying
amendments to provisions enacted by the Tax Reform Act of 197. In
addition, we will be receiving testimony this morning on the provisions
of S. 1954, S. 2227, and S. 2228 concerning various estate and gift tax
matters, and in particular, the subject of "carryover basis" enacted
into law in 1976.
I am pleased to be able to hear your comments this morning.
We will start this morning with the statement that the Senate is in
session this morning. If by chance I am presiding alone, there may be
some short recesses while I go vote. I will try to move things along as
best I can and not be gone long for those votes.
Mr. Nordberg.
STATEMENT OF CARL A. NORDBERG, IR., ESQ., ON BEHALF OF
READING & BATES OFFSHORE DRILLING CO., AND TIDEWATER
MARINE SERVICES, INC.
3fr. NORDBERO. Thank you. I will submit a full statement for the
record.
I appear here this morning on behalf of Reading & Bates Offshore
Drilling Co. and Tidewater Marine Services, Inc. These two companies
hold minority interests in production sharing contracts with Indonesia.
My testimony this morning is in support of section 2(t) (9) of the
bill before you. That section insures that fiscal year taxpayers, such as
Reading & Bates and Tidewater Marine, will receive equality of
treatment with production sharing contracts and the foreign tax credit.
In the spring of 1976, the Internal Revenue Service ruled that taxes
paid to Indonesia under production sharing contracts did not qualify
for the foreign tax credit. In general, the IRS rule was not to take
(201)
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effect until 1977. Following the issuance of the ruling, the Congress
added a provision to the Tax Reform Act of 1976 which was intended
to provide a 1-year period to correct the deficiencies in the Indonesian
tax system. The legislative history is replete with statements which
make it clear that the purpose of the amendment was to provide this
1-year renegotiation period.
The technical concept used to limit the renegotiation period to I
year was to restrict the amendment to taxable years ending before
January 1, 1978. While this cutoff date worked properly for the vast
majority of taxpayers, it may not provide any renegotiation period to
2 or 3 fiscal year taxpayers.
If you would turn to the chart at the end of my oral testimony, I
can explain the problem very briefly. Assume you have two taxpayers
involved. One is a calendar year taxpayer whose year would run from
January to December 31, 1977. The other taxpayer is a fiscal year
taxpayer whose year runs from January 1, 1977 to March 31, 1977.
If you assume further that both of these taxpayers earn $100 in
Indonesia under production-sharing contracts for the year 1977 and
both pay Indonesia $50 tax on December 31, 1977, you can see that the
calendar year taxpayer's year ends before 1978 and thereby receives
full benefits under tfhe amendment. But the fiscal year taxpayer who
pays the same amount of tax for the same period, whose year ends
after the cutoff date, would not receive the benefit of the amendment.
Therefore, it would be denied any renegotiation period. This fiscal
year taxpayer needs the 1-year renegotiation period just as much as
the calendar year taxpayers. Actually, as holders of a minority interest, their ability to renegotiate is largely dependent on the calendar
year taxpayers that hold the majority interests in the Indonesian
contracts.
When this situation was brought to the attention of the Committee
on Ways and Means, they changed the technical language of the 1976
amendments cutoff date so as to provide that all taxpayers are to
receive the foreign tax credit for their 1977 Indonesian taxes paid on
1977 income.
We would like to point out, Mr. Chairman, that this amendment
passed all the procedures utilized by the Ways and Means Committee-it was found to be a technical conforming amendment by the
special screening committee and it was approved on its merits by the
full committee. The House amendment provides fiscal year taxpayers
with the same treatment accorded calendar year taxpayers under the
1976 amendment-no more, no less. The Treasury Department does
not oppose this amendment. We ask that the Senate approve the House
amendment.
Senator PACKWOOD. To the best of your knowledge, is there any
opposition from anybody?
Mr. NORDBERG. I am not aware of any opposition, no, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. It makes good sense to me. I would be happy
to support it.
Mr. NORDEMEo. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you for coming.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nordberg follows:]
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STATEMENT or CAiL A. NOaDuERO, JR.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appear on behalf of
Reading and Bates Offshore Drilling Company and Tidewater Marine Services,
Inc. These two companies hold minority interests in production sharing contracts with Pertamina, the government-owned oil company of Indonesia. My
testimony this morning is in support of section 2(t) (9) of the Technical Corrections Act of 1977 (II.R. 6715). That section Insures that fiscal-year, U.S. taxpayers
with an interest In Indonesian production sharing contracts wiU receive the
same treatment under the 1970 Tax Reform Act provision as calendar year
taxpayers.
In May 1976, the Internal Revenue Service Issued a Revenue Ruling which
held that the income taxes paid to Indonesia with respect to income derived
from production sharing contracts did not meet the requirements of the U.S.
foreign tax credit provisions.1 In general, the ruling of the IRS was applied to
taxes paid Indonesia beginning in 1977.2 Following the issuance of the Ruling,
an amendment was included in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (section 1035(c))
for the purpose of providing U.S. taxpayers affected by the Ruling with a "reasonable time" to renegotiate their Indonesian production sharing contracts so
as to remedy the defects deemed to exist by the IRS in the Indonesian tax
system.'
The method adopted by the Congress In limiting the renegotiation period to
a reasonable time was to provide that the amendment is not to apply to taxable years ending after December-31, 1977. The effect of the amendment was to
provide, In general, that the IRS Ruling was not to apply to taxes paid Indonesia before 1978. Therefore, the consequence of the amendment was to provide
the affected taxpayers with approximately a one-year renegotiation period.
A very technical interpretative issue of restricted scope and application could
arise regarding this termination date provision. The language of the termination
provision, read without consideration of the legislative history could produce an
interpretation which would preclude fiscal year taxpayers from receiving the
foreign tax credit for taxes paid Indonesia for 1977. This unintended interpretation could arise because, although the fiscal year taxpayers' Indonesian taxes
will be paid on or before December 31, 1977, the U.S. taxable year in which
the foreign taxes were paid does not end until after December 31, 1977. It is the
general position of the IRS that with respect to fiscal year taxpayers' foreign
taxes paid in 1976 are creditable on their 1977 U.S. return and those paid in
1977 are creditable on their 1978 U.S. return, etc. Accordingly, a technical
clarification would be desirable which would remove any doubt that a U.S.
taxpayer, utilizing a fiscal taxable year, is to receive the same "reasonable
time" to renegotiate their production sharing contracts as U.S. taxpayers using
a calendar year. The vast majority of taxpayers affected by last year's amendment are calendar year taxpayers. In essence, the requested clarifiction would
provide that whether a taxpayer is using a calendar year or a fiscal year for
U.S. tax purposes, the IRS Ruling will not apply to taxes paid Indonesia before
1978. Such a clarification will insure that the calendar year taxpayers and fiscal
year taxpayers are provided with precisely equal treatment and precisely the
same renegotiation period.
The requested clarification conforms the 1976 amendment to the Congress'
stated purpose in enacting the 1976 amendment. In this regard the initial Committee Report provided that the 1976 amendment "will apply only with respect
to taxes designated as having been paid under such contracts before January 1,
1982." S. Rept. 94-938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. p. 255. This amendment was reconsidered and it was determined that the five-year renegotiation period was not
necessary. Accordingly, the renegotiation period was reduced to one year. This
change was explained as follows:
"Finally, the date change.., of the Committee amendment modifies the provision dealing with production sharing contracts in Indonesia by limiting the
provisions so that basically it only applies for 1 year rather than 5 years." Cong.
Rec., July 26,1976, p. 82495.
iRey. RuL 16-215, 1976-1 C.B. 194.

*Specifleally the effective date provision of the Revenue Ruling state that the Ruling

was not to apply to "taxable years beginning before June 80. 1976".
8 General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. p. 251.

98-902---77-
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'During the period that this amendment was being developed in the Senate,
the Ways and Means Committee Task Force on Foreign Source Income also
developed a preliminary recommendation relating to the IRS production sharing contract Ruling. The Task Force's preliminary recommendation was that
the application of the IRS Ruling be deferred for two years. When the Conference Committee considered the production sharing contract amendment, the
purpose of the amendment was once again explained as providing a one-year
renegotiation period. The Conference Committee was informed that the Task
Force had agreed to recommend a two-year renegotiation. The amendment was
thereafter adopted.
The entire legislative history of the 1976 amendment reflects that the Congress was concerned with the question of how long, if at all, it should continue
to permit the foreign tax credit provision to apply tax payments made to Indonesia. As the foregoing discussion reflects, at different times decisions were
made which involved payments made for the years 1977 through 1981; for the
years 1977 and 1978; and finally, only for 1977. No matter which period was
under consideration, the underlying and critical concept was to permit taxes paid
Indonesia for some period to continue to be creditable so as to provide a reasonable time to modify the Indonesia tax system. This concept-the purpose of
the amendment-was briefly but clearly described as follows:
"Thus, .... generally the companies should continue to be allowed the foreign
tax credit for another year." General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of
1976, p. 251.
Accordingly, it would be appropriate to amend the 1976 legislation to insure
that this reasonable renegotiation period-the period during which taxes paid
Indonesia would continue to be creditable-is not denied fiscal year taxpayers
pursuant to a technical interpretation of the 1976 amendment which not only
would fail to consider the legislative intent but would, in fact, be directly contrary to clearly expressed legislative intent.
It should also be noted if the adverse technical interpretation mentioned above
were adopted, it would completely exclude some fiscal year taxpayers from any
benefit from the 1976 legislation. Such a result could not have been intended because such fiscal year taxpayers not only faced the same problem as was faced
by calendar year taxpayers--but, in all known situations, they are not masters
of their own fate because they merely hold minor interests in production sharing
contracts being negotiated by calendar year taxpayers. It makes no sense to conclude that the Congress intended to provide a reasonable renegotiation period to
calendar year taxpayers, that could control the taxpayer's renegotiations, but
not to fiscal year taxpayers holding minority interests In the same contract. This
is particularly true in view of the fact that the 1977 Indonesian tax liability of
calendar and fiscal year taxpayers is to be paid on exactly the same date-Dcember 31, 1977. Finally, the requested clarification does not provide the fiscal year
taxpayer with any special benefit, but rather makes it clear that whether a taxpayer is a fiscal or calendar year taxpayer the foreign tax credit will be available
for taxes paid to Indonesia under production sharing contracts through the year
1977 and only for that period. Whether one approved or disapproved of the 1976
amendment, one should recognize that the amendment which was adopted should
apply fairly and equally to all taxpayers that had incurred the problem which
the amendment sought to modify. Clearly, the 1976 amendment should provide
the same treatment to all taxpayers participating in the same production sharing
contract where their ascribable foreign taxes are paid on precisely the same date.
In response to the problem described above, the House Committee on Ways and
Means included in H.R. 6715 an amendment which insures that fiscal year taxpayers will receive the same treatment as calendar year taxpayers under section
1035(c) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. It should be emphasized that the House
amendment provides fiscal year taxpayers with no more or no less than what
was accorded calendar taxpayers under the 1976 Act, nor what we believe was
intended to be accorded fiscal year taxpayers by that legislation.
It is the position of the Treasury Department that it is not opposed to this
amendment.
The report of the House Committee on Ways and Means estimates that ths provision will decrease budget receipts by $5 million in fiscal year 1978 only. It
should be noted in this regard that any decrease in revenue attributable to this
amendment was a decrease that had already been expected because the revenue
estimate prepared in connection with the 1976"legislation was intended to take
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into account the total amount of taxes paid by all (calendar and fiscal year) U.S.
taxpayers operating production sharing contracts In Indonesia.

The House amendment is a clarifying and conforming amendment and we

urge its adoption.
Ex1415r A
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Assume there are two taxpayers, one with a U.S. tax year that runs from

January 1, 1977, to December 31, 1977, and a fiscal year taxpayer whose year
runs from April 1, 1977, to March 31, 1978. Assume further that both earn $100
under an Indonesian production sharing contract for the year 1977 and pay a $50

tax to Indonesia on December 31, 1977. Since the calendar taxpayer's U.S. year

ends on December 31, 1977, the 1976 amendment applies but the fiscal year tax.

payer is not covered because its U.S. taxable year ends after December 31. 1977.
The effect of being excluded is the denial of any renegotiation period.

Senator PACKWOOD. Next is Mr. Leonard Silverstein.
STATEMENT OF LEONARD L. SILVERSTEIN, ESQ., ON BEHALF OF
CHAMPION INTERNATIONAL CORP.
Mr. SILvE s iN. Good morning. My name is Leonard L. Silverstein,
a member of the firm of Silverstein & Mellon. I appear here today on
behalf of Champion Internitional, a company engaged principally in
the manufacture and sale of wood, paper, and related products in the
United States and abroad.
Champion's headquarters are now located in Stamford, Conn.
The concern of Champion relates to section 904(f) of the code, proposed to be amended by section 2(t) of H.R. 6715. We believe that the
amendments, which include extension of section 904 (f) to cover carryovers and carrybacks of capital losses are valid, if at all, only within
the scope of what we believe, and submit, is an excessively broad statutory framework.
Champion's position is that section 2(t) should be enacted only if
section 904(f) is recast so that it is limited either to the narrow startup law, tax avoidance situation to which it was originally addressed,
or restricted so that it does not a pply to lass arising out of bona fide
circumstances from termination ofa business interest.
In all events, neither section 2(t) or 904(f) should apply in the
case of losses attributable to investments substantially worthless as
they are defined in section 1032 (c) (3) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976
before the effective date of 6715, provided the losses are incurred, in
any event, when the taxes for 1976 are finally due.
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In the case of Champion, an existing Belgian company was acquired,
a company that for many years had been engaged in the manufacture
of paper products. The corporation was capitalized in part as u financing subsidiary with Champion's planned overseas operations.
Unplanned operating losses have made this business substantially
worthless in 1976 and Champion therefore determined tocdispose of
the business, a transaction which, because of normal business exigencies, could not be legally consummated until March 4, 1977, 63 days
after the effective date of the exceptions to 904 (f).
Our written statement describes more fully the operational defects
of section 904(f) that apply not only with respect to Champion but
also to other similarly situated taxpayers. 1We will refer briefly here to
the following.
By treating as U.S. income the amount of an overall foreign loss,
irrespective of the reasons for which the loss was incurred, section
904(f) effectively and except for certain limited situations, differentiates unfavorably between foreign and U.S. losses, even though with
respect to a U.S. taxpayer both have the same economic effect.
This-can be so, notwithstanding that the foreign losses occurred
when the U.S. taxpayer receives no benefit from the loss.
Further, 904(f) is not symmetrical in its application, since foreign
earnings and current tax credits of U.S. losses, the tax credits are not
restored in which the U.S. source, but no foreign source income is
realized.
While Champion realizes the interplay of 904(f) and the required
use of the U.S. tax credit provided in 904, we note the general inconsistency of 904(f) since it does not apply to overall foreign source
losses realized as a result of expropriation, fire, storm, shipwreck, casualty, or theft.
This has seriously caused circunstances to stand in sharp contrast
to the program start-up situation in which the situation is first applied. We submit that these circumstances, for example casualty loss,
do not differ in substance from the case of taxpayers such as Champion
which enters into a business fully expecting it to be profitable abroad
and later disposes of that business at a loss due to market or other
conditions quite beyond its control.
Since the foreign casualty loss which reduces U.S. income and tax is
outside the scope of this provision in 904 (f), we submit that similar
treatment should be afforded a loss on any foreign disposition that
occurs because of bona fide business conditions.
In light of the foregoing, Champion recommends that section 904 (f)
be amended, ideally to continue to apply only to the start-up situation
to which it was originally addressed. If this is not feasible, we believe that section 2(t) of H.R. 6715 should not be adopted except as a
part of an amendment which would exempt termination losses from
dispositions which would occur under bona fide circumstances. And
in all events, we believe, because of the complexities of the section, a
need for review of its structure and its scope, that the effective date
be general-y stated at least to exclude a loss arising because of a sale,
liquidation or other disposition after December 31, 1976, if the loss
reflects substantial worthlessness of stock and indebtedness and the
tax action is effected on or before the date for extensions in the year
1976.-
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We missed the boat by 63 days, and that is our problem.
Senator PACKWOOD. I find no quarrel with your statement except
the inference that there is a possibility that this committee might have
imperfectly drafted the statute. It was only 1,600 or 1,700 pages long.
I do not know how we would miss a significant point.
Mr. SILVERSTmIN. I appreciate your keen perception, Senator. There
are indeed problems with this provision.
Senator PACKWOOD. I am surprised, as I have looked at the testimony today, that there are not more witnesses coming in one fashion
or the other to suggest that either we imperfectly drafted something
or perfectly drafted something we did not realize the consequences
of. would expect before next year that we would have other points.
I agree with your point and appreciateyour bringing it here.
Mr. SILVERSTFIN. Thank you very much, Senator.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Silverstein follows:]
STATEMENT OF CHAMPION INTERNATIONAL CORP.

This statement is submitted on behalf of Champion International Corporation,
a multinational enterprise with headquarters locate in Stamford, Connecticut.
Champion is engaged principally In the manufacture and sale of wood, paper,
and related products in the United States and abroad.
The concern of Champion relates to the structure and application of section
904(f) of the Internal Revenue Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, and
the corrections thereto proposed in H.R. 6715, the Technical Corrections Act of
1977. Champion submits that section 904(f) was imperfectly drafted and in fact
operates beyond the scope of the narrow tax avoidance situation to which it
was addressed, and that it does so in an improperly harsh manner. Indeed, the
corrections to section 904(f) proposed in section 2(t) of H.R. 6715 (which, inter
alia extends section 904(f) to cover carryovers and carrybacks of capital losses)
are valid, if at all, only within the present excessively broad framework of such
section.
Although the principal objective of section 904(f) was to assure that foreign
losses from start up operations abroad which offset U.S. tax in early years would
account for their proper share of U.S. tax in later years when the start up operations became profitable,' section 904(f) in fact subjects to U.S. tax (through
denial of the foreign tax credit) an equivalent amount of income from foreign
operations whether or not such income was in any way related to the activities
which gave rise to the initial loss.2 That circumstance, when coupled with the
requirement that all taxpayers utilize the overall foreign tax credit limitation,
has the effect of denying to a U.S. taxpayer the foreign tax credit which would
have been utilized had the same loss occurred In the United States.!
1See the statement of Former Secretary of the Treasury William B. Simon on Major
Tax Revisions and Extension of Expiring Tax Cut Provisions, before the Senate Finance
Committee. May 17, 1976 at page 89. See also the General Explanation of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976 prepared by the Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, p. 239 (December 29, 1970).,such creature will occur even though
the foreign loss did not produce a
"tax benefit" In the U.S. because such loss arose in a year in which the U.S. operations
were themselves conducted at a loss.
3The inequality in the operation of section 904(f) with respect to foreign
vs.
domestic loss is demonstrated by a comparison of two U.S. taxpayers, both ofloss
whom
derive foreign source income and U.S. source capital gains. In the case of taxpayer A. a
foreign source capital loss is incurred which results in an overall foreign loss, whereas
in the case of taxpayer B, a U.S. source capital loss is incurred in the same amount. In
each case, the value of the capital loss as an offset to the U.S. capital gain is the same
in the year in which the loss arises. However, in the case of taxpayer A, the fact that the
capital loss produced an overall foreign loss will preclude utilization of all or part of
the foreign tax credit in the year the foreign loss was incurred and may result in loss
or reduction of foreign tax credits under section 904(f) In future years. Accepting
the
fact that section 904 prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976 impacted on the utilization
of foreign tax credits for taxpayers such as taxpayer A in the year the foreign loss was
incurred. It is questionable whether the resulting impact on the foreign tax credit In
years subsequent to the year of loss which are caused by application of section 904(f) is
equitable when contrasted to the situation of taxpayer B.
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Champion submits that the result produced by section 904(f) extends substantially beyond the principal objective of such section. It thus should be modified to address only the tax avoidance situation sought to be eliminated.
At a minimum, Champion recommends that section 904(f) be corrected to
provide equal treatment of taxpayers similarly situated but differently treated
under the exceptions and exclusions to such section. The need for equality in
treatment exists in the following situations:
1. EXTRAORDINARY LOSSES

Section 904(f) presently draws a sharp distinction between foreign losses
which are incurred in the ordinary course of an ongoing business, and those
which are extraordinary, arising by reason of unplanned events. Thus, under
section 904(f) (2) (B), expropriation, casualty, or theft losses are not "recaptured" by reduction of future foreign tax credits. Although the rationale underlying these provisions is not articulated in the Committee Reports or other legislative history, section 904(f) does not apply to these losses because they are
not, like start up losses, ordinary or expectable incidents of conducting a business
outside the U.S.
Similarly, losses Incurred when a taxpayer disposes of or otherwise terminates
a foreign business operation are extraordinary losses, not unlike an expropriation or a casualty. There is no greater opportunity to recoup or recover that loss
against future profits and no opportunity for tax planning (e.g., by incorporation
of a branch) to take undue advantage of that loss. In that respect, a businessdisposition loss is conceptually and economically comparable to an expropriation,
casualty, or theft loss.
Since there is no greater posibility of a tax advantage for a business-disposition
loss than for an expropriation, casualty, or theft loss, there is no justification for
depriving the taxpayer of the normal foreign tax credit.
Accordingly, we recommend that section 904(f) be amended to provide that a
loss realized upon the termination or disposition of a foreign business operation
(whether in corporate, or in branch form) in which the taxpayer owns directly
or by attribution more than a 50 percent Interest should be treated In the same
manner as the exceptions now provided in section 904 (f) (2) (B).
2. LOSSES ATTRIBUTABLE TO INVESTMENTS SUBSTANTIALLY
DECEMBER 81, 1976

WORTHLESS BEFORE

Champion submits that the exceptions to section 904(f)* should be corrected
to cover comparable economic situations which do not fall within the procedural
limitations of such exceptions. Such exceptions are Intended to exclude from the
recapture provision losses sustained in transactions consummated after the effective date of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 which are attributable to Investments
which were substantially worthless prior to such date. For reasons which are
not explained, however, losses which occur before .January 1, 1977 are not subject
to the exception unless a dispositive transaction was also effected before January
1, 1977. This anomaly should be corrected to afford relief to similarly situated
taxpayers who did not affect a disposition by December 31, 1976 but did so within
a reasonable period of time thereafter.
Thus, section 1032(c) (3) * of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 should be extended
to apply to a loss arising by reason of a sale, liquidation or other disposition after
December 31, 1976, If (I) such loss reflects substantial worthlessness (as provided
in such section) of stock or indebtedness prior to such date. and (1i) the transaction is effected on or before the date (including extensions) prescribed for
filing the taxpayer's return for the taxable year ending December 31, 1976.
Champion submits that such losses should fall within the exception in section
1032(c) (3) since they were attributable to investments which were substantially
worthless prior to the December 31, 1976 cut-off date.
Further, due to balance of payments concerns, finance companies having access to the shareholders' market were often utilized to finance foreign operations.
*Cnntained in section 1032 (c) (3) and (4) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
*Under such provision, section 904(f) will not result in recapture with respect to
losses incurred on the loss from stock or indebtedness of a corporation In which the taxpayer owned at leaRt 10 Percent of the voting Ptock and which has sustained loseP.q in
3 oit of the last 5 taxable years beginning before January 1, 1976. which has sustained
an overall loss for tho.e 5 years. and with respect to which the taxpayer has terminnted
or will terminate all operations by reason of sale, Iqauidation, or other disposition bero.re

January 1. 1977, of such corporation or its assets.
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While such corporations may not have experienced the 5 year operating life
otherwise required by section 1032(c) (3) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, their
business was inextricably linked to the companies which they financed. The exception in section 1032(c) (3), therefore, should apply with equal force to the substantially worthless Investment in the finance company.
The Senate Finance Committee, in fact, contemplated application of the exception to the termination of interest in a "group of corporations which are
operated in the same line of business." * For example, if foreign Corporation A
sustained an overall loss in its operations over a five-year operating period prior
to the effective date, and foreign Corporation B was operated solely to finance
Corporation A during part of such period, section 1032(c) (3) should be applicable
to the substantially worthless investments in both A and B. It is submitted that
provided the principal activity of the other corporations was directly related to
the operation of a corporation or the financing thereof, the exception properly
applies to the economic loss of all of the constituent corporations.
Finally, Champion recommends that the proposed amendment in H.R. 6715 *
to the exception provided in section 1032(c) (4) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976
be adopted. Section 1032(c) (4) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides that in
the case of a loss sustained in-a transaction which otherwise qualified under
section 1032(c) (3) of such Act but which was effected after December 31, 1976
and before January 1, 1979, section 904(f) will not apply to such loss to the
extent that there was on December 31, 1975, a deficit in earnings and profits in
the loss corporation. The amendment in H.R. 6715 provides that in computing the
December 31, 1975 deficit in earnings and profits, there would be taken into account only earnings and profits which were ar-'umulated in taxable years after
December 31, 1962, in which the taxpayer owned stock of the loss corporation, and
are attributable to such stock.
Champion submits that the proposed amendment is desirable since it would
eliminate the necessity for determining the earnings and profits of the loss corporation in years prior to 1963 which may be difficult in many situations because
of the unavailability of the pertinent records for such prior years. This is true
in the case of the loss corporation owned by Champion.

'Senator PACEWOOD. Next is Cornelius Shields and Larry Fox.
STATEMENT OF H. LAWRENCE FOX, ESQ., CADWALADER,
WICKERSHAM & TAFT
Mr. Fox. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, Mr. Shields
was not able to come down today, so I will testify on behalf of the
Sun Co. I am a partner in the law firm of Cadwalader, Wickersham &
Taft. The testimony today relates to section 2(t) of the bill that
amends the effective date of section 904 of the code relatingto the
recapture of foreign oil related losses.
For your information, I have testified on this topic before the full
Finance Committee last year, on July 21, 1976. I request that the
written testimony filed on that date be made a part of the official

record of these hearings.
[The testimony referred to above follows:]

WRITTEN TESTIMONY PRESENTED TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, JULY
21, 1976, ON BEHALF or SUN Co., INc., CORNELIUS C. SHIELDS, CHIEF TAx
COUNSEL, SUN CO., INC., AND H. LAWRENCE Fox, PEPPER, HAMILTON & SCHEETZ,
COUNSEL
SUMMARY
(1) Section 907 of the present Code was added by the Tax Reduction Act of
1975. Subsection 907 (f) provides rules for recapture of foreign oil-related losses.
Although Congress intended that Section 907(f) operate prospectively, in its
*See S. Rep. N. 94-939, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 241.
**Section 2(t) (7) (A).
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present form the Section can operate retroactively by requiring a taxpayer who
relied upon prior law to recapture losses incurred pursuant to pre-existing contractual obligations even though such obligations were entered into well before
the 1975 Tax Act.
(2) Section 1035(b) of H.R. 10612 is a technical amendment which provides
a deferral-type transition rule to the foreign loss recapture provision. It does not
eliminate loss recapture in the case of pre-existing contracts, but only extends
the time period over which recapture occurs. Specifically Section 1035(b) provides that foreign oil-related losses which are sustained in a taxable year ending
before January 1, 1979, and which are incurred pursuant to a binding contract
entered into on or before July 1, 1074, need not be recaptured In an amount exceeding 15 percent of such loss for the first four years after they become subject to
recapture and are fully subject to recapture thereafter.
(3) Sun is requesting relief from Congress because of an oversight contained
in Section 907(f) when enacted. Classification of the Company's petition as
special in nature and therefore questionable would be as unfair as the statute
itself. The Company has not suggested eliminating the principle of law contained in Section 907(f) but merely reducing its inequitable application. Section
1035(b) of the Bill provides significantly less relief than most "grandfather"
amendments and does not reduce Sun's ultimate tax burden.
(4) Finally, in addition to filing testimony with this Committee on April 22,
the Company has brought its position to the attention of one, the Treasury Department, two, the entire U.S. Senate, and three, many of the so-called public
interest groups. Clearly, the Company has not sought this amendment without
public scrutiny or a public hearing.
INPRODUCTION

Prior tc8timony and Finance Committee action
Sun Company filed testimony with the Committee on Finance on April 22, 1976,
indicating its concern with the apparent but unintended requirement of present
Code Section 907(f) that a taxpayer which relied upon existing law must recapture, to its detriment, losses incurred pursuant to binding contractual obligations
entered into with foreign governments or their national oil companies well before
the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.
Following this testimony, the Finance Committee adopted a deferral-type transition rule to redress this inequity. The technical
amendment is in Section 1035
(b) of H.R. 10612 as reported to the Senate.1 Prior to the Committee's determination, Sun representatives met with each Senator on the Committee or his staff
to ensure that the equities of this amendment were understood. Subsequent to
the Committee's favorable decision, correspondence was sent to all other members of the Senate explaining the amendment, along with a copy of the testimony.
July 21, 1976, testimony
Due to concern expressed by several members of the Senate that this provision
and numerous others contained in the Bill were not subJect to sufficient public
hearings, the Finance Committee issued a press release on July 8, 1976, announcing that additional hearings would be held on over 60 provisions of H.R. 10612
including Section 1035(b). On behalf of Sun Company, we are here to offer
additional testimony.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF 907(f)

Statute to be prospective
The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 added Section 907 to the Code. In general, this
Section applies a strict limitation on the use of foreign tax credits from foreign
oil extraction income and foreign oil-related income. Section 907 (f) provides rules
for recapture of foreign oil-related losses. When enacted, Congress intended that
it be prospective by providing an effective date after December 31, 1975, instead
of the general effective date, December 31, 1974, for Section 907. However, In
Sun's case it is unintentionally retroactive because it requires this taxpayer, who
Present Code Section 907(f) is renumbered as Section 904(f) In the Bill as a con-

sequence of other decisions made by the Finance Committee. References in this statement
to prePsent Code Section 907(t) should be understood as equally applicable to the proposed
rpnimbered Section 904 ().
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relied upon prior law, to recapture losses incurred pursuant to pre-existing contractual obligations, even though such obligations were entered into well before
the 1975 Tax Reduction Act.
Application of 907(f) to Sun Company
Before July 1, 1974, Sun entered Into contracts with a number of foreign governments or their national oil companies pursuant to which Sun Is required to expend over $100 million through 1978 in drilling and exploring new areas. This
program was initiated a number of years ago in reliance on the tax law prior to
the enactment of Section 907 (f) in order to develop additional sources of crude
oil for Sun's U.S. refineries.
It is anticipated that as a result of Sun's contractual foreign exploration effort,
the Company will have net foreign losses totaling approximately $70 million over
the next two to three years. As enacted, Section 907(f) would recapture these
losses thereby requiring Sun to pay approximately $33 million In additional
Federal Income taxes. This retroactive tax increase is directly attributable to contracts entered into prior to the enactment of Section 907(f). It is a burden that
the Company could not have anticipated in making its financial commitments.
Notwithstanding the unfair windfall to the Federal Government, the amendment
contained in Section 1035(b) of the Bill will not relieve Sun of its obligation to
pay these increased taxes. It will only provide a measure of relief by extending
the time over which they must be paid.
EQUITABLE RELIEF

In general
As previously stated, Section 907(f) produces an inequitable and unintended
tax burden on Sun. It is fair to assume that this would not have occurred if
Congress were aware of Sun's facts at the time of enactment. For example, It
probably would have provided a transition rule "grandfathering" binding contracts as it did in Section 604 (b) (2), relating to the investment credit on drilling
rigs used outside the northern part of North America. This would have been
consistent with the historic policy of Congress in providing equitable transition
rules In cases where tax law changes alter the economics of existing binding
contracts.*
Deferral concept
When Senator Carl T. Curtis (R-Neb.) suggested a grandfather amendment to
Section 907(f) last December, this Committee recognized the need for a technical
amendment to Section 007(f) and directed the Joint Committee Staff to study an
appropriate amendment.
From Sun's perspective, losses under binding contracts existing prior to the
enactment of Section 907(f) should not be subject to recapture at all. From the
Staff's view, that type of amendment might reopen the statute. Therefore, it
suggested in th6 alternative a deferral transition rule.
Section 1035(b)
On May 18, 1976, this Committee unanimously adopted Senator Curtis' deferral
amendment as Section 1035(b). This provision provides that foreign oil.related
losses which are sustained In a taxable year ending before January 1, 1979, and
which are incurred pursudut to a binding contract entered into on or before
July 1, 1074, need not be recaptured in an amount exceeding 15 percent of such
loss for the first four years after they become subject to recapture and are fully
subject to recapture thereafter.' Accordingly, Sun continues to be subject to the
full $33 million of tax under Section 907(f). However, the amendment provides
Sun with some deserved relief by allowing the tax to be paid over a 5-year
period. This means that the revenues to the Federal Government are not lost.
Also, Sun's projections indicate that there would be no recapture under present
Section 907(f) until 1978. Therefore, in Sun's case, this provision will have no
effect on the Federal revenues in 1977.
2 The Code is replete with examples (In particular, the investment tax credit).
I The intent of this provision is to eliminate any unforeseen and Inequitable applica.
tion of the Code. &ccordin ly. it should be optional, as appears to be the intent of the
Committee when Section 103 (b) of the Bill in read in conjunction with Section 1032(a)
of the Bill.
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SUMMARY

Sun 1s requesting relief from Congress because of an oversight contained in
Section 907(f) when enacted. Classification of the Company's petition as special
In nature and therefore questionable would be as unfair as the statute itself.
The Company has not suggested eliminating the principle of law contained in
Section 907(f) but merely reducing its Inequitable application. Section 1035(b)
of the Bill provides significantly less relief than most "grandfather" amendments
and does not reduce Sun's ultimate tax burden.
Finally, in addition to filing testimony with this Committee on April 22, the
Company has brought its position to the attention of one, the Treasury Department, two, the entire U.S. Senate, and three, many of the so-called public interest
groups. Clearly, the Company has not sought this amendment without public
scrutiny or a public hearing.

Mr. Fox. Congress intended that the new loss recapture rule be prospective by providing an effective date for taxable years beginning
after December 1, 1975, instead of the general effective date, Jecember 31, 1974. Notwithstanding this intent, the statute can operate
retroactively by requiring a taxpayer who relied upon prior law to
recapture losses incurred pursuant to preexisting contractual obligations even though such obligations were entered into well before the
1975 Tax Act.
Sun will have approximately $70 million of these binding contract
losses which it cannot avoid because of obligatory work commitments.
Despite this, the 1975 Act subjects these losses to recapture. In Sun's
case, this means effectively a retroactive tax increase of approximately
$33 million--directly attributable to contracts entered into prior to
the enactment of section 904 (f).
From the com pany's perspective, losses under binding contracts
existing prior to the enactment of section 904(f) should not be subject
to recapture at all. Lastyear, however, the staff of the joint committee indicated that a grandfathering type amendment might reopen the
statute. Therefore, it suggested, in the alternative, a technical deferral
transition rule, which would have no overall revenue impact.
It is respectfully requested that this committee expand section 2(t)
(5) to include an elective, technical amendment to provide that foreign
oil-related losses whih are sustained in a taxable year ending before
January 1, 1979, and which are incurred pursuant to a binding contract, entered into on or before July 1, 1974, need not be recaptured in
an amount exceeding 15 percent of such loss for the first 4 years after
they become subject to recapture and are fully subject to recapture
thereafter.
Under such an amendment, Sun will continue to be subject to the
full tax under section 204(f). However, the provision would provide
Sun with a small measure of relief by allowing the tax to be paid over
a 5-year period.
Senator PACKWOOD. Did we not pass an amendment like this one
time last year; Dr. Woodworth supported it, but it did not have any
hearings and we pulled the bill back and a whole lot of amendments
were taken out.
Mr. Fox. Yes; and this was one of those.
Senator PACKWOOD. It was one, although it had no opposition. The
argument at the time was it never had a hearing and we were going to
follow a procedure of not putting in even technical amendments without hearings.
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Mr. Fox. Yes, that is accurate. Chairman Long at the time indicated
that the Finance Committee would try to enact amendments just like
this one, that is, that that have no overall revenue impact and no real
opposition but, as you know, last year there was no time for Congress
to so act. Therefore, we are testifying today on a bill that directs
itself to the 1976- act, even though this is a 1975 amendment, because
it is the most appropriate place.
This amendment, as you pointed out, was passed unanimously last
year by the Finance Committee. It would not eliminate any of the
taxes due by the company; although the company would tell you that
they think that is an unfair burden, the substance of the amendment is
merely to allow the company a time period to adjust to the retroactive
tax.
I think that your question and the answer really brings my testimony to a conclusion, Senator.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no questions.
Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. I have no questions.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you very much.
Next is Richard Merrill, accompanied by Theodore R. Groom, representing Prudential.
STATEMENT OF THEODORE R. GROOM, ESQ., PRUDENTIAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
Mr. GROOM. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Ted Groom.
Mr. Merrill was unable to be here today. Our testimony is on behalf
,of the Prudential Insurance Co. of America.
Prudential is a leading U.S. life insurance company with over 50
million policyholders in the United States and Canada.
Our testimony today relates to section 2(r) of H.R. 6715. This provision makes some perfecting amendments to section 2137 of the 1976
Tax Reform Act, a provision which enables mutual funds that invest
in municipal bonds to pass through the character of the tax-exempt
interest to their shareholders. We are proposing an amendmnet that
would extend equal treatment to individuals who invest in municipal
bonds through separate accounts of life insurance companies.
We have submitted a statement for the record, and I will briefly
summarize our main points.
First, before 1976, opportunities for investment by individuals of
moderate means in diversified municipal bond funds were provided
by fixed investment trusts, ordinarily sponsored by securities brokers,
and., to a lesser extent, by common trust funds of banks and by limited
partnerships.
As a result of a Senate floor amendment to the 1976 act, this opportunity was extended to shareholders of mutual funds.
Through what we regard as an oversight, life insurance companies
were not included in this provision. As a result, we are the only principal financial intermediary currently excluded from this market.
Our amendment would remove this competitive discrimination.
Second, allowing life insurance companies to provide exempt-interest annuities would increase the number of investors interested in pur-
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chasing State and local bonds. This would help reduce the cost of puiblie improvements by States and localities below what it. otherwise
would be.
Third, some municipal bond funds are currently being used as an
investment by those in their retirement years. Life insurance company
annuities would serve the same market, but would provide the retired
person with the additional assurances of a known, fixed income which
lie would not outlive.
Consequently, from the standpoint of the individual, the amendment
is a socially desirable one.
Finally, we note that the estimated revenue cost of the mutual fund
provision was zero or negligible. We believe, also, that the revenue
cost of our proposed amendment will be zero or negligible.
We urge the committee to adopt our proposed amendment and we
thank you for this opportunity to testify. Thank you very much.
Senator PACKWOOD. It seems fine to me. It does not cost any money.
Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. I think that is a fair endorsement of it..
Senator PAcKWOOD. I should not use the word "equitable" in Prtdential's testimony.
Thank you very much. I have no questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Merrill follows:]
TESTIMONY OF THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

My name is Richard G. Merrill. I am a Senior Vice President with overall
responsibility for the Southwestern Home Office of The Prudential Insurance
Company of America in Houston, Texas. With me today is Theodore R. Groom
of the Washington, D.C, law firm of Groom and Nordberg, tax counsel to
Prudential.
Prudential Is a leading U.S. life insurance company with over 50 million policyholders. It conducts its insurance business in each state of the United States and
in Canada.
Our testimony today relates to section 2 (r) of I.R. 6715. This provision makes
some perfecting amendments to section 2137 of the 1976 Tax Reform Act, a provision which enables mutual funds that invest in municipal bonds to pass through
the character of the tax-exempt interest to their shareholders. We are proposing
an amendment that would extend equal treatment to individuals who invest in
municipal bonds through separate accounts of life insurance companies.
We believe our proposal is desirable for the following reasons:
(1) Before 1976, opportunities for investment by individuals of moderate
means in diversified municipal bond funds were provided by fixed investment
trusts, ordinarily sponsored by securities brokers, and, to a lesser extent, by
common trust funds of banks and by limited partnerships. As a result of a Senate floor amendment to the 1976 Act, this opportunity was extended to shareholders of mutual funds. Through what we regard as an oversight, life insurance
companies were not included In this provision. As a result, we are the only
principal financial intermediary currently excluded from this market. Our amendment would remove this competitive discrimination.
(2)

Allowing life Insurance companies to provide exempt-Interest annuities

would increase the number of investors Interested in purchasing state and local
bonds. This would help reduce the cost of public improvements by states and
localities below what it otherwise would be.
(3) Some municipal bond funds are currently being used as an investment by
those in their retirement years. Life insurance company annuities would serve
the same market, but would provide the retired person with the additional assurances of a known, fixed income which be would not outlive. Consequently, from
the standpoint of the individual, the amendment is a socially desirable one.
Finally, we note that the estimated revenue cost of the mutual fund provision
was zero or negligible. We believe, also, that the revenue cost of our proposed
amendment will be zero or negligible.
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COMPETITIVE DISCRIMINATION

Prior to the 1976 Tax Reform Act, opportunities for investment in diversified
municipal bond funds were provided by fixed investment trusts, ordinarily sponsored by a securities broker. To a lesser extent, the same opportunity had been
offered by bank common trust funds and by limited partnerships. The 1976 Tax
Reform Act extended this opportunity to shareholders of mutual funds.
When the provision permitting tax-exempt mutual funds was originally proposed to the House Ways and Mteans and Senate Finance Committees last year,
we discussed the need to provide similar treatment for life insurance companies
with Members of Congress and Staff of time Joint Committee on Taxation. We
also submitted a statement for the record in connection with hearings held by
the Senate Finance Committee last summer.*
While the Committees ultimately chose to defer consideration of the mutual
fund proposal, there seemed to be general agreement at that time that our propoml was parallel to the legislation proposed by the mutual funds. Thereafter,
the mutual fund proposal was added to the 1976 Tax Reform Act by means of a
Senate floor amendment, and hence it was not possible for this Subcommittee or
the Senate Finance Committee to include life insurance companies within the
provision. Consequently, life insurance companies are now the only major financial intermediary excluded from participation in the municipal bond market.
The competitive advantage enjoyed by mutual funds and other financial intermediaries is underscored by the success enjoyed by the new municipal bond
mutual funds since the enactment of the Tax Reford Act in October of 1976. It
was recently reported, for example, that there are now more than thirty funds
which hold assets of more than $1.8 billion. Sales of $2 billion by municipal bond
mutual funds are predicted for this year alone.
Our proposal raises no major policy issues not considered by Congress when
the mutual fund proposal was originally enacted. We simply seek to remedy the
competitive discrimination against life insurance companies resulting from the
1976 Act.
BROADENING THE MARKET

Our amendment would also help meet the widely recognized need to broaden
the group of potential investors in state and local bonds.
One reason a broader market is needed is that demand by two of the primary
Investors in municipal bonds--commercial banks and nonlife insurance cowpanles-has fallen off significantly in recent years. For example, a recent study
of the municipal bond market documents the fall off in commercial bank demand
for tax-exempt securities and concludes that such demand will not soon return
to previous high levels.* Also, the study points out that due to inflation, record
underwriting losses and no-fault insurance, nonlife insurance companies have
been limited in the funds they can invest in the tax-exempt market, and thus it
is unlikely that they will be able to sustain a high level of demand for municipal
bonds in the near future.**
Another reason from broadening the municipal bond market is the well known
and increasing need of our cities, counties and states for additional funds for
capital improvements and other projects.
Life insurance companies, like mutual funds, can help broaden the group of
potential investors by providing another opportunity for individuals of more
modest means to participate in the municipal bond market through professionally
managed commingled arrangements.
ADVANTAGES FOR THE INDIVIDUAL INVESTOR

For some individual Investors, investing In mutual fund shares of fixed income
trusts is an alternative to purchasing life insurance company annuity. For example, the individual concerned about accumulating income for retirement could
do so by periodically purchasing mutual funds shares, oron the other hand, by
purchasing an insurance company annuity. Similarly, both mutual fund investments and annuities have been used to provide periodic income during retirement.
*Hearing on Taxation of Interest on Debt Obligations Issued by State and Local Gov-

ernments Before the Sen. Comm. on Finance 156 (June 7, 1976.
*See Twentieth Century Fund Task Force Report on the Municipal Bond Market,
Bulldng a BroaderMarket, 78-83 (1976) (background paper by R. Forbes and :. Peterson).

**Ird. at 83-84.
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In recognition of this growing use of mutual fund shares as a source of current or retirement income, many mutual funds, including many of the new municipal bond mutual funds, provide for regular withdrawal plans under which an
owner's holdings in the fund can be liquidated at regular intervals in fixed or
variable amounts. To the extent that dividends are insufficient to make required
payments, the funds redeem enough of an individual's shares to make up the
difference.
While regular withdrawal plans and other arrangements resemble annuities
in many respects, individuals are not guaranteed that their capital investment
will last a lifetime. Additionally, there is no guarantee concerning the value of
fund shares or the amount of income they will produce. Life insurance companies, on the other hand, could provide individuals with the assurance of a source
of fixed income which they would not outlive.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

We urge the subcommittee to adopt our proposed amendment and also express
our appreciation for this opportunity to testify.

Senator PACKWOOD. Next, we have a panel consisting of Kenneth
Hance, Alan Aronsohn, John Syzmanski, and Gil Thurm. I might indicate that after this panel I would like to call George Stewart from
Johns Hopkins and William Tierney from Salomon Brothers, if they
would be prepared to go after this.
GentlemenI
STATEMENT OF KENNETH G. HANCE, JR., PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL REALTY COMMITTEE
Mr. HANCE. Good morning, Senator.
My name is Kenneth Hance, and I am president of the National
Realty Committee. After discussion among the members of the panel,
we would like to proceed with our testimony in the following order, if
it is agreeable to you: first, Mr. Szymanski on behalf of the International Council of Shopping Centers; second, Mr. Aronsohn, speaking
on behalf of the National Realty Committee; and third, Mr. Thurm
on behalf of the National Association of Realtors.
Senator PACKWOOD. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF JOHN SZYMANSKI, DIRECTOR OF TAXES AND ASSISTANT CONTROLLER, THE ROUSE CO., ON BEHALF OF THE
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SHOPPING CENTERS
ir. SZYMIANSKI. Good morning. My name is John Szymanski. I am
director of taxes and assistant controller of the Rouse o., a regional
shopping center developer. I am also a certified public accountant
practicing in the State of Maryland.
I am a member of the ICSO Government Affairs Committee and its
Tax Legislative Subcommittee. I also have with me Edward C. Maeder
of Winston & Strawn, the legal counsel to the International Council
of Shopping Centers.
The ICSC is a business association of more than 5,000 members.
About 60 percent of our members develop and/or own shopping centers. About 15 percent are retail companies, the major share of whose
stores are operated in shopping centers.
Most of our developer-owner members own from two to four
shopping centers each and collectively represent a major share of the
estimated 16,000 shopping centers in the United States.
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H.R. 6715, the Technical Corrections Act of 1977 that we are discussing today, is intended to clarify, conform, and correct various provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Although it does not contain
a specific amendment concerning the application of the carryover basis
rule or other provisions of the 1976 act to shopping centers, it does contain amendments pertinent to parties involved in shopping centers.
I will limit my testimony to three basic areas of vital concern in the
shopping center industry: First, the carryover basis rule; second,'the
amortization of real property construction period interest and taxes;
and third, the "at risk" limitation on partnership losses.
Alan Aronsohn will be covering items, two and three and we are
in complete agreement with the National Realty Committee's position
on such items.
With respect to carryover basis of property acquired, one of the
principal purposes of the 1976 act in the estate field was to reduce the
tax burdens upon the owners of small business, many of whom are participants in shopping centers.
The 1976 act, however, has, in fact, increased the tax burden for
many of these taxpayers, discriminating against small business and
favoring large corporations.
The 1976 act has also created an administrative nightmare for taxpayers, adding substantially to complexity and cost of managing a decedent's estate.
The carryover basis provisions are diametrically opposed to the
basic goals of tax reform, which are generally considered to be simplicity, fairness, and efficiency.
With respect to simplicity, the carryover basis rule has added greatly to the complexity of the laws which will be manifested in higher professional-and administrative costs. It has been conservatively estimated
that complexity doubled with the passage of this new law. Because
most taxpayers did not have notice of the necessity of keeping records
of the purchase of various items, few, if any, records of purchases have
been maintained.
Many taxpayers acquired assets with the intention of holding them
until death and had no need, under prior law, to maintain detailed
records of such items. They acquired such assets in good faith, with
thoughtful planning, and now the ground rules have been suddenly
and drastically changed.
Four different calculations are now necessary for each asset in an
estate.
In terms of fairness, the "fresh start" formula which determines
the carryover basis as of December 31, 1976, is based upon an erroneous and artificial assumption that the appreciation and value of the
property occurs ratably over the period that the decedent held the
property. When, in fact, for example, a shopping center's value does
not increase in conformity with such a ratable schedule. In fact, a
great deal of the value of a shopping center occurs during the period
of development when long-term leases are signed and agreements are
executed with major department stores.
-- The arbitrary nature of the "fresh start" formula will encourage
heirs of a decedent-owner to dispose of a business through a tax-free
merger or exchange. The effect of the carryover basis provision, thus,
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is to encourage mergers of small businesses with larger companies.
The formula fails to account for the actual high inflation rate occurring during the several years preceding December 31, 1976.
In addition, the "fresh start" formula also discriminates between
owners of property other than marketable securities. Small business
owners and shopping center developers in particular are penalized
because they have no public market and because they have created the
value of their assets.
With respect to efficiency, income tax revenues are generated only if
the heirs sell the property of a decedent. The carryover basis provisions
have an incentive which will encourage heirs of the property acquired
from a decedent to hold on to the property unless it can be transferred
by means of a tax-free merger or exchange.
As a result, investment capital, rather than having mobility, may become frozen.
We recommend and endorse Senate bill 1954 introduced by Senator
Curtis which provides for a complete repeal of the carryover basis provisions. Alternatively, as provided in Senate bill 2228, we recommend
that the cariyover basis provision be amended to permit assets owned
by the decedent prior to 1977 to fall within the provisions of the old
law.
As an alternative, the law should be amended to give taxpayers the
option of either computing the carryover basis under the "fresh start'
formulaSenator PACKWOOD. I am going to have to stop you. We are opera-

ting under a 5-minute rule. It you can wind down and concludeMr. SzYM.%ANIsx. Or establishing a fair market value on December 31,
19 6 by an independent appraisal.
And lastly, as provided for in Senate bill 2227, the carryover basis
provisions should be amended to apply prospectively from Deceinber 31, 1978.
Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ALAN ARONSORN, ESQ., ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL REALTY COMMITTEE
Mr. ARO-SO1iN. My name is Alan J. 13. Aronsohn. I am speaking
this morning on behalf of the National Realty Committee. We have
filed a statement which I will not attempt to repeat.
We have also filed two or three other statements on these subjects
recently with the House Ways and Means Committee.
We support the position enunciated on behalf of the International
Council of Shopping Centers. I would like to use the short time that
we have for oral presentation to discuss a few of the points raised in
previous testimony before the subcommittee on these bills.
In connection with S. 1954, we support the repeal of the carryover
basis rules. We want to make note of the fact that the old law, which
we lived with for some 50 years, which provided for a step-up in basis,
was not as bad as some of the witnesses before this subcommittee
seemed to indicate.
It did have-several distinct advantages. It did produce a good deal
of administrative simplicity for both taxpayers and Government. It
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did present us with a statute of limitations on keeping records. Neither
carryover basis proposal will do that for us.
Insofar as the so-called lock-in argument goes, while prior law may
have induced 83-year-old widows to think twice about selling property,
I would suggest most of our lock-in problem today comes from people
of a far younger age who cannot sell assets in voluntary transactions,
pay a very steep capital gains taxes that we now have, and reinvest
theo proeeds profitably.
I we have a lock in, that is not going to be cured by realization at
death or any changes of the carryover basis rule that we may make.
The Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury the other day
mentioned the unfairness of the old rule. It seems to me that estate
taxes become unfair in many cases.
If what we are worried about is the decedent who did not pay a
capital gains tax during his life, I do not know what we can do to him.
IHe is dead.
Insofar as the heirs are concerned, his heirs are going to be treated
differently whether we change the capital gains tax or not, depending
on a lot of different circumstances.
For example, if I am a single inheritor from an estate that is small
enough that. it, does not pay any estate tax, I, in effect, do not pay an
estate tax. On the other hand, a larger estate that does pay estate tax
and is divided between several children may result in a child whose
percentage interest otherwise would result in the same total assets as in
the first case, receiving less, because the estate as a whole pays an estate
tax.
We feel that if repeal of the carryover basis rule is not appropriate
at this time, the suggestion that we made before the House Ways and
Means Committee last August for a 2-year extension of the e1tective
date makes a great deal of sense.
We remain of the opinion that carryover basis as now set forth in
the statute is basically unworkable.
Senator PACKWOOD. You mean the carryover basis would be 1978
instead of 1976?
Mr. AIuoXSOHN. We think that, that would give the Congress an opportunity to thoughtfully examine the thousands of questions coming
up. Perhaps by then the Congress could have a workable carryover
basis rule.; perhaps the Congre,;s will decide it, does not. want a carryover basis nle; perhaps it will want realization at death; or perhaps
the Congress will elect, to go back to the old law.
In any event, it seems to us even though Secretai Lubick refer d
to carryover basis as a step forward, as far as we are concerned, if
we are going to step forward someplace, we would like to know
where we are marching to.
There are too many other questions that remain here. For example,
I keel) asking the question. how are we supposed to treat a simple real
e,'tate partnership under the fresh start. adjustments in current law?
I (1o not get any answers.
I do not. see anything in the current legislation that seems to deal
with this other than Senator Hathaway's bill, S. 2'238 which, if it does
deal with it, deals with it in a way which we would not agree with.
We think there is an overwheln'iing, good sense argument to be made
for a deferral of the effective date, so that evelbody can know where
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they are going before they go there. In the event that that position is
not acceptable to the Congies, we do support the changes proposed
by S. 2228 in the carryover basis provisions. We think they are
improvements.
In thib r-spect, we would like to particularly say that we take issue
with Secretary Lubick in his disagreement with section 6 of that bill.
He stated the other day, I understand, that he was not in favor of extending the net operating loss carryover to estates. We think that such
an extension is only fair if the estate may have to pay a capital gains
tax on inflationary gains at a time when the decedent had an operating
loss carried forward that had otherwise expired.
A few words on 704 (d), the partnership at risk rule.
Secretary Lubick referred to this in his testimony before the subcounittee and indicated that the bill that was introduced, i.R. 6715,
would clarify the problem that was bewildering people--were hotels
covered by the real estate exception of the partnership at risk rules?
We do not think that the language of H.R. 6715 does that.. We think
that Secretary Lubick's testimony does not clarify it at all. We think
that it could be clarified either by an appropriate statement in the
legislative history of the Senate Finance Committee or, we would prefer, the legislative substitute set forth in our written statement.
Senaor PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, if I could interrupt a moment, let
me observe that I am supposed to be in an energy conference with the
House and I am going to have to go there. I want to express my appreciation to you for chairing these hearings and also my appreciation
to the witnesses who have testified so far.
I am sorry I will not be here to hear the testimony from the representatives of the Fann Bureau as well as those representing the Ad
Hoc Agricultrral Tax Committee of the American Horse Council and
the American Association of Wheat Growers, the National Cattlemen's
Association, the Cotton Council, the Livestock Committee, the Milk
Producers Association and the Wool Growers.
I read the testimony. I endorse it to the subcommittee. It calls attention to some very damaging and injurious effects that these changes
in the tax law had a year ago.
As a rancher myself, I fully appreciate the sincerity of the organizations whose testimony I read, but I will not be permitted to hear, in
saying, typically a farmer or a rancher is engaged in a rather long,
continuing operation. The trouble with this carryover basis, among
other things, is that it totally disregards the impact of inflation. From
practical observation, I can say it is going to wipe out many of the
ranch and farm operations as we know them now when death occurs.
There is no way that the heirs can pay the taxes and keep the ownership of the operation.
I apologize for having to leave. I do want to say that I hope this
full committee will give early and serious consideration to the wisdom
of the advice that we have been hearing so far this morning.
Senator PACKOOD. Are you going to have to serve on both energy
conferences when we pass the tax part of the bill?
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Senator HANSEN. I am afraid I will, Mr. Chairman, as you will be
sitting on the one from the Finance Committee. We-have four others
going on over here now.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you for coming.
Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF GIL THURM, STAFF LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL AND
DIRECTOR OF TAX PROGRAMS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS
Mr. THumII. My name is Gil Thurm. I am the staff legislative counsel and director of tax programs, National Association of Realtors.
The positions and recommendations of the National Association of
Realtors have been ably presented by my colleagues on this panel. In
light of the heavy agenda of this subcommittee today, we will forego
our oral statement, file our written statement, and be pleased to answer
any questions.
Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. You mentioned a 2-year moratorium, and during that 2 years we could see what we could come up with. You said
perhaps a workable carryover basis could be written. What would
that be?
What would you suggest would be a workable carryover basis?
Mr. AnoNso iN. I am not sure that there is a workable approach to

carryover basis. I am not in a position to propose one.
Senator PACKWOOD. Could there be a prospective one?
Mr. ARONSOH1N. It would certainly be easier to have a prospective
one in the sense if everyone knew, if we had some kind of cut-off date
in the future and everybody knew that-4rom there on it was going to
apply, that would certainly ease a lot of the problems that we now
have.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you this. If a workable one cannot
be written unless you say it is prospective, and if Congress is determined to keep a carryover basis, what is the point of a, moratorium?
All it is is a 2-year delay implementing an unworkable law.
Mr. ARONSO1N. If it is umworkable, it should be repealed. If you
assume you can make it work, or there is the possibility that you can
make it work, then I think a lot can be said for the deferral of the
effective date. It gives you the opportunity to go in either direction.
Senator PACKWOOD. What you are saying is that it is unworkable?
Mr. ARO-.soiiN. Currently it is. I have no doubt that it is.
Senator PACKWOOD. You say it cannot be written in any fashion
to be workable, although there may be a prospective date of all property acquired after you put on that prospective date shall be put on a
carryover basis. Everybody is at least alerted to keep records from
then on.
Mr. ARONSOHr. The problems exceed those of keeping records,

though recordkeeping is a difficult problem. There are lots of problems
with the fresh start adjustment and with the estate tax adjustment.
For example, under the current statute, there is a provision that
purports to tell you how to allocate the death tax adjustment wherm
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you have mortgaged real estate or mortgaged properly. Apparently
the experts decided that this provision would not work, so H.R. 6715
suggests a totally different approach to the same problem.
I personally do not, feel that either approach works. However, I
also dto not think that I am the last fount of all wisdom in this world.
I think, given enough time, perhaps we can work out some provision
lhat does work.
Nevertheless, we are now operating under a rule that, supposedly
applies to people who died last I)ecember. We are 10 months into
1977. It does not seem to be desirable to be operating under a law
that has problems this severe in it.
Mr. Tuiitr. On that point, Senator Paclcwood. the National Association of Realtors also agrees that the carryorer basis provision should
be repealed. If, for some reason, it is not repealed at this time, then a
2-year moratorium would be appropriate, since there is no way of
knowing how to apply the law as it now stands.
The regulations have not been issued on the subject. The skeleton of
the law is so bare in this case, that without regulations you do not know
-where to turn.
The bottom line is to repeal it immediately, and if it cannot be repealed immediately, then postpone its effective date.
Senator P.iCKWOOD. I (to not like the carryover basis, and I think
we are going to keep it in one way or another. If we (o have a 2-year
moratorium. I hate to come back 2 years from now and hear the same
panel saying it is not workable. If we have not been able to work it
out in that stage, Congress will say you have had 2 years; nothing has
happened and we are going ahead w;-ith our original 1976 date.
If, by chance, you get the time, I think you would be unwise to lobby
solely on the basis of repeal and not prepare some alternative suggestions, because if you did not get repeal, you would be stuck with
whatever Congress came up with.
Mr. ARoNsoJiN. We have mnade some alternative suggestions that
might not, make it fully workable, but at least would improve it. For
example, we did suggest before the House Ways and Means Committee that, in terms of tMe fresh-start adjustment, the distinction between
marketable securities and other property be eliminated.
We think there is a serious problem in valuing real estate, particularly in valuing interests in real estate, that more often than not are
not direct ownership, but are stocks in nonplblic corporations and
partnership interests. It would ease the. problem a great deal if the
taxpayer had an option to establish the actual fair market value of
that property as of December 31, 1976. We have not, simply taken a
negative apl)proach here. we have tried to come up with suggestions to
improve the act. But the testimony of all of the witnesses who appeared before the Ways and Means Committee that involve problems
that go far beyond those with which we are familiar indicate that
there are still a tremendous amount of problems that would require
some sort of solution.
Senator PACKWOOD. As I indicated earlier, I am surprised to date

we did not create more problems with the act than have surfaced,
especially with gift and estate taxation, considering the manner in
which we rushed it through without any serious hearings as to what
the possible effect might be.
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Mr. A RONsOinN. I do not think most problems surface until people
have to grapple with them. Until enough people have died and you
have enough estates in administration dealing with this new act, you
are not really going to know what some of the problems are.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions.

Gentlemen, thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
STATEMENI OF TIE INTERNATIONAL COUNCILL OF SHOPPING CENTERS
SUMMARY
A. Carryover baas8 of property acquired from or passing from a decedent under
the 1976 act
1. The carryover basis provisions of the 1976 Act have Increased the tax burden
upon owners of small businesses, discriminating against small business and
favoring large corporations.

2. The 1973 Act has also created an administrative nightmare for taxpayers,
adding substantially to the complexity and cost of managing a decedent's estate.
3. The carryover basis provisions are diametrically opposed to the basic goals
of tax reform-simplicity, fairness, and efficiency.
-

a. Simplicity

(1) The carryover basis rule has added greatly to the complexity of the laws
which will be manifested in higher professional and administrative costs.
(2) Because most taxpayers did not have notice of the necessity of keeping
records of the purchase of various items, few if any records of purchases have
been maintained. Many taxpayers acquired assets with the intention of holding
them until death and had no need under prior law to maintain records. They
acquired such assets in good faith with thoughtful planning and now the ground
rules have been suddenly and drastically changed.
b. Fairn ess

(1) The "fresh start" formula which determines the carryover basis as of
December 31, 1976. Is based on an erroneous assumption that the appreciation
in the value of the property occurs ratably over the period the decedent held the
property. A sholoping center's value does not increase in a steady continuum.
(2) The arbitrary nature of the "fresh start" formula will encourage heirs
of a decedent-owner to dispose of a business by means of a tax-free merger. The
affect of the carryover basis provision, thus, is to encourage mergers between
small business and larger companies.
(3) The "fresh start" formula fails to account for the actual high inflation
rate occurring during the several years preceding December 31, 1976.
(4) The "fresh start" formula also discriminates -against owners of property
other than marketable securities. Holders of other securities, small business
owners and shopping center developers are penalized because they have no
public market and because they have created the value in their assets rather
than making initial, substantial capital investments.
c. Etcieney
(1) Income tax revenues are generated only if the heirs sell the property acquired from the decedent.
(2) Carryover basis provisions have an incentive which encourages heirs of
property acquired from a decedent to hold oni to the property unless it can be
transferred by means of a tax-free merger.
(3) As a result, investment capital, rather than having mobility may become
frozen, thereby limiting the supply of capital required for economic progress
and depriving the Treasury of revenue from its accretion.
4. Recommendations:
a. As provided for in S. 19.54, introduced by Senator Curtis, the carryover
basis provision should be repealed.
b. Alternatively:
(1) As provided for In S. 2228, the carryover basis provisions should be
amended to permit assets owned by decedent prior to 1977 to fall within
the provisions of the old law. Gains and property previously acquired would
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still be subject to income taxation when sold by living owners, and there
would be notice so that adequate records could be kept.

(2) The law should be amended to give taxpayers the option of either
computing the basis under the "fresh start" formula or establishing a date
of death value or basis by an independent appraisal.
(3) As provided for in S. 2227, the carryover basis provisions should be
amended to apply prospectively from December 31, 1978; a date sufficiently
in the future to permit banks, executors, and other interested parties to comprehend the new rules and plan accordingly.

B. Amortization of real property construction period interest and taxes
1. Although H.R. 6715 clarifies some ambiguities, the bill has at least two
remaining ambiguities: the bill does not clearly designate when the construction period begins and does not contain any language concerning a suspension
or termination of construction prior to completion.
2. The 1976 Act (Code Section 189) should be clarified to define the construction period as commencing only with the actual physical construction of
improvements (such as the sinking of piles or pouring of a foundation)-not
with mere land preparation for the purpose of securing financing for construction.
& Code Section 189 should provide for a suspension in the construction period
where circumstances manifest a bona fide interruption of construction by the
developer for financial or other reasons.
4. Code Section 189 should also contain a provision which allows the allocation of interest and taxes payable during a construction period between that
portion of realty upon which construction is taking place and other portions of
the same realty where no construction is occurring. This section should also
contain a clarification of the proration method of current year's tax between
construction and nonconstruction period, at the beginning and end of a project.
0. Limitation on allowance of partnership losses in case of nonrecourae loans
1. The Committee Report on H.R. 6715 should clarify that the rental of furniture, fixtures and other tangible personal property normally associated with
the rental of stores and other facilities in shopping centers be specifically excluded from the ambit of Code Section 465 which apply the "at risk" rule to the
leasing of section 1245 property.
2. The Report should also clarify that a partnership clearly engaged only In
an activity qualifying for the real property exception under Code Section 704 (d),
may contract at arm's length with related entities Involved In other activities
without nullifying the section 704(d) exception.
I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name Is John J. Szymanski,
and I am Director of Taxes and Assistant Controller of The Rouse Company
(a regional shopping center developer). I am a member of the ICSC Government
Affairs Committee and its Tax Legislative Subcommittee. I appear today on
behalf of the members of the International Council of Shopping Centers ("ICSC").
The ICSC Is a business association of more than 5,000 members. About 60o
of our members develop and/or own shopping centers. About 15% are retail companies, the major share of whose stores are operated in shopping centers. Most
of our developer-owner members own from two to four shopping centers each,
and collectively represent a major share of the estimated 16,000 shopping centers
in the United States.
New shopping center construction requires a total annual Investment of over
$6.6 billion per year for buildings, stores, fixtures, and equipment. It Is estimated that shopping centers provide regular A ployment for more than 5 million
sales and store personnel and that several hun erd thousand more are engaged in
the construction end of the business. The rippling affect on employment and related businesses, among them display advertising, maintenance and cleaning,
legal and accounting, and the manufacture of goods sold in the centers, is
considerable.
We have a significant influence on the total United States economy. Previously,
retail trade was concentrated in individual stores and center business districts.
But, by 1976, 86.6 percent of all retail trade amounting to $217 billion was conducted in 17,523 shopping centers. It Is estimated that In the 1977-78 period 80
percent of total new retail square footage constructed will be in shopping centers.
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In the same period 88 percent of new department stores square footage will be
constructed in shopping centers.
One of the principal purposes of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 was to reduce the
tax burden upon the owners of small business, many of whom are participants
in shopping centers. The 1976 Act, however, has increased the tax burden for
these taxpayers, discriminating against small business and favoring large
corporations.
The 197 Act has also created an administrative nightmare for taxpayers,
adding substantially to the complexity and cost of managing a decedent's estate.
I will limit my testimony to three areas of vital concern to the shopping center
industry: (1) the carryover basic rule; (2) amortization of real property construction period interest and taxes; and (3) the "at risk" limitation oif
partnership losses.
IL CARRYOVER BASIS OF PROPERTY ACQUIRED FROM OR
PASSING FROM A DECEDENT UNDER THE AOYT

A. Prior law
Under prior law, the cost or other basis of property acquired from or passing
from a decedent generally was "stepped-up" to its fair market value at the date
of death or the alternate valuation date.
B. 1976 act carryover basts provision
1. General
The 1970 Act provides that the basis of most property acquired from or passing
from a decedent who dies after December 31, 1976, is to be the same as the decedent's basis Immediately before his death (with certain adjustments). The basis
of appreciated property is Increased by Federal and State death taxes attributable
to the appreciation in that property. In addition, the aggregate basis of all carryover basis property may be increased to a minimum of $60,000. A $10,000 exemption Is provided for household and personal effects of the decedent. However. the
basis of property cannot be Increased above the estate tax value by these
adjustments.
The carryover basis provision is effective for property acquired from, or passing
from, a decedent after December 31, 1976.
2. Transition Rule
a. "Fres8h start"
As a transitional rule, the adjusted basis of property which the decedent is
treated as having held on December 31, 1976, Is increased, for purposes of determining gain (but not loss), to its fair market value on December 31, 1976. In
essence, this rule was designed to continue the application of prior law with
respect to appreciation in property occurring before January 1, 1977, and to pro.
vide everyone with a "fresh start" with respect to the carryover basis rule for
property acquired from a decedent.
b. Special valuation rule
In order to avoid the necessity of obtaining an appraisal on all property held on
December 31, 1976, the 1976 Act contains a provision which requires that all
property, other than a marketable bond or security, be valued under a special
valuation method for purposes of this transitional rule. In general. the special
rule determines the adjustment by assuming that any appreciation since the ac.
quisition of the property until the date of the decedent's death occurred at the
same rate over the entire time that the decedent is treated as holding the
property.
The special valuation method must be used for all property other than market.
able bonds or securities. Thus, the special valuation method must be used even
though the executor or beneficiary of the decedent can establish that the fair
market value of the property on December 31, 1976, is other than the value determined under the special valuation method. Under the 1976 Act, the value of marketable bonds or securities for purposes of the transitional rule is to be based on
actual market value on December 31,1976.
Under the special rule, the amount of the increase In basis is equal to the sum
of (1) the amount of all depreciation, amortization, or depletion allowed or
allowable with respect to the property during the period the decedent is treated
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as holding the property priof to.' uary 1, 1977, and (2) the portion of the appreciation on the asset since its purchase that is assumed to have occurred during
the period that the decedent Is treated as holding the property prior to January
1, 1977.
The appreciation treated as occurring before December 31, 1976, is determined
by multiplying the total amouat of appreciation over the entire period during
which the decendent is treated as holding the property by a ratio. The ratio is de.
termined by dividing the number of days that the property is considered to be
held by the decedent before January 1, 1977, by the total number of days that
the property is considered to be held by the decedent.
The total amount of appreciation is computed by subtracting from the fair
market value of the property on the date of the decedent's death a recomputed
basis, which is basically equal to the purchase cost of the property.
3. Example of CarryoverBasis ProvisionApplied to Shopping Centera
This complex provision can best be explained by an example of the computations necessary to arrive at the "fresh start" basis. Although the example concerns the owner or developer of a shopping center, its principles are applicable to
small businessmen and other parties comprising a shopping center.
Mr. Jones died in 1979 owning a shopping center which cost $500,000 and was
worth $2,500,000 at the time of his death. In his will, Mr. Jones devised the
property to his son. Mr. Jones held the property for 3,000 days, 500 of which occurred before 1977. Total depreciation allowed or allowable on the property tip
to the time of his death amounted to $100,000, and of this amount $17,000 was allowed or allowable before 1977. The fair market value of the property on December
31, 1976 was $2,000,000. The adjusted basis of the property immediately before
Mr. Jones' death was $400,000. For purposes of determining the son's adjusted
basis in the shopping center for purposes of future depreciation or gain on sale,
Mr. Joens' basis at death is increased to the December 31, 1976 value as follows:
$70, 000
(a) Depreciation allowed or allowable before 197----------------(b) Plus $2,500,000 fair market at death less the $400,000 adjusted
basis at death, less the $100,000 total depreciation taken by Mr.
Jones up until his death, multipled by the fraction 2,000 over
1,333,333
3,000
-----------------------------------------------1,403. 333
(e) Pre-1977 appreciation adjustment ------------------------'I'he son's basis for the property would therefore equal his father's basis at
death of $400,000, plus the pre-1977 appreciation adjustment of $1,403,333 or 1.803,333 (plus adjustments made for Federal and State death taxes and ninimuni
basis). This is the result even though the actual market value on December 31,
1976, was $2,000,000.
C. Problem with the carryover baals provisions
Three of the acknowledged basic goals of tax reform are simplicity, fairness,
and efficiency In the tax laws. The carryover basis provisions are diametrically
opposed to all three of these goals.
1. Simplicity
The concept of tax simplicity refers to the ease of administration and comprehension of the tax laws. The carryover basis rule has added greatly to the com.
plexity of the laws which will be manifested in higher professional and adminIstrative costs.
As Illustrated above, the computation of the appropriate carryover basis which
an heir will report upon the sale of property acquired from a decedent will require
at least four separate sets of calculations for each item of property. These calculations are further complicated by the requirement of records substantiating
the cost of these Items.
'For the average taxpayer, this will involve many Items, perhaps thousands,
bought at different times for various prices. Some of the items may have been
purchased in groups without a price allocation for each item but for a total
unallocated sum.
Because most taxpayers did not have notice of the necessity of keping such
records, few if any records of purchases have been maintained. Many taxpayers
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acquired assets with the intention of holding them until death and had no need
under prior law to maintain records. They acquired such assets in good faith
with thetightful planning and now the ground rules have been suddenly and
drastically changed.
Moreover, determining the purchase price of items acquired many years ago,
occurs at a time when the individual-purchaser is not available to recall the
transaction. In many circumstances it will be difficult even to determine the
date on which the decedent acquired the property. This problem is further aggravated in situations where post-acquisition costs are associated with various
items. of property. Without adequate records the potential for disagreement and
litigation between the taxpayer and the federal government Is enormous.
Consider the confused situation where an individual purchased property in
1960, added to it again in the form of land and/or building in 1965, then put an
addition on the building in 1970. How can one possibly determine the basis under these circumstances under the prescribed "fresh start" formula?
2. Fairne8
(a) Erroneous assumptions of ratable appreciation
The "fresh start" formula which determines the carryover basis of December
31, 1976, arbitrarily prorates appreciation over the period from the date a business first began to the date of death of the owner. The formula is based on an
erroneous assumption that the appreciation in the value of the property occurs
ratably over the period the decedent held the property. This assumption is Invalid and inequitable when applied to property where the actual rate of appreciation prior to January 1, 1977 Is greater than the rate of appreciation after
January 1, 1977. The example above illustrates this inequitable result.
'With respect to a shopping center, the execution of long-term leases prior to
the completion of the project substantially enhances the value of the center. As
the appreciation rate of the shopping center slows down, the longer the owner
keeps the shopping center, the greater the amount of value which will be subject
to capital gains tax. For example, if a shopping center is constructed in January, 1975 and long-term leases are executed in March. 1975 and the owner of
the shopping center dies in January, 1980, the "fresh start" formula would prorate appreciation evenly over the full period the decedent owned the shopping
center even though substantially all of the increase in value occurred before Decemnber 31, 1976. This would preclude the heirs of the decedent-owner from a
proper stepped-up basis reflecting the more rapid appreciation rate occurring
prior to January 1, 1977.
Assume that the shopping center was owned equally by two partners. The
heirs of the two partners would be arbitrarily treated differently where one partner dies early in 1977 and the other )artner dies many years later, even though
there may be very little difference In the value of the shopping center between
the two dates of death.
Similarly, the heirs of a decedent who developed a shopping center many
years ago would have a significant difference in their tax treatment compared
to the heirs of a decedent who developed a shopping center in the 1970's.
(b) Discrimination against small business
This inequity will encourage heirs of a decedent-owner to dispose of a shoppIng
center by means of a tax-free merger. Instead of selling for cash and paying a
large capital gains tax on the gain resulting from the lower basis, the heirs will
look for a tax-free combination with a larger enterprise. The affect of the carryover basis provision, thus, is to encourage mergers between small business and
larger companies. Because of the desirability of merger, moreover, the heirs will
be in a weaker negotiating position vis-a-vis, a larger company, and the law results in a discrimination In favor of big business at the expense of small business.
(c) Failureto account for actual inflation rate
The "fresh start" formula also fails to account for the high rate of inflation
occurring during the several years preceding December 31, 1976. This rate was
significantly greater than the present or reasonably foreseeable rate of inflation. The formula thus arbitrarily denies an heir the higher step up in basis for
pre-January 1, 1077 inflation and unrealistically requires a lower basis for the
property.
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(d) Discrimination against owners of property other than marketable
securities
The "fresh start" formula also discriminates against small business owners
and holders of property other than publicly traded bonds and securities. The
quoted price of listed securities on December 31, 1976 determines the basis on
that date, but other property is arbitrarily deemed to be a value determined by
a mere proration from the acquisition to the value at date of death. Holders of
securities in small businesses, many of whom are tenants in shopping centers,
are penalized because they have no public market. This is aggravated by the fact
that very small companies have their greatest growth during early years and
the rate of appreciation levels off as companies approach their maximum potential and their founders age. Moreover, this formula discriminates against real
estate developers, especially shopping center developers who initially create the
value of their assets during the development and construction periods of the
project-in contrast to taxpayers who make substantial initial capital investnients and thus have a relatively higher initil cost basis.
3. Revenue Raising Efficincy
Income tax revenues are generated only if the heirs sell the property acquired
from the decedent.-According to legislative history, the reduced tax on capital
gains was designed to encourage the sale of assets so that capital can now to new
enterprises and move into new industry. The carryover basis provision has an
opposite incentive which encourages heirs of property acquired from a decedent
to hold on to the property unless it can be transferred by a means of a tax-free
merger as discussed above. As a result, investment capital, rather than having
the mobility desired by Congress, may become frozen, thereby limiting the supply
of capital required for economic progress and depriving the Treasury of revenue from its accretion. This is particularly serious in light of the necessity to
encourage capital formulation in industry.
The following example of "negative basis" property illustrates a potential reason for the reluctance of heirs to sell appreciated property acquired from a decedent which is subject to a mortgage or other liability.
Assume that the decedent bought real estate in 1960 for $20,000; the real estate
appreciated in value to $150,000. The decedent took out a loan secured by a
mortgage in the amount of $100,000 on the property and died when the property-apart from the mortgage--was worth $110,000. Assuming that the "fresh
start" adjustment and the addition of the estate taxes on appreciation raise tihe
decedent's $20,000 basis to $70,000 for his daughter to whom he left the property
by will. The heir thus acquires property from the decedent with a net worth of
$10,000 to her ($110,000 minus $100,000 mortgage). However, if she sells the
property, she will have a taxable gain of $40,000 ($110,000 minus $70,000 basis).
If she is in the 35 percent tax bracket, the sale costs her a tax of $14,000 (35
percent of $40,000). The tax would be $4,000 more than her economic benefit of
$10,000. Consequently, she would Incur an economic loss and would not sell the
property.
The 1976 Act has enhanced the "lock in effect" of a large gain in the value of
an asset. The testator-to-be used to be locked in to a gain, knowing that it would
disappear for income tax purposes if he would hold the property until death.
The heir is now also locked in. This carryover of basis thus promotes ever increasing concentration among successive generations of a successful wealth-accumulating family, as each heir faces a substantial tax if he disposes of the appreciated property. This provision provides a permanent disincentive to sell appreciated property which becomes greater the longer the property is held.
D. Recommendations
Because of the complexity and problems created by the carryover basis provisions, we recommend the adoption of S. 1954, which was introduced by Senator
Curtis and which would repeal the carryover basis provisions.
If the adoption of this bill is not possible at this time, a desirable alternative
would be to adopt S. 2228, the bill introduced by Senators Harry F. Byrd, Jr. and
Robert Dole which would permit assets owned by a decedent prior to 1977 to
fall within the provisions of the old law. This would be a great step toward alleviating some of the hardships and gross inequities inherent in the new law.
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Gains on property previously acquired would still be subject to income taxation when sold by living owners, and there would be notice so that adequate
records could be kept for use where the sale was eventually made, by an estate
or by heirs.
S. 2228 also contains other worthwhile provisions which would make the law
more workable.
We also recommend that the carryover basis provisions remain in the law,
be amended to give taxpayers the opportunity of computing -basis under the
"fresh start" formula.
If, because of the very complex and substantial problems presented by the
carryover basis provisions and the relatively short time for study of these provisions since the enactment of the 19T6 Act, the time for immediate action is
inadequate, we recommend the adoption of S. 2227, also introduced by Senators
Byrd and Dole, which would provide that the carryover basis provisions be
amended to apply prospectively from the future date of December 31, 1978. Setting the effective date sufficiently in the future will permit banks, executors,
trustees, attorneys, accountants, the Congress and other interested parties to
comprehend the new rules and plan accordingly.

Ill. AMORTIZATION

OF REAL PROPERTY CONSTRUCTION PERIOD INTEREST AND TAXES

A. Prior laic
Prior to the 1976 Act, a cash basis taxpayer could, as a general rule, deduct
construction period interest as an expense in the taxable year in which it was
paid.

Subject to the rules of apportionment of real property taxes between a seller
and a purchaser, the deduction for real property taxes was likewise allowed
when paid by a cash basis taxpayer or accrued by an accrual method taxpayer.
The sole exception to the general rules on deductibility of construction period
interest and real estate taxes prior to the 1976 Act was provided by Code Section 266. It permits an election to capitalize and add to the basis of unimproved
and unproductive real property or real property being developed or improvedincluding already improved property being improved again--certain items otherwise deductible when paid or accrued.
-These items include real property taxes and interest on a purchase money obligation or on money borrowed in connection with the property.
B. New Code Seotion 189
While Code Section 266 is elective, new Code Section 189 is mandatory, and
is applicable to construction period Interest and real estate taxes unless Code
Section 266 treatment is elected.
Under new Code Section 189 in the case of a taxpayer other than a Subchapter
S corporation, real property construction period interest and taxes are to be
capitalized in the year in which they are paid or accrued and amortized over
a 10-year period. A portion of the amount capitalized may be deducted for the
tax year In which paid or accrued. The balance must be amortized over the remaining years in the amortization beginning with the year In which the property
Is ready to be placed in service or Is ready to be held for sale.
Under Code Section 189, construction period interest and real estate taxes must
be capitalized in the year paid or accrued and amortized over a period of timethe "amortization period."
The amortization period begins with the year in which the interest and taxes
are paid or accrued, so that a portion of the amount capitalized may be deducted
In the taxable year In which it wag-paid or accrued. The balance must be amortized over the remaining years in the amortization period. The remaining years
begin, under Code Section 189(c) (1), with the latter of the taxable year aft-fr
the taxable year In which the interest and taxes are paid or accrued or the taxable year in which the real property is ready to be placed in service or is ready
to be held for sale.
The length of the amortization period is phased in gradually according to different schedules for non-residential real property, residential real property other
than certain low-income housing, and low-income housing. In all cases, the amortization period is four years In the case of-construction period interest and real
estate taxes paid or accrued In the first year to which the rules apply. There-
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after, the length of the amortization period increases by one year for the construction period interest and real estate taxes paid or accrued in each succeeding
year, until the amortization period reaches ten years.
The entire ten-year amortization period will become fully operative for construction period interest and real estate taxes paid or accrued in taxable years
beginning in 1982 in the case of non-residential real property, in taxable years
beginning in 1984 in the case of residential real property other than low- income
housing, and in taxable years beginning in 1S8 in the case of low-income housing
Section 189(b).
C. H.R. 6715 clarifcation;and removing ambiguities
II.R. 6715 clarifies that capitalization and amortization of construction, interest,
and taxes for non-residential property is required only if the construction period
begins on or after the first day of the first taxable year beginning after Deceinber 31, 1975.
Although H.R. 6715 clarifies the treatment of the new capitalization and
amortization rules for cases in which the construction period for non-residential
reaml estate begins in 1976 and a taxpayer's taxable year begins In 1975. it does
not clarify some of the other major enigmatic provisions in new Cede Section 1S9.
D. Recommendations
The bill has at least two remaining ambiguities: it does not clearly designate
when the construction period begins ald does not contain any language concerning a suspension or termination of construction prior to completion.
1. Clarification,of Date on 1W7hich ConstruetionBegins
A construction period is vaguely defined as the period beginning on the date
construction of the building or other improvement commences and ending on the
date on which the property is ready to be placed in service or to be held for sale.
Although the 1976 Act does not precisely define the date on which construction
begins, the Joint Committee on Taxation has indicated that land preparation
such as clearing and grading begin the construction period. Legislative histories
relating to other tax legislation in prior years, however, look to that point when
physical construction work of a significant nature--like the digging of footings
or the driving of piles into the ground-commenced with respect to the particular
building or Improvement to be built. Preliminary work such as clearing a site,
test drilling to determine soil conditions, or excavation for footings was not considered to be the beginning of construction.
-We respectfully submit that the 1976 Act be clarified to define the construction
period as commencing only with the actual physical construction of improvements (such as the sinking of piles or pouring of a foundation) -not with mere
land preparation and improvements, such as clearing or grading.
This will permit the taxpayer to be able to undertake initial land preparation
for the purpose of securing necessary financing for construction and not run the
risk that he will be forced to capitalize interest and taxes during a period in
which no construction occurs.
In order to secure financing for construction, shopping center developers frequently clear and grade land to demonstrate their intention and the feasibility
of their project to potential investors or lenders or to eliminate blighted existing
tmipr-ovements. If a developer is unsuccessful in securing financing, he mnav be
forced to suspend his efforts to build until capital is available.
Under the present law the construction period may be deemed to begin with
tle-initial clearing and grading of the land. Consequently, the taxpayer will be
forced to capitalize interest and taxes. If he is unable to secure financing for
several years, this capitalization will occur during a period when the taxpayer
isn't constructing anything.
0. Provisionfor Suspension or Termination of Construction Period
New Code Section 189 is also deficient in not suspending the construction period
where a taxpayer, having commenced construction, suspends construction for
financial or other reasons. Frequently, litigation. the unavailability of sufficient
funds or other factors, require a shopping center developer to suspend construction. During the period of suspended construction, the developer normally suffers
financially. However, under new Code S(etion 189 he is also penalized by not
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being able to deduct currently real estate taxes and mortgage interest which he
Is required to pay during his period-bf temporary abandonment of construction.
We respectfully submit that Code Section 189 should provide for a suspension in
the construction period where circumstances manifest a bona fide interruption
of construction by the developer for financial or other reasons.
3. Provision for Constructionoil a Portion of Real Estate
Moreover, Code Section 189 Is presently deficient in that it contains no provisions concerning situations where a taxpayer adds to existing structures or
where a taxpayer begins construction on only a portion of a piece of realty. We
respectfully recommend (a) the addition of provisions which allow tile allocation
of interest and taxes payable during a construction period between that portion
of realty upon which construction is taking place and other portions of the same
realty where no construction is occurring, and (b) a clarification of the proration
method of current year's taxes between construction and non-construction lieriod
at the beginning and end of the project.
IV. LIMITATION ON ALLOWANCE OF PARTNERSHIP LOSSES IN CASE OF

NON-RECOURSE LOANS
A. Prior law
Under prior law, the amount of all debt-recourse or non-recourse--was considered in the same manner as a contribution of money by the partners to the
partnership. This created a basis for each partner in his respective parlnership
interest equal to his actual cash contribution and his percentage "share" of partnership liabilities. In general, this also held true in the case of non-recourse delits
of a limited partnership.
B. New code section 704(d)
New Code Section 704(d) now adds an "at risk" limitation on losses deductible
by partners (in other than real estate partnershipss, thereby effectively limiting
the ability to use non-recourse liabilities in a partnership context to create lax
shelters.
C. Tcchinical anzcmmdmcnit bill
Section 2(o) of the Technical Amendments Bill clarifies some of the ambiguities in tile terms "Investing" and "principal activity." The bi1 provides that, for
a partnership to qualify, substantially all of the activities of the partnership
must involve the holding of real property (other than mineral property) for
sale or rental and that passive as well as active rental operations qualify.
D. Recommendations
Although the Amendment is a step In the right direction, something more is
required to clarify ambiguities in the 1976 Act. We recommend that the ('ommittee clarify that the exception for real property covers the incidental leasing
of Section 1245 property in stores and other buildings, such as restaurants which
comprise part of a shopping center or other retail area. The incidental leasing
of such property in connection with real estate activity is not covered by ('ode
Section 465 which applies the "at risk" rule to the leasing of Section 1245
property. In its explanation of the 1976 Act time Staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation said:
"Since the at risk rule does not apply to real estate activities, in a situation
where section 1245 property Is leased as a minor incident of a lease of real
property (such as where an unfurnished rental apartment Is equipped with a
stove or refrigerator), the at risk rules for equipment leasing will not be considered to apply." (See general explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, Staff of
Joint Committee on Taxation, p. 81, December 29, 1976.)
It is not clear, however, what amount of activity would be considered i
"minor Incident of a leage of real property." Accordingly, we recommend that
the Committee clarify that the rental of furniture, fixtures, and other tangible
personal property normally associated with the rental of stores and other facilities in shopping centers be specifically excluded from the ambit of Code
Section 465.
We also agree with the National Realty Committee that your Committee
should clarify that a partnership clearly engaged only in an activity qualifying
for the real property exception to Code Section 704(d) may contract at arms
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length with related entities Involved in other activities without nullifying the
Section 704(d) exception.
STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL REALTY COMMiTTEE
SUM MARY

I. Carryover basis
A. S. 1954-NRC opposes carryover basis concept introduced by 1976 Tax
Reform Act; urges repeal of carryover basis; endorses and recommends favorable consideration of S. 1954.
B. S. 2227-New carryover basis rules have created substantial problems and
uncertainty; in previous testimony before House Ways and leans Committee,
NRC has urged that effective date be extended to not earlier than December 31.
1978; therefore, NRC endorses and recommends favorable consideration of
S. 2227.
C. Technical Corrections Bill:
1. Valuation of real property interests is more severe problem than tilngible personal property valuation.
2. Proposed solution contained in Section 3(c) (1) Is not applicable to real
estate interests and would not solve valuation problems as to real estate
interests if applicable.
3. NRC recommends change to permit taxpayer option to use established
fair market valuation at cut-off date, as real estate Interests do not appreciate ratably.
II. Amortization of Interest and Taates During Construction of Real Property
A. New Code Section 189 is unclear as to definition of "construction period".
B. Proposed Section 2(e) of Technical Corrections Bill does not clarify this
ambiguity.
C. NRC recommends change to establish that construction period commences
with start of actual physical construction of improvements.
D. NRC recommends also that construction period terminate or be suspended
when taxpayer abandons present Intention to complete construction.
III. Real E8tate E ception to Partnership"at risk" Rule
A. Proposed Section 2(o) of Technical Corrections Bill Intended to clarify
certain ambiguities in Code Section 704(d); It will not clarify current
ambiguities.
B. NRC recommends that the real property exception to Code Section 704(d)
be simplified by extending such exception to any non-recourse debt secured by
an interest in real property, to the extent of the fair market value thereof.
STATEMENT

The National Realty Committee, Inc., a non-profit business league whose membership includes owners, operators and developers of all tyles of real estate
throughout the United States, offers the following statement concerning certain
aspects of S. 1954, S. 2227, S. 2228 and H.R. 6715 (the Technical Corrections
Bill of 1977), for consideration and action by the Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management of the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate.
Initially, we wish to express our concern and that of the real estate industry
In general with respect to three particular bnues: the new provisions for a carryover basis on death, amortization of construction period items and the application of the partnership "at risk" rules to investments involving real estat,,.
Each of these i..sues is affected to some degree by provisions of the proposed
Technical Corrections Act as passed by the House of Representatives. In addition. the carryover basis issue is the subject of S. 1954, S. 2227 and S. 22928. Our
comments and suggestions concerning these issues are set forth below, and are
presented by subject area.
Carryover basis
A
The National Realty Committee opposes the carryover basis concept Introduced
by the 1976 Tax Reform Act. Therefore, we are pleased to endorse and urge this
Committee's favorable consideration of S. 1954, which would repeal the carryover basis rules and return to the pre-1976 law under which the cost or basis of
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property passing from a decedent generally was "stepped
date.
value at the date of death or the alternate valuation
new concept,
We are particularly concerned with the fact that thisa entirely
part of the 1976 Tax
constituting a radical departure fronlprior law, became
with an inadeReform Act as a result of the Conference Committee deliberations,
of the 1976
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enactment
to
prior
comment
quate time for study and
rules will
basis
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that
believe
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policy,
Act. As a matter of tax
essential
is
which
investment
and
formation
capital
prove to be detrimental to
to the continued strength and growth of the nation's economy.
B
not to act to
In the event that this Committee, or the full Congress, elects
and favorable conrepeal the carryover basis rules, we would urge your prompt
date of the carryover
sideration of S. 2227, which would extend the effective
1978.
basis rules from December 31, 1976, to December 31,the
House Ways and Means
In testimony before, and statements filed with,
Realty Committee conCommittee during the last three months, the National rules
be extended from
sistently has urged that the effective date of these not earlier
DecemDecember 31, 1976 to a date sufficiently in the future, thoroughlythan
understand
ber 31, 1978, as would permit all interested parties tosome generally accepted
the new rules and to plan their affairs based upon and as would also permit
understanding as to how these new rules will work, of the upcoming Congrestime for a review of the carryover basis rules as part
sional study of the President's tax reform proposals.
preAs we are certain this Committee knows on the basis of otheroftestimony
the carryover
sented to it, utter confusion currently exists over many aspects
property
basis rules, including the proper application of such rules to mortgaged
In initially preand property held by nonpublic partnerships and corporations.
basis
senting our suggestion of postponement of the effective date of the carryover
the National
rules to the House Ways and Means Committee this past August,
was
Realty Committee was primarily concerned that the legislation, as enacted,
be unworkseriously deficient in many respects and that the new provisions would
underable In the absence of further congressional refinement. Since that time,heweconsider
stand that recommendations have been made to the President that
adopting an entirely new approach in this area.
A period for reflection would not only permit the possibility of creating solutions for currently unanswered problems, but might also, in case the Congress
tax
decides to enact a different approach as part of the President's upcoming
involved in
reform program, avoid the utterly useless complexity that would be over
a very
imposing three entirely different sets of rules to decedents' estates
limited time period.
At the moment, estates of decedents who have died prior to January 1, 1977,
receive treatment under the basis rules which were in existence for a period of
of 1976. If
more than 50 years preceding the enactment of the Tax Reform Act reform
protax
Congress, as part of its review of the President's forthcoming
posals, enacts any changes in the carryover basis rules, replaces such rules
entirely by providing for realization of gain at death, or adopts some other alternative, a retroactive application of any such changes would require the massive
filings of amended tax returns. On the other hand, if any such changes were
made prospective only, government tax administrators and private tax practitioners would have to deal with a set of complex problems relating to the interim
period and at the same time struggle with the inevitable uncertainties of yet
another new system.
If no changes are enacted in this area over the next several years, a postponement of the December 31, 1976 effective date for the carryover basis provisions
wvll at least permit Congress time to legislate a thoughtful carryover basis provision that will be more comprehensive and workable than the general concepts
enacted into law in the closing days of the 1976 Tax Reform Act debates.
The fact is that the current Code provisions dealing with carryover basis are
technically deficient and substantially less than comprehensive. A statute that
purports to introduce a totally new concept for determining the income tax basis
of property owned by all decedents dying after December 31, 1976 but which prorides that the basis of an inherited partnership interest owned prior to that
date, or similar interest in a nonpublic corporation, Is to be determined in accord-
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ance with Regulations to be prescribed by tile Secretary, simply reflects all
abandonment by Congress of its responsibility to legislate.
As of the current date, October 28, 1977, there are still no Treasury Regulations with respect to important provisions enacted approximately 8 years ago
as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. It is not likely that anyone administering the carryover basis provisions enacted In 1976, or attempting to discharge
his responsibilities as a taxpayer under such provisions, will receive any substantial enlightenment from any Regulations issued with respect to these questions in the near future.
The open questions are material and serious. Congress haq given neither the
Treasury nor the taxpaying public any hint in the statute or legislative history
as to the proper resolution of these problems.
For example, assume that two Individuals organized either a partnership or
a corporation in 1956. Assume further that the partnership or corporation constructed several additional buildings during the period between 1966 and Deceniber 31, 1976 and during this period sold one or more buildings. Assume further
that the partnership or corporation is currently constructing an additional
building.
If a partner or shareholder dies during 1977, how are the "fresh start" provisions of Code § 102-3(h) (2) to lie applied? How would they be applied to a partnership owning a corner grocery store or a family farm?
What would the result be if any building, store or farm were subject at the
time of death to a mortgage liability which exceeded the decedent's basis in the
propert-, or if the decedent's interested was in a partnership where the decedent's
share of partnership liabilities exceeded the basis for his partnership interest?
The rules contained in Code § 1023(g) (4) relating to mortgages have created
such confusion that § 3(c) (2) of the proposed Technical Corrections Act of 1977
as pa.sed by the Houe proposes to eliminate Code § 1023(g) (4) entirely and to
amend Code § 1023(g) (1). Comments presented to the House Ways and Means
Committee from others during the hearings on the Technical Corrections Act
indicate that the proposed correction will not obviate tle confusion.
We are not in any position at this time to even suggest possible solutions to
all of tile problems involving the application of the carryover basis rules to mortgaged real estate. Delay in the effective (late would afford Congress the opportunity to identify and resolve these problems.
We note that the House of Representatives has just passed H.R. 251, the "Tax
Treatment Extension Act", extending the effective dates of certain provisions
of tile 1976 Tax Reform Act, including Code § 911. The carryover basis rules
affect a substantially greater number of taxpayers throughout the country than
('ode § 911, which deals with earned income from sources without the United
States.
Extension of tile effective date with respect to carryover basis would not affect
the estate and gift tax reforms, such as unification of rates, substitution of
credits and the like, enacted as part of the 1976 Tax Reform Act.
Extension of the effective (late of the carryover basis provisions simply means
an extension of the date of applicability to permit Congress to either rationally
solve the problems left by the current carryover basis provisions or to move on
to an improved solution to the problems perceived by Congress in this area.
If this extension proposal, provided for by S. 2227, is accepted by this Committee and rapidly enacted bkv Congress. any problems that may result from such
extension will be mininial. The only taxpayers who could be affected would be
estates or legatees of decedents dying after December 31. 1976. who have already sold property inherited from the decedent. In most cases, such taxpayers
would not yet have even filed income tax returns. Of course, the longer any extension of the effective date is delayed, the more complex the problems will become when Congress takes any action that would result in any substantial change
in the current rules.
Considering the unworkable nature of the current rules as they stand, as testified to by many witneqses before this Committee, some substantial change in
these rules appears to be inevitable. Under these circumstances, rapid enactment
of a provision extending the effective date for application of the carryover basis
rules would save the nation a thoroughly needless trauma, the cost of which will
surely exceed the lde mlnlmls revenue loss which may result to the Government
from any such extension.
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Finally, there is a particular problem of equity and famless presented by the
new carryover basis rules In their application to the valuation of real property
interests for purposes of the "'fresh start" adjustment. Section 3(c) (1) of the
proposed Technical Corrections Act as passed by the House provides a new formula to determine a fresh start adjustment with respect to tangible personal
property. The explanation for this proposal provided by the Statement of the
.oint Committee on Taxation is that "it is particularly difficult to ascertain tile
fresh start adjustment in many cases because the executor or heirs may not be
able to determine the basis of the property or even the approximate date on which
the decedent had purchased the property."
We respectfully suggest that the problemsaffecting owners of real property
and holders of intangible interests in real property, such as stock in nonpublic
corporations and interests in nonpublic partnerships owning real estate, are even
more severe than those faced by ownerspf tangible personal property.
Furthermore, we do not believe that the proposed solution to the problems
contained in Technical Corrections Bill Section 3(c) (1) Is the appropriate solution to these problems. Instead, we believe that it would be appropriate for taxpayers to have the option of utilizing actual fair market values in all cases where
the heirs of a decedent are prepared to accept the burden of proving such actual
fair market values.
We urge that taxpayers be granted the same rights with respect to property
other than marketable securities as those accorded to taxpayers with respect to
marketabWe securitle.-by permitting an optional fresh start adjustment based
upon actual cut-off date (whether that date be December 31. 1976, Decemler 31,
1978, or some other date) fair market value as established by the taxpayer.
Our more detailed reasons for this proposal follow.
The new carryover basis rules of Internal Revenue Code Section 1023 contain a "fresh-start" provision designed to give recipients of appreciated property
from a decedent a fair market value basis for the inherited property as of December 31, 1976 (the "cut-off date"). Congress adopted a formula for computing
the "fresh-start" basis of property other than marketable bonds and securities
that assumes that such property appreciates ratably over time. Under the formula, the decedent's basis at death is Increased by the portion of the excess of the
fair market value of the property on the date of death over its adjusted basis on
that date equal to the period of time the decedent held the property at December
31, 1976 as compared to the total period of time he held the property. The justification for the use of such a formula is that it will avoid the administrative inconvenience of obtaining appraisals of all snch property held as of I)ecember 31, 1976.
In fact, most such property does not appreciate ratably. As a result, the re,qnired use of this formula will produce gross inequities in result to executors
and legatees in many instances. We believe that the equity of recognizing fair
market value at December 31, 1976, as the "fresh-start" basis i far more important than, and must prevail over, mere administrative convenience. In addition to significant inequity, the required use of this formula will create difficult
legal and factual questions, impose onerous administrative burdens on executors
and unfairly subject them to risks of fine and liability to heirs. It is the position
of the National Realty Committee that these problems and injustices can be
avoided by providing executors with the option to increase the basis for this appreciated property at death to its fair market value on the cut-off date, provided
the executor can reasonably sustain the burden of proof as to value at that date.
We have said that the mandated application of the formula approach may
work substantial injustices in those many situations where property does not
appreciate ratably. For example, substantially all of the appreciation in the
value of a shopping center typically will arise upon the execution of valuable
long-term leases. The holding period for a shopping center prior to full rent-up
typically is short compared to the useful life of the property. Assume. for example, a decedent had constructed a shopping center during 1976. executing valuable leases on the stores by calendar-year end. If the date of death occurs several
year s thereafter, the formula approach would fail to recognize, and therefore
largely deny his heirs, an increase in tax basis for appreciation that was economically and properly attributable to the pre-1977 period.
The formula approach may distort the allocation of "real" appreciation in
property between periods before and after the cut-off date; it also fails to take
08-902-77--16
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account of the fact that the rate of inflation for a substantial period of years
ending shortly before the cut-off date was materially higher than the present or
reasonably foreseeable Inflation rate.
Under the formula approach, post-cut-off date declines in the rate of inflation
will have the effect of denying a decedent's heirs a step-up in basis for pre-cut-off
date inflationary appreciation. Recognition of true fair market value at the cutoff date, on the other hand, will properly allocate both "real" and inflationary
appreciation to the periods in which they economically occurred.
In order to apply the formula approach, te executor must first determine the
decedent's basis for the property at death, or if unknown, the value at the date
of acquisition. This information will often be extremely difficult, if not impossible,
to obtain, particularly since taxpayers never before had reason to maintain Information with respect to the tax bases, or the dates of acquisition, of their property in a form accessible to their executors. This may not only raise difficult
factual questions, but may also raise legal questions surrounding the effect on
the decedent's basis of transactions during his lifetime with respect to which he
had sole knowledge. For example, it is not uncommon for a decedent to have
owned a personal residence for many years and to have made substantial capital
improvements in the property from time to time. If the taxpayer planned to live
in his house until death, lie had no reason to accumulate this information in precut-off years or to make it accessible to others.
The need for this information is, of course, inherent in the new carryover-basis
system; however, taxpayers who acquire property after the enactment of the 1976
Act, and their accountants, are at least put on notice that their executors will
need this information at death.
The problem of lack of notice and accessibility of information are exacerbated
where the decedent owns a partnership interest or stock in a Subchapter S corporation. Taxpayers themselves rarely maintained information with respect to
the basis of the property owned by these entities, and there may be serious questions as to the right of an executor to secure this information.
The Code imposes a duty on executors to provide the Internal Revenue Service
with information concerning the carryover basis of property. An executor may
be fined for failure to produce such information, unless he has done everything
reasonable to obtain the information but without success. The standard of reasonableness may be difficult to apply to the production of information for years
before decedents and prospective executors were put on notice as to its need.
Moreover, executors will be aware that a failure to produce such information to
the Internal Revenue Service may not only subject them to fine, but may also
subject them to possible liability to the decedent's heirs for any increase in tax
liability that may be incurred as a result of this "unreasonable" failure to produce such information.
The carryover-basis system, in general, is a radically new system, producing
new and substantial record-keeping responsibilities. For these and other reasons,
Congress determined to apply it prospectively by providing a "fresh-start". We
submit that the formula approach to a "fresh-start" basis contains most of the
hardships, injustices and unfair burdens inherent in a retroactive application of
the carryover basis concept. The clear congressional intention of prospective
application, for the purpose of achieving equity and fairness, can only be Implemented properly by providing executors with the option of calculating tax
basis on cut-off date fair market value.
Amortization of interest and taxes during construction of real property
Section 2(e) of the proposed Technical Corrections Act as passed by the House
would clarify the treatment of the new capitalization and amortization rules of
Code Section 189 in cases in which the construction period for non-residential
real estate begins In 1976 for a taxpayer whose taxable year begins in 1975.
While this provision In the Technical Corrections Bill clears up a minor ambiguity In new Code Section 189, It does not deal at all with major ambiguities
which exist in this new Code Section and which have not yet been dealt with
by either the statute or any Treasury regulations.
- Section 2(e) of the Technical Corrections Bill is Intended to apply "if the
construction period begins" on or after a particular date. Currently, the determination of when the construction period begins is unclear.
Under new Code Section 189, the construction period is defined as beginning
upon the commencement of the construction of the building or other Improvement
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and ending when the constructed property is ready to be placed in service or held
for sale. The Joint Committee on Taxation explanation of the events that will
cause the commencement of the construction period indicates that "land prepara.
tion and improvements, such as clearing, grading, excavating and filling" start
the period. There is no provision for the suspension or termination of the period
once commenced, prior to completion of construction.
It is the position of the National Realty Committee that the construction period should be deemed to commence for this purpose only with the start of the
actual physical construction of the improvements, and not with land preparation
and improvement, and that the construction period should terminate or be suspended in the event the taxpayer abandons his present intention to complete
construction.
According to the Joint Committee's explanation, Congress adopted Code Sec.
tion 189 in order to discourage tax-motivated, rather than economically motivated, real estate construction, which can cause distortions in real estate values
and construction costs that produce unsound investments. We believe that to be
a completely valid objective; however, we submit that Code Section 189, as enacted and explained, is overly broad and may inappropriately constrain the con.
duct of economically motivated real estate construction.
Taxpayers owning land and seeking debt or equity financing necessary for the
construction frequently prepare land for construction in order to show good faith
to prospective lenders and investors. If a taxpayer cannot secure the needed financing, he will abandon his present intention to construct until such time as he
can secure the needed capital. Under Section 189, as enacted and explained, such
a taxpayer will be deemed to have commenced the construction period upon the
undertaking of preliminary land preparation, and will be required to capitalize
interest and taxes, conceivably over a period of years during which no construction is taking place, even though the land preparation cost may be insignificant
In relation to the actual cost of land to the taxpayer. There would be little erosion
of the Code Section 189 provision, and no erosion whatsoever if its underlying
intent, by defining the commencement of construction as the start of actual
physical work on the construction, such as the sinking of piles or the pouring of a
foundation. Typically, if immediate construction is Intended, there will only be a
short delay between land preparation and actual physical construction, during
which period only a small portion, if any, of indebtedness or real estate taxes
will be attributed to construction. At the same time, taxpayers will continue to
be able to undertake preliminary land preparation for the purpose of securing
construction capital.
Similarly, frequently a taxpayer will acquire a number of building sites, intending inimediate construction on less than all of such sites. Such a taxpayer
may find it more economical to do the land preparation work on all the sites,
even though he only has an indefinite intention to construct on some in the
future. Taxpayers in this situation may well be forced to avoid the more economical approach of preparing the land on all sites at the same time In order
to avoid capitalizing interest and taxes with respect to building sites on which
the taxpayer has no present intention to construct.
The rule which we prop)se is similar to that adopted by the Treasury De.
partment in its regulations relating to the credit for the purchase of a new prin.
Climl residence after March 12, 1975 and before January 1, 1977, Le., Treas. Regs.
1.44-2 (a) issued December 1, 1975.
Present Code Section 189, as explained, is similarly overbroad in not suspending the construction period where a taxpayer, having commenced construction,
abandons construction for economic reasons. Thus, a taxpayer who has com.
menced construction but who is forced to interrupt because of the unavailability
of sufficient funds, litigation contesting his right to construct or other factors
beyond his control, will not only suffer the substantial economic detriment which
always results from the Interruption of a planned construction program, but In
addition is subject to being penalized under the tax laws through Inability to
currently deduct real estate taxes and tny mortgage Interest being paid to carry
the property through this difficult period of time.
It would, therefore, be appropriate in our view to provide in the statute for
an interruption in the "construction period" where the facts demonstrate a bona
fide, albeit temporary, abandonment of construction.
Because the Code Section 189 approach is to capitalize interest and taxea
attributable to construction periods, rather than interest and taxes attributable
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to construction, the provisIlo 'lot only covers situations outside the congressional
purpose as discussed above, but also creates a variety of allocation problems.
For example, the provision offers no guidance as to the result where a taxpayer
improves or makes additions to existing structures or where a taxpayer commences construction on only a portion of a single land tract. We believe that
these problems are serious enough to require statutory attention. The language
of Code Section 189 should. in our view, be broadened to specifically lrmit, lrsiant to appropriate Treasury regulations, allocations of Interest and taxes payable during a "construction period" between that xortion of any property which
is actually undergoing construction or reconstruction and other portions with
respect to which either no construction has commenced, in the case of vacant
land adjoining the construction site for example, or where construction has already been completed, as in the case of the addition of an extension, enlargement,
or rehabilitation of an existing structure.
Real static c.recption to partuership "at risk" rule
Section 2(q) of the Technical Corrections Bill would amend Code Section
704(d) by substituting certain language in tile exception contained in Section
704(d) for "any partnership, the principal activity of which involves real loroerty (other than mineral property)." (Janguage from Conference Report to the
Tax Reform Act of 1976.) The problems which have arisuii under the language
currently used in Section 704(d) have centered around the ambiguities in the
term "principal activity" and the word "Investing", the latter being used ill the
statutory langtrage while the Conference Committee Report utilized the word
involvess".
The Bill attempts to clarify these ambiguities by providing that. for a partnership to qualify for this excption "substantially all of the activates of [the,
partnership muist] relate to the holding of real property (other than mineral
property) for sale or rental." We are concerned that the substitution of the proposed new language for the existing phraseology In Section 704(d) will not
clarify the current ambiguities.
Of particular concern to us is the amluglifty imlicit in both the existing statutory language and the substitute language prolsed In the Techiieal Correctlons
Bill with respect to treatment of personal property leased ns an Incident to the.
ownership or operation of real property, such as. tile leasing of furniture, fixtures
andl kitchen equipment in hotels, motels and apartments.
The proposed language changes suggested in Section 2(q) of the Bill vill not
eliminate this problem.
Moreover, we are concerned that the use of alay concept that makes the existence of the real property exception to Setion 704(d) depend upon the dominan(.th
of real-property activities in the partnership not only will perpetuate ambiguities
but will also deny the benefits of the exception to many partnerships not engeagedl
in the kinds of abuses that motivated Congress to amend Section 704 (d) as part
of the 1076 Tax Reform Act. The purpose underlying the 1976 amendmets to
Section 704(d) was prevention of the use of the partnership vehicle to carry on
tax .shelter transactions Involving nonrecourse financing and other -forms of
limitation of risk. The real estate exception Incltided in the Section 7(4(d)
amendment reflects congressional recognition of tile historic use of nourecoirse
financing as a customary, non-tax motivated method of financing real estate
transactions, as contrasted with the rather recent utilization of various foris of
nonrecourse financing in connection with leveraged oil and mineral transactions.
purchases of films, books and records, and other acquisitions structured with
nonrecourse debt for the primary purpose of securing tax advantages.
In the light of this purpose, it Is not necessary to limit the real estate excep.
tion to Section 704(d) to instances in which "substantially all" of the partnership's activities are limited to the ownership of real property. The legitimate
use of traditional nonrecourse financing of real property by a partnership should'
be permitted without limit even where the partnership engages in other business
activities. For example, we do not believe that It is consistent with tile congresslonal purpose to deny the real property exception to a partnership engaged
in a manufacturing business in Its nonrecourse-financed factory while allowintr
the benefits of the exception to a similar partnership that chose to lense its
factory to another instead.
The National Realty Committee therefore proposes that the language adde4t
to Section 704(d) by the 1976 Tax Reform Act be deleted and the followinglanguage substituted:
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"For purposes of this sub.section, the adjusted bIsis of any partner's interest

in the partnership shall not include any portion of any partnership liability with
respect to which the partner has no personal liability, other than a liability
secured by an interest in real property (other than mineral property). The preceding sentence shall not apply with respect to any activity to the extent that
section 465 (relating to limiting deductions to amounts at risk in case of certain
activities) applies."
We recognize that while the proposed broadening of tile exception for real
property substantially increases the clarity of Section T04(d), this liberalized
language, on its face, way arguably expand a l)tentiai for abuse currently
implicit in the statutory framework of Section T04(d). Unlike Section 465, the
application of the "at risk" concept of Section 704(d) does not depend on the
conduct of a particular partnershlp "activity". Accordingly, as currently drafted,
Section 704(d) appears to permit a partner to create "at risk" tax liasis that
allows the flow-through of Irtnership losses by contributing cash or other highbasis property or by Incurring personal liaility oil partnershilp Indebtedness,
whether or not. the contributed property or personal liability Is economically at
risk in the loss producing "activity".
If Congress desires, it may therefore be appropriate in the legislative history
explaining this amendment to make It clear that Congress does not Intend that
the real property exception to Section 704(d) be utilized to perlit the passthrough to partners of losses attributable to property. other than non-mineral
real property, financed with nonrecourse debt, where the principal purpose for
the acquisition by the partnership of either the real property, or such other
property, Is the evasion or avoidance of Section 704(d). 1
l)espite tile foregoing. If the Congress desires to preserve the 1')rincii)al activity" or *substantially all" test, or substitute some other activity test, in defining
the real property exception to Section 704(d) : the National Realty Committee
urges that the accompanying legislative history make clear that the incidental
and subsidiary activities conducted In connection with the operation of a hotel,
motel or apartment house by a partnership will not cause the loss of the real
property exception.
STATEMENT OF GIL

TjiunM.

PROGRAMS,

STAFF LEGISLATIVE E ('oUNSEL AND DIRECTOR OF TAX

TIlE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF REALTORS

The National Association of Realtors Is comprised of more than 1,750 local
boards of Realtors located in every state of the Union, the District of
Columbia, and Puerto Rico. Combined membership of these boards is approxiinately 500,000 persons actively engaged in sales, brokerage, management, coniseling, and appraisal of residential, commercial, industrial, recreational and farm
real estate. The activities of the Association's nlemlelshil) involve all aspects of
the real estate industry, such as mortgage banking. home building, alnd coninercial and residential real estate development, including development, construetion and sales of condoilninims. The Association has the largest ineinbership of
any association In the U.S. concerned with all facets of the real estate Industry.
Principal officers are: Harry 0. Elimstroin, President, Ballston Spa, New York;
Toin Grant, Jr., Vice President, Tulsa, Oklahoma ; and I. Jackson Pontius, Executive Vice President. Headquarters of the Association are at 430 North Michigan
Avenue. Chicago, Illinois 60611. The Washington Office is located at 925 Fifteenth
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. Telephone 202/637-6800.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is Gil Thurm. and
I am the Staff Legislative Counsel and Director of Tax Programs for tile National Association of Realtors. We appreciate this opportunity to testify before
this Subcommittee on legislation relating to the estate tax carryover basis provision enacted as a part of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
The National Association of Realtors is comprised of 50 state Associations.
and more than 1,760 local hoards of Realtors located in every state of the Union,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. Combined membership of these boards
Is in excess of 500,000 persons actively engaged in-Aties, brokerage, management,
I The accompanying legislative history may also point out that the real property
exception would continue to be subject to existing law which provides that no partner
may include in his tax basis for his partnership interest his share of nonrecourse indebtedness to the extent such indebtedness exceeds the fair market value of the property subject
to such liability, and that where real property and other property are subject to a single
nonrecourse Indebtedness, such Indebtedness should be allocated between the real property

and the other property on the basis of their relative fair market values.
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counseling, and appraisal of-residential, commercial, industrial. recreational.
and firm real estate. The activities of the Association's membership involve all
aspects of the real estate industry, such as mortgage banking, home building,
and commercial and residential real estate development, including development,
construction, and sales of condominiums. The Association has the largest menibership of any association In the United States concerned with all facets of the
real estate industry.
Before the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the basis of Inherited
property was "stepped-up" or increased to the fair market value at the date
of the decedent's death. This former rule was drastically changed by the Tax
Reform Act of 1976. Section 1023 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, added
by Section 2005 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, requires the recipient of inherited
property to carry over the decedent's basis--there is no longer a step-up to fair
market value at the date of death.
To ease the impact of this change in the law, the statute provides a "fresh
start" as of December 31, 1976. That is, tihe "carryover basis" is Increased to
reflect pro-1977 appreciation In the value of property. Marketable bonds and
securities are valued according to a stock exchange listing as of December 31,
1976 to determine the amount of the increase. Appreciation in the value of
basically all other property, including real estate, is determined by an artificial
allocation in accordance with the number of days the property was held before
1977 and the total number of days it was held before the decedent's death. The
effective date of this major change in the law was December 31, 1976.
A number of bills have been introduced in both the Senate and the House to
repeal and alleviate this carryover basis rule because of its complexity and
because of the hardships that result from the rule. Tihe National Association of
Realtors urges the Subcommittee to support those bills designed to repeal this
onerous provision, such as S. 1954 which was introduced by Senator Curtis.
Short of outright repeal of the carryover basis rule, we strongly urge the
Subcommittee to support a postponement of the effective date of this troublesome
and complex provision until 90 days after final regulations are issued by the
Treasury Department for this provision, but In any event, not before Decem.
ber 31, 1978. In that regard, the National Association of Realtors supports
S. 2227, Introduced by Senator Byrd, to postpone the effective date of the rule to
the end of 1978.
It Is important that the effective date be postponed since a significant number
of major questions are arising with regard to the application of the carryover
toasis rule and the "fresh start" adjustment. These rules are applicable to heirs
and executors of persons dying after December 1, 1976. Yet there Is little or no
authoritative guidance for the heirs and executors concerning implementation
of these new rules. It Is clear that Treasury regulations will not be available in
time to answer the many questions on this subject which started to appear at the
beginning of this year and which are continuing to be raised at this very time.
Our Association also supports the "grandfather provision" of S. 2228, introduced by Senator Byrd and Senator Dole, which eliminates from the applicability
of carryover basis all assets held by a decedent on December 31, 1976.
In light of the President's recent announcement that lie will delay sending his
tax reform proposals to Congress until next year, it becomes even more Important
for this matter to be addressed and corrected now.
We also urge that this Subcommittee support removal of the discriminatory
aspect of the "fresh start" provision which imposes one rule for taxpayers with
respect to marketable securities and a different rule for other property, including real property. As noted above, marketable bonds and securities are valued
by determining the listed price of such securities on a stock exchange at December 31, 1976. On the other hand, the value of other property such as real estate
Is valued by use of an artificial allocation formula which assumes that the prop.
erty appreciated evenly over the period It was owned. Even If the taxpayer produces an independent appraisal of the value of the property as of December 81,
1976, the statute requires that the existence of the appraisal be disregarded and
that only the artificial allocation would apply.
-The National Association of Realtors respectfully submits that this discrimina.
tion between types of property for purposes of the "fresh start" rule is not justified. Real property does not typically appreciate evenly over its holding period.
By assuming ratable appreciation before and after December 31, 1976, this rule
imposes a particularly harsh burden upon taxpayers with improved real prop-
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erty such as multi-family rental housing and commercial properties such as
shopping centers. There generally Is a large increase in the value of the land
shortly after it is fully improved. This increase in value is usually slower in later
years. It is because of these economic realities that the artificial allocation
formula under the "fresh start" rule results in unsound and unfair value
determinations.
Equity and economic reality require that taxpayers be given the opportunity
to present independent appraisals to prove fair market value for purposes of the

"fresh start" rule, or, in those cases where the cost of the appraisal might be

disproportionate to the value Involved, that they be permitted to use the appraisal
on the basis of which real property taxes were paid to the local government
(adjusted, of course, to full value if the local governments procedure was to use a
fraction of full value). The National Association of Realtors urges that the
statute be amended to give taxpayers the opportunity to use such appraisals.
Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, if we might take Mr. Stewart and Mr.
Tierney.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE STEWART, TREASURER,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Mfr. STEWART. My name is George Stewart and I am treasurer of
Johns Hopkins Unliversity. I appear on behalf of my institution and
a number of colleges and universities.
Exempt charitable and educational institutions are engaged in the
practice of lending securities, stocks and bonds, from their investment
portfolios to various brokerage houses to enable the brokers to make
delivery of such securities-to cover either a short sale or a failure to
receive securities.

In these transactions, the broker receiving the certificates posts cash
collateral or, in some cases. U.S. Treasury bonds, in the amount equal to
or exceeding the then fair market value of the particular securities
being borrowed.
Senator PACKWOoD. At no risk.

Mr. STEWART. That is right. These arrangements are of two types:
in one, the collateral is available to the institution during the period
of the loan. If the collateral is bond, the institution is entitled to the
interest earned thereon during that period of time. If the collateral is
cash, the institution may invest the assets as it deems appropriate and
retain any earnings derived therefrom. Normally the collateral is
invested in such a way as to generate income in the form of interest.
Senator PACKWOOD. For how long of a period are these loans of
securities?
Mr. STEWART. The average is 2 weeks or less.
Senator PACKWOOD. What is the going rate that an institution like
yours would charge for that period?
Mr. STEWART. Generally we can earn the going short-term interest
rate. As you know, today ihat is a little over 6 percent.. Generally, however, we earn less than that because the procedure that I am describing
where sometimes--Senator PACKWOOD. Do you make these loans because there are simply not enough stock certificates and stock around for brokers to fulfill
their commitments, so they come and borrow the stock from you on a
very short term-100 percent collateralized basis and you very soon
get the stock back f
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Mr. STEWART. That is right. They are in need of these securities on
very short notice and do return them as soon as they find their
securities.

Under either arrangement-the second type being another type of
transaction where the institution is paid a negotiated fee rather than
receiving cash and earning interest itself-under either of these arrangenients, the institution or the broker can terminate the lending
relationship upon notice and, in such instances, the broker becomes
obliged to return the same number of shares of the securities borrowed
to the institution which retained the beneficial interest therein and the
institution becomes obliged to return the collateral.
In event of default on the part of the broker, the lending institution is required to use the collateral to purchase replacement securities
and has a claim against the borrowing broker for any deficiency. Any
excess funds derived from the process of seeking replacement securities must be,returned to the broker.
Thus, the institution's portfolio position cannot be improved by
virtue of any default by a broker-borrower. Any dividend or interest
which comes due during the course of a lending period must. be paid
by the )orrowing broker to the lending institution.
In a number of instances going back over a period of 3 or more
years, questions have been raised as to whether the lending of securitie~s by the institution is a trade or business and, if so, whether the
fee -paid or the interest earned on the collateral and the interim
dividendd and/or interest payments made by the broker constitute
unrelated business income taxable under section 513(a) subject to
tm modifications of section 512(b).

In the meantime, any exempt institutions which could make their
securities available to brokers and, thus, increase the stability of the
marketplace have refused to do so until the issue is disposed of by the
Internal Revenue Service.
Senator PACKWOOD. The issue is whether this is related or unrelated
business income, taxable or not taxable?
Mr. STEWART. Exactly.
Senator PACKWOOD. YOUl are not really in the common business
of selling stocks and bonds. You are simply a backup reservoir for
those. who are involved in that business so that they can fulfill their
commitments.
M . STEWART. Yes. As you may be aware, until some years ago, gen-

erally the brokerdealers' were able to accommodate one another. As
the volume of trading expanded, they had to seek other sources and
cono generally to institutions with large portfolios.
Whether tl;e broker is entitled to the interest, the Internal Rvenue
Service has suggested that the transaction is really a borrowing of
the collateral by the lender and the securities are really collateral
from the lender's loan. In such case. the contention is made that there
is an acquisition indebtedness giving rise to the treatment of the interes4. earned on the collateral as being unrelated debt-financed income.
However, there seems to be common agreement that this kind of
transaction is a passive use of investment assets of a nature which
-Congress did not intend.
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Senator PACKWOOD. I will have to call your portion of this to a
close because of the thne limit. I understand the issue very clearly.
I do not agree with the Internal Revenue Service. I agree with your
position.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stewart follows:]
STATEMENT OF GEORGE 'STEWART, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

My name is George Stewart and I am Treasurer of Johns Hopkins University. I appear, on behalf of my institution and a number of colleges and
universities.
Exempt charitable and educational institutions, including colleges and universities, have engaged in the practice of lending securities (stocks and bonds)
from their investment portfolios to various brokerage houses to enable the brokers to make delivery of such securities to cover either a short sale or a failure
to receive securities. In these transactions, the broker receiving the certificates
posts cash collateral (or in some cases U.S. Treasury bonds) in an amount
equivalent to or exceeding the then fair market value of the particular securities being borrowed. These arrangements are generally of two types:
(a) In one, the collateral is available to the institution during the period of
the loan. If the collateral is bonds, the Institution is entitled to the interest
earned thereon. If the collateral is cash, the institution may invest the assets as
It deems appropriate and retain any earnings derived therefrom. Normally,
the collateral is invested in such a way as to generate income in the form of
interest.
(b) In another type of transaction, the institution is paid a negotiated fee
to compensate it for the borrowing of the securities and the income (n the
collateral.
Under either arrangement, the institution or the broker can terminate the
lending relationship upon notice. In such instance, the broker becomes 014igel
to return the same number of shares of the securities borrowed to the Institution which has retained the beneficial interest therein and the institution becomes obliged to return the collateral to the broker.
In the event of default on the part of the broker, the lending institution is
required to use the collateral to purchase replacement securities and has a
claim against the borrowing broker for any deficiency. Any excess funds derived from the process of seeking replacement securities must be returned to
the broker. Thus, the institution's portfolio position cannot be improved by virtue of any default by a broker-borrower. Any dividend or interest which copies
due during the course of the lending period must be paid by the borrowig
broker to the lending institution.
In a number of instances going back over a period of three or more years,
questions have been raised as to whether the lending of the securities boy the
institution is a trade or business and, if so, whether the fee paid or the interest
earned on the collateral and the interim dividend and/or interest payments made
by the broker constitute unrelated business income taxable under Sectien 513
(a) subject to the modifications of Section 512(b). In the meantime, many exempt Institutions which could make their securities available to broker. and.
thus, increase the stability of the marketplace have refused to do so until the
issue has been disposed of by the Internal Revenue Service.
Where the broker is entitled to the interest on the cash collateral, representatives of the Service have suggested that the transaction is really a borrowing
of the collateral by the lender and "the lent securities are really collateral for
the lender's loan." In such case, the contention is made that there is an acquisition indebtedness giving rise to the treatment of time interest earned on the collateral as unrelated debt-financing income. However, there seems to lie comnmon agreement that this kind of transaction is a passive use of investment
assets of a nature which Congress did not intend to be taxed. As was noted In theSenate Finance Committee report with respect to this matter:
"Dividends, interest, royalties, most rents, capital gains and losses and Rimilar
itens are excluded from the base of the tax on unrelated income because your
committee believes that they are 'passive' in character and are not likely to result in serious competition for taxable businesses having similar Income." (Sea-
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ate Report 2375, 81st Cong., 2nd Sess. (1950), pages 3-31.) (Italic supplied.)
And that such income did not arise "from active business enterprises which
are unrelated to the exempt purposes of the organizations." (Senate Report,
supra, page 27.)
Moreover, as the Securities and Exchange Commission has made clear in letters
to the Internal Revenue Service, the availability of securities for lending in this
fashion fulfills a significant public function in assuring the stability of the
marketplace by providing securities for delivery by brokers to customers.
Near the end of the session in 1976, the Finance Committee approved the
addition of a similar bill (S. 3811) to H.R. 7929. The proposal was supported
by the Treasury Department which advised the Office of Management and Budget
that it had no objection to its position. At this session, in response to the Chairman's request, the then Chief of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation indicated that the staff saw no reason why the bill should not be supported.
The sponsor further indicated that, in addition, the Securities and Exchange
Commission supported the amendment.
On behalf of a number of colleges and universities, some of which have engaged in securities lending and others of which would do so if the threat of
the unrelated trade or business challenge were removed and in the interest of
other exempt organizations similarly situated, I would urge that the proposed
bill be approved by the subcommittee on the grounds that the lending of securities is the kind of passive use of investment assets which Congress did not not
intend to subject to tax and, further, that such lending serves a clear public
purpose as indicated by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Because of the short notice which we received with respect to my appearance
before this Committee, I would like to reserve the right to submit a more detailed statement for inclusion in the record if that should seem appropriate or
necessary.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Tierney.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM 1. TIERNEY, VICE PRESIDENT,
SALOMON BROS.
MNr. TIERNEY. Mr. Chairman, my name is William J. Tierney. I am
vice president of Salomon Bros.
Senator PACKWOOD. You would be on the other side of this?
Mr. TIERNEY. Yes.
I appreciate the opportunity to be before you in respect to the bill
introduced by Senator Packwood that would provide that income derived by exempt organizations from lending of securities in their portfolios should be treated in the same manner as dividends and interest,
and hence exempt from tax.
I shall endeavor to explain wuhat securities lending is, what function it serves, and why the SEC has taken the position that increased
availability of securities- for lending would have a most salutary
effect.
My oral statement will be as brief as possible. I am most anxious
to conserve the committee's time, and therefore I would like to file
copies of letters written by the Chairman of the SEC and certain
material previously prepared by Salomon Bros. with respect to loans
of securities for the record, marked "appendix A" and "appendix B";

they are attached to this statement.Let us turn first to what is meant by a securities loan, and the circumstances under which it becomes necessary for a broker-dealer to
borrow certificates representing securities. When a broker-dealer sells
a security for its customer, it settles the transaction by receiving the
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security from the customer and redelivering it to a clearing facility or
directly to the buyer.
On the other hand, when a broker-dealer purchases a security as
agent for a customer, it receives the security from the clearing facility
or directly from the seller, or its agent, and redelivers it to the
customer.
In either event, if the broker-dealer fails to receive the physical
certificates evidencing the security, it will be unable to make a timely
delivery unless it is able to "borrow" a block of identical securities
from another holder.
Fails to receive may also occur when the seller has sold "short",
that is, when a security which is not owned by the seller is sold
to a third party.
If the broker-dealer can effect a borrowing of physical certificates,
he uses the borrowed certificates to make delivery, and tliereby avoids
creating an incompleted transaction.
When the original security is received, the borrowed certificates are

returned. Despite efforts to" eliminate the necessity for physical de-

livery or certificates by means of clearing facilities and depositories,
such delivery is still ihe principal means of consummating transactions of corporate securities.
Consequently, the SEC has concluded that thc borrowing of securities can improve the efficiency of clearance and settlement t functions.
The proposed bill contemplates that the terms of securities loans
entered into by exempt organizations would comply with the requirements imposed by the SEC on regulated investment companies which
lend securities.
Under these requirements a broker-dealer must post collateral with
a value equal to that of the securities borrowed; adjustments of collateral are required on a daily basis so that the lender is always fully
secured.
In addition, the lender has the right to terminate the loan at any
time upon notice of no more than 5 business days, whereupon the
broker-dealer is required to return certificates for the borrowed
securities.
The 5-day notice is fixed in light of the fact that an institution
which sells securities will have 5 days following the trade date within
which to make timely settlement by delivery of physical certificates
returned by the broker-dealer.
The lender therefore continues to be in full control of its portfolio,
and may sell although certificates for such securities may have been
loaned to a broker.
Compensation received by lenders of securities may take several
forms. Certain borrowers furnish short-term, marketable securities as
collateral and pay a fee, or permit the lender to retail all or a portion
of the income on such securities.
Others furnish cash as collateral; in such cafes, the lender may retain some or all of the interest or dividends attributable to investments
made with the cash.
If a loan of securities extends over a record date the borrower is
required to pay the lender an amount equal to the dividends or interest
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which the lender would have received if the borrowed securities had
been registered in its name on the record (late.
The lending of securities along the lines which I have .just described
has been approved by various government agencies with jurisdiction
over a variety of institutional investors.
For example, the SEC has granted such authorization to registered
investment companies, and the Comptroller of the Currency has
taken similar action with respect to pension funds and other accounts
managed by the trust departments of national banks.
The lender with the largest volume of securities loans at present
is the Federal Reserve Board. However, pension trusts and exempt
institutions, which hold a substantial percentage of common stocks
and corporate bonds, have generally been unwilling to lend securities
due to the existing uncertainty regarding the classification of such
income for tax purposes.
The lending of securities is a passive adjmet to normal portfolio
management activities. Each judgment to buy, sell or hold a security
continues to be made solely on the merits of lhe security as an investment, and without regard to the fact that the certificates for such
security had been, or might conceivably be, loaned to a broker.
This is due to the fact that brokers' needs for certificates of any
particular security are unpredictable. Therefore. whether a security
might be borrowed, and the likely duration of such loan could not be
determined-in advance.
Moreover. experience has shown that most securities loans entered
into by a broker-dealer are outstanding for only a brief period of time,
generally measured in days or weeks, rather than months.
The modest return front lending securities would have no impact
onl investment portfolio decisions.
However, such income would enable educational institutions. )ension funds and other exempt entities to increase their current portfolio yield through fully secured transactions as an adjunct to routine
portfolio management.
The bill would recognize the passive nature of income derived from
such loans, and treat it for tax purposes in the same manner as interest. dividends and rental income.
In summary, we respectfully urge the committee to give favorable
consideration'to the bill introduced by the Honorable Senator Packwood. It is in the public interest, and clarifies the character of payments on securities loans in a manner entirely consistent with the
spirit and letter of existing Internal Revenue Code provisions which
recognize that income from passive investments should be a tax-free
source of revenue for educational and charitable entities and pension
trusts.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you. I have no questions. I appreciate
your coming down.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tierney follows:]
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM

JOSEPH TIERNEY, JR., VICE PRESIDENT-OPERATIONS,
SAU-MON BROTHERS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is William J. Tierney,

.Jr. I am Vice PresIdent-Operations of Salomon Brothers. I hmve served In this
capacity for approximately seven years, and have had extensive experience in
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supervising the borrowing of securities on behalf of one of the largest brokerdealers in the nation. I greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear before you
with respect to the bill Introduced by Senator Packwood (for himself and Senator Ribicoff) which would provide that inconie derived by exempt organizations
froim leilfing of securities it their portfolios should be treated in the same
manner as dividends and Interest, and hence exempt from tax. I shall endeavor
to explain what securities lending is, what function It serves, and why the SEC
has taken the position that Increased availability of securities for lending
would have a most salutary effect.
My oral statement will lie as brief as possible. I am most anxious to conserve
the Committee's time, and therefore I would like to file copies of letters written
by the Chairman of the SEC and certain material previously prepared by Salomon Brothers with respect to loans oT'-curlties for the record, marked
"Appendix A" and "Appendix B"; they are attached to this statement.
Let us turn first to what is uleant by a securities loan, and the circumstances
under which it becomes necessary for a broker-dealer to borrow certificates
representing securities. When a broker-dealer sells a security for its customer,
it settles the transaction by receiving the security from the customer and redelivering It to a clearing facility or directly to the buyer. On the other hand,
when a broker-dealer purchases a security as agent for a customer, it receives
the security from the clearing facility or directly front the seller, or its agent,
:nd redelivers it to the customer. In either event, if the broker-dealer falls to
receive the physical certificates evidencing the security, it will be unable to make
a timely delivery unless it is able to "borrow" a block of identical securities from
smother holder. Fails to receive may also occur when the seller has sold "short",
i.e.. when a security which Is not owned by the seller Is sold to a third party.
If the broker-dealer can effect a borrowing of physical certificates, he uses the
borrowed certificates to make delivery, and thereby avoids creating an inco)mpleted tran.action. When the original security is received, the borrowed certificates are returned. Despite efforts to eliminate the necessity for physical
delivery of certificates by means of clearing facilities and depositories, such
delivery is still the principal means of consummating transactions of corporate
securities. Consequently, the SEC has concluded that the borrowing of securities
can improve the efficiency of clearance and settlement functions.
The proposed bill contemplates that the terms of securities loans entered into
biy exempt organizations would comply with the requirements imposed by the
EC on regulated investment companies which lend securities. Under these requirements a broker-dealer must post collateral with a value equal to that of
the securities borrowed: adjustments of collateral are required on a daily basis
s) that the lender is always fully secured. it addition, the lender has the right
to terminate the loan at any time upon notice of no more than 5 business days,
whereupon the broker-dealer is required to return certificates for the borrowed
securities. The 5 day notice Is fixed in light of the fact that an institution which
sells securities will have 5 days following the trade date within'which to make
timely settlement by delivery of physical certificates returned by the brokerdealer. The lender therefore continues to be in full control of Its portfolio, and
may sell although certificates for such securities may have been loaned to a
broker.
Compensation received by lenders of securities may take several forms. Certain borrowers furnish short-term, marketable securities as collateral and pay
a fee. Qr liermit the lender to retain all or a portion of the income on such
securities. Others furnish cash as collateral; in such cases, the lender may retain
sonic or all of any interest or dividends attributable to investments made with
the cash. If a loan of securities extends over a record date the borrower Is
required to pay the lender an amount equal to the dividends or interest which
the lender would have received If the borrowed securities had been registered
in its name on the record date.
The lending of securities along the lines which I have Just described has been
approved by various government agencies with Jurisdiction over a variety of
institutional Investors. For example, the SEC has granted such authorization
to registered investment companies, and the Comptroller of the Currency has
taken similar action with respect to pension funds and other accounts managed
by the trust departments of national banks. The lender with the largest volume
of securities loans at present is the Federal Reserve Board. However, pension
trusts and exempt institutions, which hold a substantial percentage of common
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stocks and corporate bonds, have generally been unwilling to lend securities
duo to the exiisting uncertainty regarding the classification of saih Income for
tax purposes.
The lending of securities is a passive adjunct to normal portfolio management
activities. Each judgment to buy, sell or hold a security continues to be made
solely on the merits of the security as an investment, and without regard to the
fact that the certificates for such security had been, or might conceivably be,
loaned to a broker. This is due to the fact that brokers' needs for certificates
of any particular security are unpredictable. Therefore, whether a security
might be borrowed, and the likely duration of such loan could not be determined in advance. Moreover, experience has shown that most securities loans
entered into by a broker-dealer are outstanding for only a brief period of time,
generally measured in days or weeks, rather than months. The modest return
from lending securities would have no impact on investment portfolio decisions.'
However, such income vould enable educational institutions, pension funds
and other exempt entities to increase their current portfolio yield through fully
secured transactions as an adjunct to routine portfolio management. The bill
would recognize the passive nature of income derived from such loans, and treat
it for tax purposes in the same manner as interest, dividends and rental income.
'In summary, we respectfully urge the Committee to give favorable considerationto the bill introduced by the Honorable Senator Packwood. It is in the public
interest, and clarifies the character of payments on securities loans in a manner
entirely consistent with the spirit and letter of existing Internal Revenue Code
provisions which recognize that income from passive investments should be a
tax-free source of revenue fo- educational and charitable entities and pension
trusts.
APPENDIX A
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,

Washington, D.C.
Re Availability of corporate securities for lending to facilitate settlement of
securities transactions.
Hon. DONALD C. ALEXANDER,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue Service,
Department of the Treasury,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ALEXANDER: The availability of securities for lending to facilitate the
the settlement of securities transactions is a matter of some concern to the se-

curities Industry. Because current and future tax policies may have some bearIng on this matter, I am taking this opportunity to apprise you of the situation
and its rumifications.

When a broker-dealer sells a security as agent for a customer, It settles the
transaction by receiving the security from the customer and redeliveriug It to
the appropriate clearing facility or directly to the buyer. On the other hand,
when a broker-dealer purchases a security as agent for a customer, it receives
the security from the clearing facility or directly from the seller, or its agent,
and redelivers It to the customer, in general, after transferring the security into

the customer's name. In either event, if the broker-dealer fails to receive the
security, it likely will not be able to deliver it, unless other identical securitiess
of the same issuer are readily available for borrowing. Similar situations occur
-when the broker-dealer is acting as principal rather than as agent.
These situations may arise from a variety of circumstances, including, among
others: the customer's securities are in "legal form" and must first be transferred into "good deliverable form"; the customer has not sold his entire holdings
'The amount which Institutions receive as compensation for lending a security Is
related to the broker's loan rate on commercial bank borrowings during the term of the
loan. At present, major institutional lenders earn a yield of about 3 percent on loans
of equity securities, approximately 2 percent on loans of corporate honds, and 1/ to %
of 1 percent on loans of U.S. Government bonds. If a loan of securities were outstanding
for two months (a period which is longer than the vast majority of cases) and the compensation received by the lender were 3 percent on an annual basis, the lender's actual
yield for that loan would be 0.5 percent of the value of the security. It is obvious that
such a modest return could not cause an institution to acquire a security, and could not
act nasa disincentive In the event that a sale would otherwise be deemed advisable in light
of market conditions or the outlook for the issuer.
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and must have the certificates broken down Into smaller denominations for delivery; or the seller has sold the securities short. One of the most common
reasons, however, is that the seller or his broker-dealer has itself failed to receive
the security from a previous seller. (For example, customer X of Broker A sells
to Marketmaker B, who sells to Trader C, who sells to Broker D for its customer
Y; if customer X fails to deliver to Broker A, as a consequence, four additional
incomplete transactions may be created.) It was the realization of this possibility
of an initial failure to complete a transaction to create a continuous chain of Incompleted transactions that was one of the primary causes of the securities
processing crisis of the late 1960's and early 1970's.'
Over the last few years the Securities and Exchange Commission and the securities industry self-regulatory organizations (the stock exchanges and the
National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc.) have instituted a number of
reforms designed to Improve the processing of securities transactions and thus
to reduce Incompleted transactions. The level of uncompleted transactions between broker-dealers may be reduced through the use of sophisticated clearing
facilities by netting transactions among participants and thereby reducing the
number of securities movements which are necessary to complete transactions
among participants and thereby reducing the number of securities movements
which are necessary to complete transactions and eliminating chains of incompleted transactions.'
Such clearing facilities or depositories, however, cannot reduce the level of
incompleted transactions where the parties to such transactions are not members
of these clearing facilities or depositories but rather are customers of brokerdealers or, the particular securities are not cleared through any clearing facility
or included in a depository. Thus, many such incompleted transactions are unavoidable. Even so, if the broker-dealer obligated to deliver a security can borrow an identical security from another holder, and use the borrowed security to
make delivery, at least a chain of incompleted transactions may be avoided. And,
when the original security is received, the borrowed security can be returned.
Consequently, the Commission believes that the borrowing of securities to
settle securities transactions can, depending -upon the circumstances, be a useful
and desirable technique to improve the securities processing mecbanism and reduce incompleted transactions. The rules promulgated by the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System appear to foster such an approach, since those
rules permit broker-dealers to borrow securities for the purpose of making deliveries of such securities, without regard to the margin limitations otherwise
imposed by Regulation T.'
The borrowing of securities by broker-dealers to complete deliveries, to avoid
"fails" and to cover short sales is thus quite extensive. The New York Stock
Exchange reports, for example, that, at the end of December, 1973, its members had outstanding borrowings of securities of approximately $1 billion.
A principal obstacle to increasing the borrowing of securities appears to be
the limited supply of such securities available for loan. A portion of the securi.
ties currently borrowed are securities in customer's margin accounts and the
supply, we are advised, is not adequate to meet demand because a large percentage of common stocks and most corporate bonds are hvld by institutional investors, primarily pension funds, Investment companies and insurance companies.
We understand that, with the very recent exception of insurance companies,
these institutional investors have not been lenders of securities because of their
doubts about the tax status of the payments that would be made to them. These
payments include not only the borrowing fee. but also any payments mailo in
lieu of dividends, interest and other distributions by the issuer of the securities.'
The characterization of those payments for income tax purposes may be determinative of whether it is profitable for various types of institutional investors to
make semrities loans. If the source of such borrowings is inhibited or eliminated
I See, Securities and FExchange Commison, Studv of Unsafe and Unsound Practices
of Brokers and Dealers, H.R. Doe. No. 92-231, 92d Cong., 1st Seas. (1971).
2 Depositories also reduce securities movements by holding large amounts of securities
and effecting delivery between participants solely by book entry and without the
necessity for actual receipt and delivery of certificates by the participants.
' See 12 CFR 220.6(h). ' Since the broker-dealer lhas redelivered the security to its purchaser and Is not the
bolder of record. it is not in a position to flow through the actual distribution to the lender
and can only make a payment In lieu of it.
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because Institutional investors will incur adverse tax consequences if they lend
their securities, both the level of uncompleted transactions could increase and the
ability to effect short sales could be reduced. On the other hand, to the extent
an increased amount of borrowable securities Is available, It is quite possible that
the current level of incompleted transactions could be further reduced.
We are advised that a number of such investors may have filed, or may be
about to file, requests for revenue rulings to resolve the question with respect to
the proper classification of such payments. These requests involve complicated
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code and of tax policy as to which the Commission, of course, does not have any expertise. If, however, favorable revenue
rulings are issued, thereby encouraging institutional investors to lend their
securities, based on the current volume of fails, knowledgeable members of the
brokerage industry estimate that substantial additional borrowings could' take
place, significantly reducing "fails" in the securities markets. This would improve the efficiency of the clearance and settlement functions in these markets
with resulting savings for the securities industry, which needs to operate as
efficiently as it can in order to discharge its resonsibilities.
We hope that this background information will be useful to the Internal Revenue Service in considering any requests for rulings you have received or may
receive on this important subject.
Sincerely yours,
RAY GARRETT, Jr., Chairman.
SECURITIES AND EXChiANGE COMMISSION.

1Va~ghington, D.C., March 19, 1975.
Re Availability of corporate securities for lending to facilitate settlement of
Securities transactions.
lIoN. DONALD C. ALEXANDER,

eomU8
isson
8 cr of Internal Re renu
uiervice,
Department of the Treasury,
Washington, D.C.

DFAR Ms. ALEXANDER: LAst year, the Commission determined that I should
write to you to advise you of Its views with respect to the availability of corlorate securities for lending to facilitate the settlement of securities transactions. At that time, we were aware that some Institutional Investors were
contemplating requesting revenue rulings to clarify the tax status of the payments that would be made to them if they were to lend securities. Since that
time, we understand that requests have been made for revenue rulings by at
least some institutional investors who, In the absence of a favorable ruling,
*have indicated their reluctance to become lenders of securities.
As I indicated to you in my prior letter, the Commission, of course, is not
purporting to express any opinion on matters of tax policy or any interpretation
of the Internal Revenue Code. We do believe, however, that favorable rulings
could result in substantial additional borrowings, significantly reducing "falls"
in the securities markets and, concomitantly, could improve the efficiency of the
clearance and settlement functions in these markets with resulting savings for
the securities industry. Since the time of my first letter, the aggregate dollar
value of "fails" has decreased, due to the important strides that have been
made over the last five years by the Commission and the securities industry to
maintain regulatory control over this situation. Nevertheless, the very recent
increase in trading activity we have been witnessing has been accompanied by
an increase In the dollar value of fails generally; a favorable tax ruling would
permit these falls to be reduced by the lending of securities, augmenting contlnulng regulatory efforts. Indeed. since our last letter, the dollar value of falls
in the corporate bond area has Increased by at least ten percent. and this particularly is an area where the corporate lending of securities could prove most
salutary.
In light of our interest in this matter, the Commlssion would appreciate it
if you could apprise us of the current status of any requests you have received
(in this matter. Naturally, If we can be of any assistance to you in your consideration of this matter, you should feel free to call upon us.
Sincerely yours,
RAT" GARRETT, Jr., Chairman.

-
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APPENDIX B,
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SALOMON BROTHERs
THE IMPORTANCE OF FAVORABLE TAX TREATMENT FOR LOANS 0F SECURITIES By
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

Despite efforts to eliminate the necessity for physical delivery of corporate
stock and bond certificates, such delivery is still the principal means of consummating transactions in such corporate securities.' For example, in a transaction involving a seller, a buyer and a different broker for each, the seller's
broker must deliver certificates for the security that is the subject of the transaction against payment to the buyer's broker within ive business days after the
trade date. If for any reason the seller's broker fails to receive the security from
its customer, it will be unable to complete the transaction. Because securities
transactions generally involve multiple transfers of securities, a break in the
chain at any point in a securities transaction may result in a number of fails to
deliver and fails to receive unless identical securities are available.
- _A broker-dealer's "failure to receive" securities can be the result of a number
of 'different circumstances. For example, a significant reason for fails is that
securities must be delivered in the exact amount being sold in order to complete
a transaction. In many instances, where the seller has sold less than his entire
position in a particular security, the seller must exchange the security into
different denominations so that he can make appropriate delivery. The mechanical steps involved in retrieving the securities from wherever they are being
held for safekeeping and delivering them to the transfer agent (and registrar)
for exchange and subsequently delivering them to the broker-dealer involve nee"
ecessary, but unavoidable, delay. Fails may also occur when the seller has sold
short, i.e., when a security which is not owned by the seller is sold to a third
party.
The Securities and Exchange Commission has been formulating and implementing a comprehensive program to avoid a repetition of the securities processing crisis of 1968-1971. As part of its program the Commission has instituted
a number of reforms, such as mandatory buy-in requirements, designed to reduce
the number of initial fails-to-receive. But many such fails are unavoidable. The
next beat alternative is to insure at least that the fail-to-receive does not set off
a chain reaction. This can be done if the broker-dealer owing the security can
borrow an identical security from another holder and use it to make the delivery to the broker-dealer on the other side. Then, when the original security is
finally delivered, the broker-dealer can use it to pay off the loan.
The Commission encourages the borrowing of securities to keep unavoidable
falls-to-receive from spreading further. The Federal Reserve Board pursues a
comparable policy. It specifically permits securities borrowing in its margin regulations' to enable brokers and dealers to make deliveries in the case of short
sales and fails-to-receive and directly facilitates the lending of securities to cover
fails by lending its own portfolio securities through the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York. This policy has also been followed by the various self-regulatory
organizations within the securities industry. The New York Stock Exchange, for
example, requires its members to be in a position to cover a short sale before it
is entered into and specifically permits borrowings to cover such a position. In
a recent Educational Circular, the New York Stock Exchange advised member
firms that:
"Orders to sell short should not be executed or entered into without reasonable
assurance that delivery can be made on the settlement date. Such assurance
preferably should be through prior arrangement to borrow. Other reasonable
assurance includes knowledge that the security is available for borrowing."
As a result of these efforts the value of securities borrowed by broker-dealers
has become very significant. According to the New York Stock Exchange, in
December 1973, its member firms had average outstanding borrowings of securl1A central depository has been established by the New York Stock Exchange for those

securities deposited In It, and transfers of such securities can take place among depositors
without the physical transfer or delivery of certificate For a variety of reasons, however, a large number of tansactions are not settled within the system.
I Since the lender of securities may use the collateral directly or indirectly to purchase
or carry securities, an exemption is necessary.
98-902-77-17
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ties in excess of $1 billion against cash collateral. Substantial borrowings are
also made against the pledge of U.S. Government securities. However, this is
still only a fraction of the potential need for securities borrowing. During the
same month the New York Stock Exchange reported that its members were fallIng to deliver some $3 billion in securities to their customers and $1.5 billion to
each other. It seems apparent that the securities markets are still plagued by
fails-to-deliver that could be avoided by borrowing.
Although securities are currently borrowed by broker-dealers from savings
banks, savings and loan associations, other broker-dealers and insurance companies, certain large institutions, particularly pension funds managed by commercial banks and investment companies, have been unwilling to lend their securities.
Since such institutions currently hold a large percentage of the common stocks
and corporate bonds held by institutional investors and, for the reasons set forth
below, are unwilling to lend securities to broker-dealers, the supply of securities
currently available for loan is greatly restricted.
This lack of supply has made it uneconomical in most cases for broker-dealers
to borrow the corporate securities that are available. The scarcity of the securities
has resulted In a cost of borrowing that usually leaves no economic Incentive
for the broker-dealer to make a loan. A typical arrangement is for the brokerdealer to deposit cash collateral for the loan at least equal to the market value
of the securities. The lender invests the cash in the money market and generally
retains the entire return. The broker-dealer borrows the cash collateral from
a commercial bank at the brokers' loan rate, so there is no advantage to it In
borrowing the securities in order to obtain the return of the same amount of
cash when it delivers them. As a result, broker-dealers have tended to borrow
securities only when required or encouraged to do so by regulation or as part of
reciprocal arrangements among broker-dealers for the mutual borrowing of customers' margin securities.
The borrowing of U.S. Government securities Is usually conducted on an entirely

different basis. Instead of depositing cash collateral, the broker-dealer pledges
other U.S. Government securities and pays the lender a negotiated fee. Because
there is a sufficient supply of these securities available for loan, free market

forces have resulted in a fee that is only a fraction of the brokers' loan rate.

Under these arrangements the broker-dealer has a strong economic incentive
to borrow the securities in order to obtain the proceeds from its buyer at a cost
that is substantially less than the brokers' loan rate. The broker-dealer can then
use this cash to pay off some of its outstanding bank loans and thus reduce its
overall financing costs. If institutional Investors were generally willing to lend
their portfolios of corporate securities, similar market forces should reduce the
cost of borrowing such securities.
Various government agencies with regulatory jurisdiction over institutional
investors have recently taken steps to enable them to lend their securities. For
example, the Securities and Exchange Commission has granted such authorization to registered investment companies, and the Comptroller of the Currency
has taken similar action with respect to pension funds and other accounts managed by the trust departments of national banks. The one major obstacle remaining to extensive lending activities by most institutional investors is doubt about
the tax status of the payments that would be made to them by the broker-dealers
that borrowed the securities. These payments include not only the borrowing fee,
but also any payments made In lieu of dividends, interests and other distributions
by the issuer of the securities.$ In the case of some institutional investors that
are either tax exempt or are non-taxable as conduits, the Issue is principally
whether these payments are taxable. We are told by such institutions that if
such Income Is taxable, it would not only reduce or eliminate the return from
lending securities' but would also require the filing of detailed tax returns by
them; moreover, in the case of some institutional Investors such as foundations
the payments, If sufficiently large, could jeopardize their current tax status.
Apmmx

If payments made during the loan period to an otherwise tax-exempt lender

are taxed, no such lender will allow a loan of securities to extend over the date

interest or a dividend Is payable. To allow a loan to extend over the payment

$ Since the broker-dealer has redelivered the security to its purchaser and Is not the
holder of record, it is not in a position to flow through the actual distribution to the lender
and can only make a payment in lieu of it.
' See Appendix for an explanation of the economic factors underlying this statement.
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date would decrease the after-tax yield on such payments by 48 percent, and such
a decrease would generally not be compensated for by the borrowing fee received
for the whole loan period.
At present, the average securities loan remains outstanding for approximately
one month. If, for example, the borrowing fee on securities loans where 5 percent
per annum, the after-tax yield on the borrowing fee for a one month loan would
be approximately 0.2 percent of the value of the securities:
Percent
5 percent annual rate for 1-month yields ----------------------------48 percent on borrowing fee reduces yield by -----------------------.

0.4
2

Net yield
-------------------------------------------.
2
Unless a stock, paying dividends quarterly, yielded significantly less than 2
percent per annum, the borrowing fee would not compensate for the after-tax
yield lost due to the tax upon the payments in respect of dividends.
$100,000 of stock Vielding S percent annuaUV
Stock not on loan:
Quarterly dividend (not taxed)
--------------------------Stock on loan at 5 percent for I month:
Quarterly dividend
------------------------------------Borrowing fee
----------------------------------------

$500

Total before taxes
-----------------------------------Tax (48 percent)
--------------------------------------

917
440

500
417

Net after taxes
-------------------------------------477
The same principle is applicable to corporate bonds, and since such bonds
yield substantially more than 2 percent, no bonds would remain on loan over an
interest payment date. If tax-exempt lenders generally were to Insist upon the
return of their securities before a dividend or interest payment date, the benefits
to the securities markets from the Increased securities loans during the balance
of the year would be more than offset by the confusion which would occur near
the time of a dividend or Interest payment date.

Senator PACKWOOD. Next we will take a panel consisting of Roger
Hitzhusen, Mr. MeMillan, and Mr. Larson.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. HITZHUSEN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL AFFAIRS, AMERICAN FARM BUREAU
Mr. HIrrzHus . I appreciate your attempt in pronouncing my
name. Many people have trouble with it.
I am Robert Hitzhusen, assistant director for national affairs, American Farm Bureau. The Farm Bureau appreciates this opportunity to
present our views on the carryover basis of the Tax Reform Act of
1976. The Farm Bureau members have been actively involved in the
past several years in seeking reform of the Federal estate and gift tax
law. Some measure of gift and estate tax relief was achieved in the
Tax Reform Act of 1976. However, much of this relief will be offset
in the years to come by the greatly increased capital gains liabilities
created by the carryover basis provision.
This provision is the most objectionable provision of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976 to farm and ranch families. Our members voiced their
strong opposition to this provision by adopting the following policy
for 1977: "We urge repeal of the capital gains carryover basis provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976." Opposition to this provision
reflects first, the complexity involved in applying the carryover basis
and second, the adverse effects which the provision produces.
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The complexity of applying the carryover basis provision has been
described to us at length by several tax practitioners. The provision
provides that gains occurring prior to December 31, 1976, will not be
subject to the new carryover basis rule.
In the case of property other than marketable stocks and-bonds, however, gains occurring prior to December 31, 1976, are to be determined
by prorating total realized gains on the basis of the number of days
in
the holding
period
before December 31, 1976, and the number that
occurred
after that
date.
This means that records, methods, and formulas-are required to determine the decedent's basis for each piece of property other than
marketable securities in the estate.
It is not uncommon for farms to be built up over several years with
the acquisition of several small pieces of property at different times
and at different prices.
In addition, many material improvements may have been added to
each purchased property which further complicates the determination
of the decedent's basis.
It is not uncommon for a farmer and rancher to have many separate
pieces of machinery each requiring a separate basis calculation.
Livestock, particularly livestock raised on the farm or-obtained in
exchange for raised livestock, further complicates the process.
Few farmers other than the very few with complete, computerized
records will have the information needed to support an accurate computation, especially for property acquired many years ago.
Aside from the administrative complexities, we believe the carryover
basis will have a particularly adverse effect on farm and ranch families.
Many farm families receive extremely low returns on invested capital-historically, about 3 percent-with the hope that these low returns
can at least partially be offset by increases in the value of their assets.
The appreciation of assets has been farm families' best protection
from inflation and has provided them with some assurance of adequate
resources for retirement. This has been an important fact when the
Consumer Price Index increased over 300 percent from 1940 to 1976.
Since carryover basis affects capital appreciation it affects income tax
liability rather than estate and gift taxes. Federal tax laws do not distinguish between appreciation due to inflation and appreciation which
represents an increase in the real value of an asset. Consequently in the
case of assets held over a long period of time, the tax on capital gains
becomes a tax on capital to the extent that capital values are increased
by inflation.
The tax on capital gains hits farmers and ranchers particularly hard
because of the long holding periods typical of farm assets.
In summary, because of the complexities of the carryover basis and
its adverse impact on farm and ranch families and other closely held
businesses we urge this committee to favorably report legislation to
repeal this provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
Senator Packwood, I would ask that the entire statement be inserted,
since I skipped over some of it.
Senator PAOEwooD. Your entire statement will be inserted.
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STATEMENT OF C. W. MeMILLAN, VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERNMENT
AFFAIRS, NATIONAL CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Mr. McMuLAw. I am C. W. McMillan, vice president for government affairs of the National Cattlemen's Association. I am not only
speaking on their behalf today but the Ad Hoc Agricultural Tax Committee which includes, in addition to the National Cattlemen, the
American Horse Council, the National Association of Wheat Growers,
the National Cotton Council of America, the National Livestock Tax
Committee, the National Milk Producers Federation and the National
Wool Growers Association.
I do have several letters from some of these organizations addressed
to Senator Byrd chairman of tke subcommittee. I would appreciate
their being included as a part of the hearing record.
Senator PACKWOOD. They will be included.
[The material to be furnshed follows:]
NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL OF AMERICA,

Washington, D.C1., October 87, 1977.
Hon. RUSSzLL LoNe,
Ohairman, Senate Committee on Finance, Dirken Senate Ofice Building, Washington, D.O.
DEAa MR. CHAIRMAN: The National Cotton Council is the central organization
of the U.S. cotton industry. Our delegate body is representative of all seven segments of the raw cotton industry-producers, gunners, warehousemen, crushers,
merchants, cooperatives and manufacturers.
The Council favors repeal of the carryover basis provision of the 1976 Tax
Reform Act. The complexity of compiling the necessary information in order to
compute the income tax basis plus the forced liquidation of many family farm
businesses in order to meet the tax obligation underlines the need for repeal. Our

views on this subject are amplified in the statement filed by the Ad Hoc Agricultural Tax Committee.
We appreciate this opportunity to present our views and ask that this letter
be made a part of the hearing record on this subject.
Sincerely,
ALrn'r R. RussELL,

Ezeoutive Vic President.

NATIONAL AssocrATIoN OF WHEAT GRownES,
Waahington, D.O., October 27,1977.

Hon. HARRY F. Bmn, Jr.,
Chairman, Suboommittee on Taxation and Debt Management Generally, Senate
Committee on Pinanoe, U.S. Senate, Washington, D..
DrAz SENATOR BYRD: The Tax Reform Act of 1976 brought needed charges
In Federal estate and gift tax law which were long overdue, but the Act also
established the "carryover basis" provision which Imposes significant hardships
on all size agricultural estates. The effect of the provision is to compound tax
liability problems for estates forced to sell property for estate tax or other
purposes.
.Thelaw establishing the "carryover basis" is scarcely twelve months old,but
the complexities and -inequities inherent, in thq provision have become very
apparent. Equally apparent Is the fact that estates not subject to Federal estate
taxes due to various credits and deductions may still have to pay higher income
taxeO If property Is sold by the estate or the heirs. The burden created by this
treatment could force liquidation of a family farm or its reduction to an uneconomic size which would lead to its ultimate failure.
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The National Association of Wheat Growers supports repeal of the "carryover
basis" provision, and it fully endorses testimony scheduled for presentation to
your subcommittee In behalf of the Ad Hoc Agricultural Tax Commitee on this
matter.
Sincerely,
DON HowA, President.

Hon. HRY F. Buo,

NATIONAL MILK PRODUCER FEDERATION,
Washington,D.C., October 26, 1977.

Chairman, Taxation and Debt Management General Subcommittee, Senate Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The NationalMilk Producers Federation represents the
dairy farmers of the nation through their cooperatives. We are deeply disturbed
over the impact of the carryover basis in the estate tax law on estates consisting
largely of dairy farm operations.
,We have, therefore, joined with others in the Ad Hoc Agricultural Tax Committee in presenting detailed views to your Committee urging repeal of this
carryover basis.
Sincerely,
PATRICK B. HEALY, Secretary.
Mr. MCMILLAw. Also, I would appreciate my entire statement's be-

ing included because my intent is just to hit the high points.
Senator PACKWOOD. It will be included.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Thank you.
During the consideration of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 the National Cattlemen and American Farm Bureau Federation and others
on the Ad Hoc Agricultural Tax Committee foresaw many of the
complications and problems related to the carryover basis that we
will be addressing ourselves to today.
Since that time, in spite of our efforts, there seems to be a groundswell of opposition. I guess that saying that appears on the front of
the statue down at the Archives "What is past is prologue" is just as
true today as it ever was.
Because of the complexity, the carryover basis will be extremely
difficult to comply with as well as to administer. Moreover, the carryover basis will increase the tax burden and compound illiquidity of
the estates of farmers and ranchers and other business operators that
will have to sell property in order to raise sufficient cash to pay death
taxes and administration expenses.
In addition, it will allow a new tax liability held by estates, even
where there is no estate tax liability. For example, if a modest estate
that has no estate tax liability has to sell property to divide the estate
among the heirs, they incur a large capital gains tax. Contrary to many
businesses, generally agriculture is not one that has much liquidity.
In other words, there is not much liquidity available to pay death
taxes and administration expenses on the death of a farmer-rancher,
largely because the amount of the land owned by the decedent has to
be considered.
When this occurs, the rancher's estate may be required to sell some
of the land to pay death taxes even when the impact of such taxes may
be ameliorated by the special farm use valuation and extended payment contained in the Tax Reform Act.
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Such sale of such farmland will increase the total tax liability of
the estate since the estate will have a capital gains tax to pay on the
appreciation built into the land plus a Federal estate tax on the land's
value.
The estates of many farmers-and ranchers will not be able to bear
this double tax burden which could mean the liquidation of the family
farm or ranch.
With the need to maintain a sound and productive agricultural system and to provide the country with adequate supplies of food and
fiber, the carryover basis would strike a lethal blow to this desired goal.
As to the complexities, for the record I have-and I apologize that
it is not attached to the statement-an exhibit which I would appreciate being included in the hearing record which is an outline entitled
"Computation of Carryover Basis." It was drafted by Mr. William R.
McDonald, attorney and trust officer with the First National Bank of
Denver, Colo.
[The exhibit referred to follows:]
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EXHIBIT A

&ASIS
OFCAAYOVER
COI#UTATION
(As of 00 15. 1971) (1)
willing R.MlcOonald
Trust Officer
First of Denver
Complete this form for all items except excluded personal goods, life
wrance, ahd transferred property disposed of prior to death.
,

Computation of Fresh Start Basis (2)
(if traded security coplete lines 1 and S, enter 12/31176
Value on line 10, skip lines 2-4 &6-g)
2. [state Tax ialue of asset. (if Income In respect
of decedent, Sec. 72 annuity, or certain stock options.
enter decedent's adjusted basis here and on lines 10and
f1.Skip lines 2-9 and 11-25).
2. Date of death value of asset (2031 or 2032 A if elected.
not 2032).
Decedent's cost or acquired basis.
4. Total depreciation, depletion or amrtization for
total holding period.
S. Decedent's adjusted basis at death (line 3 minus line4).
3.

6.

period
Net appreciation'of asset during total holding

7.

(line 2 minus
lines 4 and 5).
Pre-1977 holding period (days)

8.

Total holding period (days)
pre-1977 net appreciation (line 6 times line 7).
Assumed

etc.
pre-1977depreciation,
9, Actual

S, 8 and9).
lines
start
basis (total
10. Fresh
(Notto exceed line 1,except traded security)
allocable appreciation (lifne I minus line 10).__
11. Remaining

of Property Subject to TdX.
It. Computation

12. kon-rccourse mortgae on property at dcteof death
(itnone, enter amunt on lineIt on line 1g)

C-1
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C-2

13.

Mount of asset subject to tax (line I minus line 12).

to taxconsidering
subject
14. Rem iningappreciation
mortgage (line 13 minus line 10).
1S.

Metvalue of asset for Federal estate tax purposes.

16.

or charitable
Amount of asset qualifying 1$* marital
deduction.

minusline
totax (line-IS
subject
17. Amount of transfer

16).
totax (line17divided by
subject
of transfer
1B. Percent
line15).
19.

Amount of transfer. subject to tax attrikitable to basis
10).
18 times line
of asset(line

-

subject
to tax considering
appreciation
20. Remaining
deduction (line 18 times line 11).
(3)
111.Adjustment for Taxes Paidby Estate.
adjustment for taxes (lesser of lines11,14
21. Maximum
or 20).
22.

Federal gross estate

Less: Marital Deduction
Charitable De4uction
KonRecourse Mortgages
Total property subject to Federal tax
23.

Total taxes paid by estate:
a.

Federal estate tax

b.

State death taxes

by line22)
taxrate(line23divided
24. Overall
25.

Adjustment for taxes paid byestate (line 21 times
line 24)

26. Basisafter adjustment for taxes paidby estate (line
10 plus lfne 25)
IV. Minimum basis adjustment
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C-$

ksis for purposes of minnuA basis adjustment (for
on-excluded personal and household goods, the
lesser of line I or line 26. For all other Items,
Ine 26).
28. Total aggregate adjusted basis of all assets subject
to carryover basits rules (total ali lines 21).
29. Minimum basis adJusteti0
30. MximA allocable mtinima basis adjustment (liIe 29
f2.

minus line 28).
Aggregate estate tax value of all assets subject
to carryover basis rules (total all lines 1).
32. Remaining
net appreciation of all carryover basis proparty (line 31 sinus line 26).
33. Portion of minimum basis adjustment allocable to each
asset (line 30 divided by line 32).
34. Remaining allocable appreclaton (lesser of line It or
31.

line 14, minus line 25).
35. Minasm basis adjustment for asset (line
33 times line
34).
36. Basis after minim basis adjustment (line 26 plus line

35).
37. Remaining
appreciation subject
totax.
(line
34 minus line
35).

V.

Adjustment for State Taxes Paid by Beneficiary
38. Ambunt of asset subject to state death taxes, minus
line 36.
39. Total state death taxes paid by beneficiary.
40. Valve of all property subject to state death tax passing
to beneficiary. (Separately rooted).
42. Overall tUx rate (line
39divided
by line
40).
42. Adjustment for state death taxes (line
41 times line
36).

-

Jj)

BES0T COPY AVILABLE
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9-4

43. Final adjusted basis for purposes of determining capital
gain or sale of asset (line 36 plus line 42).
VI.

lasts for Loss Purposes
44. Ret appreciatton of asset for loss purposes (line t
minus line 5).
45. Remaining appreciation subject to tax considering
mortgage (line'13 minus line 5).
46. Amount of appreciation of transfer subject to tax for loss
purposes (line 18times line 44).
47. Maximum
adjustment for taxes (lesser of lines 44, 45
and 46).
48. Adjustment for taxes paid by estate (line 47 times
line 24).
49. lasts after adjustent for taxes paid by estate (line
S plus line 48).
S0. Remaining allocable appreciation (lesser of lines

--

44 or 45 minus line 48).
51. Basis for purposes of minimum basis adjustment. (For
ron-excluded personal and household goods lesser of
line I or line 49. For property subject to non.
recourse mortgage, line 4Sminus line 48. For all other
iteas, line 49.
52. Total basis all assets subject to tax. (Total all
lines 51).
$3. Minimasbasis adjustment
allocable minimum basis adjustment (line
54. Maximum
3 minus line 52).
SS. Remaining net appreciation of all carryover basis
property (line 31 minus line 52).
16. Portion of mInium basis adjustment allocable to
each asset (line 64divided by line SS).
$7.Minfmum basis adjustment for asset (line SOtimes
Ine 6).

60000.
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U.

Basts after

IM

basis adjustment (Line 49 plus

line 57).
St.

Remaining appreciation In asset (line SOminus line

S7).
60. Adjustment for state death taxes (lis 41 times line

r0).
61. Final adjusted basis 6r purposes of determining
capitol loss on sale of asset (line 58 plus line

60).
(1)

H.R 671S proposes several changes to the carryover basis rules, Including:
(1) Treating estate taxes on Income Items In the estate as an addition
to basis.
(2)

ISporing on-recourse debts against the property

(3) Iking the basis for loss purposes sameas for gain, ignoring the
fresh start adjustment.
(2)

It is not necessary for the decedent to have actually held.the property
on December 31, 1976.

If the property held by the decedent at his

death wasacquired in a non-taable exchange for property that he did
ownon December 31, 1976., the fresh start adjustment will be available.
Also the property on Deceaber 31, 1976.
(3) The adjustment for taxes paid does not Include any additional tax
Imposed beqeuso of a disposition of property which qualified for the
special fona or closely held business valuation.
The taxes used in the computation
of thesecond adjustment are the
regular federal estate taxes and any estate. Inheritance, legacy or
sucesslon taxes, for which the estate is liable, actually paid by the

estate to any state or the District of Columbia.

It sh~ws that There are 61 separate sepg which can
: ~r. MOMct.
property transfer at
apply in computing the income tax basis and
basis rule.
the decedent's death because of the carryoverthis
computation form may
before
Mr. McDonald has indicated that
computations which
additional
seven
approximately
be used, there are
to insert and some
figures
the
may be necessary in order to determine
computation.
the
in
of the steps indicated
and
Somewhat facetiously and yet true, because of this complexity
access
have.
not
do
units
farm
and
ranch
families
farm
because many
that can be
to, and do not have the resources for the professional helpprobably
are
basis
carryover
the
of
beneficiaries
granted; the real
who
fiduciaries
corporate
going to be lawyers and accountants and
will reap larger fees in performing the additional work required by
this carryover basis.
We feel very strongly that the repeal of the carryover basis is the
only equitable means by which this very complex and inequitable provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 can be resolved.
* Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Even the lawyers and accountants do not ask
for this. They are not very happy with it. It way reap them some extra
fees, but I think they would rather reap those extra fees in some other
fashion than have to go through this.
Mr. McMrmLAx. it is unfortunate that more did not recognize that
in 1976.
Senator PACKWOOD. There was not a chance.
Mr. MCMILLAN. They did have a crack at it.
Senator PACKWOOD. They went through very quickly and I am convinced-I will not say we did not know what we were doing, we knew
what we were doing. We did not know the consequences.
Mr. MCMILAW. This is probably true. That is why that statue,
"What is past is prologue," is so applicable today.
Senator PACKWOOD. Your computations will be put into the record
with your statement.
Mr. McMrL Ax. Thank you, sir.
STATEMENT OF KEVILLE LARSON, LARSEN AND McGOWAN, CONSULTING FORESTERS, ON BEHALF OF FOREST INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE ON TIMBER VALUATION AND TAXATION, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM CONDRELL
Mr. LARSON. My name is Keville Larson. I am a consulting forester
'giving advice and assistance to timberland owners. I am here today
representing the forest industry's committee on timber valuation and
taxation. I have with me the general counsel, Mr. William Condrell.
We have submitted two statements, one concerning the carryover
basis provision and another concerning the Technical Corrections Act.
Most of the statements of the two previous gentlemen apply to timberland owners. In some cases, there is greater effect. There are many
laws to encourage conservation and development, but the effect of the
estate taxes works very strongly to the detriment of forest resources.
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We have worked with many instances where poorly stocked timberlands were raised to a high level of productivity during the period of
a lifetime only to be destroyed by overcutting of the tiinber or sale or
fractionalization of the land to pay estate taxes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Are you representing individual timberland
owners rather than corporateI
Mr. LAnsoN. That is correct.
The present law magnifies the effect. The timber growing period involves more than one lifetime and rotation cannot be completed without being subject to one estate tax valuation which, under today's laws,
removes all profits as well as causes mismanagement of the forest resource, drives the land into the hands of corporations and phases out
the individual.
The present law creates several specific problems. One, ownerships
may be locked in and worse, may be locked into ownership of inefficient owners. Inequities may occur including taxing a gain when there
is actually a loss. Administrative burdens will be great. Forestry is a
long-term investment and the records are often difficult to reconstruct.
Properties may be acquired over a period of time in separate purchases, swaps, exchanges, and various methods.
We believe that the carryover basis provision should be repealed or
other incentives provided. At present, the only relief is the inclusion
of real property With tangible personal property in the Technical Corrections Act, H.R. 6715.
In regard to additional property, we ask for an option which would
be a 1976 value by appraisal. There would be some relief of administrative burdens and evaluation for those cases which would provide a
tax on gain when actually there is a loss.
We would like our two statements entered into the record.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you very much.

Mr. Condrell, do you have anything to say?
Mr. CONDRELL. No, thank you.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
STATEMENT BY ROBERT L. HITZHUsENq, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NATIONAL AFFAIRS o
THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views on the carryover basds
provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1970.
Farm Bureau members have been actively involved in the past several years
in seeking reform of the federal gift and estate tax law. Some measure of gift
and estate tax relief was achieved in the Tax Reform Act of 1976; however, much
of this relief will be offset in the years to come by the greatly increased capital
gains tax liabilities created by the carryover basis provision. This provision is
the most objectionable feature of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 to farm and ranch
families. Our members voiced their strong opposition to this provision by adopting the following AFBF policy for 1977:
We urge repeal of the capital gains carryover basis provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Opposition to this provision reflects first, the complexity involved In applying the carryover basis and second, the adverse effects which the
provision produces.

The complexity of applying the carryover basis provision has been described

to us at length by several tax practitioners. The provision provides that gains
occurring prior to December 31, 1976, will not be subject to the new carryover
basis rule. In the case of property other than marketable stocks and bonds, how-

ever, gains occurring prior to December 81, 1970, are to be determined by prorating total realized gains on the basis of the number of days In the holding pe-
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riod that occurred before December 31, 1976 and the number that occurred after
that date. This means that records, methods, and formulas are required to determine the decedent's basis for each piece of property- -other than marketable
securities-In the estate.
It is not uncommon for farms to be built up over several years through the acquisition of several small pieces of property at different times and different
prices. In addition, many material improvements may have been added to each
purchased property, which further complicates the determination of the decedent's basis. It is also not uncommon for a farmer or rancher to have many separate pieces of machinery, each requiring a separate basis calculation. Livkstockparticularly livestock raised on the farm or obtained in exchange for raised
livestock-further complicate the process.
Few farmers, other than the very few with complete, computerized records,
will have the information needed to support an accurate determination of carryover basis-particularly for property that was acquired many years ago.
Aside from the administrative complexities, we believe the carryover basis will
have a particularly- adverse effect on farm and ranch families. Many farm faillies receive extremely low returns on invested capital (historically, about 3 percent), with the hope that these low returns can be at least partially offset by
increases in the value of their assets. The appreciation of assets has been farm
families best protection from Inflation and has provided them with some assurance of adequate resources for retirement. This has been an important factorfor example, the Consumer Price Index increased more than 800 percent from
1940 to 1976.
Since the carryover basis affects capital appreciation, it affects Income tax
liability rather than estate and gift taxes. Federal tax laws do not distinguish
between appreciation due to Inflation and appreciation which represents an
increase in the real value of an asset. Consequently, in the case of assets held
over a long period of time the tax on capital gains becomes a tax on capital to the
extent that capital values are increased by inflation.
The tax on capital gains hits farmers and ranchers particularly hard because
of the long holding period typical of family farm assets. Prior to the carryover
basis provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1076 the step-up basis was a useful
method of reducing the erosive effects of applying capital gains taxes to inflated
values in the case of inherited property, since successors receiving appreciated
property were allowed to "step-up" the basis of assets to the fair market value
at the time of the decedent's death. This also eliminated the problem of determining the decedent's basis.
The ultimate effect of the new carryover basis provision on land ownership
patterns remains unclear. However, the further we move from the fresh start
date of December 31, 1076, contained in the carryover basis provision, the greater
will be the capital gains tax liability and, therefore, the greater will be the
incentive for land to be held within families. This "lock in" effect probably will
result in an increase In farm tenancy.
Because of the complexity of the carryover basis and Its adverse impact on
farms and ranches and other closely held businesses, we urge this Committee
to favorably report legislation to repeal this provision of the Tax Reform Act of
1976.
JOINT STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL LIvEsTOcK TAx COMMI'ruu, THE NATIONAL
CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION, AND THE NATIONAL WOOL

GnowFa's Assoc0ATioN

SUMMARY

1. The provision of the Technical Corrections Act permitting farm corporations
and partnerships which are required to change to the accrual accounting system
and to capitalize preproductive period expenses to spread adjustments caused by
such change over a period of up to ten years should be adopted.
2. The provisions in the Technical Corrections Act permitting farming syndi.
cates to elect out from under the farming syndicate provision of the 1976 Tax
Reform Ad by changing to the accrual accounting system and capitalizing pre.
produetiv. period expenses, and to spread adjustments caused by such change
over a period of up to ten years should be adopted, with the suggested revision
that this provision apply to farming syndicates in existence on October 4, 1976.
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. The provision of' te Technical Corrections Act expanding the definition of
an dfga1's family to include spouses for purposes of the farming syndicate
rule should be adopted.
4. The provisions of the Technical Corrections Act concerning farm land valuation should be adopted.
STATEMENtT

Formed In 1942, the National Livestock Tax Committee (NLTC) is sponsored
by a number of national, breed and state livestock associations throughout the
country and has as its purpose maintaining and assuring equity and equality In
the fields of federal Income, gift and estate taxation for the entire livestock
industry.
The National Cattlemen's Association (NCA) was formed on September 1, 1977
through a consolidation of the American National Cattlemen's Association
(ANCA) and the National Livestock Feeders Association (NLFA). NCA is a
voluntary, nonprofit, nonpolitical trade association representing approximately
280,000 professional cattlemen throughout the country and Is the national spokesman for all segments of the nation's beef cattle industry. Membership In NOA
includes individuals as well as fifty.two affiliated state cattle organizations and
thirteen affiliated national breed associations.
The National Wool Growers Association (NWGA), a voluntary, nonprofit, non.
political organization, represents twenty-two state and regional organizations
encompassing a 25-state area, where 90 percent of the nation's lambs and wool
are produced.
NLTO, NOA, and NWGA speak for the entire red meat animal industry in the
nation. In addition, NLTTC represents dairy and horse organizations.
Representatives of NLTC, ANCA, NLFA, and NWGA have frequently appeared
before the Senate Finance Committee to testify on the subject of federal taxation
of farm and ranch operations. Statements have been recently filed with this
Subcommittee concerning the need for repealing carryover basis and for making
other amendments to the gift and estate tax provisions of the 1976 TRA.
ACCRUAL ACOOUNTrNO FOR CERTAIN CORPORATrONS AND PARTNERSHIPS
ENGAGED IN WARMING

The 1976 Tax Reform Act (TRA) added to provision to the federal income tax
laws requiring certain corporations and partnerships engaged in farming to
change to the accrual system of accounting and to capitalize preproducove
period expenses of raising crops and livestock beginning in 1977. In order to prevent adverse tax consequences from such required change in accounting methods,
taxpayers affected by this provision were permitted, under regulations to be
prescribed by the Treasury Department, to take adjustments resulting from such
change into account in each of the ten taxable years beginning with the year of
change, "except as otherwise provided in such regulations." This ten-year spread
rule is explained as follows in the Committee's Report:
"A taxpayer who Is required to change to the accrual method pursuant to this
provision will be allowed to spread the accounting adjustments required by this
method over a period of 10 years. The corporation will also be treated as having
made the change ,;th the consent of the Secretary of the Treasury. Such a
change~will be treated as not having been initiated by the taxpayer (for purposes
of the rule which prohibits adjustments resulting from changes in a taxpayer's
method of accounting if the taxpayer initiates the change (see. 481(a))." H.R.
Rep. No. 94-658,94th Cong., 1st Sess. 96,97 (1975).
From the wording of this provision and the cited explanation for the ten.year
spread rule in the Report of this Con mittee, It seems clear that Congress intended for all corporations and partnerships affected by this provision to take
any adjustments resulting from such change in accounting methods into account
over ten taxable years beginning with the year of change, regardless of the number of years prior to 1977 the affected corporation or partnership had used a pre.
vious and different accounting method or regardless of the number of years the
corporation or partnership had been in the business ,f farming prior to 1977.
Since the change in accounting method required by this provision is forced upon
the taxpayer, rather than being elective, it seems only fair and equitable that this
ten-year spread rule should be applicable and available irrespective of the number of years the taxpayer has been in the farming business or used a previous
accounting method prior to 1977. However, it had been indicated that the regu-
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lations, to be Issued in the future, may limit the spread period based upon the
number of years a corporation or partnership had been engaged in farming prior
to 1977 presumably under authority of the "except as otherwise provided in such
regulations" language of this provision.
NLTC, NCA, and NWGA strongly feel that a ten-year spread period was intended by Congress to give relief to those corporations and partnerships required
to change to the accrual method.
Section 2(k) (1) of the Technical Corrections Act of 1977 (H.R. 6715) (the
"Act") clarifies the ten-year spread rule of section 447 of the Code by providing
that corporations and partnerships required to change to the accrual system of
accounting and capitalize preproductive period expenses can spread net adjustments caused by such change over the shorter of ten taxable years or the remaining stated future life of the entity. This amendment will provide appropriate
and needed relief for taxpayers required by-section 447 to change to the accrual
system of accounting and is supported by NLTC, NCA, and NWGA.
NLTC, NCA, and NWGA also support section 4(d) of the Act which corrects
references to "preproductive period expenses" in the accrual accounting provision of section 447.
LIMITATION OF DEDU(7TIONS OF FARMING SYNDICATES

Pursuant to the 1976 TRA, farming syndicates are required to deduct expenses
for feed, seed, fertilizer and other similar farm supplies only when used or consumed, to capitalize the costs of poultry and to capitalize the costs of planting,
cultivating, maintaining and developing a grove, orchard or vineyard prior to
the time it becomes productive. This farming syndicate provision does not impose
the same limitations on the timing of farming expense deductions as does the
generally more restrictive accrual accounting provision of section 447 previously
discussed.
Section 2(k) (2) of the Act amends the 1976 TRA to permit a farming syndicate, which was in existence on December 31, 1975, to elect an accrual method of
accounting and spread the net adjustments required by such change in accounting methods over ten years, or its remaining stated life, whichever is shorter.
This amendment would in essence permit such farming syndicates to elect to be
subject to the same accounting rules as certain corporations and partnerships
under the accrual accounting provision Of section 447. NLTC, NCA, and NWGA
support this amendment but submit that this amendment should apply to farming
syndicates in existence on October 4, 1970.
NLTC, NCA, and NWGA also support section 2(k) (3) of the Act which expands the definition of an individual's family, for purposes of determining the
existence of a farm syndicate, to Include the spouse of the individual and the
spouses of other family members. This amendment comports with the intention
of Congress to include spouses in the definition of family members and reflects
the manner in which spouses are generally regarded by families engaged in the
business of farming.
AMENDMENTS TO FARM LAND VALUATION PROVISION
The farm land valuation provision of the 1976 TRA should be beneficial and
should help reduce the tremendous federal estate tax burden previously faced by
estates of deceased farmers and ranchers. The Act contains a number of technical amendments to this farm land valuation provision. NLTC, NO.A, and NWGA
support these amendments and Urge their adoption.

(1), Farm land valuation provision applies only to property passing to qualified
heir
To clarify any possible misunderstanding, section 3(d) (1) of the Act specifies
that the farm land valuation provision will apply only to the extent that farm
land passes to qualified heirs.

(2) Use of special use valuation property to satisfy pecuniary bequest
Clarification is made in section 3(d) (3) of the Act that land valued under the
farm use valuation provision can, like other property, be used to satisfy a pecuniary bequest without causing the recognition of capital gain to the estate, except
for any appreciation occurring after the decedent's date of death. Section 3 (d) (2)
of the Act states that, under the farm land valuation provision, property will be
08-902-7T-18
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considered to have been acquired from or to have passed from a decedent it It is
acquired by any person from the estate in satisfaction of a pecuniary bequest.
(3) Treatment of community property under farm !and valuation provision

It Is made clear by section 3(d) (4) of the Act that the farm land valuation

provision applies to community property In the same manner as property owned
by a decedent In an Individual capacity.
(4) Filing of bond by qualified heir to obtain release from personal liability on
recapture tax
Under section 3(d) (5) of the Act, a qualified heir is discharged from personal
liability for the recapture tax if the heir furnishes a bond for the amount of
the recapture tax.
OTHER AMENDMENTS

While comments are limited in this Jolnt Statement to technical amendments
to the 1976 TRA, NLTC, NCA, and NWGA wish to Indicate their feeling that
some substantive amendments are needed to the farm land valuation provision
in order to confer the intended benefits to estates of deceased farmers and ranchers. Further, it Is felt that at the appropriate time, amendments of a substantive
nature should also be considered to other provisions of the 1976 TRA.
CONCLUSION

It is respectfully requested that the proposed technical amendments of the Act
relating to the farm corporation accrual accounting provision, the farming syn.
dicate provision and the farm land valuation provision be adopted.
STATEMENT OF THE AD Hoe AGRICULTURAL TAx COMMITTEE
SUMMARY OF POSITON

Carryover basis should be repeaed.-Carryover basis creates problems of compliance and administration which are onerous and will result in additional expense. It also can have an adverse effect on the cost of transferring property
at death. Further, carryover basis will result in the Imposition of higher taxes;
and where an estate had to sell property to pay death taxes or administration
expenses, a double tax burden will result Many family farm and ranch operations may not be able to pay this added tax without liquidating the business.
STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, my name is Latimer Turner. I am Chairman of the National
Cattlemens Association Taxation Committee.
However, today I am appearing on behalf of the Ad HocAgricultural Tax
Committee which includes: American Horse Council, Inc.; National Association
of Wheat Growers; National Cattlemen's Association; National Cotton Council
of America; National-Uvestock Tax Committee; National Milk Producers Federation; National Wool Growers Association.
My remarks today will be directed toward repeal of the carryover basis
provision.
Because the group of agricultural organizations has submitted a combined
statement does not mean that each group is not equally concerned about the
carryover basis provision. We have combined our testimony in order to conserve
the time of this Subcommittee. Several of the organizations have written to the
Chairman of this Subcommittee urging repeal of the carryover basis and, with
your permission Mr. Chairman, I would like to make these letters a part of the
record. I have copies of those letter with me.
CARRYOVER BASIS SHOULD BE REPEALED

Since passage of the 1976 TRA, there has been a ground swell of opposition to
the carryover basis provision. Why? Because of Its complexity, carryover basis
will be extremely difficult to comply with as well as to administer. Moreover,
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carryover, basis will increase the tax burden and compound the liquidity of
estates of farmers, ranchers and other faihily business operators which will have
to sell property in order to raise sufficient cash to pay death taxes and administration expenses. In addition, it will add a new tax liability on property held by
estates even where there is no estate tax liability. For example, if a modest
estate which has no estate tax liability has to sell property in order to divide
the estate among the heirs, it may incur a large capital gains tax.
A. CarryoverBasis Creates Additional Ta Burdens Estates which are not subject to the payment of federal estate taxes because
of varlbus deductions and credits may nevertheless have to pay higher income
taxes as a result of carryover basis if property is sold by the estate or the heirs.
The amount of such tax Is increased in many cases where capital gains are involved because of the tightening of the minimum tax provisions under the 1976
TRA. In other cases, there will be a pyramiding of federal taxes because of the
interplay of the federal estate and income taxes under the carryover basis
provision.
An example of how carryover basis can virtually destroy a tenant farmer's
estate is illustrative of this problem. A widowed tenant farmer dies in 1977 leaving an estate valued at $545,000 to a son. Most of the estate consists of corn and
Deans which were raised in 1977. The corn and beans are sold in the normal
course of the farming business. After payment of federal estate taxes and state
inheritance tax-%s and after payment of federal ind state income taxes on the
proceeds received on the sale of the farm crops, the son has only $154,000 left
from the total estate of $545,000. The estate shrinkage in this example is about
74 percent as a result of a combination of federal and state death and income
taxes.
In most farm and ranch estates, however, there is not as much liquidity available to pay death taxes and administration expenIses on the death of a farmer
or rancher largely because of the amount of farm or ranch land owned by the
decedent. Where this occurs, the farmer's estate may be required to sell some
of the land to pay death taxes, even when the impact of such taxes may be
ameliorated by the special farm use valuation and extended tax payment provisions. Such sale of farm land will increase the total tax liability of the estate
since the estate will have a "capital gains" tax to pay on the appreciation built
into the land plus a federal estate tax on the lands value. Because the income
tax basis of farm land is traditionally low, reflecting the number of years it has
been held, the amount of the capital gains can be quite high. The result is a
capital gains tax at death (made worse by the more stringent minimum tttx
rule) in addition to the federal estate tax. The estates of many farmers and
ranchers may not be able to bear this double tax burden which could mean the._
liquidation of the family farm or ranch. With the need to maintain a sound und
productive agricultural system to provide the country with adequate suppliefi of
food and fiber, carryover basis can strike a lethal blow to this desired goal.
While not affecting farmers and ranchers as much as other persons there Is a
lock-in problem caused by carryover basis. Carryover basis will tend to freeze
assets within estate because the heirs may not be able to afford to sell them
and pay the tax which would result. Some comment has been made that this
will cause an impediment to the free flow of capital and have an adverse effect
on the economic structure of our country.
Whether forced to sell farm property to pay death taxes and administration
expenses or whether sales occur in the regular and normal marketing of farm
crops and livestock following the death of a farmer or rancher, there will now
be more tax to pay because of carryover basis. The strain this added tax Iurden
will place on many family farms and ranches could result in liquidation of the
operation. For this reason, it is respectfully submitted that carryoved basis is
unwise both as a tax and as an'economic policy.
B. Oompleatty of Oarryover Basis Creates Problems of Compliance and Adtninis.
tration Which are Onerous and Bxpensive
On the death of a farmer, rancher or other decedent, the executor of such persons estate is required by the carryover basis provision to compile extensive and
detailed information about the income tax basis of each asset (other than certain exempted property) owned by the decedent. When the decedents income
tax basis in each asset is determined, the executor must then make as many as
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foir different adjustments to each income tax basis Involving a number of
separate computations.
Attached as Exhibit A Is an outline entitled "Computation of Carryover
Basis" drafted by William R. McDonald, an attorney and trust omfcer with the
First National Bank of Denver. This computation form, which represents over
100 hours of research, shows that there are sixty-one separate steps which can
apply in computing the Income tax basis in property transferred at a decedent's
death because of the carryover basis rules. Mr. McDonald has Indicated that
before this computation form may be used there are approximately seven additional computations which may be necessary in order to determine the figures
to insert in some of the steps indicated on the computation form.
That sophisticated and expensive computers will be required to compute the
correct basis figures under the carryover basis provisions is clearly apparent.
Even then, computation of carryover basis cannot be accomplished unless the
correct information is first obtained by the executor.
Determination of the decedent's income tax basis in property acquired in the
1930's and 1940's is going to be difficult at best and in some cases a virtual
Impossibility, especially for family farm and ranch estates where the farm and
ranch have usually been held for a great number of years. This problem will
be particularly acute If property must be traced through several transactions,
or even generations, to determine the decedent's income tax basis.
The provision that where the decedent's basis in property Is unknown such
basis will be the fair market value of the property on the date the decedent
acquired such property may be more illusionary than helpful. In the case of
farm and ranch properties acquired in different segments and at various times
over many years, such calculations will be burdensome. Moreover, any fair market value so determined can be expected to be examined and questioned by the
Internal Revenue Service, resulting in additional and further controversy and
expense.
In addition to the hardship of collecting Information and making determinations of the basis in each item'of property owned by a decedent, the executor
must supply such information with the Internal Revenue Service as may be
required by regulations. Failure to supply or file such information will result
in a monetary penalty being imposed on the executor, with a ceiling of $2,500
on total penalties which may be assessed.
Executors will face additional burdens under carryover basis In distributing
property to a decedent's heirs. If the heirs of a decedent do not all receive
property of equal value having the same Income tax basis, which Is a virtual
impossibility especially where farms and ranches are involved, then the executor
encounters an insoluble problem in determining which heir or heirs receive
property with the highest Income tax basis. Similar problems will be encountered by executors in determining whether to allocate high basis assets
to the marital deduction fund, thereby maximizing the basis step-up on the
other assets in the estate, or allocate low basis assets to the marital deduction
fund and use the high basis assets to meet the estate tax obligation, thereby
minimizing the estate's income tax obligation. Distrust, family inharmony,
and litigation will be the natural consequences of these problems caused by
carryover basis.
The fact that assets passing from a decedent will receive a basis increase
for the estate tax attributable to the appreciation on these assets will also
result in uncertainty and administrative problems where the assets are sold
before the estate tax obligation Is finally resolved. Until the estate tax obligation Is finally determined, which could take considerable time, the basis of the
property for purchases of determning gain or loss cannot be determined and
accordingly, the income tax liability in selling such property would be unknown. The result would be confusion and uncertainty.
The burdens imposed on executors by the carryover basis provisions will substantially. increase the cost of administration of a decedent's estate. A conComitant cost will also likely be incurred by the Internal Revenue Service in
administering this provision. The result will be to increase the cost of transferring property at death and requiring more federal revenue to be spent in
administering this complex and unnecessary provision.
The real beneficiaries of carryover basis are lawyers, accountants and corporate fiduciaries who will reap larger fees In performing the additional work
required by the carryover basis provision. It is also possible that carryover basis
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will force most estates to have large corporate institutions as executors or as
consultants to executors because of the problems inherent In complying with
carryover basis. Such an impetus away from the traditionaL-concept of having
trusted family relatives serve as executors, especially where estates are composed
primarily of farms and ranches, Is deplorable and unjustified.
The added complexity, burden of compliance and administration, the adverse effect on the traditional method of administering estates and the attendant
costs resulting from carryover basis clearly support repeal of this undesirable
and harmful provision.
For the reasons we have expressed, and other reasons which we have not been
able to go Into in this short space of time, we respectfully urge the Senate to
repeal the carryover basis provision.
This concludes my remarks. Thank you for allowing me to appear before
you and thank you for your time.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF L. KEVILLE LARsON, OF THE FOREST INDUSTRIES
COMMmEE On TIMBER VALUATION AND TAXATION ON CARRYOVER BASIS

We respectfully submit for the consideration of the Committee on Ways and

Means the views of the Forest Industries Committee on Timber Valuation and
Taxation concerning the recent amendment of the estate tax laws by the addition of section 1023 of the Internal Revenue Code (Carryover Basis for Certain
Property Acquired From A Decedent Dying After December 31, 1976).
Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, a beneficiary's basis in property acquired
from a decedent was the fair market value of the property at the date of the
decedent's death (or the alternative valuation date If that date was elected for
estate tax purposes). In essence, because of the stepped-up basis, any appreciation in the property between the date of acquisition by the decedent and the
date of his death: was not subject to income tax.
Under section 1023 of the Code, added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, beneficiaries no longer receive this "stepped-up" basis for inherited property (with
the exception of appreciation In property accruing before January 1, 1977, which
Is excluded under a "fresh-start" rule). The basis of property acquired from a
decedent dying after December 31, 1976 is derived from the decedent's basis
immediately before his death ("carryover" basis). Certain complex adjustments,
however, must be made to decedent's basis In order to determine the beneficiary's
basis.

V

•

As discussed below, we believe section 1023 is an ill-conceived and inadvisable
provision which creates enormous administrative burdens, yet does not achieve
or even promote the objectives which motivated its enactment. In fact, It Is
more likely that the problems which section 1023 was designed to correct have
been exacerbated rather than improved.
OWECTIVES OF SECTION 1023

Major objectives of section 1023 are to promote tax equity and eliminate the
temporary "lock-in" caused by a step-up in basis at death. With respect to tax
equity, section 1023 is designed to correct an imbalance in prior law by imposing
equal tax on the sale of an appreciated asset during a taxpayer's lifetime and
the sale of the same asset after taxpayer's death. However, the imbalance of
prior law has been reversed rather than corrected by section 1023, so that now
post-death sales result in greater tax than lifetime sales. This occurs because
money used to pay income tax on sales made after death is subject also to the
federal estate tax, while income tax paid on sales made prior to death Is not.
To take a simplified example, assume a taxpayer in 1978 sells for $110 an
asset which is purchased in 1977 for $10. Regardless of whether the sale is made
during the taxpayer's Ufetime or by his beneficiary after his death, the income
tax consequences will now be approximately the same. Assuming, say, a 40
percent tax on the $100 gain, the Income tax due will be $40. The estate tax
consequences differ, however. With a lifetime sale, only $70 will go Into-the
taxpayer's estate, since $40 has gone to the federal government in the form
of income tax. Assuming, say, a 20 percent estate tax rate, the estate tax due
would be $14. With a post-death sale, however, the full $110 goes Into the taxpayer's estate, so the estate tax due is $22 (20 percent of $110). The total
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federal tax due is thus $54 for the lifetime sale but $62 for the post-death sale.'
Hence tax equity, even in the specific area to which the section 1023 change is
addressed, is not achieved.
As the example above illustrates, the carryover basis provision causes a greater
tax burden to fall on those taxpayers who keep property until death, than on
those who sell prior to death. Yet If any imbalance is to exist, it is appropriate
that the lighter tax burden should be on the post-death sale. Death Is an involuntary event, in contrast to the usual lifetime sale of an asset.
Assets must be sold to satisfy the estate tax liabilities. With the new carryover basis provision, such a sale now generates an income tax as well. Furthermore, sales are likely to be bunched into a period shortly after the taxpayer's
death thereby increasing the overall tax burden. Frequently, survivors are at
the same time coping with the financial problems inherent in the loss of the fani-.
ily's primary wage earner, as well as the inevitable stress caused by the ls
of any family member. The additional tax burdens placed on them are certain
to generate hostility towards the tax system. Hence, not only is equity not
achieved between pre-death and post-death sales, but it is also likely that a
step backward rather than forward has been made.
Broadening the focus from "equal" treatment of pre-death and post-death sales
to more general fairness questions, it becomes apparent that new inequities are
created by section 1023. First, double taxation (both income and-estate tax) of
the same gain results, as the preceding example illustrates. Second, the administrative costs created by section 1023 will be more crippling to estates with
few liquid assets,-such as the estates of farmers and small businessmen, since
,such estates lack the cash to cover the administrative costs without liquidating
assets. Third, tax planning to minimize-the burden of the new tax is affordable
only by those with substantial assets.
Ironically, It is the persons that revisions in estate tax laws were designed to
assist-surviving spouses, farmers and small businessmen and persons with small
estates-who suffer most from the "incidental" adverse effects of the carryover
basis provision. In fact, there are indications that the progress achieved by the
1976 estate tax law changes-increase In the marital deduction, the Increased
exemption as a credit, "use" valuation of farm properties, and deferred payment
of estate taxes on farms and small businesses-has been completely nullified by
the carryover basis provision.
In addition to promoting tax equity, a second major goal of section 1023 is
to eliminate the temporary "lock-in" effect caused by a step-up in basis at death.
The sale of appreciated property generally results in a capital gain tax measured
by the amount of the appreciatioir. Under prior law, however, if the property
were held until death a step-up in basis would result and the gain would "escape"
taxation. This was thought to create an artificial Incentive to hold appreciated
property until death, the so-called "temporary lock-in effect."
The tax burden faced by a prospective seller, however, not the step-up basis,
Is what creates a disincentive to sell. The step-up in basis provision made the
"lock-in" only temporary, by providing a release valve of sorts. Once the owner
of the property bad died, basis was adjusted to equal fair market value. A decision to sell or not to sell could then be made without the distortion created by
a substantial tax burden upon sale.
Substitution of a carryover basis in place of a stepped-up basis eliminates
this release valve and converts the temporary lock-in effect to a permanent one.
Death no longer eliminates the prospective tax burden upon sale, so it is passed
from generation to generation. As the appreciation in the property and hence
the tax burden grows, so too does the disincentive to sell. Farmland and timberland, which frequently pass within the family from generation to generation,
are particularly susceptible to this increasing pressure against sale.
To illustrate, suppose Junior Inherits the family farm, but Is not Interested
In, or not particularly expert at farming. Under prior law, he probably would
sell the property to someone more inclined towards farming. With more skillful management, the land would be made more productive. Under section 1023,
however, Junior would incur a large tax bill upon sale (particularly if the
I In assuming that the basis for both the lifetime sale and the post-death sale is $10,
the example does not Include any of the adjustments to basis required by section 1023.
Usually the post-death basis would be higher than the lifetime basis once the adjustments
called for by section 1023 are made, but not sufficiently high to counterbalance the greater
estate tax burden on these sales.
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land were passed down through many generations, so that the basis was very
low). The mechanism for passing the land into the hands of a more efficient
producer is therefore impeded.
At the same time section 1028 converts this lock-in effect from temporary to
permanent, it creates an entirely new distortion in allocation of property. Any
asset whose basis is lower than its value has a built-in income tax burden.
Under section 1023, this burden is now transferred to the decedent's beneficiaries.
A testator can minimize the tax burden on his beneficiaries by passing assets
with large built-in tax burdens to beneficiaries in low tax brackets, and vice
versa. Since the tax savings can-be substantial, this factor is likely to a" ect
a testator's decision about which beneficiary will inherit particular assets. Yet,
in the case of productive assets, such as farms and timberlands, maximum efficiency would only be achieved if the decision could be made solely upon the
basis of which beneficiary could best use the farm or other productive asset.
A stepped-up basis at death facilitates this efficient allocation process; a carryover basis distorts it. Once a misallocation occurs, moreover, the carryover basis makes it less likely to be corrected, given the lock-in effect (or incentive against sale) discussed above.
These distortions-permanent lock-in and misallocation of property--cannot
be-overemphasized. Their adverse impact is particularly noticeable In the case
of the productive units in our economy-farmlands, timberlands, and small businesses. Maximum efficiency in production can be achieved only if productive
property is in the hands of the most efficient producer. Section 1023 encumbers the
transfer process.
ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS

Even if the substantive goals of section 1023 had been achieved, it is important
to ask, at what cost? The new provision creates an administrative jungle.
The process of determining carryover basis is incredibly complex. The first
step is to establish decedent's basis in each asset in his estate. Yet rarely does
a decedent leave adequate records of date of purchase, cost, and capital improvements for each asset which he owns. Even if there are records, establishing the basis of a farm or closely held business, with property frequently purchased in small lots over the Years, improvements constantly being made and
depreciated, and large numbers of other business assets, can involve enormously
complex calculations.
Admittedly, a taxpayer who sells property-during his lifetime is required to
determine his basis in the property he sells. Several important factors, though,
distinguish the lifetime sale situation from transfers at death. After the taxpayer's death, he is obviously no longer available to reconstruct the facts surroundIng his ownership of the property. Incomplete records that the taxpayer
could have supplemented by memory, or missing records he could have found,
are no longer of any use. Moreover, upon death, basis nust be fixed in all assets
at once, requiring an enormously time-consuming and (ostly process. In contrast,
the occasional lifetime sale creates little difficulty.
The necessity of determining decedent's basis not only causes expense and
annoyance for the survivors at the taxpayer's death, but also requires detailed
record-keeping by the taxpayer during his life of every transaction affecting
"very asset lie acquires. Moreover, death no longer provides a time for "cleaning house", or throwing out records kept by the decedent. Until a sale takes
place old records must be preserved, for section 1023 requires not only knowledge
of basis, but proof. In many situations, this means records must be kept for
many years, and even many generations, as property is passed down through
the family. "
The second step in the process, "adjusting" basis, is even more difficult. Four
possible adjustments can be made: (1) a: fresh start adjustment; (2) an estate
tax adjustment; (3) a minimum basis adjustment; and (4) a succession tax
adjustment.' Calculation of adjustments must be made separately for each
asset 'in the estate. Each adjustment depends upon calculations made in the
preceding adjustment, so that an erfor in one can throw off calculations all
down the line. Moreover, adjustments in the basis of one asset are dependent
upon the "adjusted" basis of all other carryover basis assets, so an error in
the calculation of adjustments for :ae asset can throw off calculations made
for all other assets as well. Adjustments are also dependent upon the average
federal estate tax rate, yet that rate can only be finally determined at the time
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of the final audit. Again, any change sets off, a chain reaction of necessary recalculations. Given all these interrelated factors in calculating basis, the likely.
hood of numerous recalculations is enormous.
Furthermore, there may be several bases for a single asset The fresh start
adjustment is made only for the purposes of determining gain, ont loss. Addl.
tionally, assets allocated to a marital deduction share for the spouse will have
a different basis than if allocated to the residue, since only assets subject to tax
qualify for some of the adjustments.
These enumerated complications are merely illustrative, not exhaustive, of
the administrative difficulties created by section 1023. In short, the carryover
basis provision creates an administrative nightmare which will unfairly burden
all taxpayers.
In conclusion, it Is our view that the objectives of equity, economic efficiency,
and administrative simplicity are not served by section 1023. We believe section
1023 should be repealed or substantially revised. We wholeheartedly support the
bills already sponsored by numerous Congressmen to repeal section 1023 and
restore prior law.
PREPARED STATEMENT or L. KEvrILL LRSoN OF THE FOREST INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE
ON TIMBER VALUATION AND TAXATION-THE TwHNrCAL CORRECTIONS ACT or 1977

We respectfully submit comments of the above-named organization on H.R
6715, "The Technical Corrections Act of 1977" (the"Act"). Our comments are
limited to proposed Section 3(c) (1) of the Act, as passed by the House of
Representatives.
Section 3(c) (1) of the Act would amend Section 1023(h) of the Internal
Revenue Code to provide a minimum carryover basis for tangible personal property held by a decedent on December 31, 1976. Under present Section 1023(h),
the executor or heirs of a decedent are permitted a "fresh start" adjustment
to the basis of inherited assets to reflect fair market value on December 31, 1976.
In order to compute the fresh start adjustment, however, It is necessary to know
the date of acquisition of the Inherited asset and Its basis immediately prior
to death.
As explained in the Report of the Committee on Ways and Means on H.&
0715 (October 12, 1977), it Is particularly difficult to ascertain the fresh start
adjustment with respect to tangible personal property because executors and
heirs may not be able to determine the basis of the property or even the approximate date on which the decedent purchased the property. Section 3(c) (1)
of the Act would alleviate the problem by providing a minimum carryover
basis for the tangible personal property. This minimum basis would be determined by discounting their fair market value of the property at the date of
death in order to determine the value on December 31, 1976. Under this formula, it would only be necessary to determine the value of this property at the
decedent's death.
We believe that the minimum basis rule should be extended to real property
as well as tangible personal property, at least with respect to certain farms and
timberlands. In many cases, Individual farmers and timber farmers have acquired their Interests in farmland and timberland by numerous small purchases
at different times over a period of years. As with tangible personal property,
the purchase prices and acquisition dates are difficult, and under certain circumstances impossible, to reconstruct. This lack of available data would create an
enormous burden on the executors and heirs of farmers and timber farmers
In trying to apply section 1023(h) of the Code. The executors and heirs of
decedents holding tangible personal property and those holding farm or timber
properties thus share a similar difficulty.
We recognize that in many cases, Indeed in most cases, land records are much
more easily obtainable than records concerning tangible personal property but
they are often frustratingly incomplete and inexact This leads us to urge that
Section 8(c) (1) of the Tchnical Corrections 4ct of 1977 be amended to in,
clude real property in the minimum carryover bass allowance. If It is found
appropriate that not all real property be included, we suggest that the provision
be revised to include farms and timberlands used in a business or held for Investment where it can be demonstrated that such property was acquired in
more than one transaction.
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In addition to the inclusion of real property as well as tangible personal property in the minimum carryover basis provision, we believe that the provision
should permit taxpayers owning real property to determine by appraisal the
valuation on December 31, 1976, if the taxpayer can demonstrate that the value
shown in the appraisal is more accurate than the value as otherwise determJied
under the minimum carryover basis provision. This change would allow a more
equitable determination of value In cases where a discounted value is not accurate under the particular circumstances.
Our suggested revisions would clearly not provide an undue benefit to farmers and timber farmers Rather, the revision would recognize the severe administrative burden placed on the executors and heirs of farmers and timber
farmers and would alleviate this burden by simple administrative changes.
We thank you in advance for your consideration of our comments.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me thank you, gentlemen. Let me say to the
other witnesses that I will be gone for about 10 to 15 minutes and
then we will take, in order, Mr. McGrath, Mr. Boasberg, Mr. Klineman
and Mr. Shulman, in that order.
I will be back at about 20 after 11.
[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator PACKWOOD. The committee will come to order. Mr. Thomas
McGrath.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS McGRATH AND JONATHAN BLATTMACHR
Mr. McGnRAT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Thomas McGrath. My colleague, Jonathan Blattmachr
and I are practicing attorneys in New York City. We specialize in the
areas of trust and probate law. We have spent about 2,000 hours in the
last 9 to 12 months studying and analyzing the new carryover provisions of the code, as well as other sections of the code that are affected
by the carryover basis provisions.
The end result of our study is a treatise on carryover basis, and that
treatise contains not only analysis of the new law, but forms, charts,
guides, and tables for use by the general practitioner.
Over this period of time, we have also conferred with members of
the staff of the joint committee and, in fact, have sent copies of our
manuscript in progress to the staff.
. There is no doubt that carryover basis is very burdensome and imposes a heavy tax cost on our taxpayers.
Also, as often occurs with new, complex legislation, serious oversights and administrative problems, unf oresen in the drafting stage,
surface; and those problems should be addressed and they should be
addressed immediately.
All of this, coupled with the slow awakening of the general public
to the tre impact of carryover basis on the average taxpayer has
created much hue and cry for repeal.
However, any rational response must not lose sight of the fact that
carryover was enacted for. two primary reasons. First of all, the
revenue generated by carryover basis is to offset the revenue losses
occasioned by the general reduction in the amount of estate taxation
arising out o the changes to chapter 11 of the code by the Tax Reform
..
Act of 1976.
Perhaps more importantly, for decades it has been stated that the
so-called step in basis at death was a give-away in our Federal taxsystem, that was a serious tax loophole.
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Reasonable men may differ on this point. Certainly I do. I do not
believe that death is a tax loophole and if it is, it is one loophole that I
do not care to avail myself of for the longest period of time.-But I think
we are beyond the point of that debate.
The purpose of carryover basis was to close this so-called tax loophole and create greater horizontal and vertical equity among our
taxpayers so that those who could afford to hold on to appreciated
property until death were not to be favored over those who could not
hold on to appreciated property until their death.
If Congress at this stage concludes that that socioeconomic posture
was not or is no longer valid, and that we should return to prior law,
then I would personally agree. However, that does not appear to be
-a probability at this stage.
In my view, the real issue today is not repeal of carryover basis and
a reversion to prior law, but rather substituting carryover basis with
either an appreciation estate tax at death-so-called AET--or the
administration's proposal several weeks ago of a capital gains tax at
death, with the possibility of a moratorium now; moratorium of the
carryover basis provisions until that is accomplished.
Therefore, the issues that I would like to address myself to are: one,
as among the three options, AET, capital gains at death, or carryover
basis, is carryover basis more desirable; two, can carryover basis be
made to work?
Our extensive study and analysis indicates without question that
through appropriate amendment and regulation, carryover basis can
be made internally consistent and can be made consistent with other
provisions of the code and it can be administered without undue complications and problems-particularly when you compare carryover
basis to other provisions of the code such as ERISA, subchapter J,
private foundations and so forth.
There is not a doubt in our minds that virtually all of the legal and
administrative problems that we have been talking about with regard
to carryover basis apply also to the AET and the capital gains tax at
death.
The greatest administrative burden of Ml-trying to ascertain the
decedent's basis of that asset-still exists. The burden is the same under
AET or capital gains at death.
Tn fact, either of those taxes further aggravate the burden. Because,
all of the tax has to be paid up front-whereas with carryover basis
it can be delayed until the asset can be disposed of by the heirs--basis
information must be ascertained immediately after death.
Of course, both appreciation estate tax and capital gains tax at
death impose a brandnew burden, that is paying a tax at death. Assessing the tax at death, in our view, also creates inequities by taxing the
appreciation at one point in time, death. We have a bunching effect.
If the rate of tax is graduated, then the bunching is unfair. What happens if the economy falters the next day and paper appreciation is not
what it was the day before I Even the estate tax provides for alternate
evaluation.
What could be more arbitrary than looking at an unexpected, unforeseen, unfortuitous death as the moment to tax paper profits?
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The notion is contrary to the firmly established principle in our tax
system that death is not a taxable event.
There has been a bill introduced which would impose a moratorium
on the implementation of the carryover basis rules.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me interrupt you and ask you a question.
Early on in your statement you say that at least the carryover basis
attempts to address the problem that used to exist in the discrimination between those who could afford to own the property and those
who could not. Then on page 3, you indicated that if Congress wanted
to return to the prior law you would wholeheartedly agree, not from a
legal standpoint but from an equity standpoint.
Would you care to return to prior law, or do you think the philosophy of carryover is fair?
Mr. McGRATH. My personal view is that the carryover basis tax,
as with the gift tax and estate tax, is not a tax to raise the revenues
to run our Government, but it is social engineering. I have a personal
view about that kind of taxation.
I think that the argument that has been made over the years that
step up at death is a tax loophole is a very viable argument. Nonetheless, it is a philosophical argument with which I personally
However, once we have covered that hurdle and we must address
ourselves as to how to achieve this horizontal and vertical equity among

taxpayers,
I
done fairly. think the carryover basis is the only way that it can be
Senator PACKWOOD. Philosophically, you do not think there should
be a tax on the step up basis regardless of what form the tax takes?
Mr. McGRATE. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. Go ahead.
Mr. McGRATH. We were talking about the moratorium. The reason
I spent so much time talking about AET and capital gains at death
is that the reason given in support of moratorium is that we will have
more time to consider the appropriate ,,rn of taxation and appreciation. As I have stated, there is no question in my mind but that
carryover basis is far superior to any one of the AET or capital gains
at death.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me say this. Your 5-minute bell has rung.
Since you are the only witness so far that-has testified on the possibility
of making it work, I am going to let you go on, just to try to balance
off the weight of testimony that we have had today.
Mr. McGRATH. Thank you.
If moratorium is a tactic to be used to substitute carryover basis
for some other form of taxation, then it should be rejected.
Furthermore, what we need now is certainly in our law, not delay.
What we need is the staff and Treasury to spend their time working
on regulations rather than working on new taxing systems.
Mr. Blattmachr and I have submitted to this committee 10 specific
proposals, technical and clerical in nature. They can be dealt with
by regulation ...
We have also submitted five proposals which are substantive in nature. If these proposals are adopted, carryover basis can be wade notu
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only workable, but also acceptable to our taxpayers. There is one major
proposal in Senator Byrd's and Senator Dole's bill which has to do
with replacing the fresh start adjustment with grandfatheringg."
First, we certainly believe that the fresh start adjustment should be
retained, but shouldbe permitted whether the asset is ultimately disposed of at a gain or a loss. That change would go a long way toward
simplifying carryover basis.
We also believe that the proposed h-3 [IRC &1023] adjustment,
that is the minimum basis adjustment for personal tangible property,
should be expanded to include all personal tangible property,-not only
that property owned on December 31, 1976.
And finally, there is the Byrd-Dole concept of grandfathering. We
believe that grand fathering should be rejected.
First of all, philosophically it gets us back into a perpetuation of
the "lock-in" concept. Second, while it is very beneficial to certain
taxpayers ir-our system, it nonetheless still does not remove the
substantial burden, the administrative burdens, such as keeping basis
records.
Last, and I think. most important, grandfathering, I believe, cuts
across one of the most important changes that I think should be made
in our law, and that is the carryover of unused carryforward losses
of a decedent to his estate, and those losses, it seems to me, being
carried over to his estate, should be losses attributable to his property
sold prior to 1976 or losses realized on the disposition of assets after
January 1, 1977 where the asset was acquired prior to 1977.
In other words, all unused carryforward losses should be carried
over to the decedent's estate regardless of when recognized.
Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have just finished reading your statement.
It is an excellent statement and it is very helpful to the committee
to have somebody come forward and say I do not like the law and
wish it repealed but if it is going to say, here are the ways it could
be made possibly bearable and at least workable.
It is an excellent piece of work and I congratulate you.
Mr. MoGRAT. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of -Mr. McGrath and Mr. Blattmachr
follows:]
STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. MCORATH AND JONATHAN G. BLATTMACH
SUMMARY

I. The significant issue is whether, carryover basis should be retained or substituted by another form of. taxation which would impose a tax on Inherent
appreciation. Carryover basis can be made to work satisfactorily through modest
statutory amendments. It Is-preferable to either an appreciation estate tax or
a capital gains tax at death, both of which may be legally and administratively
more complex than carryover and neither of which provides the same equivalent
tax treatment for transfers before death. and fqr those after death which carryover prOvIdes.
II. A moratorium on carryover is a form of repeal, and unfairly places the
taxpayer and advisor in a state of limbo. What is needed now is Certainty not
delay.
IIlk Allowing all assets Owned at death whose holding period Includes December 31, 1976 to receive their estate tar values as their bases will not substantially reduce legal and administrative complexity; also, because all apprecia-
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tan to death (and not just to December 81, 1976) on such assets would also be
grandfatheredd", taxpayers will be more prone to hold assets until death. Furthor, allowing unused capital losses recognized on disposition of assets acquired
prior to January 1,1977 is more significant than graudfathering.
IV. Ten specific clerical changes and five specific substantial changes would
make carryover basis simpler to apply and understand.
STATEMENT

-

This statement has been prepared by Thomas 3. McGrath and Jonathan G.
Blattmachr, the authors of a major tax treatise entitled, "Carryover Basis
Under the 1976 Tax Reform Act: A Working Guide, with Forms to Estate Planning and Administration" published by The Journal of Taxation. Messrs. McGrath and Blattmachr are practicing attorneys In New York City specializing in
probate and, trust law. Mr. McGrath is a member of the firm of Simpson Thacher
& Bartlett with offices at One Battery Park Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10004. Mr.
Blattmachr, is associated with tke firm of Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy
with offices at One Chase Manhattan Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10005. This statement reflects the views of only Messrs. McGrath and Blattmachr with respect
to certain matters :elating to the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 as amended (herein "IRC") and H. R. 6715 (herein "Technical Correctlons
Bill of 1977") relating to the carryover basis of property acquired from or passed
from a decedent.
INI"ItODUOTION

We have spent approximately 2,000 combined hours over the last twelve
months analyzing and studying no. only the new carryover basis sections added
by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, e.g. IRO 51 1023 and 1040, but also the other
sections of the IR affected by this momentous change in our tax laws, such as
I1R0 55 303, 306, 1245, 1250 and subchapter YK.Over this period of time we have
also conferred with members of the Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation
and have provided the Staff with our manuscript in progress.
There is no doubt that carryover basis is very burdensome and imposes a
heavy tax cost upon our taxpayers. Also, as often occurs with new complex
legislation, many serious oversights and administrative problems, unforeseen In
the drafting stage, have surfaced since enactment which require immediate correction. All of this, coupled with the slow awakening of the general public to
the true impact of carryover basis on the average taxpayer, has created much
hue and cry for repeal.
However any rational response must not lose sight of the fact that carryover
basis was enacted for two primary reasons: First, the revenue generated by
the carryover basis tax offsets the revenue loss occasioned by the general reductaxation due to -dhanges to Chapter 11 of the IRC
tionthe
in Tax
the amount
by
Reform ofActestate
of 1976. But perhaps more importantly, for decades it
has been stated that the so-called "step-up in basis" at death was a serious tax
loophole and a major "give-a-way" in our federal income tax system. The purpose of carryover basis was to close that loophole and create greater horizontal
and vertical equity among taxpayers so that those who could afford to hold on to
appreciated property until death would no longer be favored over those who
could not hold on to appreciated property until death.
If the Congress at this stage should conclude that that socio-economic posture
was not or Is no longer valid and that we should return to prior law, we would
whole-heartedly agree. However, It does not appear that revesIon to prior law
at this stage is a probability. Thus, the real issue today is not repeal of carryover
basis and reverting to prior law but rather substituting carryover basis with
either an appreciation estate tax, the so-called "AET", or the Administration's
proposal of a capital gains tax at death with a possibility of moratorium of
carryover basis until that Is accomplished.

APPRECIATION ESTATE TAX AND CAPITA. o118 AT DEATH ARE NOT BETTrE ALTRNATIVES TO CARRYOVER BASIS

Therefore, the issues to which we wish to address ourselves are: One, as among
the three options (carryover basis, appreciation estate tax and capital gains
tax at death) is carryover basis mote desirable; and-two, can carryover basis
be made to work? Our extensive study and analysis indicates without question

-
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that through appropriate amendments and regulations, the carryover basis law
can be made internally consistent, consistent with other provisions of the IRC
and can be administered without undue complications and problems--particularly
when compared to othcr provision of the IRC such as Subchapter J, ERISA, etc.
Furthermore, therv is not a doubt in our minds that virtually all of the legal
and administrative complications that now exist In carryover basis are Inherent
in both the appreciation estate tax and the capital gains tax at death. Both
proposals would, for example, Impose a tax on appreciate n between the decedent's basis in an estate asset and the asset's estate tax value. Thus, the greatest
administrative of all-acquiring basis and related information-will be exactly
the same as that under carryover basis. However, under appreciation estate tax
or capital gains tax at death, the burden Is further exacerbated. Because those
taxes would be Imposed at death, there will be less time within which to gather
the necessary Information.
And, of course, both the appreciation estate tax and the capital gains tax at
death impose the brand new burden of having to pay the full tax at death,
whereas at least with carryover basis, the tax is deferred until the estate asset
is disposed of. Asessing the tax at death also creates serious inequities, by imposing the tax at one point In time--death---all of the appreciation (the income
subject to tax) is bunched at that moment. What happens if the economy falters
the next day and the paper appreciation Is not what it was the day before. (Even
the estate tax provides the executor with optional valuation dates.) What could
be more arbitrary than looking at an unexpected, unforeseen and unfortuitous
death as the moment to tax paper profits. Such a notion is contrary to the firmly
established principle of our tax system that death is not a taxable event.
Furthermore, additional exceptions to the general application of either an
appreciation estate tax or capital gains tax at death are contemplated which
will Invariably make either of those approaches more complicated than carryover basis. It seems that the proponents of the appreciation estate tax and the
capital gains tax at death will urge that farms, closely held business interests
and property qualifying for the marital deduction will, In some fashion, be
excluded from the application of either of those taxes A perusal of IRC J 2032A
should indicate the types of complexities which will arise in those circumstances.
It has even been urged that the carryover basis provisions be applied in those
cases where the appreciation estate tax and the capital gains tax at death would
not apply. In other words, we would have two different taxing provisions with
which to contend.
MORATORIUM SHOULD BE REJECTED
It has been suggested in some quarters that there should be a moratorium on
the implementation of the carryover basis provision. The reason given In support of moratorium is that we will have more time to consider the appropriate
form of taxation on appreciation. There is no question in our minds but that
carryover basis is far superior to either appreciation estate tax or capital gains
tax at death. If moratorium is a tactic to be used to substitute carryover basis
with some other form of similar taxation it should be rejected. Furthermore,
a moratorium is another form of repeal. If the Congress is of a mind to repeal
carryover basis and revert to prior law then let us repeal it and not place the
taxpayer and the tax adviser in a state of limbo. What is needed now is certainty not delay.
CARRYOVER BASIS CAN BE MADE TO WORK
The basic concept of carryover basis is extremely simple: The estate or
beneficiary takes over the decedent's tax basis at death. In that respect It Is
no more complicated than the general carryover basis concept used for property
which is transferred by gift. However, In application of the carryover basis
rules, as enacted, both legal and administrative complications arise.
ILegal complications arise bvause of the exceptions from the definition of carryover basis property, exceptions from the operation of the general rule of carryover basis, the special rules provided for, in the statute, and the limitations
placed on the exceptions and the special rules. Legal complications also arise
because of the interrelationship with the carryover basis provisions and other
provisions of the =0 and state laws.
The exceptions, special rules and limitations provided for with respect to carryover basis do not seem especially complex compared to many other provisions
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of the IRC. Nevertheless, certain open questions In the- statute do cause substantlal complications which must be resolved in order to have carryover basis
work.
The nonlegal complications are administrative in nature and revolve primarily
around the question of how to acquire basis information: Date of acquisition
data, capital changes and Improvement information and the like.
In most cases, for investment-type assets, such as marketable stocks and bonds
and for real estate the information Is not difficult to obtain because taxpayers
generally keep accurate records for those types of assets.
,It seems that the administrative burden most often will be greatest with respect to tangible personal property, especially personal and household effects.
We have all heard the stamp collection argument ad nauseam. But the fact is
that the carryover basis law provides relief by allowing the executor to select

up to $10,000 worth (based on estate tax values) of personal and household
effects to have their estate tax values be their bases. While that exception will
cover the majority of estates, certain administrative problems still arise. State
law may require the executor to make an Inquiry if it has anticipated that the
decedent's basis is greater than estate tax value even where the aggregate estate tax values of all personal and household effects of $10,000 or less. Moreover, the executor may be faced with competing demands of beneficiaries when
more than $10,000 worth of personal or household effects are contained In the
estate. The answer perharq Is to expand the exclusion as suggested later.
'Carryover basis provisions also appear to cause special problems when closely
held business interests and farms are involved and special exceptions or treatment for such circumstances could be provided.
33ut in all events, It cannot be emphasized strongly enough that both the legal
and administrative problems inherent in carryover basis will exist with the al-

ternative forms of tax on appreciation. Reducing the number of exceptions, exclusions, and special rules would decrease the complications for all systems.
There are ten clerical and technical amendments and five substantive changes
in the law which we believe, if enacted promptly, would make the carryover
basis law adequately consistent, would provide for a feasible, viable method of
administering the law both for the taxpayer and the government, and would
create a greater degree of fairness.
TEN SPECIFIC PROPOSALS CLERICAL AND TECHNICAL IN NATURE

1. Satisfl ng pecuniary legacies with appreciated IRO §i 1245 or 1250 property.-Specifying which of IRC if 1245 and 1250 (each of which prescribes, in
part, that "gain shall be recognized notwithstanding and other provision of this
subtitle"), on the one hand, and IRC 5 1040, contained In the same subtitle,
(which prescribes, in part, that the executor who satisfies a pecuniary legacy
with appreciated carryover basis property shall recognize gain only to the extent
that the fair market value of the property exceeds its estate tax value), on the
other hand, controls when appreciated carryover basis IRO 5 1245 or IR0 J 1250
property Is used to satisfy a pecuniary legacy.
2. Satisfying pecuniary legacies with appreciated IRO 1306 stock.-Specifying
which of IRC J 306 (which provides, in part, that the "amount realized" upon
disposition Shall be treated as gain from the sale of property which is not a

capital asset rather than providing for the "recognition" of gain upon disposition)

and IR I 1040 controls when appreciated carryover basis IRC 1306 stock is
used to satisfy a pecuniary legacy.
3. Reducing "amount realized" under IRO 1 306 for December 31, 1976 basis.Modifying Section 8(a) of H.R. 6715 to provide that the "amount realized" upon
the disposition of IRO 5 306 stock Is to be reduced by the adjusted basis of the
stock on December 81, 1976 (provided that the basis of such stock in the hands
of the person disposing of it reflects the basis of such stock on December 31, 1976)
whether or not an ad- stment to basis under IRO 5 1023(h) Is to be made. The
Technical Corrections Bill of 1977 as passed by the House on October 17 provides
for this modification.
4. Changing the rules for charitable income tax deductions for estates and
truets.-Amendlng 1R0 1 642(c) (1) to provide for the allowance of a charitable
income tax deduction In certain instances in which IRO 1642(c) (1) apparently
would not allow a deduction (as in the case where appreciated carryover basis
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piroperty in the estate must be sold In order to satisfy a preresiduary charitable
bequest and where the carryover basis tax on the gain must be borne by the
residuary estate) and to provide for the denial of a deduction, in certain other
cases, in which IRO §642(c) (1) apparently would allow a deduction, for amounts
of income, attributable to gains carried over from a decedent, paid or permanently
set aside for charitable purposes (as in the case. where appreciated.carryover
basis property in the estate must be sold in order to satisfy a non-charitable preresiduary bequest and where the carryover basis tax on the gain must be borne
by a charitable residuary legatee).
Consideration should also be given to the question of whether the estate tax
charitable deduction would be affected under those circumstances,
5. Satisfying pecuniary legacies in kind with appreciated encumbered property
returned in 706 encumbered.-Amending IRC 51040 to
for the purposes
of that section that the fair market value of appreciated provide
carryover basis property
used to satisfy a pecuniary legacy Is to be diminished by any mortgage on or
indebtedness with respect to such property whenever
property has been included in the gross estate diminished by such mortgagethe
or
indebtedness In order
to ensure that property which has not, in fact, appreciated from
time of death
(although included in the gross estate net of any mortgage) willthe
not trigger gain.
6. Determining net appreciation for encumbered property.-Amending
* 1023 to provide that the adjustments to basis under IRO J 1023 (c), (d), IRO
and (h) are to be computed by reducing the adjusted basis by any mortgage (e)
on
or indebtedness in respect of property if the property has been included in the
gross estate diminished by such mortgage or Indebtedness so that the accurate
amount of net appreciation is used In making the adjustments to basis.
7. Specifying whoh property is not subject to a taw.---Clarifying bow the determination of what property Is deemed not subject
a tax within the meaning
of the IRO I 1023(f) (4) (A) is to be made. This is to
one of the most perplexing
and important open questions. An alternative solution would be to allow the adJustmeut for estate taxes to be made even for marital or charitable deduction
property (either with or without a corresponding reduction in the estate taxes
adjustment for other property).
8. Specifying whether death on the distribution by the executor constitutes

a taxable disposition if liabilities exceed baels.-Specifying whether the change
of ownership from

the decedent at death to his estate or beneficiaries or the
distribution from the executor to a benflclary
carryover basis property con.
stitutes a disposition for income tax purposes ifofliabilities
with respect to such
property exceed its basis at the time of death or of such distribution.
9. Clarifying purpose of fresh start minimum basls.-Modifying Section 3(c)
(1) (A) of HR. 6715 to specify that the minimum basis adjustment is an alternative "fresh start" adjustment and is not
to be made before application of the
adjustment under IRO § 1023(h) (1) or IR § 1023(h)
as the words "the
adjusted basis of such property immediately before the (2)
death
shall be treated as being not less than" In the bill might indicate.of the decedent
10. Reducing IRO J 805 took ordinary income for RC 11083 adjustments
made.-Amending IRO 1806 to provide that the "amount
upon disposition shall be reduced by the adjusted basis of IRC §306 realized"
stock after all adjustments to basis under IRO 51028 and provide further that the
of ordinary
income otherwise recognized under that section be reducedamount
by such adjusted
basis before reducing the amount of capital gain Income otherwise
recognizedunder that section.
8PEcIrro PROPOSALs SUBSTaNTIVE IN NATURE
sFva
(1) Allowing fresh atari for Pu~rposesof loss and allowing the fresh start minimum basis for aUl tangblO,---jneprovision which causes
legal
complications, administrative burdens and Inequitable results considerable
that the adjustment provided to basis under IRO 11023(h) the "fresh startIs adjustment')
available only for purposes of determining gain. The consequence of this limit.is
tion is that the estate and subsequent beneficiaries
keep track of two sets
of bases for each asset entitled to a tentative freshmust
start adjustment Further,
by adjusting an asset for fresh start, each subsequent
adjustment
the basis
of that asset is thereby reduced. If the asset is then sold at a loss, thetofresh
start
adjustment Is eliminated by the other adjustments are not increased. Additional
complexity Is introduced If the asset Is sold at neither gain nor loss.
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The lack of equity inherent In limiting the fresh start adjustment only to
cases of gain, and the legal and admiiistrath e complications which arise by
virtue of that limitation, simply cannot be Justified by any extra tax revenue
that may be generated because of it. The fresh si. irt adjustment should be kivailable whether the asset entitled to It is disposed of at a gain or a loss.
Moreover, in order to avoid the costly burden of. ascertaining basis information
which Is, in many cases, difficult to determine with respect to tangible personal
property, we would recommend that the concept of, the fresh start minimum
basis adjustment as proposed in Sec. 3(c) (1) of the Technlcal corrections Bill) be
expanded to cover all tangible personal property including that property whose
holding. period does not include December 81, 1978. Because the adjustment
would relate back to that date there would be virtually no revenue loss, in most
cases, -by allowing such an adjustment of convenience for all ta.glble personal
property.
It has been seriously urged by certain groups that the fresh start adjustments
to basis be eliminated entirely and replaced with the "grandfathertng" of all
assets where the adjusted basis in such assets immediately before the death of
the decedent- reflects the adjusted basis of those assets on December 31, 1976. Such
assets would be excluded from the definition of carryover basis property and
would receive a step-up In basis at death under;XRO 11014. We believe that
such a change would perptkiate the so-called "lock-in" which Is contrary to the
Congress' stated purpose for enacting carryover basis. Furthermore, while the
grandfathering of assets held on December 81, 1976 would provide substantial
tax relief for certain taxpayers, it would not reduce In any meaningful way the
administrative burdens under carryover basis bemuse all taxpayers would be
requited to inventory all assets owned by them on December 81,1976. But, more
importantly, such a proposal would, in our view, cut across one of the most
Important changes we believe should be made in the present law: allowing an
unused capital loss to be carried forward tfter death. (See Item (5), supra.)
In-our view allowing unused capital losses to be carried over after death whether
those losses were incurred prior to January 1, 1977, and whether those losses
were Incurred as a result of the disposition of assets after' january 1 which were
acquired prior to January 1, 1977 is significantly more important than grandfathering.
(2) Providingfor an adjustment to basis'for the margina increasein federal
and estate tax attributable to net appreolation.-As presently drafted, the adjust-

ment to basis for federal and state estate taxes under IRC 1 1023(c) Is made for
the average amount of such taxes attributable to the net appreciation. Providing
for the adjustment at the-rxlarginal tncrOaae'In e~atetaxes attributable to net
appreciation seems to supply a more equitable result when one compares this
approach to disposition prior to death and the Income tax paid during lifetime is,
in fact, subtracted from the "top" of the estate tax bracket not the average.
Moreover, by converting to a niarginal adjustment, at least in some circumstances (though clearly a minority of cases) the problem of the changing adjustment because of a change (for example, on' audit) In the taxable estate will be
avoided.
(3) Modifying the $60,000 minimum basis adjustment.-The $80,000 minimum

basis adjustment should be eliminated entirely and replaced with a simple exclusion of $60,000 worth of assets (based on estate tax value) from the definition
of carryover basis--similar to the $10,000 personal and household effects exclusion now provided for under IRC § 1023. A corollary to this change would be the
elimination of. the $10,000 personal and household effects exclusion. This would
provide greater relief for modest estates from the administrative burdens of
carryover basis.
(4) Modifying the relationship between IRC 1806 stock and IRO

803 re-

demptions.-The Congress has determined to provide relief from ordinary Income dividend treatment when a, redemption occurs within the provisions of
IRO 1303. There is no corresponding redemption provision for stock ownership during lifetime. Thus, allowing a redemption of R 1306 stock to qualify
under IRO I303 would not create an Inconsistency with property disposed of
before death, especially when one considers the policy decision made by the
Congress to provide relief when stock Is i-edeemed to pay for taxes and expenses.
We, therefore, recommend that a redemption of IRC 1 306 stock be afforded
capital gain treatment by allowing a qualifying redemption of such stock under

IRO 1803.

98-902-77-
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We also strongly urge that because of the impact of carryover basis, IRC 1 303
be amended by increasing the amount of a qualifying distribution to Include
income taxes generated as the result of a qualified redemption under IRC § 303.
(5) AUowing a capital toss carrV forward after death.-The oft heard argument in support of carryover basis was that under prior law a taxpayer was
"locked-in" to holding assets until death because of the automatic step-up in basis
under IRO 51014. Thus, with the introduction of carryover basis, taxpayers would
be more willing to dispose of appreciated assets and realize the gain which would
have to be realized by his estate or beneficiary ultimately In any event. However,
now the "lock-in" argument applies with equal force with respect to assets which
have depreciated in value. In other words, under present law, If a taxpayer
realizes a loss upon disposition of an asset which might otherwise be carried
forward, but the taxpayer dies, that loss cannot be carried forward to his estate
or beneficiaries. Therefore, a taxpayer may be less willing to dispose of a depreciated asset before death. Instead he might hold on to the asset until death,
have his estate dispose of it and then have the loss carried forward to his bene.
ficiaries under IRO 1642(h).
In order to avoid this newly created "lock-in of losses", a reasonable corollary
to carryover basis would be to permit a taxpayer's unused capital losses to be
carried over to his estate and his beneficiaries. Such a rule would also create a
closer degree of fairness anJ equity In the application of carryover basis.
CONCLUSION

-

We believe that if the technical and substantive changes recommended are
made, and regulations are promptly issued, carryover basis can work and does
not have to be an undue administrative burden to the fiduciary, the lawyer or
the taxpayer.
In all events, we would urge retention of a modified carryover basis approach
rath&i than the adoption of an appreciation estate tax, or a capital gains tax
at death.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of Thomas J. McGrath and Jonathan G.
Blattmachr.
THOMAS J. MCGRATH.

Senator PAOKWOOD. Mr. Boasberg.
STATEMENT OF TERSH BOASBERG, ESQ., GENERAL COUNSEL,
PRESERVATION ACTION
Mr. BO.,SBERO. This is probably not the most burning issue that you
are going to face today, but we do appreciate being able to come up
here.
I am testifying on S. 2241 which briefly is a technical amendment
allowing long-term leasees, people who lease buildings, to take 60month writeoff of certified rehabilitation on certified historic structures.
The law now provides that only owners can take a quick writeoff
when they rehabilitate certified historic structures.
This amendment will enable long-term lessees to do the same thing
As you know now, leases on certain other property do have the
advantages of owners. They can depreciate their leasehold interest
and so forth.
Ordinarily. when the Congress passed the new act last year to encourage certified rehabilitation on historic buildings it was a great encouragement because it would allow owners to write off their rehabilitation over a quick 5-year period.
We are now trying to extend this to long-term lessees.
The reason is that profits groups, States, and cities just do not have
the money to fix up these buildings themselves. The only way to make
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them viable is to allow the long-term lessee to get the advantages of
this quick writeoff rather than be restricted to the straight, line method.
I am sure you are familiar with the historic preservation work done
in your part of the world in San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle. It
has really been marvelous. Old buildings have really come to new life.
It means jobs, new tax revenue, economic development. It is very helpful in urban rehabilitation.
This amendment would extend that. For example, in Nashville,
Tenn., we have the customs house. It was given by theUnited States
to the city of Nashville. They do not have the funds to redo it, but if
they can get a long-term lease in there and give him this 5-year advantage, that building can go. The same is true about a lot of the
buildings under the Surplus Property Act.
Senator PACKWOOD. What would the leasee do with the old customs
house?
Mr. BOASBERO. You have probably been to Ghirardelli Square in
San Francisco: stores, restaurants, office space. I think it is just another shot in the arm for historic preservation for cities.
We appreciate your consideration.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Boasberg follows

:]

--

STATEMENT OF TERSH BOASBERO, FSQ., GENERAL COUNSEL, PRE5ERVATON ACTION

My name is Tersh Boasberg. I am a partner of the Washington, D.C. law firm
of Boasberg, Hewes, Finkelstein and Klores. I am General Counsel of Preservation Action, the national citizens' lobby for historic preservation. Preservation
Action is composed of over 300 individuals and non-profit historic preservation
organizations from Maine to California and from Florida to Alaska. A number
of our members also are cities, counties and state offices of historic preservation.
Members of Preservation Action such as Historic Annapolis, the Galveston
Historical Foundation, the City of Seattle, Hirtoric Denver and others are converting handsome, older buildings to new adaptive uses for stores, restaurants,
office space, businesses, educational institutions, and a host of other 20th century
uses. Historic preservation in this enlarged sense means Job development, additional municipal tax revenues, an influx of new businesses and higher local
boid ratings. Preservation, indeed, means progress.
I am pleased to support S. 2241, which will give long-term lessees the same
advantages which owners now have for the quick, 60-month write-off of certified
rehabilitation expenses on certified historic structures. This means there will no
longer be discrimination between owners and long-term lessees.
As this Committee knows only too well, many of the local communities and
non-profit organizations do not themselves have the necessary funds with which
to rehabilitate historic structures such as courthouses, schools, police and fire
stations and municipal buildings.. In many communities such as Louisville,
Seattle, New York and San Antonio, these buildings can be commercially adapted
through rehabilitation but only a long-term lessee would have the requisite funds.
S. 2241 would encourage such lessees to rehabilitate and adaptively use these
properties by taking advantage of the See. 191 tax benefits.
Indeed, in many cases it is only by such encouragement that these buildings
can become useful once again. For example, one of our members, Maydean Eberling of Nashville, Tennessee, tells us that the City cannot raise the funds necessary to rehabilitate the U.S. Customs House there. However, she feels that if a
long-term lessee could secure the See. 191 benefits, the Customs House can again
become an economically viable operation.
S. 2241 takes on even greater importance in situations such as that noted above
with respect to Nashville. This is because under the recent amendments dealing
with disposal of surplus properties, 40 U.S.C.A. § 484, the Federal Government
may turn over to local communities historic buildings and properties which the
United States Government no longer needs. Cities and tofnis receiving such prop-ertles cannot sell them to private owners and, yet, often do not have the funds
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necessary for their rehabilitation. S. 2241 would encourage the rehabilitation of
these structures by long-term lessees by allowing them the Sec. 191 benefits.
In addition, the U.S. Treasury will not'be hurt since, under other provisldiis
of the IRO, the Sec. 191 benefits would be subject to recapture should the lessee
dispose of his leasehold interest prematurely.
I In conclusion, Preservation Action believes that S. 2241 would greatly facilitate historic preservation and job development, especially in decaying urban
ghetto and downtown areas by encouraging long-terih lessees as-well as owners
of certified older historic structures to rehabilitate them for current usage. We
strongly support this measure and urge your favorable consideration thereof.
...
SenIator PACKWOOD. Mr. Klineman?

STATEMENT OF KENT X. KLINEMAN, LINEMAN ASSOCIATES,'
ACCOMPANIED BY EDWARD L. MIRRIGAN
Mfr. KLIN-EIAN. GAood morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Kent M.
Lineman. My firm, Klineman Associates, located in New York City,
is a small business concern and, like hundreds of others throughout
the Uhiited States, it engages in the leasing of offc ffirnishings, machines,
andrather
equipment
to businesses
professionalI.firms
which pretheir officeand
requirements.
am accompanied
fer to rent
than buy
by my counsel, Mr. Edward L. Merrigan, Of Washington, D.C.
We deeply appreciate the opportunity the subcommittee provided
for the preentation of this testimony, and in line with the hearing
notice, we shall endeavor to be as brief as possible.
The purpose of our appearance, Mr. Chairman, is to urge your
committee to correct a serious inequity which we-believe was unintentionally created by the at-risk equipment leasing provision of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 for unincorporated small business office equip- ment leasing firms that must compete day in and day out with some of
the largest corporations in the United States.
The House version of the Technical Corrections Act of 1977 already
changes and corrects some of the erroneous aspects of the at-risk equipment leasing provisions of the 1976 act, so plaumly it is appropriate and'
vitally important to our industry for the Senate to correct this additional glaring inequity which threatens adversely to affect the ability
of all unincorporated small office equipment lessors to continue to compete effectively with the giants of our industry. In my opinion, if it is
not rectified soon by the Congress, it will actually destroyrmany small
leasing firms which simply cannot continue to finance all their lease
transactions on a total at-risk basis in order to meet the tax deduction
requirements of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
Prior to adoption of the new at-risk provisions of the 1976 act, big
business office equipment lessors such as IBM, Xerox, major-U.S. banks,
et cetera, and local small business office equipment lessors competed on
an equal footing under the Internal Revenue Code, at least. Both were
entitled to claim on the same basis expenses, depreciation, and losses on
office equipment they owned and leased to their customers, irrespective
of how the equipment was purchased or financed.
The 1076 act, however, unintentionally and unfairly changed the tax
rules for local unincorporated small business offce equipment lessors
only, while it left the incorporated giants of the equipment leasing
industry free to continue to operate precisely as they did'in the pas.-
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More specifically, it did this by inadvertently subjecting small unincorporated office equipment leasing firms to the stringent new at-risk
tax rules of section 465, while it expressly exempted their large incorporated competitors from those at-risk requiremnts.
, Congress, of course, never intended to appy those oppressive new atrisk tax requirements to either large or small regular, normal equipment leasing businesses, but rather to large, artificially created equipment leasing tax shelters only. That explains why Congress exempted
corporations from at-risk. It wanted to exempt everyday equipment
leasing operations such as those of Hertz, Avis National Car Rental
and their small competitors in the automobile leasing industry; and
those of Xerox, 1iM and mijor banks and their small business
competitors in the office equipment leasing industry.
In this regard, both the Senate and House reports in support of the
1976 act went to great lengths to explain that the new risk rules are
aimed strictly at tax shelters which allow taxpayers to offset artificial
losses from outside investment activities such as farming, motion pictures and large, unusual equipment leasing arrangements against income received in their regular, everyday businesses or professions-and
that under no circumstances were the at-risk rules meant to apply to
regular equipment leasing activities such as those conducted by large
and small companies in the automobile and office equipment leasing
industries.
Indeed, the Senate report emphasized that application of at-risk to
normal, everyday business operations in these particular industries
would be counterproductive and would eliminate many such
operations--a serious mistake in a time of high unemployment.
But, by exempting corporations only, Congress patently erred. It
apparently assumed that all regular, normal equipment leasing concerns are incorporated. The big companies and the banks are
incorporated, but many of their local, small business competitors are
not.
In the final analysis, therefore, the 1976 act unintentionally exempted
large and small corporations in the office equipment leasing industry
but it 'lefi the small unincorporated leasing concern subject to the
oppressive new at-risk rules designed to crush tax shelter operations
only.
In effect, Congress mistake now threatens to crush regular small
unincorporated office equipment leasing firms for no valid tax reason
whatsoever.
Why, I ask would Congress exempt the regular equipment leasing
activities of tie corporate 'ants andsimultaneously install crushing
new at-risk tax ridles for the regular equipment leasing activities of
their unincorporated small business competitors?
Further evidence that Congress never intended any such ridiculous
result is also found in the 196 reports in support of the 1976 act. In
the Senate report, for example, the Finance Committee specifically
described the type of tax shelter equipment leasing activities to which
the now at-risk rules were intended to apply. Almost without exception the activities listed are extraordinary, multimillion dollar, artificial leasing operations involving the leasing of aircraft, ships, railroad rolling stock, oil drilling rigs, and nuclear fuel assemblies. No
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indication of any kind is given that this committee or the Senate intended to apply at-risk to the normal regular leasing activities of a
small, unincorporated office equipment leasing concern.
Unfortunaly, however, unless this committee acts now to clarify
and correct this statutory oversight, every unincorporated office equipment lessor in the United States will continue to be saddled with the
crushing at-risk tax rules which were never meant to apply to them
in the first place.
Under the at-risk concept, these small concerns, regularly competing
with IBM, Xerox, and the banks in cities throughout the Nation, cannot deduct for tax purposes their losses on any of their leased office
equipment in excess of the amount they are actually at-risk with reference to that equipment, that is, the amount for which they are personally liable on ioans used to purchase the equipment. Their big business
competitors, however, can deduct any losses they sustain for tax
purposes even if they have no liability whatsoever in connection with
t(he financing of their leased equipment.
In conclusion, I submit this is clearly the type of technical error
and inequity the Technical Corrections Act of 1977 must eliminate.
Earlier this year, when other tax legislation was before the Senate
for consideration, I understood Senator Johnston of Louisiana prepared a floor amendment which would have solved this problem in
consultation with the Joint Committee on Taxation chief of staff and
with staff members of the Senate Finance Committee. A copy of that
amendment is annexed hereto for this committee's consideration at this
time.
It is my understanding that Senator Johnston withheld his amendment because lie was advised by the chairman that this was the type of
matter which should be corrected by this committee when legislation
designed to correct other errors and inequities in the Tax Reform Act
of 1976 was before this committee for consideration.
Hopefully, because of the extremely serious nature of the problem
confronting so many unincorporated firms in our industry, that time
has now arrived.
Correction of this error, of course, will have no real valid revenue
'impact because Congress did not intend to apply the at risk rules to
regular office equipment leasing operations in the first place. But, in
any event, correction of this inequity will have a negligible effect on
tax revenues for the Treasury.
When the 1976 act was passed, the new at risk equipment leasing
provision-applicable to leasing of such large items as ships, airplanes,
railroad cars, oil rigs, nuclear assemblies, et cetera-was estimated to
raise only $6 million in additional revenues in fiscal 1977 and $14 million in fiscal 1981.
The new rules will continue to apply to all tax shelter operations in
these multimillion dollar items an the elimination of relatively small
office equipment leased by small unincorporated leasing concerns will
be negligible insofar as the Treasury is concerned.
We therefore urge the committee, Mr. Chairman, to include a provision such as Senator Johnston's amendment, or some similar effective
provision in the legislationnow before you.
[Senator Johnston's amendment follows:]

B-AEST GOPY1 AIIBE
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AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. JOHNSTON to 8. -,

a bill IH.R. 3477, an Act viz: On

page 119. between lines 15 and 16, insert the following:

"See. - . Small business concerns that are Lessors of Office Equipment.
If a taxpayer"(1) has an interest in"(A) a small business concern (as defined in section 2 of the Small
Business Act of 1958 (15 U.S.C. 632) ), or
"(B) a small business corporation (as defined in section 1371(b) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 1371(b) )
which is engaged in leasing activities solely
to the extent of leasing office
furniture, fixtures or equipment such as typewriters, file cabinets, computers,

duplicating machines or other similar office requirements, and,

"(2) actively participates in the management of such small business concern or small business corporation,
then section 465 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 465) shall not

apply with respect to such leasing activities."

Senator P.%CKWOoD. You are right about your history. I recall the

debate, and we were not thinking of unincorporated small businesses.
Why would it not be an answer to you to just incorporate?
Mr. KLNEMA.N. Senator, the incorporation is an enormous

tional tax cost because of the double taxation problem. That is addiwhy
many of us are not incorporated in the first place, and the subchapter S
solution would not be a good one either, because subchapter S is also
subject to the at risk provisions.
We have to remain unincorporated to avoid the double taxation.
Senator PACKWOOD. Your point is valid. I know we did not think

about it.
Much in line with the comments I made earlier, there are many provisions in this act that we did not know the effect of. It was not conscious malice. We did not grasp, in many cases, what the effect would be.
I think your case is very valid. I appreciate your bringing it to our
attention.
Thank you.
Mr. KUNEMA-. Thank you for the opportunity.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr: ShulmanI
STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. SCHULMAN, ESQ., WASHINGTON, D.C.,
ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM H. SULLIVAN, JR., PRESIDENT, NEW
ENGLAND FOOTBALL CLUB, INC.
Mr. SCiiLMA.N. Senator Packwood, my name is Robert A. Schulman. I am a partner in the law firm of Wenchel, Schulman & Manning.
I appear on behalf of William H. Sullivan, Jr., who is with me today.
and the New England Patriots Football Club, Inc., of which he is thie
founder and also the president.
He founded the team in 1960 notwithstanding that two other teams
could not make it in Boston---one of which was the old Boston Redskins, now the Washington Redskins-and has been able to keep the
team alive. He has labored long and hard under a rather adverse
series of circumstances.
As of 1973, the corporation had outstanding 100,000 shares of
ing stock, and approximately 140,000 shares of nonvoting stock.votAt
that point Mr. Sullivan owned 24 percent of the voting and also some
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of the nonvoting. In 1973, a series of disputes arose which were rather
bitter and ong in nature, as a result of which in 1975, after almost
2 or 3 years of negotiations, Mr. Sullivan undertook to purchase all
of the remaining voting stock.
In order to do this, he went to a bank and committed himself to
borrow upwards of $5 million.
The bank loan was made on two very, very stringent commitments,
one that somehow or other all of the assets and all of the stock including all of the nonvoting, all of the stock outstanding, would be applied
as security for the bank loan; and two, after very careful examination,
both by Mr. Sullivan's attorneys and by the bank's attorneys, to the
effect that the depreciation which would be allowable in respect to
players' contracts would continue to be allowable, and the commitments were made, on the basis of the then very clear, precise law as
to what depreciation would be computed in respect to the players'
contracts.
The purchase was made November 7, 1975, long before any action
was taken to amend the sections of the code with respect. to depreciation of players' contracts and long before the enactment of section 10.56
to the code by section 212 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
Following that and as a result. of filings with the SEC and following
extended litigation in the Federal courts, which went as high as the
Court of Appeals for the First Circuit, on January 31, 1977, at long
last, after a new corporation was formed to which Mr. Sullivan transferred all of the 100,000 shares consisting of the 24 percent he previously owned and the shares he had purchased from the others, the
former New England Patriots Football Club, Inc. was merged into the
new corporation.
The nonvoting shareholders were paid at $15 a share-which. incidentally, was a capital gain to most of them, three times as much as
they p aid when they originally subscribed-and were it, not for the
amendments by section 212 of the Tax Reform Act which provide that
the basis to a new acquirer of player's contracts must be limited by the
gain to the transferor plus the transferor's original basis, Mr. Sullivan
could complete the payment of his bank loans.
As matters now stand, it is impossible for him to do so as a result
of action that was taken by the Congress long after he had made an
absolutely firm and binding commitment. And the matter has now
reached the crucial state where, if things cannot be remedied, he will
perhaps be unable to make the payment due December 31 of this year.
What we are asking for, and I have to echo the statement of a previous speaker here-this is by no means the most important or crucial
piece of legislation to be considered by the Congress but, nevertheless,
it is the most important and crucial piece of legislation to be considered
for Mr. Sullivan, who has dedicated his whole life, his career and in
truth, his entire net worth, to this thing.
I do not mean to imply that we cannot find some buyer, but he has
built this team, he has bled and died with it, he has managed to get a
stadium in Foxboro after many, many years of moving around to different stadiums in the Boston area and, at long last, to get the popular
appeal and the support. And, being a Washingtonian, I hesitate to say
this, but he has put together a pretty good ball club up there.
Iii any event, we are submitting beore this committee a proposed
bill which is identical to a bill that passed the Senate last year and
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failed of passage in the House by only one vote because it had to go
on the unanimous consent calendar in the very last days of the session.
We are not asking for any relief other than relief which, when I
was with the Internal Revenue Service, was customarily given, which
is that you do not apply anything retroactively and all we are asking
is that the Congress do as much as the Internal Revenue Service would
do, which is to not penalize a taxpayer in midstream of something that
he is already committed to do.
Senator P cywoop. Let me say that Congress did not intend to. We
were looking at people who were rolling over franchises and depreciating players' contracts and they had a good team and everybody gained
a great benefit out of it.
.;. I thoroughly agree with the intent of the legislation.
Vr.
ScHui
Senator PAcxwooD. It was never intended to apply to long-term
owners trying to build a club. It was intended to stop these 8-, 4-, or 5year rollovers.
Mr. ScnvIxUx. I must say frankly this is special legislation. We
know of no other case where a man made the commitment was bound
by it, prior to the consideration, much less, the enactment b; the Congress of new law.
Senator PACKWOOD. You do not need to feel embarrassed or ashamed
to plea for special legislation. Every now and then when the media
brings up special interest legislation, the question should be, what is
meritorious? Sometimes it is more effective than some of the other
legislation that we have had.
ir. ScHuLmAx.

You have made my argument.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I am the fellow that Mr. Schulman has been describing. He reminds me of my father-in-law. When somebody would say
something nice about him, he would inevitably reply: "the fact that
I am unworthy of your compliment does not prevent me from enjoying it."
I do not know if that is appropriate to say here, but I would echo
what Mr. Schulman said on the special legislation. We have often
talked about that. My feeling is that the Congress should never be
asked to do something for one person. I do not think it should ever be
asked to penalize one person in the entire Nation.
Originally I bought this franchise for $25,000 borrowed dollars and
now I think it is worth somewhat more than that. But over the years
I took in a few friends, not really because I needed them, because I
could have borrowed the money to operate it, but they had helped
me and eventually they took in friends, and eventually some of them
tried to take it away from us and we went through some difficult times.
I would also, for the record, like to say that we built a stadium, not
with public funds, but with money we raised ourselves as a private
vehicle. We have a 62,000-seat stadium.
As Mr. Schulman said, we do have our whole life in this, and that of
my family, and everything that we own is in it and we would appreciate
your consideration.
Senator PACKWOOD. We will see what we can do.
Mr. SCHULXN. We have submitted a written statement.
Senator!PAoiwoob. It will appear in full In the record.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schulman follows:]
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STATEMENT or Romr A. SBoVLMAN, ESQ.

My name is Robert A. Schulman. I am an attorney practicing law in Washington, D.C. as senior partner of Wenchel, Schulman & Manning. I am appearing
as counsel to William H. Sullivan, Jr. and the New England Patriots Football
Club, Inc. Mr. Sullivan, the founder and President of the Patriots, is here
with me today.
I speak In favor of the adoption of H.R. 8489. The Intended beneficiaries of
H.R. 8489 are William H. Sullivan, Jr. and the New England Patriots Football
Club, Inc. The purpose of the bill is to correct an Inequity resulting from a
major change In the tax rules affecting the allowance for depreciation of
players' contracts owned by sports enterprises. This change is the result of the
enactment of section 212 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, which added section
1066 to the Internal Revenue Code. H.R. 8489 does not change the operative
provisions of section 1056 of the Internal Revenue Code but, instead, provides
a limited exception to the application of section 1056 of the Code in a situation
where, prior to the enactment of the Tax Reform Act, a taxpayer had entered
into binding commitments based on then existing law.
As I stated, the specific statutory section with which we are concerned Is
section 1056 of the Internal Revenue Code. It provides that when player contracts are transferred in conjunction with a sale or exchange of a franchise
to conduct a sports enterprise, the acquirer's basis in the player contracts is
limited to the transferor's basis in such contracts plus the gain recognized by
the transferor. Prior to the enactment of section 1056 of the Code, there was
no statutory provision so limiting the basis of player contracts.
The pertinent facts bere involved are:
As of 1978, the Patriots had outstanding 100,000 shares of voting common
stock and 139,800 shares of non-voting common stock. In 1973, certain problems
arose between Mr. Sullivan, who held about 24 percent of the voting shares,
and two other groups of voting shareholders. After extended negotiations, these
problems were resolved in 1975 by Mr. Sullivan committing himself to purchase
the voting shares of the other two groups which tether held the remaining
voting shares and then to restructure the corporation through the formation
of a legal entity as the successor to the Patriots.
Pursuant to that undertaking and on November 7, 1975, Mr. Sullivan borrowed
in excess of 5.8 million dollars which he used to purchase from the other
two groups all of their voting shares.
This buyout of the other voting shares by Mr. Sullivan was accomplished
(a) on his representation to the bank that when the rest of the plan was
carried out, in addition to all of the ownership interest of the new entity,
the principal assets of the new entity as well-that is, the NFL franchise,
player contracts, ticket sales and television revenues,-would be pledged as
security for the loan to Mr. Sullivan personally, and (b) on the clear understanding, both by the bank and by Mr. Sullivan, each of whom was Independently so advised, that the new entity would be entitled to a basis for
player contracts in accordance with then current provisions of the Internal

Revenue Code.
Thereafter and pursuant to a proxy statement dated November 5, 1976, In
all essential respects identical to the proposed proxy statement filed September 9, 1976, the restructuring of the Patriots was accomplished through a
state law merger into New Patriots Football Club, Inc., a newly formed Massachusetts corporation. This state law merger constituted a taxable event both
to the holders of the voting and the non-voting stock of the Patriots.
The effect of the statutory provision here involved on those facts is that
solely because of the addition of section 1056 of the Code, and In midstream
of a plan the first of the two major steps of which was consummated In
1975 after almost three years of difficult negotiations, Mr. Sullivan will be
unable to service and amortize the loan of 6.8 million dollars already made
to him personally and the new entity will be unable to service and amortize
the additional loan of approximately 1.4 million dollars, borrowed by It to
assist in paying for the non-voting stock of the Patriots. Therefore, because of
legislative changes made in 1976, and after Mr. Sullivan now faces the serious
risk of being unable to retain the ownership interest of the football team which,
since Its founding in 190, he has continuously fought to save and preserve,
and which constitutes almost his entire net worth.
The relief sought Is a technical amendment to a complicated statutory provision In which Congress recognized the need for exceptions by providing in it,
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as Initially promulgated, three such exceptions. First, section 105 of the Code
does not apply to a so-called like-kind exchange, It also does not apply to a
person acquiring the property from a decedent or to whom the property passed
from a decedent. And, third, gain realized by the transferor but not recognized
because of the application of section 837(a) of the Internal Revenue Code,
is treated as gain recognized by the transferor to the extent gain is recognized
by the transferor's shareholders.
Thus, in section 1068 of the Code, Congress recognized that certain circumstances should be exempt from the limitations It provided and acknowledged
that a taxpayer should not be penalized if a transaction took a particular
form, the substance of which was not materially different from a transaction
which received more favorable treatment.
The proposed bill, which we believe affects only Mr. Sullivan and the New
England Patriots Football Club, Inc., in these limited circumstances, would
continue, effective October 1, 1977, the basis for player contracts which existed
under the law prevailing at the time the commitment was made for the first
loan of 5.3 million dollars to Mr. Sullivan personally-and at the time Mr.
Sullivan purchased the other voting shares--each of which occurred in 1975,
long prior to the enactment In 1976 of section 1068 of the Code.
[H.R. 8489, 95th Cong. 1st sess.)
A BILL To limit the retroactive application of section 1056 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 (as added by section 212 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976)

Be it enacted bz the Senate and House of Repreentatives of the United Sta4es
of America in (ongrees oseembled, That, effective October 1, 1977, section 1068
of the Internal Aevenue Code of 1964 (relating to basis limitation for player
contracts transferred In connection with the sale of a franchise) shall not
apply to property acquired by the transferee in a taxable merger in respect
of which a proposed proxy statement was submitted to the Securitles and
Exchange Commission before September 21, 1976. If the transferee corporation
has held any player contract continuously from the time of its transfer to
October 1, 1977, and if the adjusted basis of such contract in the hands of the
transferee corporation immediately after the transfer (determined as if the
preceding sentence applied at such time) would have exceeded the adjusted
basis of such contract at such time (determined without regard to the preceding
sentence), then, as of October 1, 1977(1) the adjusted basis of such contract shall be increased by the amount
of such excess
(2) the adjusted basis of property (other than player contracts) which
would have been lower If the preceding sentence bad applied at the time
of the transfer shall be properly reduced, and
(8) the adjusted basis of property (other than player contracts) held
by the transferee corporation on October 1, 1977, shall be reduced In the
order provided by section 1082(a) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954, to the extent that the reduction under paragraph (2) is less than
the increase under paragraph (1).
EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED BILL

The New England Patriots Football Club. Inc.. was founded in 1.0 by

William 11. Sullivan, Jr., and had outstanding 100,000 shares of voting common
stock and 139,800 shares of non-voting common stock.
The team attracts a following from the six New England states and plays
an important role in the New England sports scene. It plays its home games in
a sports stadium in the rural town of Foxboro, Massachusetts which is located
within convenient driving distance of Boston, Massachusetts; Worcester. Massachusetts; Fall River, Massachusetts; Providence, Rhode Island and Hartford,
Connecticut.
Commencing In 1973 certain problems arose between Mr. Sullivan. who held
alout 24 percent of the voting shares, and two other groups of voting shareholders. After extended negotiations, these problems were resolved in 1975
by Mr. Sullivan deciding to purchase the voting shares of the other two groups
which together held the remaining voting shares and then to restructure the
corpnration through the formation of a legal entity as the successor to the
Patriots.
Pursuant to that undertaking and on November 7, 1975, Mr. Sullivan borrowed
in excess of 5.3 million dollars from a bank and used such funds to purchase
from the other two groups all of their voting shares.
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This buyout of the other voting shares by Mr. SulLivan was accomplished (a)
on his representation to the bank that when the rest of the plan was carried
out, in addition to all of the ownership Interest of the new entity, the principal
assets of the new entity as well-that i, the NFL franchise, player contracts,
ticket sales and television revenues-would be pledged as security for the loan
to Mr. Sullivan personally, and (b) on the clear understanding, both by the
bank and by Mr. Sullivan, each of whom was independently so advised, that the
new entity would be entitled to a basis for player contracts in accordance with
then current provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.
Thereafter and pursuant to proxy statement dated November 5, 1976 in all
essential respects identical to the proposed proxy statement filed September 9.
1976, the restructuring of the Patriots was accomplished through t-xabte state
law merger into New Patriots Football Club, Inc., a newly formed Massachusetts
corporation, providing for the payment of $15.00 a share in cash In exchange
for each of the non-voting shares.
Solely because of the change In bass for player contracts made by section
212 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, and in midstream of a plan the first of the
two major steps of which was consummated in 1975 after almost three years
of difficult negotiations, Mr. Sullivan will be unable to service and amortize
the loan of 5.3 million dollars already made to him personally, nor will the new
entity be able to service and amortize the additional loan of approximately 1.4
million dollars, in the manner originally contemplated at the Ume the 5.3 million dollar loan was made, with the consequence that Mr. Sullivan faces the
serious risk of being unable to retain the ownership interest of the football
team which, since its founding in 1960 and most particularly since 1973, he has
fought to save and preserve, and which constitutes almost his entire net worth.
The proposed hill would, In theee limited circumstances only, continue, effective October 1. 1077, the basis for player contracts which existed under the law
prevailing at the time the commitment, which contemplated as its final step a
taxable restructuring, was made--at the time the bank made the first loan of
5.3 million dollars to Mr. Sullivan personaly-and at the time Mr. Sullivan
purchased the other voting shares--all of which occurred in 1975 and long prior
to the enactment of section 212 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
A copy of the proxy statement dated November 5, 1976, which describes the
transaction in detail, is available for inspection at the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
A BILL To limit the retroactive application of Section 1056 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 (as added by Section 212 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976)
Be it enactd by, the Renate and the Houge of Represciftatircs of the United
States of Atn-ica in (o'fgrcs8 assembled, That, effective October 1, 1977, section

1056 of the Internal Revenue Code of 19,4 (relating to basis limitation for
player contracts transferred in connection with the sale of a franchise) shall not
apply to property acquired by the transferee in a taxable merger In respect of
Which a proposed proxy statement was submitted to the Securities and Exchange
Commission before September 21, 1976. If the transferee corporation has held
any player contract continuously from the time of its iraLsfer to October 1,
1977, and if the adjusted basis of such contract In the hands of the transferee
corporation immediately after the transfer (determined as if the preceding
sentence applied at such time) would have exceeded the adjusted basis of such
contract at such time (determined without regard to the preceding sentence),
then, as of October 1. 1977(1) the adjusted basis of such contract shall be Increased by the amount
of such excess,
(2) the adjusted basis of property (other than player contracts) which
would have been lower if the preceding sentence had applied at the time
of the transfer shall he properly reduced, and
(3) the adjusted basis of property (other than player contracts) held by
the transferee corporation on October 1. 1977, shall be reduced In the order
provided by section 1082(a) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, to the
extent that the reduction under paragraph (2) is less than the increase
under paragraph (1).

Senator PACK WOOD. That adjourns the hearing today.

[Thereupon, at 11:55 a.m. the subcommittee was recessed to recoivene at the call of the Chair.]

APPENDIX
COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVED BY TlE COMmiLrEx
INmTRE8T IN THFAE HEARINGS

EXPIESSINO

AN

U.S. SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL

RESOURCES,

IWaahington, D.C., October 26, 1977.
Ilon. HasaY F. Bi*'D, Jr.,
Chairmaxi Suboommiitee on Taxation and Debt Management Geemrally of the
tkiCcvittcc on Finance,
Washinoton, D.C.
DzAzLtz T: We understand you will be holding hearings later this week on
HR. 6715, the Technical Amendments Act of 1977.
We would like to call to your attention a technical matter that you might
consider appropriate for inclusion In this bill. Section 207 of the Tax Reform
Aet of 1970,requIres most farming corporations to change from the cash to the
accrual -basis of accounting for tax purposes. An exception was made for faintly
corporations, but the definition of family was drawn In such a way as to exclude
certain Utxpayers whose situation is not materially different from any taxpayers
who were-frnitted to continue using the cash basis. We brought this problem
to the, attention of the Senate last April. and an alhendinent was agreed to at
that time t5y a roll-call tote of 85 to 11 to permit the excluded family companies
to contimie using the cash basis for all taxable years beginning on or before
December 31. 1977. This was, in effect, a one-year extension of the effective
date of the *1976Act. The rationale for the extension was simply that the Presi(lent's tax-reform package would probably be coming before us this fall, at which
time ther wouldd be a chance to address these and similar issues of tax accounting
and come tO a final conclusion about them that would be fair to all similarly
situated taxpayers.
By wayf'0Ifurther explanation, I enclose a copy of the debate on the Senate
floor on the amendment that was agreed to last spring. This amendment Is now
Sectiodr 404 Of the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977, Public Law
95-30.
As it'tuins out, of course, the President's tax-reform proposal has not yet
been transmitted to us. The one-year extension is about to expire, and It seems
appropriate to seek a further extension so that the status quo can be preserved until the matter can be thoroughly reviewed In the context of general
tax reform. We have therefore prepared an amendmenLtto H.R. 6715 and are
enclosing a copy of it. If you could look it over and consider including it in the
bill at this time, we would be most grateful. We also ask that this letter be made
a part of your hearing record.
There is a possibility that we may offer the same amendment to some other
appropriate vehicle, If one becomes available before this session adjourns. It is
Important to resolve the matter one way or the other before the end of the year.
Many thanks fqr your courtesy and consideration.
Sincerely yors,
JoHN' L. MCCLELLAN,
JOHN SPARKMAN,
EDMUID S. Musaxni
JAM= B. ALt=,
D. HATHAWAY,
Wi.riu
DALz BuMPrs.
(295)
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Mr. BAKER. At the end of 30 minutes then, we would proceed to the Chafee
amendment.
Mr. President, if I understand the request of the Senator from Pennsylvania,
lie simply wants to make sure his amendment comes next after the Kennedy
amendment, is that correct?
Mr. II~i.z. Correct.
Mr. BAKER. Without any provision for when the vote occurs.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYaD. That is all right with me, if it is agreeable with the
managers of the bill. I simply wanted to correct the situation.
Now we have Mr. Kennedy in the Chamber. Yesterday we ordered his amendment to follow Mr. Chaffee's. Now we have switched that around to where the
vote on Mr. Chaffee's amendment will precede Mr. Bumpers' amendment Mr.
Bumpers has taken the place of Mr. Kennedy In following Mr. Chaffee and I
simply want to put Mr. Kennedy behind the two,
Mr. BAKER. All right. And I would like to put Mr Heinz after the Kennedy
amendment.
Mr. HEINz. Assuming the Kennedy amendment Is, in fact, offered.
Mr. Ro.m C. BYaD. Yes.
Well, it is fine with me, I do not know about the manager of the bill.
Mr. MOYNITAN. That Is agreeable with us, if that Is agreeable with the majority leader.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, Is that agreeable to the distinguished manager of
the bill on our side?
Mr. CuRTIs. Yes.
Mr. RoamRT C. BraD. Mr. President, following the disposition of the amendment by Mr. Bumpers at 12 noon today, I ask unanimous consent that Mr.
Kennedy be recognized to call up his amendment, and that upon the disposition
of the Kennedy amendment, Mr. Heinz be recognized to call up his.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, before the Chair rules, reserving the right to object, I think we have one more problem. If the Bumpers amendment has no time
limitation, then there is a possibility that the distinguished Senator from Rhode
Island might find himself without his full hour to debate before 11:40 arrived.
Mr. MoYNIHAf. Our argumments are so compelling we really do not need
much time.
Mr. BAKER. The observation of the distinguished Senator from New York is
reassuring, but it Is not protection.
Mr. President, I think we could address that two ways. We could either
establish a time limitation on the Bumpers amendment or slip the time to vote
on the Chafee amendment in the event there Is not a full hour for debate.
Mr. ROBERT C. BraD. Mr. President, how much time has run on the Chafee
amendment?
The PRESIDING OFrICER. No time has yet run on the Chafee amendment.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYaD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent thatMr. CuTis. Mr. President, I ask unanimous order. Let us go ahead with
this tax bill.
The PtsiDiNo OrnczR. Is there objection?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, reserving the right to objectMr. RoBETa C. BYaD. Mr. President, I withdraw my request.
The PRESIDING OMCEL. Very well, the request is withdrawn.
The Senator from Arkansas Is recognized.
AMENDMENT NO. 219

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I send to the desk an amendment proposed by
Mr. McClellan, for himself, Mr. Bumpers, Mr. Muskle, Mr. Sparkman, and Mr.
Allen. It is printed amendment No. 219 and I ask that It be stated.
The PRESIDING OrFicER. The amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Arkansas (Mr. Bumpers), for himself, and others, proposes
an amendment numbered 219.
The amendment is as follows:
At the appropriate place. Insert the following new section:
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SrC. . POSTPONEMENT OF E TCTIuE DAT OF CHANGES MADE BY THE TAx RFORM ACT OF 1976 IN THE METHOD OF ACCOUNTING FOR CERTAIN CORPORATIONS
ENGAGED IN FARMING
Section 207(c) (2) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 is amended to read as

follows:

"(2) ErrrTvz DATES.-

"(A) IN GErxRAL-Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the amendments made by paragraph (1) shall appy to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1978.
"(B) SPECIAL RULE FOR CETAiN CooxIos.-In
the case of a corporation
engaged in the trade or business of farming and with respect to which"(1) members of two families (within the meaning of paragraph (1) of section 447(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as added by paragraph (1))

owned, on October 4, 1976 (directly or through the application of such section
447(d) ), at least 65 percent of the total combined voting power of all classes of
stock of such corporation entitled to vote, and at least 65 percent of the total
number of shares of all other classes of stock of such corporation; or
"(ii) members of three 1.qailles (within the meaning of paragraph (1) of
such section 447(d)) owned, on October 4, 1976 (directly or through the application of such section 447(d ), at least 50 percent of the total combined voting
power of all classes of stock of such corporation entitled to vote, and at least
50 percent of the total number of shares of all other classes of stock of such
corporation; and substantially all of the stock of such corporation which was

not so owned (directly or through the application of such section 447 (d)), by
members of such three families was owned, on October 4, 1976, directly"(I) by employees of the corporation or members of the families (within the
meaning of section 267(c) (4) of such Code) of such employees, or
"(II) by a trust for the benefit of the employees of such corporation which is
described in section 401(a) of such Code and which i exempt from taxation
under section 501 (a) of such Code,
the amendments made by paragraph (1) shall apply to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1977."
Mi. BumpERS addressed the Chair.
Mi. MCCLxE.LA. I yield to the distinguished Senator, my colleague, Senator
Bum,)ers.
M?-. BuMPERS. Mr. President, this amendment Is designed to correct what some
of us consider an egregious error in the so-called tax reform bill which we pawed
in 1976.
Mr. McCLELi.ti'a. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for Just one moment
for a unanimous-consent request?
Mr. BUMPERS. I yield.
Mr. MCCLELLAx. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that Mr. Max Par.
rish of my staff have the privilege of the floor during the consideration of this
bill.
The PRESIDING OF-ic.. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I make a similar request for Richard Arnold.
The PRESIDING OFFICEL Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, in that bill, for reasons which have always
eluded me, there was a provision which said that all agricultural or agribusinesses would in the future change from a cash to an accrual accounting
system.
Now, this can cost a considerable amount of money in taxes. But the real
clinker in it was that the Ways and Means Committee of the House put a provision in which said that any business 50 percent or more of which is owned by
one family-and one family is defined in the bill-will be exempt. Here is the
net effect of that: you have a business, for example-and let us take Cargill,
and I do not know whether Cargill is a family-owned business or not, it is not
traded and it could very well be owned by one family-and they do over $5
billion a year, and are big in my State as they are in many States-but if Cargill is, in fact, a family business owned by one family they are exempt and they
continue to use the cash accounting system whereas somebody, for example, who

started out in the poultry processing business 15 years ago literally selling
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chickens in a wheelbarrow and they get up to a fairly respectable size of several
million dollars a year, they are not exempt and they must go to the accrual
accounting system at a very distinct disadvantage.
Mr. President, this provision in that law never made any sense, it never will
make any sense.
Let me give another example: I know the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts, who has been on the cutting edge of most tax reform or what most of
us think as tax reform in this body, has a very strong feeling about people who
have literally pulled themselves up by their own bootstraps, not being treated
in a discriminatory manner and disadvantageously.
But let us take the case of one of the gigantic agribusinesses in this country
that may be owned by one family who, Indeed, inherited the business, who never
gave one thing to the origin*or the perpetuation or the building of the bushie.S.
They are exempt under the bill as it is presently written, whereas the same person who, as I say, started out 15 years ago, is not exempt and is, thereby, placed
at a very distinct tax disadvantage and cannot compete.
Let me give another example: The ninth biggest poultry processing contpany in the Unltqd States is the Wayne Poultry Processing Co. It, in turn. is a
subsidiary of Continental Grain which is the second biggest grain company. Continental' is 100 percent owned by one man, and it is exempt and does not have
to go on the accrual accounting system. It can stay on the cash accounting
system.
Now, where is the justice in that? Yet we are saying to some of these other
people who are relatively small-and I Am talking about the 30th or 40th as
poultry processors who are doing somewhere between, say, $20 million and $50
million a year, just a fraction of what some of these people who are going to
be exempt are doing, where is the justice In that?
Mr. Preside it, I want this body to understand one thing: Arkansas i indeed
the biggest broiler processing State in the ,.'ation. These are all friends of mih.
I support and promote the broiler processing business. It Is big business in our
country.' It is a good cash income for many farmers. All I want is for everybody to be treated alike. Either put them on the cash basis or the accrual basis.
I do not care which. They would prefer the cash system as they have tilways
been on it, and I prefer the cash system. But let us not discriminate against
some and put them at a very distinct competitive disadvantage for no earthly
reason.
Mr. President, my colleagues, we are asking In this amendment for minimal
relief, minimal relief simply saying let us postpone the effect of that provision of
the Tax Reform Act of 1976 for I year and let the President submit his tax reform bill. I will tell you one thing, the President of the United States will not
send anything down here as foolish as that. All we are asking for is I year's
relief.
I am not saying that Cargill is family-owned, but I am telling you one thing,
nobody knows. I do know one thing, they do over $5 billion a year. If it turns
out, of course, that they are, in fact, family-owned, that is, 50 percent of the
company is owned by one family, then they are exempt and they do not have
to go to the accrual accounting system. It makes no sense, Mr. Pretldent.
At this time I yield to my distinguished colleague from Alabama who also
favors this amendment. I was going to yield to the distinguished Senator from
Arkansas but he has just left the floor.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for a question before I
speak? Does he feel that 1 year's delay would be sufficient in suspending the
operation of the provision? The distinguished majority leader has said no tax
reform measure would be brought up In the Senate this year.
I wonder if the Senator would feel that this should be modified to make it 2
years?
Mr. BuMPERS. Well, the Senator certainly makes a very valid point. Could
the distinguished majority leader comment on that any further than lie has
already commented on it?
Mr. RoB=m C. BYr. Mr. President, what is the question?
Mr. BuMPmR_.
The Senator from Alabama has made the point that the majority has been quoted in the press as saying the President's tax reform proposal, which was originally scheduled to come over here on September 1, may
come over, but the majority leader was quoted as saying It would not be considered this year; is that correct?
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Mr. 8ROXT C. BYRw. I am not sure of the precise wording of my statement. I
think I Was tryl g to liate a fact that that measure being tax reform mumt
begin in the House. Generally, tax reform measures are very controversial,
they take quite a while with hearings, et cetera, et cetera. The President has
sent up bU energy package, at least be has stated the principles. The package
itself is Dot on the Hill as yet. It was my understanding the President would send
up the tax reform measure In mid-oviumer or just before the August recess or
in the fall.
Taki
to consideration the fact that tax measures do have to be Initiated
in the ;e,
I did n see how it would be possible for the Senate to take up
the energy proposals and dispose of those, and also take on the massive job of
tax reform, and that was the reasning behind my statement.
Mr. Buxrow I thank the majority leader.
Mr. Ro4MT C. BY. I think what I am saying-and I do not want to attempt
to imping9 upon the turf of the chairman of the Committee on Finance-is I
would Veriously 4oubt the Senate could deal with tax reform this year if it is
going to tae care of the energy problem, plus the many other major pieces
of legllation that will be coming to the floor, to wit, clean air, mine safety.
and s om, and so on. We only have 12 weeks remaining between the end of
this wee4 and the August recess, and I just cannot see how the Senate can deal
with the tax reform in a major way this year. This is not to say that there
might not J q some small amendments that would in themselves be in the nature
of tax re(9prn that could be adopted.
Mr. BUMPEB. I thank the majority leader.
To answeT the Spntor from Alabama, if he would give me an opportunity to
dlsus.4t with my colleague at least, we will modify it to extend it at least
for 18 monthss.
Mr. McCIXAN. Mr.. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. tLEN. yIeld.
I
Mr..'CCLLLT.AN. May I say the purp4Ae of this amendment was simply to
delay.14i Ili order to give the Committee on Finance an opportunity to consider the PIll we have in reduced which would be a vehicle for them to consider
in order to eliminate this inequity.
Now,.we.jpst put ina year's time, If it cannot be reached by that time then it
Qught tq. b. extended bpause this ought to be eliminated now and an opportunity provided for the Committee on Finance and the Congress to work out
an equitable tax provision.
Mr. M)oyiquAN. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
'Mr. MCCLELLAn. I would be glad to yield.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I feel I can speak for the Committee on Finance in saying that
te Senator's position is an entirely reasonable one and has our support, and we
hope t06 Senate will work its will today In this matter.
Mr. MoCxxu.L&. I thank my colleague.
I may say, if my colleague will yield to me for a moment, so far as I know
those members of the Committee on Finance with whom I have discussed this
immediately recognized the inequity of It and are willing to correct it.
While I am speaking at the moment, I may say I am confident that had the
Committee on Finance discovered this when they were considering the original
legislation they never would have imposed it. Now that we know about it I am
sure the members of the Committee on Finance and every Member of the Senate
will want to correct it and not let it continue until we are given an opportunity
to enact legislation that does justice.
Mr. President, I am proposing an amendment which Is designed to correct an
Inequity created under section 207 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976-Public Law
94-455--with respect to corporations engaged in farming. Senators Bumpers,
Muskle, Sparkman and Allen have joined as cosponsors of the amendment.
Section 207 provided a new Section 447 of the Internal Revenue Code which, In
general, requires agricultural corporations to use the accrual method of accounting. Exceptions were provided from this treatment for some small corporations,
corporations in which 50 percent of the stock owned by members of the same
family, or corporations for which gross receipts were $1 million or less. These
exceptions were Wntended to allow local family-controlled agricultural businesses
to continue using the cash method of accounting.
Section 447, however, contains some serious inequities. For example, some locally owned family corporations are now required for the first time to follow the
98W2-77-20
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new accrual rule which adversely affects their competitive position. Of two companies in one town in my State, one with 3 times the gross sales of the other is
permitted to remain on a cash basis while the smaller is required to shift to the
accrual method.
Mr. President, I recognize that the provisions adopted in the Tax Reform Act
were intended to prevent farming operations being used as tax shelters. However, I am concerned that the remedy may have, in some instances, created an
even greater harm than the abuse it was designed to curb through Its adverse
impact on competition, especially in the broiler industry.
Changing the accounting basis to the accrual method for some when other
companies iii the broiler industry are permitted to remain on the cash method
impairs the competitive posture of the companies required to make the change.
On cash basis accounting, a company pays taxes on its actual In-hand earnings
for the year. On an accrual basis, a company is required to pay taxes on its accounts receivable, its inventory and cash on hand. With regard to accounts receivable and inventory, accrual basis accounting requires payment of taxes on
money not yet received and on stock not yet sold. The effect is to place two family-owned broiler companies in the position of using their cash to pay taxes on
income they have not received. This expenditure for taxes thereby reduces
amounts available for expansion and other improvements. Other broiler companies continue on cash basis accounting paying taxes only on what they take in.
This is an inequity that should be remedied.
On April 5, I Introduced a study bill, S. 1227. that proposes a permanent change
in the law to permit the two affected companies to remain on a cash basis and
have requested hearings on the measure by the Finance Committee.
The amendment which I am proposing today would delay the application of
section 447 to the affected businesses for I year to give the Finance Committee
time to study this problem and to prevent any economic harm to the companies
pending the committee's review. It is an equitable proposal--one that seeks a
temporary solution to the problem until a permanent one can be found. I hope the
committee will accept IL
Mr. KF..NEDY. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for a very brief question?
1Mr. BuMPESS. I yielded, Mr. President, to the Senator from Alabama.
Mr. Aiix-'. I have no objection.
Mr. KE'.XEDY. It is to direct a question to the manager of the bill at the present
time. It is my understanding that the sick pay extension is only for a year. Am
I not correct in that?
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I believe the Senator Is correct.

Mr. KENNE Dy. And the foreign income exclusion Is Just for a year as well; am
I not correct on that?
Mr. MOYN'NHA,%. The Senator is correct.
M1r. KE N.NFDY. So we already have a year extension on both of those matters
which are of considerable importance and great deal of interest. Those matters
affected a large number of taxpayers who could not reasonably be expected to be
following what Congress was doing in 1976. But in the present case, Involving a
major tax shelter and some of the largest poultry businesses in America, with
sophisticated accountants and lawyers who were watching very closely what
Congress was doing.
Am I further correct that the House of Representatives now is considering a
number of technical amendments to the 1976 act, in order to deal with the question of inequities in the act? And I would expect there are valid, justified, and
worthwhile changes that should be made. But we have to make a record first.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. The Senator is essentially correct. The draft is being prepared
and will be introduced in the House today.
M1r. KEN.vEDY. It seems to me that If we are to deal with sick pay and the for.
eign income exclusion, we are going to have to take some action on the tax measure again within a year's period.
I thank the Senator.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I have joined with the distinguished Senators from
Arkanszas and my distinguished senior colleague (Mr. Sparkman), and the distinguished Senator from Maine (Mr. Muskie), in offering an amendment to H.R.
3477, inasmuch as I too believe that the serious inequity suffered by certain
poultry producers as a result of the adoption last year of section 207 of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976---Public Law 94-455--ought to be corrected.
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As Senators will recall, section 207 dealt with corporations engaged in farming and was designed to reduce the use of corporate farming operations for tax
shelter purposes. To accomplish that purpose, section 207 forces agricultural corporations to use the accrual method of accounting. Appropriate exceptions were
made to the section to permit relatively small sized, family-controlled corporate
farming operations to continue without coming under the new requirements set
forth in the section. These exceptions recognize that many family-controlled
small corporations are engaged in agriculture strictly for profit and are not
utilized for sheltering of income earned from other nonfarm sources.
While there is probably general agreement in the Senate that the tax loopholes in corporate farming should have been closed, I doubt, Mr. President, that
any Senator intended the result section 207 will have in actual fact when applied
to certain owner-operated family corporations producing broilers and other
poultry products.
In the highly competitive broiler industry, I am advised that section 447 will
have disastrous conseqeunces. It is my information chat of the top 36 firms in
the broiler industry, only 2 that are not publicly held will be adversely affected
by this provision. Thus, the impact of the provision will simply be to penalize
two firms in the entire industry. Surely, a provision which extracts such a discriminatory toll cannot pass for tax reform.
Mr. President, I am advised that the broiler industry is expanding at a rate of
5 to 7 percent annually. That fact alone makes the accrual method of accounting
required by section 207 undesirable. Stated simply, the accrual method would
require a company to pay taxes on accounts receivable, cash on hand, and inventory so that taxes will fall due on accounts receivable which are increasing
at a rate commensurate with the general increase in broiler production and income. On the other hand, the cash method of accounting, which was permitted to
all broiler producers prior to the enactment of section 207, requires the payment
of taxes only on in-hand cash earnings so that the projected growth aspect of the
accrual method does not penalize the taxpayer.
The result, Mr. President, of forcing some broiler companies to go to the accrual method while allowing others to remain on the cash method will be simply
to put at a tremendous competitive disadvantage certain family-owned operations which in actual character differ not one whit from other corporations which
fit the formal exceptions set forth in section 207. Since the disadvantaged corporations are uniformly not corporations utilized for tax shelter purposes, I do
not see any reason that the inequity created should be allowed to go uncorrected.
Section 207 has been codified as section 447 of the Internal Revenue Code. I
nently repeal the effect of section 447 on broiler companies. However, during the
time that that measure is under study in the Committee on Finance, I believe the
seriousness of the situation merits adoption of the amendment proposed today
by Senator McClellan in that it would delay the application of section 447 for
1 year to permit time to complete a full study of this problem and to prevent ser.
ious damage being done to companies involved as a result of the failure of Congress to foresee the full consequences of our earlier action.
I wish to comment briefly on the equity involved in this bill.
The tax bill of last year did seek to put farming operations on an accrual basis
rather than a cash basis. But as to poultry producers it sought to provide that
certain poultry producers could remain on a cash basis.
The exemption that was written into the bill has resulted in, as to the top 36
broiler producers that are not publicly held, of 36 such corporations, 34 of them
are exempt and remain on a cash basis. Only two companies are required to move
to the accrual basis. That is based on a proposition of a family-owned operation.
There is a companion bill to this amendment that would be offered later or
offered as an amendment to some of these bills that Mr. Kennedy is talking about.
But all this does at present is to postpone the operation of this bill for 1 year in
order that this bill will have an opportunity to be considered by the Senate.
This presents a most inequitable situation because the broiler industry is highly
have also joined with Senator McClellan in introducing a bill which would permacompetitive, and the impact of this provision, as it now stands, will simply be to
penalize two firms out of the entire industry.
Surely a provision which extracts such a discriminatory toll cannot pass for
tax reform.
So no rights are lost. That provision is not done away with by this amendment.
All it does is to postpone the operation of it for 1 year in order that the inequity
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can be presented to Congress In the form of a bill. and that Is all that this amendment does. I certainly hope that it will be passed with either the 1-year delay or
2-year delay.
I yield the floor.
The Pwis
o Omcn (Mr. Sparkman). The Senator from Massachusetts.
Mr. KaxxxDy, Mr. President, I ask the attention of the managers of the bill
and ask them whether they are prepared to accept this amendment and if so what
is the rationale or JUstIfIcation for It?
Mr. Loxo. Mr. President, there is a problem here. These companies compete
with other companies which do qualify for the one-family exemption, and thus
these companies are placed at a competitive disadvantage. Although these companies may also compete against publicly held companies which must go on the
accrual method, the publicly held companies have the advantage of greater accessibility to market financing. The revenue cost of this amendment would he
less than $5 million.
There is a problem here. There is an equity basis for recommending the amendment. On the other hand, I know that the Treasury has an objection to the
amendment. The amendment deals with an Inequity and an Injustice which, in
some respects, was created In the Tax Reform Act. The Issue was not given adequate consideration at that time.
Unless we can work out some way to accommodate the Treasury objection, I
doubt that the House of Representatives will accept this amendment. But my Inclination Is, if the Senator wishes my thought about it, to accept the amendment
and to go to conference and see If we can work this matter out in a way that will
take care of the problem at least for the time being until we can study th.i problem In a broader context In connection vith the tax reform bill Which the administration is going to be recommending to us this year.
Of course, I will be guided by the Senate's judgment. I have not heard the
Senator's argument yet.
In fairness, there are certainly two sides to this argument. On 'one hand. the
Treasury does not like the amendment, but, on the other hand, there I clearly an
Inequity here that we should try to do something about.
Mr. MCCLEuL&N. Mr. President, will the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. Loso. I yield to the Senator from Arkansas.
.Mr. MCCL=LAN. Upon what premise does the Treasury Department object to
correcting an Inequity?
Mr. Loxo. Basically, the Treasury simply doeg not like exceptions and they do
not like to add one exception upon another exception.
Mr. MCCSLLAl. It Is an exception that has abusedd the trouble. If they do not
like that exception we are trying to help them correct It.
Mr. L.,oNo. Here is the Treasury comment, if the Senator wishes to read it. I am
glad to read It to him.
Mr. McOLLAx. I am glad to look at the letter. I am just asking.
Mr. Loio. Here Is their statement:
Most taxpayers in the business of selling products are forced to use the accrual
method of accounting and to accumulate production costs in inventory until the
products are sold. However, certain farmers are permitted to use the cash method
of accounting in order to minimize recordkeeping problems.
Access to sophisticated accounting and recordkeeplng procedures is related
primarily to the volume of business. This rationale is reflected in the current
provisions exempting from the accrual accounting requirement those corporations with gross receipts of $1 million or less. This "gross receipts" exemption
covers 93.6 percent of all farming corporations.
large subchapter S and family-owned corporations cannot fairly claim that
they lack the sophistication necessary to employ accrual accounting procedures.
To extend exemptions to large multi-family corporations is a further, unwar-

ranted departure from the underlying justification for the cash privilege.
That is the Treauury position on the matter, and I admit that there is a discrimination Involved here. There is merit to the amendment, and r wish to work
it out in justice to all.
But at this moment Senator, I would think that if we want to do something
about it, if the Senate votes an amendment, we can go to conference and hear
the Treasury obJections, and perhaps work it out. I cannot guarantee it, but we
might manage to work out an answer that all would be willing to support in
conference.
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If the Treasury has a good case, I should think the House would insist on
declining to accept the amendment.
Mr. McCXrr.L&. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. KzNxzwY. Mr. President, I believe I have the floor, but I am glad to yield
to the Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. MoCLELLAr. My interpretation of the letter makes it a rather weak case.
If they are opposed to discrimination and inequities in the Tax Code it makes it
a very weak case.
I have a letter I would like to insert in the Record from the Congressional
Budget Committee. I shall read the last paragraph of it, and ask that it be printed
in full in the Record.
The last paragraph reads:
The other amendment would postpone the effective date of Section 207(c) for
only two classes of corporations with family ownership defined in the amendment. Because the number of corporations which would qualify for this treatment
Is unknown-A
As Senator Allen pointed out, there are Just two.
Because the number of corporations which would qualify for this treatment is
unknown, no precise estimate has been made. However, it Is'very likely that the
revenue effect of this alternative would be a small fraction of the estimate for the
broader alternative discussed above.
As far as financing the Treasury is concerned, it is Infinitesimal, almost, but it
means a great deal to a competitor,
While I have the floor for a moment, due to the kindness of my friend from
Massachusetts, let me make this further comment: I have no desire to prolong
the matter, but in my State, one of those instances Senator Allen referred to, one
of the companies affected is in competition with another one in the same city, in
the same trade area. One company is about three times as large as the other one.
The smaller company, because there are two families involved in it instead of
one-the larger company is owned by one family and the smaller company by two
families-while the smaller company is one-third as large as the other one, it has
to compete, and it Is placed in the position of being penalized here, while the
other one, the exception to which the Treasury Department seems to object, is
getting the benefit in advance.
As I said a while ago, these things happen in our complex tax system in this
country. Inequities do develop. They occur; we cannot foresee everything in the
consequences of every provision we may enact.
It is not the Intention and was never the intention, I am sure, of the Finance
Committee to create such an inenquity, Now that it has been discovered, I think
that the Finance Committee-and I appreciate very much the attitude of the
chairman and the other members of the Finance Committee to whom I have
talked, and their willingness to see this matter corrected---and now that It has
developed and exists, I do not think the Finance Committee wants to perpetuate
it; I do not think they want to impose it even for a single year, and I do not believe the Senate wants to impose it even for a single year.
That is all we are seeking, to establish an equitable basis. As the Senator from
Alabama points out, some 40-odd companies will benefit, while 2, including I little
company in my State, will be penalized at the same time that its larger competitor is favored.
Correction of that matter is all that we ask. The Finance Committee will have
the opportunity to weigh the matter and find ever opportunity to do equity, and
I have every confidence they will do so.
1 ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Record the letter to which I
have referred from the congressional Budget Committee.
There being no objection, the letter was ordered to be printed in the Record,
as follows:
CONoRESSIONAL BUDGET OMncE,
Hon. JoHN L. MCCLELLAN,

Wo1ington, D.C., ApriU 5, 1977.

Chairman, Committee on Appropriations,U.S. Senate, Waehington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. CHAIRMAN : Chairman Muskie has asked me to respond to your request
for estimates of the budgetary impact of two possible amendments to H.R. 3477.
One of these amendments would postpone for one year the effective date of
Section 207 (c) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 with respect to required changes
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in the method of accounting for corporations engaged in farming. A one-year
postponement of that provision would reduce revenues in fiscal years 1977 and
1978 by $8 million and $10 million, respectively.
The other amendment would postpone the effective date of Section 207(c) for
only two classes of corporations with family ownership defined in the amendment. Because the number of corporations which would qualify for this treatment is unknown, no precise estimate has been made. However, it is very likely
that the revenue effect of this alternative would be a small fraction of the estimate for the broader alternative discussed above.
Sincerely,
ALICE M. RIvmN, Director.
M1r. Loyo. Mr. President, to react to what the Senator from Arkansas has just
said, the Senator from Louisiana was the only Senator here to vote against the
amendment to move the effective date forward with regard to the retirement Income credit. I might say I was even criticized by my wife for doing that; she is
very much interested in these aging people. I guess once in a while we ought to
learn something, even from our mistakes. It was the view of the Senate that in
making the retirement income credit effective on January 1, 1976, in an act
which only became law late in 1976, we had acted in some respects retroactively
with respect to these elderly Deople.
So the Senate decided that we ought to move the date forward to January I of
this year. So we did that, adding an amendment which moves the date forward
with respect to the sick pay provisions, and another amendment which moves forward to January I the effective date of section 911 with regard to the taxation of
U.S. citizens working overseas.
Those amendments involved a lot of money. They involve about $400 million.
all things considered. All we are talking about here is something involving about
$5 million, having to do with an amendment Involving discrimination on the face
of it. The Senator is asking us to continue the old law for one more year while we
take a look at the discrimination implicit in what exists at this moment, and
try to work it out in an equitable fashion.
I personally think that is a fair proposition. As far as this Senator is concerned, it is perfectly all right with me, but I am willing to abide by the Judgment of the Senate. If the Senate does not want to consider it, we will not consider it; it is just that simple.
Mr. Musxr. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. LoN. Mr. President, I want to yield the time In opposition to someone
else, because I personally am willing to accept the amendment. I ask unanimous
consent that I may yield the time in opposition to the Senator from Massachusetts.
The PmrsnNo Omen. Without objection, It is so ordered.
Mr. KENmmy. How much time remains, Mr. President?
The PRErmINo OFmciz. There is no time on this amendment.
Mr. KENNEDY. I sought recognition, but I will yield to the Senator from Maine,
and make my comment later.
Mr. Mtsxrz. Mr. President, I appreciate the attitude of the Senator from
Massachusetts, and also that of the manager of the bill.
My attention was called to this inequity, and I am convinced it is an inequity
because it impacts on a company in my State. I will describe the characteristics
of that company in a moment. But first I would like to comment on the attitude
of the Treasury Department.
As I understand the Treasury Department's position, in the name of opposing
an exception it is defending an exception.
One of the problems in this country is that bureaucrats put blinders on when
they are confronted with the real, down-to-earth problems of people impacted
by Government policy. I would like to hear the Treasury Department take a position on this inequity. Just stating a general policy against making exceptions
makes no impression on me, and I know It does not make any impression on the
distinguished Senator from Louisiana.
I would like to hear the Treasury Department come to grips with the facts of
these alleged inequities. I would be happy to meet with them off the floor In my
office, to make the case that what I see as an inequity is not an Inequity. Unless
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they are willing to do that, I am not Impressed by the position of the Treasury
Department.
Mr. LoNi. Mr. President, will the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. MUSKIF. I yield.

Mr. LoNo. May I say to the Senator from Maine that I think I may be as well
qualified as anyone here for considering, at least, the equities involved in this
amendment, because I have, among my qualifications, the distinction of once having been a chicken farmer. When I was a little boy, we used to raise chickens
in our backyard, and I used to get the eggs out from under the old hens. As a
result of that early experience, I have great sympathy for chicken farmers. It
is not as simple an occupation as it may appear to some people. It involves hard
work; and those old chickens do not smell all that good after a while, especially
if you have a lot of them around.
So I find it difficult to write a law that treats one chicken farmer one way and
another chicken farmer in a different way. That is the way the law is now. If
we are talking about discrimination, it is in the law now.
I must say that at the time we considered this last year, no one explained to
me why it would treat one chicken farmer different than another chicken farmer.
It was just a 2,000-page bill in conference. We were in no position to advise the
House or the Treasury how we were going to justify this discrimination between
two chicken farmers.
Mr. MusxiE. I appreciate the Senators comment. I might say to the Senator
from Louisiana I have campaigned through many chicken processing plants.
I must say in terms of the environment, it is no different from one chicken
processing plant to another. In my part of the country, they all do a pretty good
Job in terms of sanitation, safety, and all the rest, and they produce a good product. But I have been nothing in all of those exposures to the business which
convinces me that this inequity is justified in terms of what I see as I travel
around my State.
As I understand the equity In terms of my area of the country, that is, the New
England marketing area, the requirement of the law imposes the accural
method on one company among the five major ones which compete in that area.
The others are permitted to continue on a cash basis.
Let me tell the impact on the company In which I am interested. I am interested In it only because of the discrimination.
The effect of it is this: that company's tax liability this year is $2.5 million. The
effect of the accrual requirement is to add $1.5 million to that tax liability each
year for 10 years. Why? Because the accrual basis requires the company to pay
a tax on its continuing Inventory. One of its sales of about 83 million birds a
year, there are 10 million in the field at any one time, roughly 10 million, which
carry over from one year to another.
To pay a tax on those 10 million birds, which is Inventory, along with tax on its
accounts receivable involves a total tax liability of about $15 million. The effect
of that is to severely limit the companys potential for expansion because it has
been plowing its earnings back into the business to expand.
(Mr. Melcher assumed the Chair at this point.)
Mr. MusxKE. As a result of this accrual requirement which was enacted last
year, the company is finding it difficult to borrow the money to expand because
the potential sources of credit are disturbed that this $1.5 million additional tax
liability will reduce the company's ability to repay whatever It borrows.
My State has an unemployment rate of 10 percent or more. Here is an area
which needs new business; which needs the expansion of business. But here on
the floor of the Senate where we are enacting tax provisions to provide Incentives for business to expand we are Imposing on this business, which Is healthy.
which has been in existence for a quarter of a century, a tax penalty of 60 percent
more than its present tax liability, threatening its potential for expansion, wholly
because of a tax discrimination.
As far as this company is concerned, if the accrual basis is applied across the
board to its competitors, it will take that. It will take the cash basis, if it is
applied across the board to its competitors. But it suffers an economic disadvantage, a competitive disadvantage, when it is picked out from the ranks of its
competitors in this way.
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Let me describe Its characteristics in its present form. In its present form, it
Is 5 years old The present principal owner created the business a quarter century ago. He sold it, went to another part of the country, retired, came back, and
picked up the business again. At the present time that principal owner and his
brother own 38 percent of the business. All the other stockholders own 02 percent
and are employees. Two are plant managers owning 22 percent of the stock and
the other 40 percent of the stock is held by other employees. It is the principal
owner's intention, and he has set up an agreement, to turn total ownership of the
company over to his employees. This objective I know is close to the heart of the
distinguished floor manager of the bill, to encourage employee ownership.
Because he embarked on this program of employee ownership it is no longer a
one-family-owned corporation which would qualify for the exemption.
If that Is not an arbitrary, unintended, discriminatory result I never heard of
one. To have anyone urge on this floor that it iS wrong somehow to take that
inequity Into account and to try to eliminate it I find making.
Mr. LoNG. Will the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. MusKxm. I yield.

Mr. Lono. We have had some people suggest that people should not hire lobbyist, that they ought to take their chances or talk to their Senator when he
is visiting around the State. They would just take their chance along with everybody else and not have anybody looking after their Interests down here.
What we have here is a good example of somebody who does business that way.
Here is somebody sitting up in Maine running a chicken business the best he
knows how, with the employees joining up and bying stock in the company,
working to produce these chickens. Then the Congress is talking about a tax
reform law. Nobody has them in mind, but they are willing to take their share of
the burden along with everybody else.
By the time Congres gets through, somebody has hired a lobbyist and it is
worked out so that various and sundry concerns have had their problem properly considered and taken care of. Here is some poor soul who never knew anything about it but was willing to take his chance along with everybody else. He
finds a law which takes care of almost everybody, except for a few who were not
represented here In Washington. The result is that they got the worst of it.
So, this fellow comes in complaining about discrimination against him. Everybody else has been takon care of except him. At that point he says, "How about
me? You took care of everybody else who was not represented up there." At that
point lie talks to his Senator and at that pint I guess he can be accused of being
a special interest. He wants to know how he can possibly be a tax shelter and,
for the life of me, I do not see how he is one.
I am sympathetic to the Senator's position. I can understand the need for closing tax shelters, but the kind of thing in mind here does not sound like one of
them.
Mr. MusKiE. May I say that this amendment does nothing more than to defer
the impact of the provision we enacted into law last year so that the finance
Committee and the Senate can look st the inequity and Judge whether or not it
warrants some remedial action. As far as this Maine company is concerned, if the
result is an accrual basis requirement across the -board, they will take that; if it
is a requirement fora cash basis aerbss the board to similarly situated companies,
they will take that. They are not trying to influence that result one way or
another. They might have a preference but they are not asserting that preference.
They are simply asking for equal treatment.
It seems to me they have made theli case for a deferral so we can look at what
we did and consider what ought to be done to remedy it.
I must say to the Senator from Louisiana, it is ia delight to have him on my
side because he has such an articulated and effective"way to present a point. If
he gets me used to this kind of treatment, may I say, I may be tempted to join
the distinguished Senator from Louisiana more often. (Laughter.]
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I would like to raise some questions about the
pending amendment.
A little over a year ago, at the beginning of the Senate debate on the 1976
Tax Reform Act, we identified a number of SpeCial interest provisions, affecting
only one or two individuals or companies. The Finance Committee held a special
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set of hearings on these provisions while the bill was actually on the floor, and a
number of the provisions was deleted. We ought to have the views of the Finance
Committee. We ought to hear the views of the Treasury Department and the
Internal Revenue Service; in the orderly process, we ought to find out who the
beneficiaries are going to be, and how much benefit they are going to get from
this change.
That Is a procedure which I am very hopeful will be adopted and followed by
the Senate so that we would not be taking these various special provisions to the
floor in the first instance as amendments to the Internal Revenue Code.
The House Ways and Means Committee is already following that procedure
at the present time. They will make recommendations In the next several weeks
on many of these provisions. They are considering a number of different special
interest provisions and questions that have been raised about Inequities of the
1976 act.
Mr. LoNG. Will the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes.
Mr. LoNo. We are trying to accommodate that point of view in the committee.
Is the Senator really contending that a Member of this body should not be privileged to offer an amendment out here on the floor which he thinks promotes
justice and equity, even though it has not been considered or recommended by the
committee prior to the time he raises it?
Mr. KEiNNEDY. I ask the Senator back, does the Senator not believe, given what
happened here last year in terms of the embarrassment over the special interest
provisions, the midnight provisions that were placed in the committee bill in the
1976 act, that it is a wiser procedure for the committee process to work its will
first, in considering changes in the Internal Revenue Code that are going to
benefit particular Individuals or companies? I would be surprised If the members
of the Conrmlttee on Finance did not believe that would be a better way of
proceeding.
I do not, obviously, deny the right of anyone to offer a floor amendment on any
particular measure. There may be exceptional cases where we should act without the benefit of committee views.
Mr. LoNa. Let me make this point: There is nothing that would please the
Senator from Louisiana more than for the Senate to give the Committee on
Finance a closed rule t~e way they do on the House side, so we could study these
things, work them out the way we think they ought to be worked out, and bring
out the measure so the Senate can vote it up or down without the power to amend.
In fact, this Senator is anxious to have a germaneness rule so we can limit to
germane matters the amendment of bills we report out, and only amond where we
think we need it.
That procedtqre did not appeal to the Senator from Massachusetts. He testified
against even the germaneness requirement. He did not think the Senate ought to
trust our committee the power to tell Senators that they- cannot have their
amendments considered.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President,' the chairman of the Committee on Finance may
differ with the position which.1 am suggesting, but it does seem to me, given what
happened In the case of various special interest provisions last year, that (Lwiser
way of proceeding for the Committee on Finance, with all respect, is to consider
these proposals in advance, We legiSlate In a broad and general way; we recognize that Inequities and unfairness may result, and they ought to be remedied.
But we have to know what we are doing. Senators who are raising particular issues should not have tq come to the floor of the U.S. Senate and plead on special,
narrow-interest issues, and have It appear that they are doing special-interest
pleading. I think that demeans the position of a U.S. Senator.
I The orderly way is to follow a procedure in which the Finance Committee considers the proposal in a thoughtful way, determines who the beneficiaries are,
what the injustices are, and make a recommendation as to whether the matter is
Justified or not justified. That is the way we operate with private bills. Why
should we not operate that way with private Interest tax bills?
I have made this point. I should like to get into the merits. Then I shall be glad
to answer any questions.
It does seem to me that there is a better way. The reason I believe that, Mr.
President, is so that, first of all, we can understand who are the beneficiaries of
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these amendments, what are the tax implications of a particular amendment, and
whether the committee, after an adequate examination, feels it is justified. With
regard to this particular amendment, I understand it is going to mean that more
than $1 million will go to a family-owned corporation.
Mr. President, on the merits of this provision, let us review very briefly, how
this issue was handled in the 1976 act. As we debated the 1976 act, one of the
major abuses was the area of farm tax shelters. It was deemed to be the better
part of wisdom to attempt to deal with that complex issue. One of the ways of
dealing with it was to move from the cash system of accounting to an accrual
system. Use of the cash system produces a major tax shelter for farm businesses,
because it provides what is essentially an interest-free loan from the Treasury.
Artificial deductions are taken to reduce income. Congress went on record as saying, "We want to deal with this area of tax shelters, so we are going to require
these large firms to adopt an accrual system of accounting, which properly balances income from farming and deductions used to produce that income."
Then, during the course of the debate, it was recognized that if we exact this
requirement, we are affecting not only the largest farms and farm businesses, but
we are also hitting the smaller farms as well. So, in an attempt to deal with that
problem, we provided three exceptions to the accrual accounting rule.
One exception was for farms with gross receipts of $1 million a year or less,
to try to exempt the small family farmer. The second exception was for so-called
subchapter S corporations, which are entitled to be taxed as partnerships. Again,
we were trying to target the exception for the small family farmer.
The third exception was for corporations in which 50 percent of the stock is
owned by the members of the same family-again to try to help the small family
farmer.
Now we have a situation, in this amendment, that the two Senators from
Arkansas and Maine are here to argue that, because of these particular exceptions, we ought to enlarge the third exception from 50 percent of the stock owned
by members of one family to corporations in which 65 percent of the stock is
owned by two families.
Mr. MUSKrE. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. KENNEDY. Not just yet.
Mr. Musyir. That is not my position.
Mr. KENNEDY. I have not come to the Senator's part yet. I am saying whnt the
effect of the amendment is that the Senator is cosponsoring. That happens to be
the effect of it, I say.
Mr. Musxiz. It does not.
Mr. KENNEDY. Does the Senator deny that that is Included in the amendment
we are considering here?
Mr. Musx. The purpose of the amendment is to defer the effective date for I
year. The amendment does not prejudge what the final policy result will be. I
made very clear-I think the Senator heard me-that if the final result is accrual
accounting for those in similar situations, I would accept that. If the final result
is cash, I would accept that. That is a slightly different position from what the
Senator has Just described.
Mr. KENNEDY. It is to defer it for I year for one company in Maine and one
company in Arkansas.
Mr. MUSKrE. For a specific reason.

Mr. KENNEDY. If the Senator will permit me to make my argument, then I shall
be glad to answer questions.
The firm in Arkansas is a corporation in which approximately 65 percent of the
stock is owned by two families. The exception in the 1976 act was for corporations
in which 50 percent of the stock is owned by members of one family. Now, they
want to broaden the exception to two families.
The second part of the amendment helps a corporation where 50 percent of the
outstanding shares are owned by three families, and the remaining shares are
owned by employees of the corporation. This Is for Halifax Foods in Maine.
Mr. MusRIE. Is that the Senator's understanding of that fact situation?
Mr. KENNEDY. I did yield for a brief comment.
Mr. Musxr. I just want to make sure that the description of the Maine
corporation is accurate.
Mr. KENNEDY. All right.
Mr. Musxmi. There was only one family to begin with. There would be one family today, but for the fact that that one family decided to convert the corporation
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into an employee-owned corporation. The other two families that have been
added are two of the employees, the plant managers. Those are the two families.
The rest of the employees make up the other 40 percent. So 62 percent Is owned
by employees, two of whom are regarded as the families that the Senator counts
as three.
tMr. KzNNxY. I am glad to be enlightened about that particular detail of the
corporation in Maine. What we cannot get away from, Mr. President, no matter
how we describe it, no matter how it is interpreted, is that in the Arkansas
situation, we are not talking about a small family farm. What we are talking
about is a huge chicken broiler firm that is doing $65 million of business a year
in sales, processing 42 million chicken. It is the 24th largest firm in the industry.
We are talking about a tax benefit which will be worth $1 million to a single company that has sales of $65 million.
-Of the 36 top boiler companies in this Industry, 8 were on a cash basis and are
going to have to switch to accrual.
Of the top 36 broiler companies, 8 of these major corporations would have to
shift from cash to accrual accounting. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
that a table analyzing the top 36 broiler companies in the United States may be
printed in the Record. (See exhibit A, p. 326.)
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the amendment of the Senator from Arkansas
and the Senator from Maine selects two of these eight firms and says, "We'll
defer this reform for you for a period of 1 year." The language of the amendment is a fingerprint, written to fit these two firms. In one firm, two families own
05 percent of the stock; the other three families own 50 percent of the stock,
and the rest of the stock is owned by the employees. We are lifting out two of
the eight firms and giving them a tax break for 1 year. We closed a major tax
loophole for farm tax shelters last year, but we left an exception for some firms;
the exception was intended to be for small firms. And now two of the largest firms
in the country are coming to Congress complaining that they are too big to fit
through the loophole any more. They fall outside the exception we set.
They complain that some of their competitors still fit through the loophole
and can use cash accounting, because they qualify for one of the exceptions in
the 1976 act. But what about the other six firms who are left behind, if we grant
the loophole to these two firms; can they not complain, too?
Why do we not simply close the loophole for all of these giant firms?
Why do not the 'Senator from Arkansas and the Senator from Maine say, "Well,
all right, since we have some discrimination among some of these firms let us
eliminate the discrimination for all and Just establish a $2 million or $1 million
sales limit as the exception," with the family ownership exception? I would
support that approach. It would put all the big farms on accrual accounting,
where they ought to be. That would meet the problems of discrimination against
the Arkansas firm and the Maine firm. But they are not suggesting that. They
want the loophole. They just want it opened up a little wider.
They are suggesting that two out of the eight firms should have the loophole
until Congress can-act again.
The other six firms, in different parts of the country, better get their Senators
Into action, because when they go home they are going to have to answer to those
companies. They will say, "Look, fellows, you provided for the deferral for our
competitors in Arkansas and Maine, but we need help, too. We are the other
six. Why did you not look out for us?" Can we not have the loophole too? We,
now have a two family 65-percent rule and a three family employee-ownership
rule. Why not a three family 75-percent rule and a four family employee-ownership rule? Where will it end? We have to draw the line somewhere.
'We do not know what additional kinds of discrimination this amendment will
cause for other chicken broiler companies. No one talked about that.
Why are we saying 50 percent or three families? Perhaps there are four families than own 65 percent that would not be included.
'Mr. President, in attempting to deal with this particular issue, there is a way
to deal effectively with it in order to eliminate the discrimination against any
of these various companies. What we could do is allow an exception for genuinely small firms, $1 or $2 million of sales. That will reach the smallest comparnies-which was really the purpose of the amendment last year. That would
deal with the discrimination against the company In Arkansas and the Maine
company that would treat them all across the board equally and equitably.
'But the effect of what the Senator from Arkansas and the Senator from Maine
are saying is. "We have a little change In the formula for you. We are going to
select two firms from Arkansas and Maine and leave the others out."
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Those companies may not have liked what was done in the U.S. Senate last
year. But I Imagine they say that that is the law. Congress drow the line, aid
they are prepared to comply with it in good faith.
(Now, two of those companies say, "Well, we do not like the line there. We want
to change it for our benefit." So we have this amendment to provide exclusions
for them.
We can eliminate the concerns of those that propound this amendment by
going to a gross sales limitation. That would treat all firms, including the Arkansas and the Maine firms, fairly. It would eliminate what the proponents of
this amendment believe to be the imbalance in terms of competitive advantages
and disadvantages that exist because of the 1976 act. That would be something
which I believe should be supported and warrants our support.
But just even deferring action, which in one Instance is going to mean in excess of $1 million to one large broiler firm, is unwise tax policy and unwise action
by the Senate.
Mr. MUSKIE adressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ZoRiNsKY). The Senator from Maine.
Mr. Musxa. Mr. President, it suits the Senator's indignation at one and the
same time, words that Senators- not be forced to special pleading, and in effect,
to accuse me of special pleading.
Let me make the point to the Senate, he puts himself in the position of defending a discriminatory tax advantage for one company, or two.
The Senator stands on the floor here and gives us an emotional plea about the
Importance of having general tax policy and avoiding exceptions. But he Is defending an exception.
Somehow he finds morality In that position and immorality in mine.
We are not proposing a final tax result. I must say, I do not know all I would
like to know about the cireumstAnces or the character of the other 36 major producers in this industry. Nor do I know, and I doubt that the Senator knows, what
the impact on this industry would be of a $1 or $2 million threshold across the
board. I do not know.
I tried to find out, and because I do not know I have asked for the year's deferral so that we can find out. But the Senator is so certain of the rectitude of
his position that he wants to write the final policy now.
One of the reasons we have this problem is that this provision came over from
the House. We knocked it out in the Senate and the House forced the conferees
to take it in conference. It is because nobody knew what the consequences were
that We are on this floor today, and the course that is advocated by this amendment is designed to let us know.
I do not know about the eight companies that the Senator has referred to on
the list. It is my impression that all, or most of them, are publicly held companies.
The exception we are talking about Is a family-owned corporation exception and,
as far as I know, the amendment of the Senator from Arkansas covers all of
those. '
Mr. LoNG. Will the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. MusKiE. Yes.
Mr. toroe. The best I can recall the history of this matter was that the House
sent us a provision in this area, and various people, Including the junior Senator
from Arkansas (Mr. Bumpers), came before the committee and told us what Was
wrong with it, that it wan discriminatory, that it was unfair. They pointed out
certain things that would have to be changed about it If it were going to become
law.
,Well, when the committee saw that and all the complexities involved in it, we
just concluded the best thing to do would be to drop the whole thing. So we struck
out the provision from the House bill on the basis that It involved all kinds of
complications and was discriminatory on the face of it.
Now then, when we passed our bill---aid, incidentally, so far as I know nobody
here complained about our just dropping out the whole thing because it looked to
be unfair-we went to conference and the House insisted on what they had in
their handiwork. So we brought back something of a compromise between what
the House had started out with and the Senate judgment that we should not do
anything.
So there Is no doubt about it that those who were best represented, were those
who had somebody up here to talk to people about bow this thing was going, and
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to sit in that conference room and hear every decision and every discussion that
went on, and to talk to people around the House and the Senate. Some had their
problems considered, and those who did not have people here to have their problems considered now find themselves in the position of the Senator's little fellow
producing those chickens up there in Maine.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the Senator yield Just briefly?
Mr. 3MUSKIE. Yes, I yield to the Senator from Nebraska.
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT ON MR. CIIAFEE'S AMENDMENT
Mr. CURTIS. I have followed this matter along. I think the amendment proposed Is reasonable and should be adopted. I would like to ask the Senator to
yield for a unanimous-consent request.
Mr. MUSKIK. I do.
Mr. CuRTis. I ask unanimous consent, notwithstanding the previous order, that

following the disposition of the pending amendment that the amendment of the
distinguished Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. Chafee) be in order; that the 1hour limitation be reserved, and after the hour the vote occur.
The PpxosiDiN OrFIcm. Is there objection?
Mr. Loxo. And the vote scheduled to occur at 11:45 be postponed until that
time.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, reserving the right tc object-and I do not think
I will-as I made the point earlier, I have to leave here at 12:15, and I am hoping
we can get to vote In this before that time.
The PRESIDING OrrICEn. The vote on the Bumpeis amendment would still come
at 12.
Mr. CUsRS. That would not interfere with the Senator's vote.
The PRiEsro OmcEa. Is there obJectlor? The Chair hears none, and It Is so
ordered.
Mr. MVsKr. Mr. President, I shall take Just a few more minutes. May I say to
my good friend from Massachusetts he and I have no quarrel about the basic intent behind the provision which is, as I understand it, a provision that would require substantial corporations engaged In agricultural-related activities to use
the same accounting rules as any other substantial corporation with Inventory.
Now, that is'a general proposition with which I have no quarrel.
But the Inequity of which we speak arises from several exceptions to this general principle and the Senator is against exceptions because it Is the exceptions
that have created the Inequity. Those exceptions Include family-owned corporations in which one family ovns at least 50 percent of the share of the corporation.
Now, in preparing this amendment we did our best to Identify all of the familyowned corporations or substantially those family-owned corporations which
would be Impacted. We did not examine those corporations that would-fall under
the general principle. We were-trying to Identify the companies that fell under
the exception and, as far as we know, we have covered them. We have not
excluded any of tbem, not that we know all of the corporate arrangements or the
ownership arrangements of the 36 top producers. That has been difficult to get.
Some of them are publicly financed corporations.
There are small family-owned corporations as to which we have no difficulty
in operating In this business. But what we are talking about, and the best example of the inequity, is the biggest company in Arkansas which has the fourth
biggest volume in the country. It is bigger than either of the two companies we
are talking about. It does a volume of about, I think, 150 million birds a year,
which is roughly twice the production of the company In Maine, and it gets the
advantage of the cash accounting system.
The effect of the position of the Senator from Massachusetts Is to defend that
advantage for that company. I doubt very much that that is his intention, but
that is the effect.
The best solution we could find, geared to the fact that we do not have all of
the facts and understand all of the consequences, is the proposal of the Senator
from Arkansas, and I think It Is a fair proposal.
Mr. KENEmY. M. President, I will not take much longer. We are not talking
about small family farms. It is Important that we understand we are not talking
about the little mom-and-pop farm or the o.- linary barnyard. We are talking
about tens and possibly hundreds of millions of dollars operations In terms of
the two firms helped by this amendment.
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Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed at this point In the
RacowR an article from the current issue of New York Times Magazine, describing
these giant chicken farms.
(From the New York Times Magazine, Apr. 29, 1977]
BRAVE NEw CHICKENS
(By Stephen Singular)
The Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Department of the Interior
keeps an up-to-date list of endangered species. Six hundred and eleven animals
are now on it, including the Utah prairie dog, the Sonoran pronghorn, the gray
wolf, the San Joaquin kit fox, the black-footed ferret, the Southern bald eagle
and the Hawaiian hoary bat. None has much chance at survival. Were It not a
domesticated animal, there is another creature that could be added to the list:
the barnyard chicken. In 1910, there were 5.5 million farms in America with an
average of 80 free-ranging chickens apiece. (In New York City, there was still
one bird for every two people.) Today, 20 conglomerate businesses, each with
millions of hens or broilers, dominate poultry production in this country. Many
people under 25 have not only never seen a barnyard chicken, they have quite
possibly never seen a live chicken.
The barnyard chicken, in other words, has gone the way of the barnyard itself.
That spirited outdoor scavenger of table scrappings and night crawlers has given
way to another chicken altogether, a research laboratory animal that is-born in
Immaculate hatcheries, lives a truncated life in long, low windowless sheds and
dies by machine. Today, the chicken is at the proud forefront of American agribusiness; Instead of 80, the modern corporate farmer can now tend 75,000 birds
at once. As the Department of Agriculture likes to put It, "During the last two
decades, the U.S. poultry industry has become the most efficient producer of animal protein in the entire history of agriculture."
For consumers, this agribusiness revolution has brought about striking changes.
Until quite recently, chicken had been a luxury. Herbert Hoover, running for
reelection to the presidency in 1928, made the lavish campaign promise of "a
chicken in every pot." Back then, meat birds--culled hens or capons or cockerels,
raised only In the spring ("spring chickens") -were In limited supply. Chicken
was frequently hard to get and, when it was in season, costly.
A Sunday chicken dinner carried more prestige than steak. This has, of course,
all changed. Chicken is now abundantly available year round and, unlike almost
everything else, costs roughly what it did 30 years ago; about sixty-five cents a
pound. It is the poorer person's high-protein meat staple, offering more protein,
less fat and less cholesterol than either lamb, pork or beef. The egg Is similarly
a blessing of nature-and inexpensive. The egg today sells for less than it did
in 1920. One egg provides a person with 70 calories, all vitamins except C and
one-eleventh of his daily protein requirement. Egg yolk by itself can stistaln human life indefinitely. This year, each of us will eat an average'of over 300 eggs
and 40 pounds of chicken meat. Man could easily live by the chicken alone-and
it is not too much to say that the bird has perhaps become the most important
animal In our lives.
But the Agriculture Department's claim for the "efficiency" of modern poultry
production has another side. Because of the way chickens are now raised, there
are those who would argue that not only the barnyard chicken but the chicken
itself, as we have known it for the last 5,000 years, is an endangered species. In
The Chicken Book, Page Smith and Charles Daniel put it most strongly. "Feathered bipeds," they write, "bearing a superficial resemblance to the chicken, will
continue to exist under the auspices of our technological society, but, and one
must insist on this, they will not be chickens and their eggs will not be eggs."
Smith and Daniel go on to say that agribusiness has adversely affected the quality and possibly even the health and safety of the poultry meat and eggs we consume; and that modern techniques have altered the behavior-the very natureof the chicken. The authors Imply that something else-more complex and harder
to define and determine the significance of-has also changed; our relationship to
a creature raised for food.
A century ago, chickens were selected and specially bred only for their beauty.
Proud owners displayed their favorite breeds at poultry shows and county fairs.
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Agribusiness geneticists today can produce a ten-pound hen, flavored garlic, that
lays an egg with a green yolk. In California recently, a farmer decided to breed
chickens weighing 20 to 25 pounds. A fox broke into his chicken house one night
and the birds quickly killed it. Robert Frost and Ogden Nash once wrote
poetry to the glory and constancy of the mother hen. Currently, 280 million
American hens live in wire-mesh cages. Beyond laying an unfertilized egg, they
fulfilled no mothering functions. The Animal Welfare Act passed by Congress
in 1970 set standards declaring that cages for animals "shall provide sufficient
space to allow each animal to make normal postural and social adjustments with
adequate freedom of movement." This law applies to animals in zoos, circuses,
wholesale pet stores and laboratories but not to animals raised for food. In
most instances the laying hens' cage Is 15 inches wide and 20 inches long and
there are five birds in each cage. A chicken's wingspan averages 30 inches. Also
a chicken foot is not well-suited to wire mesh. The metal can cut into the toes
and when this happens it is not uncommon for the wire to implant itself and
for the bird to grow fast to the cage-with any luck, within reach of the food
and water supply.
The transformation of the chicken began with the American "invention" of
an incubator in 1844 (The ancient Egyptians had built incubators, capable of
holding 15,000 eggs at once, that were surpassed technologically only 60 years
ago.) A hen, left to herself, will lay about-115 eggs a year. She wil lay an egg
a day until there are as many in her nest as her feathers can cover. She then will
sit on the eggs for 20 or 21 days, till the chicks hatch, and she will not begin
laying again until her brood can fend for themselves several weeks later. Using
today's Incubator, the farmer can take the eggs, once laid, immediately away
from the hen. If you separate a hen from her eggs, she lays more eggs. If you
confine a hen, she will continue to lay regularly and you can also control her
diet-to make her lay still more. In the 1930s, It was discovered that a hen's
pituitary gland, located at the base of her brain, is stimulated by light. Once
stimulated, this gland produces hormones, which in turn stimulate the ovaries,
which produce an egg. It was believed that a hen would eat only in the light
and that the more she ate, the more eggs she laid. So hens were soon being
exposed to artificial light 21 hours a day.
The-change from a natural and open environment to a synthetic and completely closed one followed rapidly. Hen houses were built without windows.
Light bulbs and vitamins replaced the sun. Air conditioning became the wind.
In place of the sprouts and worms she had once foraged for, the hen was now
fed minerals and chemicals. If the bird seemed nervous or upset by all this, she
was given a tranquilizer. A female chick was vaccinated fora variety of diseases at birth and debeaked soon after, to prevent her from cannibalizing her
sisters In confinement. (In large-scale "egg" businesses, male chicks are nothing
more than a nuisance. They are generally destroyed when born and fed to hogs.)
The ageless pecking order of hens, which operates in flocks up to 90, disappeared.
So, too, did countless varieties of chickens. Once It was discovered that a hybridized White Leghorn laid more and bigger eggs with thicker shells, other
breeds were phased out of production. Next to go were the descriptive names.
By the forties and fifties, White Leghorn had become K-42; Rhode Island Red,
another survivor, was dubbed K-83. By the mid fifties, the Kimber Farms Lab
in Fremont, California, had "invented" a hen guaranteed almost to double
Mother Nature's egg production schedule, to 200 eggs a year. By the sixties, the
average was 250, with some birds good for 300.
For chicken meat, Americans now kill, process and eat 3 billion birds each
year. The evolution of the massproduced meat chicken, though it trailed behind
automated egg production, is a parallel tale of agribusiness success. Forty years
ago, research revealed that a Barred Plymouth Rock crossed with a New Hampshire Red produced a bird superior In the quality and quantity of its flesh. This
hybrid chicken could be raised in confinement year around and fed a highprotein diet to make It eat less overall and still grow faster. When one discusses
the meat chicken's diet these days, one talks in terms of feed-conversion ratios:
How miany pounds of chicken feed does it take to make a pound of chicken?
Twenty years ago, It took about 15 weeks and 12 pounds of feed to get a 3.5 pound
broiler. Now it takes only eight weeks or less and eight pounds of feed to bring a
4-pound bird to the slaughterhouse. From birth, between 95 percent and 98 percent
of the broilers grown in this country are fed antibiotics for disease prevention and
to make them eat more; many are given hormones to cause even more speedy
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growth; and some are fed the chemical xanthophyll and other dyes, which make
their flesh yellow, the color most people associate with healthy chicken meat.
The most prestigious poultry science department in the United States is at
Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. Jimmy Rice started this department
In 1903 and Rice Hall, built in 1912, was the first building in this country devoted
exclusively to the science of raising chickens. Because of the subsequent work
done at Cornell in genetics, nutrition# physiology and food science. Rice is considered the father of the modern poultry industry.
In February, I visited Cornell and spent the day with two professors, Charles
Ostrander and Robert Baker. The former is known for his work in light-control
and waste management and the latter for his creation of many "convenience
foods"tmade with chicken. Otmrander, who was to be my ,uide through Cornell's
Poultry Research Farm, has been at the school 26 yeirs. Ie now works in extension-"getting what we know out into the field" A stocky, square-faced man
with shallow-set eyes, he wears steel-rimmed glasses and smokes a pipe. In his
office are myriad pictures of chickens. A large silver egg sits on his desk, and
a button on the wall says, "Think Manure."
As he drove out to the farm, Ostrander began talking about some of Cornell's
recent research. "We used to believe," he said, "that, - chicken would ovulate
only In the. light and that light affects the. bird's pituitary gland through its
eyes. Now we know that light affects the hypothalamus instead of the pituitary
gland. The hypothalamus Is a small gland at the back of the brain. You've got
one, too, but we don't know nearly as much about yours. We put the chicken's
head Into a vice and then drill into It to find the hypothalamus. We can hit this
little thing every time. Then we attach electrodesto it which measures all the
bird's reactions to changes in heat anol light, -By stimulating the hypothalamus,
our physiologists have found that we can completely control the bird s reproductive system. What we've discovered is that the bird will ovulate in the dark,
It only needs a little exposure to light to trigger the hypothalamus. It's just
a matter of timing the light in relation to the ovulation cycle to make the bird
think it's another day. We're now keeping chickens practically in the dark and
getting as many eggs as always."
At the farm, we entered a garage-like building. The room was mostly dark
and cold, I heard a series of muffled moans, not sounds one would associate with
a chicken. In front of us, 16 gray, square chambers were aligned in four rows.
Ostrander explained that in each chamber were five cages with three birds to a
cage. Inside the chambers, the lighting, food, water and air supplies are controlled by time clocks. The chickens would be kept here for a year and given
five different "treatments." In this treatment, Ostrander said, the birds are
given light for 2 hours, then darkness for 10, then light for 15 minutes, and then
darkness for 12 more hours.
"Oops," he said, opening a chamber door. "We hit one with a mortality rate."
One of the five cages was empty. Three birds had died and been removed for
autopsies. The other 12 chickens looked confused, haggard. All were standing.
Their combs were pale pink and their coloring seemed a little out of focus: dirty
white, rather than the soft white of chicken feathers. The birds moved little
because there was little room to move. They continued, only more loudly now,
to make thin, eerie sounds "The idea here," Ostrander said, "is to lower the
use of electricity and food consumption. The theory is that the birds will use
less energy In the dark because they will keep quiet and, hopefully, eat less. It
seems to be working out well."
We left the garage and walked over to a long white shed. This building was
normally lighted and held thousands of chickens, all in cages. The birds sent
up waves of shrieks. The chickens looked similar to those we had seen earlier.
except these were more ragged. Many had chests that were almost bare, as if
they had been plucked by cagemates. As we walked down the aisle between the
rows of cages, Ostrander would point out the various experiments. "These are
dwarfs," he said, stopping in front of some small birds. "We select dwarf genes to
make dwarf birds. Some people are getting interested in marketing this minibird
because it's economical. It eats little. The problem is that it lays a small egg.
We're now trying to reverse the genes and get a small bird that lays a large
egg."
We observed other experiments with color patterns in chickens, with selective
breeding-4he rooster's back is massaged until he ejaculates and then his sperm
is injected Into the hen-and with the use of selenium in chicken feed. Selenium
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is a natural compound fed to caged chickens to prevent muscular distrophy and
to promote growth. In large quantities, selenium is toxic to humans. The government allows it in the feed in small doses, and the experiments at Cornell are
trying to find the maximum acceptable level of selenium use.
Ostrander told me that they can now grow a chicken on a "low-energy diet,"
down from 1,300 kilocalories a pound a few years to 1,000 kilocalories a pound
today. "We know a lot more about the nutritional requirements of chickens than
about human beings," he said. "If we regulated our own food as much as theirs,
we'd be a lot better off." A chicken, lie went on, doesn't need much energy now
because it gets no exercise; yet even on this new diet, the hens are managing to
lay a few more eggs than before. "One of the problems in poultry, though," he
said, "is the loss of eggs through breakage. We're trying to put a better shell
on the eggs but we're defeating our purpose by expecting the hen to produce
more. She has to keep wrapping more eggs with calcium, and she only has so
much calcium. This is still a management problem, a real hassle." One problem,
Ostrander didn't mention is that liens without enough calcium in their bones
can't stand up. They go down in their cages and stay down.
We went next to the genetics house, where chickens breed naturally. This was
an old-fashioned breeder house with windows full of sunlight, large open spaces
and a dirt floor. I leaned on a wood fence and watched the birds. For the first time
that morning, I observed chickens behaving as I assumed chickens always had.
Nothing I had yet heard could approach the insistent, satisfied clucks and cackles
of the hens. They were shapely, fully feathered birds, rich white in color, that
looked in command of their bodies and of their environment as they roamed
about freely and preened on the edges of their food troughs. Perhaps it was
an illusion, caused by their freedom of movement, but the birds looked bigger
than any I had so far seen. A huge rooster strutted across the pen, crowing vaingloriously as he pawed the ground. Standing behind a lien, he mounted her
swiftly, then moved away, and crowed again. He continued to strut, making
those funny, Jutting head and neck movements a chicken makes. "Our work
here," Ostrander was saying, "is to produce a more profitable bird. By linecrossing them, we get hybrid vigor, better eggshell quality, hatchability, livability
and more production. We're now looking for between 50 and 75 breeder characteristics affecting production."
At the last stop at the farm, the Agricultural Waste Management Laboratory,"
Ostrander wasconductknfurther experiments with light. We've got these birds
on a half foot-caudkle," Ostrander said. This allows them to be stimulated but
not cannibalistic. I'm convinced that we don't need more than two-tenths of a
foot-candle to get maximum results." Many of the birds were naked of feathers
and all looked and sounded sickly, straggly, lost, and cannibalized. Their cages
sat up in the air, several feet above a cesspool. Connected to their cages were feed
troughs, and below them egg troughs, for the birds to lay in. As we watched,
the chickens ate and defecated continually. Their droppings fell into the cesspool
and were churned up into a liquid. This liquid was then being pumped back up
into their feed troughs. "These birds," Ostrander said, "are drinking waste water.
And they're actually out-producing some of the other birds." I stared at this
process for a minute or more. Ostrander then added, with a chuckle I could only
interpret as nervousness, "We call this recycling."
Back at his office, Ostrander and I discussed the taste of chicken today. Raising poultry quickly, in confinement, and on a high-protein diet has, some say,
removed the flavor from the meat. The Department of Agriculture acknowledged
this problem, almost 30 years ago when their scientists tried to Isolate the chemical compounds that give chicken its flavor end aroma. The scientists wanted,
through feeds, to put that flavor and aroma back into the new, mass-produced
bird. Dr. Robert Horvat. a research chemist at the USDA-funded Richard
Russell Research Center in Athens, Georgia, worked on this project for nearly
five years before abandoning it. "None of our combinations of compounds has so
far made it." Horvat told me. "This will be a long-term and costly project."
I asked Ostrander his opinion of the new chicken, "If you want to be frank
about It," he said, "the bird we eat today has very little flavor. It's bland. We
hear this in the field all the time. The old barnyard fowl was an older bird with
a hard fat full of flavors from the wild things it ate. Nutritionally, the bird we
eat now is probably as good. And it's more sanitary. But these new birds don't
get a chance to develop a flavor. We're eating eight-week-old infants. This causes
other problems besides taste because the birds grow too fast for their muscles.
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They fall down and can't get up and then everything starts to happen to them.
Genetic selection for better leg strength is the answer. The main gain we get from
eating these young birds is that it's a cheaper product. Chicken is still the best
buy on the market."
Dr. Robert Baker is the head of the Food Science Department at Cornell. For
20 years, he has been creative in poultry research, and I had been told by a
USDA official that Baker's work with chicken had made hint "known and respected world-wide." A large and middle-aged man, Dr. Baker, like Ostrander,
is seldom far from his pipe. By the time I got to see him, It was getting late and
Baker was ready to leave his office. We spoke as lie drove me in his pick-up to a
farmhouse near his own farm outside Ithaca. Without prompting, Baker began
to talk about his work. "We've done a lot of research with the chicken," he said,
"and I think we have all the bugs out of it now. In the sixties, the poultry Industry was in pretty bad shape. Eggs were selling below cost. So was meat. It was
terrible. It was due to a lack of convenience. The consumer today doesn't want
to buy a carcas, she wants to buy a convenience. So we developed 38 convenience
poultry products and marketed 23 of them.
The products Baker helped develop and market were chicken burgers; chicken
sticks (Cayuga Frozen Chicken Sticks) ; chicken bologna (Chickalona) ; Western Egg: chicken chunk roll (Chunkalona) ; liquid eggs (JIMfli eggs, in a carton) ;
Frozen French Toast; chicken chill; egg pies, cold cuts; chicken cutlets; chicken
hash; chicken sausage (Cayuga Chick-A-Links) ; egg rolls; chicken salami;
smoked chicken; TREN ("A Pleasant Combination ot. Fresh Apple Juice and
Farm Fresh Whole Eggs"-"It doesn't sound too good," Baker told me, "but If
you can get people to try it, it's OK") ; Bake and Service Chicken Loaf; chicken
franks ('eople," Baker said, '-iad a tremendous psychological barrier to chicken
hot dogs. But they got over that pretty fast") ; pickled eggs; One-Day Eggs; HiPro Cookies; and Catskill Egg Omelet. "Convenience foods with chicken," Baker
said, "are just starting."
Because so many of these new products contain eggs, I was curious about Baker's opinion on the cholesterol question. "Everybody's down on cholesterol now,"
he said. "We could change the cholesterol count In the chicken a little if we
wanted to. But then the bird wouldn't perform as well. If you lower the fat content, you're going to lower the protein. It all adds up to a hundred."
I wondered if the new methods of growing chickens has changed them nutritionally iii any significant way. "Not much research has gone into this," Baker
said. "If a vitamin has been lost, you could easily find it and put it back in. But
you wouldn't get much recognition for that." And the taste, I asked? "We don't
hear those complaints about taste much anymore," Baker said. "Remember, we
as humans change our taste. The younger generation prefers these younger, more
tender birds, regardless of whether they're tasty or not."
At first, Baker had seemed a little uncomfortable being Interviewed. But as
we rode across snow-covered upstate New York, he began to loosen up, to tell me
about his family, about the cost of educating his six children and about his solution: the invention and marketing of "Bob Baker's Bar-B-Que Chicken and Cornell Sauce," a successful product in the Ithaca area. He was smoking his pipe
and looking out over the fields, when lie said that a few backyard flocks, with
only eight to ten chickens, were starting to reappear around the countryside.
"I'd kind of like to do that myself," lie said. "Get up in the morning and go out
and feed a few chickens. You know, you like to hear them crow. My dad used to
keep chickens, not for meat or eggs, but for their beauty. Chickens were his hobby.
And those poultry shows were a tremendous thing. We used to rig up our own
little incubators and heat the eggs with a light bulb. We'd hatch them and have
50 chicks running around the yard. That was fun."
The following morning, I visited C. B. Hering's farm outside Genoa, New
York. Hering is a tall, aging man, with dark hair and a lined, intelligent face.
He graduated from the agricultural school at Cornell and has farmed ever since.
"I have been in chickens all my life," he said, as we walked from his house
to a long, metal building out back. The building, which resembled a hangar, was
enclosed. Inside, it was clean and ill-lighted. It held 30,000 hens. There were
eight rows of cages, stacked three high, and each row was 215 feet long. Each cage
held five birds and sat at an angle so that laid eggs would roll forward onto conveyor belts. The angle of the cage was also such that the birds would defecate,
not on those below, but onto a metal plate, from which the feces would fall into
a pit far below. In the pit, the manure was dried by fans and the fumes were
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shot out of the henhouse as exhausL The place smelled fine to me. Hearing said
that the manure would eventually be used as fertilizer for his corn, which he
feeds to his chickens.
All Hering's facilities were automated, run by "time switches, time fuses,
magnetic starters and all kinds of other stuff." His chicken feed-a mixture of
soybean meal, alfalfa meal and molasses to settle the dust-was fed into the henhouse from a large capsule outside. The feed troughs never stopped moving in
front of the hens, and the hens rarely stopped bending over to peck at the passing meal. When the feed level in the troughs would get too low, this would trigger a large auger. Every few minutes, the auger would roar and begin grinding
more grain for the troughs. The auger sounded like a gargantuan popcorn popper,
making metal popcorn. The birds seemed inured to the racket. Here, as at Cornell, clucking was absent, replaced by something like rising and falling murmurs.
Looking down the rows, I could see countless chicken heads protruding from
cages, but I could see Inside only a few of the wire boxes. In these, there was
usually one bird who had gotten turned around in her cage and had, apparently,
Just given up. In the back-to-back batteries of cages, this hen would frequently
be sitting face-to-face with a similarly situated bird across the way. As I was
observing this, Hering told me that these chickens had been born in Indiana and
sent to his farm at five months of age. He said that they would lay for a year or,
at most, two-a chicken's lifespan is 20 years-and then be shipped either to
Campbell Soup Co. in Baltimore or used as pet food.
Hering's building was well-insulated but had no heating system. The chicken
is a hot-blooded animal, with a body temperature of 107 degrees. Each bird gives
off between 50 and 55 Btu an hour. In Hering's henhouse, 1.5 million Btu were
being generated every hour. "That's a pretty big furnace," he told me. "We've
been able to keep It at 65 to 70 degrees in here all winter, and you know what
January was like. Zero and below."
Good ventilation is critical to a chicken. The bird requires four times more air
than a human. When the .ir in a henhouse starts to stagnate, the birds begin to
suffocate. A chicken has no sweat glands, and if the temperature in a henhouse
reaches 90 degrees, it will suffer. At 100 degrees, it will die. One of the features
of Hering's farm was an automatic alarm system that rings if anything goes
wrong. At a nearby hen farm, not long ago, the ventilating system stopped, setting off an alarm in the owner's kitchen. The alarm should have told the owner
to flip another switch, substituting the back-up power supply. But the woman was
out sitting by her swimming pool and never heard the alarm. Tvo hours later,
30,000 chickens were dead.
At another farm in upstate New York, the parents-left their son home alone
to tend the chickens for a day. The boy had one chore: to turn off the feed switch.
He turned off the ventilating system Instead, and his parents came home to a henhouse full of corpses.
As Hering and I were viewing his operation in motion, he said the birds were
laying an average of 240 eggs apiece each year. "Watch this," he said, walking
over to the wall and turning a light switch. Conveyor belts below the moving
food troughs began to move. White eggs soon spotted these brown belts, which
passed into another room beyond our-view. We walked into this room where the
eggs were being mechanically arranged on cardboard trays. From here, the eggs-untouched by humans-would be put in boxes and sent off to wholesalers. "There's
a lot of advantages to this conveyor belt system," Hering said. "The chicken
doesn't sit on the egg at all. It's kept away from the hen and her manure and
this is definitely more sanitary than it used to be. I'm very conscious of making
a food product here."
We went back to where the birds were and I began looking at them again.
They seemed subdued and absolutely uniform in paleness of color, shape, sound
and, for the most part, behavior. Hearing saw me watching them. "How do these
chickens look to you?" he said. "Not too unhappy? The measure of what you
can do to an animal is in what you can get out of it. If there was too much
wrong with this, we couldn't get this production. Birds treated this way produce
as much as those raised on the floor. So it must be OK. It's economic this way
and this business is all competitive. You get to get big and you got to get machinery. This mechanization throws people out of work, but the system works and
that's the only test. The only danger is that you can become more of a mechanic
than a farmer. You're dealing with livestock and you can't forget that. You've
got to keep that hen healthy and happy so she produces. You can do anything
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with a chicken. If you do it right, she'll live and lay. If you do it wrong, she'll
die. A lot of people in the business don't know this. It's got to be done within
parameters. If you get them too hot or cold, they'll die. If you crowd them too
much, they'll die. If you don't give them feed or water, they'll die. I think these
birds here are pretty happy. And 90 percent production is high."
Hering's investment in the birds alone Is $60,000. His equipment is worth
$180,000, and he said that start-up costs were another $100,000. "Moneywise," he
said, "I've been called stupid to get into this. I'm 62. Most people my age are
thinking more about retiring than getting into the chicken business. But I don't
feel like quitting. I took all the money I could get and borrowed some more and
went back to it. If it all holds together for another ten years, then I call think
about retiring. I like the business. Done it nly whole life. I like chickens.
The first thing one notices about Salisbury, Maryland, is how fiat the land is.
Salisbury is the major city on what is known locally as the Delnarva Peninsula, an arm of land between the Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic Ocean made
up of parts of Delaware, Maryland and Virginia. Delmarva was once to broiler
raising and processing what Cornell is to poultry research and development. The
modern broiler industry began on Delmarva and for years it led the country in
production. The area is still important but much of the industry has moved further south, to Georgia, Arkansas and even Mexico, In search of cheaper labor.
Much, but not all: the second thing one notices in Salisbury is the proliferation
of "Perdue" signs, Perdue cars and trucks and Perdue feed mills, farms, breeder
houses and hatcheries. Frank Perdue is thriving, with a $40-50 million operation and an annual growth rate of 17 percent over the past five years. As his promotional literature says, "Build a Better Chicken and the World Will .. "
Perdue markets several kinds of birds, including the Rock Cornish Hen and
the older, bigger rooster (or "Oven Stuffer"), but he is best-known for his specially bred strain of broiler, which he claims to be superior to all other broilers.
In his extensive advertising campaigns, Perdue boasts that his chickens live in
a "house that's just chicken heaven," and says, "If you want to start eating as
good as my chickens, take a tip from me... Eat my chickens." One of the advertising posters seen throughout Perdue's plant in Salisbury shows three, pure
white, beautifully built chickens, with napkins round their necks, sitting down
to dine by candlelight over fine china and white wine. Ou each plate is a small
mound of yellow meal. Another poster says, "If your husband is a breast or leg
man, ask for my chicken parts."
Each week, 2.25 million Perdue chicks hatch. After one day in the hatchery,
the birds are farmed out to local growers. They are immediately put on the
Perdue diet: dehydrated marigold petals, corn, soybean meal, bluegrass pellets
and fish meal or meat meal, which is ground-up poultry. To make them yellow,
they also get doses of the cosmetic xanthophyll. On their tenth day, they are
debeaked and vaccinated for Newcastle's disease and bronchitis. For three weeks,
25,000 birds are raised in one-third of an enclosed metal house, on a little over
5,000 square feet. Growers once put warm, pot-bellied stoves in these houses as
surrogate mothers. Now they just keep the humidity at a level that leaves water
on the surface of paper in ten seconds. The chicks spend tleir early days huddled
together, looking like patches of shag carpet spread over a floor of wood chips,
shavings and sawdust. At three weeks, they get more space, and at five weeks,
they get the whole house, or 15,000 square feet. Their feeding and watering are
automated. Occasionally, the grower will have to go inside the house and spread
water to settle the dust, which at times makes the air no more than translucent.
By seven weeks, the birds weigh about four pounds and are ready f6r "processing"
Perdue processes 300,000 chickens each day. Chickens are quiet in the dark,
so men come before dawn to catch them by their legs. They are stuffed into
wooden crates and driven to plants in either Salisbury, Accomac, Virgina, or
Lewiston, North Carolina. The head of personnel, Walton Layfield, showed me
the plant in Salisbury. Magnets pick the crates off the trucks and place them
on conveyor belts leading into the factory. Workers, all black men at this point,
stand in the near dark and grab the chickens from the crates. Because of the low
lighting, all one can see of this process are yellow hard hats, lighted cigarettes
and chickens going up through the air and being bound, upside down, in steel
shackles that move overhead. These shackles go by fast and the men must keep
pace: a chicken must be in each shackle. The sound of conveyor belts, magnets,
crates and shackles is deafening. The birds hang limp and mostly silent. As
they go through the air their heads are dragged through an electrified solution
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that is supposed to stun them. They then move into a room where a rotating bicycle tire holds their backs and shoulders in place while their necks are fit
tightly between two metal bars. They are steered into a blade that slits their
throats. The blade kills five birds a second, 16,000 an hour. Not all the-birds are
killed by this blade. A black man, holding a knife and wearing a bloody, white
smock and cap, stands on the other side of the blade and kills those birds that
have survived. The entire plant has a stench that is slightly heightened here. The
smell must be a mixture of fresh blood and stale urine. The birds' blood drops
into a vat and the birds, still in shackles, move out of the room, their heads attached but dangling.
Watching this process of slaughter was mystifying. It looked like a macabre,
curiously static ballet. An endless line of upside-down chickens entered the room
alive through a hole in one wall and left (lead through a hole in another wall.
It all seemed not only completely surreal but, more disturbing, there was no
evidence that people, beyond the blaci pan with the knife-one more machinehad anything to do with what was happening.
Next, the birds are scalded and plucked by a machine with round, rubber
fingers. Steam is everywhere here and the roar of metal and water incessant. The
birds then move through flames that remove any remaining hairs. A machine
cuts off their heads and feet and the naked birds pass in front of another line
of standing workers; almost all of them black woman, young, middle-aged and
aging. Each person has a different job and a knife. Wherever people are working
here, bloody, foul water runs by in troughs near their feet. One woman cuts off
the chicken's oil gland. Another slits open the birds back. The next woman
widens the opening. The next reaches inside the bird and jerks out its viscera.
Liver, gizzard, neck and heart are separated. A man holds a "lung gun," which
sucks out the lungs of the bird. Women down the line are either "liver trimmers" or "gizzard trimmers." The liver, gizzard, heart and neck are cut up
and deftly wrapped together and stuffed back inside the chicken. Two women at
the line's end do nothing but tag a small "Perdue" sticker on each carcass.
During dressing, USRA inspectors stand on line and check the birds. (Perdue
claims that his own inspectors are better than the government's. He says that his
people can look for 48 quality specifications in the 75 minutes the bird is in
the processing plant.) The federal inspectors have a few seconds in which to examine, by sight smell and touch, each chicken-for tumors, breast blisters, fecal
contamination, feathers, lung tissue, male sex organs and other unsanitary or
diseased parts.
After dressing, the birds are plunged into ice water for 30 minutes. They are
then graded, sorted, packed in ice and put back into crates. These are set on conveyor belts that take them to Perdue trucks. The chickens are ready for delivery.
On each crate are the words, "Any Squawks? Call Perdue 1-800-63&-0381."
On one wall of Prank Perdue's office In Salisbury hangs a photograph of Perdue
an- piro Agnew standing together on the court in their tennis togs. On the floor
is a picture of Perdue with Jimmy Carter. In person, Perdue, with his longish,
gray hair, appears much more sophisticated and soft-spoken than he does on
television.
When Perdue and I began talking, I was surprised by his willingness to criticize the broiler industry. He said that some of the producers-he mentioned no
names-tended to overscald their birds, thereby removing the epidermis and
causing much of the flavor to be lost. Other companies, he said, cut economic
corners in the chicken diet, lowering the birds' meatiness and nutritional value.
Still others go in for cheap methods of packaging, which shorten the chickens'
prime s.helf-life on the supermarket counter. And still others prepackage their
chickens by freezing them at their plants, a procedure Perdue is adamantly opposed to. Freezing chickens, according to him, costs the bird soluble protein and
some of its natural juices; also, the bones turn black and the meat falls off.
Finally, he did say, "Several other companies besides us produce a quality
chicken. But there are far more that don't than do."
"Are you," I asked him, "making a better bird than was around 40 years ago?"
"Oh, God yes," he said. "Our nutritionists believe that you are what you eat,
and my chickens eat better than anybody's. They are better fed now than they
ever were. Their diet is computerized. We've done a fantastic job of making a
meatier bird with a broader breast. We've got the broadest-breasted chicken in
the business. We've got a $300,000 genetics research farm down in the Pocomoke
Forest working on this. I have my own geneticists and my own gene pool. Nobody
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can touch my gene pool. We're trying to make a bird that's desirable In the eyes
of the consumer, a bird with appeal, with meat, with good color. People will
buy a yellow chicken before they will a pale, white one."
"Does this new bird taste as good as the old one?"
He took a long while to answer and, at first, spoke slowly. "There may be
something to the cliche-I'm not sure what that word means-that the old bird
who ran around and ate bugs and looked up trees was a better-tasting bird.
There may be something to that. It took 16 weeks to grow that bird. I think
I've been influenced in my thinking by our 'Oven Stuffer.' This 13-week-old bird
has a better taste. So I'm not sure. Those older birds couldn't have tasted more
tender. And people say our birds are cleaner than chickens used to be." He
paused and seemed to be thinking about what he had been saying. Then helooked right at me and said, "How would you compare the old and new bird
anyway? Vhat are you going to do? Go back to the old methods? If the women
want to pay a dollar twenty-live for chicken instead of sixty-five cents for
taste.... This just isn't going to come to pass. Sie Just won't want It. This fastgrown bird has resulted in great advantages for the consumer. Chicken is still a
delicacy in many parts of the world. The industry is doing a fantastic Job for the
consumer."
That night I ate part of one of the Perdue chickens that were being served at
the motel where I was staying In Salisbury. My dinner listed as "Southern Fried
Chicken," had a crust a quarter of an inch thick, flavored with salt and pepper
and possibly another seasoning or two. The crust was tasty, and the meat itself
tender and fairly moist. But it had the texture of mush. No discernible flavor
came from the meat, either as 1 bit into it, chewed it, or let it linger in my mouth.
Nothing reverberated on the palate. It wasn't at all unpleasant, Just tasteless,
and it passed through more or less unnoticed.
Concerns about today's chickens, of course, reach beyond matters of taste.
While consumer savings in dollars and cents are impressive, less immediate costs
in terms of nutrition and health call into question the marvels of agribusiness.
Over the years, a number of debatable drugs have been fed to chickens to
expedite growth and lower cost-per-pound ratios. The most notorious of these
was diethylstilbestrol (DIS). In Sowing the Wind, Harrison Wellford, one of
the five original Nader's Raiders, wrote, "DES is the only chemical widely used
as an animal drug for which there Is strong evidence that it causes cancer in both
animals and man." DES causes adenocarcinoma, a rare cancer of the vagina.
It also upsets human hormone balance. Farmers who have breathed DES dust
in chicken feed have grown small, female like breasts and showed symptoms of
sterility. DES pellets used to be inserted into the necks of chickens. For awhile,
one unsuspecting New York City restaurant employee regularly made a supper
of leftover chicken necks. He stopped when his breasts grew large, firm and
round.
"We used to add DES to chickens," Robert Baker had told me earlier in
Ithaca, "but it's been declared illegal now. We manipulated the male with DES,
a female hormone, in order to give him more fat. If you ate a thousand pounds
of chicken a day, DES might affect you. As a matter of fact, If you ate most
of the things we eat 50 times over, it would do you in. If you ate 5 times the
salt, it would knock you on your fanny.
"Now the government is down on nitrites. In very high quantities, these are
supposedly carcinogenic, We're taking turkey thighs that don't sell too well
and turning them into ham thighs. We have to use nitrites to give them color."
Almost every broiler in America is fed antibiotics-for disease prevention and
cure and for growth-from birth to death. People eating these chickens consume
not the actual antibiotic but antibiotic residue. If the chicken has been given,
say, penicillin-only one of the many medications currently used-the penicillin
will be broken down into penicilloic acid and other compounds while in the gut
of the chicken. This acid is then absorbed into the meat tissue of the animal. A
person buys, cooks and eats the chicken. Those parts of the drug that survive
cooking are known as thermal degradations. The human stomach Is normally
full of bacilli called coliform organisms. The thermal degradations we eat In
chicken don't kill or affect the growth of these organisms. But they do cause
antibiotic-resistant coliforms to develop in the gut of a person. In other words,
the human stomach develops resistance to penicillin and possibly to other
antibiotics.
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I had spoken about the effects of antibiotics in chicken feed with Dr. Stanley
Katz, a professor in the Department of Microbiology and Biochemistry at Rutgers University. Dr. Katz has been working in antibiotic residue research for
the plst 18 years. "We know very little," he said, "about what these residues
are or what their biological significance is, or could be. Everybody, in the back
of his mind, says, "Well, we really don't know what happens here aid it would
be nice to know but. . .

.'

Interest in any area is proportional to the available

dollars. I think that this research Is gaining iii importance but it hasn't yet
beco ne a cause ctl'bre. It should. Simply because of the whole question of what
this is doing to us."
There is yet another danger in the modern chicken-the possibly cancerous
effects of stress and crowding on the bird. 'Most chickens carry the virus of
avian cancer in their blood, though it Is estimated that only 2 percent grow malignant tumors from it. Even so, cancer in chickens--called Marek's diseasehas already cost the industry greatly. In 1969, 37 i million chickens had to be
exterminated because of it. In 1971, a doctor in Michigan discovered a vaccine
for Marek's disease and the problem now seems more under control. But it is
generally believed that the disease Itself is related to the crowded conditions
tinder which chickens are raised. "Anytime you stress an animal," says Dr. Katz,
"you're increasing its susceptibility to all type of disease."
Shortly after visiting with Frank Perdue, I traveled to Washington, D.C.,
to interview Dr. George Mountney of the United States Department of Agriculture about various problems with modern chicken farming. Mountney, author
of Poultry Products Technology and a research management specialist in poultry
science at the USDA ("Anything to do with chickens comes across my desk," he
says), took a direct but sanguine view of Marek's disease. "There's a very deftnito connection," lie conceded, "between stress and Marek's disease. In fact, this
is the whole name of the game in management today-to modify the stress so
that chickens can use all their energy for production. Our geneticists are trying
to make birds that can withstand the stress and go ahead and be productive.
When you crowd these birds, you're going to get dominance problems, picking,
emotional stress, that sort of thing, just like with people. So the name of the
game is be able to get more chickens in less housing. We're producing a different kind of chicken now, one with different characteristics. We're always trying to Improve the bird."
Mountney and I talked about another controversial aspect of agribusiness
chicken farming-the Increasingly popular techuioue of "deboning" poultry.
I)eboning is a misnomer. In this process, the whole chicken is ground up by
machine, and the end product, an extrusion containing cartilege, flesh, connectIve tissue and bone, is used in chicken burgers, hot dogs and baloney. I had
earlier talked with Rodney Leonard, executive director of the Community
Nutrition Institute in Washington, about deboned poultry. Leonard is against
the industry's method of marketing these products, because he believes there
is a substantial gap between what the public perceives they're buying and what
they arc buying. Studies, Leonard said, have shown that the protein vitalization value of chicken is significantly lowered by mechanically deboning the
bird. "Our traditional definition," lie told me, "said that when bone was in
meat, the meat was adulterated, and the only reason for this adulteration was
economic fraud. The very least that we need now is a different labeling sys.
tern. Deboned poultry should be marked and assigned a definite economic value
that is lower than meat tissue."

Dr. Mountney had told me that the department was now spending annually
about $30 million on 3,000 chicken research projects. It was funding, among
others, Robert Baker of Cornell, creator of products using deboned poultry
meat. )id Mountney think deboning a good idea, or one that needed regulating?
"I'd like to give a plug for it," he said. "We have a world food shortage, and

if you want to save the world, you'd better look to the chicken. This shortage
is indirectly seen in the U.S. in the higher prices we pay for food. There are
two ways to attack this problem: by producing more or making more with
what we've got. The quickest way is the second. And deboned poultry is one
way to do this. The big advantage is that it sells for 29 or 30 cents it pound for
pure meat. or almost pure meat. You can sure get a competitive product this
way. When deboning is properly carried out, the meat is of high quality, is
'wholesome,' which means fit for human consumption. Deboning is already done
under USDA regulations."
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I left Washington with one unfulfilled curiosity concerning the chicken: I
wanted to taste an old-fashioned bird. It seemed likely that the farmers' markets in Pennsylvania would be selling home-grown chickens. But I soon learned
that the federal government, for reasons of sanitation, had begun requiring
Pennsylvania farmers to pay an exorbitant health-inspection fee for the right
to raise and sell chickens. Most farmers' markets nowadays, I was told, are
offering chickens purchased from "people like Frank Perdue."
After searching, I was lucky enough to find Bob Ilofstetter, a short, bearded,
bespectacled man who lives with his wife Katherine and their two children on
a 60-acre farm in southeastern Pennsylvania. He works at the Rodale Organic
Farm in Kutztown and, as a hobby, raises antiquated breeds of poultry, which
he exhibits at state and county fairs. At his farm, le showed me his prizewinning beauties: the Redcap, a large, strutting, chestnut-colored bird with
a rose comb and a half-moon red lacing on each feather; the Golden Cantine,
with gold neck hackles and black barring; the Silver Cantine, all silver except
for black barring; the White Belgian, small and snow white with a heavy
beard and muff; and the Quail Belgian, with a chamois-colored breast, chestnut hackles and a rose comb. The Quail Belgian walks with its wings down,
almost dragging, and its chest straight out. "It's a very stately little thing,"
Hofstetter said.
liofstetter and his family eat eggs from these chickens and, occasionally, one
of the culled chickens. I asked Hofstetter if he thought there was any difference
between supermarket and organically grown eggs. "I don't remember the last
store-bought egg I ate," lie said. "But when you eat an egg from a bird that's
been pastured, that's eaten greens and scraps, the yolk has a definite flavor.
It's bright orange and you can taste it."
For our evening meal, Hofstetter butchered a five-month-old Redcap not good
enough for show. Katherine, a quiet, attractive woman with a ruddy complextion, roasted the bird. The children, Robby and Susan, joined us for a chicken
dinner, with mashed potatoes, sweet corn, asparagus and broccoli, all from last
year's garden. The chicken had the texture of meat; firm and not mushy, chewy
and yet tender, Juicy but not watery-it was light red instead of the color of chalk.
The flavor was not at all harsh; rather, it slowly revealed itself as sweet and
subtle and made a distinct, enjoyable impression.
During dinner Hofstetter said, "If you eat something that's raised properly,
It will taste properly. If it is grown in an ecologically sound environment, It
will also be good for you. If you think about it, it just stands to reason. I
forbid my wife to buy chicken in the store. I've had supermarket chickens that
were slimy, mealy and tasteless. The meat hasn't had a chance to muscle up.
It's just flabbiness. The people who push this product are in a business. Most
of them know this is not how to raise a chicken, but they're still in a business.
It's all a matter of time, and they don't have time. It's a whole system. Rush,
rush, rush. Make a buck."
Bob Hofstetter, like his barnyard birds, is probably a vanishing breed. The
great majority of people who work with chickens today are still searching for
ways, not to preserve the arlginal animal, but to change, modify, "improve" it.
The USDA's Mountney, for one, optimistically predicts more efficiency, streamlining and cleanliness ahead. As lie recently wrote in a trade journal, "Broilers
will be produced in cages by an assembly line automated system... and marketed
at seven weeks of age in the same cage they started out In as baby checks. Such
birds will be under human surveillance 24 hours a day by employees who will
shower before going to work In the house."
This may sound futuristic indeed, but It is not as advanced as the thinking at
International Flavors and Fragrances (IF
in New York. Chemists there have
figured out a way to eliminate the chicken, while supposedly preserving its taste.
They have already come up with chicken flavor, made of chemicals, which is marketed for soups, gravies, rices and bouillon. Now they are working on chicken
analogs-that iv, "chickens" made from soy. You take soybean or soy flour and
work It, mixing in other ingredients, until it takes on a meatlike texture. Then
add IFF's chicken flavor. Because chicken is so reasonably priced, these analogs
are not yet widely marketed, but the chicken analog does seem to have a future.
"In those areas where it's really an inconvenience to use a chicken," says Dr.
Ira Katz of Research and Development at IFF, "you'll use a chicken analog
instead. Say you want a chicken sandwich. You'll Just slice the analog like a
salami. There won't be any bone. You'll cut it, put it on bread, and have an
analog chicken sandwich."
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Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, it is always interesting to me when we come to
the question of dealing with tax expenditures. We do not eliminate inequity by
closing loopholes, reducing them and putting a limitation of $2 million on sales
across the board, and treating all firms equitably and fairly. That would resolve
the discrimination problem about which the Senators from Maine and Arkansas
are so concerned. Rather, what we do is say we will make the exception a little
larger. We will open up the loophole to those too fat to squeeze through it now.
We will help an Arkansas or a Maine firm, in spite of the fact that there are
a number of other companies in the same general range of sales that will not be
helped by the amendment and may well be left at a competition disadvantage.
A number of those other firms are publicly owned. But as we heard so eloquently
yesterday from the chairman of the Committee on Finance, they are people, too.
They have shareholders who are ordinary Americans. If those firms are hurt, it is
going to affect those individuals.
There is a way to deal with this particular problem in terms of the problem
that exists for the companies in Maine and the companies in Arkansas. That way
is to put a simple limitation on sales of $1 million or $2 million, and drop the
family ownership exception, which is causing the problem here.
Let us try to reach out and actually get the small family farmer and give the
exemption to that firm; $1 million or $2 million in sales is adequate. That would
resolve the Arkansas problem and that would resolve the Maine problem, and
that would treat all the large firms equitably and fairly as well.
But I cannot myself see how the Senate can say, "Well, there are 8 of these 36
that are caught by the 1976 act, that are going to have to shift from cash to
accrual accounting. We are going to take 2 of those 8 out and let them keep the
loophole, but not the other 6. For those two, action is going to be deferred, while
the others must conform. That is what the amendment of the Senator from
Arkansas and he Senator from Maine does, and I think that is the wrong way to
write tax policy.
Mr. MCCLELTAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senator from
Florida (Mr. STONE) be added as a cosponsor to the amendment.
The PRESIDINO OFFICER. Without objection, It is so ordered.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I wish to spend 2 minutes summarizing our
position on this amendment.
Mr. MCCLELLAN. Mr. President will the Senator yield to me for just a minute?
Mr. BullPEas. I yield.
Mr. MCCLELLAN. I have to leave the Chamber.
I want to say the answer to all the Senator from Massachusetts has said is
in this proposal to submit all of this to the Committee on Finance and let it work
out equity for all instead of writing it here on the floor. I do not have confidence
ti.s matter can be presented to the Committee on Finance, everybody will be
-heard, and that the committee, subject to the approval of the Senate, will solve
this problem equitably for all.
I thank the Senator.
Mr. BUiiPERs. 'Mr. President, two points: No. 1, the Senator from Mas;.0,3usetts,
I think, made a very compelling point when he said it is rather depc: .. ;,ie that
Senators must come in here to make special pleas. I deplore it, and I regret it,
and his point is well taken.
But 1 can tell you, Mr. President, when something as outrageous and as inequitable as this is brought to your attention, when it is so patently clear that
it places innocent, hard-working people at a terrible competitive disadvantage
because of some inequitable tax burden placed on them here through inadvertance
or through design, I have no choice but to address it.
The Senator from Massachusetts, I believe, finds himself in the unique position.
I said this morning lie has been on the cutting edge of most of tihe tax reform that
has been initiated here. but he finds himself this morning, for some sort of convoluted reason, defending one of the grossest inequities that has ever been
perpetrated in this country. He says eight companies are being affected, and I
do not know how he knows that. I can tell Senators we did quite a bit of research,
and the only way one can find this Information is If the stock is publicly traded. I
can tell Senators that the 4th biggest poultry processing company in the United
States and the 13th biggest proces'.4 ng company in the United States get to remain
on the cash system because they are one-family owned.
Is that fair? Is that fair for a company, that my senior colleague pointed out a
while ago, in the same city, in the same region, competing for the same growers
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and competing for the same markets? One of them that is three times as big as
the other can stay on the cash system and the other one must convert to an accrual
system at considerable tax burden to itself obviously placing it to a terrible
competitive disadvantage.
The Senator from Massachusetts does not Intend to defend inequities such as
that. I know him too well. His point is well taken, and I agree with it. Everyone
should be treated the same and the Finance Committee, after I presented this
to them, said they agreed. Everyone should be treated the same.
All we are asJcing here is that we have minimal relief by postponing It for 1
year. I think it is fair.
I know that the Senator from Massachusetts and no other Senator in this
body would feel comfortable if he thought the biggest grain company in the
United States which Is Cargo, with over $5 billion a year-we are not talking
about peanuts; $5 billion a year-gets the advantage of this exception. I do not
know whether they are taking advantage of it or not. I hate to say positively
that they are. They are entitled to it. But our best information is that a
substantial amount of the stock, over 50 percent, is owned by one family.
I do not Intend to defend it, and I Intend to try to do something about it, and
that is the reason we offer this amendment.
I thank the Chair.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I just make the comment that obviously, the
intention last year was close the tax loophole for large firms, and provide some
exemption for the small-family farmer. What has happened is that some large
firms qualified for the exemption, and some did not.
But we cannot get away from the fact, ir. President, that if the Senate accepts
the amendment of the Senator from Arkansas and the Senator from Maine, of
the 36 largest firms, 8, it is my understanding, have to move from the cash to the
accrual method. This will single out two of those. The others may be publicly
owned. But that does not take away from the interest of those firms being treated
fairly and equitably as well. If they are competing against the two firms helped
by this amendment, it does not help much to ease the discrimination to know that
they are publicly owned firms.
It seems to me that this is the wrong way to deal with this problem. If we
wanted to deal with the discrimination, we could put a simple ceiling on sales.
That would solve the problem of Arkansas and the problem of Maine. It seems to
me to be a sounder way of treating this issue.
Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and nays on this amendment.
The PRESIDINO OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second? There Is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BU3MPESS. Mr. President, there is a present order on a unanimous-consent
request that the vote will occur on this amendment at noon. I am reluctant to do
this without the majority leader being here, But the Senator from Rhode Island
has an amendment which is supposed to come up now. Perhaps he would prefer.
that we go ahead and vote on this amendment and get it over and then let him
present his amendment.
Mr. LoNo. Mr. President, there was to be a vote at 11:45 a.m. on the amendment
of the Senator from Rhode Island. So I think Senators are on notice we Will vote
at 11:45 a.m. That being the case, I ask unanimous consent that we simply proceed
to vote on the amendment now.
Mr. BAK . On the Bumpers amendment?
Mr. LoNo. Yes, on the Bumpers amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection? Without objection, it Is so ordered.
The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Arkansas.
The yeas and nays have been ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. Church) is
necessarily absent.
I further announce that the Senator from Illinois (Mr. Stevenson) is absent
because of illness.
I also announce that the Senator from West Virginia (Mr. Randolph) is absent
attending the funeral of David Johnson of Bridgeport, W. Va., the vice president
of the Claude Benedum Foundation.
I further announce that, if present and voting, the Senator from West Virginia
(Mr. Randolph) would vote "yea."
--
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Mr. STSVENS. I announce that the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. Bartlett) is
absent due to illness.
The result was announced-yeas 85, nays 11, as follows:
[Rollcall Vote No. 113 Leg.]
YEAS-85
Metzenbaum
Gravel
Allen
Griffin
Moynihan
Anderson
Muskle
Hansen
Baker
Hart
Nelson
Bayh
Nunn
Hatch
Bellmon
Packwood
Hatfield
Bentsen
Pearson
Hathaway
Biden
Pell
Hayakawa
Brooke
Percy
Heinz
Bumpers
Helms
Ribicoff
Burdick
Hollings
Roth
Byrd, Harry F., Jr.
Sarbanes
Byrd, Robert C.
Huddleston
Humphrey
Sasser
Cannon
Inouye
Schmitt
Case
Schweiker
Jackson
Chafes
Scott
Javits
Chiles -Johnston
Sparkman
Cranston
Stafford
Laxalt
Curtis
Long
Stennis
Danforth
Lugar
Stevens
DeConcini
Stone
Dole
Magnuson
Mathias
Talmadge
Domenlci
Thurmond
Matsunaga
Durkin
Tower
Eagleton
McClellan
Weicker
McClure
Eastland
McGovern
Williams
Ford
McIntyre
Young
Garn
Glenn
Melcher
Goldwater
Metcalf
NAYS-11
Kennedy
Riegle
Abourezk
Wallop
Clark
Leahy
Zorinsky
Morgan
Culver
Proxmire
Haskell
NOT VOTING-4
Stevenson
Bartlett
Randolph
Church
So Mr. DUmPERs' amendment (No. 210) was agreed to.
Mr. MCCLELLAN. Mr. President, I move that the vote by which the amendment
was agreed to be reconsidered.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.
Mr. RANDOLPH subsequently said: Mr. President, on the four previous rollcall
votes today, I was necessarily absent. I was in Bridgeport, W. Va., attending the
funeral services for David Dean Johnson, a cherished friend and associate.
AMENDMENT

Intended to be proposed by Mr. BUMPERS (for himself, Mr. MCCLELLAN, Mr. SPARKMAN,
Mr. MUSKIE, Mr. ALLEN, and Mr. HATHAWAY) H.R. 9251, an Act Providing that until
July 1, 1978, the tax treatment of certain transportation expenses between a taxpayer's
residence and place of work shall be determined without regard to Revenue Ruling
76-453 or any similar ruling. At the appropriate place in the bill, add the following
new section:

"SEc. -.
Section 207(c) (2) of the Tax Reform Act of 1970, as amended by
Section 404 of the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977, P.L. 05-SO, is
further amended by striking the date ")ecember 31, 1977" in Section 207(c)
(2) (B) and inserting in lieu thereof the date "December 31, 1979."
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EXnrBIT A
TOP 36 U.S.BROILER COMPANIES

Company i

Potential
annual
volumes
(millions
of birds)

Total sales
volume, all
products, for
most recent
reporting
year
available Publicly or
(millions) privately held

Cash
basis
accounting for
tax or accrual '

Additional comments

01Holly Farms (Federal

229.0

2 Gold Kist .............
63 Valmac ..............

224.0
152.0

4 Tyson's ..............
'5 J & M Poultry Pack.
aging Co.,Ltd. (Inaperal Foods).
6 CentralSays ..........
$7 Conagra ..............
I Perdue ..............
(Allied Mills)...
0109 Wayne
KFC(Heublein) .......
11Swift(Esmark) .......
$12Corbett Poultry Products Co.
13Cgles, Inc ...........
14Marshall Durbin Co...
15Wilson (Jones.
Lauhlin).
16Lane Poultry Co.......

152.0

17Fieldale Corp .........
18Sanderson Farms .....
'19 Bayshore Foods
(Kane-Miller).
20 Rokin ham Poultry...
21Foster Farms .........
22Cargill, Inc ...........

52.0
54.0
50.0
50.0
46.0
46.0
42.0
42.0
39.5

450 Private .........
443 Private .........
36658 Public, NYSE...
'43 Co-op ..........
475 Private .........
45,330 Private.
ND Co-op ..........
865 Private .........
",3,733 Public, NYSE...

37.0
35. 0
33.0

844,790 Public, NYSE... Accrual ............ Arkansas operations.
460 Private ......... Cash ............... Not affected.'
ND Private ......... Cash ............... Not affected.'

Co.).

23MFC (Collinswood) ....
'24 Hudson Foods ........
'25 Armour Foods
(Greyhound).
'26 Banquet (RCA)
.......
27Pilgrim Industries-._
28 Southeastern Poultry
Co.
'29 Ralston Purina ........
30 State Pride Poultry....
31Herider Farms ........
32O'Brien Foods ........
33 Green Acres Farms ....
34Zacky &Sons .........
'35 Campbell Soup Co.....
'36 Empire Kosher ........

146.0
125.0
115.0
110.0
104.0
89.0
88.0
83.0
79.0
70.0
70.0
68.0

33.0
32.4
27.0
26.5
23.3
19.8
19.7
16.1

8s$539 Public, NYSE... Some operations
Will be affected.'
cash, some
accrual.
4733 Co.op .......... Not available .......
'157 Public, AMEX... Some operations
Will be affected.7
cash, some
accrual.
'222 Public OTC
..... Cash ............... Arkansas company;
not affected.
3ND Public, England. Cash ............... Arkansas operawill be
tions;
affected.'
81,837 Public, NYSE .... Accrual ............
3573 Public, NYSE... Cash ............... Will be affected.'
'179 Private ......... Cash ............... Not affected.?
''434 Private ......... Accrual........
"1,683 Public, NYSE... Cash .......
Will be affected.,
::4,731 Public, NYSE
.... Not determinable....
ND Private ......... Cash ............... Will be affected.7
1138
454
82,050
ND

Public, AMEX...
Private .........
Public, NYSE....
Private .........

'3,349 Public, NYSE...
820 Private .........
425 Private .........
NO Private .........
'25 Private .........
NO Private .........
'1,635 Public, NYSE...
NO Private .........

Cash
............... Not affected.
Cash .....
..... Not affected.
Accrual ............
Cash ............... Arkansas company;
not affected.'
Cash ............... Not affected.
Cash ............... Not affected.'
Cash ............... Will beaffected.7
Not available .......
Cash ............... Not affected.'
Accrul........ Arkansas operations,
Not available ....
Cash............. Arkansas company;
will be affected.?
Accrual ............

Accrual ............
Cash ...............
Cash ...............
Cash ...............
Cash.............
Cash ...............
Accrual ............
Accrual ............

Not affected.r
Not affected.?
Not affected.'
Not affected.7
Not affected.'
Arkansas operations.

I Companies listed are per "broiler Industry." Companies inparentheses are parent companies ofoperating units listed.

Pot "broiler Industry."
aPer published annual reports or value line reports.
'Per 1977
Dun & Bradstreet reports (1916
financial results).
aPer 1975 Dun & Bradstreet report (most recent available with this listing),
'Total revenues for consolidated operations of parent corporation, Includln poultry operations.
Based upon information supplied to Jack Frost & Co.by company accounting personnel.
BND-Not determinable.
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U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C., October 27, 1977.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Debt Management and Taxation Generally, Comtnittec on Finance
DEAR HARRY: I am submitting as an amendment in the nature of a technical
correction to Section 2(g) (1) of HI.R. 0715, relating to the deductibility of
expenses for certain foreign conventions.
The intent of Section 2(g) (1) was to clarify that the limitations of Section
274(h) of the Code do not apply to foreign travel incentive award programs
where the individual who attends the foreign convention includes the value of
the award In his gross income. This merely represents a change in language to
conform to the Congressional intent in the enactment of the Tax Reform Act
of 1976.
Nevertheless, the language of Section 2(g) (1) does not specifically cover socalled "three party incentive award programs." The language of the attached
amendment will accomplish this purpose. The Treasury has no objection to this
clarification and the Joint Committee staff has reviewed this amendment.
Best regards,
JOHN C. DANFORTH.
Amend Section 2(g) (1) of H.R. 6715 to read as follows:
(1) Deductions not disallowed to employer where employee includes amounts
in gross income.-Subparagraph (D) of section 274(h) (6) (relating to application of subsection to employer as well as to traveler) is amended to read as
follows: "Except as otherwise provided in_ this subparagraph, this subsection
shall apply to deductions otherwise allowable under sections 162 or 212 to any
person, whether or not such person is the individual attending the foreign convention. For the purposes of the preceding sentence, such person shall be treated,
with respect to each Individual, as having selected the same two foreign conventions as were selected by such individual. This subsection shall not apply to
any person who is not the individual attending the foreign convention if transportation and subsistence furnished by such person is ineludible in the gross
income of the person receiving such transportation and subsistence.
U.S. SENATE,
Washington,D.C., October 27, 1977.

HON. HARRY BYRD,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation, Senate Finance Committee, Washington,
D.C.
DEAR Ms. CHAIRMAN: I am enclosing a copy of a bill I will be introducing
today to amend the historic preservation tax incentives section of the 1976 Tax
Reform Act. The change I propose is minor, but it will strengthen the financial
preservation toools approved last year.
As you may remember, last year we allowed owners of historic properties
(property listed on the National Register of Historic Places or located in a
National Register historic district) accelerated depreciation or short term amortization of certain rehabilitation expenditures. The intent of the provision, as I
recall, was to provide incentives for private Investment in these properties. We
did not address the question of extending this to long-term lessees, who may take
deductions for other permanent property improvements, and I have been advised
that the Treasury Department does not intend to extend the rehabilitation incentives to these lessees in fortrcomlng regulations. My bill seeks to do this and
will subject lessees to the same recapture provisions applicable to qualifying
property owners.
I have discussed this change with a number of preservation groups, all of
whom have indicated strong support for it. As I receive pertinent written information from thse individuals, I will forward it along to your staff for your reference. One of the main, problems these groups have brought to my attention con.
cerns surplus Federal property, much of which is of historic value, donated to
local and state government,;.
Because of the many budgetary pressures, these governments simply cannot
afford to undertake restoration expenditures. However, those governments often
lease these properties to private developers for rehabilitation. To encourage
private investment In these restoration projects, extension of these tax incentives
to lessees is necessary.
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you, the Subcommittee
I hope that, on the basis of the evidence presented toof the Technical Amendconsideration
during
change
will act favorably on this
with kny additional materials
ments to the Tax Reform Act. If I can provide you
know.
me
let
on this matter, please
With kindest regards,
BENNETiT JOHnxSTON, U.S. Senator.
Sincerely,J.
Enclosure.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION TAX INCENTIVES
in the 1970 Tax
Mr. President, last year the Congress included provisions
historic preservation moveReform Act of critical importance to our nationalRevenue
Code of 1954, among
ment. The changes in section 191 of the Internal
tax treatment
other things, provide the owners of historic properties favorable
accelerated
on rehabilitation expenses of certified historic structures through
are defined as those
depreciation or short term amortization. Historic properties located
in a National
included in the National Register of Historic Places or those
Register district.
Problems in trying to use these preservation Incentives have arisen because
owners,
long-term lessees have not been allowed the same treatment as property
improvements
although this is not the case with similar permanent property
of historic
treatment in the tax code. Surplus Federal property, much of which is
multitude of
value, is often donated to cities. We are all painfully aware of the
rehabilitapressures on our cities' budgets and it should come as no surprise that
low
tion of these important parts of our national heritage is assigned a relatively
lies in
budgetary priority. Thus, the real hope for preserving these buildings
the hands of the private sector. If similar tax treatment is allowed to long-term
lessees, then incentives to rehabilitate and save these buildings will be given.beThe preservation movement has come a long way from its "monumental"
ginnings which emphasized saving Isolated structures, battlefields, mansions of
the wealthy, museums and the like. More and more, we have come to realize
that a variety of properties are worth saving and that these properties can be
adapted to new practical uses such as revived shopping complexes, innovative
office or residential centers, and tourist centers. A ripple effect has been seen
in many urban areas undergoing extensive restoration as new jobs are created
in downtown areas and as out-of-town Investment is brought in-all of which
brings new dollars to local treasuries. But this cannot be financed from federal,
state or local budgets alone. To be successful and to encourage the growth of a
broadened preservation movement, the private sector must be brought in and
encouraged to invest in these properties. This was clearly the intent of the farsighted 1976 Act which provided us with new financial preservation tools. The
minor change I propose will help make these incentives more workable and
useful in the efforts we have already begun.
Mr. President, the bill I am introducing also provides for the same recapture
provisions that apply to homeowners and I hope this will alleviate any concerns
about this change. I should also like to request unanimous consent that the
text of this bill be printed at the end of my remarks.
(S. -- , 95th Cong., 1st sess.]
A BILL To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to permit loijg-term lessees to take
the amortization deduction, in lieu of depreciation, for rehabilitation of certified historic structures

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) section 191 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to amortization of certain rehabilitation expenditures for certified historic structures) is amended by redesignating subsection
(g) as (h), and by inserting after subsection (f) the following new subsection:
"(g) Expenditures by Long-Term Lessees.-In the case of a certified historic structure held by a person under a lease of not less than 30 years' duration"(1) the deduction under this section shall be allowable to the lessee of
such certified historic structure with respect to amounts expended by him
in connection with certified rehabilitation, and
"(2) for purposes of applying paragraph (1), the amortizable basis of
such certified historic structure is the amounts expended by the lessee in
connection with certified rehabilitation.".
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(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply with respect to additions to capital accomut made after June 14, 1976, and before June 15, 1981.
U.S. SENATE,
Washington, D.C., October27, 1977.
Mr. MICHAEL STERN,
Staff Director,Committee on Finance,
Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washfngton, D.C.
DEAR MR. STERN: I understand that the Senate Finance Committee will be
hearing testimony on Friday, October 28 concerning the Technical Corrections
Act, II.R. 6715, and that written testimony will be accepted for inclusion In the
record if submitted by October 31.
The Iowa State Bar Association has requested that the accompanying statement of Arley J. Wilson, Chairman of the Iowa State Bar Association's Special
Committee on Probate, Property and Trust Law, be included in the record of
proceedings on this matter, and I am hereby forwarding the statement to you
with the request that the same be included.
I will appreciate your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,
JOHN C. CULVER.
THE IOWA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION.
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON ESTATE AND GIFT TAX, CARRYOVER BASIS
AND GENERATION SKIPPING TRUST PROVISIONS AND INCOME TAX RELATING TO
FOREIGN CONVENTIONS

(By Arley J. Wilson, Chairman, Probate, Property & Trust Law Committee for
the Iowa State Bar Association)
This comment is limited to the area of carryover basis as provided under the
19741 Tax Reform Act, alternate methods of taxation or the possibility of a moratorium on the effective date of application of carryover basis for at least two
years from and after December 31, 1976. I appeared before this Committee on
the 8th day of September, 1977 and appreciate this opportunity to again appear
primarily on "carryover basis". I incorporate herewith comments and recommendations on the Technical Correction Act of 1977 previously submitted by the
Iowa State Bar Association for the hearing on the 8th day of September, and
do not include it herein because the same would be repetitive. I would like to
point out to the Committee additional matters which may be somewhat repetitive but only as necessary.
FIRST
The formulae used in the determination are extremely complex and cumbersome. See Addendum "A" attached hereto for a simple example of preparation
necessary in the calculation of carryover basis for each Item in an estate. Bear
in mind that this formula must be applied on an item by item basis. Those of
you who are knowledgeable of the farming enterprise know that there will be
on the average farm probably from 200 to 400 different items upon which to
calculate carryover basis and to apply the formula to each. If the farm is a
breeding farm or ranch containing breeding animals such as cows or sows, the
number of calculations must increase correspondingly for each sow or cow and
the only limitation to the calculations Is the number of breeding animals on that
farm or ranch. The number of typed pages used in the calculation of carryover
basis alone would look like a Sears catalog if there is only 300 items. This catalog
must be delivered to the Internal Revenue Service and a copy to each heir or
distributee or party in interest. The printing cost alone would exceed that cost
o printing the record and brief of any case which I have taken to the United
States Court of Appeals. This is the farm problem.
To those of you who are lawyers or have access to or own any law books, the
matter would become exceedingly personal. If you own the series of law books
entitled "Federal Reporter, 2nd Series", it deals with cases argued and determined by the Circuit Courts of Appeals and District Courts of the United
States and thhhe Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia. In my library alone,
at the last reading there-were 552 volumes in this set. Volume 1 was first pub-
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lilhed In 1925 and each volume thereafter being acquired by subscription bore
a different vost and a different date of possession on an item by item basis.
This would require 552 calculations of carryover basis. The penalties alone
for failing to calculate and return this set on an item by item basis would exceed
the $5,000.00 maximum imposed for failure to return to the federal government
and the $2,500.00 maximum imposed for failure to report to the distributees, that
Is if you calculated the basis as provided under the formulae of Addendum "A"
and my estate exceeded $60,000.00.
This same problem would under the current rules, apply to every other book
in a lawyer's library. The unworkability of such a calculation readily becomes
apparent for the farmer and for the library of any lawyer. The current value
for each such book at date of death would probably be less than $10.00. The cost
of determination of carryover basis would far exceed that amount per book.
Each small business would have a similar problem according to the number of
personal property items and real estate involved in such small business. Each
owner of joint property even though there is no administration would have
responsibility of which he might not well be aware less lie or she sought .the
services of a lawyer.
Even though the decedent had the best set of books imaginable, the cost attending the research and development of applicable basis material for a period of
from 20 to 30 years or more would be far greater then all of the costs of the
estate combined.
Iowa has a statute reading substantially as follows:
"When any property is valueless, or is so encumbered, or in such condition,
that It is of no benefit to tile estate, the Court may order the fiduciary to
abandon it, or make such other disposition of it as may be suitable in the
premises."
Most of the states have a similar statute. The fiduciary is subject to a surcharge if lie holds property which by the Court Is deenied worthless. The application of negative basis and the costs of determining carryover basis may well
require that personal property be abandoned and not made a part of the estate.
The question arises of what provision has been made by the Congress to assume
or take care of the abandoned personal property. I am sure that the abandonment
of real estate poses no material problem because sooner or later it will be taken
over by the mortgage holder or the local taxing authority.
Perhaps the negative basis property in our particular area where we have had
a serious drought condition, a reduction in price of corn to in some instanes less
then $1.50 a bushel and a reduction in price of beans in some instances to less
then $5.00 a bushel and a reduction in value in the market of farm real estate
from $300.00- to $400.00 per acre or more poses one of the most serious of problems. Many of the farmers in the area must refinance the farm to accommodate
this stressful situation and the refinancing of the farm, the amount borrowed
on the land, may well exceed twice the carryover basis of the land. The death
of the decedent creates an immediate problem because the assumption of debt
by a Third Party in excess of basis creates a taxable event. Who pays the tax?
Is it charged against the decedent? Is it charged against the fiduciary or is it a
charge against the distributee? Is it an additional deduction for federal estate
tax purposes and what if the borrowlins are in excess of the current market
value. These problems are not answerable under the present 1976 Act nor under
the technical amendments proposed. The unidentifiable nature of crop whether
it le shelled corn or beans stored in a common storage facility creates a problem
in determining the applicability of carryover basis to crop harvested in 1977 and
commingled with a crop which may have been carried over from 1974, 1975 or
1976. What is the data of the acquisition of a crop planting, ripening or harvesting.
These are matters not extensively covered in our last comments made before
this Committee but are nevertheless matters of which your committee should
be totally aware.
One writer has said that the computational difficulties of the carryover basis
have left attorneys and CPA's "stunned and disbelieving." We have not yet been
able to find a way to compute and report carryover basis in the average farm
situation to this date and one of the leading professors at Iowa Law School has
for delivery an eight hour lecture addressed totally to carryover basis, and I
have yet to meet a practicing lawyer who can say he understands it.
As previously stated, the problem is not only one of the United States government but it becomes mixed up with all of the statutes of distribution and taxing
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in all of the states and not only is it impossible to file a correct income tax on
the Fiduciary Form 1041 for an estate for the federal government but it is likewise impossible to file a correct state income tax until the federal carryover
basis has been finally determined. Because of the perishable nature of farm
commnoditles and the fluctuations of the marketplace, sale or disposal at a proper
market is often required before it is possible to determine with any degree of
accuracy the basis.
The distribution problems in an estate are of such wide variance and difficulty
of determination of tax liability, it is Impossible to produce an equitable distribution that any Court can approve unless the same is-made entirely in fractional
shares, which in practicality produces an unworkable solution.
The cash basis taxpayer has been trapped because lie will have little or no
basis and his tax situation depends entirely on the accuracy of his ability to
forecast with precision the accident of death. Otherwise his tax situation will
be materially altered by the timing incident to when he dies. (See Addendum "B"
attached hereto.)
SECOND

Alternate Methods of Taxation
It has been proposed that the increase in value of property be taxed as a capital
gain at death. The same costs of discovery incident to basis would be present If
such a theory were to prevail and the same unavailability of records would be
present to a substantially lesser degree. Likewise the taxpayer would be subject
to the same unpredictability of determination of the value of his estate and the
tax which would most likely be assessed against it.
There is als." the possibility that capital gains as we now know them may not
exist at the time of death of the decedent and this would again change a provision he might or might not have made to provide for his death taxes.
This Committee should be advised that many items in an estate in a farm are
not now subject and would not then be subject except by special definition to
capital gains treatment and the acceleration of tax to the point of excess of 100
percent of the overall would still exist unless there was as a part of such method
of taxation added a substantial change in the relation between income taxes and
death taxes.
If the tax is not to become entirely confiscatory in nature, the estate should
be accorded the same treatment the decedent would have had if the decedent
had sold the property during his or her lifetime except for the accident of death.
That is to say the estate should be accorded the possibility of a five year average
the same as the decedent would have had If lie had sold when living. The income
tax created by the death and the application of gains which have been yet unrealized should be deductible from the federal estate tax or they may exceed
the value of the property inherited. (See Addendum "B").
-The applicability of the minimum surtax on capital galns should not be enforced because of the involuntary nature of the so called conversion on anticipated gains which have not yet been realized. Substantial adjustment would still
be required in areas where there has been used special use valuation formulas
for determination of value of farm or small business land.
In our office in 1942, we probated an estate in my County of 160 acres worth
$200.00 an acre or $32,000.00. The total personal property value necessary to
farm this farm was $20,000.00. The exemption was $60,000.00, the estate totaled
$52,000.00 with its personal property and had no tax exposure to the Federal
government.
In 1952, the same 160 acres was worth $350.00 an acre or $56,000.00. The value
of the personal property had risen to $30,000.00. The exemption was $60,000.00
and the estate was then exposed to federal taxation on $26,000.00.
In 1962, that same 160 acres was worth $500.00 per acre and it took $40,000.00
of personal property to operate the farm, making a total valuation of $120,000.00.
The exemption was $60,000.00 and there was exposed to federal estate taxation

$60,000.00.

In 1972, I probated the son's estate in the same 160 acres. The value of the land
was $700.000 per acre or $112,000.00 and the personal property necessary to operate this farm was $50,000.00, making a total valuation of $162,000.00. The
exemption was $60,000.00 and the amount exposed to federal taxation was
$102,000.00.

98-3

0 -

73 - 22
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January of 1977, this farm would have been $3,000.00 per acre or $480,000.00,
and the minimum personal property necessary to farm would have been $100,000.00, making a total estate of $580,000.00. The equivalency of credit would have
been $120,000.00, leaving exposed for taxation $460,000.00. The price at this date
which is more than six months later per acre would probably be $2,500.00 an
acre. If this Committee is to recommend a capital gain applicable at death, there
should be an equation which would allow capital losses at the time of the conversion of the property subject to the capital gains if they were taken within a
reasonable time after the application of the capital gain value.
It appears that a great deal of time and study must be made to provide an
equitable solution of the capital gain proposal before it is written into law.
Otherwise we will have the same unworkable problems that are now attended
with on carryover basis.
One other alternate solution suggested in this Committee has been, as I understand it, the diminishment of credit against death taxes. The maximum credit
allowed will be the equivalency of approximately $180,000.00 or a multiplier of
three times the credit of 1942 against the value of the property. It is obvious that
the multiplier of value in real estate from 1942 even to this date is at least equal
to a multiplier of ten to one. Even though the ratio above set out is not of an
equitable nature, most of the members of the Bar, and taxpayers with whom I
have visited in the last month, would prefer a diminishment of credit against
death taxes and an increase, If necessary, in the percentage of death taxes if
stepped up basis were allowed and determinability of the amount of tax was restored instead of the present carryover bai'As rules or the application of capital
gains at death,
THIRD

Moratorium
While we are not in favor of the continuation of carryover basis in its present
form or In any forn unless it can be substantially restricted, but anticipating
that this Committee and Congress may have some problems which cannot be
Immediately resolved regarding carryover basis, at least a moratorium becomes
an absolute necessity.
Without further comment on the feasibility from a public standpoint of the
fresh start rule and particularly that part of the Act addressed to carryover basis
and the manner in which Congress has seen fit to implement the rule, it can be
said without equivocation that the application of the rule as it applies to farms
and small businessmen creates what is virtually insurmountable difficulties and
in the valuation in administration of estates, becomes at the County seat lawyer
level, a totally unworkable feature of estate administration.
The carryover basis rules result in many calculations for the same item.
We have calculations of value for the date of death or the alternate valuation
dates, we have calculations of basis for gain and we have calculations of basis
for loss, we have calculations for the values on 1)ecember 31, 1976 and we have
calculations for the date of death. In addition, we also have calculations for the
various state reports and there are also calculations based on further adjustment
to basic items by the payment of these various taxes.
Up to this point there is a total absence of guidelines, rules, regulations, and
forms available to comply with the present law. The time allowed for all of these
calculations is unclear and unfixed.
The complexities of the rules prevent the public as well as the administrators
from having a complete understanding of the applicability of this law and there
are many technical matters which must be the concern of the Committee before
there can be any workable carryover basis application. Without attempting to
touch all of these matters, we would like to point out a few.
At present the cost of calculation of carryover basis if at all possible In many
instances will exceed the value and will therefore become unduly burdensome
to the estate.
There has been no rule yet devised which adequately protects that farmer or
small businessman who had a carryover basis of less than the amount used by
him on the mortgage on the property, which in all probability can create taxable
event.
Even though the records are available (and many times they are not) the cost
of research of the records and assembly of data will be significant in all estates
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over $60,000.00. The provision that persons receiving rent even on a participating
basis may not use the accrual method of accounting remains to be resolved or
correlated. The possibility of cash basis operators, be they owner or tenant, payIng a combined tax including federal estate, state death taxes, federal income
tax, and state income tax, which would cumulatively be a combined tax greater
or at least equal to the amount of inherited property, is not yet solved.
There has been no consideration given to the requirements of many state
laws which required abandonment of property of an unproductive nature. (The
federal government does have in a-bankruptcy situation, at least a provision
for abandonment of such negative basis or unproductive property which has no
value).
The complexities of calculation must be simplified so that they are understandable.
It is apparent that the administration is now preparing its own Tax Reform
Act, which in all probability will impose new rules and new standards.
There are many other items of a highly technical nature that must be resolved before workability of carryover basis can be satisfactory achieved.
I am aware that many technical amendments have been prepared or are in the
process of preparation to the elimination of some of the objections to the carryover basis portion of the 1976 Act and I commend this Committee and Congress
for its effort and I hope that it will continue its dedication to that task.
A substantial portion of the difficulty lies in the assumption that records are
available and are easily determined to provide a satisfactory answer.
More than that, the income tax becomes a material factor in the concept of
estate and other death taxes. The income tax was conceived as one of the voluntary assessments by the taxpayer. For the most part the taxpayers have responded well to this concept. The Act requires the imposition of substantial
penalties of a rather severe nature which are similar to criminal sanctions.
The requirements of strict compliance and enforcement in its present state with
a lack of available data to implement to carryover basis rules is staggering.
As written, the rules apply to almost every distribution of property at time
of death and even that poor old fellow who dies in a nursing home with only
a radio and a bunch of heirs must make arrangement for the proper reporting
of basis at current market value before disposition can be appropriately made
of the proceeds of the sale of the radio.
(See Addendum "C" attached.) Unless a proper election under Section 1023
has been made to exclude household property from carryover basis.
The taxpayers and their representatives have been so frustrated by the complications of the law that at least at the local level resentment has already
begun to develop. If the voluntary aspect of assessment due to the severity of
the penalties imposed disappears from the American tax scene, even more frustration will develop and the possibility of individual evasion will be ever present. The cost of implementing and enforcing the carryover basis rule is scarcely
worth the gain in revenue realized for the next two years.
If there is and Congress deems it necessary to preserve the carryover basis
concept, then I believe it is absolutely necessary that the Committee have adequate time and study for consideration in the making of this concept understandable, enforceable and above all, workable to the County seat lawyer. It
is respectfully requested that if Congress in any event deems that the concept
of carryover basis must be retained, that at least the general public, the fiduciaries and their representatives be accorded the privilege of a moratorium of
two years, to be granted retroactively to all estates of persons dying after December 31, 1976 and prospectively for all persons dying before January 1, 1979.
Thus the pre-1977 rule of stepped up basis would continue in effect from January 1, 1977 to January 1, 1979.
The Iowa Bar does not endorse the concept of carryover basis hut feels that
such endorsement is a congressional matter of determination. However, the Iowa
Bar does wholeheartedly endorse and support in the event the concept is retained, a moratorium in which specific changes could be made to provide a workable and understandable situation at the County seat level.
Ilespectfully,
ARLEY J. WILSON,

Chairman, Speotal Committee on ProbatePropertyA Trust Law,
Iowa State Bar Asaoclagion.
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Law-tcon. 177
July, 1977

Carryover Basis - Adjustunt for
Federal tEtate Tax *
Example: - Returning to the example of a fern vith a calculated carryover
basis of $256,000 and a fair mrket value of $360,000, assume the decedent's
federal estate tax calculations were as follows -Cross estate
Deductions
Adjusted grosa estate
Marital deduction
Charitable deduction
Taxable estate
Tentative tax
Unified credit (death In 1981)
Credit for state death tax
Federal estate tax due

$785,000
35.000
750,000
375.000
10,000
365,000
109,9o
47,000
62.900
5,680
57,220

For the adjustment process, three values must be found -I. Federal estate tax due (no state estate
tax applicable)
57,220
2. Net appreciation in value of the
property in question
Fair Atrket value
360,000
Carryover basis
256,000
104,00
104,00
3. Fair market value of property subject to the tax
Cross estate"
785,000
Less: marital deduction
375,000
410,000
Less: charitable deduction _W.QOl
0,000
400,000
With those three values knovn, the fourth, the adjustment for federal
estate tax attributable to the net appreciation in value of the property
can be computed --

Adjustment fn.tor
Federal estate tax
A.F.
57,220
A.X.
A.F.

a

Net apprecatinn
FMV of all property
subject to tax

a

104,000
400,000
.26 (57,220)

-

14,877

Thus, the adjustment factor for federal estate tax is $14,877, to be added
to the carryover basis for the farm -Carryover basis
256,000
Plus: adjustment factor
14.877270,877
*

Prepared by Nell S. Hari, Charles F. Curtis@ Distinguished Professor in
Agriculture and Professor of Economics, love State University; Member of
the Iowa ar.
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Law-Econ. 176
.uly, 1977

Page Two

Calculating Carryover Basis'
-- Example:
A farmer acquired a farm for $190,000 on January 1, 1971.
A portion of the purchase price yas allocated to the land and a portiLon
to depreciable buildings, fences and tile lines. Depreciation of $9,000
was claimed each year on A straight- line basis. At the farmer's death on
January I, 1981, the property was valued at $360,000. The calculation of
carryover basis may he handled in five steps as follows --

Step 1: Determine gain at death
Fair market value
$360.000
Adjusted income tax basis at
death ($190,000-(10 x $9,000)) 100 000
Gain at death
260,000
Step 2:

Determine appreciation of property during holding period net of
depreciation, depletion or amortization

Total gain at death
Depreciation claimed to date
of death
Net appreciation to date
of death
Step 3:

260,000
90,000
170,000

Determine net appreciation for holding period before 1977

Number of days in holding period for farm
in total
Number of days in holding period for farm
before 1977
Fraction of total holding period before
1977
21^?

--

3,650
2,190

3650

-

315

Net appreciation of property before 1977
3/5 x $170,000 *

102,000

Step 4:

Determine depreciation, depletion and amortization attributable
to the period before 1977
Depreciation for period before 1977
54,000
Step 5: Determine carryover basis adjustments to income tax basis of property
Adjusted basis at date of death
100,000
Net appreciation prior to 1977
102,000
Depreciation prior to 1977
54 000
156!000 156,000
Income tax basis of property
256,000
a Prepared by Neil 9. Karl, Charles F. Curtis@ Distinguished Professor iA
Agriculture and Professor of Economics, Iowa State Unuiersityg Msmber of
the love Bar.
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ADDENMJ

Carryover Bss - edJusteat for
X"Imus
460.000 0

3xaqple lT

Farmer A, a vidowe, dies coming three ausetl a far,
The gros estate totals $475,000 as

a bank account and stored ri.n.
indicated.

Carryover

Asset

TW..

ram

.,w

baek Account
Grain (1977 6 78 crop#)

basis

I

'

8.000
25.000

6.000
0

475,000

10.000

Federal snd state

~gajs~

-att

72,320

0
4 410

f"

No further adjustment Is possible because the aggrapte basis of
carryover basis property exceeds $60,000.

Ixmple It: Farmer S, a widower, dies owning three sses a fern,
a bank account and a small beef cow herd.
The gross estate totals
$142,500 as indicated Carryover
AsseL
.
Lnd
"130,000
Bank account
Cattle

FV
2,500
10.000
142,500

basis
32,00
21500
0
34,500

Tederlestate and state

*state tax adjuatment
0
0
0

With the asgrepate basis of $34,500 on carryover basis property,
the difference between that figure and $60,000 is available for
allocation among items of carryover bais property $60,000

$34,500

-

-

$25,500

The mount of $25,500 may be allocated in a tvo step procedure as follow
Step iI

First, determine net appreciation in value

--

0 For the land, the net appreciation tn value is the fair
market value minus the carryover basis 130,000 -

32,000

- 98,000

0

For the bank account, the net appreciation in value is
figured using the sans formula -2,500

-

2,500

-

0

-*
For the cow herd, the net appreciation in value is
*$10,000 - 0 " 10,000

-

The total net appreciation In value for all assetst98,000 + 0 + 10,000 - $108,000
*

Prepared by Nell 3. Karl, Charles F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor In
Agriculture and Professor of Economics, Iowa State University& ihmber of
the Iowa ar.
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Step 2:

Alloste the available basis amount ($25,500) aoen8 the

carryover bails assets.
a

"A", ?age Four

-

For the land -

a Not appreciation in land
Ntj appreciation of all property
a 98000 x 25.500
* 0.9074
e 23,139

x

X Basis available
for allocation

25.500

Thus, the nev adjusted carryover basis for the land vould be
-

$32,000

+

--

23,139

55,119

.e

For the cow-calf herd

Net appreciation in herd
Net appreciation of all property
S10000
* 0.0926
* 2361

x

25,500

x

25,500

x

Sais available
for allocation

Therefore, the cow-calf herd haa a now adjusted carryover basis
determined as follow a 0
-

+ 2361

2361

The Income tax basis of the bank account of $2,500 Is not adjusted
because there is no net appreciation in that asset. To recapitulate, the
incom tax basis of assets in Farmer Se estate would be -Land
Sank account
Cattle

155,139
2,500
2.361
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ADDEIUM "A", Page Five
Carryover Basis - Adjustment
for State Inheritance Tax *

example. Returning to the previous example, assume the land, the back
account and the cattle are all inherited by the son vho pays a state
inheritance tax of $4325. The asset value and basis are as follows.

Asset
Land
Bank
Account
Cattle

7KV
130,00

Carryover
basis
32,000

2,500

30,000
142,500

,2,500

Federal estate
& state estate
tax adJustment
0

0

34I,
500

Minimum
aggregate
basis
adjustment

0
0
0

Basis
before
third
adJustmsnt

23,139

35,139

0
2.361
25,500

2,500
2.361

60,000

The amount of $4325 in state inheritance tax would be allocated among
the assets as illustrated in the following three step procedure Step I: Determine the net appreciation in value for each item of
property. This is defined as the excess of fair market value above the
adjusted basis including all adjustmenmmade to this point. Specifically,
it includes the adjustment for federal estate and state estate tax and the
minim, aggregate $60,000 as vell as the carryover basis amount.
9 For the land, net appreciation would be -W

130,000 - 55,1)9

0 74,861
o For the bank account, net appreciation would be
-

-

2,500 - 2,500

-0
v For the cow-calf herd, net appreciation would be
- 10,000 - 2,361

-

--

7639

Step 2: Determine the fair market value of all property acquired by
the son -which is subject to state inheritance tax -130.000
Land
2,500
Sank account
10,000
Cattle
-

Step 31

Allocate the state inheritance tax among the assets

a Adjustment to land basis -* Net appreciation in value x
Far market value of all
property
*

142,500

state Inheritance
tax paid

Prepared by Nell 9. Harl, Charles F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor in
Agriculture and Professor of Economics, lova State University; Member of
the Iowa Bar.
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-

,74,861
142,500

x

4325

0 0.52534

x

4325

-

2272

* Adjustment to basis of bank account
a Hot aDoreciation in value
1x
Fair market value of ell property
0

142.,0o

state inheritance
tax paid

x 4325

0
* Adjustment to basis of cov-calf hard -W Net appreciation in value
state inheritance
tax paid
-Fair market value of all property
f 7639
142, 500
- 0.05361
x
4325
-

232

.

As a final recapitulation, the income tax basis of assets in the hads
of Farmer B's son vould be -$57,411
Land
2.500
Bank account
2.593
Cattle
Those figures are derived from the three overall adjustments and the
carryover basis as follows --

let

Carryover
F V • basis
32,000
130.000

:Count
.tle

2.500
10.000
142,500

;d
lk

2,500
0

34,500

Federal estate
& state estate
tax adjustment
0
0
0
0

Minimum
aggregate
basis
adjustment
23,139

State
inheritance
tax
adjustment
2,272

Basis
to
Ion
57,411

0
2,361
25,500

0
232
2,504

2,500
2,593
62,504
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Jim Jones, age 55, died December 1

1977 - a widower, a tenant

farmer leaving all his property to his son, Bob Jores, age 30.
Jim was on a cash basis, he farmed 1200 acres, his son worked as
his hired hand.
His inventory was as follows:
1. Machinery & cash on hand net of
expenses of last illness and
burial and cost of administration and debt

120,000.00

.2. 100,000 bu. of corn @ 2.25 per bu.

225,000.00

3. 20,000 bu. of beans @ 10.00 per bu.

200.000.00

TAXABLE ESTATE --------------------------- 545,000.00
Federal Estate Tax 500,000 @
45,000 @

155,800.00
--

37

Gross Tax (REFORMED)

LESS STATE CREDIT
440,000 @
45,000 @

16 .650.00
172,450.00

10,000.00
(4%)

1.800.00
11,300.00

LESS UNIFORM CREDIT

.30.00.00

NET ESTATE TAX (REFORMED)

130,650.

Iowa Inheritance Tax Gross

545,000.00

Less Federal Estate Tax

130,650.00

Less Exemption

30,000.00

Taxable
TAX

384,350.00

150,000 @
234,350 @

7,825.00
8% 18,748.00

TOTAL INHERITANCE TAX

+26573.(

TOTAL DEATH TAXES

157,223.
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INCOME TAX (SIMPLIFIED)
Corn & beans sold at inventory value

425,000.00

Basis Fed. 425 000 x 157,223.00.

122,605.00

Adj. Gross Gain Fed.

Fed. Inc. Tax

302,395.00

100,000 @
201,795 @

55,490.00
70

141,256.00

Total Federal Income Tax

196,746

Towa Income Tax
Basis same as Federal

122,605.00

Net gain Iowa

302,395.00
75,000 @

7,420.00

227,395 @

137. 29L561.00
36,966

Total Iowa Income Tax
TOTAL INCOME TAX

233,712

TOTAL TAXES IN ESTATE
(GOVERNMENT SHARE)

390.935

SON'S TOTAL SHARE ------------------------

-----

1549065

TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF TAX ON LAST
45,000 INHERITED
If

T24

the gross estate had been $200,000 less, the son's total share

would have been $137,95i or approximately $16,114 less.

WORDS. OF THE LAST $200,000 INHERITED, THE GOVERN

APOXIKATELY $184000.

)a OTjM

SHARE I8
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CCt(PAISON OF RE-JANUARY- 1, 1977 TAX ACT
AS IT WOULD APPLY TO THE EXAMPLE SET PUT
Under the pre-January 1*, 1977 tax law, the gross Federal
Estate Tax would be $140,900.00.
The State Inheritance Tax Credit would be $11,800.00.
The net Federal Estate Tax would be $129,100.00 or $1,550.00
less than the post-January 1, 1977 tax consequence.
The lowa Inheritance Tax would be $26,697.00 or #124.00 more
under the pre-1977 tax because the Federal deduction would not
have been so great,
There would be no federal income tax on the male of inventory.
There would be no Iowa income tax on the sale of inventory.
The total taxes then occurring pre-1977 for dea h tax and
income tax would be $155,797.00 or $235,138.00 less of total
taxes pre-1977, farm family estate.
The Relief Act designed and reported to relieve the family
farm operation of taxes in the foregoing hypothetical instance
really provided that the farming family estate would be
relieved of $235,138.00 additional dollars in a combination of
death and income tax which was not the advertised effect of the
Act and hopefully was not the Congressional intent.
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IN 11

DISTRICT COURT OF'THE STATE OF IMA
IN AND FOR MADISON COUNTY

IN THE MAT ER OF THE

PROBATE NO. 8135

ESTATE OF

I.D. #42-6269433

LUCIE 3. JONES, DECEASED

:

ELECTION OF EXECUTOR WITH RESPEC
TO CARRYOVER-BASI PROPERTY

Melvin H. Jones, Executor herein, hereby elects under the
provisions of Internal Revenue Code Section 1023(b)(3) that the
basis of the property, which in the hands of the decedent was
personal effects and household effects, shall have a carryover
basis of the fair market value of all of such assets, said value
being determined as of the date of death of the decedent, to-wiLt:
January 12, 1977:

Executed in duplicate at Winterset, Iowa, this

_

day of

, 1977.

Melvin H. Jones3 Executor of the Will
of Lucie E. Joaes, Deceased.

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IOWA
IN AND FOR MADISON COUNTY
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE

PROBATE NO. 8153

OF FRANK EASTER,

I.D. # 42-6271612;Dec. Soc. Sec.

#483-1 '-493

DECEASED

NOTICE TO SECRETARY OF THE TREASUR'
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

WITH RESPECT TO CARRYOVER-BASIS

PROERTY

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the following described property,
to-wit:
Personal Effects - Total Fair Market Value. $100.00
had a carryover basis on One Hundred Dollars ($100) on account of
election made by the executor under the provisions of Internal
Revenue Code Section 1023(b)(3). and was distributed to the
following persons:

AGE

NAME

John B. Easter

61

RELATIONSHIP

ADDRESS

Son

Box 327
LeGrande, Iowa

Alice Anderson

59

Daughter

Robert Easter

56

Son

Gladys Nabors

54

Daughter

Ruth Spencer

50

Daughter

43

Daughter

Ethel Jean Swift

Soc.
50142

1507 N. McKiley Rd.
Arlington, VA 22205
-

8015 Suncrest Drive
Des Moines, Iowa 50315
&rgE1
3ON

lT

9 9

483-1
579-0

478-2
479-i

vERU2o1l

7403 Wilden Drive

478-3
479-3

Urbandale, Iowa 50322

Respectfully submitted,

MAILED:
TO:

Ethel Jean Swift, Executor of the Will
Certified Mail
Return Receipt Raquested
of Frank Easter, Deceased
Sec. of Treasury
District Director of I.R.S
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Vashington, D.C., October 26, 1977.
Ron. HARRY F. BYim, Jr.,
Chairman, Suboonimittee on Taxation and Debt Management,
U.S. Senate.
DEAR MR. CIIAIRIAN: I would like to bring to your attention a problem
which has arisen in connection with Section 1207(e) of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976, which provided that certain fishermen on small vessels were to be
treated as self-employed persons for federal tax purposes.
Section 1207(e) was put into the law because the Internal Revenue Service
had changed an administrative interpretation, and was attempting to collect
withholding taxes from the small vessel owners, even though the individuals
who had worked on the vessels had already paid the full tax on their income.
When Section 1207(e) became law, it applied to fishing activities performed
in tax years beginning after December 31, 1971. At the time Section 1207(e)
was adopted, it was thought thaL this effective date would solve the problem.
I have recently learned, however, that several owners of small fishing vessels
in my district-and presumably others elsewhere-are still being subjected by
the IRS to attempts to collect withholding taxes retroactively, for tax years
prior to the effective date of Section 1207(e). These attempts are creating severe
financial hardships.
Consequently, I respectfully urge you to support an amendment in your conimittee to change "December 31, 1971" in Section 1207(f) (4) of the Tax Reform
Act to an earlier effective date. I understand that Donald C. Lubick, Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Treasury for the Tax Policy, proposed to your committee this morning that the date be changed to "December 31, 1954" and that Senator Hathaway is planning to offer such an amendment to H.R. 6715, the "Technical Corrections Act of 1977."
Because of the severity of the financial hardships involved, I sincerely hope
you will support adoption of such an amendment to H.R. 6715, or to another
bill which can become law before the Congress adjourns this fall.
With kind regards.
Sincerely,
GERRY E. STUDDS.
,NATIONAL TRUST FOR

HiSTORic PRESERVATION,

Washington, D.C., October 31, 1977.
Re H.R. 6715, Technical Corrections Act of 1977; and S. 2241, concerning an
amendment to the Internal Revenue Code to permit long-term lessees to take
the amortization deduction in lieu of depreciation for rehabilitation of certified historic structures.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taration and Debt Management Generally,
Committee opt Finance.
U.S. Senate, Waahington, D.C.
DEAR SENATORS LONO AND BYRD: The National Trust for Historic Preservation
in the United States Is pleased to submit comments relating to the referenced
bills.
As you are probably aware, the National Trust is a charitable, educational
and nonprofit corporation chartered by Act of Congress (16 U.S.C. I 468a-e) to
further the historic preservation policy of the United States and to facilitate
public participation in the preservation of sites, buildings and objects of national significance or interest.
As we stated in our letter of September 14, 1977 to Air. Al Ullman, Chairman,
Committee on Ways and Means, the National Trust generally supports H.R.
6715 because we believe that the correction and clarification of certain of the
historic preservation provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, as amended by
the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act (P T,. 95-30), will contribute to a
better understanding and utilization of the law by the American people. As in-
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vestors react to the incentives and disincentives embodied in the Act, the cause
of historic preservation in the United States will benefit by the direction of private sector capital into investment in our cultural resources and by the discouragement of wanton destruction of these resources.
The National Trust enthusiastically supports Section 2(f) (3) of H.R. 6715.
Limiting the recapture of depreciation or amortization deductions upon the sale
of a historic structure to the excess of the deductions over straightline depreciation will correct the unintentionally improper application of Section 1245
of the Code and thus bring the treatment of historic structures into conformance with that of real property generally.
The National Trust finds appropriate the new requirements that a State or
locally designated district be certified by the Secretary of the Interior as meeting
substantially all of the requirements for the listing of districts in the National
Register in order to be considered a "registered historic district". In this regard,
the National Trust would like to note. from. our contact with historic district
coininilons across the country, the conscientious manner in which State and
local governments are designated districts containing historically and architecturally significant structures.
We further support the conforming requirement that the Secretary of the
Interior certify that a structure is of historic significance to a State or local
district in order to be eligible for treatment as a certified historic structure.
Additionally, the National Trust is pleased that the bill In Section 2(f) (4) extends to structures located in State or locally designated districts the allowance
of deductions for demolition of a structure which the Secretary of the Interior
certifies is not of historic significance. It is similarly appropriate to allow accelerated depreciation on a replacement structure in a State or locally designated
historic district If the demolished structure is certified to be not of historic signifleance by the Secretary prior to its demolition. These two provisions thus
insure that structures having no historic significance located in State and
locally designated historic districts will receive treatment equal to that given
to such structures in Federally designated historic districts for the purposes of
depreciation or deduction of demolition costs.
Inasmuch as S. 2241 will make clear that Section 191 of the Code, added by
the 'fax Reform Act, is available to long-term lessees who invest in the rehabilitation of historic structures, the National Trust strongly supports its enactment with the Technical Corrections Act. Permitting long-term lessees to
take advantage of the amortization deductions afforded by Section 191, with the
safeguard of recapture in the event of disposition of the lease, will undoubtedly
further the goal of rehabilitating historic buildings, many of which are not
presently being put to use.
Through our advisors and member organizations across the country, the
National Trust has become aware of many cases it which a long-term lease
by a private developer offers the most appropriate, or only, means by which a
historic building will be rehabilitated for commercial use. This is especially
the case of historic buildings now in State or local government ownership, Ineluding surplus Federal buildings conveyed by the General Services Administration. The uncertainty of the ability of a long-term lessee to utilize Section
191, and the expected delay in the issuance of implementing regulations by the
Department of the Treasury, makes this statutory clarification the more
necessary.
Rehabilitation will have a particularly beneficial effect on the economic viability and prosperity of deteriorating downtown business districts and declining
residential neighborhoods In our nation's towns and cities.
Our cities remain in desperate need of rejuvenating forces. Rehabilitation and
restoration of existing historic buildings is one such force, for rehabilitation
and restoration contributes considerably more jobs per dollar expended than
per dollar expended on new construction and conserves critical resources which
would otherwise be spent In demolition and the construction of replacement
buildings. Moreover, a newly rehabilitated and recycled commercial building,
which may have been at one time am economic liability to the community, will
foster the community's economy by reinstating the property on the tax rolls and
by attracting people and blusinesses to the area. This, In. turn, should Inspire
subsequent similar rehabilitation efforts achieving a multiplier effect in the
community.
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As important, improved downtown business districts and residential neighborhoods will contribute to the communities' sense of identity and pride. Hopefully, these factors will prevent recurring deterioration and decline. The National Trust believes that H.R. 6715, with the inclusion of S. 2241, will
further enhance the general welfare, particularly in that their enactment should
be beneficial to our towns and cities. We can make no higher an endorsement.
We appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments. It the National
Trust-can be of further assistance, please let me know.
Sincerely,
P. Wu=Ez,
~DOuoLAs
Executive Vice President.
STATEMENT OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, OF HOME BUILDERS ON TECHNICAL
CORRECTIONs ACT OF 19T7
dbelation
The National Association of Home Builders ("NAHB") is theo
members in
of the homebuilding industry, consisting of approximately'
gdu~imately
650 affiliated state and local associations. Its members
IuJmultltwo-thirds of the residential construction in the United 8t*tif'
family housing.
4ed
Many members of NAHB own improved and unimproved-' t.pty
Vlp
=&y
in the conduct of their business as well as for investment. Such o
lie direct or through interests In partnerships, joint ventures or corporaflas In
most instances, such real property and interests therein constitute a significant
portion of the gross estate of the NAHB members. As a result, our membership
is quite concerned about the application of the carryover basis rules enacted by
the Tax Reform Act of 1970 to real property transferred at death. While H.R.
6715, the "Technical Corrections Act of 1977" does not contain a specific amendnient respecting the application of the carryover basis rule to real property,
it does contain a number of amendments with respect to the application of such
rule to other types of property. In view of our concern that the carryover basis
rule as enacted is Inequitable in its application to real property, NAHB believes
that it Is appropriate for the Finance Committee to consider our comments and
suggestions respecting the carryover basis rule as applied to real property in
connection with its consideration of the provisions of H.R. 6715.
1. CARRYOVER BASIS RULE

Section 1023 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, added by section 2005 of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976, makes the fair market value basis provisions of prior
law inapplicable in determining the basis in the hands of a transferee of property
acquired from a decedent dying after December 31, 1976. Property subject to this
rule is classified as "carryover basis property" owned by the decedent on December
31, 1976, and will receive a basis in the hands of the transferee equal to the
adjusted basis of the property immediately before the decedent's death. increased
by certain adjustments provided in section 1023(h). One of such adjustments,
referred to as the "fresh start" adjustment, is intended to increase the basis of
carryover basis property to take into account the appreciation in value of such
property accrued before January 1, 1977 for purposes of measuring gain upon a
subsequent disposition of such property. While the "fresh start" adjustment is
applicable to any property held by the decedent which reflects the basis of that
property on December 81, 1970, the nature of the adjustment is dependent upon
-

-

the type of property involved.

In the case of carryover basis property which Is other than a marketable bond
or security, a mandatory "fresh start" adjustment is made by assuming that any
appreciation in value occurring between the date of acquisition of the property
and the date of the decedent's death occurred at the same rate over the entire time
that the decedent is treated as holding the property. Under the adjustment for
such property, the amount of the increase in basis is equal to the sum of (1) the
amount of all depreciation allowed or allowable with respect to the property durIng the period the taxpayer held such property before January 1, 1977, and (2) the
portion of the appreciation assumed to have occurred during the period the taxpayer held the property prior to January 1, 1977. The appreciation assumed to
98-902-77-23
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have occurred prior to January 1, 1977 is determined by multiplying the total
amount of appreciation over the entire period during which the decedent is
treated as holding the property by a ratio determined by dividing the number
of days the decedent held the property before January 1, 1977 by the total number of days the decedent held the property.
NAHB submits that application of the "fresh start" adjustment described above
to real property or interests in entities which own real property will produce
substantially inequitable results. The reason Is the fundamental error in the
assumption underlying such adjustment as applied to real property that the appreciation in the value of property occurs ratably over the holding period for
such property. Such assumption disregards the actual facts in those situations
wherein a substantial portion of the appreciation in real property prior to death
was economically attributable to the period prior to January 1, 197. This is
particularly true with respect to improved real property such as a multi-family
rental project constructed-within the last five years. The value of such property
increased significantly during the early years of operation but will likely increase
at a lesser rate in subsequent years as a result of wear and tear. Real property
of this type clearly does not appreciate ratably and treatment of such project in
this manner is economically unsound.
Moreover, 'the assumption of ratable appreciation as applied to real property
ignores the variances in the rate of inflation in our economy which have a direct
impact upon the valuation of real property. The spiraling increase In the rate of
inflationwhich has been experienced over the last five years produced a dramatic
appreciation in the value of real property at December 31, 1978. However, there
is obviously no certainty that the rate of inflation in the foreseeable future will
continue to increase. In the event of a decline in the rate of inflation, the "fresh
start" adjustment would preclude the transferees of real property from a decedent
from obtaining the increase in basis to reflect the appreciation in value at December 31, 1976 resulting from inflation to that date.
In addition, the "fresh start" adjustment unfairly discriminates as between
types of property. For example, if the decedent owned shares of stock in a corporation listed on a stock exchange, the "fresh start" adjustment under section 1023
(h) (1) would be determined on the basis of the listed price of such stock on such
exchange at December'31, 1976. If the taxpayer instead owned improved real
property and secured an independent appraisal of the value thereof at December
31, 197'0, section 1023(h) (2) would disregard the existence of the appraisal and
determine the "fresh start" adjustment on the basis of the assumption of ratable
appreciation. NAHB submits that here is no policy justification for different rules
based solely upon the type of property held by the taxpayer, particularly where
there is a recognized method of valuation of real property (i.e., independent
appraisal) other than a listed price on a stock exchange.
A further problem is created by the fact that section 609A of the Code, added
by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, imposes a requirement upon executors to furnish
the Service with information concerning carryover basis property, including
computation of the "fresh start" adjustment, and section 6694A of the Code imposes penalties upon an executor for failure to provide such Information to both
the Service and the beneficiaries. While a standard of reasonableness is provided
for the executor's actions in this regard, there is obviously no certainty as to
what Is reasonable in a given circumstance. Furthermore, the executor could be
exposed to liability to the heirs of the decedent for any error in computation of
the "fresh start" adjustment for real property.
It is submitted that the inequities which result from requiring the "fresh start"
adjustment for real property based upon the assumption of ratable appreciation
in value over the holding period make it imperative that the Code be amended
to eliminate such results. Accordingly, NAHB recommends that this Committee
amend scion 8(c) of H.R. 6715 to provide an option to establish the fair market
value for real property (or interests in real property) on December 81, 1976 by
independent appraisal This would be applicable to real property owned directly
or interests in entities substantially all the activities of which relate to the holding
of real property for sale or rental. Such appraisal would be required to be in
writing and be filed with the Internal Revenue Service in accordance with rules
to be established in regulations. Such amendment would provide taxpayers with
an option to establish the fair market value of real property on December 31. 1976
in a mannerwhich more accurately reflects the appreciation in value of the specific
property which was economically attributable to the period in which the taxpayer
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held the property before such date. Moreover, such amendment would eliminate
the Inequity between the treatment of real property and marketable bonds or
securities. We respectfully urge that the committee adopt such proposal in order
to provide a more equitable result for members of-NAHB as well as thousands
of other taxpayers who owned real estate, either directly or through interests
In other entities, at December 31, 1976.
2. INTER ..ATIONSHtP OF CARRYOVER BASIS RULES AND AMORTIZATION OF
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD INTEREST AND TAXES

NAHB also recommends that the Committee amend H.R. 0715 to correct we
believe was a technical oversight in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 arising from the
enactment of the carryover basis provision described above. Section 18) of the
Internal Revenue Code, also added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, provides for
the amortization of construction period interest and taxes with respect to real
property. Under section 189, construction period interest and taxes with respect
to real property otherwise currently deductible would instead be amortized, sub,
ject to certain phase-in rules, over a ten-year period beginning with the year idi
which the property is ready to be placed in service or is ready to be held for sale,
It is therefore necessary that an unamortized construction period interest and
taxes account be maintained for each owner of real property; in the case of a
partnership or Subchapter S corporation, a separate account would be maintained
for each partner or stockholder. Where the property is later sold or exchanged, the
unamotized balance of the construction period interest and taxes would be added
to the basis of the property for purposes of determining gain or loss on such sale
or exchange. In the case of the non-taxable transfer or exchange (e.g., a transfer
to a partnership or controlled corporation, a like-kind exchange, or a gift), the
transferor would continue to deduct the unamortized balance over the
amortization period remaining after the transfer.
A serious problem, however, arises in the case of death of an owner of real
property having an unamortized balance of construction period interest and
taxes. Neither section 189 nor the Conference Committee Report specifically
provides for the treatment of the unamortized balance at death. It therefore appears that the decedent's unamortized balance may not be added to the basis of
his interest in the real property (or his interest in the partnership or Subchapter
S corporation which owns such property), and may not be deductible by the estate, thereby resulting in a permanent loss of such deductions.
NAHB submits that such result is inequitable and should be corrected in H.R.
6715. It appears clear that the Tax Reform Act of 1976 failed to coordinate the
carryover basis provisions of section 1023 with the provisions of section 189 so
as to provide for the treatment on death of the unamortized balance of construction period Interest and taxes with respect to real property. The potential loss of
deductions for such unamortized balance either by the transferee (through a
basis adjustment) or the estate to which the decedent was clearly entitled may
well deter construction of substantial residential projects.
NAHB therefore recommends that a provision be added to H.R. 6715 to amend
section 189 to provide that upon the death of a taxpayer, his unamortized bal.
ance of construction period interest and taxes with respect to real property will
be added to his basis In determining the basis of such property In the hands of
the transferee under section 1023 of the Code.
MERRILL LYNCH, & CO., INC.,

Waohinglon, D.C., October 24, 1977.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jlr.,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Subcommittee on Taxation.and Debt
Management, Russell Senate Ofce Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRAN: I invite your attention to a serious deficiency in HR.
6715, the Technical Corrections Act of 1977 which is now before the Senate Fl.
nance Committee.
As you know. the Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides for a continuation of the
six-month holding period for long-term capital gains for all commodities future,
contracts. The legislative intent, as we read it and the House affirmed it In unequivocal language, was to provide an exception for "futures transactions ia any
-commodity."
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I beleve you will appreciate our dismay upon learning that II.R. 6715, nomInally a "technical corrections" bill, would now drastically alter the substance
of the original legislation. Section 2(u) of the bill would insert the word "agriculture" so as to apply the six-month holding period only to agricultural commodities futures contracts.
We note that this discriminatory provision was enacted by the House without
benefit of hearings. We further note the recorded dissenting views of seven
members of the House Ways & Means Committee who oppose I.R. 6715 "not
only because some of its amendments undermine important changes in the tax
code made by the Tax Reform Act of 1076, but because the process followed in
compiling these amendments is a faulty mechanism for making necessary refinements in the law."
Merrill Lynch feels strongly that the Senate should tolerate no discrimination
between agricultural and other types of commodities traded on the futures exchanges of this nation. Whether by accident or design, Section 2(u) of H.R. 6715
"undermines" both the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and the foundations of futures
markets in America.
We fear that with discriminatory legislation and diminished incentives, speculative capital will not be drawn to non-agricultural commodities markets. Without liquidity and the attendant risk-transfer mechanism, consumers will ultimately pay more.
We see these consequences of Section 2(u) of IIR. 6715 as profound and punitive. especially so in the manner of their emergence without public hearings and
by the flawed contrivance of a "technical corrections" bill. We ask your assistance in remedying error and restoring strength to a free and fair futures market
system by voting against Section 2(u) of H.R. 6715.
We are grateful for your attention to this matter and are available to answer
your questions at any time.
Very truly yours,
DAVID A. Lnnvz, Vice President.
STATEMENT OF NEW YORK COFFEE AND SUGAR EXCHANGE

AND NEW YORK COCOA EXCHANGE

The New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange and the New York Cocoa Exchange
-which trade only agricultural commodities-are not directly affected by Paragraph (u) of F.R. 6715 which would effectively increase to twelve months the
holding period required for capital gain and loss treatment for all non-agricultural commodities. As representatives of those exchanges, however, we wish to
express our views that the proposed change is unfair and not in the best over-all
interest of the commodity markets.
The retention of the six-month holding period for commodity futures in the
Tax Reform Act of 1976 stemmed from the recognition that, unlike other capital
assets, commodity futures have a limited life and that the result of a requirement for an increased holding period would be the reduction, and perhaps elimination, of the possibility of capital gains treatment for oommodity investors.
Commodity futures exchanges require broad public participation for the liquidity
which results in a fair marketplace and it was recognized by Congress that reducing investor interest (by increasing the holding period to 12 months) would
directly and adversely affect the efficiency of the market.
We understand that some have argued that the absence of seasonal considerations for non-agricultural commodities justifies an increase in the holding period.
We do not agree: moreover, our own experience has been that commercial Interests who use the commodity markets for hedging purposes establish their
hedge positions in relatively near months and in order to promote maximum
liquidity, commodity Investors must be encouraged to similarly place their position in those months.
With the advent of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission and a unified
system of regulation, the commodity industry has become less fragmented. We
have found that developments on exchanges other than on our own have an Impast on our operations. We believe that an increase in the required holding period
with respect to non-agricultural commodities will be an adverse development for
futures trading in those commodities; such a change would tend to encourage
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increased speculative interest in agricultural commodities at the expense of the
other traded commodities. While at first glance this may appear to be in the selfinterest of our own exchange, we firmly believe that non-market bases for selectIng one commodity over the other (such as artificial distinctions in tax treatment) will tend to weaken the liquidity of the marketplace of the less favored
commodity and thereby ultimately affect the industry as a whole.
We hope these views have been helpful.

lion. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,

TAx StTNOx,
NEW YORX STATE BAR AssOCIATION,
Noe York City, October ,8, 1977.

Chairman, Subcommittee on Ta.ration and Debt Management, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Dirkeen Senate Ofice Building, Was~hngton, D...
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: In a letter dated September 20, 1977 to the members of
the House Ways and Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee, the Tax
Section of the New York State Bar Association recommended that there be a
deferral of the effective date of the carryover basis rules of Section 1023 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-455) from December 31, 1976 to December 31, 1978 to provide an opportunity for further substantive review of those rules. Accordingly, the Tax
Section supports S. 2227 introduced by you and Senator Dole for the purpose of
effecting that deferral and requests that this letter be included in the record of
written testimony at the public hearing on the Technical Corrections Bill (H.R.
6715) on October 28, 1977 before the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.
The carryover basis provisions raised many complex issues the resolution of
which will require considerable study. Further, the carryover basis rules complicate the administration of decedents' estates and the administration of the
income tax laws to the degree that they may be essentially unworkable. Testimony
regarding the inordinate technical and practical difficulties in applying the carryover basis provisions was presented at the hearings of the Subcommittee on
Taxation and Debt Management which you held last summer and more recently
before the House Ways and Means Committee in the hearings on MR. 6715 and
the carryover basis provisions.
We are greatly encouraged that the companion bill which you have co-sponsored, S. 2228, contains many provisions that would appear to greatly simplify the
operation of the carryover basis rules. However, we and other interested practitioners have not been given time to study the effect of these provisions in various
factual settings. For example, the formula for computing the estate tax attributable to unrealized appreciation at marginal rates would not operate fairly where
the decedent has made bequests entitled to the marital or charitable deduction.
Under S. 2228 a portion of the basis increase attributable to death taxes would
be allocated to property not subject to such taxes by reason of such deductions
and hence would be lost to the recipients of bequests subject to death taxes who
should have the full benefit of that increase.
We are not prepared without study and consideration in depth to approve or
recommend changes in S. 2228 or any other proposed solution to the carryover
basis problems that departs widely from current provisions of law. We earnestly
request that Congress not repeat the 1970 mistake of hastily enacting such complicated legislation, without giving the tax and probate bars an adequate opportunity to review the legislation and to report back to the Congress. We believe
that an effective date deferral to provide the time needed for study is highly preferable to hastily enacted remedial legislation.
Respectfully submitted,
RENATO REOHE,
Chairman, T'm Section.
STATEMENT OF TRUSTS AND ESTATES LAW SECTION,
NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
This statement has been prepared on behalf of the Trusts and Estates Law Section of the New York State Bar Association. The Association has a current mem.
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bership of 28,029 attorneys, of whom 2,879 are members of the Trusts and Estates
Law Section. It is submitted to the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Alanagement in connection with its hearings on H.R. 6715--the Technical Corrections
Act of 1977 ("TCB"), and carryover basis, particularly the carryover basis provisions of S. 2228--the Estate and Gift Tax Amendments Act of 1977 ("EGTAA").
Summary of PrincipalPoints
CARRYOVER BASIS

1. Carryover basis should either be repealed in its entirety or be substantially
modified to make it workable and equitable.
2. If carryover basis is not repealed in its entirety, fairness demands that taxpayers be relieved of the often insurmountable administrative burdens involved
in ascertaining the cost of assets acquired long ago. Such relief would be afforded
by sections 3(a) (1) of the EGTAA, excluding assets held on or traceable to
assets held on December 31, 1976 from carryover basis treatment, and we recommend that this provision be passed by the Congress.
3. Under the current carryover basis provisions, computational complexities
will needlessly result in substantial increases in the cost of estate administration.
Such complexities can be significantly reduced if:
(a) The adjustments for Federatand state death taxes were computed, as
provided for in section 3(c) (2) of the EGTAA, at the marginal rather than the
average estate tax bracket and if they a-e not made sequentially; and
(b) In order to relieve the estates least able to afford increased administration
expenses where no significant revenues are likely to be involved, the $60,000
minimum basis adjustment should be increased to correspond with the amount
which must be exceeded, in order to require the filing of a Federal estate tax
return. This change would be accomplished by section 3(b) of the EGTAA and
we recommend passage of this section. In the alternative, if section 3(b) does
not pass, noninvestment assets should be excluded from the definition or carryover basis property up to a significant dollar amount.
4. To the extent carryover basis remains the law, consistency and equity demand that unused capital losses realized during a decedent's lifetime should be
carried forward (except that if the grandfather provision of section-3(a) (1)
of the EGTAA is adopted, loss generated by an asset that would not have been
carryover basis property had it been held until death should hot be carried
forward).
5. Capital gain treatment under section 303 should be extended to redemptions
of stock to pay income taxes resulting from a qualified redemption to pay estate
taxes and administration expenses. This would be accomplished by section 7(a)
of the EGTAA.
0. Appreciation Estate Tax, Capital Gains Tax at Death and deferral-of the
effective date of carryover basis should be rejected.
LIF

INSURANCE TRANSFERS

TCB section 3(f), relating to transfers with respect to life insurance within
three years of death, is seriously ambiguous and could lead to substantive changes
in the law that were not intended by the 1976 Act. The TOB approach should bp
rejected in favor of section 4 of the EGTAA, which would establish a sound
workable rule with respect to life insurance transfers.
DISCLAIMERS

The disclaimer provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 ("TRA") were
defective in many respects. The TCB only partially corrects one of these defects.
We propose that Code section 2518 be amended to permit:
(a) Renunciation of an outright bequest, the effect of which would -be to
Increase a trust in which the disclaimant has an interest;
(b) Renunciation of a power;
(c) Renunciation of dollar amounts;
(d) More reasonable notice requirements; and
(e) Availability of the benefits of the section in those states where disclaimers are ineffectual under local law.
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GENERATION-SKIPPING TRANSFER TAX

1. A major criticism of the new generation-skipping tax is the treatment of
individual trustees as trust beneficiaries for generation-skipping tax purposes.
The TOB endeavors, but falls, to meet these criticisms. Inasmuch as the identity
of a trustee has, in almost all cases, absolutely nothing to do with the transmission of wealth from one generation to the next, the Individual trustee rules
have no useful tax purpose and serve only as a trap to the unwary. Therefore,
we recommend that the Individual trustee rules be repealed In their entirety.
2. A major Inequity of the new generation-skipping tax was the imposition of
a May 1, 1976 effective date. On that date practitioners could not have known
of the drastic tax effect of innocent, non-tax-motivated changes by codicil or
other amendment in pre-May 1st Instruments. Fairness and equity demand that,
In order to prevent the unjust imposition of tax as a result of such changes,
the effective date of the generation-skipping tax should be postponed until
January 1, 1977, or at least until October 4, 1976.
DiscussIoN
CARRYOVE

BASIS-

A. Background
No part of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 has occasioned as much confusion,
consternation and criticism as the carryover basis provisions.
The criticisms have been based upon one or more of the following:
That carryover basis is unfair because it results In double taxation;
'That carryover basis presents a nearly impossible adminlrative burden to
estates;
That carryover basis will result in excessive costs for legal, accounting and
fiduciary services;
That carryover basis will adversely affect the economy; and
That carryover basis Is inequitable in its treatment of taxpayers.
As a result of- this clamor, various persons and groups are now urging one
or more of the following:
Complete repeal and a return to the law with regard to the basis of Inherited
assets as it existed prior to January 1, 1977;
Substantial modification of section 1023, the principal carryover basis section;
A new estate tax on appreciation; which is known..as the Appreciation Estate
Tax ("AET") ;
The imposition of a capital gains tax at death which would, apparently, treat
death as a realization event; and
A suspension of the effective date of carryover basis, the date most often
suggested being January 1, 1979.
We believe that carryover basis should either be repealed in its entirety or
be substantially modified to make it workable and equitable. For the reasons
set forth below, we oppose AET, capital gains tax at death and suspension of
the effective date.
B. Administrative burdens
Carryover basis, AET and, presumably, capital gains taxes at death all require
the determination of the adjusted basis of the property subject to tax Immediately
prior to death. This "search for basis" is perhaps the major problem confronting
taxpayers and their representatives. The nine-month experience thus far has
demonstrated that obtaining the requisite information will usually be difficult
and costly and will often be impossible. The attempts to educate the public to
the need for compiling the requisite information have been largely unavailing and,
in most cases, it will be the burden of personal representatives and beneficiaries
to attempt to establish facts which in many cases even the decedent did not
know. It is, of course, true that if a carryover basis asset had been disposed of
during the lifetime of the decedent, he, as a taxpayer, would have been required to
report and substantiate his basis, but It Is also true that most taxpayers feel that,
if called upon to do that, they would be able to respond when the time comes
and do not prepare In advance.
Even among conscientious persons, many may not be able to amass the required information. For example, the property may have been inherited and the
individual never advised of the estate tax value, If, Indeed, an estate tax return
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was required in the prior estate. Similarly, property may have been received by
gift without the donee being Informed of the donor's basis. In the case of a
collector, the property may have been transmuted into like property; for example, even though the collector might at one time have known the date of purchase
and cost of a particular toy soldier, that soldier might have been traded to
another collector for one representing another regiment and his records might
not reflect the substitution of the prior basis.
To some extent, the provisions of the Technical Corrections Act of 1977 would
ameliorate this problem with regard to tangible personal property held on December 81, 1976. However, this provision is arlbtrary because it imputes post-1976
appreciation at a fixed rate to an asset when none may in fact have occurred.
Moreover, it does not solve the problem even in this limited area because it remains incumbent upon a conscientious fiduciary to attempt to determine whether
a higher basis io available than that arrived at by following the prescribed
formula.
Recommadaktion.-We propose that, unless the carryover basis provisions are
repealed in their entirety, the Congress should pass EGTAA section 3(a) (1)
amending section 1023 to exclude assets held on December 31, 1976, or assets
traceable to such assets, from the definition of carryover basis property so that
the Impact of section 1028 would be prospective only. This would reduce substantially the burdens and costs of the "search for basis" and, at the same time,
eliminate the need for the fresh-start adjustment, the problems concerning
which are discussed below.

C. Computational complexity
Commentators have noted the computational complexities and unresolved

problems of the section. It becomes increasingly clear that in all but the most
simple cases it will prove difficult, even impossible, to do the required computations without the aid of a computer. It is true that many Individual taxpayers
require this sort of aid in the preparation of tifeir personal Income tax returns
but we anticipate that a larger percentage of fiduciary returns will require such
aid than is true of individual returns.
For example, using the forms contained in a recently published volume entitled "Carryover Basis Under the 1976 Tax Reform Act"." in order to determine
the basis of a fltrketable security owned on December 81, 1976 which is subject
to Federal dihd'stte death taxes, it would be necessary to make computations
based upon
arithmetic entries if the security were sold at a gain and 40 such
entries If it were sold at a loss. And this assumes that the entire block of
securities was acquired at the same price.
Again, based upon the same forms, if the asset was rental property owned on
December 31, 1976 in which depreciation had been taken and on which Federal
and state death taxes were payable and if the aggregate basis of all carryover
property was less than $60,000, the number of arithmetic entries would be 58.
A witness before this Subcommittee has testified that the computations for
one hypothetical holding of mutual fund shares having a total value for
estate tax purposes of $20,000 had taken an experienced lawyer-CPA 17 hours
where the assumed gross estate was $525,000 and 12 hours where the assumed
gross estate was $70,000.
Two particular considerations are suggested by the foregoing. First, In many
situations the cost of compliance will exceed the tax paid. Second, and a function
of the first, there is the real risk that voluntary compliance with the provisions
will break down.
RE OM M3EDATIONS

1. We propose that the administrative burdens and costs could be substantially
lessened if the fresh-start adjustment (unless the proposal to exclude from the
definition of carryover basis property assets held on December 31, 1976 is
adopted) applied, whether the asset was sold at a gain or a loss. It would thus
become unnecessary to maintain records with regard to two different bases. It
would become possible In situations where the $60,000 minimum basis adjustment
is available to determine, before all the appreciated carryover basis property
has been disposed of, whether the fresh-start adjustment may be used at all.
In part, the Technical Corrections Act and the temporary regulations have
attempted to obviate the problem. The partial solution provides that the freshIMcGrath
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start adjustment Is initially made for all carryover basis assets but that, if the
property Is sold at a loss, the basis so arrived at is reduced by the amount of the
fresh-start adjustment. This solution is Inequitable since the subsequent adjustments build upon the fresh-start adjustments and, in the- event that the property is sold at a loss, the basis for the purpose of determining loss is less than
it would otherwise have been.
2. To simplify further the arithmetical processes, we recommend that section
1023 be amended as provided by section 3(c) (2) of the EGTAA to require that
the adjustments for Federal and state death taxes be at the marginal increase in
estate tax attributable to net appreciation in carryover basis property subject to
the tax, rather than the average rate of tax on all property subject to
tax."
At present, and under the proposed Technical Corrections Act, a change of even
$1.00 on the audit of an estate tax return will affect the average rate of tax and
will result in the need to amend Income tax returns which were filed on the basis
of the estate tax adjustments being computed in accordance with the estate tax
return as filed. This, in turn, means that careful lawyers, accountants and fiduciaries will accompany all income tax returns filed by estates, testamentary
trusts and beneficiaries with protective refund claims, at least until the Federal
and state death taxes have been determined. Providing for the adjustment at
the marginal rate will reduce the number of occasions for such recomputation
since the marginal rate of estate tax will often remain -the same even though
there have been adjustments on audit.
3. Again, to eliminate computational problems for smaller estates, we propose
that the $0,000 minimum basis adjustment be increased, as provided by section
3(b) of the EGTAA, to an amount equal to the amount which must be exceeded
in order to require the filing of a Federal estate tax return. Thus, estates which
are not burdened by the filing of an estate tax return would similarly be immunized from the carryover basis provisions. It is hoped that this would lead to a
reduction in the costs of administration for these smaller estates.
Alternatively, assets which are not investment assets might be excluded from
the definition of carryover basis property up to a stated dollar amount (which,
realistically, should be significantly higher than the present $10,000 exemption
for household effects).
D. Fiduciaryproblems
The relationship of carryover basis with local law governing fiduciary relationships has not been recognized. Even more than before, the fiduciary who is empowered under the will or state law to distribute assets in kind will be faced
with the possibility of disparate treatment of beneficiaries. Not all estate assets
are susceptible of being divided "across the board". We anticipate many years of
litigation in the state courts while judges attempt to fashion yet another body of
state law responsive to the problems occasioned by carryover basis and the resulting conflicts between fiduciary and beneficiary and among beneficiaries.
Recommendation.-We propose that the fiduciary be empowered, when so authorized by the governing instrument or local law, to elect to adjust the basis of
any carryover basis property to reflect the average basis of such assets (even
though the assets are unlike). Such an election could minimize the problems the
fiduciary would otherwise face in allocating, distributing and disposing of carryover basis assets.
E. Equttable. considerations
All tax legislation has an impact upon the expectations of taxpayers. This is
clearly the case with regard to carryover basis where, prior to its enactment,
taxpayers accepted or rejected investment opportunities on the basis of the thenexisting law. However, there is at least one special circumstance which must be
mentioned.
Assume a buy-sell agreement between partners or coowners of all of the stock of
a corporation entered into in 1976 under which the survivor is to acquire the
interest of the first to dle at a fixed or formula price. That price was in part
predicated upon an estatQ tax being paid on the value of the decedent's interest.
To that estate tax there is now added, in most cases, the tax imposed because
of carryover basis. Certainly, agreements can be renegotiated, but in the InterAWe believe that the aopraeh taken In the Technical Corrections Act of sequential
adjustment for Federal add state death taxes is Inequitable and that the adjustments
should both build on the same bae.
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evening period of time the bargaining positions of the parties have almost certainly changed and the result may well be something in the nature of a tontine-with survivor taking all and the Interests of the first decedent's beneficiaries being substantially reduced.
Again, this unfortunate result would be avoided if property held on December 31, 1976 was excluded from definition of carryover basis property.
Another equitable problem arises because section 1023 makes no provision
for the carry forward of losses realized by the decedent during his lifetime.
There is no netting out to achieve true appreciation.
Recommendation.-We recommend that the Congress pass section 6 of the
EGTAA to provide for the carry forward of the decedent's unused capital loss
to the estate or beneficiaries. Of course, if the recommendation that assets held
or traceable to assets held on December 31, 1976 be excluded from the definition
of carryover basis property is adopted, then carryforward should apply only
to loss on assets which, if held by the decedent until his death, would have
been carryover basis property.
F. Closely held stock
COMMENDATIONS

1. We propose passage of section 7 of the EGTAA providing that capital
gain treatment under section 303 be extended to redemptions of stock to pay
income taxes resulting from a qualified redemption to pay estate taxes and
administration expenses.
2. We further propose passage of section 3(a) (2) of the TCB to provide
that the taint be removed from "section 306 stock" by providing that capital
gain treatment applied to its redemption, if such redemption meets the requirements of section 303.
G. Economic impact
As lawyers, we do not presume to evaluate the economic impact of carryover basis. We assume that this has been evaluated by Congress and Its staff.
We note, however, that carryover basis may affect the conduct of the investing public.
Some have forecast that, because the "reward" of running a closely held
business has been diminished by carryover basis, entrepreneurs will be more
conscious of the "risk" and will actively seek, by some sort of tax-free exchange, to transmute a closely held business into a more broadly based public
corporation.
It is also forecast by some that the additional tax on appreciation will make
investment in equities less attractive and that investors will seek current income, perhaps tax-exempt, rather than heavily taxed appreciation. This possibility would be enhanced if there is a general reduction of the income tax
rate. Many commentators have forecast that persons with substantial funds
to invest would be well advised to acquire life insurance rather than securities
because the former is not carryover basis property.
If these forecasts are accurate, the economic health of the nation might well
require the repeal of carryover basis.
H. Repeal
Unless carryover basis can be made to work in some manner which is not
an administrative horror which does not result In substantially increasing the
costs of administering estates, which is equitable and, particularly, which Is
not potentially injurious to the nation's economic well-being, we join those
seeking its total repeal.
L AET and capital Dans tax at death
We have reviewed proposed legislation which would establish an AET. We
have not been given the opportunity to review proposed legislation establishing a capital gains tax at death. We believe that both these alternatives would
create the same administrative difficulties at the present carryover basis provisions. If the purpose of any of this legislation Is to equate the pre-death and
post-death consequences of a disposition of property, both of these alternatives
fail. Even if they could be modified In the ways suggested above, we join with
those who have opposed their adoption because both would require payment
of a tax' on an unrealized appreciation. As difficult as carryover basis is, it
bears some relationship to the consequences of a disposition during lifetime.
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The proposed AET has special provisions concerning the marital and charitable deductions, the orphan's exclusion and property qualifying under section
2032A. It would still impose a tax upon such assets as art objects and interests
in closely held businesses even though the proceeds of sale were not likely to be
available to pay the tax. It would in many instances require the sale of marketable securities which investment judgment might otherwise dictate should be
held.
No tax should be imposed on unrealized appreciation.
3. Deferral of effective date
We believe the issue should be faced at this time. Carryover basis should
De repealed or modified now. The potential for disruption is too great to permit a further hiatus during which it would be unclear whether there will be
carryover basis as we now know it or in a modified form, an AET or something
else. The existing confusion should not be prolonged.
LIFE INSURANCE TRANSFERS

Background
The TCB section 3(f) introduces a new exception to the general rule of Code
section 2035 with regard to the treatment of gifts of life insurance policies.
Pursuant to the TCB, even though a gift tax return was not required when a
life Insurance policy was transferred, the value of the policy on the date of death
would be included in the decedent's gross estate. This exception is clearly intended to cover the situation where a group life insurance policy Is assigned by
the decedent, at which time no gift tax return would be required because of the
nominal .value of the policy on the date of the gift. If the general rule provided
in the TCB were to apply to this situation, a group life insurance policy having
a face value of $100,000, for example, would entirely escape taxation should
death occur within three years of transfer.
This new exception is by no means technical, but is instead a substantive
amendment which brings into the taxable estate an asset which would have
entirely escaped taxation under the TRA. Even if this change were accepted
as appropriate in a bill of a technical nature, the language of the TCB goes
far beyond the common situation outlined above. The TOB states that the general rule

"...

shall not apply to any transfer with respect to a life Insurance

policy" (emphasis supplied). Some practitioners believe that this language might
result in the revival of the premium payment test which existed under old law
since the payment of a premium within three years of death on a policy transferred 20 years ago might be deemed a "transfer with respect to" the policy and
result in total or partial inclusion of the proceeds.
The Joint Committee Staff's Report on the TCB specifically states that this
exception to the general rule was intended to refer "to the gift of a life insurance policy" (emphasis supplied) (at p. 25).
Recommendation.-In order to eliminate doubts as to the effect of the amend.ment, we believe it to be important that this intended result be made explicit
by passage of section 4 of the EGTAA which makes it clear that only the gift
of a policy or other release of incidents of ownership within three years of
death would subject the policy proceeds to Inclusion in the gross estate. We
further recommend passage of the other limitations on the three-year transfer
rule of section 2035 as provided for in section 4.
DISCLAIMERS

Background
Code section 2518, as amended by the TRA, Introduced Federal standards to
determine the validity of a disclaimer for estate and gift tax purposes. That
section now provides that a disclaimer is a "qualified disclaimer" if it Is an irrevocable and unqualified refusal to accept an interest in property, in writing;
received by the transferor or his representative within nine months after the
transfer was made or the transferee reached 21; the transferee has not accepted any benefits of the transfer; and a result of the refusal the interest
passes to another person without direction by the disclaimant. Code section 2518
also provides that a "power" with respect to property will be treated as an interest in such property, and that a disclaimer must be of an undivided portion
of the interest which the disclaimant received.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Renuncialion of outright gift8.-One major criticism of Code section 2518
has been that the section appears not to authorize renunciations of an outright
bequest the effect of which would be to Increase a residuary trust In which the
disclaiming legatee had an interest. This problem has been resolved by the TCB,
but only in the case of the surviving spouse.' For example, if a will provided
for a legacy to a son of $10,000 and'for the residuary estate to be held in trust
with income to the son for life, the son's disclaimer of his legacy would not
seem to be covered, although a surviving spouse's disclaimer under similar circuinstances would be. It is submitted that no reason of policy or revenue supports a distinction between surviving spouses and other persons for this purpose.
2. Renunciation of power8.-A second major criticism of Code section 2518
not corrected by the TCB involves the language of subsection (b) (4), which
provides that a power "shall be treated as an interest in such property". This
subsection might be read to require, for qualification purposes, that a disclaimed
power must pass to a person other than the disclalmant. A power, such as a
power of appointment over trust property, when disclaimed, may be viewed In
two ways---either it disappears in which case It does not pass to someone else
or, because of the disclaimer, the property which was subject to the power passes
to someone else. A fiduciary power, such as the power to allocate Items of In.
come or principal, if disclaimed, clearly disappears. The indicated limitation In
connection with the disclaimer of an interest in property should not be applied
to the disclaimer of a power.
8. Legillation av to (1) and (2).-We submit that the ambiguities discnssied
above should be resolved by a new subsection 2518(b) (4) providing that disclaimers will qualify if:
"(4) As a result of such refusal, the interest, if it passes at all, passes to
a person other than the person making the disclaimer (without any direction
on the part of the person making the disclaimer). For the purposes of the
preceding sentence, an interest will be considered to have passed to a person
other than the person making the disclaimer if, as a result of the disclaimer, the
person making the disclaimer has an interest in the disclaimed property different in nature from the Interest which has been disclaimed."
4. Renunciation of dollar arnount&.-The TRA has been criticized because the
disclaimer under section 2518 must be of an undivided portion of the interest
to which the disclaimant Is entitled. The proposed amendments do not afford
a remedy. Thus, an individual who wishes to disclaim a residuary bequest in
part might not be able to renounce a dollar amount but would have to
compute that amount as a fraction of the bequest. Assume a residuary estate
of $100,000--the disclaimant could not disclaim $25,000 thereof but would have
to disclaim one-fourth. In most estates, the fraction or percentage equivalent
would be difficult to equate with a dollar amount Intended to be disclaimed and
disclaimer of a dollar amount should be permitted.
5. Notice requirement.-A further criticism of the disclaimer provisions of the
TRA not remedied by the TOB is that section 2518 provides that a "qualified
disclaimer" must be in a writing which is received by the transferor of the
lIterest or his legal representative within the date specified in the provision.
Thus. the mere mailingof such a disclaimer would not be operative. We submit that postmarkingg" on a properly addressed cover In which the notice is
enclosed should be sufficient. Such a provision would conform with the "postmarking" rules of Code section 7502 relating to timely mailing of elections, returns and proofs of claims and proofs of receipt should not be required.
6. Purported uniformtity.-Despite the statements in the Committee Reports
that uniformity of treatment of renunciations was intended to be achieved by
section 2518, this goal was not achieved. Transfers subject to the laws of
jnrisdictions which, do not recognize the renunciation concept cannot be
renounced, notwithstanding Code section 2518. This is so because If a person
who is a legatee refuses to accept a transfer in such jurisdiction the interest
will not pass to another person without direction on his part within the meaning of section 2518(h) (4). We suggest that the TOB provide that an assign.
meat of interests, within the time frame and other requirements of section
2518. to those persons who vould have received the Interest If the legatee had
predeceased the decedent will qualify as a disclaimer whether or not a disclaimer
would be effective under local law.
s See TCB section 8(m).
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GENERATION-SIPPING TRANSFER TAX

A. The Individual trustee rule

One of the most controversial provisions of the new generation-skipping tax
introduced by the TRA arose from the treatment of individual trustees as trust
beneficiaries for generation-skipping tax purposes. Because of this provision,
the tax might be imposed as a result of the death or resignation of an individual trustee, an event which in most cases would bear no relationship to transfers of wealth from one generation to the next. This provision constituted a,
serious trap for those who were not expert in the extreme complexities of this
new tax.
On the other hand, those fully familiar with the rules appear able, by the
adroit selection of trustees having the correct generation level, to achieve significant generation-skipping tax benefits by deferring imposition of the tax beyond the time when all actual trust beneficiaries In the same generation level as
the trustee have died. Code section 2013(e) provided a very limited exception to
beneficiary treatment f Individual trustees which applies in the case of a trustee
who Is (I) in a higher generation level than all of the beneficiaries of the trust
and (i) only if all such beneficiaries are lineal descendants of the grantor.
The TUB preserves the limited subsection (e) exception of the TRA (redesignated as subsection (e) (1)) and adds a broader exception intended to apply to
"independent trustees."' Under new Code section 2613(e) (2), a trustee having
no interest in the trust (present or future) who is not a "related or subordinate
trustee" will not be treated as having any power in the trust, lie or she will
therefore not be considered a beneficiary whose death or other termination of
trusteeship would trigger a tax.
There are serious definitional problems in the new exception. In addition, its
application may lead to irrational results. For example, it would not apply to a
trustee who has a relative or spouse who Is a "beneficiary" of the trust. The term
"beneficiary" Is defined by Code section 2613(c) (3) as any person who has a
present or future Interest or power In the trust. One of the most common will
provisions is the special power of al)poilntment which enables a person to appoint
trust property by will or deed to any person other than the power holder, the
power holder's estate, or creditors. It would seem that practically no individual
could meet the requirements of the new exception under any will containing such
a power since every living individual has a future interest in the trust. Thus, the
exception is meaningless in such trusts.
Irrational result will also occur in trusts which contain no special power of
appointment. For example, a "related or subordinate" trustee Is defined to include the brother or sister of the grantor or of any beneficiary but not the spouse
of that brother or sister. Thus, a grantor who might otherwise wish to use the
blood kin of his or her children as trustee for the children would instead have to
look to the spouse of the blood kin. A grantor could not use a brother as trustee
for his or her children but would have to use a sister-in-law as trustee.solution to
Recommendatton.-For these reasons, we believe that the TCB's
the problem Is ill conceived. While it might be possible to draft a new exception
such a
meeting some of the objections we have raised, it Is almost certain that
provision would be extremely complex and would contain hidden tax pitfalls as
a beneficiary
well as hidden tax benefits. We believe the treatment of a trustee asbecause
of its
solely by reason of his or her trusteeship is conceptually wrong
to the
irrelevance, in most cases, to the passage of wealth from one generation
In Code
next, and should be eliminated. This could be done by redefininga "power"
section 2613(d) (2) to provide that the term does not Include power held as a
trustee.
B. TransitionaJrules relating to the generatiion-skipping transfer tax
1. Background
impact than
Although the generation-skipping tax is much more limited inofits
an estate plan
carryover basis, the opportunity for the inadvertent ruination
the trandue to lack of knowledge of, inattention to, or Inability to comprehend
Reform Act Is a problem
sitional rules contained in section 2006(c) of the Tax address.
The transitional
which the Congress, out of elemental fairness, should
they are
rules are unfair in their effective dates, they are too complicated, and
too rigid; and no sound policy of which we are aware Justifies any of these faults.
'TCB

.etion a(n) (1).
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2. Unlalrnet
The effective date of April 30, 1976 Is unfair. The Ways and Means Commftte
bill was not even announced until May 24, 1978. The effective date provisions in
the original Ways and Means Committee bill were changed substantially prior
to final enactment in October, 1976.
The generation-skipping tax relates to individual taxpayers, not sophisticated
corporations. The advisors to these taxpayers were, for the most part, not even
aware that tax reform was in the offing and, in many cases, did not know there
was a generation-skipping tax proposed until the time of enactment or even
later. As to those who had advisors who were aware of the generation-skipping
provisions, the originally announced transitional rules provided so little protection "grandfathering" protected Instruments only until January 1, 1977)'that
often the protection was intentionally given up In order to make relatively inconsequential dispositive changes.
Recommendation.-We propose that, to cure most of the inadvertent triggering of the tax on generation-skipping transfers, the effective date for transitional
rule purposes set forth in section 2006(c) of the Tax Reform Act be changed to
January 1, 1977 or-at the very least, October 4, 1976. For individuals with sophisticated advisors, such deferral of the effective date would probably be of no particular advantage; the advisors were probably aware of the pending legislation
and "frozen" those estate plans., For individuals with less sophisticated advisors,
the change In the effective date would provide Justifiable relief from the consequences of Inadvertent, and non-tax oriented, changes.

3. Complicaton
ransitional rules are unduly complicated. In the more than one year
Th
which has elapsed since the enactment of the Tax Reform Act, the Internal Revenue Service has not issued Regulations on the transitional rules. We understand
that this delay has not been occasioned by competing priorities but rather by
an inability to determine what is permissible and what is not. Commentators
have devoted pages of closely reasoned text to discussions of the unanswered
questions.'
These complications probably cannot be entirely eliminated. However, significant simplification could be achieved.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. We propose that, In place of the Draconian total tainting of all dispositions
when there is an increase in the amount or duration of a -generation-skipping
trust, there be substituted a rule of proportional tainting; where there has been
an increase in amount, tainting should be proportional (perhaps to be determined in the same manner as currently applies to additions to trusts which were
irrevocable on April 30, 1976) ; where there has been an Increase In duration,
tainting should relate only to the period of extension (and not to the base period) 2. Indirect or non-substantive modifications of protected Instruments should
not result In tainting. Such modifications are illustrated by:
(a) Administrative changes (e.g., a reduction in the number of executors which
could result in reducing the commissions payable and thus Increasing the residuary estate) ;
(b) Changes in non-dlspositive provisions (e.g., changes In tax allocation
clauses) ; and
(o) Changes occasioned by the Tax Reform Act Itself (e.g., changes made to
comply with the requirements of the orphan's exclusion provisions or to provide
that a marital formula provision not take into account the artificial Increase In
the adjusted gross estate occasioned by the testator being the deemed transferor
of a generation-skipping trust).

4. Rigidity

The transitional rules do not take Into account problems under local law and
the legitimate, non-tax aspirations of taxpayers.
In our State, New York, a change by codicil rather than by a new will almost
inevitably increases the problems and expense of probate since It will usually
5see, for example, Kallk & Kartiganer. "Generation-Skipping: An Analysis of the New
Law and X Discussion of Planning Approaches", 29 B. CaL TaX Inst. 249, at 296-303
(1977) (copy annexed).
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require joining as parties persons who would not otherwise have any interest
-in the probate proceeding. For example, if a codicil replaces one pre-reslduary
legatee with another (which may have no generation-skipping tax consequence),
the replaced legatee must be made a party to the probate of the codicil; on the
other hand, if the change is made by a new will, the replaced legatee need not
even be given notice of the probate proceeding.
Finally, perhaps in response to the imagined or real evils of the probate system,
because of a desire to protect against possible disability, or for other reasons,
many clients wish to replace wills by Inter vivos trusts; we see no policy reason
which requires that the inter vivos trust terminate on the death of the taxpayer
and "pour up" to a testamentary estate rather than continue under the terms of
the inter vivos trust agreement.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. We propose that, where any protected instrument Is superseded by a will or
trust having substantially the same substantive provisions as to generationskipping, there be no loss of protection.
2. We propose, particularly if there is no change in the effective date for transitional rule purposes, that the resurrection of a protected instrument by codicil or
amendment republishing the pre-effective date provisions be permitted., .....
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Trusts and Estates Law Section
'of the
. ..
New York State Bar Association.

-, - ! ..

IRA H. LUST&IARTEW, Secretaiij.
WLLIAM B. WAs&Nu,

Vice-Chairman, Committee on Taxation of Gifts, Estates dti Trusts.
EXHIBIT REFERRED TO IN FOOTNOTE 5
EFFECTIVE DATE PROVISIONS

Section 2006(c) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides that the provisions of
Chapter 13 will apply to all generation-skipping transfers which are made after
April 30, 1976, with two exceptions. A transfer from any trust (or trust equivalent) which was irrevocable on April 30, 1976, is excluded from the generationskipping tax if the transfer was not made from additions made after April 30,
1976.1 Transfers from trusts (or trust equivalents) created by any person who
dies prior to January 1, 1982, will not be subject to generation-skipping tax if the
trust (or trust equivalent) was created under a will or revocable trust agreement
which was not amended after April 30, 1976 in any respect which resulted in the
"creation of, or increasing the amount of, any generation-skipping transfer."
Trust falling under either of these exceptions will be referred to in this article
as protected trusts and the instruments creating them will be referred to as protected instruments.
Protectedirrevocabletrusts-treatment of post-April 30, 1976, additions
An irrevocable trust created prior to May 1, 1976 cannot be a generation-skipping trust except to the extent of additions made after April 30, 1976. The term
"addition" is not defined in the statute. Thus, there may be interpretation problems in certain situations, such as the lapse of a power of withdrawal or the
accumulation of income after April 30, 1976; it would seem that, if the lapse or
accumulation would not be treated as a11 taxable event for gift or estate tax
purposes, the protection should not be lost.
When there is an addition, the identification of the property attributable to the
addition may be difficult Thus, in the case of an Irrevocable insurance trust it Is
not clear whether the effect of adding cash to enable the trustee to pay premiums
will be to cause all proceeds attributable to such premium payments to be qonAidered post-April 80, 1976, additions. Also, when distributions are, made from
21

Tax Reform Act of 1978, 02005(c) (2) (A).
'
I Tax Reform Act of 1976,1 2000 (2)(B). This period may be extended forindividuals
incompetent on April 30. 1974.
36 the case of a lapse of a power, the rules of I.R.C. 12041(b) (2) ("85,000 or 5%")
'In

should apply. An accumulation of income should be treated as the exercise of a limited
power of appointment by the trustee. See text at N. 167, Infra.
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protected irrevocable trusts to which post-April 30, 1976, additions have been
made, it Is not clear whether the distributions will be deemed to be made first
from the tainted additions and then from the protected property, or vice versa, or
whether there will be a pro rata allocation.

Protected revocale (natruments
If the grantor dies prior to January 1, 1982, a trust created by him under a wiU
or revocable trust agreement executed before May 1, 1976 Is a protected trust if
the governing instrument was not amended after April 30, 1976 in any respect
which resulted in the "creation of, or increasing the amount of any generationskipping transfer." I" The Conference Report deals at some length with problems relating to these provision,m but many questions remain.
The Conference Report does not indicate whether an amendment must be in
the form of an amendment to the protected revocable trust or a codicil to the protected will or whether It may be by a restatement of the trust or by a new will. It
does not deal with whether additions made to a protected revocable trust can be
made if it is a trust into which property will pour from the grantor's protected
will; from a policy point of -view. this should be permissible since It only anticipates what will happen at death. Similarly, it does not deal with whether a grantor can create a revocable trust with the same substantive provisions as a protee _h
have all property pour over to the new revocable trust on the
does it indicate whether an increase in the amount of the
trut
resulting from an amendment causes the trust to lose
of whether only the increase is tainted; in contrast to the
is an addition to an irrevocable trust, the entire trust may
Report does give some guidance with respect to the changes
Ay be made to a protected trust without causing the "creation ot, or increasing the amount of, any generation-skipping transfer." M
A change of trustee is stated to be a permissible change.' Presumably, a
change of executor would also be covered. However, changes of fiduciaries might
disqualify a trust if a reduction in the number of fiduciaries or the substitution
of an individual trustee (who may not take commissions )for a corporate trustee,
resulting in reduced commissions being payable from the trust, is deemed to cause
an increase in the amount of the generation-skipping trust, or if the addition of hn
individual trustee who as a Younger Generation Beneficiary results In the "creation" of a generation-skipping trust.
According to the Conference Report, the identity of the beneficiaries and the
size of the share for any particular beneficiary may be changed, provided that the
number of levels of younger generations which may benefit is not increased and
the total value of all interests of all beneficiaries of the generation-skipping trust
is not Increased.'" In making changes which are designed to fit within these guidelines, there are a number of pitfalls to be avoided. For example, if a trust provides
that income is payable to A and the remainder i payable to A's issue, pe ai-es,
an amendment which substitutes B and B'8 issue, per at-pes,may run afoul of the
proscription because distribution to B's issue, per atirpea, might result in distribution to a younger generation than would distribution to A's issue, per stitrpe.
As the Conference Report states that the number of generations which may benefit cannot be increased, it seems that the mere chance that there would be an increase In the number of generations (even if there Is, in fact, no such increase)
will cause the trust to lose protection.
Certain amendments to provisions of a protected will or trust agreement, other
than those provisions creating the generation-skipping trust, might increase the
amount of the generation-skipping trust and result In 9 loss of the protection. This
result will normally occur where the generation-skipping trust Is in the residue
and the discussion of this problem will focus on residuary trusts.
One type of amendment which might result In loss of protection is the substitution of one preresiduary legatee for another. If a testator wants to substitute
B for A as the beneficiary of a preresiduary legacy, consideration should be given
to providing that the legacy should be to B if B survives or, if B does not survive,
IM
T Tar Reform Act of 10T 1 2006(c) (2) (B).
M
("'erenee Report, N. 3 aupra, at 62-621.
14bid.
In Conference Report, N. 3 empra, at 620.
1MIbid.
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to A if A survives. This would guarantee that the substitution of B for A could
never increase the value of the residuary trust."
If a protected will provides that estate taxes are payable from the residue of
the estate, then, assuming the retention of the protection of the effective date
provisions is the overriding consideration, no change should be made which could
cause a decrease in the amount of the estate taxes payable (and a concommitant
increase in the amount of the generation-skipping trust). For example, a preresiduary legacy to a charity, to the grantor's spouse or to a child, which would
not otherwise have qualified for the charitable, marital, or orphan's deduction,
should not be altered to secure qualification. Nor should the amount of the charitable or marital bequest or of the orphan's exclusion bequest be increased if the
increased amount is not payable from, or will not decrease the amount of, the
residue.
The Conference Report gives no guidance with respect to the effect of an ademption which increases the amount of the generation-skipping trust. Thus, a sale
of specifically devised real property which results in an increase in the size of
the residuary trust may (but should not) cause loss of protection.
The Conference Report states that a protected trust will lose its protection if
there is an amendment which creates a power of appointment which could possibly be exercised in a way which could increase the number of levels of generations that might benefit.'
Exercises of powers of appointment
Property subject to a general power of appointment created under a pre-May 1,
1976 irrevocable trust will probably be treated as property owned by the holder
of the power so that an exercise creating a generation-skipping trust would only
be protected if the instrument exercising the power was executed prior to May 1,
1976 and the bolder of the power died before January 1, 1982.10 However, there
is no guidance with respect to the treatment to be given to a generation-skipping
trust arising as a result of a post-April 30, 1976, instrument which changed a
nonexerclse to an exercise or vice versa. Similarly, If the holder of a general
testamentary power of appointment over a protected trust has exercised the
power in a post-April 30. 1976 will and thereafter tears up the will and dies Intestate, will the trust which arises in default of appointment be a protected
trust?
In any case In which the holder of a general power of appointment dies after
December 31, 1981, regardless of whether the instruments creating and exercising
the power are pre-May 1, 196 instruments, the trust probably would not be protected after the death of the holder of the power because the Congressional intent
appears to have been that assets subject to estate tax after Dec-ember 31, 1981,
would not be protected.' However, this is not entirely clear.
It Is not clear what the effect would be of the exercise of a general or limited
power of appointment by a protected instrument if the power is over a trust
which was in place and revocable until after April 30, 1976 ;, or if the instrument
exercising a power is protected, but the power was created by an instrument executed after April 30, 1976.'
According to the Conference Report, a limited power of appointment created
under a protected irrevocable trust may--be exercised after April 30, 197, to pass
the property into further truot for the benefit of additional younger generations,
provided the exercise caoaot revAt in the posponement of the vesting of any
estate or interest in the trust .p
tp for a period ascertainable without regard
to the date of the creation 99=tpt-.
Although It is not entirely clear, such
an exercise would probably b'e
lsble it the power is created under a protected revocable instrn!! t Wk I became Irrevocable due to the death of the
grantor prior to Janu
,1
m01
If there were merely m
atia of B for A. without a gift-over to A in the event B
predeceases, if B did pr.
a tdtator and A survived the testator, the generation.
skipping trust would haftf
IVA&
M
by the substitution of legatees.
lWConfereneeReportjf,
!DF*,
15 Cf. Conference Report,
w t 6,SS
0.
'Conference Report
6 :House Com:mittee Report, N. 3 WPMrat 519
121.
, Does It matter whet
0
trust over which tlie power was exercisable £e(omes
Irrevocable due to th e' tot
utor urior to January 1. 19827
'"For example. cnsld £ I*
1. 1916 will of a spouse (who dies prior to January 1. 1982) exerctIng Ii we
appointment she may have over any marital deduction trust under her h
a
ere the husband executes a post-April 30, 1976 will
creating such a trust no
his spouse.
1 Conforest,Report,
8 i , at 621
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Summary
The most important pitfall to avoid Is the accidental destruction of the protectlon given to generation-skipping trusts by the effective date provisions. It is
now more important than ever to examine existing wills, trust agreements and
similar documents before recommending any changes in the estate plan.
STATEMENT OF EDWARD

T.

MITCHELL, PATrON, Boaos
Anmco STEEL CoaP.

& BLOw,

o. BEHALF OF

This statement is submitted in response to your Committee's Press Release
dated October 20, 1977 in connection with H.R. 0715, the 'Technical Corrections
Act of 1977." The technical correction we propose is consistent with the purpose
of Section 2(t) (2) (C) of HR. 6715. Specifically, we propose to treat as foreign
source income under Section 904 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as
amended. (the "Code") any gain realized upon the redemption of stock of a
foreign corporation where more than 50 percent of such foreign corporation's
income for the 3 years preceding the redemption Is from foreign sources.
THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1916

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 (the "1976 Act") provided as a general rule
that gain on the sale or exchange of personal property outside the United States
which is not subject to a foreign tax of at least 10 percent will not be considered
foreign source income for purposes1 of this rule, as explained by both the
House Ways and Means Committee and your Committees In reporting these
amendments, "is to prevent taxpayers from selling their assets abroad primarily
--to utilize any excess foreign tax credits... "I
The 1976 Act has the inequitable and apparently unintended effect of-treating
the gain on certain foreign transactions that take place in the foreign country
of incorporation as United States source Income simply because such foreign
country does not impose a tax of at least 10 percent on such gain. Section
2(t) (2) (C) of H.R. 6715, as passed by the House of Representatives, provides
that the 1976 Act rule does not apply with respect to gain from distributions
in liquidation of a foreign corporation if such corporation derives a majority
of Its Income from foreign sources. The Report of the Committee on Ways and
Means stated its reasons for this provision as follows: '
The 1976 Act provision applies to liquidations as well as to other types of
exchanges. However, the potential for artificially arranging a sale in a low.
tax country does not exist In the case of liquidations because under the normal
source rules any gain from a lijuidation has its source in the country of Incorporation. Consequently, the need to recharacterize any Income resulting from
a liquidation as domestic source income Is limited to cases where the corpora.
tion is incorporated abroad but doing its business within the United States.
PROPOSED CORRECTION

The House provision, Section 2(t) (2) (C), should be amended to also treat
as gain 'from foreign sources" gain derived from the redemption of stock in
a foreign corporation doing the majority of its business abroad. The 1976 Act
amendment to Section 904(b) of the Oode was directed at artificially arranged
sales of personal property In low-tax Jurisdictions. The redemption of stock
in a foreign corporation Is taxed in accordance with'the law of the county of
Incorporation, is not susceptible to artificial arrapnments and was not intended
to be covered by the 1976 Act.
The House provision correctly treats as foreign source income gain attributable
to liquidations of certain foreign corporations We submit that there is no
reason to distinguish between gain attributable to the liquidation of a foreign
corporation and gain attributable to redemption of stock in a foreign corporation.
Both transactions would occur in the country of incorporation and both should
be governed by the same source of income rule. Accordingly, we urge your
I H. Rp. No. 94-A158. 94(h Cong. 2d Sess. 2.4 (1976).

S5. Rep. No. 94-938.94th Cong. 2d Ses. 2465 (1976).
S Con press enacted certain exceptions to this general rule to exclude other situations
in which a Fale or exchange was not made in a narticular country purely for tax reasons.
' H. Rep. No. 95-700. 95th Cong. 1st Seas. 4A (1977).

Committee to amend Section 2(t) (2) (C) of H.R. 8715 to provide for consistent
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treatment of redemptions and liquidations of foreign corporations which derived
50 percent or more of gross Income from foreign sources. We believe such a
change is consistent with the House approach of correcting unintended results
of the 1976 Act. A proposed form of statutory language to achieve this result
is attached hereto as an exhibit.
EXHIBIT

Amend Section 2(t) (2) (C) of H.R. 6115 as follows:
"(0) SOURCE RULE FOR LIQUIDATIONS OF OICRTAIN FOREIGN 0)RPORATIONS.-Paragraph (8) of section 904(b) (relating to source rules for
gain from the sale of certain personal property) Is amended by redesignating
subp.tragraph (D) as subparagraph (E) and by inserting after subparagraph
(0) the following new subparagraph:
"'(D) GAIN FROM LIQUIDATION OF CERTAIN FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.--ubparagraph (0) shall not apply with respect to a distribution in
partial or complete liquidation of a foreign corporation to which part II of
subchapter C applies or in redemption of stock in a foreign corporation to
which section 802 applies if such corporation derived less than 60 percent of
Its gross income from sources within the United States for the 8-year period
ending with the close of such corporation's taxable year immediately preceding
the year during which the distribution occurred.'"
STATEMENT OF THE BUILDING OWNES, AND MANAGES AssocuTioN INMi~NATIONAL

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.-This statement is submitted
by the Building Owners and Managers Association International (BOMA).
The Building Owners and Managers Association International (BOMA),
through Its 65 local associations in the major cities of this country, represents
the owners and managers of high-rise office buildings. These men and women
have made a substantial Investment In the health of the Nation's urban areas.
The 4,000 high-rise buildings managed or owned by BOMA's 8,700 members
contain 500 million square feet of commercial space, a majority of downtown
high-rise office space.
BOMA appreciates this opportunity to comment on the carryover basis provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
1. Oarryover basis provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1978
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides that the basis of most property which
passes from a decedent dying after December 81, 1976 is to be the same as
the decedent's basis immediately before his death (with certain adjustments).
Under previous law, the basis of property acquired from a decedent generally
was "stepped-up" to its fair market value at the date of death.
As a transition rule, the 1976 Act Vr6vides a "fresh start in regard to appreciation in value occurring before January 1, 1977."
Thus the Act provides that the basis for computing gain (but not loss) of
inherited property that a decedent Is treated as holding on December 81, 1978,
is increased by the excess of the fair market value of the property on December 31, 1976 over Its adjusted basis on that date. The adjusted basis, however,
cannot be increased above its estate tax value.
This fresh start rule applies to any property held by the decedent, and
the adjustment is supposed to reflect the basis of that property on December 81,
1976.
To arrive at the "fresh start" adjusted basis, the December 81, 1976 value
of marketable bonds or securities must be determined by their fair market
value on that date. The December 81, 1976 value of property other than marketable securities Is determined by a special valuation method designed to avoid
the nf-essity of obtaining appraisals. The special valuation method assumes
a uniform rate of appreciation for the property for the entire period from
acquisition to date of death. Thus, appreciation is deemed to occur ratably
over the entire period that the decedent held the property until his date of
Jeath.
2. Problems created by the carryover basis provision
The carryover basis provisions are complex and discriminatory in their
Impact and costly and burdensome to administer.
Until the 1976 Tax Reform Act. taxpayers did not have notice that records
would be required of the cost or basis of their purchases of property. This is
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particularly troublesome for property which taxpayers purchased and intended
to hold until their death and pus on to their heirs.
Now, for many assets taxpayers are without records and must spend considerable time and effort in attempting to determine their InItUal cost or basis
In property which they acquired many years ago.
For shareholders of family or closely held corporations and Investors In real
estate, the new provision Is particularly severe and discriminatory. Although
shareholders of publicly traded securities are permitted a basis determined by
the market quotation on December 31, 1976, shareholders of other securities and
real estate are forced to assume an arbitrary basis which often misrepresents
the value of their securities on that date.
Real estate projects and closely held corporations often experience their largest
growth In value In their formative years, and the "fresh start" rule penalizes the
owners of such property by assuming a ratable appreciation from the date of
acquisition of shares to the date of death.
Moreover, the "fresh start" rule Ignores the very high rate of inflation occurring
In the years immediately preceding the end of the calendar year 1976.
Rather than encouraging the development of small business and economic
growth, the Impact of this new rule is to encourage heirs to either (a) merge with
larger companies to avoid adverse tax consequences, or (b) hold their business
assets until the date of their death. As an economic policy, this will limit the
flow of investment capital and decrease revenues to the Federal government.
The arbitrary nature of the tax consequences of the "fresh start" rule are
demonstrated in the following example, disclosing an increase in tax which
penalizes the survivor of a realty owner.
Assume that construtcion on an office building begins with 100 days remaining
in 1976. Its value is $100.000.
It is completed on December 31, 1976, and has a value of $1 million dollars.
A. raseI
The owner dies 200 days into 1977 and the estate value is $1 million dollars.
The carryover basis is computed as follows:
Estate value (FMV at death) ---------------------- $1,000, 000
Less cost

------------------------------------------------

Total ---------------------------------------------Appreciation: $900.000 times 100 (period prior to 1977) over 300
(total holding period) -------------------------------------.
Plus cost
------------------------------------------------

100,000
900,000
300,000
100,000

Stepped up basis ------------------------------------400,000
If the property is sold at FMV (1,000.000). then a capital gain of $600,000 is
realized ($1,000,000 less $400,000 equals $600,000).
B. Case 2
The owner dies 400 days after December 31, 1976, and the property has a value
of $1 million dollars.
The carryover basis is computed as follows:
Estate value
------------------------------------------$1,000,000
Less cost
-----------------------------------------------100. 000
Total
---------------------------------------------900. 000
Appreciation: $900,000 times 100 (period prior to 1977) over 500
(total holding period) -----------------------------------Plus cost ------------------------------------------------

180, 000
100.000

Stepped up basis ------------------------------------280,000
If the property is sold at FMV ($1,000,000), then there is a capital gain of

$720,000.

r. Case 8
The owner dies 800 days after December 31, 1976, and the property has a value
of $1 million dollars.
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The carryover basis is computed as follows:
Estate value
----------------------------------------Less cost
----------------------------------------------Total

----------------------------------------------

Appreciation: $900,000 times 100 (period prior to 1977) over 900
(total holding period) -----------------------------------Plus cost
-----------------------------------------------

$1, 000, 000
100,000
900,000
100,000
100,000

200,000
Stepped up basis ------------------------------------It the property is sold at FMV, then a capital gain of 800,000 is realized.
-8. Recommendation for repeal for amendment of the carryover basis provisions:
The complexity and unfairness of the carryover basis provisions are such that
they should be totally repealed as provided for in S. 1954, introduced by Senator
Curtis.
If the provision is not repealed the approach adopted by Senators Byrd and
Dole in S. 2228 should be adopted. This legislation would provide that property
held by a decedent prior to December 31, 1976 would be subject to the provisions
of the old law. In addition, the bill contains other provisions which make the
law more reasonable.
Short of these steps, the effective date of the carryover basis rules should be
extended to a date sufficiently far in the future to allow the Congress to review
these provisions and determine what should be done abou-Tthem. Such a suspenslon should extend to at least December 31, 1978 as provided for In S. 2227,
introduced by Senators Harry F. Byrd, Jr. and Robert Dole.
At the very least, the carryover basis rules should be amended to allow a taxpayer to establish a "fresh start" basis that represents the actual fair market
value of the property as of December 31, 1976.
VENABLE, BAETJER & HOWARD,

ATTORNEY

HARRY FLOOD BYRD,

Jr.,

AT LAW,
Baltimore, Md., October
£9, 1977.

Senator
Russell Senate Oftce Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I submit the following comment on I.R. 6715 (The Techni.
cal Corrections Act) passed by the House of Representatives and presently
under consideration by your subcommittee:
Section 3() of the Act proposes an amendment to Section 2036 of the Code
This amendment is supposedly designed to clarify the amendment to Section
2038 enacted by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the so-called anti-Byrd amendment
dealing with retained voting rights of transferred stock. Instead of clarifying the
amendment, however, it creates new ambiguities.
In my view, Section 3() of the Act exemplifies "tax reform" at its worst;
It Is yet another example of the reason why the Tax Reform Act of 1976 has
been aptly referred to as the "Lawyers and Accountants Relief Act". Indeed, I
imagine that the provision, if passed into law as drafted, will cause a substantial
revenue loss to the government since the technical advice taxpayers will procure
in order to deal with and interpret the new Section 2036 will cost a great deal
of money, all of which is deductible from their Federal income taxes. In addition, the government may Incur substantial expense in interpreting and litigating
the application of this statute.
As originally drafted, Section 3(1) of the Technical Corrections Act would
arguably have subjected to estate taxation previously transferred stock whether
it was voting or non-voting stock, and whether or not the decedent had the right
to vote the transferred stock, so long as the corporation Was a controlled corporation at any time within three years of the decedent's death. As originally drafted,
Section 3(t) could have led to the absurd result of estate taxation of shares of
stock transferred by a decedent, when he retained I percent of the voting stock
of a corporation, and gave away 99 percent of the stock many years before his
death.
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This result was severely criticized by numerous individuals, including Jacques
T. Schlesinger, the senior tax partner of the law firm of which I am an associate.
A copy of Mr. Schlenger's comment on H.R. 6715 Is enclosed for your reference;
it also appears at page 314 of Ways and Means Committee Print 95-40. (Mr.
Schlenger Is presently out of the country; he has asked me to comment to you on
the bill in his absence.)
If read literally, Section 3(1) of the Technical Corrections Act, as passed by
the House, accomplishes all of the same retroactive results as the original proposal. Section 8(1) provides as follows: ".... the retention of the right to vote
(directly or indirectly) shares of stock of a controlled corporation shall be considered to be a retention of the enjoyment of transferred property."
A controlled corporation is defined as one in which the decedent owned, with
the application of Section 318, 20% or more of the voting stock at any time within
three years of his death.
Suppose, for example, that X owns all 200 shares of the issued and outstanding
voting stock of a corporation. On August 1, 1976 (before the Tax Reform Act was
passed by Congress), X gave 198 shares of the stock to his son, Y. Read literally,
Section $(I) of the bill would require all of the stock of the corporation to be
included in X's gross estate if Y owns the stock at X's death, since X would have
retained the right to vote "shares of stock"; the corporation would be a "controlled" corporation, through the application of the attrbutable rules, at X's
death; and X would be considered to have the enjoyment of transferred property.
Consequently, X's estate could be subjected to tax in a way not even imagined
when the gift took place !
It Is conceivable that Section 3(i) was Intended to apply only where the decedent retained the right to vote the shares of stock of a controlled corporation
which he transferred.If this was the intention, then one of the ambiguities contained in Section 3(1) could be removed by amending it to read as follows:
"... the retention of the right to vote (directly or indirectly) shares of stock of a
controlled corporation which are transferred by a decedent shall be considered
to be a retention of the enjoyment of transferred property."
The Ways and Means Committee Report suggests that it is this latter meaning
which was contemplated. The Committee Report explanation provides, for example, that 'it]he rule requiring inclusion in the gross estate of stock of a controlled corporation applies where the decedent retained the voting rights of the
stock which was directly or indirectly transferred by him." This language
strongly suggests that inclusion Is contemplated only where a decedent has
retained the right to vote the shares of stock of a controlled corporation which
he has actually transferred.
Although an attempt has perhaps been made in the CommitteiReport to clarify
an ambiguity contained In the statutory language, I question the propriety, logic.
and practicability of a law which depends solely on Committee staff interpretation to accomplish a result not found In the statute itself. For an example of the
problems which develop under this approach, I need only point to the Code
provisions allowing the "fresh start" increase in basis; the Conference Committee
Report on the Tax Reform clearly states that the fresh start Increase may not
raise the basis of an asset above its estate tax value, while Section 1023 of the
Code contains no such restriction. In recently issued regulations (see Temp. Reg.
5 7.1023(h)-i the Treasury has decided to follow the statute rather than the
original staff interpretation. This incident serves as a reminder that legislative
history will not always be used as the sole foundation of a law's interpretation
when such history is In conflict with the statutory language.
As additional evidence of the ambiguities Involved in Section 3(1) and the
Committee Report, the statute, as passed by the House, arguably does not accomplish one of the results that the Committee Report says it accomplishes. For
example, the Committee Report implies that estate taxation will be incurred
when the decedent acquires voting rights in stock previously transferred. The
statute, however, does not state that the acquisitiot of voting rights In previously
transferred stock causes estate taxation; it only states that the retention of the
right to vote stock causes estate taxation. Even if the word "acquired" is read
Into the statute, the lack of clarity In Section 3(1) is perij-ps best typified by the
example of when it will apply given in the House Report. That example states
that if a decedent transfers cash to a trust of which he is trustee, which then
purchases stock from him, the value of the stock will be included in his gross
estate; yet that example is clearly wrong even under the proposed amendment,
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since such a transfer would be for a full and adequate consideration, which is
excepted from the operation of Section 2036.
It is possible of course, that the transaction outlined in the Committee Report
would be viewed not as a gift of cash, but as a gift of stock; but if this is the case,
existing law, which elevates substance over form, would subject the value of the
stock to estate taxation whether or not Section 3(i) is passed Into law.
On the other hand, the Committee Report might be viewed as subjecting the
cash gift to transfer tax, as well as the value of the stock; if this is the case, the
decedent would be subjected to double taxation, since the cash will be taxed both
as a gift and as part of the decedent's taxable estate under Section 2033. In my
view it is doubtful whether Congress really desires such double taxation; it is in
direct contravention of the unified system of taxation so recently enacted.
It is apparent, therefore, that Section 3(1) is so confused In its application as
to be unmanageable; and even If. the literal reading of the statute is ignored, and
the Committee Report followed, it is, still not clear how the Section is to be
applied. For example, sup'lbse decedent X gives one-half of the stock in his
family business to his wife, without retaining the right to vote the stock; his wife
predeceases him and leaves the stock to their children, but names her husband
as Executor of her estate. As Executor he will have the right to vote the stock.
Does this mean that if 'the husband dies while serving as Executor the value of
the stock will be included in his gross estate? The Committee Report gives no
guidance on whether the indirect retention (or acquisition) of voting rights must
be planned at the time of the initial transfer in order to subject the value of stock
to estate taxation. It would seem that there Is no policy reason why the husband's
estate should be subjected to tax; yet the Committee Report implies that it might
be.
The result of all this is that the practitioners who must work with this statute
will, if It Is enacted by Congress in Its present form, have no idea what it does
mean until there have been numerous rulings or cases interpreting it; and yet this
change is supposedly intended to clarify the law ! When this uncertainty is
coupled with the retroactive date of the provision (it applies to all transfers after
June 22, 1976), it is easy to see why our tax system has been labelled a "disgrace".
This whole problem may be easily solved by limiting any change to a substitution of the word "transferred" for the word "retained" in the present Section
2036, and an exception for retained voting rights in non-controlled corporations.
If further change is desired (i.e., the expansion of Section 2036 so that it will
apply. to acquired voting rights) the statute should state this clearly and unam.
bigUously. Needless to say, such a change should not be retroactive since It would
not be a "technical correction".
I suspect that Section 3(t) of the bill has been structured in this fashion
because the Committee staff Is worried that taxpayers might seek to avoid the
present anti-Byrum rule by giving stock and then receiving back a planned gift
of the right to vote that stock. If this is the case, there is no need for a clarifica.
tion of Section 2036 since normal "substance over form" taxation principles will
cause Section 2036 to apply whether or not the Technical Corrections Act is
enacted Into law. I would suggest that any further change not be made under
the guise of a "technical correction" having retroactive effect. At the very least,
I would suggest that the Committee coordinate what Section 3(1) is intended
to do with what it in fact does.
Sincerely,
JOHN K. BARRY.
VENABLE BAETr

Hon. AL ULLMAN.
1136 Longworth Hou8e 001ce BuIlding,
Washington, D.C.
DrA CoGoRssU'A

& HOwARD,

ATToRxEYS AT LAW,
Baltimore Md., June 9, 1977.

ULMAN: This letter is a comment on the so-called Techni-

cal Corrections Act of 1977, and a description of some of the major defects contained in the proposed legislation. Before I begin my analysis, I believe that a few
general comments on the nature of the legislative process are In order.
My understanding is that a Technical Corrections Act is supposed to be precisely what Its name implies, a'correction of technical mistakes or ambiguities
contained In earlier legislation, without any substantive change. The very first
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line of the Bill states "To correct technical and clerical mistakes". The "Technical Corrections Act" which you recently introduced for consideration by tie
Ways and Means Committee contains a number of major changes, which leads to
very serious questions about both the Act and the present tax legislative process
as practiced by your Committee:
(1) Are the members of your Committee aware, or have they been advised
about, the difference between a technical correction and a substantive change?
(2) Have the members of your Committee been fully advised of the contents
of the Act, and are they aware of its contents and ramifications?
(3) Has your Committee depended on staff who have not fully or adequately
disclosed the substantive aspects of this bill?
Although some possibilities may be more palatable than others, none of them
make those who attempt to administer our self-assessing tax system very confident about the legislative process In general, or the Committee's role, in particular. The difficulties and inequities inherent in substantive changes enacted
under the guise of "technical corrections" are compounded by the fact that they
are evidently intended to operate retroactively. The enactment of retroactive
substantive change under the cloak of a technical correction can only promote
disrespect for our government, our representatives, and our tax agencies; and
that loss of respect will, in the long run, greatly increase the difficulty of administering our revenue laws and be far more costly than any one-shot revenue
increase. Our system is based on self-reporting, which presupposes a fundamental trust between the people and Its government; and when that trust is
dissipated by retroactive substantial changes, the amount of revenues collected
will certainly be lessened actoss the board.
My hope is that you and your fellow members of the Committee will personally review the bill, require the staff to explain and justify it. and eliminate the
retroactivity of all substantive changes. In hindsight, the Tax Reform Act of 1976
is subject to severe criticism on the grounds of technical and substantive competence, the rushing of the legislative process receiving primary responsibility.
One hopes that the same mistakes are not repeated and compounded by the
appearance of deception or unfairness.
The substantive changes proposed to be made by the Act are as follows:
1 2036. Section 3.(i) of the Act amends 1 2036 to provide that "the direct or
indirect retention of voting rights with respect to a controlled corporation shall
be considered to be a retention of the enjoyment of transferred property." Section 3. (1) goes on to define a controlledLoorporation as any corporation In which,
during the three (3) year period ending on the date of the decedent's death, the
decedent owned, or had the right to vote, stock possessing at least 20% of the
total combined voting power of all classes of stock. In determining the 20%
requirement, the attribution rules of § 318 apply.
At present, 1 2036 provides that the retention of the right to vote transferred
stock will cause the value of the transferred stock to be included in the donor's
gross estate (one would have assumed that a proper correction, at worst retroactively, would be confined to substituting the apparently Intended "transferred"
for "retained", a prime example of the regrettable haste In the 1976 Act). If the
doner does not retain the right to vote the transferred stock, the value of that
stock will not.be included in his gross estate under 1 2036. The value of the stock
at the date of transfer will, of course, be subject to transfer tax as if It were
included in his gross estate, due to the unified system adopted by the Tax Reform
Act of 1976.
The proposed amendment creates and applies a conclusive rule of what constitutes the right to vote stock and will tax appreciation in the value of the stock
after the date of the transfer, even if the donor-decedent has no interest in or
control over the value of the transferred property. Because the attribution rules
of 1 318 apply, such stock will be taxed in the donor's estate even if the donor
retains no voting stock and has no control over the corporation. As such, the
statute as proposed introduces several fundamentally new concepts into the field
of estate and gift taxation:
(1) It conclusively subjects to estate taxation property over which the decedent may not have any control over or economic Interest In merely because it was
once owned by him and Is now owned by other members of his family.
(2) It is the first application In the history of estate and gift taxation of conclusive attribution rules borrowed (and very confusingly on a technical level)
from the field of income taxation.
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The broad effect of the proposed amendment may easily be seen by the following suggested statutory language, which accomplishes the same result as your
proposed amendment but is more straightforward in its effect. For purposes
of brevity, I have included only the attribution rules of 1 318(a) (1) ; your bill
is actually somewhat broader in scope.

I 2036A.

(a) General Rule.-The value of the gross estate shall include the value of any
stock, voting or nonvoting, which was at any time owned by the decedent, and
transferred by him for less than an adequate and full consideration in money
or money's worth, if the decedent, his spouse, children, grandchildren or parents,
or any of them, own voting stock in the same corporation, either on the date of
the decedent's death, or at any time-within three (3) years of the decedent's
death.
(b) Subsection (a) shall apply even if:
(1) The stock transferred by the decedent was not voting stock;
(2) The decedent never owned any voting stock, or any stock, voting or
non-voting, other than the stock which was transferred by him.
(3) The spouse, children, grandchildren or parents acquired their stock
for an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth, or from
a person other than the decedent, either bMfore or after the transfer wade
by the decedent.
(c) Suisection (a) shall not apply unless the total combined voting power
of the decedent, his spouse, children, grandchildren and parents was, at any time
during the three (3) year period ending on the date of the decedent's death, equal
to or greater than 20 percent of the total combined voting power of all classes of
voting stock."
' 2036 will presently subject to estate taxation the value of stock which was
transferred by the decedent if he retained the right to vote the transferred stock.
The proposed amendment to 1 2036 provides that the decedent will be subjected
to estate tax even if he never owned any voting stock, or any stock other thaln
the stock he transferred. This unusual result is achieved because: (1) the bill
refers to "transferred property" rather than "voting stock'; (2) the voting
control of other individuals is conclusively attributed to any decedent who at
one point In time owned any Interest in the corporation. The foregoing result
has a greater effect than a mere technical correction. It goes quite a bit farther
than a mere overruling of the Bryum case. The resialt becomes even more bizarre
when its retroactive date (June 22, 1976) is taken into account.
For example, awsume that an individual with two children proposed In January,
1977, to organize a corporation, which would have as its initial capital the sum
of $12,000 in cash, all contributed by him. The individual would receive in return
60 shares of 6 percent cumulative non-voting preferred stock. $100.00 par vale._
and 100 shares of common stock. He proposes to give the common stock to his
two children, who will use the invested funds to start a small business. The
individual would take no part in the management of the business, and in fact
lives several thousand miles away from his children. Any additional funds would
be supplied by the chithren themselves, or by borrowing which the children, but
not he, will guarantee. The individual would have been advised of the tax consequences as follows:
(1) The gift of the common stock would not be a taxable gift because the
annual exclusion of § 2503(b) would apply.
(2) The value of the preferred stock will be included in his gross estate for
estate tax purposes.
(3) The value of the common stock would not be included in his gross estate
for estate tax purposes. Even if he died within three years of the gift, none of
the value of the common stock would be included in his gross estate unless it
were worth more than $6,000 at that time. If it were worth more than $6,000,
all of it might be excluded, or only $6.000 might be excluded. defending upon the
interpretation one made of the recent amendment of 1 2035. The individual Is
not too concerned on this last point, for he Is certain It will take a good many
more than three years to get the business off the ground, and in any event he is
relatively healthy.
.Various other alternatives would be discussed by the client and his lawyer,
including a gift of cash, a loan to the children, or the retention of some voting
stock hv the client. The preferred stock route Is selected as the best alternative,
since the client wants to get some return on his money if the business is suc-
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cessful, but at the same time wants his children to ma'-t It on their own without
too many debts hanging over their heads.
Pleased that the transaction is relatively painless, the client decides to go
ahead and everything takes place as planned.
The client next stops Into his lawyer's office In the middle of May, 1977. His
lawyer, who has just finished reviewing the proposed 'Technical Corrections
- Act of 1977", advises him that if the Act passes, the entire value of the corporation will be included in his gross estate, unless his two children sell more than
80 percent of their stock more than three years before his death.
The client Is somewhat perplexed at this result. Suppose, he asks, the children
make a tremendous success of the business, and it is worth $500,000 at his death
twenty years hence? What will be the effect on his estate, which amounts to
$200,000? His own estate would be wiped out by an estate tax bill of $182,000,
the lawyer would reply.
The client might then ask why his estate should be taxed for something he
does not own. He would be told that Congress thinks it appropriate for the person
who controls a corporation to have its value included in his gross estate. But
he does not control the corporation, he says, and never did. Doesn't that make a
difference? The lawyer would reply that it does not make a difference, as he is
automatically deemed to "control" his children.
The client is now ready to strangle the first person he can get his hands on.
Why wasn't I told about this when I gave the-stock, he screams? The lawyer
replies that the original law in effect at the time of the gift did not say what
the proposed bill says, nor could anyone have anticipated this particular change,
but the new law is intended to operate retroactively. How can this be called
tax reform, the client asks. To which, of course, he does not receive a reply;
because there isn't any.
I would also like to note that the proposed amendment creates a direct conflict
with 1 2040. Evidently it did not occur to the persons drafting the statute that
the creation of a joint-tenancy in stock with a spouse Is a transfer of "property"
with in Indirect retention of control, "in conjunction with another person." Consequently, the proposed amendment to 1 2036 would overrule the change enacted
last year which requires that only one-half of the value of the joint property be
included in the estate of the first spouse to die. This is another illustration of
the old maxim that when a closed group (committee staff, Treasury staff, etc.)
proceeds in haste, they succeed in producing waste and worse.
Recourse to the report on your new bill prepared by the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation, page 27, reveals that the explanation set forth beats
scant resemblance to the contents of the bill. If the provisions about controlled
corporations are really intended to relieve a taxpayer who gives away voting
stock in a non-controlled corporation, please spare the taxpayer anymore such
help. It is Orwellian the way these provisions penalize, not help. The gap between the report and the bill raises serious questions of candor and competence.
Another problem area is presented by Section 3(f) of the Bill. The revision of
Section 2035(b) now would include the following sentence: "Paragraph (2) shall
not apply to any transfer with respect to a life insurance policy." Before the end
of calendar year 1976, as part of normal year end estate planning made by estate
and tax lawyers, decisions had to be made with respect to annual gifts to children
and grandchildren. In many instances, in prior years, a pattern of giving away
the ownership of insurance polices had become a custom. At the end of 1970,
however, a great many lawyers decided that because of the provisions of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976, it would be desirable not to make any gifts of the
ownership of insurance policies until January, 1977, because such gifts would,
if the fair market value of the policy at the time of the gift-was less than $3,000,
not be included in the gross estate. Therefore, a not insignificant number of
lawyers did not make transfers of insurance policies at the end of 1976 but
waited a few days until January, 1977.
The retroactive change in this rule will penalize lawyers and clients who
relied on the law as it existed in December, 1976, and will render all of the
advice based on laws existing on December, 1976 completely invalid. If a transfer
had been 'made in December, 1976, it Nfould still have been open to argument,
even if the decedent died within a 3 year period after the transfer, that the
transfer was not made in contemplation of death, either because it followed
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a pre-existing pattern of gifts or for any number of other reasons. Now, however,
because the gift was postponed for a few days until January, 1977, as to any
decedent who dies within 3 years after the transfer, the gift is automatically included in the gross estate without the availability of the arguments that could
have been made if the gift had been made at the end of 1970.
This result Is both harsh and unfair; the problem can be solved by one very
simple measure. If the effective date of Section 3(f) were changed so that the
section would only apply to transfers made after the date the bill was iIntroduced by you (April 28, 1977), no one would be subjected to the adverse and
harsh effect of the proposed retroactive amendment. Indeed the unfairness of
the retroactive provision is compounded by the misleading staff description of
the change, which implies that the only reason for the change is to remove a
burden from the Executor of the decedent's estate. In fact, the new provision is
more restrictive than the original and is clearly intended to be so; therefore, the
change should only be adopted prospectively.
In addition to the above described substantive changes, there are other problem
areas of the bill.
One problem is presented by the proposed amendments to 1300 and 1 303. As
far as 1308 is concerned, the proposed bill provides for a reduction the amount
realized by the basis of such stock on December 31, 1976, and the "fresh start"
increase in basis under § 1023(h). Would It not be appropriate to also reduce
the amount realized by the increase in basis for Federal and State estate taxes?
If this is not done, the § 306 stock will be subjected to double taxation, without the
relief granted other assets through either the increase in basis because of such
taxes, or the deduction allowed to income in respect of a decedent.
As far as § 303 is concerned, I question the logic of allowing § 306 to override
§ 303. The purpose of §306 is to prevent the taxation of dividend Income at capital
gains rates, and the purpose of § 303 is to allow the taxation of what might otherwise be dividend income at capital gains rates, in order to provide for the payment
of death taxes and administrative expenses. If this be the case, there is no harm
in allowing § 303 to override § 306, because there is no more tax avoidance than
there would be if the 1 306 stock were never created in the first place. Why adopt
a doctrine of original and irredeemable sin?
The short time that has elapsed between introduction of your bill and the
writing of this letter does not permit a more comprehensive analysis. But one can
guess that the foregoing sampling is not atypical and that the errors of substance
or of disguising retroactive substantive changes as technical corrections are
considerably more numerous.
In any event, I know that I express the sentiments of many, if not most, experienced tax practitioners in respectfully requesting that you and your brethren
announce as promptly as possible that:
(1) The provisions of the bill will be subjected to examination publicly by
interested taxpayers and the Senate Finance Committee, and that adequate time
will be allowed for this purpose.
(2) In the review of the bill, the staff persons responsible for various proposals
will be made publicly available at the hearings for questioning.
(3) No retroactive changes will be made other than to correct narrow technical or clerical mistakes.
(4) The bill will be divided into two separate bills, the first restricted to
correcting technical and clerical mistakes and the second, to new, prospective
substantive changes. The first bill will be taken up first, and the second bill will
be delayed until consideration of the first is completed.
If the Committee decides to proceed in a fair, ,deliberate and open manner, I
should think it would receive not only the appreciation but the cooperation of
those outside of government.
Sincerely yours,
JAcquis T. SCHLENOKB.
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AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE,
CHIEF COUNSEL, FEDERAL TAXES AND PENSIONS,
Washington,D.C., October31, 1977.

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman, Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Dirksen Senate Ofice Building, Washington,D.C.
DEAs SENATOR BYRD: The purpose of this letter is to present the views of the
American Council of Life Insurance regarding H.R. 6715, the Technical Corrections Bi)l of 1977, and also with regard to a proposal made by the Treasury De.
partment in Its testimony on S. 2228. Our comments relate particularly to the
carryover basis provisions which were added to the income tax laws by the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 (Section 1023 of the Internal Revenue Code). Specifically,
we strongly urge that in your consideration of S. 2228, as it provides for an Increased minimum basis for carryover basis property (section 3(b) of the bill),
you reject the Treasury Department's proposal that the increased minimum basis
under the bill be reduced by the proceeds of life insurance included in the decedent's estate. Additionally, we urge that you adopt the Treasury Department's
recommendation that legislation be enacted to correct a technical, but significant
tax problem created by the Tax Reform Act in the case of stock buy-out
arrangements.
The American Council of Life Insurance has a membership of 471 life insurance companies which have in force approximately 92 percent of the life insurance
written in the United States. We would appreciate having this letter Included in
the printed record of the hearings being held by your Subcommittee on H.R. 6715
and various proposals relating to carryover basis.
Mininium Tax Basis
One of the amendments Included in S. 2228 (section 3(b)) would increase,
from $60,000 to $175,000, the minimum tax basis available under the carryover
basis rules with respect to assets included In a decedent's estate. When these
assets are subsequently sold by the heirs, only the selling price in excess of this
ba sis represents taxable income.
In a marked departure from present law, the Treasury Department (in testimony before your Subcommittee on October 27, 1977) proposed an offset against
this "minimum basis" for life insurance, which offset would have the indirect
effect of imposing an income tax on part or all of the proceeds of the life insurance where the decedent Is otherwise entitled to use the "minimum basis" provision. This would occur despite the fact that such proceeds are clearly-and
have historically been--exempt from Income tax under section 101(a) of the
Code. Therefore, we strongly urge that the Treasury's proposed offset be rejected.
Specific Example of Treasury Offset.-Assume a taxpayer dies with securities
valued at $175,000 and with a tax basis of $25.000. Under S. 2228, the tax basis
of those assets would be Increased to $175,000 and the decedent's heirs would
not owe any tax on a sale of the assets, except with respect to subsequent increases in their value.
However, the minimum basis allowance for a decedent in the same situation,
except that he also owns $75.000 of life insurance, would, under the Treasury
proposal, be reduced by the $75,000 of life insurance. Thus, the tax basis of the
securities in the hands of his heirs would be only $100,000 and they would own
income tax on a $75,000 gain when the assets are subsequently sold.
In other words, the $75,000 of life insurance would produce an additional
$75,000 of potential taxable gain for the heirs-despite the long-standing Congressional policy specifically reflected in the tax laws of excluding the proceeds of life insurance from the income tax base.
Moreover, this indirect taxation of life insurance proceeds would fall unevenly on decedents and their heirs depending on the composition and size of
the decedent's estates. It would fall most heavily on those with relatively small
estates consisting at least in part of appreciated assets. Decedents with large
estates will most likely have a tax basis in their assets above the minimum and,
thus, would not be affected one way or the other by the ownership of life insurance.
Therefore, if it is decided to amend the minimum basis rules, we urge that
the Treasury modification be rejected and that the treatment of life insurance
as presently reflected in the minimum basis rule be retained.
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Stock Buy.Out Arrangements
A very common method of retaining control of a corporation In the hands
of the surviving shareholders on the death of one of the shareholders, especially
in small, closely-held corporations, is a stock buy-out arrangement. Such an
arrangement has historically taken one of two forms and, in either form, is
usually funded with life insurance on the lives of the shareholders. Under one
alternative-a stock redemption agreement-the corporation owns the life insurance policies on the lives of the stockholders and uses the proceeds of the
policies to purchase and retire the stock of deceased shareholders. Under the
other form-a cross-purchase agreement-the shareholders own the life insurance policies on the lives of each other and use the proceeds to purchase the
stock of deceased shareholders.
Prior to the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the basis of property
acquired from a decedent generally was the fair market value of the property
at the date of the decedent's death. (Section 1014(a) of the Internal Revenue

Code). The Tax Reform Act of 1976 added section 1023 to the Code which elimi-

nated the "stepped-up" basis rule for property of decedents dying after Decem-

ber 31, 1976. Section 1023 provides that generally the basis of property acquired
from a decedent is the decedent's basis in the property immediately before his
death ("carryover" basis). The result of this change is to put the stock redemption agreement form at a significant tax disadvantage to a cross-purchase agreement in a substantial number of cases where before there were no tax disadvantages, in these cases.
The following examples illustrate the problem created by the Tax Reform
Act of 1976:
Assume co-shareholders A and B each own 50 percent of the stock of Corporation X. The value of the corporation at all times is $1,000,000. Each shareholder
owns 1,000 shares of stock with a tax basis of $10.000. Each shareholder is insured for $500,000 under a buy-out arrangement where the stock of a deceased
shareholder Is to be purchased at its value at the date of death. If the arrangement is in the form of a stock redemption agreement, Corporation X would receive $500.000 of life insurance proceeds upon A's death and would purchase A's
stock for $500,000. B would now be the sole owner of the corporation. His basis
in his stock in the corporation would still be $10,000. The potential gain on the
sale of the stock after B's death (under the new carryover basis rules) would
be $900,000 ($1,000,000 value--$10,000 basis in the stock).
Assuming the same facts except that a cross-purchase arrangement is utilized
instead of a stock redemption agreement, B I (who owns the life insurance
policy on A's life), would receive the $500,000 life insurance proceeds upon A's
death and would purchase A's shares for $500,000. As in the first case, B would be
the sole owner of the corporation. However, the basis for all of B's stock in the
corporation would be increased to $510,000. ($1100 original basis plus $500,000
basis for A's stock.) Therefore, the potential gain on the sale of the stock after
B's death would be only $490,000 ($1,000,000 value of the corporation-$510,000
basis In the stock).
Prior to the 1976 Tax Reform Act changes, the basis of the stock would, on
B's death, be stepped up to Its value at that time with the result that the tax
consequences of its sale thereafter would be the same under either arrangement.
-The-simple solution to the problem Is to change existing stock redemption

plas-to-cross-purchase plans. However, if the corporation in the example either
sells or distributes the policies to the shareholders to accomplish this result, a
portion of the life Insurance proceeds will lose Its tax-exempt status under sec.
tion 101(a) of the Code. The reason Is, as explained below, that such a transfer
runs afoul of the transfer for value rule (Section 101(a) (2) of the Code). jIt
should be noted that a change the other way, that Is, from a cross-purchase arrangement to a stock redemption plan, can be accomplished without adverse tax
consequences since there Is an exception to the transfer for value rule for this
type of transfer under section 101(a) (2) (B) of the Code.I
Section 101(a) (2) of the Code provides generally that if a life Insurance contract is transferred for a valuable consideration, only the actual value of the
consideration and subsequent premiums paid by the transferee are excluded from
'While we ro onlze that a simllar difference in realized pin will ocelir if the qtneic
ix R014 bore B dies. as a Practical matter, the stock of shareholders in closely-held corporations is rarely sold prior to death.
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the beneficiary's gross Income on the death of the insured. The legislative history of this provision indicates that Congress was concerned that aJ1ll exemption for life insurance proceeds In a transfer for value situation could result in
trafficking of insurance policies and, thus, encouraging speculation on the death
of the insured. (S. Rept. 1622, 83rd Congress, 2d Sess., p. 14 (1954)). Congress.
recognized, however, that transfers for value could take place for certain legitimate business reasons and therefore provided certain exemptions to the transfer
for value rule. Accordingly, complete exemption is provided for life insuranceproceeds paid under a contract which has been transferred to the insured, to a
partner of the insured, to a partnership in which the insured is a partner or to.
a corporation in which the insured is a shareholder or officer. However, no ex-ception is provided where the transfer is from a corporation to a co-shareholder
of the insured.
If such an exception is not provided, the only way shareholders will be ableto change from a stock redemption to cross-purchase arrangement without incuring the adverse tax consequences flowing from section 101(a) (2) will be to
let the corporation policies lapse and to purchase new policies on the lives of'
their co-shareholders. We do not believe such an approach should be encouraged
since it is an inefficient and expensive way to achieve the desired result. Moreover, because of a. change in circumstances between the time the corporationoriginally bought the insurance and the change to a cross-purchase arrangement
Is to occur, one or more shareholders may have become uninsurable and, therefore,
ineligible for the purchase of new life insurance.
We believe that the unequal application of the new carryover basis rules to.
stock redemption plans and cross-purchase arrangements was an unintended result of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. 'thus, we strongly support the Treasury Department's recommendation (in Its testimony before your Subcommittee on October 27, 1977) that legislation be enacted to amend section 101(a) (2) of theInternal Revenue Code to remove the tax impediment to changing from a stock
redemption to a cross-purchase arrangement by adding to the exceptions to thetransfer for value rule an exception for a life insurance contract which is trans-ferred from a corporation to the co-shareholder of the Insured.
We would be happy to attempt to furnish any additional information which,
you or your Subcommittee might think helpful.
Sincerely,

WILLAm T. Gixn.

& GREEN,
Neo York, N.Y., October 31, 1977.
Re Technical Corrections Act of 1977-Excise Tax on Excess Contributions toIRA's.
Hon. RussELz B. LONo,
U.S. Senate,
Washngton, D.C.
DrAz SENATOR LONG: In view of your involvement over the years in pension
reform, and in connection with the pending hearings before the Subcommitteeon Taxation and Debt Management on H.R. 6715, the "Technical Corrections Act
of 1977", I would like to propose for the Committee's consideration an amendment to section 4973(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended by
the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (the "Code'"). To the best of my knowledge, this pro-posal has not previously been proposed for inclusion in H.R. 6715, but it Isclearly of a technical nature, as explained below.
Section 4973(b) of the Code currently provides-only limited relief from the
application of a 6% excise tax on excess contributions to individual retirement accounts, annuities or bonds ("IRAs"). The purpose of the amendment
proposed herein is to broaden such limited relief by making clear that the 6 percent excise tax would not apply (under the circumstances described in thb next
sentence) to contributions which were intended to qualify as rollover contributions described in sections 402(a) (5). 403(a) (4), 408(b) (3) or 409 (b) (3) (C) of
the Code but which, due to unintentional failure toF meet the technical requirements of such sections, do not in fact qualify as rollover contributions. The excise tax would continue to apply unless such contributions are distributed in
accordance with the requirements of section 406(d) (4) of the Code. While I
believe this would have been the result under Code section 4973(b) (2) as it:
ALEXANDEB
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existed prior to its amendment by section 1501(d) oi the Tax Reform Act of
1976 (the "Act"), that Act introduced more restrictive language which has the
effect of precluding avoidance of the excise tax by compliance with Code section
408(d) (4) unless the excess contribution is considered to arise in one of two
circumstances.
Prior to the Act, the last sentence of Code sectkn 41fl3(b) (2) provided that
any contribution which was distributed from an IRA would not be treated as an
excess contribution provided it met the requirements of section 408(d) (4). Undsr section 408(d) (4), as it existed both before and after amendment by the Act,
a distribution from an IRA which had been contributed as a rollover contribution, but which, through failure to satisfy the technical requirements of a rollover contribution, was ineligible for rollover treatment, was nevertheless eligible to be treated under section 408(d) (4), assuming the requirements of such
section were otherwise satisfied. Thus, prior to its amendment by the Act, a
person who made an unauthorized rollover contribution (because of lack of five
years of qualified plan participation, for example) could avoid imposition of
the excise tax under section 4973 by causing the amount of the rollover to be
distributed within the time and in accordance with the procedures set forth
under Code section 408(d) (4).
As amended by the Act. however, such excise tax may now be avoided only if
the excess contribution occurred because the taxpayer either (1) contributed In
excess of 15 percent of his compensation includable in his gross income or (ii)
was covered under a qualified plan and thereby failed to satisfy the requirements of Code sections 219(b) (1) or 219(b) (2), as applicable. The legislative
history makes clear that the reason for this change was "... . to permit a timely
withdrawal of excess contributions to be made without penalty where a contribution made by an Individual to an IRA becomes an excess contribution because
of circumstances which the individual may not be able to control or foresee. (An
employee may not know, at the time he or she makes an IRA contribution that
his or her employer will establish a qualified plan later In the year or make a
further plan contribution.) This exception to the excise tax rule would not
apply if the amount of the excess contribution exceeded $1,500 (the maximum
amount that could be contributed to an IRA)." HR. Rep. No. 94-68, p. 352,
94 Cong., Ist Sess. (1975).
Because the typical unauthorized rollover contribution arises as a result of
circumstances which are frequently unforseeable or beyond the taxpayer's control, I believe it should also be eligible for treatment under the last sentence of
Section 4973 (b) (2).
Accordingly, I propose that the Committee consider amendment of the last
sentence of section 4973(b) (2) to read as follows (the words of the amendatory
language have been underscored) :
For purposes of this subsection, any contribution which is distributed from
the individual retirement account, individual retirement annuity, or bond in a
distribution to which section 408(d) (4) applies shall be treated as v n amount
not contributed if such distribution consists of an excess contribution solely
because of (i) employer contribution to a plan or contract described In section
219(b)(2) or by reason of the application of section 219(b)(1) (without
regard to the $1,500 limitation) or section 220(b) (1) (without regard to
$1,750 limitation) and only if such distribution does not exceed the excess of
$1,500 or $1,750, if applicable, over the amount described in paragraph (1) (B), or
(Ii) inadvertent failure of an amount contributed as a rollover contribution to be
a rollover contribution described in section 402(a) (5), 403(a) (4), 408(d) (3)
or 409(b) (3) (C).
Due to the fact that my attention has only been recently directed to this problem, and in view of the time constraints involved in bringing it to the Committee's
attention, the background information relating to this proposed amendment has
been presented- somewhat summarily. If it would be helpful, more detailed information could be provided upon request.
Sincerely yours,
STEPHEN T. LiNDo.
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Oo'rons 31, 1977.

Hon. HuRR F. Byap, Jr.,

Chairman, Subommittee on Taxation and Debt Management,
U.S. Senate, Washington,D.A.
DEAR MR. CAIRuAN : In response to your press release dated October 20, 1977
soliciting written statements and comments on H.R. 6715, the proposed Technical Corrections Act of 1977, the following comments on section 2(g) (1) thereof,

pertaining to foreign conventions, are hereby submitted by Business Incentives,
Inc., E. F. MacDonald Travel Company, Maritz, Inc., S & H Motivation and
Travel, Inc., International Travel Associates, Inc. and Premium Corporation of
America.
SUM MARY

Section 274(h) of the Internal Revenue Code, as added by the Tax Reform Act
of 1976, should be amended to insure that it is not misinterpreted to disallow-the
deduction, by an incentive program sponsor, of expenses for incentive foreign
travel awards which are includible In the gross income of the award recipients.

For example, a dealer who exceeds a sponsoring manufacturer's sales quota may

earn a foreign trip, and that foreign trip will then be includible in the dealer's
gross income under section 74 of the Internal Revenue Code. The Technical Corrections Act should clarify that the expenses of such incentive awards ar3
deductible by the manufacturer, without changing the -rules of section 274(h)
which deny or limit deductibility by the award recipient.
ANALYSIS

Section 274 (h) of the Code was enacted by section 602 of the Tax Reform Act of
1976. Its purpose, as you know, was to cure administrative problems which the
Internal Revenue Service was encountering in determining whether the expenses
of attending a foreign convention were primarily related to the individual's trade
or business and therefore deductible or were personal and therefore nondeductible. In an effort to deal with these administrative problems and to curl)
foreign convention abuses, the Congress limited deductible business expenses to
attendance at no more than two foreign conventions. It also imposed limitations
on deductions for transportation costs and subsistence associated with foreign
conventions and required certain substantiation of expenses.
Although the foreign convention rules of section 274(h) were added by the Tax
Reform Act of 1976, section 274 was originally enacted by the Revenue Act of
1962 to curtail abuses in the travel and entertainment areas generally. It is
significant that the legislative history of section 274 makes it clear that the
section was not enacted to disallow the deduction of normal, proper, business
expenses. In this regard, the legislative history states that the Congress was-convinced that expenses incurred for valid business purposes should not be discouraged since such expenses serve to increase business income, which in turn
produces additional tax revenues for the Treasury. Sen. Rep. No. 1881, 87th
Cong., 2d Bess. 25 (1962). See also H. Rep. No. 1447, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 19
(1962).
Thus, where travel and entertainment abuses were not deemed to be present
by the Congress, the restrictions of section 274 were not made applicable and
business expenses continued to be deductible.
One example of a situation expressly found not to be abusive is contained in the
Regulations Interpreting section 274 which were promulgated under the Revenue
Act of 1962 and which are still in effect. The Regulations hold that an expenditure
is deductible if it is "paid as a prize or award which is required to be included as
income under section 74 and the regulations thereunder." To illustrate this point,
the Regulations set forth the following example:
[I1f a manufacturer of products provides a vacation trip for retailers of his
products who exceed sales quotas, as a prize or award Includible in gross income,
the expenditure will be considered directly related to the active Conduct of the
taxpayer's (the manufacturer's] trade or business [and therefore tax deductible].
Reg. 5 1.274-2(c) (5).
At no time during consideration of section 274(h) under the To, ]eform Act
of 1976 was there any Indication by the Congress that allowing a i~anfacturer
or other sponsor to deduct his expenses for the type of vacation award Illustrated
in the Regulations had given rise to abuse or should no longer be coAeSdered an
appropriate deduction. Section 274(h), as previously stated, was solely intended
to cure abuses arising out of attendance at foreign conventions by restrcting the
deduction allowed for attending such conventions.
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Unfortunately, however, section 274(h) creates uncertainty whether the
sponsor of a foreign incentive trip designed to compensate outstanding performance will continue to receive a business deduction for his expenses in connection
with such travel awards. Naturally, in some cases the recipients of the award
attend one or more meetings while on the foreign trip for the purpose, for
example, of getting better acquainted with each other and with various techniques used in the sale of the sponsor's product.
Uncertainty concerning the deductibility of the sponsor's expense arises because
section 274(h) (6) (A) defines the term "foreign convention" as any "convention,
seminar, or similar meeting" held, generally, outside the United States. Thus, it
is not clear what falls within the purview of a "similar meeting." The uncertainty
concerning deductibility is further created by section 274(h) (6) (D) which
provides that:
(D) Subsection to Apply to Employer as Well as to Traveler.-This subsection
shall apply to deductions otherwise allowable under sections 162 or 212 to any
person, whether or not such person is the individual attending the foreign convention. (Emphasis added.)
This language is extremely broad and could be construed erroneously as an
intent on the part of the Congress to disallow to the sponsor a deduction for his
expenses, notwithstanding he is not the person enjoying the benefit of the foreign
travel, and the award is merely one way of paying a form of bonus compensation-taxable compensation-to the award recipient.
It is obvious, of course, that the awarding manufacturer or other sponsor has
merely used a method of marketing promotion which is based on the premise
that his salesmen or dealers will put forth greater effort to excel if they are
presented with the incentive of earning a foreign trip. Alternatively, the sponsorcould award cash or merchandise prizes to those earning the foreign trip and
there would be no question concerning the deductibility of the prizes by the
sponsor.
It is clear that any potential abuse of the type which gave rise to section
274(b) would involve the recipient of the travel award who is required by section 74 of the Code to include the value of the foreign trip in his income. The
recipient, however, cannot deduct any amount *TM -respect to the trip except to
--the extent the requirements of section 274(h) are satisfied. Thus, the purposes
of section 274(h) are completely carried out without limiting the sponsor's deduction. Indeed, if section 274(h) should be misconstrued to apply to incentive travel
awards, it would have the anamalous result of imposing a double tax on such
awards-once at the sponsor's level and a second time at the level of the award
recipient.
The uncertainty concerning the application of the broad language of section
274(h) (6) (D) has created a deterrent to incentive programs involving foreign
travel awards. This uncertainty has an adverse effect on the undersigned companies which are significantly engaged in the business of conducting, for sponsoring companies, incentive programs which offer travel and merchandise awards to
persons who attain high levels of achievement.
Accordingly, it is requested that the Technical Corrections Act of 1977 preclude
this obviously unintended interpretation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. This
could be accomplished by amending section 274(h) (6) (D) to make it clear that
a deduction is not disallowed to any sponsor who is not the individual attending
a foreign convention, if transportation and subsistence furnished by the sponsor
is includible in the income of the recipient. Section 274(h) would, of course,
remain applicable to a person who pays for the expenses of a foreign convention
under circumstances where the individual attending the convention is not
re-uired to include such expenses in his gross income.
Respectfully submitted.
Wil AM M. SHUMATE,
Vice President,Travel Business Incentives, Inc.
JAMES B. GOOnMAN,

Director,Administration,E. F. MacDonaldTravel Co.
HENBY S. STOLAB,

Vice Presidentand Associate General Counsel, Maritz, Inc.
WILLIAM E. MARLING,

VicW President, 84H Motivation and Travel, Inc.
J. E. TnABzaT,
President, InternationalTravel Associates, Inc.
JOHN HElM,'

Vice President and General Counsel, Premium Corporationo1 America.
98-902-77--25
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STATEMENT SUBMrTTED 0! BEIIAtr OF BRENT M. ABEL, SAN FRAicisoo, CAUF,.:
M. BzmaN AIDINoF, NEW YORK, N.Y.; EDWIN S. COHEN, WASHINGTON, D.C.;
HEWITT A. CONWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y.; PETER L. FABER, ROCHESTER, N.Y.;
-WILwAM M. GOLDSTEIN, WAsHrNoTON, D.C.; RICHARD J. HIuOEL, NEW YoRK,
N.Y.; GORDoN D. HNDERSON, NEW Yoar, N.Y.; JAMES 0. HEwrrr, SAN DIEGo,
CAT. ; WALL=z H. HoLEY, RIOHMOND, VA.; JOHN B. HUFFAKtr, PnILADEIRIA, PA.; ELLIOTT MANNrO, NEW YORK, N.Y.; HARRY X. MANSFIELD,
BoOTT, MASS.; DONALD SOHAPIRO, NEW YORK, N.Y.; FREDRICK A. TEnY, JR.,

NEW YoR, N.Y.; AND GORDON M. WEBER, SAN FWANCIScO, CALIF.

(Statement Re Proposed Legislative Changes To Alleviate Defects in Carryover
Basis Rules)
The above lawyers, who have clients who will be affected at death by the conse-

quence of the carryover basis rules and who are in general concerned about the
effect of those rules, have previously submitted statements on the House side in
connection with H.R. (715 on September 8, 1977 and in connection with carryover basis on October 6, 1977. Our spokesman was Edwin S. Cohen, Esq., former
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, who regrettably is unable to appear before
this Committee on this occasion.
Our written statement, which appears on pages 200-214 of Ways and Means
Committee Print 95-46, points out the particularly adverse effects the new
carryover basis rules have on estates whose major assets consist of closely-held
businesses. We respecfully ask leave to submit that statement for the record in
this hearing. The statement Includes four suggestions to alleviate the problem
to some degree. These suggestions are:
1. To allow estates to allocate to assets sold to pay death taxes part or all
of the upward adjustment for estate taxes given unsold assets included in
gross estate;
2. To broaden Section 303 so that it would apply to redemptions to pay
Income taxes caused by Section 303 redemptions;
8. To provide a fresh start basis for fixed preferred stock depending, as in
the case of marketable securities, on their 12/31/76 values, in place of the
arbitrary and wholly unrealistic declining fresh start basis now provided In
Section 1023, which automatically decreases as the decedent survives beyond
1976; and
4. To provide that Section 306 stock issued before January 1, 1977 should
lose its Section 306 status upon the death of the holder, and be eligible for
Section 303 treatment.
As passed by the House, H.R. 6715 follows only part of one of the above suggestions, namely, that Section 806 stock issued before the death of the holder
be made eligible for Section 303 treatment. This modification reduces the amount
of "income" on'a redemption meeting the requirements of Section 303, and
changes its character from ordinary income to capital gain. While welcome, this
change goes only a small part of the distance we feel must be traveled if the
family business is to survive beyond the first generation. To give small businesses
some chance of coping with their Immense liquidity problems under carryover
basis, we urge your adoption of our other suggestions, particularly that basis be
shifted to sold assets from unsold ones and that Section 303 be expanded to include redemptions to pay Income as well as death taxes.
Time has not permitted the circulation of this statement to all the lawyers for
whom I speak. The following comments are, therefore, necessarily my own,
though Ihave no reason to doubt that they also reflect the views of our group as
a whole.
In recent weeks, many different proposals have been made for taxing or-not
taxing app-eclatlon that was not realized during life. One plan calls for the substitution of a capital gains tax at death for carryover basis, possibly coupled
with a general elimination of preferential treatment for capital gains. Another
suggestion Is the outright repeal of carryover basis and a return to pre-1977 law.
Somewhere between the proponents of those two extremes are those who urge a
two-year &stponement of the effective date of carryover basis to permit further
study of this extrpordinarily complex problem and those who would simply
change the present carryover basis rules to make them as workable as possible.
In our written comments, we stated on page 202:
"The preferable approach would be to eliminate the new carryover basis rule.
We recogNze, however, that this would require reversal by the Congress of a
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policy position It adopted (though with only a short time for consideration and
public comment) in the Tax Reform Act of 1976, and thus may be considered
beyond the scope of a technical corrections bill. Consequently, this statement
discusses changes that might be made, as part of a technical corrections bill,
without the need to reverse previously adopted policy positions."
Consistent with this approach, we believe that Congress' and this Committee's
-first priority should be to enact a corrected carryover basis law that would
utilize and build upon the experience of the past year under the 1976 Act.
Many improvements can now be made that in our view are entirely noncontroversial. Congress now has what was so sadly lacking In 1976-the input of experienced and responsible tax and estate practitioners speaking individually and
through organized bar groups. Yes the carefully prepared testimony and statemerts of these practitioners concerning H.R. 6715, as Introduced in the House,
have been almost entirely ignored by the Ways and Means Committee in its con.
sideration of that bill. We perceive no policy reason why the following complexities and inequities should be retained in the law:
1. Requiring (if Section 3(c) (5) (B) of H.R. 6715 is enacted) that the adjustment for the state tax be computed on unrealized appreciation minus the adjustment for the federal tax thereon and that the adjustment for the transferee tax
be computed after deduction of both the federal and state tax adjustments. All
three taxes are imposed on 100% of unrealized appreciation.
2. Requiring that the fresh start computation for nonmarketables and (if
Section 3(c) (1) (A) of H.R. 6715 is enacted) that the minimum basis computation for tangible personal property be made using date of death value, rather
than estate tax value (date of death or alternate value).
8. Requiring the use of the excessively high 8% assumed annual compound
rate of appreciation in computing the minimum basis for tangible personal
property under H.R. 6715.
4. Requiring that the adjustments for death taxes be made at the average rate
rather than the marginal rate of tax. This requirement is contrary to the tax
policy underlying Sections 691 and 1023, that the combined income and estate
taxes payable should be the same (assuming the same income tax rates for the
decedent and those who take the property by reason of his death) whether the
income tax is deducted in computing the estate tax or the estate tax is deducted
in computing the income tax.
5. Requiring that the death tax adjustments to basis be lower for a decedent
with cash and debts than for the same decedent who has satisfied his debts before
death. This difference is eliminated when marginal rates are used. -0. Not permitting the carryover to the decedent's estate of unused net operating,
capital loss and other carryovers.
7. Requring (if Section 8(c) (7) of H.R. 6715 is enacted) that basis for loss be
adjusted for estate taxes in the same amount basis for gain Is adjusted. This is
unfair to the taxpayer who sells at a loss because the fresh start adjustment
(after which the estate tax upward adjustment is to be computed) s not available In determinining carryover basis for- loss. Moreover, particularly as a result of
carryover basis, many decedents will In the future have a much lower basis for
loss than for gain In property they leave. In such cases, the difference between
basis for loss and estate tax value will be substantially greater than the difference
between basis for gain and estate tax value (net appreciation). Because estate
taxes are paid on full estate tax value, whether the property is later sold at a gain
or a loss, the upward adjustment for estate taxes in computing carryover basis for
loss should be computed on the full difference between the decedent'-basis for
loss and estate tax value.
We are greatly encouraged that S. 2228 contains many of these noncontroversial
changes plus other provisions that would greatly simplify the operation of the
carryover basis rules. However, we and other interested practitioners have not
been given time to(study the effect of these provisions In various factual settings.
We do note that the formula for computing the estate tax attributable to unreallzed appreciation at marginal rates does not operate fairly where the decedent
makes charitable and/or mxrital deductkon gifts. -A portion of the basis increase
attributable to death taxes Is allocated thereundel- to untaxed property, and
hence is lot to the taxpayer who should have It.
As much as revisions are needed In the carryover basis provisions of the 1976
Act, we cannot without study and consideration In depth approve or recommend
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changes In any proposed solution to the carryover basis problems that departs
drastically from current provisions of law. We earnestly ask that Congress not
repeat the 1976 mistake of enacting complicated legislation in this field without
giving the tax and probate bars an adequate opportunity to report back to the
Congress concerning It. We believe that an effective date deferral to provide the
requisite time for study is much to be preferred over hastily considered remedial
legislation.
Respectfully submitted.
HEwITT A. CONWAY.
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND .MEANS
Re H.R. 6715--Technical Corrections Bill of 1977
STATEMENT RE PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE CHANGES TO ALLEVIATE LIQUIDITY
PROBLEMS CAUSED BY THE CARRYOVEES BASIS RuLE ADOPTED IN THE TAX
,REFORM ACT Or 1976
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INTRODUCTION
This statement deals with the liquidity problems created for estates and
closely-held businesses by the new carryover basis rule adopted by the Tax
Reform Act of 1976, including the effect of this rule on Sections 303 and 806.
It is being submitted in connection with consideration of the Technical Corrections Bill of 1977 (H.R. 6715) by the following lawyers, who have clients who
will be affected at death by the consequences of the carryover basis rule and who
are in general concerned about the effect of that rule:
Brent M. Abel, San Francisco, Calif.
M. Bernard Aidinoff, New York, N.Y.
Edwin S. Cohen, Washington, D.C.
Hewitt A. Conway, New York, N.Y.
Peter L. Faber, Rochester, N.Y.
John B. Huffaker, Pepper, Hamilton & Sheetz, Philadelphia, Pa.
Elliott B. Manning, Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton, New York, N.Y.
Harry K. Mansfield. Boston, Mass.
William M. Goldstein, Washington, D.C.
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Richard J. Hiegel, New York, N.Y.
Gordon D. Henderson, New York, N.Y.
James O. Hewitt, San Diego, Calif.
Waller H. Horsley, Hunton & Williams, Richmond, Va.
Donald Schapiro, New York, N.Y.
Frederick A. Terry, Jr., New York, N.Y.
Gordon M. Weber, San Francisco, Calif.
PART .- SUMMAUT

The need to raise funds to pay death taxes has always posed a liquidity problem for estates, particularly those whose major asset is a closely-held family
business. Assets must be sold to pay the death taxes; and where the estate is
illiquid, the estate may be faced with a need to sell these assets within a relatively short period of time, perhaps at distress prices.
Where a major asset of the estate is a colsely-held family business, the liquidity
problem of the estate can also become a liquidity problem for the business,
since the capital available to the business may have to be reduced to redeem
stock held by the estate or the business may have to be sold or merged with a
larger company.
Congress has taken steps through the years to-try to reduce the hardship that
such circumstances can produce. Examples are Section 303, whicir-allows
stock redemptions to pay death taxes to be treated as sales or exchanges rather
than as dividends, and Sections 6166 and 6166A, which allow an extended period
of time to pay death taxes under certain circumstances. Indeed, Congress acted,
in Section 2004 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, to liberalize the latter provisions.
However, at the same time, the Tax Reform-Act of 1976 made other changes
that work in the opposite direction. These sharply increase, rather than
ameliorate, the cash demands on estates and closely-held family businesses to
pay taxes. These are changes in the income tax provisions, not the estate tax
provisions of the Code, which Impose sharply increased income tax liabilities on
sales of property required to be made by the estate to pay Federal and State
death taxes.
Because they affect income tax rather than estate tax liabilities, their impact
on the liquidity of estates and closely-held family businesses may not have been
fully appreciated by Congress. However, their existence will operate to under.
mine the objectives of Sections 303 and 6166 and similar provisions. And,
unless corrective action is taken by Congress, they will prevent achievement
of the policies that lie behind these provisions.
These changes all relate (a) to the adoption of the new 'carryover basis"
at death concept In place of the market-value-at-death concept, (b) to the way
the new basis rule relates to Section 303, and (c) to the way the transition rules
for this new policy have been drafted.
A. THE PROBLEM

The problem is that in addition to the need to sell property as before to
provide funds to pay death taxes, the new carryover basis rule means that new
income taxes will have to be paid as a result of these forced sales, thereby
resulting in still further forced sales to pay these income taxes, which in turn
will result in more income tax liability resulting in still more forced sales, and
so on. The consequence is that the taxes that have to be paid at death have been
greatly increased, as have the liquidity problems that result.
The problem can be illustrated by the example, contained in more detail in
Part III of this statement, of a widower who leaves to his sons who are
active in the business all the stock in the family corporation worth $1,500.000 and
having a carryover basis (before adjustment for death taxes) of $50,000. The
Federal estate tax would be 509,000. However, the Federal income and preference
taxes on the redemptions made to provide the funds (net after income tax)
to pay this estate tax can be as high as an additional $297,000 (higher, if the
beneficiaries of the estate have earned income). In effect, in such a case the
immediate Federal tax impact of death has been increased by 60% as a
result of the 1976 Act.' And the impact is even greater when State taxes are
taken into account.
.- Aside from the immediate Impact at death caused by the need to raise funds to pay
Federal estate taxes, the new carryover basis rule also substantially increases the Income
taxes that will have to be paid if the remainder of the business is later sold.
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'The Impact on the liquidity of estates and closely-held family businesses can
,obviously be severe. The problem will exist for the estates of all decedents-dy,2Ing after December 31, 1976. And the problem will increase in severity the longer
the decedent survives that date, because except for marketable securities the
"fresh start" basis rule, As now Written in the Code, results in a steadily di-minishing "fresh start" basis the longer the person lives. The Impact at the death
.of a taxpayer seems especially harsh, particularly when It is remembered that
imuch of the "gain" to be taxed really represents not economic gain but the
effects of inflation.
13. SUOGESTIONS

TO ALLEVIATE THE PROBLEM

Since these problems are created by adoption of the carryover-basis-atdeath rule in place of the previous mprket-value-at-death rule, they could be solved
by eliminating the new carryover basis rule and returning to the old rule. Or
they could be lessened, though not eliminated, if an increase In basis were allowed for the fullamount Of Federal and State death taxes, not Just the portion
attributable to appreclatlon. Substantial arguments could be made in support
of either such change. 'e' preferable approach 'would be to eliminate the new
carryover basis rule. We recognize, however, that this would require reversal
by the Congress of a policy position it adopted (though with only a thort time
for consideration and public comment) in the Tax Reform Act of 1970, and thus
may be considered beyond the scope of a technical corrections bill. Consequently,
this statement discusses changes that might be made, as part of a technical corrections bill, without the need to reverse previously adopted policy positions.
The purpose of the suggestions is to help accommodate the carryover-basis-atdeath rule to the need to alleviate the liquidity problems it creates for estates and
closely-held businesses as a result of sales forced to pay death taxes.
1. Allocation of basis to property sold to pay death taxes
One such approach would be to allow' estates to allocate to the assets sold to
pay death taxes part or all of the basis of otber-DIets included in the gross
estate. The allocation would be permitted only to reduce or eliminate' gain, not
to produce a loss. Giving an estate the right to marshal basis from one asset
,to another in this fashion would not reduce the income taxes ultimately payable
,-with respect to the decedent's property, since the basis of the remaining assets
,would be reduced by the amount of the basis so allocated to the assets sold to
pay death taxes.
Part 11 of this statementanalyzes this approach, and suggests a legislative
*change to accomplish it. As explained in Part II, there are several alternative
ways in which such a provision can be drafted. It might allow allocation of all
the basis of such ot_4er property, or of only a portion thereof. It might be limited
to sales of property made within a short period of time after death, or It might be
*Limited to sales made to pay death taxes.
The legislative draft proposed in Part II takes the approach of limiting the
-permitted allocation to sales made to pay death taxes. Although it would be
-preferable to permit the entire,-basis of the retained property to be available
for the election, the draft proposed in part II, in order to illustrate the drafting
-technique that might be employed for a more limited provision, takes the approach of limiting the permitted allocation to the portion of basis resulting
from the upward adjustment for Federal and State death taxes.
S. Proposal to apply section 303 to redemptions to pay income taxes caused
by section 803 redemptions
1,
The purpose of Section 303 is to help prevent the sales of stock in closely-held
corporations that are forced by the need to raise cash tor death taxes from
causing these businesses to. be sold to larger public companies, thus increasing
economic concentration. Section 303 does this by protecting such redemptions
from being taxed as dividends under Section 302. Before adoption of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976, this meant that no income tax was generally payable at all
on Section 303 redemptions, since the stock received a new basis at death equal
to its fair market value.
The new carryover basis rule adopted by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 means
that a capital gains tax will now usually result from such rederaption& But
Section 303 was not changed accordingly to include within its scope the additional redemptions needed to pay such income taxes. These newly required forced
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redemptions are not protected from Section 302 treatment, and the result is that
they will not only be taxed, but taxed at ordinary income rates.
Part III of this statement discusses this problem and proposes legislative
amendments which would (a) include, within the protection of Section 303,
those redemptions that are made to pay'the income taxes on the redemptions
now permitted by Section 303 and (b)'permit the shareholder to reduce or eliminate his gain on Section 303 redemptions bv allocating to such redemptions
the basis in other shares held by him in the family corporation. The latter
amendment is needed even if the first amendment suggested tq Section 303 and
the draft amendment submitted In Part 1i are adopted (unless the amendment
discussed in Part II is adopted in a form that allows an allocation of all the
basis rather than only a portion thereof), since the first amendment suggested
to Section 803 does not (as explained in Part III) cover redemptions needed
to pay income taxes on the redemptions made to pay income taxes, and because
the second proposed amendment to Section 303 is not limited to a portion of
the basis, as Is the amendment submitted in Part II.
J. Fresh start basis for ftxed preferred stock
Section 1023(h), added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, provides a
"fresh start" basis for property held at December 31, 1976. This' is a transitional
rule intended to "continue existing law with respect to appreciation in property
accruing before January 1, 1977.... ." Joint Committee on Taxation, General
Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 at 555 (1976).
For marketable stocks and bonds, the fresh start basis 'Is their fair market
value at December 31, 1976. However, for other assets, thefi appreciation is
arbitrarily treated for purposes of this rule as 'If it had accrued ratably over
the holding period before and the holding period after December 31, 1976.
This means, for example, that a $100 par fixed preferred stock received in
exchange for common stock in a recapitalization will have a different "fresh
start" basis if the company was a public one than if it was private.
If the preferred stock had a value of $100 both at December 31, 1976 and
at death of the holder, the stock of the public company, will have a "fresh
start" basis of $100. Thus its sale at death vill produce no gain.
However, If the stock had the same actual value but was of a private con)pany, its "fresh start" basis will be less than $100. Assuming, for ease of illuatration, that the decedent's basis in the preferred stock was zero, the "fresh
start" basis of the private company's preferred stock would be that portion
of the $100 date-of-death value that is equal to the portion of Its holding period
before December 81, 1976. Thus, If the stock is deemed held for 5 years before and
5 years after December 31, 1976, its "fresh start" basis will be only $50, and its
sale at death under the new rules will produce a substantial taxable gain, even
though its actual December 31, 1976 value-was $100. Moreover, the longer the
stock is held after December 31, 1976, the lower its "fresh start" basis will be
under the present formula, even though-its actual value does not decline. -Application of this "fresh start" averaging rule is arbitrary ,a best, even to
property which has the potential for substantial appreciation after December
31, 1976, and is discriminatory against privately held property and closely-held
family companies. It is not a method of arriving at the actual December 31, 1976
value Which can be used under the new law only for publicly traded stocks and
bonds) but only of making an arbitrary computation in lieu thereof. It produces
a particularly unreasonable and harsh result when applied to assets, such as
-nonconvertible fixed preferred stock, which as a practical matter have little
or no capacity for appreciation.
Part IV proposes a statutory amendment to help ameliorate this problem
by giving nonconvertible fixed preferred stock that was outstanding on December
31, 1970 a "fresh start" basis equal to Its value at the date of death of the
.decedent as determined for estate tax purposes. This will bring the treatment
of fixed 'preferred stock that was issued by non-public companies into line with
the treatment afforded such stock of public companies. It is a much fairer
transition rule for such stock than the one presently provided.
4. Appropriate transitional rule for section 806 stock
When Section 806 was originally adopted in 1954, Congress intended that Seelion 306 would cease to apply to stock held by a decedent at death. The Senate
Finance Committee Report in 1954 said that "Subparagraph (C) [of Section 306
(c) (1)1 also would remove from the category of section 806 stock, stock owned
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by a decedent at death since such stock takes a new basis under section 1014."
S. Rep. No. 1622, 83rd Cong., 2d Bess. 245 (1954). Moreover, Section 306 stock
.,alfied for Section 803 treatment. This was also expressly intended. Indeed,
Congress provided that if non-section 306 stock was held at death and later
exchanged by the estate for Section 306 stock, redemption of the Section 306
stock would lie entitled to capital gains treatment rather than dividend treatment.
The Senate Finance Committee Report stated that Section 303(c) "applies notwithstanding the provisions of section 306." Id. at p. 239. Moreover, when Section 806 was adopted in 1954, it was expressly made inapplicable to stock
received before adoption of the 1954 Code. See Section 306(h).
The adoption of the new carryover basis rule by the Tax Reform Act of 1976
left the status of Section 806 stock at death unclear. Moreover, no adequatetransitional rule for Section 306 stock was provided. Sections 3(a) (1) and
3(a) (2) of the Technical Correcitons Bill of 1977 (H.R. 6715) propose to clarify
the status of Section 306 stock (a) by eliminating Section 306 status for stock
distributed before January 1, 1977 to the extent of the decedent's basis in the
stock plus the "fresh start" adjustment in basis (but not to the extent of the
increase in basis for death taxes), and (b) by expressly providing that Section
303 does not apply to Section 306 stock issued before the death of the decedent
(and for this purpose the amendment In (a) would not apply), though also
expressly providing that Section 303 could still apply to Section 306 stock
Issued after the death of the decedent.
These proposed amendments seem inappropriate. They provide a transitional
status for Section 306 stock issued before January 1, 1977 which seems illogical
in that (a) it is limited to the extent of the decedent's basis plus the "fresh
start" adjustment In basis in the stock' and (b) it does not retain Section 303
status for such stock.
The appropriate transition rule for Section 306 stock would be to take the
approach that was taken when Section 306 was originally adopted, namely, that
the change in law regarding the Section 306 and Section 303 status of Section
306 stock should not apply to stock Issued before the change. Thus, consistent
with the approach that was taken in 1954, the transitional rule should be that
Section 306 stock that was issued before January 1, 1977 should lose its Section
806 status upon the death of the holder, and should be eigibe for Section 303
treatment. Part V of this statement discusses proposed amendments to accomplish
these changes.
ELECTION TO ALLOCATE BASIS TO PROPERTY
PART 11. PROPOSAL FOR
.SOLD TO PAY DEATTI
TAXES

One approach to reducing the liquidity-problem imposed on estates and closelyheld businesses by the new carryover-basis-at-death rule, without contravening
the policy of that rule, would be to allow estates to allocate to the assets sold
to pay death taxes part or all of the basis of other assets included in the gross
estate. Such a provision would not be contrary to the policy of the carryover
basis rule, because it would not change the amount of income tax ultimately
payable. It would merely defer the impact of the tax.
Such an election should be limited so that the basis allocation could be made
-only from property received from the decedent to other property also received
from the decedent. However, in other respect& the election might be drafted in
a number of different ways. To begin with, the amount of basis that might be
allocated from the retained assets to the assets sold might be the entire basis
(after gll Section 1023 adjustments) of the retained assets, or it could be limited
to only a portion of that basis. 'The portion might be the decedent's basis, or the
"fresh start" increment, or the increment for death taxes, or any combination
of these. Secondly, the amount of property sold which would be eligible for the
election might include all property-received from the decedent that is sold within
a limited period (say, 18 months) after death, or It might be limited to amounts
of property equal In value to the sum of the death taxes and administration exThe proposed amendment also presents another problem. As presently drafted, it
only if the basis of the stock Includes a "fresh start" Increment. The basis will
applies
RtInclude su ch an increment If the value of the stock at death Is not more than the
decedent's cost basis. Thus, the amendment would mean if the stock is sold for more than
the decedent's cost. both the decedent's basis and the "fresh start" increment could be
recovered without tax. but it the stock is sold for an amount eoual to or lpss than the
decedent's basis, the entire proceeds of sale should be taxed as ordinary dividend income.
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penhes arising as a result of the death of the decedent, and the period of time
involved could include the full period during which estate taxes are payable.
Attached at the end of this statement as an Exbbit to this Part II is a
draft of a legislative amendment to create such an election. It would be preferable to permit the entire basis of the retained assets to be available for the
election. However, in order to illustrate the drafting technique that might be
employed if a more limited allocation were thought desirable, the draft takes
the approach of limiting the basis available for the election to the increase
in basis of the retained assets allowed by Sections 1023(c) and (e) for Federal
and State death taxes.$
The draft also limits the amount of property eligible for such an increase in
basis to an amount equal in value to the amount of death taxes and expenses
of administration resulting from the death of the decedent. The election would
apply for the period of time permitted for the payment of Federal estate taxes.
The draft also provides that the election can be made by a taxpayer only to the
extent that the taxpayer bears the actual burden of such death taxes and expenses of administration (a similar limitation exists in Section 303(b) (3), and
this portion of the draft is modelled on that provision).
The manner in which the attached draft would operate can be illustrated as
follows. Assume an estate owes estate taxes of $500,000 and sells for this lourpose property having a value of $500,000 and a basis (after all Section 1023
adjustment) of $300,000. The estate has other assets with a basis (after Section 1023 adjustments) of $400,000, of which $70,000 represents the increase in
basis permitted by Sections 1023 1., and (e) for Federal and State death taxes.
Under the draft provIsion, the estate can elect to allocate from the retained
assets part or all of the $70,000 to the assets sold to pay death taxes, thereby
reducing the $200,000 gain on the latter by the portion of the $70,000 so allocated. The portion of the $70,000 so allocated would be removed from the
basis of the retained assets, thereby Increasing the amount of gain on their
later sale.
The draft election could be made only to reduce or eliminate gain, not to produce
a loss. Moreover, the draft provides that the basis of property which in the
hands of the decedent was a personal or household effect may be allocated only
to other property which had the same characterr in the hands of the decedent.
The draft also provides that the basis of capital assets and Section 1231 assets
In the hands of the taxpayer could be allocated only to property which is a
Section 12.QI asset or a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer. The election
would apply for purposes of both the basic and the generation-skipping estate
tax. (The portion of the draft which deals with the generation-skipping tax
was modelled on Section 303(d), whicb contains a similar provision.)
PART 11.

PROPOSAL TO APPLT SECTION 803 TO REDEMPTIONS TO PAY INCOME TAXES

CAUSED BY SECTION 303 REDEMPTIONS

Section 303 provides that where a shareholder of a closely held business
redeems some of its stock In order to pay death taxes and funeral and administration expenses, the redemption, which might otherwise be treated under Section 302 as a dividend and taxed at ordinary income rates, shall be treated as
a sale or exchange of the stock so redeemed. When the provision was adopted
In 1950, its purpose was described by the House Committee on Ways and Means
as follows :
"It has been brought to the attention of your committee that the problem of
financing the estate tax is acute in the case of estates consisting largely of shares
8 We might note that Sections 1023(W and (e) contain the following additional probin the property should be added to basis. But, although State death taxes are generally
Imposed on the same appreciation as Federal death taxes, the amount of the appreciation
that may be taken Into account for purposes of making the adjustment for state dpath
taxest pid by heirs undt-r Section 1023(e) is reduced by the adjustments for Federal
death taxes and State death taxes paid by the estate under Section 1023(c). Section
8(c)(5) of the Technical Corrections Bill would add to this problem by computing the
Apreciation for purposes of the adjustment for State estate taxes paid by the estate as
the appreciation reduced by the aifustment for Federal death taxes. Also, no hasi adjustment it allowed nindeF Section 1023 for foreign death taxes, even though they may be
credited against the Federal estate tax (as may the State death taxes) and thus redi'ce
the Seetion 1024(c) adistment for Federal death taxes. To solve these problems. apprecla.
tinn should be computed before death tax adjustments for purposes of all death ta basls
adjustments, and an adjustment for foreign taxes payable on appreciation should also
be allowed.
inms. The theory of these provisions is that the death taxes imposed on the appreciatinn
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in a family corporation. The market for such shares is usually very limited, and
It is frequently difficult, if not impossible, to dispose of a minority Interest. If,
therefore, the estate tax cannot be financed through the sale of the other assets
in the estate, the executors will be forced to dispose of the family business. In
many cases the result will be the absorption of a family enterprise by larger
competitors, thus tending to accentuate the degree of concentration of industry
In this country.
"Your committee is of the opinion that remedial action is desirable in order to
prevent the enforced sale of the family businesses which are so vital and desirable an element in our system of free private enterprise." I. Rep. No. 2319, 81st
Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in 1950-2 Cum. Bull. 380, 427-428.
Before the changes made by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, a decedent's property received a new basis at death equal to its value for estate tax purposes. As a
result, redemptions of stock treated under Section 303 as sales or exchanges generated little if any gain and thus little if any income tax. However, the Tax Reform Act of 1976 eliminated the step-up in basis to fair market value at death
and substituted a carryover basis. AF' a result, stock which is redeemed to pay
death taxes and administration expenses and which is treated as a sale or exchange under Section 303 will now usually generate taxable gain. Therefore,
additional stock will not have to be redeemed, or other assets must be sold by
the estate, to produce the funds with which to pay the Federal and State income
and preference taxes attributable to such gain. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 did
not take this factor into account, however. and Section 303 was not amended
to provide sale or exchange treatment, rather than dividend treatment, for the
additional redemptions needed to pay these capital gains taxes.
Frequently. the only or the primary asset available to the estate to pay these
capital gain taxes will be shares in the family corporation Imposition of an
ordinary income tax on the additional redemptions needed to pay the income
and preference taxes on the shares redeemed to pay death taxes and administration expenses may therefore impose severe liquidity problems on such estates
and family businesses, and will be likely to force the sale of such family businesses. If the entire business is sold. of course, the sale is treated as a sale or
exchange and not as a dividend. Such tax-motivated sales would be contrary to
the purpose for which Section 303 was adopted.
The problem can be illustrated by the following example. Assume a decedent's
only material asset is $1,500,000 in value of shares of a closely held company,
that the decedent's post-1976 holding period substantially exceeds his pre-1977
holding period, and that these shares therefore have a "fresh start basis" of
$500,000. Assume further that the decedent, a widower, dies, leaving the shares
to his sons. who are active in the business.
The Federal estate tax on the estate (assuming no prior taxable gifts and no
significant deductions for expenses of administration) would be $509,000. Redemption of $509,000 of stock of the corporation (slightly over %Aof its stock)
under Section 303 to pay this tax could generate a Federal capital gains tax
liability of M89.000 (after taking into account the increase in basis of the shares
for the Federal estate tax under Section 1023(c). and assuming a combined
Federal capital gains and minimum tax rate of 3.875%). Any additional redeiption made to pay this $89.000 income tax liability would itself be taxed as a
dividend at ordinary income rates under Section 302. The amount of the redemption needed to provide $89,000 net after Federal Income tax (assuming a 70%
tax rate on ordinary income) would be $297,000. approximately 60,% of the
amount of the Federal estate tax levy of $.50.000. This imposes a very substantial cash drain on the business-a total of $806,000 out of a business worth
in total only $1.500.000 or 54% of the value of the business, and this In order to
pay an estate tax of $509,000 or 34% of the value of the total business.
Moreover, the remaining stock in the business, worth $694.000. will have a basis
of $554,000, so that a Federal capital gains and preference tax of $56.000 (assuming the rates described above) will be payable if and when this stock is later
sold. Thus, the total Federal income tax payable if the estate follows the Section
303 route and tries to preserve the family business could be $353,000. consisting
of $297,000 current liability and $56,000 deferred liability.
In contrast, if the estate sold all of the $1,500,000 stock of the family corporation to a large corporation, the total Federal capital gains and preference tax
on the sale would be $264,000. This is $33,000 less than even the current $297.000
Income tax immediately required to pay income taxes resulting from the redemp-
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tiomto M.y the Federal estate tax; and $89,000 less than the aggregate of this
tax and the deferred tax liability of $56,000. Even if the company could raise the
money to follow the Section 303 redemption route, it seems unlikely on these
figures that the family would choose not to sell out to a larger corporation.'
When the effect of State estate and income, including preference, taxes are
added, particularly in a State like New York where the estate taxes often exceed
the Federal credit and where the income and preference taxes are high, the
amounts of cash needed to preserve the family business will be substantially
higher than those Just given, and the incentive to sell out the entire business
to a large company will be even greater.
Thus, the amendments made by the Tax Reform Act make it unlikely that the
policy of Section 303, which is to preserve family businesses by avoiding the
necessity of selling their stock to large corporations to obtain funds to pay estate
taxes, will continue to be fulfilled.
It would seem desirable to correct this defect, In order to provide a more reasonable accommodation between Section 303 and the new carryover basis rules.
Attached as Exhibit A to this Part III Is a proposed amendment to Section
303 which would extend sale or exchange treatment to redemptions made to
provide the funds to pay the Federal and State income and preference taxes on
gains that are generated by redemptions permitted under present Section 303 to
pay death taxes and adminis :-'ttion expenses. The amendment would apply for
purposes of both the regular ard generation-skipping estate tax.
Under the proposed amendn,-nt. if the aggregate of the Federal and State
Income and preference taxes payable as a result of the redemptions made under
Section 303 is, for example, $89,000 (as in the prior example), an additional
redemption in the amount of $89,000 could be made under Section 303 and treated
as a sale or exchange rather than as a dividend. Although the additional $89,000
redemption will itself create a liability for additional Federal and State income
and preference taxes, and any redemption to provide funds to pay this additional
liability will also generate a tax liability, and so on, the proposed amendment
does not extend Section 303 treatment to redemptions made to pay these additional taxes. Thus, while the proposed amendment ameliorates, it does not completely solve, the problem.
A second amendment should also be made to help accommodate the new carryover basis rules to the purposes of Section 303. This is needed for two reasons:
(1) because the-first amendment, as mentioned above, does not completely solve
the problem created by the new carryover basis rules; and (2) because the family
corporation and the estate, even if they are able to raise the funds to pay death
taxes, simply may not be able to raise the funds needed to pay the income and
preference taxes imposed on the redemptions made to pay the death taxes. The
provisions of the Code permitting delayed payment of estate taxes do not provide an answer to the problem, first because of the substantial interest expense '
such delayed payment creates, and second because the delayed payment privilege
applies only to Federal estate taxes and not to Federal (or State) income taxes.
Because of these problems, it seems desirable to amend Section 303 to permit the
estate to postpone the Impact of such income taxes by being able to elect to
allocate, to the stock redeemed under Section 303, basis in shares of the family
corporation which are not redeemed. Exhibit B to this Part III is a draft of
such a proposed amendment.
Under the proposed amendment, a shareholder redeeming stock in a family
corporation under Section 303 to pay death taxes, administration expenses, or
Income taxes on such redemptions, and holding other shares in the same corporation, could elect to allocate basis from the other shares to the redeemed shares
for the put-pose of reducing or eliminating the gain resulting from the redemptions. The election could not be exercised In such a manner as to produce a loss.
To the extent the election is exercised, tax on the gains from the redeemed
shares will be deferred but not eliminated, until the other shares of the family
corporation are sold, since the basis of these shares would be reduced by the
4The detailed computations for the example given are set forth at the end of this statement as an Appendix.
5 It might also be noted that such interest, even if deductible. could be subject to the
minimum tax on tax preferences as A result of the preference item for itemized deductions
ip excvsv of O0prevent of adjusted gross income,
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amount allocated to the redeemed shares. The amendment would apply for
purposes of both the basic and the generation-skipping tax. This second amendment should be made even If the amendment suggested in Part II of this statement Is made, unless the amendment suggested in Part II Is changed so that It
applies to all and not to Just a portion of the basis of the retained property.
PART IV. PROPOSAL TO CHANGE 'FRESH START" FORMULA FOR NON-MARKETABLE FIXED
PREFERRED STOCK

Section 1023(h), as added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976. was intended to
"'continue existing law with respect to appreciation in property accruing before
January 1, 1977" 0 by allowing a step-up in lasis at death to the value of the
property at December 31, 1976.
For all property other than marketable 1onds or securities, a formula was
incorporated for this purpose based on date of death values. The formula was
Included to avoid the neces.tty of obtaining appraisals at December 31, 1976.
The formula requires the appreciation at date of death to be allocated between
the portion of the holding period of the property before and the portion after
December 31. 1976.
The purpose of the formula is to arrive at an approximation of December 31.
1976 values. However. the formula does not achieve this result for nonconvertible
fixed preferred stock, since the latter is not likely to appreciate. As a result.
preferred stock having a cost basis less than its value and received in a distribution or recapitalization of a public company is treated tinder the statute very
differently than such stock of a private company. Such fixed preferred took of
a public company receives a basis at death equal to its actual December 31. 1976
value: whereas, such fixed preferred stock of a private company will have a
basis at death that is les than its December 31. 1976 value, and this disparity
will increase the longer the holder lives.
For nonconvertible fixed preferred stock. the value at the date of death of
the decedent is a fairer approximation of its December 31. 1976 value than the
amount that is produced by the present "fresh start" formula. The Exhibit to
this Part IV contains a proposed statutory amendment to provide a "fresh start"
hkqsis equal to the date of death value for nonconvertible fixed preferred stock
that was outstanding on December 31. 1976. (The language in the draft defining
"nonconvertible fixed preferred stock" IF modeled on the provisions of Section
382(c), as amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1976.)
PART V. TRANSITIONAL RULE FOR SECTION

306 STOCK

'Before the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Section 306 ceased to apply to stock held
by a decedent at death, and Section 303 applied to redemptions of Section 306
stock. These results Aere in accordance with express Congressional Intent at
the time of the adoption of Section 306 in 1954. See S. Rep. No. 1622, 83rd Cong.,
2d Se.s. 239, 245 (1954).
The Tax Reform Act of 1976. by the adoption of the neiv carryover-basis-atdeath rule. left the status of Section 306 stock at death unclear. Sections 3(a) (1)
und 3(a) (9) of the Technical Corrections Bill of 1977 (H.R. 6715) propose to
-clarify the status of Section 306 stock (a) by eliminating Section 306 status for
stock distributed before January 1, 1977, but only to the extent of the decedent's
basis in the stock plus the "fresh start" adjustment in basis (and not to the
extent of the increase in basis for death taxes), and (b) by expressly providing
that Section 303 does not apply to Section 306 stock issued before the death of
the decedent (so that Section 302 would apply in full to such stock), though
expressly providing that Section 303 could still apply to Section 306 stock issued
after the death of the decedent.
It is submitted that these proposed amendments do not provide an appropriate
transitional rule for Section 306 stock. The appropriate transitional rule would
be one that follows the approach that was taken in 1954 when Section 306 was
adopted. At that time. Section 306 was expressly made inapplicable to stock
received before the adoption of the 1954 Code. This transitional rule is contained In Section 306(h).
6.r,,lnt committee e on Taxation. General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 at
b55 q1976).
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Consistent with this approach, it is submitted that the appropriate transitional rule to accommodate the prior law regarding Section 306 stock to the
amendments made by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 would be to provide that
Section 306 stock that was issued before January 1, 1977 should lose its Section
306 status upon the death of the holder, and should be eligible for Section 303
treatment. The Exhibit to this Part V contains a. proposed amendment which
would accomplish these results. The proposed amendment (whose language is
modelled on Sections 306(h) and 1023(b) (1)) would add a new subsection (I)
to Section 306 providing that Section 306 stock issued before January 1. 1977
would cease to be 306 stock at death. This would continue the treatment of
prior law as to such stock, and as a result such stock would continue to qualify
for Sect!on 303 treatment.
AMENDMENT

RELATING TO ALLOCATION OF BASIS TO PROPERTY
TAXES

SOLD) TO PAY

DEATH

(a) In Genera.-SubsectIon 1023(l) is redesignated as subsection 1023(j)
and the following is added as subsection 1023 (i)
"(I) Etection to allocate basis.-

(1) In General.-In the case of carryover basis property which is
sold or exchanged, within the period described in section 303(l) (1)
after the death of the decedent, In a transaction in which gain would,
but for this subsection, be recognized, the taxpayer may. under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, elect to allocate to such property, so
as to reduce or eliminate such gain but not to produce a loss, any part
or all of the increases In basts provided by subsections (c) and (e) for
other carryover basis property acquired from or passing from the same
decedent and held by the taxpayer. The basis of the property from
which such allocation is made shall be reduced by the amount so
allocated.
(2) Lfmitations on election.-The following limitations shall apply
to the election provided by paragraph (1).
(A) The basis of property which in the hands of the decedent
was a personal or household effect may not be allocated to property
other than property which in the hands of the decedent was a
personal or household effect.
(B) The basis of property which is a capital asset or property described in section 1231 (b) in the hands of the taxpayer may not
be allocated to property other than property which is a capital
asset or property described in section 1231(b) in the hands of the
taxpayer.
(C) The election provided by paragraph (1) shall apply to i1e.'
or exchanges of property only to the extent that the amount iealized from such sales or exchanges does not exceed the sum of the
amounts of taxes and expenses described in section 303(a).
(D) The election provided by paragraph (1) shall apply only to
the extent that the interest of the taxpayer i reduced directly (or
through a binding obligation to contribute) by any payment of an
amount of taxes or expenses described in section 303(a).
(3) Special rule for generation-skippingtransfers.-Under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary, where property Is subject to tax under section 2601 as a result of a generation-skipping transfer (within the meaning of section 2611 (a)), which occurs at or after the death of the deemed
transferor (within the meaning of section 2612)(A) the property shall be deemed to have been acquired from or
to have passed from the deemed transferor;
(B) taxes of the kind referred to In section 303(a) which are
imposed because of the generation-skipping transfer shall be treated
as Imposed because of the deemed transferor's death (and for thI
purpose the tax imposed by section 2601 shall be treated as an
estate tax) : and
(C) the period of distribution shall be measured from the-date of
the generation-skipping transfer."
(b) Effective Date.-The foregoing amendment shall apply in respect of
decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
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AMENDMENT RELATING TO DISTRIBUTIONS IN REDEMPTION TO PAY INcorE AN.D

PREFERENCE TAXES ON SEfCTION 303 REDEMPTIONS
(a) Amendment to Section 303(a).-Section 303(a) (relating to distributions
in redemption of stock to pay death taxes) is amended by striking out "and" in
subsection (a) (1), by adding "and" at the end of subsection (a) (2), by deleting
the part of subsection (a) that follows subsection (a) (2) and by inserting, the
following In lieu thereof:
"(3) the taxes (including any interest collected as a part of such taxes)
imposed under this subtitle, and the taxes (including any interest collected
as a part of such taxes) described in section 164(a) (3). payable by the shareholder on the amount of such distribution which does not exceed the sum of
the amounts referred to in paragraphs (1) and (2),
shall be treated as a distribution in full p-vment in exchange for the stock so
redeemed. For this purpose, the amount of the taxes referred to in paragraph (3)
shall be the difference between the amount of taxes described in section 164(a)
(3) plus the amount of taxes imposed under this subtitle actually payable by the
Shareholder, and the amount that would have been payable by the shareholder
had the amount of the distribution referred to in paragraph (3) not taken place."
(b) Amendnwnt to Section 303(b).-Section 303(b) (4) is amended by deleting
the period at the end of subparagraph (B), by inserting in lieu thereof"-", and
by adding at the end thereof the following: "plus the taxes referred to in paragraph (3) of subsection (a) attributable to the amount of the distribtffon equil
to the lesser of the amounts referred to In subparagraphs (A) or (B)."
(c) Effective date.-The foregoing amendments shall apply in respect of
decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
EXHIBIT TO PART I
AMENDMENT RELATING TO ALLOCATION OF BASIS TO SECTION 303 REDFMPTIoNs

(a) Amendment Regarding Election to Allocate Basls.-Section 303 (relating
to distributions in redemption of stock to pay death taxes) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(f) Election as to Bais.-If a distribution in redemption of stock that -s
treated under subsections (a) (1) and (a) (2) as an exchange would, bnt
for this subsection (f), result in a gain to the shareholder. such shareholder
may, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, elect to allocate to such
stock (so as to reduce or eliminate such gain) any part or all of the basis
(but not in excess of such gain) of any other stock in such corporation (or
in another corporation referred to in subparagraph 2(B) of subsection (W).
or in subsection (c)) held by such shareholder. The basis of the stock front
which such allocation is made shall be reduced by the amount so allocated."
(b) Effective Date.-The foregoing amendment shall apply in respect of
decendents dying after December 31, 1976.
ExHIBIT B TO PART III
AMENDMENT RELATING TO FRESH START BASI8 OF N*ON-CONVERTIBLE FIXED
PREFERRED STOCK

(a) Amendment to Section 1023(h) (2).(1) Subsection 1023(h) (2) (B) is amended by substituting a comma for
the period at the end thereof, and by adding the following at the end of sail
subsection: "except that in the case of non-convertible fixed preferred stock
the increase under this subparagraph shall be the excess referred to in
subparagraph (A) (ii)."
(2) Subsection 1023(h) (2) (E) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new subparagraph:
"(iWi) The term "non-convertible fixed preferred stock" means stock
which at December 31, 1976 and all times thereafter until the death of
the decedent(a) was fixed and preferred as to dividends and did not participate
in corporate growth to any significant extent,
(b) had redemption and liquidation rights which did not exceed the
paid-in capital or par value represented by such stock (except for a Tea-
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sonable redemption premium In excess of such paid-In capital or par
value), and
(c) was not convertible into another class of stock."
(b) Effective dat.-The foregoing amendment shall apply in respect of
decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
EXHIBIT TO PART V
AMENDMENT RELATING TO TRANSITIONAL RULE FOR SECTION 306 STOCK OUTSTANDING ON DECEMBER 81, 1976
(a) In GeneraL.-Section 308 is amended by adding the following new subsection at the end thereof :
"(I) Stock Received in Dietribution8 and Reorganizations Before January 1, 1977.-Section 306 stock which was received in a distribution or
reorganization before January 1, 1977 and which is acquired from or passed
from a decedent (within the meaning of section 1014(b)) shall, upon the
death of such decedent, cease to be section 306 stock."
(b) Effective date.-The foregoing amendment shall apply in respect of
decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
ANALYSIS OFEXAMPLE IN PT Ill-COMPARISON OFINCOME TAX CONSEQUENCES OFSEC.
303 REDEMPTION
OFSALE TO LARGE
CORPORATION
Line and item
A. SEC.303 REDEMPTION
1. Taxable estate (atirmarket value of shares) ------------------------2. Estate tax -------------------------------------------------------3. Value of shares redeemed ------------------------------------------4. Percent of shares redeemed ........................................
5. "Fresh start" basis of ill shares ----------------------------------6. Increase in basis of all shares for Federal estate fixes ---------------7. Basis of all shares ------------------------------------------------8. Basis of redeemed shares -----------------------------------------9. Capital gain on sale of redeemed shares -----------------_-------10.Estate's combined marginal capital gain and minimum tax rate (70
percent X 50percent + 15percent; 50 percent - (,4X35 percent)).
11.Estate's capital gain and minimum tax liability on sec.303 redemption
proceeds.
12.Estate's marginal ordinary Income tax rate............................

Source

Amount

Assumption ............
$1,500, 000
1 2001(c), 2010(a) ------ 509, 000
303(2X1) ------------509,000
3/1------------------33.93
Assumption ------------500.000
1023(c), (f); 2X(1-5)/1
339, 000
1+6 ----------------839,000
4X7 ----------------285,000
3-8 ...................
224, 000
Assumption-See
139.875
1 1202,(e), 57(a)(XA), 56.
9X10 ----------------$89,000
Assumption--Se. I I(e)..
70

13.Additional value of shares which must be redeemed to pay income tax. 11'(100 percent -12)._
14.Ordinary Income tax on shares sold or redeemed to pay capital gains and 12X13 ................
minimum tax resulting from sec.303.
15.Total current income tax liability on account of sec.303redemption ..... 11+14 ................
16.Basis or remaining shares -----------------------------------------7-8 -----------------17.Fair market value of remaining shares ------- _--------------------- 1-3-13 -------.------18.Deferred capital gain ----------------------------------------------17-16 ---------------19.Deferred capital gain and minimum tax oxremaining shares--------OX ---------------B. SALE TOLARGE CORPORATION
20. Capital gain on sale of shares ........................................
1-7 ...................
21.Capital gain and minimum tax upon sale of shares ...................... 10X20 ................

$297,000
208,000
297. 000
554,000
694,000
140,000
56,000
661,000
264,000

I This computation assumes that the redemption to pay the capital gains tax occurs ina taxable year following the sec.
303 redemption. If the redemption to pay the capital gains tax were made in the same year asthe sec.303redemption, the
amount of the minimum tax on the capital gains redemption might bereduced or eliminated because of the reduction of
preference Items byA the regular taxes payable for the taxable year.

WHITE & CASE,
Washington, October S1, 1977.
Re H.R. 6715, the "Technical Corrections Act of 1977."
Mr. MICHAEL STERN,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Dirkeen Senate ODfce Building, Wash-

ington, D.C.

DEAR M. STERN: Enclosed are comments of White & Case on Section 2(o)
of H.R. 6715. They are being submitted pursuant to the solicitation of Senator
Byrd, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of
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the Pinance Committee, because of our concern that certain changes made by
the House bill do not go far enough In correcting inequities in the taxation of
beneficiaries of foreign trusts.
These comments represent our observations, based on our experience as a
firm with a substantial tax practice, of the inequities of the provisions of the
present law with respect to foreign trusts created by nonresident aliens for
nonresident alien beneficiaries. We have not been retained by any clients to
submit these comments. We may have clients who would be benefited by the
changes we are suggesting, but we know of only one specific instance. In that
case we have had to advise a nonresident alien who is considering residence in
the United States of the adverse consequences of present law on any distributions
he might subsequently receive from a foreign trust which was set up by his nonresident relatives. While this client would benefit by the changes we are suggesting in the event he decides to become a resident of the United States, he
has not retained us to make these comments, and the time required for the
prepartion of these comments has not been charged to him or any other client.
However, we feel strongly about the unfairness of the present tax provisions
applicable to foreign trusts set up in good faith by nonresident aliens and we
urge that the enclosed documents be given most serious consideration.
Very truly yours,
RICHARD 11. APPERT, Partner.
Enclosure.
COMMENTS OF WHITE AND

CASE ON 11,R. 0715, THE "TECHNICAL CORRECTIONs
ACT OF 1977"

Section 2(o) of the House bill providing for the allowance of foreign tax
credits for accumulation distributions does not go far enough in eliminating
Inequities with respect to accumulation distributions from foreign trusts. We
would suggest that additional provisions be added to remedy the following
inequities:
1. The elimination of the exact method throwback rule and the 6 percent per
annum additional tax on accumulation distributions can create a tax liability
where none should exist because the trust was created by a nonresident alien
for the benefit of nonresident aliens. This can be shown by comparing the results under the law prior to the 1976 amendments with the law after the 1976
amendments. For example, assume a foreign trust created by a nonresdient
alien, all of the beneficiaries of which are nonresident aliens. in which income
and capital gains are accumulated. Assump further that at the termination of
the trust the remainder Is paid to a former nonresident who became a United
States citizen or resident more than three years before the termination of the
trust.
Under the prior law there would have been an accumulation distribution at
the time amounts were paid out to the remainderman. However, by using the
exact method throwback, no United States tax would be payable on ordinary
income or capital gains accumulated during the period the remainderman was
a nonresident alien. The measure of tax would have been the excess of tax
which he would have paid had the amounts been distributed over the tax actually paid by the trust. Since his liability would be equivalent to the United
States tax withheld at source on income from United States sources, there would
be no additional tax due.
Under the present law the full amount of accumulated income and capital
gains which have been accumulated will be taxed to the remainderman even
though, had such amounts been paid out during the years in which they were
accumulated, there would have been no tax because the income was from foreign sources or because if the income was from the United States sources the
tax was fully covered by withholding at source. Moreover, such accumulation
distribution will be subject to the 6 percent additional tax.
This problem is compounded in the case of capital gains which have been
accumulated over the years. In the past, a beneficiary of these trusts who canine
to live in the United States suffered no undue hardship. The law as amended
by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 creates a situation in which accumulated canital gains become subject to a confiscatory tax when the principal is distributed
because of the denial of the Section 1202 deduction and the 6 percent additional tax. Such taxation of accumulated capital gains can easily result in
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100 percent of the accumulation being paid as United States taxes. The purpose
behind the 1976 Act changes was to simplify the taxation of accumulation
trusts. See S. Rept. No. 94-8 p. 170. The inadvertent result has been to substantially increase the tax burden on nonresident aliens who immigrate to the
United States. We suggest that the goal of simplifying the tax law does not
warrant imposing such a heavy burden on taxpayers.
We recommend an amendment which would provide that the throwback
amount not include any income accumulated in years in which the eneficiary
was a nonresident alien. Alternatively, the throwback amount should not illclude any income accumulated in the year the beneficiary was a nonresident
alien if such amounts would not have been included in the beneficiary's gross
income for United States tax purposes if the amounts had been distributed lt,
him from the trust. This result can be accompllhed by the addition at the end
of Section 661 (a) of the following language:
"In the case of a foreign trust created by a nonresideiit alien individual.
the term 'undistributed net income' for any taxable year does not include
amounts for a taxable year for which there is not a United States beneficiary
for any portion of such trust, other than amounts which would have been
taxable to a nonresident alien beneficiary under j S1 had such amounts been
distributed in such year."
2. The exception for the throwback rule whi h exempts distributions of income accumulated during minority does not appi to foreign trusts even though
such foreign trusts were created by nonresidet aliens and even though the
beneficiaries were nonresident aliens during some or all of the period of
accumulation.
We suggest that-the exception applicable to amounts accumulated during
minority should apply to foreign trusts created by nonresident aliens, at least
to the extent that the minor beneficiaries were themselves nonresident aliens
during the period of accumulation.

STATEMF.NT OF TIlE EVRuA COiRP.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank youi for the opportunity
to submit this statement on behalf of Evra Corporation. formerly named HynminMlehaels Company, an Illinois corporation now liquidated, and its shareholders
Everett and Ralph Michaels (collectively referred to as "Taxpayer"). We
strongly urge the passage of Section 2(t) (12) (A) of H.R. 6715 (the Technical
Corrections Bill of 1977 currently pending before your Committee) which amends
Section 1101 (g) (4) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 ("TRA") to provide for
a change of the effective date of TRA Section 1101(d) from "after December
31, 1975" to "after December 31, 1976."
The change in effective dates of TRA 1101(d) affected by this section of
H.R. 6715 was reported by the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Representatives on October 12, 1977, and passed by the House of Representativs
on October 17, 1977.
On July 8. 1976, the Taxpayer consummated a sale of substantially all its
assets to Azcon Corporation. a Maine corporation. Negotiations for this sale
began in February, 1976. Included in the assets sold was 100% of the stock of
a domestic international sales corporation ("DISC"). Prior to consummation
of the sale. Erra Corporation qualified for liquidation under 1 337 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1964 ("Code"). Following the sale, Evra Corporation was
liquidated.
Prior to the enactment of the TRA, 1 995(c) off the Code did not provide for
the recapture of accumulated DISC income upon disposition of the stock of a
DISC in a transaction to which Code 1337 applied. In your report on the TRA,
made on June 10, 1976, you specifically recognized this fact as follows '
"The committee amendment also includes two provisions to resolve technical
problems in existing law. The first relates to recapture of accumulated DISC
Income upon disposition of stock of a DISC. Under present law If stock in a DISC
is distributed, sold or exchanged in certain tax-free transactions (sec. 811, 836
or 337) there Is no recapture because neither of the conditions for recapture are
satisfied: No gain Is recognized and the corporate existence of the DISC is not
O8-902-77--26
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terminated. The committee's amendment specifically requires recapture under
these circumstances. Conforming amendments with respect to the partnership
provisions have also been made (sec. 751(c))."
I 1101(d) of the TRA as finally enacted amended Code § 995(c) to provide
for recapture of accumulated DISC income in such situations.
The House Bill (II.R. 10612), which became the TRA, contained certain provisions affecting other aspects of DISCs, but did not contain the recapture provisions of TRA 11101 (d). The recapture provisions of TRA § 1101 (d) were first
introduced in your committee on June 10, 1976. Your version of H.R. 10612 provided that most DISC provisions, including the recapture provisions of TRA
11101(d), would apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1976.
When the Senate passed its version of It.R. 10612 on August 6, 1976. the effective
date for § 1101(d) of taxable years beginning after December 31, 1976 was
retained.
When Taxpayer consummated its sale of asets in July of 1976. the law then
in effect did not impose a recapture tax on the sale of 100% of the stock of a
DISC where there was a § 337 liquidation of the parent. The only notice available
to Taxpayer was the Senate proposal for a change in this provision to be effective for taxable years beginning after December 31. 1976.
As finally enacted on September 16, 1976, § 1101(g) (4) of the TRA provides
that the recapture provisions (1 1101(d)) are applicable "to sales, exchanges,
or other distributions [of DISC stock] aft.r December 31, 1975, In taxable years
ending after such date." The Summary of the Conference Agreement prepared
by the House Ways and Means Committee does not focus on the change in effective dates for the recapture provisions of § 1101(d). Apparently there was no
diNcussion of the change of the effective date for § 1101(d) when the final bill
was in Committee. The September 13, 1976 Statement of Managers of the Conference Committ- e Indicated that the Senate provision for recapture of accumulated DISC income upon disposition of the DISC stock and a § 337 liquidation
of the parent was included in the bill and. except with respect to a provision
which is not material to the recapture provisions of TRA I 1101(d), was applicable to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1976. Notwithstanding the
Committee Reports and the intent of the Senate, the 1976 TRA as finally passed
makes the recapture provisions of j 1101(d) applicable to years after December 31, 1975. Examination of all material available provides no explanation for
the change of the effective date.
It is understandable that Congress would view it desirable to amend Code
995(c) to provide for recapture of accumulated DISC income in a j 337 liquidation situation. The Senate passed such a provision but intended for It to operate
only prospectively. It is respectfully submitted that had there been great concern about the failure of Code § 995(c) to provide for such recapture: (1)
Congress would not have waited four years to enact a recapture provision; (2)
the House of Representatives would have included a provision for recapture in
the DISC provision of its bill; and (3) the Senate bill would not have originally
contained a prospective effective date for the recapture rules. Moreover, if such
importance had been placed on this isue, the Conference Committee In all likelihood would have made a conscious decision as to the earlier effective date and
would have so noted it in its report Instead of apparently inadvertently making
the effective date retroactive.
To reiterate, when the sale of all of the assets of Taxpayer, including the
100% stock interest in the DISC was being negotiated and at the time of closing.
there were no adverse tax consequences resulting under the Internal Revenue
Code and the DISC recapture provisions of the TRA had not yet been enacted.
The Taxpayer was aware that the House version of the DISC provisions of
H.R. 10612 did not deal with the question of recapture of accumulated DISC
income and that the proposed provisions for recapture of DISC income contained
in the Senate bill had an effective date for tax years beginning after December 31, 1976. Based on this knowledge, Taxpayer proceeded to close the sale
with no reason to anticipate that final legislation would provide for recapture
of accumulated and undistributed DISC income retroactive to January 1, 1976.
Clearly, had such retroactivity seemed likely, Taxpayer would have negotiated
a different sales price for the transaction so as to take into consideration the
new DISC provision. Taxpayer negotiated and consummated the sale in reliance
on (t) then existing law and (i) knowledge that the proposed changes, which
were contained only in the Senate bill, were to apply to taxable years beginning
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after December 31, 1976, and thus would not directly affect the transaction in
question. It is respectfully submitted that under these circumstances it was
inequitable for Congress to retroactively change the effective date of the proposed
law upon which date the Taxpayer had relied.
It might be suggested that § 2(t) (12) (A) of IH.R. 6715 is "special interest
legislation." This is not so. It seeks only to eliminate the Inequity caused by
the retroactive application of §1101(d) after all indications entitled taxpayers
to assume that if enacted the effective date would be prospective and therefore
have no effect on pre-1977 transactions. This legislation (i 2(t) (12) (A) to
remedy an inequity which apparently was inadvertently caused by previous
legislation (TRA 1 1101(g) (4)) cannot be considered "special interest legislation." Taxpayers must be able to rely on existing law to conduct their affairs
and should not be forced into inaction out of the fear that existing law will be
changed retroactively.
The result of the retroactive effective dates of this legislation has been to
increase the Taxpayer's tax liability by more than $500,000. Clearly, this is a
Serious matter to the Taxpayer. To our knowledge, this situation Is not a conmon one; therefore, it is unlikely that the granting of the relief -ought will have
a serious adverse effect on the revenues of the United States. In our instance,
the only effect on these revenues would be a refund of taxes paid for the calendar r
year 1976. Taxable years subsequent to 1976 would not be affected. Granting the
relief sought would eliminate a serious Inequity to Taxpayer which could not
be anticipated at the time the transaction in question was completed.
Therefore, it Is respectfully requested that this Committee pass Section 2(t)
(12) (A) of H.R. 6715, the Technical Corrections Bill of 1977, which amends § 1101
(g) (4) of the TRA so that the effective date of 11101(d) of the TRA will be for
years ending after December 31, 1976. This would restore the effective date of
this provision to that originally proposed by this Committee and originally passed
by the Senate, there being no indication that this change in date in the final bill
was a conscious and Celiberate act of the Conference Committee and the Congress.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of Evra Corporation and its Shareholders.
SIDNrEY J. Irss, Jr.
DONALD S. LOWITZ.

DAVID W. ALLEN.
AARON, AARON, SClIMBERo & I1ESS.
STATEMENT OF MARTIN

L. CoyNz, Szmoa Vrcr PRESIDENT, J. ARON & COMPANY, INC.

Chairman Long members of the committee, my name is Martin L. Coyne and
I am Senior Vice President of J. Aron & Company, Inc. J. Aron Is a dealer in
several commodities including precious metals and, through its wholly-owned
subsidiary, also acts as a futures commission merchant. My primary role at the
firm consists of oversight and supervision of all activities on futures exchanges.
While our firm, as a dealer in commodities, does not effect transactions in
commodity futures which would result in capital gains or losses, we are vitally
concerned with the change in the tax laws proposed to be effected by Section 2(u)
of H.R. 6715. That section would effectively Increase to twelve months the holdIng period required for capital gain and loss treatment for all non-agricultural
commodity futures; the six-month holding period presently required for capital
gains treatment would remain unchanged with respect to futures in agricultural
commodities.
I believe that there is no Justification for differing tax treatment of gains or
losses realized by the sale of commodity futures in different commodities which
are held for an identical period of time. Moreover, In my view, the direct result
of the creation of such a difference would be the weakening of the efficiency and
reliability of the futures exchanges which trade non-agricultural commodities.
I understand that the major basis for treating transactions in agricultural
commodities differently from other commodities is the thought that agricultural
commodities are subject to seasonal fluctuations which are not relevant to vonagricultural commodities. This hypothesis does not hold up under examination
because long-term capital gains treatment depends solely upon the maturity
of the distant contracts traded and the fact that a distant contract may be in
the next crop year has no effect on tax treatment. Until the recent addition of
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more distant contracts on Commodity Exchange, Inc., the most distant available
maturities on till domestic exchanges did not reflect any consistent pattern of
shorter maturities for agricultural commodities and longer maturities for nonagricultural commodities. In agricultural, as well as non-agricultural commodities, futures exchanges trade commodities which are twel'e or more months
distant.
The fact that distant months are available for trading on commodities exchange
does not detract from the Importance of insuring substantial volume In the more
nearby months. My firm regularly uses the facilities of domestic futures exchanges to hedge Its positions In physical metals and such hedges are customarily
placed in positions less than 12 months forward. As a result, it is of extreme
importance that investors not be discouraged from engaging in transactions in
those months.
If members of the public are deprived of realistic opportunities to obtain equitable tax treatment in precious metals futures markets, I fear that public participation in those markets will decline. The decline in volume on the exchanges
which trade precious metals will have an effect on the liquidity of those markets
and will consequently make our hedging activities, and those of our competitors,
less reliable. Our ability at the present time to offer a two-way market with an
extremely small spread between buy and sell prices is directly related to our efficient use of futures markets. If our ability to adequately use those futures
markets were curtailed, the prices quoted to our customers would undoubtedly
be affected.
Under the title of a Technical Corrections Act the House of Rel~resentatives
has, without the benefit of the views of our Industry, passed a bill which would
have a very deleterious impact. I am grateful for this opportunity to express my
views to this Committee on this matter of extreme importance to the precious
metals industry.
MILLER & CIIEVALIER,
lValdington, D.C., October 26, 1977.

lion. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.

Chairman, Subcommittee on Ta.ration and Debt .lfanagcmcnt, Commnittec on
Finance, U.S. Senate, Waghington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Pursuant to the Subcommitee's press release of October

20, 1977, the following comments are submitted to encouraged the Subcommittee
to make it clear that section 3(1) of HI.R. 6715 (the "Technical Corrections Act
of 1977") does not apply to transfers of stock If the transferor cannot vote the
shares transferred.
Section 2009(a) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 was; enacted to provide that
transferred stock would be included In the trazisferor's gross estate if he retained
voting rights therein. Section 3(i) of H.R. 6715 would limit this rule to cases
In which the transferor and his relatives hold at least 20 percent of the voting
power In the corporation. This is a sensible provision, and it should receive the
approval of the Subcommittee, the full Committee, and the Senate.
As passed by the House of Representatives, however, section 3(1) leaves some
doubt as to Its effect, because It introduces the undefined concept of the right to
vote stock "indirectly." A possible-albeit strained -interpretation is that If a
holder of 70 out of 100 shares issued by a corporation transfers 10 shares. including the voting rights therein, he is nevertheless deemed to have retained the right
to vote the transferred 10 shares "indirectly," because his control over the corporation through his 60 shares is as effective as it was when he held 70 shares.
Such a result has nothing to commend it, and it is explicitly repudiated in the
last paragraph of the Ways and Means Committee's explanation (H.R. Rep. No.
95-700, p. 77).
The best response would be for the Subcommittee to preclude this result by
drafting a suitably restrictive statutory definition of "indirect" voting rights.
Since this might be difficult, the Finance Committee should consider making Its
Intentions clear in Its report to the Senate. The explanation of the Ways and
Means Committee (p. 76) alq)ears to be concerned more with indirect transfer
than with indirect voting rights, and this failure to address the precise statutory
language creates the specter that the term "indirectly" may be broader than
It seems. The Finance Committee can correct this short-coming by citing appropriate examples of "Indirect" voting power-such as voting trusts, irrevocable
proxies, or whatever might be intended.
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At the minimum, however, the Finance Committee report should reaffirm
the disclaimer contained in the last paragraph of the Ways and Means Committee's explanation (p. 77).
As passed by the House, section 8(1) of H.R. 6715 would be applicable to
transfer, of stock made after June 22, 1976. This appears appropriate, because
that was the effective date of the original provision in section 2009(a) of the
1M78 Act. The Ways and Means Committee report (p. 77) erroneously indicates
that section (I) is to be effective with respect to decedents dying after December 81, 1976. The Finance Oommittee report should correct this discrepancy
and follow the language of the bilL

Respectfully,

JOHN M. BjxLEa.
SUTERLAND, ASBILL & BRENNAN,

Washinglton, D.O., Ootober£8, 1977.
Hon. HARRY F. BinD, Jr.
cThairman, Subcommittee on Taxation an Debt Management, Committee on
Pinance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DzAR SMAToR Byiw: Your Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
held hearings on October 26-28, 1977 with respect to H.R. 6715 ("'he Technical
Corrections Act of 1977") and certain other bills (8. 1954, S. 2227, S. 2228)
relating to the w)oallpd "carryover basis" provisions of the Tax Reform Act
of 1976. We respectfully request that this letter, which is submitted on behalf
of the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company, be included in the printed
record of th-Sub-,ommittee's hearings.
For the reasons set forth in this letter, Massachusetts Mutual supports legislation, as described below, and as recommended by the Treasury Departm .nt
in Its October 27, 1977 testimony before the Subcommittee, to alleviate certain
adverse and unintended effects of the carryover basis rules upon corporate
buyout arrangements.
SUMMARY

Prior to passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the tax basis of property
acquired from a decedent was generally equal to the fair market value of the
property on the date of the decedent's death. In the 1976 Act, Congress modified
this long-standing rule by the addition of sec. 102 to the Internal Revenue
Code. In general, sec. 1023 provides that the basis of property acquired from
a decedent will be equal to the decedent's basis in the property. As a result
of this change in the law, the potential capital gain resulting from utilization
of a stock redemption plan will generally be greate: than the potential capital
gain under a shareholder cross-purchase plan. In contrast, under pi!rr law,
the tax consequences of the two types of plans were, in this respect, identical.
Naturally, a strong interest is being evidenced in eliminating this new tax

disadvantage by converting existing stock redemption plans to cross-purchase
plans. It is quite typical that small businesses, to whose continued existence
these plans for transfer of the stock of a deceased shareholder are most important, fund corporate stock redemption plans through life insurance on the
shareholders, owned and paid for by the corporation. The corporation receives
no tax deduction for premiums paid but anticipates that the policy proceeds
will be exempt from income tax under sec. 101 (a) (1) of the Code.
It is in the effort to convert stock redemption plans funded by life insurance
to cross-purchase plans that the parties meet a frequently insurmountable
(and unintended) impediment. The proceeds of a life insurance policy purchased
by a shareholder from the corporation upon such a conversion are not protected
by any of the exemptions in sec. 101(a) (2) of the Code from the "transfer
for value" rule, described below. Yet, refunding through new Insurance may
be either impossible or require such a higher premium cost that shareholders
cannot avoid some substantial tax disadvantage vis-a-vis those who initially
adopted a cross-purchase plan.
To alleviate this harsh effect, Massachusetts Mutual supports the Treasury
recommendation that the "transfer for value" rules be amended to exclude
transfers of life insurance policies by a corporation to a shareholder if the
insured is a co-shareholder of that corporation. Such an amendment, although
necessary as E matter of equity, presents no potential for tax avoidance or
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abuse. This is because, under existing law, the failure of the corporatior to
receive fair market value for transferred policies will be treated as a distribution
to the shareholders and taxed as a dividend to the extent provided in see 316

of the Code.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

Use of Stock Purchase Plans. Frequently, shareholders of closely held corporations desire a mechanism whereby, upon the death of one o, more of the
corporation's shareholders, the business of the corporation may be continued
in an orderly fashion and without the risk of shares of stock passing to Individuals who neither have any experience with the business not any desire
to see It continued. Such mechanisms usually take the form of stock redemption
plans or shareholder cross-purchases plans. In either case, many plans are funded
by policies of ordinary Ufe insurance upon the lives of the shareholders.
Where a stock redemption plan is used, the corporation owns a policy of
life insurance uo the life of each shareholder. Upon the death of a shareholder,
the stock held by such shareholder Is redeemed by the corporation with the
proceeds of the policy of insurance on the life of the deceased shareholder.
In the case of a shareholder cross-purchase plan, the shareholders themselves
each own policies of insurance upon the lives of their co-shareholders. Upon
the death of a shareholder, the stock held by such shareholder is purchased
from his estate by the surviving shareholder or shareholders.
There are a variety of business or non-tax factors which may prompt the
selection of one form of plan over another in a particular case. A principal
consideration may Involve whether the governing Stafe law imposes restrictions
on the amount which may be distributed by a corporation In redemption of its
stock. For example, some States, to protect creditors, limit the amount which
can be distributed in redemption of stock to an amount equal to the corporation's earned surplus. In some situations, this type of restriction may make a
cross-purchase plan more attractive than a stock redemption plan. There are,
however, other factors which may make a stock redemption plan more desirable.
For example, in some instances, a cross-purchase plan may involve a greater
degree of complexity. One such complicating factor Is that some provision
must be made to have the surviving shareholders purchase the policies of insurance on the survivors owned by the decedent. Additionally, In a cross-purchase
plan, some Inequity in the insurance burden assumed by the shareholders may
result if the shareholders are of different ages, varying health, or hold different
amounts of stock. In contrast, use of a stock redemption plan will facilitate
equalization of the burden of premiums among shareholders of unequal age or
health. Thus, while Federal tax considerations come Into play In the select n
of one type of plan over another, business factors such as those outlined above
play an important, and often controlling, role in the selection process.
Impact of the.Tax Reform Act of 1976. As pointed out previously, the operation
of new sec. 1023 of the Code results in the potential capital gain resulting
from utilization of a stock redemption plan generally being greater than the
potential capital gain under a shareholder cross-purchase plan. In contrast,
under prior law, the tax consequences of the two types of plans were, in this
respect, identical.
The unequal application of the new carryover basis rule may be illustrated
by reference to a simple example involving a corporation with two shareholders
each of whoni owns 50 percent of the corporation's outstanding stock w:,d each
of whom has a zero basis in his stock. It should be assumed, for simplicity, that
the corporation has a net worth at all times of $100,000. Additionally, it should
lie assumed that. as is frequently the case, both the stock redemption plan and
the cross-purchase plan in the example are funded by one or more policies of life
insurance. If a stock redemption plaon is utilized, the corporation, upon the death
of the first shareholder, will receive $50.000 in life insurance proceeds which will
be distributed to the decedent's estate In redemption of the decedent's stock. The
surviving shareholder will thereafter own stock representing a 100 percent interest in a $100.000 corporation an,l will Ilave a zero tax basis in his stock. When
the surviving shareholder subsequently diecs, his stock will have a carryover basis
under sec. 1023 of zero and a $100,000 potential capital gain. Under prior law,
of course, the stock would have a stepped up basis of $100,000 and a zero potential capital gain.
If, in the same example, the parties utilize a cross-purchase plan. the tax results would be quite different. Under a cross-purchase plan, the $50,000 in life
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Insurance proceeds would be paid to the surviving shareholder and used by him
to purchase the shares of stock owned by the deceased shareholder prior to his
death. The surviving shareholder would, thus, as under a stock redemption plan,
own stock representing a 100 percent interest In a $100,000 corporation, However,
unlike the stock redemption plan, the surviving Mhareholder would have a $50,000
tax basis in his stock (representing the amount paid by him to the decedent shareholder's estate). When the surviving shareholder subsequently dies, his stock,
under sec. 1023, will have a carryover basis of $50,000 and a potential capital gain
of $50,000. Under prior law, the stock would have had a stepped-up basis and no
potential capital gain. Thus, as a result of the new carryover basis rule in 1976,
the use of a stock redemption plan produce.3 substantially less favorable tax consequences than existed under prior law.
Impact of "Transfer for Value" Rule. Upon learning of the new adverse effect
of the new carryover basis rules, shareholders of closely-held corporations began
to express an interest in converting existing stock redemption plans into crosspurchase plans. Interested taxpayers soon discovered that the desired conversion
by a transfer of corporate-owned life insurance policies to the shareholders would
produce adverse tax consequences under the so-called "transfer for value" rule
contained in sec. 101 (a) (2) of the Code.
As a general rule, the proceeds of life insurance policies are excluded from
gross income under see. 101(a) (1) of the Code. An exception to this rule is
contained in sec. 101 (a) (2) of the Code. That exception provides a -reduction
in the proceeds otherwise excludable from income If the policy is transferred
for a valuable consideration. While this "transfer for value" rule does not apply
to certain enumerated transfers, it does apply to transfers by corporations to coshareholders of the Insured. Consequently, the "transfer for value" rules stand
as a bar to the effective conversion of stcck redemption plans to cross-purchase
plans. Thus, shareholders who wish to convert to a cross-purchase plan in view
of the unanticipated adverse tax consequences of the new carryover basLq rules
are confronted with a second adverse tax consequence under the "transfer for
value" rule.
PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE SOLUTION

Because of the Impact of the "transfer for value" rule, as described above,
some have proposed that the conversion be accomplished by permitting the existing corporate-owned policies to lapse and having the shareholders thereafter
purchase new policies of insurance upon the lives of their co-shareholders. Insurers generally, including Massachusetts Mutual, which sell policies of life insurance used to fund such plans, do not condone the lapsing of existing policies
for the purpose of purchasing new policies. Such a procedure could often be
disadvantageous to shareholders of closely-held corporations. In some instances,
with the passage of time, one or more of the shaicholders may no longer be insurable, or be insurable only at a much higher premium than that currently paid
for preexisting policies.
Massachusetts Mutual respectfully submits that this problem can and should
be resolved, as the Treasury has proposed, by amending sec. 101(a) (2) (B) of
the Code by adding, to the existing exemptions to the so-called "transfer for
value" rules, a transfer by a corporation to a co-shareholder of the insured. Such
an amendment would permit the conversion of existing stock redemption plans
to cross-purchase plans by the transfer of the life insurance policies held by the
corporation to its shareholders without the loss of the exclusion otherwise available under sec. 101. Such an amendment would not open any avenue for tax
abuse. This is because a transfer of a policy by a corporation to one of Its shareholders will generally he taxed as a dividend unless the transfer is for fair market value. However, if the transfer is for value, it will almost always constitute
a "transfer for value" within the meaning of sec. 101(a) (2), with the result
that the portion of policy death proceeds otherwise excludable from income will
necessarily be reduced. Thus, an amendment to sec. 101(a) (2) Is clearly needed
if shareholders of closely-held corporations are to be given the opportunity, now
available for new plans, to select a particular plan with full knowledge of the
new and heretofore unanticipated tax consequences.
For these reasons, existing law should be amended by adding to the exemptions from the "transfer for value" rules a transfer, for a valuable consideration,
of a life insurance policy by a corporation to a co-shareholder of the insured.
D
Respectfully submitted.
DONALD
V. MOOREHEAD.
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AMERICAN HOTEL & MOTEL ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., October 28, 1977.
Re section 2(q) of H.R. 6715: Real Estate Exception of Limitation on Partnership Losses In the Case of Non-Recourse Loans.
Senator RUSSELL B. LNG,
Chairman,Committee on Finance,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEA MR. CHAIRMAN: We wish to comment on Section 2(q) of the Technical
Corrections Bill of 1977. The American Hotel & Motel Association is a federation
of hotel and motel associations located in the fifty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, having a membership in excess of 6,500
hotels and motels containing in excess of 850,000 rentable rooms. The American
Hotel & Motel Association maintains offices at 888 Seventh Avenue, New York
City, and at 777-14th Street, NW., Washington, D.C.
We believe that Section 704(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as
Amended by Section 213(e) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 could have an adverse effect on the hotel-motel Industry-an effect, we believe, not intended by
Congress.
In an effort to limit tax shelters, the bill limited partners and partnerships
from deducting losses in excess of the amount of money or property that the
partner had contributed or was required to contribute to the partnership. There
were specific exceptions In Section 704(d) to the geheral at-risk limitations and
one of the exceptions was "real estate." The exception for real estate provides
.. . nor shall it (provision limiting partner basis to amount to which he is
at-risk) apply to any partnership the principle activity of which is investing in
real property . . .".

A problem arises because the language that presently exists in Section 704(d)
and that which is proposed to substitute for it (Section 2(q) of H.R. 6715) are
both ambiguous and do not clarify the law.
If a partnership owns a hotel or motel, the hotel-motel rents both room space
(real estate) and furnishings (personal property), and gives substantial services to Its guests.
Section 2(q) of H.R. 6715 attempts to solve the problem of the definition "principle activity" but creates problems of its own with its "rental type Income" and
"substantially all" language. A hotel would still not be sure if its activities made
it exempt under the real-estate exception to the law.
The purpose of the exception to the general at-risk limitation for real estate
was to exclude non-recourse debts with respect to real estate. We think that
the intention of Congress would be fulfilled if the exception to the general atrisk limitations covered "non-recourse loans secured by real estate". This would
apply to all partnerships regardless of the nature of their activities, but only
with respect to their non-recourse loans secured by real property.
We also request that in the Committee Report it be made clear that the rental
of furniture, fixtures and other tangible personalty normally associated with the
rental of rooms in hotels and motels be specifically excluded from Code Section
465(c) (1) (C), and that a partnership, the principal activity of which involves
the ownership of hotels and motels, be treated as within the real property exception to Code Section 704(d).
We are not the only industry affected by Section 704(d) of the law but we
know that its effect on us would be extremely serious. We do hope that the bill
can-be corrected and the law restored to the effect originally intended by the
Congress.
Sincerely,
ALBERT L. McDErMorr,
Washington Representative.
STATEMENqT OF THE AMERICAN HOTEL & MOTEL ASSoCIATION
I am Albert L. McDermott, Washington Representative of the American Hotel
& Motel Association, which is a federation of hotel and motel associations located
in the fifty states, the Distrite of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands,
having a membership in excess of 6,500 hotels and motels containing in excess
of 850,000 rentable rooms. The American Hotel & Motel Association maintains
offices at 888 Seventh Avenue, New York City, and at 777 - 14th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.
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Last year, Congress passed the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Section 602 of that
bill and new Section 274(h) of the Code limits the amount of tax deductions
that can be taken by an individual or corporation on a business conventionoverseas.
We recognize that the business travel section of the tax law previous to the
Tax Reform Act was fraught with administrative difficulties, and too susCeptible to some abuse and confusion. We could understand why more exact language
and a more objective law was called for; but, we feel that the law as passed in
the '76 Reform Act was far more severe than necessary.
The law should have been focused upon the vacation disguised as a business
trip and not on all legitimate conventions that take place overseas. The law
has had a serious economic impact on many U.S. hotel corporations who have
properties outside the United States.
The law has so frightened convention planners that many conventions are
being cancelled in Mexico, Canada, the Caribbean and Bermuda, to name some
of the areas. These countries rely heavily on tourism and trade with us; and they
contain many resort properties that are American owned or managed, that entertain American tourists who arrive on American airlines.
The oft-discussed retaliatory potential of this law still exists. Last year, for
example, 429,000 Canadians visited the United States expressly to attend conventions, conferences and seminars. There Is a real possibility that Section 602
will hinder this free flow of tourist trade between us and our neighboring countries. Even the Helsinki Agreement, to which the United States is a party, states
that countries should ". . . encourage increased tourism on both an individual
and group basis" and "... facilitate the convening of meetings as well as travel

by delegations, groups and individuals .... "
The reporting requirements of the new law are onerous and extremely difficult in practice. The per diem limitation is confusing since the government
changes it contsantly and also provides for special appeals by a civil servant that
would not be available to a private citizen. In addition, many government officials are not even bound by per diem requirements; rather, they are just reimbursed for their actual travel expenses. Government employees may be given
special rates by hotels and motels, they may often eat at government installations, and can often stay in smaller, less expensive hotels that would be difficult
for a private citizen attending a convention to do so.
These are just some of the problems of the new law and although we are
doing all we can to understand It, and comply with It, we are finding it very
difficult. We think that the law should be completely repealed and a new law
with adequate reporting requirements and no limitation on travel be drawn up.
If such a repeal of the law is not practical, we would be In favor of many
other refinements which would make the present law workable. For example,
we would favor the so-called North American exemption (this would exempt
Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, and Bermuda) which would insure that our
neighboring countries not retaliate against us and curtail their tourist and convention business in this country; and, we would favor a repeal of the requirement that subsistence expenses not exceed the dollar per diem rate for United
States civil servants---civil servants' per diem rates, as I have mentioned, are
not the best indicias of travel costs.
Pleas for relief from newly passed tax laws are probably common, but In our
case the law has gone beyond the problem of tax subsidized vacation travel and
into the hindering of business and the hurting of foreign realtions with close and
friendly countries. We ask that you reconsider the law you have passed and review the impact of Section 602.
CORCORAN, YOUNGMAN & RowE,
Washington,D.C., October 31, 1977.
Re H.R. 6715, The Technical Corrections Act of 1977.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman, Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxration and Debt Management,
U.S. Senate, Waslhngton, D.C.
DAR SENATOR BYRD: Section 2(b) (3) of H.R. 6715, which provides certain
amendments to the changes made in section 57(b) (2) of the Internal Revenue
Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1076, makes clear that the minimum tax applies
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to amounts transferred to so-called charitable lead trusts after January 1, 1976.
As you are aware, a charitable lead trust is a trust where a charitable organization receives an annual unitrust or annuity trust amount for a period of years
and then noncharitable beneficiaries become entitled to the trust's income and
principal.
The minimum tax becomes applicable to these trusts because under proposed
section 57(b) (2) (c) (iv) of H.R. 6715 deductions allowed In any taxable year
undersection 642(c) for amounts paid to charity by such trusts shall not be
treated as deductions allowable in arriving at adjusted gross income, but rather
as itemized deductions. Pre-January 1, 1976 charitable lead trusts will not be
subject to the minimum tax if the charitable deduction exceeds 60 percent of
the trust's income. Charitable remainder trusts, however, will not be subject to
the minimum tax, whenever created.
The reason for limiting the exclusion to charitable lead trusts created before
January 1, 1976 is not apparent. The restrictions on the income tax deductibility
of contributions to such trusts contained in section 170(f) (2) effectively limit
their potential for abuse and the possibility that they will be used to shelter funds
from" the minimum tax. Under that section, a grantor must remain taxable on
the trust's income in order to obtain an income tax deduction for the value of
the charitable interest. Thus the minimum tax would be applicable to him
directly if the charitable interest could produce excess itemized deductions. If
the grantor does not remain taxable on the income, he receives no Income tax
deduction for the charitable interest. Under 'these circumstances, the only real
effect of the application of the minimum tax to charitable lead trusts is to
<deprive charities of funds.
This inequity with reference to charitable lead trusts can be remedied by
according such trusts the same treatment as charitable remainder trusts received
In H.R. 6715 as passed by the House, i.e., exclusion of the charitable deduction
from the minimum tax preference attributable to excess itemized deductions
regardless of when the trust was created. But in any event, charitable lead
trusts created under wills or receivable trusts which are used as will substitutes
clearly should not be subjected to the minimum tax as a result of their charitable
deductions, for the, charitable interest would not come into effect until after
the death of the grantor. Therefore, there is obviously no potential for individual
avoidance of the minimum tax at that time.
An exclusion of charitable lead trusts created under wills and/or revocable
-trusts which are used as will substitutes is certainly in keeping with Donald
C. Lubick's testimony of October 26, 1977 before your Subcommittee when he
declared that:
The only charitable trusts that should be subject to inclusion in the minimum tax preference base are those where the grantor or a noncharitable
beneficiary can use the trust as a device to avoid the limitation on excess
itemized deductions.
I would appreciate your incorporating this letter into the hearings in- such
manner that it may be entitled to further consideration by the Committee.
Sincerely,
DONALD J. CRONIN,

Attorney-at-law.
WRITTEN COMMENTS OF THOMAS P. SWEENEY
SUM MARY

The comments set forth herein are respectfully submitted by Thomas P.
Sweeney, a partner in the law firm of Richards, Layton & Finger, 4072 DuPont
Building, Wilmington, Delaware 19899, as his individual comments pertaining
to the particular provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-455) set forth
below and with respect to S. 1954, S. 2227, and S. 2228 in order to alleviate great
Inequities and burdens created by the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
SPECIFXo COMMENTS
I. S eparateconsiderationof H.)R. 6715 from S. 1954, S. 2227, and S. 2228
Because of the need to eliminate confusion with respect to numerous drafting
,errors and ambiguous language contained in the final version of the Tax Reform
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Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-455), it is extremely important to enact promptly I.IL
J715 (The Technical Corrections Act of 1977).
The grave need to repeal or delay the Carryover Basis Rules is a matter
of substance and policy that is entitled to consideration separate from an Act
intended to make explicit what Congress had thought it had made explicit in the
Tax Reform Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-455). Consequently, the policy debates and
disagreements which might surround repeal or delay of the Carryover Basis
Rules should not give rise to delay in Enactment of a Bill (H.R. 6715) which is
intended to merely clarify and make technically correct the Tax Reform Act
of 1976 (P.L. 94-455). To delay or defer the enactment of H.R. 6715 would be
extremely unfair to taxpayers since a number of the provisions of P.L. 94-455
corrected therein have effective dates which preceded the actual enactment of
P.L. 94-455 and thus have created uncertainty as to what should have been
reported on prior years' tax returns or in tax returns due to lie tiled for calendar
.year 1977.
-II. Carryover ba8s proviaions
The Carryover Basis provisions contained in Section 1023 of the Internal Reve,nue Code of 1954, as added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, are an undue burden
,on the citizens of the United States and seem to conflict entirely with the congressional desire to retain and enhance capital formation. Obviously, the private
.sector cannot continue to develop capital if that capital is constantly going to be
.confiscated in the form of taxation, particularly when a substantial portion of
the capital, in terms of value, is attributable to inflation factors rather than real
'Increases in capital.
The complexities of the provisions of Section 1023 and the failure to consider
carefully their interplay with other provisions of the Internal Revenue Code have
caused, and are causing, grave problems in the case of decedents dying on and
:after January 1, 1977.
For example, the carryover basis provisions constitute an unbearable burden
-on the small estate in Delaware where the probate property is an amount less
-than $7,500 and the estate can be administered by affidavit rather than by full
probate administration. In such situations the actual taxable estate could be sev,eral million dollars or several hundred thousands dollars. Jointly-held property,
real property, and life insurance proceeds are not subject to probate in Delaware.
Under these circumstances, where the estate is administered without counsel,
the surviving joint tenant, qr tenant by the entirety, and the recipient of the
insuance proceeds, etc., has no idea as to the application of the CarryoverBasis provisions, the reporting requirements, the tracing requirements, the Fresh.Start Rule, the minimum fair market value of $60,000, and the Ten-Thousand
!Dollar Rule as to household and personal effects. It is not uncommon with infla'tion and increased life insurance-for the estate of the modest factory worker to
reach a size of $100,000 to $300,000 and, where this is the situation, the Carryover
Basis Rules creates utter havoc and places an unadministrable burden not
only upon the potential taxpayer, but also upon the Internal Revenue Service
itself.
For the foregoing reasons, as well as the reason that eventually the Carryover
TBasis Rules will substantially deplete within the private sector a large portion
.of the private capital which is currently being used to create jobs for people and
'in order to achieve simplification and equity, the Carryover Basis Rules should
'be repealed immediately.
In our office, much to our consternation, we have had to turn down the repre-sentation of four individual executors simply because the estates were not large
enough (from a probate point of view) to justify the payment of a legal fee
under the Rules of the Court of Chance'ry of a-sufficient amount to cover the
-time that it would take to make certain that the executor complied with the
'Carryover Basis Rules in ascertaining the decedent's basis in all assets; deter-mining what assets to which the $10,000 exclusion, with respect to household
effects, would apply; to determine what assets to which the $60,000 minimum
fair market value would apply; and to make certain that the executor would
-comply with the reporting requirements to the Internal Revenue Service and to
,the beneficiaries. In each case, the bulk of the estate was jointly held, there
,were few or no records as to the actual cost, there were few or no marketable
securities involved, and thus the Fresh Start Formula which would apply required .applJction of that complicated formula to determine the carryover basis
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of assets which were not marketable securities and to see how the application of
the minimum $60,000 exclusion and the $10,000 personal property exclusion
would be applied. Further, in each case it appeared that probably ro Federal
Estate Tax Return would be required to-be filed under the new filing requirements because of the unified credits, but, possibly, such a return may be required
depending upon the ultimate valuation of real estate (jointly held) and other
jointly-held property.
From the foregoing it is our hope that Congress can see the albatross which it
has hung around the neck of the so-called "surviving spouse executor," particularly in small estates with respect to the Carryover Basis Rules.
S. 1954, which would repeal the carryover basis rules enacted in the Tax Reform Act of 1976, would provide the result necessary to provide equity for all
taxpayers (small or large) and eliminate in their entirety the problems enumerated above.
However, because of the lack of time and the cumbersome legislative process
which was undertaken In passing the Carryover Basis Rules as part of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976, the very least that should be done Is to defer the effective
date of the Carryover Basis Rules as suggested In S. 2227 in order that Congress
may have the proper time to consider the devastating effect of the Carryover
Basis Rules on all taxpayers.
The changes suggested by S. 2228 do nothing more than push the problems off
on those taxpayers already bearing the greatest tax burden and fail to take into
account that in setting the Estate Tax Rates Congress did consider the fact that
assets would receive a stepped-up basis on death (under the pre-Carryover Basis
Rules) and set high estate tax rates accordingly. The mistakes of the legislative
rush in enacting the Estate and Gift Tax Reform Provisions of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976 should have been lesson enough to show that repeal or at least deferral of effective date is what is needed.
Respectfully submitted.
THOMAS P. SWEENEY.
STATEMENT OF THE SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY

The Superior Oil Company files this statement in support of a provision modifying Section 956 of the Internal Revenue Code.
Section 956 of the Code now provides that if a United States corporation owns
more than 50 percent of the stock of a foreign corporation and the foreign corporation makes certain investments in United States property, the amount so
invested is to be treated as a dividend to the U.S. corporation.
The Superior Oil Company ("Superior") is a U.S. corporation which owns
about 53 percent of the stock of Canadian Superior Oil, Ltd. ("Canadian Superior"),- a Canadian corporation that is engaged in the exploration for oil and
gas in Canada and throughout the world. Canadian Superior's remaining stock
-is publicly held, and a majority of Canadian Superior's directors are Canadian
residents. Canadian Superior has explored for oil and gas off the Outer Continental Shelf of the United States, as well as elsewhere throughout the world.
Since 1964, Canadian Superior has advanced substantial funds to Canadion
Superior's wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary for use In the acquisition, exploration,
and development of interests in Federal oil and gas leases on the Outer Continental Shelf in the Gulf of Mexico. more than 12 miles beyond the coastline of the
United States. The U.S. subsidiary as organized because Federal leasing regulations require that such leases be held by a U.S. corporation.
The amounts paid for these leases have been paid Into the United States
Treasury. Any oil or gas discovered on these leasehold interests is sold by
Canadian Superior to unrelated U.S. companies.
Superior has derived no tax or other benefit from the expenditures made by
Canadian Superior. Indeed, since Canadian Superior and its U.S. subsidiary do
not have U.S. income from other sources, the usual tax deductions for the oil and
gas exploration and development expenditures by Canadian Superior's TT.S. subsidiary in excess of its income therefrom have produced no tax benefit. Superior
could not properly prevent Canadian Superior, with 47 percent of its stock publicly held, from using Canadian Superior's own funds to acquire oil and gas
leases on the Outer Continental Shelf or elsewhere In the world If Canadian
Superior considered it desirable to do so.
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Superior believes that it was not the intent of Section 956 to cause the expenditures liade by Canadian Superior on the Outer Continental Shelf in the ordinary
course of its business of exploring for oil and gas to be taxable as dividends to
Superior. If Canadian Superior's expenditures in past years were taxable to
Superior when made, then under Section 959 of the present law dividends in corresponding amounts paid by Canadian Superior to Superior In future years
would be tax-free. The uncertainty of the status of the past expenditures also
produces uncertainty as to the tax status of future distributions.
The Tax Reform Act of 1969 added Section 638 to the Internal Revenue Code
to provide that for certain purposes the Outer Continental Shelf, even though
outside the 12-mile limit, should be treated as being within the United States. It
does not appear that Congress contemplated the effect this amendment might
have in broadening the scope of lectlon 956 when the amendment was enacted
in 199. Accordingly, Superior requests the adoption of legislation which provides
that investments in prolrty situated on or used exclusively in connection with
the Outer Continental Shelf made by foreign corporations subsequent to the Tax
Reform Act of 1909 will not be.treated as dividends to their U.S. shareholders.
Superior believes that this provision is fair and reasonable and respectfully
urges its enactment.
STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. REESE, LEGISLATIvE DIRECTOR
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, My name is Thomas J. Reese
and I am Legislative.Director of Taxation with Representation, a public interest
taxpayers' lobby with over 15,000 members.
I want to urge the committee not to change the effective dates of any additional part of the Tax Reform Act before these matters are taken up in connection with the Administration's tax reform proposals. Changing anything now
will only cause additional confusion and uncertainty.
CarryoverBasis.-Under prior law, the cost or other basis of property acquired
from a decedent generally was "stepped-up" to its fair market value at the date
of death. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 provided that the basis of property passing
from a decedent who dies after December 31, 1976, is to be the same as the decedent's basis immediately before his death (with certain adjustments). The
basis of appreciated property Is Increased by federal and state death taxes attributable to the appreciation in that property. In addition, the aggregate basis
of all carryover basis property may be increased to a minimum of $60,000. A
$10,000 exemption is provided for household and personal effects of the decedent.
Generous transition rules were provided.
Taxation with Representation did not support the carryover basis provision in
the reform bill. Rather we always supported a stronger proposal calling for taxation of capital gains at death. Because of the opposition of those who opposed
taxing gains at death, you adopted the carryover basis provision, essentially as a
compromise, rather than the simpler, more equitable, and more efficient proposal
to tax gains at death. But since you did adopt the carryover basis provision, we
think that it should remain the law until the administration's forthcoming tax
proposals can be considered.
According to a study by Professor James D. Smith of Pennsylvania State Uni-- versity, which is attached to my testimony, only 7% of the population had a net
worth of over $60,000 in 1972. He estimated that only the estates of the richest 5%
of the population were taxed under the old law. Under the new law, an estate does
not become taxable unless far larger amounts are involved; up to half a million
dollars can now pass estate-tax-free in owme circumstances. I would guess then
that less than 2% or 3% of the populaton will be affected under the new law by
the carryover basis provision.
Attached to my testimony you will find a copy of Professor Smith's article. In
adidtion, I have attached a copy of a news story from Tax Notes. October 17, 1977,
which describes the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee on carryover
basis. I ask that both of these articles be printed as part of the record. I hope you
will find the Tax Notes story interesting, especially my comments on carryover
basis which are quoted.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Attachments: "Congressional Testimony Carryover Basis Hearings." Tax
Notes, October 17. 1977, page 11. James D. Smith, "The Impact of the Estate Tax:
Only the Wealthy Feel Its Bite," Tax Notes, April 26, 1976, pages 18-22.
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CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY

CARRYOVER BASIS HEARINGS
The House Ways and Means Committee October 6 heard strong criticism of a
new system of dealing with the appreciation of assets held until death-a system
that President Carter is expected to propose scrapping in favor of a much tougher
one that wouldlncrease tax collections on those assets by about $17 billion a year.
Tax experts gathered at the Ways and Means hearings to allege severe administrative problems with the current system of "carryover basis." But a tax reform
lobbyist angered the tax experts when he asserted that their real objective was to
lower their clients' taxes.
Carryover basis requires that the cost of an asset when acquired by a decedent,
be carried over by the heir and used in the heir's computation of gain or loss when
the asset is sold. This contrasts with, the practice prior to enactment of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 under which heirs could assuine that the cost of an amet received from a decedent was the value at the time of death. This had the effect of
substantially reducing or eliminating any tax on the capital gains realized when
the heirs sold the asset.
Tax practitioners critical
Witnesses from several organizations. including the Tax Section of the American Bar Association, the American Bankers Association, the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants, the American College of Probate Counsel and the
New York Bar Association, supported repeal of the carryover basis provision.
Thomas J. Reese, legislative director of Taxation with Representation, which
describes itself as a public interest taxpayers' lobby, was one of the few witnesses
to defend carryover basis, though he said he preferred an actual income tax on
gains at the time of death. The same position on carryover basis and In favor of
a tax on gains at death was advocated by Sheldon S. Cohen, former Commissioner
of Internal Revenue and now the principal partner in the Washington law firm
of Cohen & Tretz.
Such a proposal Is expected to be proposed by President Carter along with an
end to preferential treatment for lifetime gains as well. The tax on gains at death
would raise an estimated $1.7 billion a year when fully effective and the lifetime
gains proposal would raise another $4.5 billion annually.
Ways and Means member Charles A. Vanik, D-Ohio, asked Reese to respond to
the objections to carryover basis raised by the other witnesses. Following are excerpts from his answers:
The first point to remember is a person has to have over 60 or 70 thousand dollars worth of capital before the carryover provision will affect him.
The povision in the law says that the total assets of the estate can be stepped
up to $60,000, plus there is a $10,000 exemption for personal property and household goods.
My second point is that this committee cannot deal in the tax code with stupidity. If people do not keep records there is not much that this committee can do
about it. These people are already hiring highly sophisticated tax lawyers to
avoid paying any taxes.
I agree the carryover basis provisions are not simple, but we have had the
carryover basis problem with gifts for many years. People had to figure out what
their basis was if they were going to give away their assets. We: have the same
problem now with transfers at death.
Also, if the property came from another decedent, the tax return that was filed
with the estate tax will give the basis at the time of the death of the parent, or
whoever left the property to the decedent. Thus, you have that basis recorded on
the old estate tax return.
Goal to tao reduction
Now I do not want to minimize entirely the amount of problems with carryover
basis, but I think the bottom line for the people testifying here today is that
they want to reduce the taxes of their clients to the lowest possible amount.
If you enacted into the law a 10 percent credit for appreciation on property of
an estate, I think that these people could figure out quickly how to calculate the
appreciation in an estate in order to take advantage of that 10 percent credit.
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It is.only when we have a problem of taxing and paying taxes that all of these
terribly complex problems arise. I don't think that these people would be concerned about the complexity of setting up generation-skipping trusts.
We are talking about people that are paying thousands of dollars to their tax
lawyers In order to figure out how not to pay estate taxes. We feel these people
ought to be paying estate taxes. Because of the tremendous amount of lobbying oIL
this issue, we did not get a simple solution, namely, the taxing of capital gains at
death.
We think that taxing capital gains at death is proper and could be very simple
with a large exemption. I don't care what the exemption is, it could be $60,00W
worth of capital gains, $100,000 worth of capital gain. Maybe this committee will
have to go to a million dollars worth of capital gain in order to exempt the socalled small business and small farmer, but somewhere along the line we have to
tax capital gains at least once in a person's lifetime.
James C. Corman, D-Calif., a member of the Ways and Means Committee noted
wryly that people always complain about tax-raising provisions but never complain about tax incentives. "We have the wrong people drafting the wrong pieces
of the tax code," he said. "Whoever drafts tax incentives is very, very good. I
have never seen them draft one so complicated you could not live with it. But
every time we try to impose taxes, they run in the other team and write it so complex you can't live with it."
THE IMPACT OF THE ESTATE TAX: ONLY THE WEALTHY FEEL ITS BITE

(By James D. Smith)
The federal estate tax produces relatively little revenue, $3 billion a year, compared to $103 billion from the personal income tax and $36 billion from the corporate income tax. It was never intended to be a leading source of public funds. Its
-purposes have been and should continue.to be to act as (1) an impediment to the
accumulation of such great economic power in the hands of the few as to undermine the political efficacy of the many, and (2) a mechanism to even out to some
degree the life chances of children who had the foresight to choose rich parents
and those who lacked such prescience. Thus, the estate tax is one of a class of instruments intended to make the market and political systems fairer and, perhaps,
more efficient games. Given its peculiar functions, it Is important to insure that it
provides horizontal and vertical equity, i.e., that equals are treated equally and
nonequals unequally.
Unfortunately, the estate tax is not the best suited type of death tax for achieving Its intended ends. Many of the problems (including that of liquidity )associated with the estate tax would be less troublesome if we had an inheritance tax.
Under the present system of levying a tax against the value of the entire estate,
the potential inheritance of a poor heir and a rich one are dminished by the same
proportion. There is little point in worrying about equity among the dead and
of any power that they may exercise. If a goal of the estate tax is to disperse economic power, it would be well to tax inheritances on the basis of the combined
prior wealth and inheritance of the legatees. Such a system could permit the
transfer 'of rather sizeable amounts of wealth, without any tax, to persons of
modest means and could tax quite heavily wealth flowing to the already affluent.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH IN THE UNITED STATES

In most uses of wealth distribution data, we are interested in economic units
such as the family, because study of those units gives us a better view of one's
economic status than does the study of the wealth an individual holds in his
own name. This is particularly true of the very young and very old. However, for
purposes of formulating estate tax policies, thp individual is the natural tax
unit, because It is the individual's death that triggers the tax.
For practical purposes, a quarter of all U.S, citizens owned nothing in 1972.
Many of these unpropertied persons .wero, of course, children, but also included
are the old, and young adults living it poverty. About 45 percent of all individuals'
had a net worth of les than $5,000, and I am not ta.1kng simply about'flnangial
assets, but also about houses, automobiles and personal effects In tie manner
in-which the IRS views these things. Only about 7 percent of the population
had a net worth of $60,000 or more in 1972. Nobody below this 7 percent of
the population has his estate taxed if he dies, and for practical purposes, one is
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probably safe in saying that only the estates of the richest 5 percent of the
population are taxed at all under the present estate tax system.
The Aascts Held bj the Rich
For some perspective about the types of assets hed by the rich (those with a
net worth of $60,000 or more), let us examine that group more closely. It is
apparent that a substantial share of the total value of several types of assets
are held by his group of wealth-holders. Taking Into account the normal
statistical errors attendant on data such as these, citizens with a net worth
of $60,000 or more in both 1969 and 1972. held practically all the value of personally held state and local bonds, federal bonds (other than savings bonds),
notes and mortgages, and foreign and corporate bonds.
The most popular asset of the affluent is corporate stock, followed by real
estate. Surprisingly, the rich as a group hold a high proportion (13 percent of
their portfolio in cash (demand and time deposits). If various types of bonds
and notes and mortgages are added to cash holdings. it turns out that 25 percent
of the wealth of the rich is in a highly liquid form. Although some of the
corporate stock held by the rich is Issued by closely held corporations, the overwhelming share represents traded securities, which are highly liquid. The general
conclusion suggested by these data Is that the rich, as a group, maintain very
liquid portfolios.
Wealth Concentration Constant Over Time
Looking at the distribution of wealth over a period of years. one is struck by the
constancy of its concentration. Because a dollar value, such as $60,000, implies
different levels of real wealth in different years as price levels change, secular
movement in wealth concentration is best looked at by taking some fixed percent
of the population arrayed by wealth level. In Table 1 the share of the nation's
personally owned wealth held by the richest 1.0 percent and 0.5 percent of persons
is displayed. It can be seen from Table I that the share of U.S. wealth held Iky
the richest half of 1 percent of the population has been measured repeatedly at
between 22 and 24 percent of the total, over a period of nearly two decades.
If we go back further, there is evidence that at times there have been trends
toward less concentration. My colleague. Robert J. Lampman, of the University
of Wisconsin, has provided us with estimates for selected years from 19'22
through 1956. When his estimates are added to our own, a picture of the historical
trend emerges. Wealth in the United States has become less concentrated in the
last half century. But the diminution, Is not great, and it all occurred in periods
when the market system was functioning with difficulty or was in administrative
abeyance, specifically during the Great Depression and World War II.
Because wealth In the-U.S. continues to be so highly concentrated, as shown in
Table 1. the burden of the estate tax is similarly concentrated. And because the
estate tax burden falls predominantly on the most wealthy, any move to cut
estate taxes will necessarily confer its greatest benefits on those whose wealth is
substantial.
THE LIQU DrT ISSUE
The President and others- have stated that the estates of some decedents
may suffer a hardship in paying their estate taxes because of lack of liquidity.
The issue is felt to be particularly important In the case of family farms and
small businesses. There is little question that converting assets to a liquid form
to pay taxes may pose a financial burden on some estates. But from a policy point
of view, there are a number of questions that must be answered before one can
be comfortable in recommending legislation to alleviate the alleged liquidity
problem:
How extensive is the liquidity problem?
In addition to farms and businesses, are there other nonliquid assets, such as
personal effects, jewelry, art, household durables and the like, which also pose a
liquidity problem?
Is a lack of liquidity in estates an Inadvertent condition of the decedent's
prior economic life or is it In part due to prior Inter-vivos transfers of liquid
assets to the legatees who may use them to pay estate taxes?
Is the estate the correct unit of analysis for deciding whether a liquidity problem exists? Or Is the liquidity of the legatee also a relevant consideration?

TABLE L-SHARES OF RICHEST 0.5 PERCENT AND 1 PERCENT OF PERSONS IN NATIONAL WEALTH, 1953, 1958, 1962,
1965, 1969 AND 1972
[Dollar amounts in billions| ,
1953

Asset

1958
Share held
by richest

Value held by richest
100%

0.5%

1%

Real estate -----------------39.0
Corporate dock_- ........
SL1
a Bonds. ...........---........
72.8
Cash. -----160.1
Debt insmenb ..............34.0
Life Insurance (cash surrender
val-e) .....................
64.5
Trusts ................
20.5
Misc
..........-------222.8
Toalasseft .----------1,144. 7
Liabilities------------------140.0

$45.0
116.6
33.0
20.9
8.2
6.6
17.5
12.5
242.8
21.3

$68.0
30.8
- 38.3
28.8
10.9
9.1
1.8
19.8
305.7
29.0

Networth .............
1004.7
221.5
Number of pmasn (millions) ---------------.
80

276.7

0.5%

Value held by chestt
100%

0.5%

1%

0. 5%

1%

100%

0.5%

15.5
P.3
52.6
18.0
32.1
14.1
91.7
8.9
26.7
20.7

$621.5
264.1
87,0
216.0
43.7
79.9
30.3
312.9
1,625.1
227.4

$62.5
175.9
31.3
22.5
12.5
7.5
25.8
19.8
332.0
29.2

$93.9
199.2
36.0
32.8
16.3

10.1
66.6
360
10.4
28. 6

15.1
75.4
41.4
15.2
37.3

$770.0
426.4
94.5
27M.3
51.5

79.6
27.3
33.2
26.9
16.5

11.3
27.9
24.9
414.4
38. 3

9.4
85.1
6.3
20.4
12.9

14.1
92.1
7.9
25.5
16.8

93.8
46.1
379.4
2,093.9
314.0

7.1
NA
39.8
432.4
47.8

10.7
7.6
NA ..................
52.7
10.5
548.3
20.7
61.0
15.2

13.9
26.2
19.4

22.0
27.5 1,396.7
1.60 ------------------------------

302.8

376.1

21.7
26.9 1,779.9
1.'74 ------------------------------.

384.6

487.3

27.4

10.3
77.0
45.3z
13.1
.24.1
10.2
84. 5
5.5
21.2
15.2

0.87

0.5%

1%

0.5%o

1%

100%

$94.4
317.2
57.5
43.7
19.8

$135.8
364.9
63.2
62.7
25.4

10.3
53.2
55.5
11.9
37.1

14.8 $1,188.8
61.2
832.1
61.0
133.9
17.1
496.9
47.7
72.4

6.5
49.0
36.3

10.9
52.7
49.1

6.1
85.2
6.0

10.2
91.7
10.8

Totalassets------------- 2,601.0
Liabilties ----------------------413.3

575.4
57.0

712.7
73.1

22.1
13.8

518.4

639.6

23.7

Not wodh---------------

2,187.7

Number of persons (milions)..-------------.

97

0.5%

1%

0.5%

1%

100%

$170.7
423.3
71.5
71.2
29.6

-9.8
44.0
47.6
9.7
30.2

14.4 $1,492.6
50.8
870.9
53.4
158.0
14.3
748.8
40.9
77.5'

127.2
69.9
632.8

8.4
60.0
47.0

13.8
64.5
68.7

6.6
85.8
7.4

10.8
92.3
10.9

27.4
17.7

3,484.1
557.5

672.4
75.8

8488
100.5

19.3
13.6

29.2

2,926.6

596.7

748.1

20.4

1.01

1%

10.3
13.3
35.1
10.4
32.0

15.3
62.0
40.6
15.3
42.3

2L6

11.4

1.87 .................-

2.03 -----

Share held
by richest

Value held by richest

$117.0
366.3
63.7
48.1
21.9

1.94---------------------------

$117.8
264.4
38.4
42.5
21.8

0.5%

1972
Share held
by richest

Value held by richest

Realestate ----- _------------$917.7
Corporate stock --------------596.6
Bonds. ----------------------103.6
Cash ..........................
366.0
Debt instruments --------------53.3
Life insurance (cash surrender
vahw) .......................107.2
Trusts---------------------57.5
Miscebneous ..................
456.6

1%

93

1969
Share held
by richest

Value held by richest

100%

Share hekd
by richest

Value held by richest

1%

1965

Asse

1962
Share held
by richest

0.5%

1%

0.5%

1%

$150.9
429.3
82.5
63.6
30.3

$225.0
491.7
94.8
10L2
40.8

10.1
49.3
52.2
8.5
39.1

15.1
56.5
60.0
13.5
52.7

143.0
99.4
853.6

6.2
80.3
59.5

10.0
89.4
83.3

4.3
80.8
6.8

7.0
89.9
9.8

24.4
18.0

4,344.4
8085

822.4
100.7

1,046.9
131.0

18.9
12.5

24.1
16.2

25.6

3,535.9

721.7

915.9

20.4

25.9

--------------------

1.04

2.09.................

-

"
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To answer these questions, we computed for each estate a ratio of (a) federal
estate takes plus administration costs, to (b) liquid assets minus debts. We
regard this ratio as a conservative index of the etate's ability to pay estate taxes
without forced liquidation of less marketable assets.
Liqiddtgy Problem Not Extensive
It is clear from a study of the figures that the liquidity problem is less extensive than one might expecL Nearly three-quarters of the estate tax returns
filed in 1973 had a ratio of taxes and costs to liquid assets minus debts of less
than .25,.and 91 percent paid taxes of no more than 75 percent of their liquid
assets, after prior payment of all debts. Only about 6 percent of the estates filing
returns in 1978 had taxes and costs equal to or greater than their liquid assets
once all debts had been paid.
The Ford Administration's assertion that estates which include unincorporated
businesses or farms are substantially less liquid than others is not entirely without merit, however. About 16 percent of the estates in 1973 that contained business or farm assets had a ratio of taxes plus costs equal to .75 or more of their
liquid assets once debts had been subtracted, compared to only 4 percent for
estates without business and farm assets.
The estate tax base includes within it certain lifetime transfers which,
though not the property of the estate, are Included for purposes of tax coinputation if they were made in contemplation of death or were for less than fair
market value. These transfers add to the estate's taxes, but have not been
Included as part of liquid assets in our ratio. When the returns are tabulated
after excluding those with lifetime transfers, there is a further diminution of
the proportion of estates iwth a high ratio of taxes to liquid assets.
Another factor to be kept in mind when evaluating an estate's liquidity is that
inter-vivos transfers may well have been made to potential heirs by the decedent.
In there is a tendency, for estate planning purposes, to transfer liquid assets
to those who will be named as heirs, the liquidity problem will be even less a
matter of concern for public policy.
Finally, with all due respect to the Administration's proposal, I suggested that
it is not the liquidity of the estate that should be the controlling issue. The
real burden, indeed the only meaningful burden, of a death tax is that which
falls upon the living. A death tax levied against a very nonliquid estate is not
a liquidity problem to an heir who Is himself In a liquid position, or who is rich
enough so that access to the capital market is relatively easy.
Evaluating the Liquidity of Surviving Spouses
We can provide a limited amount of insight Into the liquidity and wealth
position of the heirs by looking at the one class of human heirs, spouses, who
are Identified on the Form 706. Married men, on the average left (or the ourts
distributed) 65 percent of their estates to their surviving spouses. Married
women left about 50 percent to their spouses. We can, by making a not-too-heroic
assumption that husbands and wives share roughly equally in the ownership
of assets, ask the question: What is the liquidity burden on the spouse of a tax
levied against the estate of the decedent spouse? To simulate this situation, we
altered our computer file in the following way:
The surviving spouse of each decedent was assumed to have assets equal to
the decedent's estate. In other words, If the decedent was shown to have an
estate with an economic value of $1 million, the surviving spouse was assumed to
have assets equal to $1 million. This may understate the survivor's wealth and
liquidity, because debt associated with the cost of the last illness (which reduces
the value of the decedent's estate) should not be subtracted from the survivor's

assets.

The surviving spouse was assigned a tax rate proportionate to the share of
the decedent's estate he or she received. Thus, If the surviving spouse got 80
percent of the decedent's assets, the survivor also was assumed to have borne
80 percent of the tax.
The ratio of tax burden to liquid assets of the surviving spouse was calculated.
When these things are done, the liquidity problem, at least for transfers at
death among spouses, nearly disappears.
Table 2 summarizes a portion of these findings. The table shows the percentage
of returns in each asset class on which taxes were equal to or greater than the
liquid, assets available to the surviving spouse. (The liquid assets included those
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in the decedent's estate.) These results are shown for estates which consist of
some form and non-corporate buFine s, assets, the least liquid type of assets.
Results are shown for all estates. In addition, the table shows the percentages
of estates in each asset class that paid no taxes.
Conclusions Regarding Liquidity
Thus, whether one looks at the figures relating to the ratio of taxes and other
costs to liquid estate assets, or at figures relating to the liquid wealth of surviving spouses, the point is the same: the liquidity problem is less than one might
expect, even when attention is concentrated on estates containing farms or
closely held business assets. On average, almost 93 percent of farm and business
estates encounter no liquidity problem. Even where the liquidity problem is
worst-In estates in the $200 thousand to $1 million range-about 90 percent
of all estates escape difficulties. Solutions to whatever liquidity problems may
exist shouldtake these facts into account.
1972
ONSURVIVING SPOUSES,
TABLE 2.-LIQUIDITY BURDEN
Percentage of returns where
taxes were equal or more Percentage of returns showing
noestate tax liability
than liquid assets
Economic value of estate (includes cash
value of life insurance; excludes life transfers)
thousands of dollars

I60

Some farm
and
noncorporate
business
assets

All returns

Some farm
and
noncorporate
business
assets,

2.4
0.7
4,0
4.7
6.9
7.9
10.8
10.3
10.0
6.3
7.4

1.5
.2
1.4
1.6
2.6
5.7
4.6
5.4
4.4
3.3
2.9

97.6
99. 3
76.8
74.5
47.5
1.0
1.4
.5
.4
1.0
38.8

Negative value. -----------------------------Less than $60 -------------------------------------to $80 ------------------.--------------------....---------.--------------------80 to $100 . ----------------------------------------100 to $150
$150 to $200 -------------------------------------SZO to $300 .......................................
$300to $500 .......................................
$500 to $I,000 ...............---------------------Over $1,000 .----------..............................
Average ......................................

All returns
98.5
99.8
80.5
51.9
1.4
1.2
1.0
.5
1.2
48.3

83.5

THE NORTHERN TBUST CO.,
Chicago, Ill., October25, 1977.

Re Carryover Basis Provisions of The Tax Reform Act of 1976.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Russell Senate Office Building,
lWashngtofi, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR LONo: We have been advised that hearings on the carryover

basis provisions of The Tax Reform Act of 1976 have beeh scheduled by a SubCommittee of the Senate Finance Committee this week. On Thursday, October 6,
1977, the, Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives held
hearings on the same subject. Raymond E. George, Jr., Senior Vice President in
our Trust Department, testified at those hearings. A copy of this prepared
statement as filed in support of his testimony is enclosed. As you will see from Mr. George's statement, one of the major administrative
difficulties which any executor will encounter under the present provisions is
the' determination of the basis of the decedent's assets. Our actual experience
to date Shows that it takes an average of more than three quarters of an hour
to determine the basis of an asset and that the consequent increase of administrative costs will approximate 20 percent for this function alone. Additional
costs will be involved In connection with the complex computations involved
in adjusting the carryover basis pursuant to the statutory rules.
In our opinion, It is unreasonable to Impose such a coat burden upon the
general public. It hould be noted that the carryover basis provisions are applicable to estates of'all decedents who own assets with a basis in excess of
$60,000, ni6t just to the estates of those required to file Federal estate tax returns.
If a professional fiduciary has the problems indicated in Mr. George's statement. it.is iasonable to ask how individuals, not skilled in such matters, can
possibly ope with the problems 'presented by the carryover'basis provisions.
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It is our recommendation that the carryover basis provisions of the Code be
repealed. We believe that only In this way can this unwarranted burden be lifted
fromi tfihneral public.
With current newspaper articles indicating President Carter's intention of
reducing taxes In the neighborhood of $16 to $20 billion, It would seem unnecessary to provide a replacement for the speculative revenues Which would be generated at some far distant future date by the carryover basis provisions. If, however,
such replacement is deemed essential, we would recommend that the method
adopted be one which would not require establishment of the decedent's basis in
assets. While some argue that taxpayers should and do keep adequate records, the
clear truth of the matter, as demonstrated by our actual experience, is that
they do not. We would specifically abjure taxation of gains at death, not only
because of the necessity of establishing the decedent's basis but also because of
the liquidity problems which it would impose, particularly on estates comprised of closely held businesses, farms and other illiquid types of assets.
Perhaps a modest upward adjustment of the unified tax rates would provide
both the required revenue and the much to be desired simplicity in
administration.
We respectfully request your support of measures which will eliminate the
impossible burden which the carryover basis provisions would impose on the
general public, whether they take the form of outright repeal or a postponement of the effective date to give Congress the time to study the matter In depth.
We believe it is essential that action in this regard be taken before Congress
adjourns this Fall.
Very truly yours,
J. GotoON HENRY.

Enclosure.
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND

E.

GEORGE, JR., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF THE NORTHERN

TijuST Co., CHICAGO, ILL.
The Northern Trust Company Is among the three largest trust companies
in the nation in terms of assets under management in accounts established by
individuals. I have re.ponsibility for the administration of probate estates and
personal trusts which involves over 7,000 accounts. I come before you today in
an effort to describe to you the extreme administrative difficulties which have
been created by the carryover basis provisions for executors of estates both
large and small.
We are certain that you have heard from many sources the great difficulties
which fiduciaries all across the country are having in admilistering the carryover basis provisions under the 1976 Tax Reform Act. We believe our experience
at The Northern Trust Company demonstrates that these provisions of the Act
are incapable of efficient administration at an acceptable economic cost.
You should be aware that the executor's job of developing cost basis information In an estate is a difficult and time consuming process even in the best of
circumstances. Even if the decedent had the resources to hire an accountant to
maintain his cost basis records or the skills to do it accurately himself, at the
very least the executor has the fiduciary duty to verify that capital changes
have been properly reflected and adjustments to basis accurately made. As an
example of how complicated this process can be, annual dividends of certain
widely held utilities are partially nontaxable, and each such payment requires
an adjustment to basis. Another illustration is Georgia Pacific Corporation whose
common stock has had over 80 capital changes affecting Its basis in the, past
10 years. Many of these issues are favorites of elderly people and have been
held by them for many years. Thus, a seemingly simple takes of verificAtion of
historical data can become an expensive and time consuming effort. ,
It has been our experience to date, that the ideal situation-of complete and
accurate records, as to cost basis is a rare occurrence. On the contrary, in the
majority of cases, we have found decedents' records to be woefully inadequate
and in some situations nonexistent. For example, we are currently administering an estate worth approximately $380,000 consisting of 56 issues of stock.
The decedent's records were voluminous, unorganized and filled three large
cartons. As executor, we were first required to sort through this material and
organize it. Then we had to analyze relevant documents, balance the decedent's
holdings at death to his records and then calculate the bases. Even then, cost
basis records were Incomplete and we had to search Probate Court files to locate
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and trace assets received from the mother's and father's estates. All of this
work required approximately 80 manhours of experienced staff employees. The
projected cost to the estate for this extraordinary wor' 'ould be $30 per hour
for a total o( $2,400. This would be In addition to the tYptcal'executor's fee of
$10,000 in an estate of this size,
In cases where records are nonexistent, the process, of establishing the decedent's: basis can be equally as frustrating and time coneumuing, Section 1023(g)
(8) of the Code suggests that you use fair market values as of the decedent's
dates of acquisition. This apparently presumes that if you have no records to
establish dates of acquisition, you use the dates which appear on the stock
certificate. In some cases this might work, but not 'always. We have an estate
where all of the stock certificates were dated in April, i970 and we have no
record older than 3 years. We have determined that anyone from whom the
decedent might have inherited property predeceased him by. many years. It
seems unlikely that he acquired these stocks all at one time and consequently,
as executor, we have had to write the transfer agent for'each of 45 issues the
decedent owned. to request a transcript of activities. We are aware that in
several cases, the transfer agents have changed and anticipate that we will have
considerable difficulty tracking back to previous record keepers. Assuming
transfer agent-charges average $10 per issue and we are required to spend a
minimal 2 hours per issue, at $30 per hour, the additional cost to the estate in
this case could easily exceed $3,150.
Attached to this statement are Appendix A which sets forth other examples
of the carryover basis problems under the 1976 Act and Appendix B which
gives a sampling of time executors have had to spend merely to establish cost
basis data. As you will see from Appendix B, even in modest size estates in the
$100,000 to $400,00 bracket it is not uncommon for the executor to have to
spend over one.hour per issue to complete this task and in one $00,000 estate
almost.$ hours per issue was required.
To. illustrate tlse difficulties further, consider the case of an individual,
who -during the 25 year period before his death, owned threehomes at different
times, one in New York, one in Connecticut and one in Florida, each of the
latter two being acquired in part by the reinvestment of the proceeds of the
prevhopsly owned residence. Consider, also, that.,the decedent may have various
expenditures with respect to each home. At his death, his executor must determine the oilglnal basis of the first home, then roll over that basis, with adjustments, into the next residence and repeat the same adjustment procedure as to
the thl4d. In each instance he must identify expenditures made in connection
wtth eaeh residence and assign them, to one of three categories: maintenance
and .repair, ordinary Improvements or "subst~ntlal improvejMpnts". Those assigned to'the first category are ignored for purposes of bgsis, those assigned
to ord)Aary improveownts,are added to basis, and those in the "substantial
impovements" category (Sec. 1023(h) (2) (D)) .must be identiflpd as a separate
asset. tor Sec. 1Q23 adjustment treatment. This enormously difficult task must
be done at least on a tentative basis before sale by the exeeutor or distribution
to the heirs or other- distributees. If the last residence is. held in joint tenancy
with right of sprvivorship, the executor must. provide basis information almost
immediately to the survivor.
"
f Even when the cost informationfif a,decedeiut's. asets has been obtained. the
fidnclaryis faced with additional administrative burdens.Ain most estates, sales
are required at*the outset of administration to raise money for death taxes and
expenses. Gains or losses realized on the sales are reportableon a fiduciary
income tax return which is often filed, prior to the due dates prescribed for the
Federal estate tax return and any state' death tax returns. In these cases, as
well as the situations where Federal estate or State death tax returns are
revived upon audit, the final adjustments to basis authorized by * 1023 cannot
be made, and the executor Is required to file both a tentative return based upon
the executor's best estimate and an amended return based upon the adjustment
figures as finally developed.
Another type of administrative problem caused by the adoption of carryover
basis rules, wifix-their many exceptions and adjustments is the imposition on
executors and administrators of a number of judgment decisions, as well as
mathematical determinations.
Stamp and coin collections, jewelry and clothing present particular difficulties
in tracing original costs and current values. Even when the executor or adminis-
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trator has established cost figures, the determination of current values must
of necessity be approximations based on the opinions of appraisers and are
subject to question and revaluation by' an IRS agent on audit. The language
of the Code is not clear whether an asset worth more than $10,000 can be
selectedfor a kind of "proportionate" exemption. Neither is it clear what the
effect is if the executor reports an item of jewelry at, say $9,000, and the agent
on audit finds 'it worth $13,000. Moreover, the selection of personal and household
effects for the purpose of the $10,000 exception must be made before the time
the estate tax return is filed.
The proper funding of marital deduction and residuary trusts creates considerable uncertainty for a fiduciary in selecting assets to satisfy such bequests
where the testator or grantor has died since January 1, 1977. No guidance has
been given by the IRS on the subject and professional corporate fiduciaries
and their attorneys are far from unanimous as to the course to be followed.
In drafting new' wills attorneys are unclear as to 'whether specific directions
should be given to the legal representative in regard to funding marital formula
bequests or whether the choice of assets may, or must, be left to the executor's
discretion and if the latter, what liability the representative may incur if he
makes a non pro rata allocation of high and low basis assets or if he violates
state rules on fiditciary impartiality. In view of the current decisions holding
the legal representative to be a virtual guarantor of success in the outcome
of his tax decisions, the responsibilities of the representative are indeed
frightening.
Carryover basis rules are capable of producing capricious results never intended by the Congress. It is possible that when an heir inherits property
subject to a liability that exceeds the carryover basis from the decedent, the
heir may suddenly discover he has a potential income tax liability greater than
the net worth of the property inherited. For example, assume A purchases
property for $10,000 in 1974. The property appreciates in value to $100,000 by
1990 when A mortgages the property for $80,000. He died in 1902 when the
property has a value of $100,000 and the mortgage is still outstanding in the
amount of $75,000. Assuming the computation of the "fresh-start" adjustment
results in a basis for gain of $20,000 and assuming also that the property is
sold in 1992 by' the heirs for $100,000, they will realize taxable incoine of
$80,000 which at a 35% capital gain rate will generate a tax liability of $28,000.
After paying the mortgage of $75,000 they will have only $25,000 left but have
a tax liability for $28,000.
Probate Court records for the Greater Chicago area indicate that 1580 estates
were opened in 1976 that had a value in excess of $100,000. See Appendix C. In
1156 or approximately three-fourths of those estates, individual executors were
responsible for the administration. While a professional fiduciary can be expected
to develop the cost information and make the many difficult calculations and
adjustments required by the new act (though at an increased cost to the beneficiaries), it is unlikely that the individual executor will be able to cope with
these multiple problems by himself. The result will be either Increased administrative expense to the estate where outside professional aid is sought or massive
noncompliance where the uninformed or overwhelmed individual executor fails
to satisfy the new requirements. In this regard, proper enforcement of the income
tax laws becomes impossible and increased income tax revenues, which were
designed to offset revenue lost from the increased estate tax exemption, will not
be forthcoming.
In conclusion, we feel that the difficulties caused by carryover basis provisions
of the 1976 Tax Reform Act, including the excessive expenses involved in establishing a decedent's cost bases, both with and without adequate records, the
complicated mathematical adjustments and the burdensome decisions placed on
the executor, warrant repeal of these provisions.
APPENDIX A
EXAMPLES OF CARRYOVER BASIS PROBLEMS U-NDER THE 1976 TAX REFORM ACT
1. A was given 120 shares of XYZ Corporation by her father at various times
from 1938 through 1954. A was given an additional 65 shares of stock in this same
company by her mother at various times from 1944 through 1947. XYZ Corporation was a small business that had been started by A's father in 1906 and the
shares she received from him consisted of a portion of the shares originally
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issued upon formation of the company. The shares w~ich A received from her
mother had been purchased by her mother in 1938. A had no records which would
indicate what her father's or mother's coAts of acquisition were, what the value
of the stock was when the gifts were made or the amount of any gift taXes that
may have been paid. Company records prior tO 1921 had been destroyed by fire
and 'consequently the only source documents were the minute books, certificate
books and cancelled certificates of the corporation from 1921 through 1976.
Examination of these records and determination of book values required 194
hours of professional and other staff time, costing approximately $2,850. These
shares were determined to have a fair market value of $28,750 and a cost basis
relating back to 1906 and 1938 of approximately $11,650, for a total gain of
approximately $17,100. (Source: The Northern Trust Company)
2. -Decedent's estate consists of 45 issues of stock. Decedent's cleaning lady was
very efficient and discarded all of his records that were older than three years.
Consequently, the Executor has been unable to locate any information regarding
the cost basis for these securities. All but a few of the stock certificates were
dated in April, 1970. The decedent had no Immediate surviving family and relatives from whom he might have Inherited property predeceased him by many
years. Since it is unlikely that the decedent acquired all of these assets at the
same time, the'Executor was required to write the transfer agent for each company involved. It is estimated that two to three hours per issue will be heeded to
finally establish the decedent's bases. (Source: The Northern Trust Company)
3. Decedent owned a home at the time of his death which he purchased in 1970.
Decedent's federal income tax return for 1970 shows that the gain from sale
of a previous residence was deferred when his last residence was acquired.
According to statements by distant relatives, the decedent lived in at least two
other residences during his lifetime. Decedent had no records which would indicate when these former residences were purchased, where they were located, the
prices paid for them or whether any Improvements were ever made. The Executor
will be forced to search through title documents and other documents on file in
the County Recorder's office. It is not possible to estimate the time that will be
required to search back to obtain the required information. (Source: The
Northern Trust Company)
4. Decedent's estate consists of 56 issues of stock. His records were quite
voluminous and filled three cartons. Information regarding the basis of these
securities was available for about 50 percent of the issues. The balance of the
cost basis information was obtained by searching Probate Court records to determine which assets were acquired by decedent from his mother's and father's
estates. Approximately 80 hours or 1 hours per issue were required to establish
cost bases for these securities. (Source: The Northern Trust Company)
5. A decedent has died since January 1, 1977 with approximately $1 million
in personalty, consisting of numerous items of furniture, pictures, jewelry, silverware, china, etc. maintained in four separate homes and acquired from
Innumerable sources, including substantial gifts and inheritances from a 10g line
of family members during the lifetime of the decedent who died at age 94. Cost
records for these items are incomplete, and since some were acquired by gift,
they may well trace back more than 100 years. Any attempt to list and define anything approaching an accurate cost for these items could well lead to the
expenditure of 100 or more man-hours of the Executor's time. (Source: Cleveland
Trust Company)
6. A sampling of trust accounts at Bank X in which the Grantor has died after
January 1, 1977 indicates that even when cost figures are available, there will be
extensive adjustments to basis required which will be time consuming and complicated. For example, in one trust, there are 84 different securities represented by
98 different blocks. In another trust, there are 62 securities represented by 97
different blocks. Under current law, the executor is therefore required to make
196 and 194 adjustments for death taxes on the appreciation element in each
block. If a separate fraction is developed under the Technical Amendments Act
for state death taxes, these figures may be increased respectively to 392 and 388
adjustments. These are representative normal trust accounts in which Grantors
have died, and it is apparent that TRA 76 has injected enormous complexityinto
what used to be routine accounts. (Source: Cleveland Trust Company)
7. In a very large estate. there is a Florida residence valued at approximately
$3.500,000 and a Cleveland residence valued at approximately $1,250,000. The land
for the Florida residence was acquired in 1894. The original structure was put
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up in 1920. There have beep major IdditionS to the property from 1920 to the
present. The original aritect is deceased. The original and subsequent building
plans are available, but incomplete. Prelimin~ry drawings are difficult to distinguish from the final plans used. The cost records are incomplete and they are
difficult' to document because the family archives contain numerous r~pords for
five substantial residence properties owned by the decedent over a period of
seventy year. Consequently, both the cost of the original property and construction an4 the history of the improvements and additions are virtually Impossible
to docu ment. Yet -the executo- has substantial monetary consequences at stake
with respect to the cost of the original structure and improvements. (Source:
First National Bank of Chicago)
'
8. An asset in an estate of a recently deceased widow is an 8 unit apartment
building. Ownership of the apartment'building passed to the decedent as surviving joint tenant on the death of her husband in 1962. Neither a federal nor a
state doath tAx' return had to be filed at the death of the husband; no appraisal
was made- of the property at that time nor was the depreciation basis altered.
In order to apply the "fresh start" provisions of Section 1023(h) (2), the executor
is now confronted with the task of securing an appraisal of the real estate as
of the death of the husband in 1962. (Source: First National Bank of Chicago)
9. Securities owned by the decedent were held In street name by broker A.
Broker A acquired decedent's account when Broker B was merged into the
successor firm. The records of broker A Are sketchy for many of the securities
as to both date of acquisition and cost., Since the securities are in street name,
it ts not possible to secure any of this information from the transfer agents.
(Source:
First owned
National Bank of Chicago)
10. Decedent
certain stocks and bonds which -were acquired through his
broker during the'perlod of 1955--1965 and were held by hils broker. Qn the
decedent's death, it was discovered that the broker was not able to produce any
information respecting actiial acquisition dates and cost. It appears that the rules
of the SEC only require brokers to maintain copies of statements for 6 years
and copies, of confirmations for 3 years. (Source: First National Bank' of
Chicago)
APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX C
ESTATES OVER$100,000 PROBATED IN GREATER CHICAGO AREA IN _1976
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Total -------------------------Source: The Northern Trust Co.
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PPG INDUSTRIES, INC.,

Pitsburgh, Pa., October 25, 1977.
11on1.HARRY F. BYiD, Jr.,

U.S. Scna-te, Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Senate Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Man-

agement will hold hearings this week on H.R. 0715, the Teclnical Corrections
Act of 1977.
Section 2(t) (7) (B) of this legislation deals with the foreign loss recapture
rules in a manner beneficial to certain companies incurring losses in U.S.
possessions. PPG Industries, Inc. would be ofle of the beneficiaries. This provision was singled out for criticism in the "Dissenting Views To The Report On
H.R. 6715" of the House Ways and Means Committee and again during debate
on the House floor. Although the appropriateness of this provision was ably
explained to the House by both the Chairman of the Ways and Mleans Committee and its ranking Republican member, I would like to take this opportunity to
respond on behalf of our Company.
The gist of the criticism Is that section 2(t).(7) (B) provides private tax relief rather than a technical correction; also, that the subject was considered
and rejected by the House last year. It is our sincere belief that these charges
reflect a misunderstanding of the background behind this section. We consider
it to be a technical correction to reflect appropriately the clear Intent of the
Conference Committee Report on the Tax Reform. Act of 1976
Contrary to published statements, the House of Representatives did not reject this provison last year, but in fact voted a more liberal transition rule.
The House version of the 19T6 Act, as it related to loss recapture rules, contained a five-year delay In their effective date with respect to losses Incurred In
Puerto Rico and other United States to encourage investments In Puerto Rico.
and that U.S. companies which had made such investments in reliance on the
tax treatment of-Puerto Rican income and loss, deserved a relatively brief period
to adjust to the new rules, especially since precipitous decisions could be very
unsettling to the already-troubled Puerto Rican economy.
The Senate version of the recapture rules did not contain a comparable delay
in effective date, but the Conference Committee ultimately agreed upon a threeyear delay. Unfortunately, the text of the Tax Reform Act did not reflect the
Conference Committee's decision-an inadvertence which was pointed out in
floor colloquies in both the House and the Senate prior to the passage of the
Tax Reform Act, in the Report on H.R. 6715, and in the statements of Chairman Ullman and Representative Conable of the Ways and Means Committee
during last week's debate.
Section 2(t) (7) (B) merely carries out the original intention of the Conference Committee to have a three-year postponement for possessions' losses. Actually, section 2(t) (7) (B) is less generous than the intent of the Conference
Committee in that it incorporates a restrictive modification recently proposed
by the Treasury Department, to which we have reluctantly agreed.
In short, section 2(t) (7) (B) represents, Dot a new relief provision, but
rather the correction of an inadvertent omission from the Tax Reform Act.
As such, it has a proper place in the Technical Corrections Act of 1977.
Furthermore, the impact of section 2(t) (7) (B) will not be unreasonable. In
1968. aware of the existing tax laws, our company decided to invest almost $200
million in Puerto Rico. Throtlgh a series of unanticipated circumstances such
as the lack of adequate electric power and the quadrupling of the prices of
raw materials and oil. we )ave, incurred heavy losses which are continuing.
Section 2(t) (7) (B) will affect only a relatively small portion of these losses:
(1) it will insure that a disposition of assets, which took place in early 1976
at a time when the House version of the recapture rules was the only available
Congressional pronouncement. was not taxable by reason of losses incurred in
1976; and (2) it provides that the recapture rules apply to only a portion of the
losses incurred in 1976, 1977 and 1978 and then only to income and dispositlons
after 1978.
It must also be pointed out that the estimates of the revenue loss from each
of these consequences--2 million associated with the 1976 disposition and
possibly $10 million after 1980-are necessarily speculative. It is not completely clear that the 1976 disposition was taxable in any event; and the rev-
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enue loss after 1980 will occur only as and if our company is successful in
turning around our Puerto Rican operations. Thus, although we welcome section 2(t) (7) (B) because it settles the issue regarding the 1976 disposition and
because it gives the Company some breathing space, section 2(t) (7) (B) hardly
constitutes the major give-away which its critics apparently perceive 9 to be.
I hope that this information will be a help during the Subcommittee's consideration of H.R. 6715.
Sincerely,
L. S. WILLIAMS.

SOUTHERN BANK & TaitST CO.,
Richmiond, Va., Noimnber 1, 1977.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,

U.S. -Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I understand the Senate Finance Committee's Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management has had hearings recently In-connection with the proposed repeal of the carryover basis law enacted as part
of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. I am writing to ask for your support for repeal
of this legislation which is bad law and which never received public debate at
the time it was enacted by the Joint Committee of the House and Senate in
1976.
. Frankly, I have been appalled by the complexity and problems created for
fiduciaries under the carryover basis law in the relatively short period of time
that we have had to live with the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Not only has this
made life more difficult for us in the fiduciary business, but it has added an
unbelievable burden to our citizens in the need for detailed record keeping, and
in many cases we find people simply have no accurate records for assets acquired many years ago, particularly for assets where there was no original
intent to sell for profit.
I could give a number of specific examples of how this law has proved burdensome, and will do so if you would find this additional information helpful.
Repeal of this complex carryover basis law would be a major step of progress.
and would certainly be in furtherance of the present Administration s stated
objective of simplifying tax administration for all citizens. I hope you share
my concern in this regard and can add a voice to get some legislative relief.
With kindest personal regards, I am
Sincerely,
RIEMAN MCNAMARA, Jr.,

Vice Cthairman.

UNITED VIRGINIA BANK/FIRsT NATIONAL.

/Hon. HARRY F. BYsD, Jr.,

Lynchburg, Va., November 8, 1977.

U.S. Senate, Old Senate Office Building,
lVashington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: You currently have before you for consideration the re-

peal of a very complex and costly provision of the 1976 Tax Reform Act. This
provision is the carryover basis law which will require an expensive, timeconsuming effort for individuals, their families and ultimately the personal representatives of their estates and the Internal Revenue Service.
The carryover basis law requires a personal representative to determine the decedent's acquisition date and acquisition cost for each item of property-included
in an estate. In addition, the personal representative is required to adjust this
basis to reflect the pre-December 31; 1976 appreciation, the tax add-on adjustment for estate and inheritance taxes paid, and a minimum basis adjustment.
The personal representative Is then required, under rather severe pensltles.
to furnish the cost basis to the Internal Revenue Service and the individual
recipient of the property.
These additional duties become extremely difficult where tangible personal
property is involved in a material amount. It is almost an impossibility to determine the source of acquisitions of the property let alone the cost or date of
acquisition.
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We strongly urge you to vote in favor of the -repeal of the carryover basis
law because of its complexity, its cost impact to personal representatives and
individuals, and the sheer awesomeness of the task of compliance for each taxpayer in the country.
Very truly yours,
A. S. KEMPF2 IIi,
Executive Ve President.
THE CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK,

Hon. HAun, F. BYRD, Jr.,

Richmond, Va., November 4, 1977.

Russell Building,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: This letter is by way of a follow-up to a telephone call I
made to your office on Wednesday, November 2, 1977. I write to you in order to
urge you to support repeal of the carryover basis portion of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976. This is a poorly designed piece of legislation which will greatly inhibit even the modest accumulation of capital. From what I have learned, it was
not even separately considered by the United States Senate during either committee hearings or floor debate on the entire Tax Reform Act of 1976.
I am a native Virginian and resident of Richmond. After obtaining my undergraduate degree in 1974 from the University of Virginia, I attended T. C. WilHams School of Law, from which I graduated In May, 1977. My present place
of employment is the Trust Department of The Central National Bank of Richmond, Virginia. I belong to the Virginia State Bar, the Virginia Bar Assoclation. and The Bar Association of the City of Richmond, Virginia. I am writing
you in my capacity as a private individual and constituent. Your consideration
of my request is greatly appreciated.
Yours truly,

0. STUART CALIFOUX.

UNITED VIRGINIA BANK,

Senator H~aty F. BYan, Jr.,
Russell Sengte Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

Richmond, Va., October 25, 1977.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: As you can see from the letterhead. I work for United Vir-

ginia Bank In Richmond, Virginia as a Vice President and Trust Officer in the
Trust Administrative Division. I have been working in this business for over
23 years and I must say that the provision of the 1976 tax reform act dealing
with carry over basis is the biggest "can of worms" that I have encountered
during my time with the bank. I am at the present administering several estates
under thin new" at and am finding it almost ihipossible to determine any cost
bases on tangible personal property, that was owned by the decedent. In one
particular case, the decedent was 96 years old at the time of her death and I ain
-sure that she had held most of this property for 50 years or more and there are no
records to substantiate what she paid for the tangible personal property, ineluding jewelery-and household furnishings.
I have been reading hopefully that there is a move to repeal this portion of the
1976 Tax Reform Act and I have also heard that you are interested in making
some changes or possibly repealing this portion of the act which is the reason for
my writing you this letter. I would like to add my voice to those who feel that
the passage of this act was done without recognizing the problems that would
be created by the carryover basis portion of the act..
If the idea was to raise additional revenue, I believe it can be accomplished by
another means and I have taken the liberty of attaching to this letter a suggestion in lieu of the carryover portion of the tax reform act of 1976. At any rate,
I hope that you will do everything possible to remedy the situation that now
exists by virtue of the carryover basis portion of the act by assisting in the repeal of this portion of the act as soon as possible.
Yours very truly,
Enclosure.

JOHN E. CAM PBe=r..
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SuozsTrz PLAN xi LIEU OF CARaYOVER BASIS IN TAx REFOBit

ACT Or 1976

After deduction of debts (including mortgage loans) and funeral expenses from
the gross taxable estate (including Insurance proceeds. Jointly held properties,
includable gifts, etc.) and $200,000, apply a surtax on the remainder of the estate. This tax will be in addition to the Federal estate tax that will be determined later but the surtax will be a deduction in determining the Federal estate
tax and the State Credit.
An example would be as follows:
Assume gross taxable estate
--------------------------------$750,000

--

Debts and funeral expenses -----------------------------------Mortgage loan on home -------------------------------------Allowed deduction for surtax purposes ---------------------------Subtotal ---------------------------

10, 000
20,000
200,000

Total
-------------------------------------------------1 percent surtax ----------------------------------------------

520, 000
.01

230,000

Total
-----------------------------------------------5,200
Federal estate tax computation assuming fee simple to other than spouse or
charity:
Gross estate
--------------------------------------------$750, 000
Debts and funeral expenses ----------------------------------Mortgage
------------------------------------------------Administrative expenses and exor. commission --------------------Surtax
---------------------------------------------------Subtotal --

10,000
20,000
30,000
5,200

----------------------------------------------

65, 200

Taxable estate -----------------------------------------Federal tax:
Taxable amount:
$500,000
-----------------------------------------

684, 800

$184,000
Total

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

State tax:
Taxable amount:

$500,000

$184,000

------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------

$115,800

60,720

176,520

$10,000

7,30

Total
-----------------------------------------17, 360
I The above computations take Into consideration the $30,000 unified credit.
The surtax would be in lieu of taxes that are presumed to be lost by the
stepped up cost basis that prevailed in estates prior to 1977. However, I do not
believe the carry over basis will be the "bonanza" that Congress envisioned when
adding this provision to the Tax Reforim Act. One reason is the fresh start date
on listed securities will be tantamount to a stepped up) basis for quite awhile.
Secondly, sales will be made in such a way to minimize capital gains by sales
for losses from other securities. The portion of the act dealing with assets other
than listed securities such as real estate, a closely held business and tangible
personal property create an even greater burden in trying to determine the
original cost basis. How many people could go through their home and tell you
the cost of each item of furniture? Possibly the Antique Collector might have a
record, ibut very few others would. It does not take too many Items of nice furnishing to exceed the $10,000 allowance for tangible personal property.
I bel eve that the U.S. Government would receive greater revenue by going
to a su rtax plus the Federal estate tax than by hoping to receive revenue from
greater capital gains by sale of inherited securities by beneficiaries with a carry
over bcsis.
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Therefore, I believe it would be better to repeal the carry over'basis provision and. go back to the stepped up basis as it stood before January 1, 1977. The
substitution of the additional surtax as illustrated above will create (I believe)
as much revenue asstands.
capital gains taxes would bring from the carry over basis
provision as it now
One other advantage to the stepped up basis is the removal of the stigma of
not wanting to sell because of gain. The carry over basis will tend to further
the stagnation of sales in the securities market due to the resulting capital gains
and its attendant taxes.
The example using a 1 percent surtax was used only for illustrative purposes.
I believe this could be a graduated tax beginning at 1 percent on smaller estates
and increasing by brackets of taxable estates at the rate of 1 percent each
bracket but not to exceed 5 percent on the top bracket. This would favor the
smaller estates but would not be too great a burden on the larger estate since
the surtax is a deductable item in determining the estate for Federal estate
tax purposes. For example if the estate is taxed at a top bracket of 50 percent
and the surtax would be a deduction from the taxable estate at its highest tax
bracket (i.e., assume $60,000 surtax in an estate with a top bracket of 50 percent). It would actually cost the estate $30,000 net as to the surtax. While the
larger estate pays a higher rate it is offset partially by the surtax being a deductable item in determining the net taxable estate.
Whether the surtax would be deducted before determining the marital deduction could be worked out and the amount of surtax rates could be determined by
Congressional Economists to reach the dollar result desired and at the same
time get rid of the "biggest monster" created during my time in this business
(23 years) by scrapping the carry over basis provision and returning to pre
1977 date of death value for cost basis (or optional -value) in estates.
I fsted below are some advantages to the government using a surtax system in
lieu of the carry over basis provision.
(1) Immediate receipt of revenue as opposed to possible revenue depending
on sale of carry over basis stock by distributee.
(2) Greater activity in securities market if carry over basis is abandoned and
revert to stepped basis.
(3) The greatest benefit would be that there would be no need for additional
personnel to follow the surtax' as there will be in the carry over basis provision both from the standpoint of new record keeping and enforcement of the
provisions of the carry over basis portion of the Tax Reform Act.
Also listed below are some benefits to the American public by rep(ating the
carry over basis provision of the Tax Reform Act.
(1) New cost basis that is easy to determine.
(2) Less expense in the settlement of estates. The carry over basis creates
such a great amount of additional work, banks, attorneys, accountants, etc. will
certainly have to raise their Executor's fees to cover this additional work.
(3) Remove one hindrance from sale of securities, i.e., low carry over basis,
which would be a plus for the economy to have turnover-in securities market.
(4) Terminate future record keeping of individuals of cost basis for household
furnishings, etc.
I am sure there are other benefits both to the public and the government,
however, I believe the above are sufficient to illustrate the proposal set forth.
Suggested breakdown of surtax rates-After deductions: first 750,000, 1 percent; next 750,000, 2 percent; next
1,500,000, 3 percent; next 2,000,000, 4 percent; and all over 5,000,000, 5
percent.
THE FIRST AND MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK or RADPORD,

Hon. UHavs F. BYRD, Yr.,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
Hon. WnILAM L. cor,
U.S. Senate,
Wa7UnWtont D.C.

Radford, Va., November 1, 1977.

DEAR SENATORS BYRD AND SCOTT: The Tax Reform Act of 1976 contained a
provision for the carry over of a decedent's cost basis of property inherited by
1 The surtax could be incorporated in the present estate tax form.
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his heirsI'have been in the trust business for eighteen years and to my recollection- thiswas the worst piece of legislation I have seen affecting the settlement
of estates and administration of trusts. It is unworkable. For this reason I
strongly urge you to support the repeal of the carry-over basis law and replace
it with the law which was effective prior to January 1, 1977-that is where the
heirs' cost basis of inherited assets was determined as of the decedent's death
or six months thereafter.
I
At this time, we have a Federal Estate Tax return due for a decedent who
died January 10th. The return was due September 10th. We have requested an
extension 'of time to file the return for two reasons. The first reason is that the
NRS does not yet have the necessary forms to file the return on. The second
reason is that we have not been able to come up with the decedent's cost basis
of certain assets. Unfortunately, we never will be able to come up with this cost
basis because the Information is nonexistent. However, under the law, we face
penalties if we do not come up with this nonexistent information.
We are named executor in the will of another individual who has a large coin
collection. This lady has collected coins all her life. Several months ago, I told
her that in the event of her death we would need the cost basis of her coins and
explained fo' her what "cost basis" meant as she did not know. The lady looked
at me with a bewildered expression. She explained that some of the coins had
been given to her, that some she bad traded for, that others she had purchased,
and still others that she took out of change. She has no idea of her cost basis.
I believe that this is the case of most people. Do you know the cost basis of
each of your assets?
Again, I believe that this pass through of cost basis is unworkable and the law
should be repealed. Frankly, I don't think the people of this country realize yet
the full meaning of the 1976 Tax Act but when they finally realize the full implications of this Act, I believe you will be hearing from them in mass.
Gentlemen, again, I strongly urge you to support the repeal of the pass through
of cost basis provisions of the 1976 Tax Act.
Very truly yours,
PERRY G. GORHAM,
Vice President, anti Trust Officer.
ALEXANDRIA NATIONAL BANK OF NORTHERN VIRGxNIA,
Alexandria, Va., October 81, 1977.
Hon. I~umY F. BYRD, Jr.,
U.S. Senate,
Russell Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The carryover basis provisions of the Tax Reform Act of
1976 are a nightmare because:
(1) Ohattels.- Stamp collections, coin collections, or for that matter chattel
collections of any kind, now create a virtually impossible situation. The cost of
each separate item must be ascertained, and each item must be separately
appraised so that the "fresh start" basis can be determined by the time-apportionment formula provided in the Code. The Technical Corrections Act of 1977
would provide a minimum basis which does not require the ascertainment of the
original cost by only for pre-1977 chattels.
(2) Securites-.The Impossibility of proving for listed securities because of
stock splits,' stock dividend, tax-free exchanges, and securities received by gift
can be cited In some cases.
(3) Repeated aequelstMon*.-DivIdend reinvestment plans, mutual fund holdings, and common trust funds in which numerous Section 1023 (c) and (e)
adjustments are required because of the constant small additions to the original
holding demonstrate the incredible record keeping that can be required.
(4) Theclosely-held stock.-Many closely-held businesses built up by the owner
during his lifetime have little or no cost records to aid the Executor of his
estate. He never intended to sell.
(5) Real estate.-Although the recorded deed will give the acquisition date
of real estate, it does not help us as to additions or improvements. And each
addition or' improvement is, of course, an acquisition for cost basis purposes.
Each substantiall" improvement will be regarded as a sparate Improvement for
purposes of the time-apportionment determination of the "fresh start" value.
However, an appraiser may find it impossible to appraise an improvement
separately.
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(6) The incredibly complex estate.-An estate with numerous holdings of
routine assets may require pages of carryover basis adjustments. Some persons
have already written to Members of Congress, describing an estate generally,
and then simply attaching page after page of computations making the required
adjustments.
(7) Duty to provide cost basis information.-The Executor is required to pro.
vide cost basis data to the IRS and to beneficiaries of all Items in the gross
estate. In some cases, the Executor may have a nominal probate estate but be
subject to onerous duties, subject to penalties for failure to comply, to give donees
such data as to nonprobate assets, such as joint and survivorship assets.
I strongly urge your support in repealing this bed law.
Very truly yours,
F. W. TOMPKINS,
Vice President and
Senior Trust Officer.
AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE,
Washington, D.C., Novermber 1, 1977.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
U.S. Senate, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR By=D: The Senate Finance Committee, In its mark-up of H.R.
6715 (The Technical Corrections Bill of 1977), Is scheduled to consider several
amendments to the carryover basis provisions which were added to the Income
tax laws by the Tax Reform Act of 1976. The amendments are embodied In S.
2228, Introduced by Senator Dole and you. One of the amendments would increase, from $00,000 to $175,000, the minimum tax basis available with respect to
assets included In a decedent's estate. When these assets are subsequently sold
by the heirs, only the selling price in excess of this basis represents taxable
Income.
NATURE OF PROBLEM

In a marked departure from present law, the Treasury Department, in testimony on October 27, 1977, before your Subcommittee, proposd an offset against
this "minimum basis" for life insurance, which offset would have the practical
effect of imposing an indirect income tax on part or all of the proceeds of the life
Insurance where the decedent Is otherwise entitled to use the "minimum basis"
provision. This would occur despite the fact that such proceeds are clearlyand have historically been- exempt from income tax under section 101 (a) of
the Code. Therefore, we strongly urge that you reject the Treasury's proposed
offset.
SPECIFIC EXAMPLE OF TREASURY OFFSET

Assume a taxpayer dies with securities valuct

at $175,000 which have a tax

basis of $25,000. Under the Byrd-Dole amendment, the tax basis of those assets
would be increased to $175,000 and the decedent's heirs would not owe any tax
on a sale of the assets, except with respect to a subsequent increase in their value.
However, the minimum basis allowance for a decedent in the same situation,
except that he also owns $75,000 of life insurance, would, under the Treasury
proposal, be reduced by the $75,000 of life insurance. Thus, the tax basis of the
securities in the hands of his heirs would be only $100,000 and they would owe
income tax on a $75,000 gain when the assets are subsequently sold.
In other words, the $75,000 of life insurance would produce an additional
$75,000 of potential taxable gain for their heirs-despite the long-standing Congressional policy specifically reflected In the tax laws of excluding the proceeds
of life Insurance from the income tax base.
Moreover, this indirect taxation of life insurance proceeds would fall unevenly
on decedents and their heirs depending, on the composition #nd size of the decedents' estates. It would fell most heavily on those with relatively small estates
consisting at least in part of appreciated assets. Decedents with large estates
will most likely have a tax basis in their assets above the minimum and, thus,
would not be affected one way or the other by the ownership of life Insurance.
In summary, therefore, If it Is decided to amend the minimum basis rules, we
urge that the Treasury modification be rejected and that the treatment of life
Insurance as presently reflected In the minimum basis rules be retained.
Sincerely,

L

WILLIAtr T. GIBB.
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DOWNING, SMITH, JORGENSEN & UHL,

Decatur, Ill., October 26, 1977.

Re House Ways and Means Committee public hearing, October 6, 1977, on proposed substantive amendments to the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
Hon. HnARY F. BYRD,

Olrman, Senate Finance Committee, Suboommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management,Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.C.

D AR M. BYRD: The notice of the public hearing on October 6, 1977,-on the
proposed substantive amendments to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, by the House
Ways and Means Committee, arrived too late for me to make a timely response.
In my opinion the carryover basis, generation-skipping, special farm valuation
provisions and many of the other provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 are
incomprehensible and in fact unworkable.
I cannot believe that elected and publicly paid representatives of the people
and their staffs could present and pass such abominable legislation.
Because of the complexity of the carryover basis provisions, I have heard it
suggested, in a public meeting, that it would be better to pay the penalty and
fine, even to the maximum of $7,500.00, rather than attempt the computation of a
basis that could be inaccurate and in error, if in fact the basis could be computed.
This should not be and It is an unnecessary and an extreme choice to the taxpayer
when it involves an illconcelved, unstudied and inexpertly prepared federal law.
The Congressional Committees have had the advice of outside expert witnesses"
who have explained these problems. However, Congress and its staff and the
Department of Treasury have failed to heed the advice.
As with many others who are involved in the area of taxation I have attended
many meetings and seminars concerning this Act. It is enlightening and surprising
that the experts do not have the answers and that the representatives of the
Department of Treasury and the staff of the Congressional Committees attending
these meetings, only add to the confusion and uncertainty.
But, in the meantime the Act is effective, and complying with it is the intent
of all concerned, if It can be understood. This Act has placed a severe burden
on the taxpayer, their legal representatives and advisors and counselors.
If Congress and the Department of Treasury intend any further tax reform I
trust It will not result in such a complicated law or regulations. They should
remember these laws involve the ordinary taxpaying public, not generally accustomed to the unintelligible laws and regulations promulgated from Washington.
If you and the Committee and the Department of Treasury do not believe so,
I ask you and each member of the Committee to carefully examine the 1970
Federal Income Tax Form Booklet, of 32 pages and forms, mailed to each taxpayer by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and particularly page 31 (which
I enclose) which Identifies the numerous schedules, forms and a few of the many
publications available. Upon receipt of most of these (a packet in plain plastic
cover over one inch thick) the taxpayer has enough material to astound and
confuse him for most of the next year.
Even a conscientious, sincere and law abiding citizen, which most of us try
to be, would have difficulty in assimilating the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and other
Federal tax laws.
It is sad to report, In my opinion, that this legislation is no credit to the legislative ability or talent of the Executive Department, Congress or their staffs.
It is my hope that the House Ways and Means Committee, the Joint Committee on Taxation and the House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate will
pass amended tax laws which we can all understand and which will contain
provisions which will work and not be so extremely complicated and difficult.
Very truly yours,
R. R. UHL.
HNDRY & M ey

Denver, Lfolo., October $1, 1977.
Hon. Ham . BRD,
OMtran Senate Subcommittee on Taca"on an4 Debt Management, Wad'ingto, D.. -DEA

SxNATo0

BYRD: The Chairman of the Taxation Section of the Colorado

Bar Association has asked me to be sure that you, as Chairman of the Senate
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, are advised that the Board
of Governors of the Colorado Bar Association has previously gone on record
98-902-77-
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as advocating repeal of Section 2005 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (provisions
relating to carry-over basis). The position of the Colorado Bar on this subject
has been previously communicated to all Colorado legislators and to the Ways
and Means Committee of the House of Representatives, but there was some
question whether your committee was in possession of this information in
connection with recent hearings on the carry-over basis provisions.
Kindest personal regards.
Sincerely yours,
MILTON E. MEYER, Jr.,

Chairman,Committee for Repeal of Carry-Over Bais,
Taxation Section, Colorado Bar Association.

Enclosure: Letter from Daniel S. Hoffman, president of Colorado Bar Association to the Honorable Floyd Haskell, U.S. Senator re repeal of carryover
basis provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
THE COL Auo BAn ASSOCIATION;

Denver, Colo., May 6, 1977.
Re Repeal of carryover basis provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1970.
Hon. FLoYD HASKELL,
Rtsel Senate Offloe Building,
Wahingtoni, D.C.
Drau SEIAToR HASMEU: Tne Colorado Bar Association is writing to each
member of the Colorado Congressional Delegation. The Association supports
the passage of H.R. 1563, H.R. 2674, H.R. 5278, and H.R. 6128 to the extent

that each Bill repeals the carryover basis provisions (Section 2005) of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976. The Association's position is based exclusively on
its opinion that the provisions as enacted create unacceptable administrative

burdens in connection with the administration of decedents' estates.
The carryover basis provisions require the personal representative of most
decedents' estates to develop extensive and detailed Information about the
Income tax basis of each asset owned by a decedent, and then to compute as
many as four different adjustments to each Income tax basis, each involving
numerous computations. For example, bases of assets must be adjusted for

Federal and State death taxes paid by the estate attributable to the appreciation

of each asset, and bases of appreciated assets may be increased pro rata by a

total amount up to $60,000. Basis may be increased by any succession tax

paid by a transferee and further basis adjustments must be made to take into
consideration the December 31, 1976 value of each asset. Collection of the
information necessary to fulfill these duties and actual computation of the

adjustments represent new and additional administrative burdens created solely

by this law. In contrast with Colorado's new modern, simplified and unsuper-

vised Uniform Probate system, these administrative burdens will substantially
increase the time and effort spent on the administration of a decedent's estate.

This will serve to substantially Increase the cost of administration that must
be borne by the government and by the beneficiaries of the estate. The Colorado
Bar Association suggests that the generalized imposition of these burdens on
decedents' estates Is undesirable.

The Association takes no position with respect to the substantive tax policies
behind the concept of carryover basis, nor what substantive law policies, if
any, should be substituted subsequent to repeal However, we do request that
the statute as enacted be repealed until such time as Congress can resolve the
substantive tax Issues in a manner which avoids the severe administrative
burdens placed on decedents' estates by the present law.
Sincerely yours,
D W mL S. Hormw,

President.
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lion. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., November 2, 1977.

U.S. Senate,
1Vashiigton, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The American hankers Association strongly opposes tliit
carryover basis provisions that were enacted as a imrt of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976. We understand that the Senate Finance Committee may consider
the carryover Issue during its further consideration of IJ.R. 6715, Technical
Corrections Act of 1977, probably tomorrow morning, Thursday, November 3.
We urge the Committee to repeal carryover. We further strongly urge the
Committee to reject any halfway proposals to clean up carryover because they
will not solve the real problems of proving basis or the complexities of deter|nining "fresh start".

RoBET L. BRYAN.
MURDOCH & WALSH,
Wilmington, Del., November 2, 1977.

Hon. HAnrY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman, Taxation and Debt Management Subcommittee, Finance Commtittee,
U.S. Senate, Rusell Senate Office Building, Washington,D.C.
DEnA SENATOR BYRD: I urge the repeal of the carryover basis provision added
to the Internal Revenue Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
As you know, prior to enactment of the carryover basis rule, the income tax
basis of assets in a decedent's estate was "stepped up" to the value at the date
of death. The carryover basis rule attempts to carry the decedent's pre-death
income tax basis over to those individuals who acquire the property from the
decedent through his estate.
The rule is so complex that it requires the adjustments shown on the attached
form for virtually every single asset in an estate. The form is completed to show
the adjustments necessary to just one assets in a decedent's estate. A separate
form would have to be filled out for virtually every jrqet acquired before 1977,
no matter how small the asset's value, unless the asset qualifies as a "personal
and household effect." The rule does not tell what to do when basis and date of
acquisition are unknown. Few individuals keep the detailed records needed to
compute the carryover basis adjustment for every assets. For these reasons, the
rule is unworkable.
The single largest effect of the rule will be to increase dramatically- the cost
of estate administration. The revenue to be derived from carryover basis just
cannot justify the cost.
Your subcommittee recently heard testimony regarding several bills (S 1954,
S 2238, 5 2227 and S 2228) which have been introduced and would either repeal
the rule, mitigate its damaging effects or at least postpone the effective date. I
urge your support of repeal of carryover basis, or, alternatively, delay of implementation until the rule can be made workable.
Sincerely,
Ec e
J'OANNA R. FULMER.
Enclosure.

!..BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CAVE

BASIS FOR Pi-CFErY ACUI-ID FFi.! A DEC=E,'I

Nao of Decedent

Date of Death

.

Description of' roperty

977

ay 30.

flESH SrAC AnDvZM -Tr
Assets Other blim Traded Securities
1. Decedent's adjusted basis
2. Date of death value (Note A)
3. Line 1
27,800.00
4. Depreciation claired by
+6,000.00
decedent
=33U,
,.U....
5.
6.
4,787
7.
held pr.or to 1/1/77
8. Days
Total days held
9.

.

.

33,S00.00

x 27,552.00
.96

3.
11.

27,552.O

Depreciation prior to 1/1/77

12.
Traded Securitits
13. Value on 12/31/76
14. LIne 1
15. Line 11
16.
17.
18. Fresh start adjustment
(line 12 or Line 17.
1dc1K-vcr is applicable)
19.
IEA7h TAX A11X'So7I" (Note Z)

NZA

N/A
-

N/A
N/A

43,312.00

18 400.00
Federal estate tax .
21. Federal state death tax credit +- u-Q "
22. State estate tax
23. State inheritance tax paid
+-0by estate
17,520.00
24.
25. Estate tax value (Note C)
26. Line 19
27.
28. Value of gross estate
29. Marital deduction
30. Giaritabile daduc:ion
31. Non-recourse rortga~os
+2 00,000.00
32.
x .007
33.
122.64
3. Death tax adjustoent
35.
(ote D)
IINMI BASIS Afl.7eSi
60.000.00
36.
20.

37.

Total of Line 35, all carry-

over basis property
38.
39. Estate tax value Cote C)

+ 122.64
61,23%.64

139, 000. 00

4dO. Line 35

41.
42. Estate tax value 0Nte C) all
appreciated carr'over basis

43.

property
Line 35, all appreciated carryover basis property

44.
45.
46. Kininra basis adjutamnt

.......

x
.

-

+ - 0

-2
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*WWTACTAXADfl)FE,- 7
48. Inheritance tax paid by heir

49. Estate tax value (Note C)
'50. Line 47
51.
52. Value of heir's total inheri- tamce for inheritance tat
53.

54.
55.

puposes

1500,

62.500.00
6
_-61.234.

__L.265-36

1h265y
0.OO.00

x

E
AIS FOR C'UmG uC:
56. If Line 55 c.ecds Line 2,
enter the greater of Line 2
or Line 19. If Line 55 does
not exceed Line 2, enter
Line 55
B SIS loR Cat2UlWG LOSS
57. Line 55
58. LiAne 18

59.

60. If Line 59 exceeds Line 2,
enter Line 2. If Line 59
does not exceed Line 2,
enter Line 59.
IF 11E SALE PRICE IS LESS WL-' DIP
BASIS FOR O0WUTXc GAD; BUTrnms
BAsIS FO. Ce:-TlTrrG LOSS
W MIE
NOGAIN OR LOSS IS RECOaZED.

.0097
14.55 +

14.55
22
:61. 2 92'.

Itexitace tax adjustent--

61,249.22

61,249.22
3120Q
__2LDZJ=22

-

27,937.22

Preparer's signature
Preparer's Social Security Nizber
Date prepared

A. TMe alternatd valuation date ray not be used on Li--. 2 evc.n if the altzn '.te valtation date was elected.
B. 7he death tax adjusont is made only if federal estate tax was due with respect.=.es
to the property. If no federal estate tax was due, the icct that state death
were paid by the estate with respect to the property is not ra:levXt. T.7e adjustis not made to property used to fund a t-rital or chari:able dedcticn. ;.'Ln
iwt
the entire estate passes to the suniinz spo-s so thaot t.e sur'nxi-3 spouse llCu=s
tax to sow extent, it would aOp ar that the e.cutor ray elect which properly wll
be considered to have funded the raritel deduction portion of the gift.
date value.
C. This value may be the dare of death value or the alternate valuation
If the property is subject to non-recourse liabilities, the value to be entered
Is the value from the preceding sentence less the mtn= or such liability.
cash it rs
D. If LiA. 35 plus the si..t total of all carryover basis pro.'re, '.,ich are
exceeds $60,000.00. erde; this adjus;xnt. S' p to Line 46 aid enter zcQ. E ter
35 on Line 47.
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WEBSTER & CHAMBERLAIN,

Washington, D.C., November 1, 1977.

Re Technical Corrections Act of 1977
Hon. Hny F. Byw, Jr.,
Chairman, Suboommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, Committee on Fwane, U.S. Senate, Rusell Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.

DrAB SzrAToa Byan: Under the provisions of Section 3(q) of the bill (amend-

ment of governing instruments to meet requirements for gifts of split interest
to charity), two amendments have been provided.
As you know, the Shriners Hospitals For'Crippled Children was instrumental
in bringing the problem of unqualified split interest trusts to the attention of the
Congress. The remedy provided was Section 2055(e) (3). At the present time,
Shriners Hospitals Is suing the Internal Revenue Service in various Federal
courts seeking refunds of taxes erroneously withheld because of the Government's
Interpretation of Section 2055 (e) (3) as presently drafted.
We bring this to your attention so that the Committee Report on the bill, or
the bill Itself, shows that enactment of these amendments contained in H.R. 6715
Is not meant in any manner to affirm or otherwise legitimize the Government's
Temporary Regulations presently construing Section 2055(e) (3).
It would be a most Inappropriate result if any Court construed these amendments as affirmation of the position of the Internal Revenue Service on matters
not pending before the Congress today. In other words, I would not want a Court
to think that because the Congress chose not to address the issues being litigated,
it was satisfied with the Government's construction and, by inference, then, bootstrap the Government's otherwise shaky case.
Very truly yours,
WILLIAM J. LEHRELD.
AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE, INC.,

New York, N.Y., November 7, 1977.
Re H.R. 6715 "Technical Corrections Act of 1977."
Senator HA Y F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, Committee on

Finance, U.S. Senate, Dirkaen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DPR M& CHAIRMAN: I am writing on behalf of Amex Commidities Exchange,
Inc. ("ACE"), regarding section 2(u) of H.R. 6715, which would create a distinction between the tax treatment of different kinds of commodity futures contracts: agricultural commodities would be subject to a six-month capital gains
holding period, while non-agricultural commodities would be subject to a ninemonth holding period. We believe that creating such a distinction is not in the
public interest and that all commodities should continue to be subject to the sixmonth holding period.
ACE is a corporation recently organized under the sponsorship of the American
Stock Exchange, Inc. pursuant to the New York Not-for-Profit Corporation Law,
for the purpose of establishing a market in spot commodities, commodity options,
and commodity futures. It is expected that, at least Initially, non-agricultural
commodities will underlie all contracts traded on ACE. Our concern-as reflected
below-is that the proposed tax distinction may cause a movement of capital
away from the non-agricultural commodity markets, with the result that liquidity
may be reduced and their quality may deteriorate.
The commodity futures markets serve a valuable economic purpose in that they
permit commercial users of a commodity to "hedge" the isk of future price
changes in that commodity, thereby reducing business costs and the cost of the
commodity or its by-products to the ultimate consumer. This is equally true for
all commodities-whether agricultural or non-agricultural. If investors were to
channel more of their futures market investments to agricultural commodities
to obtain the benefit of the shorter holding period, non-agricultural commodity
markets are likely to suffer a significant loss of volume. As a consequence, use of
these markets by commercial Interests is likely to decline, to the ultimate detriment of the consuming public. This will occur because commercial users of commodities are reluctant to use a thinly traded futures market for hedging pur-
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poses, for fear that they will be unable to liquidate their positions without affecting the market price.
Commodity futures contracts are, by their nature, shortlived; therefore, extending the capital gains holding period has an especially adverse effect on this
type of investment. Congress recognized this when It exempted commodity fttures transactions in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 from the extension of the holding period required for capital gains treatment. It appears, therefore, that Congress intended to insure that investment In commodity futures would remain a
competitive alternative to investment in other financial instruments.
We do not believe that an amendment to the tax laws which-could substantially
affect trading in the futures markets and the commodities industry geneally can
be considered a "technical" amendment. It is of considerable substance, and as
such requires more careful and detailed study than can be received In this technical amendments bill.
We respectfully urge therefore that section 2(u) of H.R. 6715 not be adopted.
Very truly yours,
NORMAN S. POSER.

AsSOCIATION FOR ADVANCED LIFz UNDERWRIMNG,
Washington, D.0., N ovember 1,1977.
Hon. IIARRY F. BYn, Jr.,
Russell Senate Office Building,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I am enclosing a brief memorandum setting forth our
opposition to current efforts by the Treasury Department to impose an Indirect
Income tax on life insurance policy proceeds. These efforts are being made by the
Treasury Department In connection with the Finance Committee's consideration
of carryover basis proposals, particularly S. 2228, which was cosponsored by you.
Although we fully support the attempts, including S. 2228, to limit carryover
basis rules, we urge you to reject this Treasury recommendation which would
seem contrary to those attempts.
AALU Is a nationwide association of approximately 1,000 life insurance agents
who are engaged mainly in advanced underwriting techniques.
Sincerely,
GERALD H. SHERMAN._
Enclosure.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO TREASURY RECOMMENDATION TO ADJUST DATE or
DEATH BAsIs RULE AS PROPOSED IN S. 2228 BY THE AMOUNT OF LIFE INSuRwio

POLIcY PROCEEDS IN THE DECEDENT'S ESTATE

'ingiving qualified support to certain aspects of S. 2228, a bill introduced by
Senators Byrd and Dole, the Treasury Department would indirectly subject the
proceeds of life Insurance policies to income taxation. This result, which -runs
counter to the general thrust of long standing tax law, is inadvisable and should
be resisted.
S. 2228 proposes, among other things, that the current $60,000 minimum date
of death basis rule be amended to provide that the minimum basis for assets at
death should be at a level of $175,000, i.e., a level peg"gd to the maximum $47,000
estate tax credit. Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Donald Lubek, In supporting this proposal in hearings before the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management on October 27, 1977, recommended further that "the
minimum basis should be reduced by life insurance proceeds included In the
estate." The consequences of such a proposal, if enacted, would be the unwarranted retreat from Congressionally endorsed policies of recent as well as long
standing vintage.
Section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code has, for many years, provided that,
with certain transfer-for-value exceptions, the proceeds of a life Insurance policy
are not to be subjected to income tax at death. The Treasury's proposal would
result In the reduction of the basis of other assets, thereby causing an increase
n the taxable income generated on the sale of those assets at some future time.
In effect, despite the Congressional mandate by which life insurance proceeds
are, for obvious and Justifiable social reasons, not to be subjected to income taxation, those proceeds will ultimately be taxed through the creation of greater
Income on the sale of other estate assets.
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When the Tax Reform Act was passed in 1978, life insurance proceeds, in
recognition of the desirability of keeping them free of income tax, were not
encumbered with the newly enacted carryover basis limitations. The recent
Treasury proposal, as stated by Mr. Lubick, constitutes an unwarranted and
basically undebated I reversal from this approach.
In addition to running counter to prevailing Congressional policy respecting
the income taxation of life insurance proceeds, the Treasury's approach would
.impose an Indirect tax in a highly capricious manner since it is likely to impose
burdens on smaller estates. Estates of some size will doubtless have carryover
basis in excess of $175,000 and will not need the protection of- a minimum date
of death basis. It is only the smaller estates, which can ill afford the indirect
imposition of income taxes on life insurance proceeds, that will be affected.
We urge the rejection of the Treasury's suggestion that minimum date of
death basis rules should be adjusted to account for the proceeds of life insurance
policies.
AssocaTioN FoR ADvANczD Ln UNDERWRITING,
By GERALD H. SHERMAN, Cou"8el

STATEMENT OF IRWIN KARP, COUNSEL, THE AUTHORS LEAGUE OF AMERICA

The Authors League of America, the national society of professional writers
and dramatists, respectfully submits this statement for the Committee's consideration and requests that it be included in the printed record of the Hearings.
SUMMARY

or THE STATEMENT, AND ALTEUNATIVE AMENDMENT REQUESTED DY THE
AUTHORS LEAGUE

(I) The Authors League urges that the carry over provisions of See. 10'23 be
eliminated from the Internal Revenue Code. Authors' estates are taxed on the
fair market value of their literary property,* under present and pre-1977 law.

But under Sec. 1023, authors' heirs must now pay a much higher income tax
when they sell inherited literary property because they are required to use the
author's basis-rather than (as in the past) the fair market value on which
the estate tax Is levied. Since an author's basis for his or her literary property
is nominal, limited to the inconsequential costs of materials, the income taxes
of their widows, widowers, children and other heirs is increased enormously.
The inequities of this 1976 shift from the estate tax valuation basis to the
almost-zero value basis certainly will be discussed by other witnesses and we
will not repeat the arguments against that change.
However, Sec. 1023 imposes a second inequity on families and other heirs of
authors, composers and artists that is not inflicted on the heirs of other taxpayers. This statement is directed to that unique problem.
(il) As noted, the carry over provisions of Sec. 1023 change the dollar basis
of Inherited property. Inadvertently, these provisions also drastically changed
the "capital asset" status of literary works and copyrights acquired by an
author's heirs on his death imposing on them the author's "'ordinary income"
(non-capital asset) status. This change places inequitably heavy tax burdens
on heirs of authors who died after December 31, 1976:
(a) When these heirs sell such property, they must pay tax at ordinary

income rates.
(b) When they donate such property to libraries or other tax-exempt
institutions, they may deduct only the author's nominal cost, rather than
(as before) the property's fair market value.
(iii) If Congress does not eliminate Sec. 1028 In its entirety, The Authors
League requests that Congress amend the Code to provide that literary property
inherited by an author's heirs have the same "basis"-i.e., asset status' Special note should be taken of the fact that there has been no opportunity for public
comment on this specie Treasury recommendation despite its far reaching consequences
re ,,ectnX the taxabilitV of life insurance policy proceeds.
p"Literary property Includes literary, dramatle, musical and artistic works; rights and
copyrights fn them; and the author's manuscripts, drafts, letters and similar property.
Bes:sees. 1221(8) and 1281(b) (1)(C).
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which such property had for heirs before Sec. 1023 was enacted. By restoring
that status, authors' heirs would be entitled, as they were previously: (a) to
capital, gains treatment on the sale of such property, and (b) to deduct its fair
market value when they contribute it to tax-exempt Institution.
REASONS FOR TUE ALTERNATIVE AMENDMIFNT

The purpose of Sec. 1023 was to foreclose "9teppIng-up" the dollar basis'of
inherited property to its fair market value. (See :'Joint Committee'on Taxatlon's
Summary of the 1976 Act, p. 88.) However, the broad language used 'for that
purpose, "carrying over" the decedent's "basis"; has a second effect when supert
imposed on Secs. 1221 and 1231. These sections have, since 1950, denied authors
(but not their heirs) capital-gains statutes for their literary property. If Sec.
1023 Is construed to carry over the deceased author's ordinary income/non-capital
asset status for the literary property under these sections (in addition to his
dollar basis), It'would deprive his or her heirs of the capital, asset statuis they
.. I
previously had under the Code.
I We believe Congress did not intend or foresee that Sec. 1023 would thus change
the capital asset status of literary property, In the hands of an author's heirs.
But In any event, the Authqr League believes (ongress shiboui amend Sec. 1023
to eliminate this harsh consequence because;
(a) Literary property In the h'afi4s 61 an author's heirs actually has a different
nature, legally and ecooilcally, than it does in the author's hands. The special
reason which, led to denying 'capital gains status and treatment to authors
during their lifetime do not apply to their leirs.
'
.(b)' Impositlbii of the'author's ordhia r, 'Incofie/on-capital atet staton iNa
or her heirs Aubjefta them to unfair and damaging tax consequences.
, (c) Depriving authors'iheirs of 'capital asset status for inherit'ed literary
property is not necessary to, accomplish See.' 1023's purpose of foreclosing the
steppingtup of the dollar basis of inherited property to its fiir market value.
TI.NATVUN OFIJTXRARY PROPERTY. 'ACQUIRED BY A$ AUTHOR'9

15HEIR

.(I) Literary property is'a capital' asset."A tapayer who purchases a' literary
woftk'or tights ft'm'-ah author 1i4entitled to' capital gairAh tfeatment 'hen he
sells the property. In his hands the property' is K 'capital ashet, no matter hw
little he paid the author or how much he galled'on the-subsequent aale--and
even though the author Is denied capital gains 'treatment if 1e sells the'same
pro:.e
to the same.buyer on the same. terms and.conditionsv Similarly, before
Keg. J, 4, lnherite4._1terary. property wits a capital asset, in the hands of the
author s heirs. When the heirs sold such property, they were entitled to capital
sain t ratmezt. Ira Gcrshwtf.et. al., Y.,U.S., 153 F., Supp. 477, (Ctof. Qgims,
(i) Athors were derid capital. a'aset. ,ttu a A1 treatiejit' .r 'their Wozks
durihg thel- lifetime for very 'definite f&W'sona. set 12f(l)
'rovides. bit a
COpyright,, book;' play or song Is not a: "caofthil Asset" 'when "h0ld by a taxpayer
whose personal efforts created such property." (emphasis'. added). The' 'reaso
for denying Authors capital 'asset- StatUs in' their works wVn though, the same
work& would be, capital assets In the hands of purchasers orheirs, wds explained
by the Ways ,andtMeans Committee's,1950 report e this section.' The Committee
said that when "a person writes a book; or creates, some-other sort of artistic
work. .. ,with the idea of realizing Income on it he should be treated as, being
In. t"o trade or business of writing .,. ." and that the "Incore from his personal

ffQrts,' ihotl1d be taxed a# 'ordinary that the "Income from his personal efforts"

4ould be. taxed as "ordinary income.

(House Report No. :2319, 81st Cong.,

2d 1$ss; IOlOB-2, p. 421)',"
. (Ili) :hls readA.A ;or denyipg authors vppital asset status In theLr, lifetime has

no valid application to'their heirs. When, for example, a decase4 novelist's mother
sells the potlon picture rights in a Pook she has inherited-she is not In the trade
,or business of iyr*ting, she is not deriving income from that business, and she is
r/,t earning income"froioi her) personal efforts." On the contrary, she Is realizing
gsi.h frpin. tle'ea of' acapitaj.asset she aequlred from someone else-no less so
than the tAtpayer wio, purchased the rights from her sop, ,resold them years
waterr to a movie company, and is entitled (even after Sec. 1023) to capital gains
treatment on the proceeds.
98-902-77-29
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As the Court said in Gerahwin et aL. v. U.S., the author's mother Is entitled to.
capital gains treatment because "She inherited the (works) from her son, and
never acquired or sold any others. Her only dealings in the (works) were with
those she Inherited, and these were less than a half a dozen in number. She was
not engaged in any business." (emphasis added) (153 F. Supp. at p. 480).
It should be noted that unlike an author's Inter vivos gift, a transfer of literary
property by reason of the author's death Is hardly the result of a "voluntary" act
Indeed, transfer by death Is far less vol ntary than a sale. Consequently, Secs.
1221 and 1231 did not carry over the author's non-capital asset status to heirs of
his literary property, as they did to inter vivos donees.
THE CARRYOVER OF NON-CAPITAL ASSET STATUS TO AUTHORS'

HEIRS IMPOSES

UNFAIR AND DAMAGING TAX CONSEQUENCES

(I) Although Sec. 1028 would impose the author's non-capital asset status on
his heirs, it would not give them the protection he had under Sec. 1348 against
crippling high-bracket taxes on Income from a sale of the work. Rather than the
maximum 50 percent rate he would pay under Sec. 1848, they might be subject
to U.S. tax ranging up to 70 percent, in addition to state and local income taxes.
The rationale of capital gains treatment is to avoid the inequitable consequences:
of taxing in one year, at ordinary-income rates, the Increase in value of an asset
that occurred over a number of years. (cf. Holt v. C(omptimaioncr, 35 T.C. 588, 598
(and cases cited) ).
An author's heirs are particularly vulnerable to such inequitable consequences.
The purchase price paid by a film company for rlghtA In a novel reflects an increase
in value that may have occurred over decades. Indeed, the sale of rights In one
book or play by a distinguished author may reflect a value created by a whole
lifetime of writing. It is commonplace that only two or three of an author's niany
works will be commercially successful or retain value after his death. It Is only
these few that provide an Inheritance for his or her family, or other heirs. Consequently, it is all the more Imperative that Congress restore to them the capital
asset status of these inherited literary works, to protect them against the confiscatory effects of ordinary-income tax rates.
(11) The second consequence of Sec. 1023 is to deprive authors' heirs of the right
to deduct the fair market value of Inherited literary property which they contribute to libraries or other tax-exempt institutions--a right they had under the
Code prior to enactment of the section last year. There is no Justification for this
change.
Authors were deprived of the right to deduct the fair market value of manuscripts and similar papers they contribute to libraries and similar tax-exempt
Institutions by a 1969 amendment which revised Sees. 170(e) and 1221 (8). It Is
generally recognized that these changes were intended to foreclose public officials
from taking such deductions.
Moreover, thee 1960 changes did not deprive-an author's helmr of the right to,
deduct the fair market value of his manuscripts, when they donated them to
qualified tax-exempt institutions--since the Code recognized the capital asset
status of manuscripts (and similar property) in the hands of an author's
heirs. The heirs are not In the "trade or business" of creating such manuscriptsr
or dealing In them. Rather, the author's manuscripts, in their hands, are "capital
assets"-Just as they are in the hands of a taxpayer who might purchase them
from the author. And such a taxpayer is entitled to deduct the fair market value
of the manuscripts when he contributes them to tax-exempt Institutions, even
though that value far exceeds the price he paid for the papers (as is the case
with other capital assets contributed to such institutions).
If an author's heirs are denied capital asset status for bis manuscripts an
papers, they will be trapped in a Catch-22 situation. The papers will be evaluated and estate-taxed at their "fair market value," even though it may not be
possible to sell them for years (if ever) at that price or one remotely approaching
it. On the other hand, contributions of the manuscripts to a library or archives,
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the most logical and socially desirable recipient, would result only in a nominal
deduction.
CONCLUSION
The Authors League respectfully urges that Congress eliminate the carry over
provisions of Sec. 1023. But If that change is not made, The Authors League urges
that Congress amend Sec. 1023, Or Sees. 1221 and 1281, to provide that literary
property Inherited by an author's heirs have the same basis--i.e., asset statuswhich such property had for heirs before Sec. 1028 was enacted.
MTRPOLITAN GOVERNMENT OF NASHVILLE AND DAVIDSON COUNTY,
METROPOLITAN HISTORICAL COMMISSION,

Nashville, Tenn., November 3, 1977.

Hon. HAray F.

BYRD, Jr.,

U.S. Smte, Cholai'man of the Subcommittee on Taoation and Debt Management,
Russell Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.O.
DzAR SENATOR BYRD: This letter is to express to you the very serious concern
of historic preservationists in Tennessee and Nashville in particular about provisions in the 1976 Tax Act. As you probably are aware, an amendment to the
Technical Corrections Act of 1976 introduced in recent days by Senator Bennett
Johnson of Louisiana would permit persons holding long-term leases (80 years or
longer) on eligible historic properties to take accelerated depreciation on the
improvements the same as would the owner. This Is a crucial issue if this act is
to help in preservation of our major landmarks as we feel it was intended to do.
In Nashville, for example, the city recently accepted title to the U.S. Customs
House, a surplus property given away by GOA for historic preservation purpotim.
Under the plan submitted to GSA and the NPS, the city is seeking a developer who
will spend some $8 million on the building and will sign a 99 year lease on the
building. Developers making proposals are most concerned that they be permitted
by the IRS to take accelerated depreciation. Another significant old hotel, the
Hermitage, has a developer working on a proposal to spend over $2 million and
this is also based on a 99 year lease with the owner. As you can see, this provision
to permit long-term leie holders to realize home benefit from this Tax Act is
important If It is to help in encouraging reuse of our man-made resources.
We
nill appreciate your efforts in expllning our concern to others and hope
you will call us if we can offer any further assistance.
Most sincerely,
MAY DE A ERmI2LINO,

Eeoutive Diretor.
PATTON, Booas & BLOw,

Washingt4m, D.O., Octoberf8, 1977.

Re Written testimony on H.R. 6715, the Technical Corrections Act of 1977
Mr. Micnax. 81ma,
_

Staff .Dtredtor, Oommittee on Pinane, Dirkoen Senate Ofl#
Washingtos, D.C.

BaUtdkg,

DxAR M. 581mN: Enclosed please find five copies each of the following written
statements, which we ask be made a part of the record: five statements of
Ernest S. Christian, Jr., respectively concerning the appropriate "fresh start"
rule for preferred stock, the expansion of the scope of section 808 redemptions
to include resulting icome tax, the interaction of the minimum tax provisions
with the investment credit ESOP rules, section 8(a) of the Technical Corrections Act, and section 8(q) of the Technical Corrections Act; the statement of
Thomas H. Bogs, Jr., concerning the rules applicable to deductibhifty of
foreign convention expenses; and the statement of James P. Low concerning
trade shows sponsored by section 501(c) (8) organizations.
Very truly yours,
CHAxm B TEmiC.
Enclosure&
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SECTION

..

ST"XkiENT OF ERNST'E. CHRISTIAN, JR.

3(Q)--CONFORMING

GIFT TAX PROVISIONS TO ESTATE TAX PROVISIONS IN
CASE OF TRANSFERS OF SPLIT INTERESTS

This stteme nt is submitted In support of section 3(q) of the Technical CorTections ACt of 1977 "$s passed by the HouSe. This provision has already recelved the support of the Treasury Department, and it is urged that it likewise
deserves the endorsement of the Subcommittee on Taxaiion and Debt Management. The purpose of this statement is to discuss the problem to which section
3(q) is addressed and its manner of solving this problem.
Both section 2055(e), relating to thi&tate tax, and section 2522(c), relating
to the gift tax, provide tbat where property Is divided into an Income interest
and a remale4er interest, and one such Interest is bequeathed or donated to
charity and the other to a noupiarity, or, In the case of a gift, the donor retains
one suth 'interest and donatqs the other to charity, no esie tax or gift tax
deduction for. the charitable bequest or gift will be allowed ulesiq' the charitable
interest meets certain techlcal re~quirements Essentially, tii3 chitilteble interest must be in the form ofin annultj trust,'a tinitrust, ' poled income fund,
a guaranteed annuity or fixed percentage interest. Thee requirements are
designed to assure greater certainty and precision In valuing the charitable
f
,
interest for estate tax orgift tax purposes..
* The TaxReform Act;of 1976 provided, however, that if a will or: trust executed
.before Deeem,'ur 01, 1977, contained such A split-interest bequept to charity, and if
.an estate t4 ded.ctIon ,wquld be disallowed because of failure:to, meet the tech_ical requirements of section 2055(e), an. *state deduction nevertbeless, Would
be allowed if the w i or trust were, pursuant 6' a Judicial pr0ealing filed
of sectionn
1977,
reformed
'to nieet the retileinezts
prior"to December
31,
. .
. . . '
..
. .
,
2055(e)'.
' .' '•
'
.
'
IneXplicably,' however, no such transitional, tle was prdVided witlt t*ept
'to reformation of an 'intervivo .spilt-interest trust to meet the cotrespbnding
'requirements of section 2622(c) for-allowance of a gift taX deduction for a
gift to :Charlty; There is no less Justification for permitting reformation for
-gift.tax purposes than for estate tax purposes. 'If. such split-interest rust gifts
%Qeharty are hot permitted, to be refoizied pursuant to judicisklt proceedings,
.to mqvt the technical requirements of section 2522(C), the result will be arbiAVarily to inipose igift tax on an amount'fansfe redjog.arlty.
It must' be pointed otlt t hat this is hot a question of enabling a donor to obtain
any, positive tax advantage. There Is no tax advkhtage'to the dongit Whether
4&r not a tefbrfidltion is permitted'to occur. Nor is this a qUeStion ot the chatty
losing a gift. This Is solely a -question of Unnecessarily Penalizing a dondr 'for
making a gift to charity which he is willing, and with thC consent of.a court
able, to, reform to meet' the technical requirements of section 2522(c) for
classification as a guaranteed annuity, fixed percentage interest, etc.
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 recognized-the equity of permitting reformation
in the case of theestate tax, where the transfer to charity was by request.
Section 8(q) Of,tliTechnical Corrections Act makes a parallel amendment to
section-2522(c). where the transfer -to charityis by gift.-This, amendment pera judicial protrust
is to
reformed,
if the 11,
wits a gift tax deduction
meqt l ppursuap%
technicaltorequirements-of
.tt Dec~ber
1977,
,,ednsfilwtrior
'section 2522(C). This is a sensible result, and it should, l~o approved.-by the
Subcommittee ..

....
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-WThIs statementis submitted in support of section 8(a) of the TechnicalOor'ietions "Art'of 1977 as passed by the House, which. deals, with the operation
of sectibn 806 of the Code, bbth in general 'and' in: conjunction with section 803.
SSection 8(a) has already received the enthusiastic support- of the Trensury
Depatment--it was' prominently, discussed before the SUbconlmittee in the
statement of ]DoMld C. Ldbick, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for
Tax Policy, on October 26, 1977,-Aand 6f private tar practitioners. Nevertheless,
it is thought that it may be helpful for the Subcommittee to have for the record
a brief description of 'the background of and the need for this legislation. There.
fore, this statement notes the law In this area before passage of the Tax Refbrm
Act of 1976, explains the impact of the Reform Act, and finally shows how section 3(a) is necessary to correct an unintended and inappropriate collateral
consequence of the passage of the Reform Act.
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I. Der
option 01 prior lawo
The objective of section 303, -whose- predecessor was adopted in 1050, is to
permit an estate made up primarily of stock in one corporation to obtain funds
to pay Federal and state death taxes, as well as certain funeral and administration expenses, without forcing a sale of the business. It does this by creating
a special rule for qualifying redemptions.
Ordinarily, a redemption of stock is taxable to the stockholder as a dividend
rather than as a- sale -of stock If section 308 applies or if the redemption fail4
to fit within one of various categories set out in section 302(b) of the Code,
the common element of which is the substantial If not total reduction of the
stockholder's interest in the corporation. Section 302 is the basic provision.
Section 306 supplements section 802 with respect to certain stock, usually
preferred, previously distributed. Commentators appropriately have questioned
the need for section 306 as a supplement to section 302 in the case of redemptions
as distingL ished from sales of stock.
Typically, the redemption from an estate of part (or perhaps even of all) of itS
stock in a closely held corporation would not fall within any of the categories of
section 302(b) because the redemption would not sufficiently reduce the estate's
degree of ownership of the corporation, either direct or through attribution. The
redemption would therefore be taxed as a dividend at ordinary income tax
rates. However, section 303 changes this result: to the extent that the amount of
the redemption does not exceed the death taxes and funeral and administration
expenses, such:a redemption is taxed as a sale of stock. In other words. rather
than being taxed in its entirety as a dividend, a redemption under section 303
would be taxed only if it exceeded the stock's basis and, in such a case, this excess would be taxed as a capital gain. Prior to the Reform Act, the basis of such
stock would have been its fair market value at the date of death.
The step-up in basis at death also had significance for section 306 purposes.
The decedent might have owned preferred stock to which section 306 applied.
However, section 306 by its own terms provides that it ceases -to apply to stock
which.is transferred in a transaction where the transferee's basis is determined
without reference to the transferor's. Because stock passing to an estate'obtained
.
a new basis, it could be redeemed without regard to section 306,
In addition, section 303(c) provides in effect that if stock held by an estate
would qualify for section 303 treatment, then so would section 306 stock received
by the estate subsequent to the decedent's death in a taxfree transaction In
respect of the qualifying stock already held.
Thus, before the Reform Act, it was clear how sections 302, 303, and 306
worked in conjunction, and that section 303 overrode section 306 just as it overrode
section 302.
11. Impact o' reform act
In the Reform Act, Congress directly reaffirmed the policy underlying section
303 by making certain refinements in Its application. In the General Explanation
of the Tax Reform Act of 1970 ("General Explanation"), prepared by the staff of
the Joint Committee on Taxation after the Act's passage, the goals of these refinements are described as follows:
"Thus, in general, the changes made by the Act are designed to make this!
special capital gains treatment available only where the closely held business
interest constitutes a substantial part of the estate of the decedent and where the
party whose shares are redeemed actually bears the burden of the estate taxes,
state death taxes, or funeral and administration expenses, in an amount at least
equal to the amount of the redemption."
General explanation at 551: see also id. at 546.
The Reform Act made no changes In section 306 itself. However, for reasons
not germane to the application of sections 303 and 306, the Reform Act did eliminate, as of December 31, 1970, the rule providing an asset held in an estate with
a new basis equal to its estate tax-valuation. In its place, the Reform Act provided-that the decedent's basis in such an asset would carry over to the estate,
with upward adjustments (but not beyond the fair market value of the asset) to
reflect Federal and state estate taxes attributable to post 1976 appreciation; a
minimum aggregate basis of $00,000; certain state succession taxk ; and pre-1977
appreciation. These new rules appear In new section 1023 of the Code, with the
upward basis adjustments embodied respectively in subsections (c), (d), (e),
and (h). See General Explanation at 551 and following.
.
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While the language of section 806 was not directly amended, the new basis-atdeath rules may be construed to change the operation of section 306 with regard
to section 306 stock passing from a decedent to his estate. As was stated above,
stock ceases to be section 306 stock if it is transferred and the new owner's basis
In such stock is not determined by reference to the basis of the previous owner.
Now, however, given the new carryover basis rules enacted by the Reform Act,
this language may be said no longer to describe the basis of an estate in section
306 stock owned by the decedent.' Under this interpretation, stock which is section 306 stock in the hands of a stockholder would continue to be section 306
stock in the hands of the estate. Assuming it Is, there arises the ultimate question of whether a redemption of such stock which meets the requirements of section 303 would be taxed as a sale under section 303 or would be taxed as ordinary income under section 306.
Consequently, a technical amendment is necessary to make clear that section
303 continues to override section 306 just as it has continued to override section
802.
III. Section 3 (a) of the Technical Corrections Act
In reconciling the operation of sections 303, 306, and 1023, the dominant obJective must be to continue to give effect to Congress' most recently expressed
wishes: to avoid precipitating forced sales of closely held businesses in order to
pay death taxes; and to prevent unrealized appreciation of assets permanently
to escape income taxation, as happened under prior law because of the new basis
given to assets held at death. This objective should be fulfilled in a manner that
Is simple and free from technical flaws.
Section 3(a) of the Technical Corrections Act would achieve this result. First,
It provides that section 306 stock-held on or before December 31, 1976, will for
section 306 purposes be treated as having a "fresh start" basis. Second, It excludes distributions in redemption which qualify under section 303 from the purview of section 306.
This would be a natural continuation of prior law. Before the Reform Act,
post-death appreciation was taxable in a section 303 redemption as capital gain;
under section 3(a), the excess of the amount of the redemption over the stock's
basis would also be taxed as a capital gain, the only difference being that, under
-the new carryover basis rules, pre-death appreciation would also be reached.
Furthermore, It must be emphasized that section 3(a) would not impinge unAdily upon section 306. Section 306 is directed to the same type of situation to
which section 302 is addressed-the removal of funds from a corporation without
any relinquishment of ownership. Congress has obviously made the determination,-repeated again in the Reform Act, that the desirability of using section 302
to prevent capital gain treatment upon such an occurrence is less important than
the overriding need to avoid the forced sales of closely held businesses.' The
same rationale applies with respect to section 306. Moreover, it must be kept in
mind that this relief from section 306 would be limited to the amount of Federal
and state death taxes and funeral and administration expenses borne by the
estate or heirs.
IV. conclusion
As shown above, an unintended and collateral consequence of the enactment of
the new carryover basis rules was the creation of uncertainty regarding the
operation of sections 303 and 306. Section 3(a) of the Technical Corrections Act
ss passed by the House would resolve this uncertainty in a manner that is consistent with the policies inherent in both prior law and in the new carryover basis
1 In describing the operation of section 1023(h). which gives all assets a "fresh start"
gi of Dec. 31, 1076. the general explanation contains a somewhat obscure reference to
section 306: "The Treasury Department Is to isesue regulations determining the application of the 'fresh start' rule where gain from the sale of the property is subject to special
Irules taxing all or a portion of the gain as ordinary income (section 306, 1245, 1250, etc.)
* .,." General explanation at 556.
*Additional instances illustrating the importance Congress has attached to this goal
re as follows : Section 303 takes precedence where gain from the sale of stock of a forelkn
corporation would otherwise be treated as ordinary income, see section 1248(g) (1) ; the
use of appreciated property in a section 303 redemption is not taxed at the corporate
level, see section 311(d)(2)(D) a section 303 redemptIon Is one of the reasonable needs
of a business for which earnings may be accumulated, without imposition of the tax on
see
over losses,
uIre'tsonable accumulations, see
537(a)(2):
and a reduction
in ownership
caused
on carrying
the limitations
not trigger
doesasection
r)
v).
(1) redemption
by e section
action
382(a) 03
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rules. It is strongly supported by the Treasury Department. It merits the support
of this Subcommittee.
EXPANSION OF SCOPE OF SECTION 808 REDEMPTIONS TO INCLUDE RESULTING INCOME TAX

This written statement is submitted in support of section 7 (a) of S. 2228, which
has been introduced by Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., for himself and Senator Dole.
This legislation is necessary to ensure the effectiveness of section 303 of the Code
in averting the forced sales of closely held businesses.
Section 303, a provision of almost thirty years' standing which was also in
essence reenacted in the Tax Reform Act of 1976, permits an estate consisting
primarily of stock In one corporation to obtain funds from the corporation to
pay Federal and state death taxes, as well as certain funeral and administration
-expenses. Under this section a redemption by the corporation of the necessary
amount of its stock is treated as a sale and is taxed at capital gains rates. Prior
to the 1976 Act, thE capital gains tax was usually nominal in amount because
the basis of the stock was stepped up to its fair market value on the date of the
-decedent's death.
However, because of the new rules in section 1023 of the Code for the carryover
-of basis at death, pre-death appreciation of the redeemed stock is now taxable.
Thus, when stock is redeemed to pay death taxes, the estate also needs to raise
the funds to pay this income tax and may face the serious liquidity problem which
-section 303 Is designed to relieve.
Assume that the owner of a family business worth $2,500,000 dies and that the
.owner's basis in each of the 25,000 shares of the stock outstanding was $10 per
share. The Federal estate tax on the estate will be about $1,000,000. Under the
new carryover basis rules, the estate's basis in the stock will be about $50 per
share. Section 303 permits the redemption of 10,000 shares for $1,000,000 to be
taxed as a sale, which will produce a tax of about $200,000 on the $500,000 gain.
Additional stock must then be redeemed to pay this tax. If the additional redemption is not covered by section 303, it will be taxed as a dividend at a 70 percent
rate, and so $667,000 worth of stock must be redeemed. If the additional redemption were to qualify ,nder section 303, only half that amount would have to be
redeemed. The difference could be the straw that breaks the camel's back.
Accordingly, it is appropriate for the amount of stock redeemable under section 303 to correspond not only to the death taxes and funeral and administration
expenses, but also to the income tax payable upon the redemption. As is shown by
the considerable payment of income tax in the example, such a change would in
no way undermine the impact of the new carryover basis rules.
Section 7(a) of S. 2228 would achieve approximately this result by increasing
the amount qualifying for section 303 treatment by the amount of incme tax
payable on the basic qualifying amount, i.e.. the qualifying amount before taking
this increase Into account. In terms of the above example, section 7(a) would
permit the redemption of $200.000 worth of stock. While section 7 (a) would not
apply to the income tax payable by reason of the redemption of this $200,000
worth of stock itself, including this additional income tax payable would require
the use of an algebraic formula which might be difficult to administer. Hence,
section 7(a) 's approach represents a sensible compromise which deserves the
support of tWfe Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management.
APPROPRIATE "FRESH START" RULE FOR PREFERRED STOCK OF CLOSELY HELD BUSINESS

This statement is addressed to one particular shortcoming of the new carryover basis rules added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976-the treatment of preferred stock in closely held business held before 1977. The Technical CorrectionsAct of 1977 would be an appropriate vehicle for the rectification of this problem.
Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, an estate's tax basis in assets received
from the decedent was the value of the assets for estate tax purposes, which was
their fair market value at the date of death. Now, under new section 1023 of the
Code, the estate's basis is generally the decedent's basis, with a number of
adjustments. The purpose of having the decedent's basis "carry over" to the
estate, as opposed to having the assets receive a new basis, is to subject pre-death
appreciation to income tax.
However, in enacting the new carryover basis rules, it was also Congress
announced intention not to apply the new rules to the portion of appreciation In
assets held on December 31, 1976, which occurred prior to that date. Section 1023
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(h) provides two rulesdealgned to achieve this result. In the case of marketable
bonds and securities, the estate's basis will be their fair market -value orr
December 31, 1976. For all other property, the estate's basis will be the decedent's
basis plus A ,fraction of the difference between the fair market value at death
and the decedent's basis. The fraction corresponds to the relative number of days
the property was held before and after December 81, 1976.
*The rationale for use of the holding-period formula Is that It avoids the
necessity of determining the actual December 31, 1976, value of property by providing a reasonable and easily computable estimation of value on that datL. The
reasonableness of this "estithate is, of course, dependent on'the assumption that
the daily amount of appreciation Was constant.
, Although the holding-period approach may represent an adequate compromise
between exactness and administrative convenience with respect to assets which
routinely appreciate over time, it is a patently inappropriate method for attempting to approximate the December 31, 1976, value of nonconvertible preferred
stock issued by closely held businesses. First, the underlying assumption of
constant daily appreciation is clearly Incorrect in the case of such stock. While
the value of such stock may fluctuate because of Interest rate changes and
similar factor, there is a fixed upper bound on such value because of the fled,
nonparticipating nature of this type of stock; unlike common stock issued by"
closely held enterprises, preferred stock will not increase in value over time.
Therefore, Under the holding-period formula, the-longer the owner of preferred
stock-lives past 1976, the lower will be the estate's basis in the stock.
Second, a much better method is available. The very stability of the value of
nonconvertible preferred stock permits an approach which produces a much
more accurate estimate of value without sacrificing administrative convenience:
deeming the' stock's! valuation for estate tax purposes to be its'December' 31,
1976, value. This would obviously yield a much closer approximation of the
December 31, 1976, value than does the holding-period approach. Furthermore,
while the estate-tax-vdlue approach is more favorable to taxpayers than holdingperiod approach, it is by no means pro-taxpayer, because the value of the preferred stock at the decedent's death may in fact be greater or less than the actual December 31, 1976, value.
Enactment of the approach here proposed could be accomplished with the following legislation :
Sze,
. "Fresh start." Rule for certain preferred stOck.
(a) Amendment to Section 102S(h)-(Z).-(1) Subsection 1023(h) (2) (B)
is amended by substituting a comma for the period at the end thereof. and
by adding the following at the end of said subsection: "except that in the
case of nonconvertible fixed preferred stock the Increase under this subparagraph shall be the excess referred to in subparagraph (A) (i)." (2)
Subsection 1023(h) (2) (H) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subparagraph: "(iII) The term nonconvertiblee fixed preferred stock' means stock which at December 31, 1976, and all times thereafter until the death of the decedent"(a) was fixed and preferred as to dividends and did not participate In
corporate growth to any significant extent,
"(b) had redemption and liquidation rights which did not exceed the
paid-in capital or par value represented by such stock (except for a reasonable redemption premium in excess of such paid-in capital or par value),
and
"(c) was not convertible into another class of stock."
(b) Effective date.-The foregoing amendment shall apply in respect of
decedents dying after December 31, 1976.
It is urged that the Subcommittee give serious consideration to remedying in
this manner the clearly inappropriate treatment which section 1023(h) now
provides.
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 contains a serious technical anomaly which involves the interaction of the minimum tax in section 56 and those Employee Stock
Ownership Plans which are funded through additional investment tax credit.
The result is clearly inconsistent with the underlying rationale on the basis of
which the Tax Reform Act of 1976 expanded and liberalized the investment credit
ESOP program and in furtherance of which the Reform Act eliminated an analogous incongruity. This anomaly should similarly be corrected.

The Reform Act made two 6'terall changesI in the investment credit ESOP
program. FIrst, the Reform Act extended th'.aolditional 1 percent investment
credit program (due to expire in 1976) to qualified investment made before
January 1, 1081. Second, the Reform Act provided that if an employer supplements Its, contributions under the I percent credit program by matching eripl9yee contributions, to the ESOP, beginning in 1977 there will be an extra investment credit (up to an extra 1 percentage point of qualified investmentsI for
the employer's supplementary contributions which are matched by employee
contributions.
These changes were premised on the belief that the basic framework of the
III;% ESQ investment credit is as follows: (1) that the credit is allowed as
a benefit to the employees, not the employer; (ii) that although the benefit Is
bhgsld onto the
the employer is merely a conduit for. the
"bthtfl't
the employer's
employees; investment,
and (lit) that
there sliobkl beno taW,cost to the employer asSoCiated with providing this benefit.
"
In effect, the fIvestment credit .ESO' is tnerelya transfer of'pait Qf'the, employer's tax from the Treasury to the SOiP trust.'
This view 0f the' flvestment'cdit ZSOPis' illustrate' by an 4dditlonal actidn'lhken hi tie. Reform .At2' it involved the investment credit recapture provlsions.' Before the Reform Act, if an.elnploye had to repay previously allowed
ifde
Weht.
tak credit-which .6a'n .hbpppn if fie, property acquired is, prematirelyidisposd of, or it tbeaount of th re4itis redetermiped for 6the 'reas6na-thie eippoyer could not retover from the ESOP. any ahiounit4 already contr1buted to It. That Is, the employer woulj risk having to pay the 9SOP's share
of excess credit. The, Rform Act, however,' removed this disincentive by providfig the employer With a set of options: using the amount of the repayment as
an offset to contributions due the ESOP gor other yea rs; or deducti g it; or
recovering it from the ESO.'.
A similar situation, bere' fr techniail reasons an otherwise unrelated provision has"an unintended impact ork the in .estinent credit ]ESO.P program, exists
with'regeet' to..the ifitrcition
6f the E9OP credit With the minimum tax. Presebtly, even though the 11A percent contribution by the employer is in effect a
paynient'of a like amount of tax-which the Congress has asked be paid to the
ESOP trust instead of to the Treasury-the employer is not. permitted to offset
that "'tax!' against preferences under the minimum tax. Thus, if its preferences
equal Or exceed regular tax prior to reduction by the ESOP Vredit, ,te employer
must pay a 15 percent minimum tax on each dollar of contribution to the ESOP
trust.
This additional impediment to the adoption of ESOPs should be corrected.
The following language would do so:
'SEC.
Elimination of. minimum tax on investment credit ESOPs.
(a) Redeflnition of Regular Tax Deduction.,-Sectlou '5W(c) (p), (rpjating
to the definition of regular tax deduction) is amended to repid as follows:
"section 38 (relating to Investment, credit), seduced by the'excess, If any,
.pf the credit 'allowed ,pursuant to section 40 (a) (2) (B) relatingg to additional credit) Iover th4,credit which would have been allowable pursuftnt to
hecfion 4O(a) (2) (A)."
(b) E1jcctive Date.-The amendment made by this section sall apply to
taable years. ending after December 81, 1974.
This amendment applies totaxable years ending after 1974 because the originAl 1 percent tSOP credit enacted in, 1975 was allowed for investments aftec
Inaismuch as the technical Annomaly discussed above thwarts the full effetiveness of the Reform Act's extension..#nd liberallAtion of the investment
credit ESOP program, the amendment should be- adopted as quickly as possible.
STATEMENT OF JAMES P. Low, PRESI ENT, AM1ERICAN SOCxITY OF ASSOCIATION.
EXECUTIVES
The American Society of Association Executives urges that the Technical
Corrections tct of 1977 include the correction of an anomaly in the Tat' Ri.
form Act of 1976 which adversely affects all section 501(c)(3) organizations
that sponsor trade shows in furtherance of their exempt purposes.
Section 501 (c) (3), 501 (c) (5), and 501(c) (6) organizations may conduct trade
shows In furtherance of their exempt purposes. The Reform Act added new sec?
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tion 513(d) (3) expressly to reaffirm the principle that the sponsorship of these
shows is not an unrelated activity, and therefore amounts paid to the organization by exhibitors for display space at the show are not unrelated business taxable income under section 511. The anomaly is that while new section 518(d) (3)
makes clear that sponsorship of trade shows by section 501(c)
(5) and 501(c) (6)
organizations does not result in tax, it may be read to imply that
sponsorship
of trade shows by a section 501(c) (3) organization does result In a tax on unrelated business income.
Such a result was never intended by Congress and Is illogical. A colloquy on
the Senate floor between Senator Talmadge and Senator Long clarifies that the
exemption from the unrelated business income tax also applies to trade shows
sponsored by section 501(c) (3) organizations. See 140 Cong. Rec. 16015 (1976).
The possible negative implication for section 501(c) (3) organizations arises
from the fact that new section 518(d) (3) fails to make any express reference
to section .501 (c) (8) organizations. That omission, however, does not reflect any
substantive differentiation with respect to section 501(c) (3) organizations; it
merely reflects the context in which the legislation arose.
New section 513(d) (3) was enacted in response to rulings issued in 1975 W*iIch
held that where sales by exhibitors occur, trade shows sponsored by business
leagues and labor, etc., organizations do not contribute to their exempt purposes, and the amount paid by exhibitors for dispaly space is unrelated business
taxable income. See TIR-1409. 1975-2 C.B. 220. Accordingly, new section 513(d)
(3) expressly exempts from the unrelated business income
income derived
by section 501(c) (5) and (6) organizations from qualifiedtaxI convetlon
trade show activities which stimulate interest in the industry products and
and
educate the organizations' members regarding new developments and techniques
which are available to the trade.
Although no express mention was made of section 501(c) (3) organizations,
the legislative history shows that Congress intended to overrule the 1975 rulIngs in principle and to substitute its conclusion that fairs,' expositions, and
and trade shows do relate to the exempt purposes of the organization conducting
them. The rationale of this Congressional conclusion equally applies to the
sponsorship of trade shows by section 501(c) (3), 501(c) (5) and 501(c) (0)
organizations.
Section 501(c) (3) organizations do conduct trade shows. For example professional societies use trade shows to educate ,their members regarding developments, products and technology available to them and of interest to the industry
in which they work. These shows, whether or not sales by exhibitors occur, are
In furtherance of their exempt purposes. A good example is the Society of Manufacturing Engineers which is a 501(c) (3) organization of 40,000 professional
engineers. It would be illogical to permit a labor organization of employees
exempt under section 501(c) (5) to sponsor a trade show free of tax and to impose an unrelated business income tax on the Society of Manufacturing
Engineers
ifit conducted the Ideitical trade show.
One of the specific criteria for a qualified trade show under new section 513 (d)
(3) is that the show educates the organization's members regarding new developments and techniques which are available to theai. Certainly, for example, a
trade show sponsored by an organization of employees of a particular industry,
or members of a profession, does precisely that whether it is a section 501(c) (3)
educational organization or a 501 (c) (5) labor organizations. Some employee organizations may be organized under section 501(c) (4) and the Committee should
also consider including them In section 518(d) (8).
This technical anomaly should be corrected by amending section 513(d) (8)

as follows:

830.
Omission of certain activities of trade show, etc.
(a) Om/4eeon of oonventtio and trade showo activity.-Subparagraph (b)
of section 518(d) (8) (defining qualified convention and trade show activity)

1 Convention and trade show activities are qualified within the
meaning of new section
513(d)(3) (BY if (1) they are carried on in conjunction with an International. national.
state, regional or local convention, annual meeting, or show; (1i) the purpose of the sponsoring organizations is tlhe propotlon of interest in the Industry's products; and (ill) the
show promotes the purpose through the character of the exhibits and the industry's
products displayed.
'Section 51.3(d) (2) also exempts from the unrelated business income tax county fairs
conducted by section 501(c)(3) organizations. It overrules
Rev. Rul. 68-505, 1968-2
CH. 24R. in which the Internal Revenue Service ruled that a county
fair association has

unrelated business taxable income from the sponsoring of horse races.

.
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is amended by Inserting "or to educate persons engaged in the Industry in
the development of new products and services or new rules and regulations
affecting the industry" after "and services of that industry in general."
(b) Omisaoo of qvalifyitg organizatios.-Subparegraph (c) of section
518(d) (8) (defining qualifying organizations) is amended by inserting
"(8)," after "described in section 501(c)", and by striking out the period
at the end thereof and adding In lieu thereof: ", or which educates persons
engaged in the industry in the development of new products and services
or new rules and regulations affecting the industry."
(c) Effeotive date.-The amendments made by this section shall apply to
qualified convention and trade show activities in taxable years beginning
after October 4, 1976.
The American Society of Association Executives urges that this amendment
be adopted as soon as possible in order to eliminate a substantial impediment
to the development, understanding, and use of important new technologies,
products, practices and techniques in American business.
STATEMENT OF THOMAS H. Booos, JI. ON BEHALF OF AD Hoo CoMITTEuz ON

SECTION 602 RULES APPLICABLE TO D)EDUCTIBILITY OF FOREIGN CONVENTION
EXPENSES
This statement is submitted on behalf of the Ad Hoc Committee on section
002. which consists of seven major United States hotel chains (Hilton Inter_national, Hyatt International, Loews Hotel Corporation, Marriott Hotels, Sheraton Hotel Corporation, Holiday Inns, Inc., and Western International Hotels)
and the American Society of Association Executives. At issue are the new limitations on the deductibility of the expenses of attending foreign conventions. These
were enacted in section 602 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976-hence the name of
the Ad Hoc Committee-and appear as section 274(h) of the Internal Revenue
Code. It is believed that the enactment of these limitations was quite misguided,
and the most appropriate course of action to be taken at the present time would
be their outright repeal. But before discussing how such a repeal might properly
be accomplished, this statement addresses two topics: first, certain technical
problems which involve the operation of the existing rules and which, if the
present statutory scheme is retained, should be corrected In the Technical Corrections Act of 1977; and second, legislatin which the Senate Finance Committee considered in 1976 and which appears to be headed for reconsideration
at the present time as a possible alternative to section 274 (h).
At the outset, it is helpful to review section 274(h) briefly. It must be kept
In mind that its limitations apply whether the person claiming the deduction
is the traveler or another person, such as the traveler's employer.
A "foreign convention" is defined as "any convention, seminar, or similar
meeting held outside the United States, Its possessions, and the Trust Territory
of the Pacific". Transportation expenses to and from such a convention are
deductible only to the extent they do not exceed coach or economy fare, and
only if more than half the days of the trip are spent in activities related to
business. If less than half the days are so spent, only the allocable fraction of
the transportation expense is deductible. Subsistence expenses while attending
such a convention, for meals, lodging, local transportation and the like, cannot
exceed the appropriate Government per diem rate; and whether this amount
can be deducted in full, in part, or not at all depends on adherence to certain
prescribed rules of attendance at meetings. Attendance must be verified not only
by the individual, but also by an officer of the group sponsoring the convention.
In addition, if an Individual attends more than two such conventions in a taxable
year, only the expenses related to two of them may be deducted.
The first technical problem with this structure relates to the definition of
convention. The legislative history of section 274(h) indicates that Congress
had in mind vacation-like group gatherings which were short on business and
long on sightseeing and recreation. However, the language of section 274(h)
goes far beyond that concept. The phrase "convention, seminar, or similar
meeting" could be Interpreted to Include all sorts of traditional, legitimate, nonrecreational business activities: one or a group of salesmen meeting with several
employees of an actual or prospective customer; one or a group of lawyers conferring with the officials of a foreign client; one or a group of the executives
of a company holding discussions with the officers of the company's foreign sub.
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kidiart ;or a group of the employees of a single multinational corporation being
brought together by the company for instruction on various Items of common
interest. These actlvlties, which may be characterized by their nonpublic nature, obviously do not represent conduct which Coigress found fault with and
intended to discourage, and the definition of convention should be redrafted
so as clearly to exclude them.
Similarly, thb definition of :foreign convention ought not to include the meetings of international organizations with worldwide memberships. Such organizations schedule meetings outside the United States not to provide vacation
opportunities, but rather in order to provide convenient locations for their
memberships as a whole to gather. They therefore do not constitute the abuse
at which section 274 (h) is aimed.
situations
Accordingly,
we believe the following language should be inserted at the end
of section 274(h) (6) (A), which defines convention:
* "The term shall not include (1) -any private meeting which relates to doing
business directly or indietly within a foreign country or with the government,
a company, or a national of a foreign country; or (ii) any convention, seminar,
or simflat. jeting sponsored by an organization at least 20 percent of whose
members aft not citizenaor residents of the United Otates.v
It should be noted that the Technical Corrections Act of 1977, as passed-by
the Houqe, has taken care of a similar problemn-the application of section
274(h) to trips awarded as compensation for services.
,A second torles of )olnts abbut the existing rules relates to the use of Govern&hntper diem rates as a reference' guide for the deductibility of subsistence
expenses. Government per diem rates frequently are fixed on the basis that,
a. the location in question, meals and/or lodging are available to Government
employees either at reduced rates frtm private commercial establishments or
for free at Government Installations. This would of course not be true for
private Indiiduals., ;Consequently, it is inappropriate to Impose a Government
per diem rate as a limit on subsistence expenses in any Instance where the
rate reflects'benefits not available to private individuals. Section 274(h) should
be amended to so provide.
Furtheftbre, many Government employees are not subject to the posted per
diepn rate with respect to many forelgni areas'; Instead, they may be reimbursed
for their actual expenses. It makes no sense t6 apply Government per diem
rates to private individuals where the rates are Iii fact not applied to Government
'employees, and section-274(h) should be correctd to reflect-this,' toO.
Finally, there Is a question of how the linitatitn is computed. If the limitation is to bo retained at all, the statute should be made clear, as it now to not,
that subsistence expenses should be limited on an aggregate basis-that is, the
number of days of the trip (Or half days, whenever only half a day Is spent
on business), multiplied by the appropriate Qovernment per diem rate. This
would 'remove' any implication that subsistencO expenses should be compared
with the per diem rate on a daily basis, a procedure which would be extremely
cumbersome and without redeeming virtue.
These corrections could be made by amending section 274(h) (5) to read is
'follows:
"In the case of 'any foreign convention, no deduction for subsistence
expenses
while at the convention or traveling to or from such convention shall exceed
an amount which' equals the number of days or half days, as the case may
be, with respect to which a' deduction for subsistence expenses is allowable
under (4) o this subsection,' multiplied by the dollar per diem rate for the
site of the convention which has been established under section 5702(a) of
'title' of the United States Code and Which is in effect for the calendar month
in which the convention begins. The preceding sentence shall not apply (I)
If such per diem rate has eetx established by taking Into account reduced rates
of subsist~bce expenses which are not available to the general public or (1i)
unless no employee of the United States who visits such site is eligible for
reimbursement of actual expenses."
" A third problem involves the existing substantiation requirements. Under seeion 274(h) (7), the taxpayer attending the convention must secure from the
sponsoring organization a written statement, signed by an officer of the organization .This statement must among other things describe tWe schedule of the
business activities and state the number of hours during which the' taxpayer
attended these scheduled aeliv'ties. Larger organizations may have dozens of
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sessions conducted concurrently. For example, It is understood that the American
Psychological Aisociation is planning a convention at which they expect to have
17,000 persons In attendance and to conduct 70 simultaneous business sessions.
Such organizations will find it extraordinarily difficult to keep track of the
whereabouts of every participant at every point in time. It will be very expensive for them to hire enough additional officers to attempt to monitor
all participants; and even then it will not be easy to prevent a dishonest
participant from falsifying the records relating to attendance at any given
session.
What is appropriate would be to require the individual attending a foreign
convention to indicate on his tax return that he has done so and to maintalp
records describing the business activities conducted at the convention and his
attendance at them. This is what Is done now with respect to other expenses
covered by section 274. The sponsoring organization should have to furnish only
a schedule of the business activities at a foreign convention and a statement
that the individual attended the convention as a whole..
To accomplish this, section 274(h).(7)'should be amended by deleting the
language "attaches to the return of tax on which the deduction Is claimed";
Inserting In Itu thereof the words "maintains In this records"; and amending
section 274(h) (7) (B) (1i) to read "a statement that the individual attended
such convention, and".
Fourthly; the definition of "foreign" should be confined to only those meetings
held outside North America (including the Caribbean). The new provisions
are having a-very significant Impat--andi some instances a disastrous impact--on the economies of our close neighbors. Further, segments of some U.S.
Industries are also being adversely affected. For example, more than 70 percent
of the GNPof the Bahamak comes from tourism, and most of the food products
and transportation services connected with this industry are purchased from
the United States. Canada Is a net exporter of tourist dollars to the U.S; and,
although the new provisions were in effect only 10 days by Januqry 10, 1977,
cancellations at that time exceeded $12 million and virtually no new business
was being booked. The longer-term Impact will be a severe dislocation in the
Canadian travel industry. A final example is Mexico where, although the new
law w-.s not yet effective, 31 conventions were cancelled by December 20, 197TO.
Moreover, it should be noted that the use of the North American area as the
geographical demarcation was adopted by the Committee on Ways and Means
during its early consideration of the reform legislation which ultimately become
the Tax Reform Act of 1976. The North American area was likewise utilized
last year when the Senate passed its version of the foreign convention provision. It is understood that it Was only by reason of an oversight. on the part
of the xuembers-of the Heuse-Senate Conference Committee that the definition
of "foreign" ultimately adopted was less inclusive.
Consequently, section 274(h) (6) (A) should be amended by adding at the end
thereof the following language: "or the area lying west of the thirtieth meridian
west of Greenwich, east of the international dateline, and north of the equator,
but not including any country of South America."
Finally, it is submitted that the technical problems described above should
be remedied as of January 1, 1977, when the new rules become operational.
This would treat all taxpayers equally and would also avoid the considerable
confusion which would result from correcting the errors in midstream,
The next general area addressed in this statement is the legislation which
the Senate Finance Committee reported out In 1976. This proposal would apply
only to conventions held outside the North American area. In the case of such
a convention, the expenses would be deductible if the taxpayer establishes that
his attendance had a direct relation to his trade or business and that, taking
three factors into account, it was more reasonable for the convention to be held
outside the North American area than within it. The three factors, which are
considered Jointly, are (1) the purpose of and activities taking place at the convention, (2) the purposes and activities of the sponsoring organization, and (8)
the residences of the organization's members and thelocation of other sponsored
conventions.
I While we support the use of the North American area as the dividing line,. the
remainder of the proposal Is a cause fOr serious concern. Under the legislation,
it could be anticipated that the expenses of attending foreign conventions would
not be deductible unless a taxpayer could show virtually that it 'was impossible
to hold the convention within the North American area.
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We believe that this approach would be considerably sounder if the listed
factors were considered in the alternative and If the overall guideline were
changed from "more reasonable" to "reasonable," the more commonly interpreted
statutory test. In other words, the taxpayer would be required to establish that
it was reasonable to hold the convention outside the North American area because of either (a) the relation between the purpose of and activities at the
convention and the purposes and activities of the sponsoring organization or (b)
the residences of the organization's members and the location of other sponsored
conventions. Thus, for example, it would be sufficient for a taxpayer to demonstrate that an organization with a purely domestic membership has a legitimate
international purpose and that this purpose was carried out at the convention.
In the case of organizations with significant foreign membership--say, at least
20 percent-a taxpayer would have to identify this fact and also indicate where
the organization has held and intends to hold conventions.
However, as was Indicated at the beginning of this statement, the best course
of action would be simply to repeal section 274(h). Even with the amendments
here proposed, the rules of section 274(h) would remain a confusing rnd illconcelved Jumble. It would be far better for the whole deductibility question to be
dealt with under the law which was developed under section 162, supplemented
where necessary with new Treasury regulations. This would restore the focus
of the inquiry onto the only appropriate question-whether the expenses of
attending a foreign convention are ordinary and necessary business expenses.
1'usT DVsIoN,

TEXAs BANKERS ASSOcATION,
Austin, Tea., November 80, 1977.
Re Repeal of Carryover Basis-S. 2227,
Senator HAaar F. BYRD,

U.S. Senate.
Waingto D.C.

DcAs SENATOR BmRD: I have Just read your comments on the repeal of carryover basis in the November 22, 1977 Congressional Record. Your position has the
complete support of the Trust Division of the Texas Bankers Association.
However, I noticed in the groups of those opposed to carryover basis that the
Texas Bankers Association was omitted. I assure you that we have opposed this

_complex and essentially unworkable concept from the beginning.

Again, let me assure you of our support for the repeal of carryover basis and
for a return to the prior law.

Sincerely yours,

ROBERT G. McKNZIE,
Legskstike Chairman.
TRUST DmrvSoN,
TEXAS BANKERS ASSOCIATION,
--

Austin, Tex., December 2, 1977.

Re Repeal of Carryover Basis--S. 2227.
Hon. HA=T F. Bra, Jr.,

U.S. Senate,

WasMngo^ D.O.
DrA SENATOB BYRD: I have read with interest your comments on repeal of
carryover basis in the November 22, 1977 issue of the "Congressional Record."
Since, as a matter of policy, the Trust Division of the Texas Bankers Association supports repeal of carryover basis there are a couple of minor points which
I cannot find having ever been covered which I would like to call to your
attention.
First of all, as I understand it, carryover basis Is in the laws in order to make
up the revenue loss when the Federal estate tax was removed on estates below a
certain amount. The estimate of the amount of revenue to be recovered had to
be based on an assumption that the assets will be ultimately sold. I cannot see
where such an estimate could have any credible foundation. After all, who can
really say for sure that a legatee or devise will, In fact, dispose of an asset at a
time when they are in a certain income tax bracket, let alone pinpoint the year
this will actually happen
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The second point which needs to be made is that instead of carryover basis

being a revenue producing measure it is actually achieving the opposite result.The increased administration costs which estates are incurring are a deduction
on the Federal estate tax return. This, in turn, means less tax revenue for the
government. Though simplistic, take for example an estate In the 50 percent
bracket with increased administration costs directly attributable to carryover
basis computations of $10,00. In this example the governmentIoses $5,000 and
the heirs lose $6,000.
Why not simply repeal the law, return to the prior law, and increase the
Federal estate tax so your revenue is assured? To not do so Is a guaranteed loss
in revenue to the government Justified by an estimate of future revenue gain
via taxation of the appreciation which must be based upon a "guess" since I
can think of no reliable way to make such a forecast. Guess it just depends on
who reads the box car numbers.
Sincerely yours,
EIDWARD A. Yopp,
E.recutive Director.

Mo~usn, KXNossuy, O'CoNNo, LUDwosox, TnomPsoN &HAYES,

Belinghom, Wash., Novtember 15, 1977.
FINANCE COMMIT
Suboommttee on Tazation and Debt Managcrnen t,
U.S. Senate,
Waehington,D.O.
GzNTLZU zN: I am a member of the Section of Taxation of the American Bar
Association, although a rather inactive one. My princilmi interest is in estate
and gift taxes. As such, I received a copy of the Statement of the Section of Taxation and the Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law of the American
Bar Association dated October 28, 1977, which to a considerable etent is addressed
to the matter of change in or repeal of the carry-over basis portions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1978.
I heartily endorse what has been said by the ABA Section,
I give you a concrete example now current in my practice.
My client died in March, 1977. He, with his wife of many years owned (free
of all debt) a small but first-class dairy farm in this county. All of his property
was tranferred to his wife upon his death by virtue of a Community Property
Agreement, an instrument which is a creature of Washington statutory law and
-

the effect of which In to provide for the transfer of Washington property at
least without probate from the husband to the wife, or vice versa; but nothing

more. Half of the community estate is subject to tax.
The entire community estate is valued at about $825,000. The principal asset
is the farm, although there were substantial savings in cash and a trifle of investment in mutual funds.
This farm was acquired by this couple in five separate purchases, running
from 1942 to 1968. They kept no record of the cost of the purchases and they have
no records of the Improvements which they built upon the properties they purchased, although-tbe improvements were substantial, and they have no record of
the depreciation taken or allowable on the properties until the last several years
when their income tax return are available and show such depreciation.
I could only guess at the cost of the original purchase of the five parcels,
which together constitute the farm, by ascertaining the revenue stamps placed
on the deeds at the respective time and revenue stamps often were not precise by
any means.
The farm has been sold by the widow and she has the problem of computing
her and the estate's capital gain, since, of course, she and the estate both conveyed their half interests in the sale.
It Is absolutely Impossible for anyone, no matter how learned or how wellequipped with calculators and computers, to compute capital gain under the current carry-over bas s law-absolutely impossible, Le., according to any system.
Repeal the current carry-over basis law and do it quickly.

Sinemely yours,

BuTwo., A. Knroasuar.
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BAINETI BANK,

Mami, Pia.,November 29, 1977.
Re Repeal of carryover basis rules,

u. ARYbJYRD,

tt8. Senate,
Waalinpton, D.C.
DAR ta8: Speaking ou behalf of the 115 member Trust Departments of the
Florida Bankers Association, I can assure you that we fully support any proposal to repeal the hastily enacted carryover basis rules contained In the 1976
Tax Reform Act.
These rules are unduly. complex, difficult to administer and, worst of all, they
create an environment where amended Income tax returns will become a "regular
yay of life" for our Nation's fiduciaries.
We urge, and fully support, any of the following remedies:
1. Total repeal of carryover basis rules and a return to prior law.
2e Defer Implemenstation until 1979 or 1080.
3. Exempt all property acquired prior to 1977 from carryover basis rules.
Please let me know if there is anything further we can do to gather congressional support of this inordinately complex law.
Sincerely yours,
"ORTON

B. NICHOLS,

Chairman, Trust Diviflon,
Florida Bankers AssoOlation.

11.• IARRYHon.
BYRD,"UARRY

U,

Seitate,

~ARLINGTON, VA.,

Deceber 2, 1977.

lahington, D.C..
DE Aa S NATOR BY RD; I am an attorney acquainted with-the mechanics of comnmodity futures trading and actual practices In the commodity futures industry.
I am also a constituent pf yours.
I ant writing to you to express my concern about what appear to be your
views on H.R. 6715, rqgarding the correction of 4 typographical error In the Tax
Reform Act of 1976, !would like to preface my remarks by saying that I greatly
admire the futuriiujndustry as one of, the last bastions of free enterprise and
would not want to lAnder its health, by the imposition of unfair or discriminatory
tax laws.
However I must take. Issue With. those who oppose adding the word "agricultural" before the word commodityy" In sec. 1404(d) of P.L. 94-455 (206 U.S.C.
1222), relating to the holding period necessary for long-term capital gains treatment of futures transactions.. ....
To explain why I feel the word "agricultural" should be added, It is necessary
for ue to engage In a short description, of commodity futures markets, as well as
the original purpose of seec. 1404(d).
Futures markets exist because they are risk-shifting mechanisms which provide for price stability for producers, middlemen and consumers of the commodities traded on them ("hedging"). At least In theory, a commodity. futures contract which has no use as a hedging vehicle is illegal and will not be approved
by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("OFTO").
Thus, makers of camera film (who need silver) might go long in the silver
futures market so that binding commitments to deliver camera film 4n coming
months will not be affected by price rises in silver; General Mills might go long
In wheat, so thatiprice rises In wheat won't force It to raise breakfast cereal
prices; or an Iowa farmer might go short in corn each spring to guard against
being hurt by price drops between planting and harvest. Speculation In the
markets by persons with excess capital is encouraged, because without the liquidity which speculators bring to the marketplace, there could be no hedging. ,
All commodities trade on U.S. exchanges, whether silver; cotton, wheat, corn
or even Mexican pesos, are traded in several different contracts, each contract
expiring in a different month. Thus, on the Chicago Board of Trade there are
wheat contracts expiring in March, May, July, September and December of each
year. The New York Commodity Exchange has silver contracts expiring In those
same months each year.
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The reason for exempting agricultural commodities from other capital gains
in the Tax Reform At of 1976 was, not to help the futures markets, but to help
keep food costs to the housewife down! The IdeasWas that grain elevator' bakIng
and cereal companies, and other middlemen and processors of foodstuffs who,
in the normal course of their busing's, woulh hedge their future net-s for agricultural commodities by going long ih the niarket, would be able to get long-term
capital gains treatment of their hedging transactions, keeping their costs of doing
busfuess lower and therefore the prices they charged for grocery store goods.
(Note: since the farmer always hedges his growing crop by going short in the
market, tMie farmer Is never' entitled to long-term capital gains treatment, which
is accorded only to grains by those who are long in the market). However, the
combination of a lack of any real risk in "spread" or "straddle" trading in certain niin-agricultural commn0dities and the fact that the holding period for all
other capital gains will be twelve months has turned this section into a havenlo
for tax evaders.
Spread (straddle) trading consists of going long in i commodity in one 6ontract month and simultaneously going short in the same commodity in another
contract month, e.g., short December wheat and long May wheat. The chief
economist of the CFTC, Dr. Mark l'owers, in his book, "Getting Started in Commodiky Futures Trading," explained how spread trading can be utilized to a'vold
paying taxes :
"For example, suppose on September 1 you have a $20,000 short-term capital
gain for which yoi'will have to pay taxes this year. You can utilize the futures.
market . . . to reduce this year's taxable income and defer the tax on-that
$20,000 short-term gain until next year-or perhaps even turn the short-i6rin gain
into a, long-term gain, Which would then be taxed at a lower rate.
"Here's how you might do it. On September.1J you buy two contracts of March
Deutschemarks at $.35460, and immediately sell two contracts of June Deutschemarks at $.36000. When December 28 rolls around, the March Deutschemarks are
at $37460 and June's are at $.38000. Since you are long the March contracts and
they've gone up, you have a gain of $20,000 (minus commissions of $100), on
that side of the spread. But because the June contracts, which you sold, have increased equally in price, you have a $20,000 los 'oh that side of the spread. By
offsetting the losing side of the spread-that is, by buying back the June contracts-you will bbtai, the $20,000 loss to'deduet on this year's income tax. This,
nullifies thp tax effect bf the original short-term gain.
"(Of course, to th&extent that the prices for the two contracts did not move
up ahd down in unison, the gains and losses on the tVo' sides of the spread would
not exactly offset each other. It should be 6bviou, therefore, 'that in selecting
a commodity for these "tax spreads" you should choose one In which there is a
strong correlation between price movements in the various months.)
"By maintaining the position in the.1March contract until after January 1, you'
will carry that $26,000 gain over into' tho next fax year, and if yon hold the dontract until March 2 of that year, the profits will be long-term capital gains."
Getting 'Started, pp. 143-144.
between,
Which commodities are the ones 'with the strongest "correlation
price moveimients in the various months"? Iii the October, 1976 issue of Financial
Wo"d, tdominIcA. Tarantino, a partner In PrIce'Waterhouse & Co., recommended
silver as one example (see attached article).' The peculiar "switch-trading"
rules of Comex, which, being noncompetitive, allow tax traders to fit the cor.
relation to their tax needs like a 'glove, have 'made silver the favorite ttx
spreading commodity (se6 attached 'excerpts from; the OCH Commodity lqtures
Law Reporter, discussing a report of the CFTC's Diviston of Trading and Mar-'
ketS on Comex switch-trading and tax spreads, an4' a speech by CFTC ViceChairman John Rainbolt II). As Mr. Rainbolt noted, on December 30, 1976, "it
appears' that 'as few as 500 actual positions Were taken from a volume in excess
of 127000 contracts.
The typograohical' error in the Tax Reform Act made these tat spreads's ddenly mote attractive than most other shelters, and, the upsurge in this activity
forced the Internal Revenue Service into action. The IRS, realizing that silver
futures 'of different months almost always move in tandem and that there was
therefore no real chance of either making or losing money in t tax spread (which
is reilly, Only one transaction, even though technically'two market posLtions are
takdn), i-e*ntly!issu Rev. Ruling'77-185 (cop" 'attached) denying favorable
tax treatment to silver spreads. The futures industry has hired a. foher flRS
98-902-77

'

'
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Commissioner, Sheldon Cohen, to fight this ruling in the courts. In determining
whether the ruling should be upheld, the courts are sure to look at, and will
probably be greatly influenced by, the progress of H.R. 6715 in working its way
toward passage, for this bill I the best gauge of whether the Congress intended
to create this huge loophole. The House of Representatives has already said no,
and so should the Senate.
Along with Comex silver, the other widely-used commodities in tax spreads
are the foreign currencies. See, e.g., Wall Street Journal, Sept. 20, 1977 (copy
of front-page article attached) and In re Siegel Trading Co., Inc., OCH Comm.
Fut. L. Rptr. Par. 20,452 (July 28,1977).
Senator Byrd, I feel that the use of the tax laws to lower grocery prices is
legitimate. I also think that if someone wants to take advantage of the way that
Congress went about lowering food prices to reduce his own tax liability by
spread trading in agricultural commodities, that is also fine. Since agricultural
commodities do not always move In tandem, the way different months of Comex
silver and foreign currency futures do, the agricultural spreader has a good
chance of making or losing money on the spread-his losses, if any, are real, not
phony.
-But to allow this practice for non-agricultural commodities serves no purpose
except to increase the commissions collected by the brokerage houses and to
wipe out all the beneficial effects of the other sections of the Tax Reform Act
of 1976. Therefore, I urge you and your committee to recommend passage of the
bill by the Senate.
Sincerely,
DAVD 7. KAurMAN, Esq.
[From Financial World, October 19763

TAX Topics

(By Dominic A. Tarantino 1)
YEAR-END TAX PLANNING Writ

COMMODITY STRADDLES

Year-end review and tax planning for Investments should start now. This year,
because of the 1976 Tax Reform Act there are more considerations than usual.
This column deals with year-end planning using commodity straddles--a particularly effective technique where you may want to offset already recognized
short-term capital gains. These are the gains which are taxed at the regular graduated rates-ranging up to 70 percent. The objective of this technique is to
defer these profits to next year or, better yet, convert them to long-term capital
gains.
Before going further, let's take a quick look at the Tax Reform Act. Changes
have been made with regard to the holding period requirement for recognizing
long-term rather than short-term capital gains. In general, the holding period
for long.term gains, now more than six months, increases to more than nine
months in 1977 and to more than one year In 1978. But omitted from these changes
are commodity futures transactions. A long-term capital gain will still result if
the futures contract is sold at a gain after a holding period of more than six
months.
With that in mind we can come to commodity straddles-the simultaneous
purchase and sale of two futures contracts, eacb In the same commodity but for
delivery in different months. We can use silver futures as an example. (Don't
forget the objective-to offset short-term gains already realized in 197a) You
arrange to buy July silver at $450 and sell May silver at $447. The spread between
months on silver reflects the cost of carrying the commodity: Interest expenses
and charges for Insurance and storage. This price differential usually remains
fairly constant as it pertains to the contracts of two different months.
Subsequent price changes will result in a gain on one contract and a corresponding loss on the other. In December you review the straddle and find that
the July contract is now $470 and the May contract is $467. Therefore, there Is
a profit of 20 points on the long side and a corresponding loss o the short side.
To accomplish the original objective, the short position should be closed out
(covered) and the short-term capital loss recognized, Upon covering the short
'Mr. Tarantino fs a partner in Price Waterhouse & Co. in charge of tax
tehnical services in teIr national offAce. This month's column was writtenresearch
by Johnand
R.
Walsh, Jr., a tax partner in the Seattle, Washington, omce.
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sale you should enter into another short sale. This Is important because in a
true hedging position you never want to be long in the commodity. Let's say that
you sell September silver at $476; now you are-still long July at $470 and short
September at $476.
Moving on to 1977, at a time when the six-month holding period for the long
contract is fulfilled, the contract is sold and the long-term gain realized. Let's
assume that July silver is still priced at $470 and September is $476. For illustrative purposes, there has been no change in price since December-an unlikely
event. Both contracts are now closed out so there's a 20-point long-term gain on the
long contract and no gain or loss on the short contract.
Essentially, then, the short-term gain of 1976 which was offset by the loss on
the May contract is converted to a long-term gain in 1977.
The foregoing procedure works in a rising Tuarket. In a falling market a loss
occurs on the long contract and a gain Is realized on the short side. Sounds OK at
first, but there is a problem; you can't obtain long-term capital gain treatment
on the gain realized on short sales-including short sales of futures contracts.
Transactions in short contracts always result in short-term capital gains or
losses. That's why when the straddle goes against you, It's best to close out both
sides before the six-month holding period expires. This way the short-term gain
is offset by the short-term loss.
Although It doesn't work in a declining market, a successful straddle can
defer recognition of a gain to 1977 or convert this year's short-term gain into
next year's long-term gain.
COMPETITIVENESS OF SWITCH TRADING ON COMEX QUESTIONED
The Division of Trading and Markets haa been Instructed by the Commodity
ltures Trading Commission to discuss with the Commodity Exchange, Inc. the
elimination of certain non-competitive practices during its special after hours
switch trading sessions.
A "switch," also known as a straddle or spread, involves the simultaneous purchase of a futures contract for one delivery month and the sale of a contract of
the same commodity in another delivery month.
While switch trading also takes place during regular trading hours when there
are lulls in hectic trading, the Division of Trading and Markets concluded in a
report to the Commission that the special switch session "does not appear to
meet the standard of an open and competitive trading method."
Problems cited by the Division include one that all orders to be executed for a
customer during the special session must be entered prior to the close of regular
trading, while this requirement does not apply to floor brokers who may take advantage of favorable spreads that may arise during the session. Switches executed during the special session do not have to reflect the price range of switches
executed during the regular trading period. The switch during the special session
is often executed at a prearranged price differential. The lack of rules has led
to the development of practices which readily lend themselves to unlawful activity
according the Division.
Tax Straddles . . . The special session provides particular advantages to an
Individual seeking to establish a tax straddle or realize a tax loss, according to
the report, since a trader can calculate the net result of his actions prior to
entering the market.
Division Director Thomas A. Russo. stated that the report and the ensuing
Commission instructive were prompted by earlier misgivings about the competitiveness of the sessions, and recent Interest on the part of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and New York Mercantile Exchange in establishing a similar
trading session.
RAINBOLT DIScusSEs

"DUAL TRADING" AND "SWITCoH TRADING" WIT
UsESa ASSOCIATION

SILVER

In a speech before the Silver Users Association in New York, CFTC Vice Chair.
man John V. Rainbolt, IT said that "dual trading" and "switch trading" continue
to he leading concerns of the Commission.
Mr. Rainbolt cited a lack of trust in the markets as the rationale for the recently adopted "dual trading" regulations, and noted that hearings will be held
concerning the new requirements because of objetcions from the exchanges.
"Until an exchange and the OFTO can go to the trading records of a given
day's trading and either confirm or refute an allegation that a broker traded
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ahead of his customer orders, the practices of the floor, even though it is madeup of honorable people, will continue to be a problem toplague the Industry and
the Commission," he said.
"The Year of the Switch-Hitter" . . . Calling 1976 "the year of the switch-.
hitter," Mr. Rainbolt noted that after hours trading on the Comex, Inc., which a
staff report recommended should be abolished as anti conipetitive, was primarily
used during the November-December period for straddle trading that permits the,
deferral of tax obligations.
"The tax implications of this activity are not the problem of the CPTC," Mr.
Rainbolt noted. "Howe-'er. no one could fail to look at the year-end switch-tradIng without asking theriselves, 'Is this the way futures markets should be characterited, as a haven for the tax evader?'"
According to Mr. Rainbolt siwtch-trading averaged 30,000 to 60,000 contracts'
per month from January, 1975, through the summer of 1976, with the exception
of the November-December period, when It averaged 140,000 transactions per.
month.'
On Decemller 30, 1976, some 33,000 straddles were executed during normal
trading hours. an additional 30.000 contracts were executed at the special switch
session after hours, and "it appears tbat as few as 500 actual positions were.
taken from a volume in 'excess of 127,000 contracts," Mr. Rainbolt said.
SCTIoN 105.-LossEs

26 CFR 1.165-1: LOSSES
Artificial loss created to offset capital gain.-Neither a short-terni captial losscreated to minimize the tax 'consequences' of an unrelated short-term capital'

gain through a series of transactions in silver futures contracts, which result
in no real economic loss, nor the related out-of-pocket expenses incurred in connectio with creating the loss are deductible under section 165(a) of the Code.
REVENU

RUL.E 77-185

Advice has been requested whether, under the circumstances de.scrlbed below,.
the loss from transactions in silver future contracts is deductible under section 165(a) of the Internal Revene Code of 1954.
In order to minimize ihe tax consequences of a short-term capital gain of'
150x dollars realized from the sale of real property in 1975, a taxpayer in 1975;
and 1976 engaged'In the following transactions involving the purchase and saleon margin of Ailver futures contracts:
1. On August 1, 1975, the taxpayer soh short 40 silver futures contracts
for July 1976 delivery at a total contract price of 2,000z dollars, and"
simultaneously puchased 40 silver futures contracts for March 1976 delivery
at a total contract price of 1,951az dollars.
2. On August 4, 1975 the taxpayer sold the 40 futures contracts purchased on August 1 foi Marci 1976 delivery, at a total contract price of"
1.825o dollars. On the same day the taxpayer purchased 40 silver futurescontracts for May 1976 delivery at a total contract price of 1,&51x dollars.
3. On February 18, 1976, the taxpayer sold the 40 futures contracts pur-.
chased on August 4, 1975 at a total contract price of 2,025z dollars and
covered the short position established on August 1, 1975 by purchasing 40,
futures contracts for July 1976 delivery at a total contract price of 2,051x,
dollars. '
The commission on the closing of each transaction was 2m dollars. All of the.
transactions' were entered into In accordance'with the rules of' the exchange,
and during normal trading hours.
For 1975 the taxpayer reported the following transactions.
Dollars,

150x---.-.....Short-term gain from sale of real estate .....
Less--short-term loss from sale of March 1976 silver futures (after com12.
-----------------------------------------------mission)
---------

Net short-term gain

----

For 1976 the taxpayer reported the following transactions:
Long-term gain from sale of May 1970 silver futures (after commIssion)__
Les-shrt-term loss from short sale of July 1976 silver futures (after
-------------------------------commission) ----J..Net long-term gain-----.

.

-..-

'

-

--

22
172x
53lz-
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The books of the taxpayer's brokerage firmshow d the AIgust 4 transaction
:as a-debit to the taxpayer's account until it was cancelled out by the February 1$,
1976 sale of the May. 1976 futures contracts purchased on August 4, 1975, Be!case: the taxpayer consistently mintalined a "spread" poslt Ion,, the risk of the
transaction waslimitd ind therefore the margin requirement to finance the
.purchases and short sales of tbese Silver futures contracts amounted to %th
sof I percent Of the total futures coritracts Ziurchased during this series of transactions or approximately l0t oolla'ts.
r
t
s
Sesse 1. Section 165(a) of the Code provides the general rule that there shall
be allowed as a deduction ajiy.loss sustained during 'the taxable *'ear and not
compensated for by insurance or otherwise. Sectlon, 165(c(2) provides that
individuals "ay deduct under sectlon 165(a) losses lncUWAzIi.a
transaction
entered Iqto fok pr~fit,th~ugh not connected with a ttade or business. HO4ever,
section 1.1,65-1(b)'of thie .Incom'n 'Tax Regulations provides, In pait, that for a
l6ss to be allowable as'a deductl6n under" section 165 (a), it inust be evidenced by
closed and completed transactions, fixed by'intferi'fable' events, and actually sistained during the taxable year. Only a bona fide loss is allowable, and substance,
not mere form, shall govern in determining a deductible loss.
In "'jredierIck R. Hore", 5 :T.C. 20. (1945), a commodity broker-dealer was
denied a loss on the sale of a membership in the New York Coffee and Sugar
Excha~ge. The taxpayer had purchased Mjembership. Number 133 in the Exchange
on July 25, 1929. On NovemLer 24, 1941, he purchasedMembership Number 171
in the Exchange. On December 2, 1941, the taxpayer sold Membership Number
133. The court noted that the taxpayer conceded that the purchase of the new
membership and sale of the old membership were for the purpose of establishing
a tax los; that both 'of these transactions were'component parts ot a unified
plan to carry out thAt purpose; and that the transactions enabled the taxpayer
-to remain a member of the Exchange without Interruption. Citing Gregory v.
Hllvering, 293 U.S. 465 -(1935',.XIV-1 C.B. 193, for the proposition that an actual
loss has not been sustained unless the taxpayer is poorer to the extent of the
claimed loss upon conclusion of the entire transaction, the Tax Court of the
United States disallowed the claimed loss on the ground that "lie [Horne] stood
in exactly the same position as before, except that he was out of pocket $100."
The court viewed the taxpayer's temporary ownership of two membership rertiflcates as producing no business advantage to the tapayer, as each seat on the
Exchange was exactly like the other.
In Gordon MacRae, 34 T.C. 20 (1960), the taxpayer was dented an interest
deduction on money borrowed to purchase $1,000,000,in United States Treasury
Notes, because the tax Court of the United States found that the taxpayer did
not purchase the notes, and did not borrow large sums of money, and 41d.not pay
any amount deductible as interest. In disallowing the deduction, the court viewed
the substance of the transaction as nothing more than a series of steps taken by
the taxpayer to create the deduction.
The court observed at page 27:
"The steps taken, each in itself a legitimate commercial operation, were here
each mirror images, and add up to zero. The various purchases and sales, each
real without the other, neutralize one another anl fairly shout to the world the
essential nullity of what Was done. Nb purchase and no sale'ts essentially identical with whttt was done here, I.e., Identical and virtually simultaneous'purchases
and sales. The choice of the more' coffiplicated' and Involved- method of doing
-nothing had no purpose, savie the et'ectlon of the facade upon which petitioners
- I
now seek to rely."
Under the'ratlonale 'of section 1.15-1(b) of the rokulations and of the Horne
and MaeRae decisions, the taxllayer in thO instant case suffered no real economic
loss in 1975. On August 1. 1075, the taxpayer haid established 'a balanced position
'in silver futures contract. After closing out the, long position on August 4, 1975,"the taxpayer 'tontinued'a balanced position In silver contracts by immediately
purchasing tie 40 May 1976 contracts. After the 'sale and 'purchase of the sliver
futures contrActs on August 4, the taxpayer was in exactly the sanie position as
before these transactions, with the only difference being'the months of delivery
of the replacement contracts. Thus. the Augost 4 sale resulted in no real change
of position in a true 'economic sense; and does not'rpresent a 'closed and com4
pleted transaction.
Issue .- In l178' when the taxpayer closed out all 6f the hituti'e transactions
"the result was an economic loss of 9z dollars (128z dollar short-term loss from
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the sale of silver futures In 1975, less the 119z dollar net long-term gain on the
sale of silver futures in 1976) resulting from the broker's commissions and small
variations in the prices at which the futures contracts were entered, into.
In the instant case, the taxpayer's dominant purpose for engaging in the above
described silver futures transactions was to create an artificial short-term capital
loss to offset a substantial short-term capital gain realized on the sale of real
property, while insuring that no real economic effect resulted from such transactions. The taxpayer had no reasonable expectation of deriving an economic
profit from the transactions.
accordingly, neither the short-term loss of 128x dollars claimed in 1975. nor
the out-of-pocket loss of 9: dollars arising in 1976 from the closing out of the
silver futures contracts is deductible as a loss within the meaning of section
165(a) of the Code. See Knetch v. United States, 348 F.2d 932 (Ct. CI. 1965),
and Brown v. United States, 396 F.2d 450 (Ct. CI. 1968), where the Court of
Claims disallowed deductions for out-of-pocket expenses incurred In transactions
determined not to have economic substance.
[From the Wall Street Journal, Sept. 20, 19771
WORLD OF THE FUTURES Is UNDER SHARP ATTACK BY TAX-DODGE PROBERS
COMMODITY TRADES S/TUDIED BY JURIES AND REGULATORS; $500 MILLION IN
EVAWIONS--THE SONG OF A BLIND CANARY

(By Jonathan I. Laing)

The U.'S.'s commodity futures exchanges are relics of a free-wheeling, rapacious
brand of capitalism that has all but vanished from the American scene. Discouraged by the complexity of their markets and the fierce individualism of their
members, the government has pretty-much left them alone.
VThat situation Is changing, and drastically. Last June a federal grand jury
in Chicago indicted five soybean traders on the Chicago Board of Trade, the
nation's largest futures market; they were charged with a variety of criminal
offenses, including tax evasion and defrauding customers through rigged trading. Other federal Juries are said to be zeroing in on similar transactions in other
futures markets.
"There are likely to be literally dozens and dozens of indictments of commodity
traders and others growing out of these Investigations over the next couple of
years," predicts an official of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC), the federal watchdog over futies trading, which has assisted in the
investigations. "What we're talking about here is not Just traders rigging the
markets for their own profit and to the detriment of the -public, but one of the
biggest tax rip-offs of all time. Judging from what we've seen so far, more than
$500 million in taxes have been evaded in recent years through illegal commoity trades."
A STUDY DRUMBEAT

Futures markets are also feeling heat directly from the CFTC. In its 21/
years of existence, the agency has brought a steady drumbeat of administrative
actions against exchanges and traders. As a result of one such action, an adminIstrative law judge last July levied a $100,000 fine against Siegel Trading Co., a
Chicago commodity brokerage concern. and suspended it from certain kinds
of commodity dealings for six months. The firm and 10 other defendants, whose
cases are still pending, were accused of generating more than $2 million in
phony tax losses for a customer through rigged trades In foreign-currency futures on the Chicago Merchantile Exchange.
The crackdown -onf-futures trading is largely an outgrowth of the surge in
food and commodity prices in the mid-1970s, much of which was blamed, rightly
or wrongly, on futures speculation. In response to the consumer uproar, Congress created the ClTC to replace the ineffectual Commodity Exchange Authority
and gave the new body more power and more money.
"It was a classic case of an industry trying to live by 1890 robber baron standards in an age of public accountability." says John Rainbolt, CFTO vice Chairman. "The exchanges are going to have to change, though, because a multibilliondollar industry can't be allowed to continue as a private club."
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THU rXVIS8BrIZ HAND
Futures are nothing more than contracts calling for delivery of a commodity
at a specified future time and price. (At most, 5 percent of such contracts
result in deliveries. The traders typically don't want to end up with soybeans,
say, or silver; they are simply speculating on price movements.) According to
futures-exchange brochures, the "invisible hand" of unfettered competition
among market participants ensures that the public investor or any other trader
wll always obtain the best possible price for his contracts fairly reflecting the
latest supply-and-demand information affecting the price of any commodity.
A sQmewhat different picture Is emerging from the investigations. It Is a picture of coemipetition that is often severely fettered by the traders themselves.
According to federal sources, the probes are turning up evidence of widespread
fictitious, prearranged trading, although both federal law and the regulations
of all futures markets require that all trading be done competitively and through
open outcry on exchange floors.
"W4hen you have a lot of rigged trading it can create serious price distortions
that ill serve the public," says William Schief, director of the CFTC's enforcewent division. "Also, fictitious trading often artificially pumps up trading volume,
creating an Illusion of liquidity and market breadth that can be misleading to
act on."
nETTING AFTE THU RACE
Thopgh the pattern varies, rigged-trading schemes generally work this way One trader buys a futures contract from another and simultaneously sells it back
to him at a different price. Most such deals arise from a trader's desire to creat
a tax loss. Typically they occur out of earshot of other traders. The prices are
preset; there is no market risk.
"It's somewhat like being able to bet with a bookie after you know the outcome of the race," one source explains. "All traders have to do Is make sure
that the prices they use are somewhere within the previous trading range for
the commodity on that particular day."
The savings can be substantial for a high-tax-bracket trader who switches a
trading profit in this fashion. The profit is switched to a taxpayer In a lower
bracket, perhaps another floor traders having a bad year. Generally, the lowerbracket taxpayer kicks back part of the trading profit to his high-bracket confederate, who doesn't report the kickback as income for tax purposes.
One reason for the prevalence of rigged trades is the ease with which professional floor traders can pull them off. For one thing, commodity-exchange
ticker tapes report only price changes, not Individual trades. And trades for
brokers' own accounts aren't time-stamped and immediately reported. Though
some exchanges have begun requiring floor traders to Identify the hour within
which trades for their own account were made, this requirement is easy to
circumvent.
The recent Board of Trade Indictments illustrate some of the alleged techniques. One trader, Sam H. La Mantia, was charged with making a series of
rigged trades with accounts he had set up In the names of his son, two granddaughters and mother-in-law without their knowledge, trades that were designed
to generate losses in his account and profits in the relatives' accounts. Mr. La
Mantia allegedly kept the profits and failed to report them on his income-tax
returns.
Another trader was accused of conspiring with a customer to lose $20,000 to the
latter's account. The customer, it is charged, then kicked back most of the money

to the trader.'

"We've also come across numerous instances of traders paying for various
goods and services by setting up an account for the party owed, rigging a trade
for exactly the amount of the debt, and then claiming a tax loss," says a CFTO
official. "The money has gone for everything from Jewelry and vacations to cars
and snowmobiles. One trader even set up an account for his mistress."
SPREADS OR STRADDLES

The current Investigations are being directed mainly at what appears to be an
eveu bigger tax dodge-rigged commodity spreads, or tax straddles. These have
long been a legal and widely used technique whereby professional traders defer
taxes and spread their often volatile trading income over a period of years. And
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with the tightening of other tax shelters such as cattle feeding and real estate,

'more and, more high-bracket, taxpayers have been steered into commodity tax

straddles by their lawyers and accountants,
,Such spreading involves the simultaneous purchase and,sle of futures In different delivery months. In other words,.you buy, say, a 5,000-bushel ,February
'soybean future and sell d 5,000-bushel April soybean future. The idea behind the
strategy is that whichever wayj the commodity ultimately movesin price, one
*side of the spread will end up showing a profit while the other side will show a
loss, since the prices of differentfutures of the same commodity, tend to move
in tandem.

.

.

A futures deal can e closed out at any time before the delivery date. Thus, the
'spreader can defer taxes by taking a-loss on the losing aide of the spread near the
.end of the tax year and deducting the loss from current Income. Hecarries over
'the.-vwInning.side of the spread to.the following -year, transforming ordinary
income or short-term capital gains into long-term gains,, wblc are taxed at about
half the rate. Some traders do even better than that: They boast that by engineer•Ing such tAx spreads year after year, they never pay any income taxes. .
• To ie recognized for tax purposes by the Internal Revenue Service, however, a
:tax spread must carry economic risk-that is, there must be potential for making
or losing money apart from any tax considerations. Federal investigators claim
that a number of professional traders, and others -have used prearranged trades
to eliminate all ris)c from their tax spreads. They have done this, the investigators
"si' by 'rigging the 'losing ttaknsactibis so thkit the gain on one side-of the spread
will exactly balance the loss on the othe- for eaWh'4artIpf#ant.
-'
-J

.~"

OIL'AMt

SILVER

STAt the moment, the primary targets of the investigations Into rigged, tax
-spreading are the Chicago Mercantile Exchange's foreign-currency, market the
'New York Cotton Exchange's now defunct crude-oil futures market. and, the
silver-futures markets of the Chicago Board of Trade and of New York's-ComII
modity Exchange Inc..
' "These rigged tax straddles appear to have been going on for years. hut the IRS
has lacked the resources or knowledge of futures markets to ferret them'out,"
says one CFTC enforcement official "The amount of taxes being laundered
through these trades is staggering. Interestingly, a lotof it ends up flowing to
offshore Bahamian ,and Panamanian. trusts beyond the reach of U.S. tax
.authorities.",
The federal, crackdown on futures trading had a curious beginning. It. was
'sparked by a Chicago interior decorator who went to the CFTC in the summer of
1975 to.complain that he had been swindled by two Board of Trade floor brokers.
His story was tangled and kept changing, but one fact leaped out at the investigators. The traders had paid the decorator for some furniture and jewelry
through a soybean trade apparently manufactured for just that "purpose.,
'he resulting CFTC investigation proceeded In a desultory fashion until early
in 1976. Then a veteran Board of Trade floor broker, Robert Meyer, who is blind,
contacted the agency and, after some negotiation, agreed to cooperate. Over the
,next several months Mr. Meyer guided government investigators through a
'labyrinth of rigged trades and phony accounts in the soybean'pil Hi9 disclosures
became the basis of the government's cases. In May 1976. the commission referred
the cases to the Justice Department for criminal prosecution. ' "'
Why did Mr. Meyer decide to turi government witness? Sourcesclose to him
say that he was motivated by a mixture of compunction and-fear of prosecution.
Others think the answer: is more "complex. One trader- who knows him well
theorizes that the decision grew out'of resentments arlsing from his blindness. " B is a very-prond, talented guy, and he was clearly galled by the condesken"ob
:slon with which :a lot of other traders he considered his intellectual inferiors
treated himu," the trader Ray$ "He'd cover it up by laughing cynically when other
brokers would throw him scraps of big orders. I think he turned canary to settle
some deep psychological scores."
The most prominent of the indicted traders Is Richard Groover. Virtually all
'the major brokerage houses funnel thet' public orders for'distantdelfivery soy"bean fntres through Mr. Groover because he dominAtes ihe other brokers In'thege thinly traded fuhires and his a reputation for efflient 'xecution of orders.
;behada fliAnclal Interest In, at prices unfav6rable to the customers. Mr. Groover
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"Theindictment changes tha Mr. Groover steered customers' orders to accounts
hehad.a afuancialWterest, attprices unfavorable tothe customers. Mr. Groover
says.thatbebas always ,acted Iin the best interests of public investors" and that
he expects to be "completely vindicated in court."
ri , Graover's trial is expected to begin late this year. As for Mr. ,Meyer, a
federal ludge last month accepted his guilty plea to one count of vfo'ating the
_. _Commodity Exchange Act and fined him $10,000. The Board of Trade wasn't so
understanding. It suspended him indefinitely.
STRADDLESR"

[From the Wall Street Journal, Nov. 29, 19771
STILL ACTIVELY TRADING DESPITE IOVES TO CURB THE PRACTICE

(By Shirley A. Jackewicz)
government Is making It' harder to "straddle" a commodity market usefully, but that doesn't seem to be deterring traders, especially in the lively silver
futures
market.
t *an
, _. help reduce
1 .1 an investor's income-tax liability.
Straddling
Is a ,practice that
It consists of simultaneously'' buying and selling futures contracts of a givert
commodity for different delivery months. If prices move significantly, one or theother transaction ts, likely to show a loss that can be used to offset previous
capital gains. That loss can be made up through aulother futures contract maturing in another tax year.
Last May, the Internal Revenue Service ruled that taxpayers can't use straddle
trades in commodity markets to create short-term losses solely for the purpose
of offsetting capital gains made elsewhere. Apparently, the IRS also wants to
be convinced that there is a degree of economic risk involved in a straddle, not
just a near-guaranteed loss, lbut this issue still is unclear, specialists say.
The Commodi.ty Futures Trading Commission also is concerned about
trading, but neither agency's activities appear to be affecting the level straddle
of such
trading. "Traders apparently are expecting some successful court fights," says
one New York analyst.
COMMODITY INDEXES
Close
Dow Jones futures .... ; -------------------------------------------325.34
Dow Jones spot-----------------------------------351.59
Reuter United Kingdom ----------------------------------- 1,497.5

Net change
-3.03
-4.32
+7.1

Year ago
351.56
351.41
1,550.2

-Straddle traders are attracted especially to the silver market, because prices
there often move sharply, without much change In the difference between the
quotes for the two delivery dates involved in the operation. This, analysts note,
helps the traders achieve their tax-saving ends more easily.
Recently, there has been a flurry of silver straddling. On the Monday before
Thanksgiving, for example, silver futures prices on the Commodity Exchange
Inc., or Comex, in New-York fluctuated within a 13-cent-an-nuuce range, giving
plenty of scope for traders to post sizable losses.
Indeed, straddle trades accounted for more than 89 percent of the 39.83Z
contracts that changed hands that day, an unusually large number, the Comex
reported. What's more, the volume of straddle trading was such that the exchange extended trading for several hours beyond its usual 2:15 p.m. EST
official closing time, a step it rarely takes.
The comparatively wide price fluctxuation .that day "enabled traders to achieve
the loss they needed in one day," says one New York trader.
The recent buildup ln straddles trading is accelerating at about the same pace
as in previous late-year months, when it generally has accounted for about threequarters of daily sliver-trading volume, analysts say.
What's remarkable, they add, is that, the trading hasn't been affected by
government moves to tighten up on some of the circumstances in which straddles.
can be used for tax purposes. Besides the IRS, the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission Is looking into the practice. It noted in a staff report earlier this year
that after-hours strftddle trading on Comex is "inconsistent with the concept of*
competitive trading."
/

I:

-
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According to a CFTC spokesman, the agency's division of trading and markets
has drawn up a proposed set of regulations governing straddle trading. These
are scheduled to be reviewed by the commission Itself within the next few weeks,
he adds.
Yet another body--a federal grand Jury-is Investigating silver straddle
trades, but traders' attraction to the practice continues, analysts note.

Hon.

HARRY FOOD BYRD,

Jr.,

ST. PErERsaUo, FLA., November 21, 1977.

Senate Offloe Building,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I was delighted to read in the Wall Street Journal of
your interest in pealing the carry-over basis rule adopted In the Tax Reform
Act of 1976.
While that Act has some constructive features, the so-called carry-over basis
rule looks like a "war on widows". For example:
1. To comply with the law and produce dates and records of costs of
purchases by a deceased person over many years imposes a great burden
on elderly survivors. Few of them can locate such records. Trying to solve
the problem creates excessive worry and unreasonable expenses.
2. If a husband acquired a home for $15,000.00 or $20,000.00 forty or fifty
years ago and bequeaths it to his widow, and If the home is now priced at
several times that In Inflated money, when she sells It after his death, her
income Is taxed on a so-called "gain" above the $15,000.00 or $20,000.00. Thus
she loses much of the sales proceeds at the time she needs It when moving
into a retirement facility.
I hope that you and your realistic associates will be successful in repealing the
carry-over basis rule.
I have engaged In work relating to-estates of decedents and their families since
1926 and consider the carry-over basis rule as the worst piece of legislation that
has ever come to my attention. It is Impractical and totally unfair to many older
surviving widows and widowers.
With best wishes, I am
Yours very truly,
THOMAS T. DuNN,
Attorney at Law.
CAL MAR, IOWA, November 12, 1977.
U.8. Senate Finance Subcommittee on Tax and Debt Management, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR Si: I thoroughly agree with the Iowa State Bar Association and the
American Farm Bureau in urging repeal of the carry-over basis provision of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976.
It Is unworkable. If it remains, as the years go by, virtually no estate or heirs
will sell real estate because the resulting income tax will be prohibitive. Land
values will consequently further skyrocket and it will be impossible for a young
man to buy and start his own operation.
Very truly yours

CHAIRMAN,

CARL NYSTROM,

Attorney at Law.
---Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
U.S. Senator, lVashington, D.O.

ATLANTA, GA., November 18, 1977.

DEaR SENATOR BYRn: Stories in the press recently have reported that you and
some of your associates are In favor of eliminating or modifying certain portions
of the 1976 Tax Act adoptc. by our Congress. More specifically these reports
indicate that you favor either eliminating or modifying the carry over basis
provisions of the Act.
On June 7, I wrote to The Honorable Mr. Albert C. Ullman in regard to some
phases of the 1976 Tax Act. I enclose a copy of that letter. I received a courteous
but uninformative reply.
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It is the opinion of the lawyers I have talked with that the carry over basis
provisions of the 1976 Act result In Imposing an income tax on any gain in the
use of the so-called "flower bonds" in the payment of estate taxes. These bonds
have been purchased by many people who are willing to accept a very low rate
-of interest In the belief that the difference between the price they paid and the
vailue of the bonds for estate tax purposes would be free of Income taxes and
would make up for the substantial loss these purchasers have taken in accepting the low rate of interest. These bonds have been purchased from the Gov-eminent of the United States through the Federal Reserve System.
It Is my conviction that this provision of the 1976 Tax Act amounts to an
outright repudiation by the Government of the United States of Its promise to
the buyers of these bonds. I hope you may be able to agree with my position
on this matter. It is, I think, one of the outstanding reasons why the carry
-over basis provisions should be eliminated or modified.
I am also of the opinion that the provision in that Tax Act which permits
the gift -tax free, of $100,000 by one spouse to another spouse is a trap into
which unwary taxpayers may fall. In my letter to Mr. Ullman I explained the
-reasons for my thinking In this connection.
I shall appreciate it If you can take the time and trouble to examine Into
the points have raised.
Very truly yours,
POPE F. BROCK.
Enclosure.
A-TLANTA, GA., June 7, 1977.
Mr. ALBERT C. ULLMAN,
Member of Congress,
Was~fngton, D.C.
DEr Ma. ULLMAN: The Kiplinger Tax Letter of May 13 reports that your
Committee is planning a large number of amendments to the Tax Act of 1976.
There certainly is ample Justification for such action.
I have been In the active practice of the law for 64 years and have had experi-ence In a wide variety of legal problems, including taxation. The Tax Act of 1976
Is the most confused, uncertain and ambiguous statute I have ever read. I would
guess It would cost the American tax payers a billion dollars a year In legal
and accounting fees to find out Just how much tax they legally owe the government.
I wish to urge you to consider a change in two of the provisions of the 1976
Act. One of the provisions permits a spouse to give the other spouse $100,000 free
of tax. Obviously, this was Intended as a Wneficial provision. In another part of
the statute It Is provided that If the donor dies within three years the gift Is
added back to the donor's estate and taxed as a part of it. Take the situation of
a man who has an estate of a half million dollars, who plans to leave one-half of
it to his wife as a marital deduction. If he does this by his will that one-half of
his estate is not taxed to his estate. However, If he is Imprudent enough to give
his wife $100,000, relying on the Act, and is Imprudent enough to die within
three years, his estate is stuck for the tax on the $100,000 and he has clearly
lost the advantage his estate would enjoy If he left the money to his wife by will.
I cannot believe that your Committee deliberately Intended~-uch a strange
result. I urge you to amend the Act so that the $100,000 tax free gift will not
be added back to the estate of the donor, or If you are unwilling to do this, then
repeal the provision allowing the $100,000 gift tax free, thus protecting the tax
payer from what could be a costly trap for him.
Another provision of the 1&.6 Act has left on me the worst sort of Impression
of my government. '['he United States Treasury has been selling what are known
as "flower" bonds with the specific promise that they will be accepted at face
amount for the payment of estate taxes. The 1976 Act has now Imposed a capital
gains tax on the difference between what was paid for the bonds and the amount
they are received at In the payment of estate taxes. In addition, many, if not all,
of the purchasers of these bonds will get stuck for a minimum tax.
As soon as the market realized what the 1976 AcLdoes these bonds fell from
around $83 or $84 to $72 or $73. This is a direct result of the tax take from these
bonds. Take the 8% percent bonds due February 15, 1990. They were selling from
$83 to $84 a hundred and people were buying them mostly believing that their
estate would have the margin between that price and $100 as additional income.
The most witless man would not buy 3% percent bonds that would give him a
return of only a little more than 4 percent on the purchase price when he, could
buy at the same time long term treasury bonds paying at least 8 percent except
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for the promise to accept -them at face value for estate taxes. These buyers were
induced to buy because of the. promise of the government that the difference -between what they paid and what they could be used for in paying estate taxes
would be available to them and would make up the loss of income which they
accepted in buying these bonds.
-I do not argue with you as to whether as a matter of. principle the differencebetween the purchase price of these bonds and the price they are received for
estate taxes should be taxed. What I am saying is that it is just plain crooked
on the part of the government to induce people to buy these bonds with a promise,
which the Tax Act of 1970 deliberately repudiates.
If you would amend the 1976 Act so as to make it applicable to all who purchas ed these bonds after the enactment of the Act no one can quarrel with you on
moral principles, but to make the Act applicable to purchases made prior to the
adoption of the Act is simply to spring a trap for people who have relied on the
good faith of our government. Everyone who has any of these bonds now has
already suffered a loss equal to approximately 12 percent of his capital Investment
if he should find it necessary, to use the bonds in his lifetime. If he leaves the
bonds to pay estate taxes the government will. not fulfill its promises to receive
them at 100 percent on thedollar. As a matter of form it will, of course, but as a
matter of substance it will receive the bonds for estate tax purposes at one hundred cents on the dollar only after a capital gains tax has been paid and in all
likelihood a minimum tax as well.
Frankly, I do not think you intended the result which the 1976 Act produces in
respect to the flower bonds. My impression is that Act is so extensive and so
complicated that perhaps nobody in congress understood many of Its provisions.
On the other hand, if it was done deliberately and with knowledge of its effects
then it is a shocking business. When the government of a country turns crookp,1
that society is on the road to disaster.
Very truly yours,
POPE F. BROCK,
OLIVINE, CONNELY, CHASe, O'DONNELL & WEYHER,
Ncw ork, N.Y. No 'enibcr 16,1977.
Re IT0R 6715, section 2(t) (2) (C).
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
U.,. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOit BYRD: The 1976 Tax Reform Act made a number of changes to
Section 904 of the ('ode intended t6*curtail the usie of capital gains for Increasing
the limitation on the allowable foreign tax credit. One of these treated the gain
on a corporation's sale of stock oftaecond corporation as U.S. income unless (1)
the stock Is sold in a country in which the second corporation derived more than
50 percent of its gross income for the immediately preceding three.year period or
(2) the foreign country in which the sale occurred taxes the gain at a rate of
10 percent or more. Code Section 904(b) (3) (0) (it). The Senate Finance Committee report stated:
"'Bie purpose Of this rule is to prevent taxpayers from selling their assets
abroad primarily to utilize any excess foreign tax credits which they may haveavailable from other activities."
Section 2(t) (2) (C),of H.R. 6715 evidences Congressional recognition that the
1976 change wagoverkill and would disqualify'transactions motivated by sound
business considerations rather than by United States tax avoidance. We think
that the proposed relief provision should be expanded slightly.
The Philippines imposes a 35 percent withholding tax on capital gains. A U.S.
owner's gain on sale of its Philippine subsidiary, therefore, would attract a*
heavy Philippine tax and no-U.S. tax, while the sale of the same foreign subsidiary in another foreign 'country might attract no foreign tax but a substantial U.S. tax. (A treaty between the U.S1.and the Philippines negating this result
has been signed but is not yet in effect.) Yet the 1976 amendment would have
the Incongruous effect of forcing a taxpayer to incur excessive Philippine taxes,
wiping out any U.S. tax obligation, in order to escape the penalty (reduction
of otherwise-allowable foreign tax credits) Imposed If the taxpayer prudentlysells outside the Philippines, thereby Inchfrring a substantial U.S. tax obligation.
The tarppyr is caught in the middle. He loses either way. He loses because
the 1976 amendment didn't anticipate either (1) that the Philippine capital gainsrate would be higher than ours or (2) that there aren't any lower-rate countries-
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whereit makeg'sense to bell a Philippine subsidiary to a Philippine purchaser.
(We undeibtand that the 10 percent minimum ta rate was picked. out
, :1of the
.
air.)
Equity can be done and the U.S. revenues fully protected by the other new
imitationff upon forig' capital gain if gection.,2(t) (2) (C) of H., 6715 is
amended to add the sale of a foreign subsidiary which does its business outside
.the United States. Our, suggested modification of this provision is attached, and
,we hope that it will be given favorable consideration by the Finance Comnrtee.
We look forward to discvs#1vg.tbts without. -,
With best wishes.
Sincerely yours.
. V
C,.....
ER,
*DONALD C

Enclosure.

M.(C)
Source,,rule for 1iqujd4 ions of certairl foregii cororations and sales of

.stock'of. ertqn.foreLgn 8.Vb.alsarie#,-,Paragraph (3) of section 904(b) (relating
to source Rules for gain from the sale of certa4.persna prQporty) .i sA% ded
by redesignating subparagraph (D) as subpfragrhph (EX AM4 .by tnserpfng
.aft*rsubparagraph (C) ,0e tp|lowIngpew subparggraph:
,
"(Di Gait,.fromn liquidAp,
corpora4ion. and gain from
.sate of aloclqpf c mtj forlq' of icelgpn iorrgn,
ubaragraph
prea..(0) sh4lI not apply
with respect -to a dint-butlo ,ql J1qullationr oZ a.9preign corporation, to wbich
part "i of. subchapter C api4Jq%or.,the gal .from. the sale.p at least 80 percent
of all classes of stock' o a foreign corporation, if such ocrporaion derived less
than 50 -percent 9f its. grosA Income from sources within the United States for
the ,3-year periodd ending with the close of such corporation's taxable year immedi-ately preceding the year during which the distribution occurred."
,(D) Effective dat.-The amendments made by this paragraph shall apply to
taxable years beginning after December.31, 1975.
T HE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA,
Greensboro,N.C., November 16, 1977.
Hon. HARRY BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: As a college professor of taxation, a practicing attorney
.and, formerly, a practicing CPA, I have discovered the "carry-over basis" provisions of the recently enacted 1976 Tax Reform Act to be among the most
.exasperating and difficult-to-apply of all I have ever experienced. Talk around
local courthouse easily confirms my own reactions. Attorneys meet, discuss, argue
and walk away no more certain of the law than they were before seeking assistance. Many attorneys are now simply refusing to handle small and medium-sized
estates because the statutes are totally beyond their desire to even attempt to
-cope with them. The result, of course, will be to produce new tax attorneys and
accountants whose higher fees will correspondingly reflect their specialty.
There is no question in my mind that the new provisions will have several
profound effects. First, the cost of handling estates will certainly rise, decreasing
both the amounts eventually reaching the heirs of an estate and the tax revenues
based upon those amounts. Secondly, the government's administrative cost In
attempting to assure compliance will probably offset any additional taxes that
may result (not to mention that estate tax rates were substantially Increased).
Thirdly, these new provisions will prove to be a constant source of disagreement
and litigation in much the same way the "contemplation of death" issue was be.
fore the 1976 Act resolved that issue.
Perhaps the basic Issue is whether complicated rules and procedures are neces*sary to produce or are, in fact, going to produce a better and more equitable
system of taxation. I would submit that they will not, and I will-also suggest
that Congressional adherence to such a policy will only serve to alienate both
the professional community and the public from their government.
Please give the various new curative proposed legislation your careful
-consideration.
Thank you for your public dedication and service.
Very truly yours,
DAVID B. POST,

Assistant Professor.
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WILMINGTON TRUeT,

Wilmtngton, Del., November 1, 1977.

Re S. 1954, 8. 2227 and 8. 2228.
Mr. MIOHAEL STmN,

Staff Director, Oommitee on FinAmoe, Room 2227 Dirkex Office Building,
Wasatngtos,D.O.
DE&a MR. Sva : Pursuant to the October 20, 1977 press release of Chairman
Byrd of the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, Senate Finance
Committee, regarding 8. 1954, S. 2227 and 8. 2228, the following are my comments regarding those Bills:
First, due to the very Important technical corrections contained In tfe Technical Corrections Act (H.R. 6715) I feel very strongly that any changes in the
carryover basis law should be handled in legislation separate from the Technical
Corrections Act. Many, many errors were contained In the 1976 Tax Reform
Act (P.L. 94-45) and, In numerous situations, taxpayers need the clarifications
provided by the Technical Corrections Act as quickly as possible and, hopefully,
by the edd of this calendar year.
However, I also feel very strongly that the present carryover basis provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code are too complex and costly for taxpayers to be able.
to adhere to. Consequently, I would strongly support 8. 1954, but If repeal of
carryover basis Is not politically viable this year, I feel that 8. 2227 must be enacted In order to provide time for Congres to further consider this very difficult
area. I feel that S. 2228 does not provide sufficient relief for taxpayers.
Very truly yours,
HAROLD F. MLASLEY, Jr.,
Ta 0onsel.
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